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Abstract

If a baby macaque monkey must be separated from its mother, it should be pre-fed formula
before separation at around day 5-6. If a milk bottle is always present and the infant always
lifted to the bottle to feed, it will learn to feed itself in about 30 hours. Peer contact before
the age of 5 months is desirable and as little as 1 hour per day produces socially adequate
monkeys. A peer, adult male, unrelated adult female, or older juvenile can be used as a
mother-substitute but if a peer is used, excessive clinging results from continuous contact
with the same peer(s) and excessive aggression results if contact is with only one other
animal. Self-injurious behaviour (similar to human stereotypy and not human SIB) results
when young monkeys cannot direct aggressive play towards another monkey because one is
not present during the day when the appropriate direction for such behaviour is practised. If
the young monkey is subjected to higher or lower levels of aggression, their subsequent level
of aggressiveness will be similarly changed, even when there is no opportunity for modelling.
It is as if there is some mechanism for copying those levels of aggression to which they are
subjected. During therapy of isolates, infants keep aggression levels low. Aggression levels
are also determined by visual stimuli, animals that can never see other animals showing no
aggression and those intermittently viewing them showing lower levels when interacting with
others in total darkness. Interference with visual interaction by foliage or screens also
reduces aggression by at least half in farmed animals such as bulls, deer, and chickens.

Personality, as determined by traditional factor-analytic techniques, is less able to
predict behaviour in macaques than dominance rank. High dominance rank protects animals
during fights from stress, while large changes in rank are stressful in new groupings. Most
groups have individuals with specific roles independent from but influenced by dominance
rank, and when those members are absent, group behaviour is not as efficient. Attachment
bonds influence protective harassment during post-mating ties and attachment is more
influenced by early companionship than by kinship or type of rearing.

To improve housing conditions for non-human primates, a litter-like substrate is
more hygienic than bare floors cleaned twice daily. It allows foraging which reduces
aggression and is performed even when the same food is freely available. Food-related tasks
are best at simulating patterns of wild behaviour although brief periods of challenge are also
beneficial. Visitors to zoos provide long-term stress which can be reduced if humans are
located at a level lower than the monkeys. Behaviours of activity, grooming, aggression and
abnormal differentiate long-term stress from enrichment. Enrichment may be conceptualised
as increasing psychological space in that the animals must do more to get achieve less. Some
enrichment devices are rarely used such as ropes unless they are more unpredictable.

Humans too, especially those in institutions, benefit from physical and mental
activity reporting that they feel better, are seen to interact healthier and more with others, and
are rated as improved by nursing staff. Benefits of occupational therapy may be attributed
simply to increasing activity. Like in monkeys, many of the objects supplied to
institutionalised people are rarely used; personal items are used more frequently.
Encouraging people with a mental handicap to change their behaviour is often less effective
than "paradoxical prescriptions;" encouraging undesirable behaviour can dramatically reduce
its frequency.

Monkeys with a mental handicap similar to human phenylketonuria, show abnormal
learning and social behaviour which can be characterised as excessive emotionality. When
with other monkeys they react with high levels of aggression and fear in normal hierarchical
situations which reduces play; when making an error in learning tasks they are excessively
rigid in subsequent trials leading to high error rate, poor adaptation, and inferior learning.
Increasing relative success and redundancy is likely to counteract some effects of such
retardation. Fewer monkeys may be used in such studies if sequential sampling techniques
are used, especially if a measure of effect size can be estimated.
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Plate One: Enclosure for non-human primates with hare floor



Plate Two: Enclosure with wood-chip floor covering



PlateThree:Enclosurewithwood-woolfloorcovering



PlateFour:Sixmonkeysrearedcontinuouslytogetherwiththesamefivepartners
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Plate Five: Physical contact with others is the most important
enrichment factor



Plate Six: Infant stumptailed macaque with mother
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Overview: The following is an evaluative summary of this submission for the reader

who might be unfamiliar with particular aspects of the work. It is the author's attempt to

summarise this two-volume compilation. The content guides the reader through the main

pathway of the submitted work. The emphasis here is on developing a logical and coherent

story which will be easy for the reader to understand and evaluate. Towards this last goal, the
narrative will point out the originality and substantive nature of the research

(Regulation 1.1.8). The historical setting of the research effort will also be described.

NUTRITION

When I joined Harry F. Harlow in Madison, Wisconsin as one of his half-dozen post

graduate students, one of the senior staff there (Harry A. Waisman) was interested in assessing
diets for children with phenylketonuria (PKU) and children with other "inborn errors of
metabolism." He was developing an animal model for PKU by overloading the mechanism

responsible for phenylalanine metabolism and thereby leading to a build up of blood

phenylalanine which was believed to mimic human PKU. Rats has been shown to be poor

models but monkeys apparently showed similar biochemical abnormalities to that found in
humans. Consequently, when I arrived there was a small number of so-called phenylketonuric

monkeys or "PKU monkeys". Because the need for early socialisation had not yet been
documented and because dietary control in these experimental animals was paramount, they
had been individually housed since birth. Since they had been shown to have many of the
biochemical characteristics of humans with PKU and a learning deficiency, no one was

interested in these abnormal monkeys. The current direction of research in this area was in new

monkeys with a shorter duration on the altered diet and other variants of phenylalanine
abnormalities. Such a surplus of 'un-utilized' monkeys seemed an opportunity to observe the
social development or at least social interaction of monkeys with a diminished ability to leam,
and I was allowed to put the monkeys together to observe their social behaviour. Because

I was the only post-graduate interested in these monkeys, I was also put in charge of their

learning testing.

Harlow's Wisconsin Primate Laboratory was initially known for his studies ofprimate

learning, primarily for the development of the concept of learning-set and the use of tests to

illustrate abnormalities in the formation of leaming-sets by monkeys having brain lesions.

Learning testing of lesioned animals continued for years and similar tests were used in

evaluating the extent of retardation of the PKU and other monkeys reared on abnormal diets.
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Their initial performance on delayed-response and learning-set tasks apparently demonstrated

retardation, but the word 'retardation' seemed such a general term. Clearly the animals could

learn. What they could and could not leam seemed a worthwhile direction for research.
Similar questions were being asked of mentally retarded human children at the same time, but
those looking at human children did not have the homogeneous groups that were available to

me.

When the initial group of PKU monkeys were removed from the high phenylalanine

diet, they continued to be fed milk every 4 hours. Fed in that way, they were learning tested,

performing poorly. Controls fed unadulterated milk every 4 hours also performed poorly on

the standard battery of tests proscribed by Harlow [16]. When I began testing the monkeys, it
soon became clear that convincing measures of leaning ability were not being obtained, as the

monkeys and their controls were not motivated for the food rewards being used. Reluctantly
I tested them in a shock avoidance task which showed them to perform below controls [8].

This was the first unequivocal evidence that PKU monkeys exhibited abnormal learning

patterns.

The clarity of this result convinced Waisman to remove the animals from their

4-hourly milk diet to the normal dry monkey-chow diet fed to all monkeys twice each day.
I re-tested the monkeys and their controls on the same three tasks on which they had previously
been tested [16]. This time motivation was high for the grape food rewards, clear group

differences were demonstrated, and the PKU monkeys convincingly shown to have learning
deficits on learning-set. The stage was set for a detailed study of the specific deficits of

mentally retarded monkeys.

NUTRITION: Learning
The work which I began achieved two objectives:

• It demonstrated that PKU monkeys were deficient in their ability to learn certain

problems [15, 16],

• It was the first detailed analysis of a homogeneous group of monkeys with a

learning deficit [7, 15, 23, 48, 49],

For this analysis, existing tests were used such as error-factor analysis, existing tests were

modified, and new tests were developed. The most influential of this last group [49, p.361]

was a technique of exaggerating the initial preference determining performance on trial-1 of a

learning problem. The conclusion from seven-years of research was that PKU monkeys were
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excessively emotional, and those learning problems which heightened emotion were completed
poorly by those monkeys. Such a detailed examination of an animal model of mental
retardation has not been done elsewhere, and remains as an innovative, original, substantial,
successful, and critical investigation of the topic.

NUTRITION: Social Behaviour
I began the investigation of social adequacy by putting together four 1-year old PKU

monkeys. It soon became apparent that these 1-year old monkeys were showing extremely
abnormal social behaviour [8]. Was that abnormality a result of their retardation, of their lack
ofearly social experience, or lack of recent social experience? Appropriate controls were
found which enabled some apportionment for their abnormality. The PKU monkeys differed
from controls in showing more fear and aggression and less play. They showed such erratic
agonistic behaviour that normal measures of dominance did not reveal a clear hierarchy. Other
behaviours were normal such as play with objects and watching other monkeys.

With the continued interest in the PKU monkey model, more PKU monkeys were being
produced, and it was an opportunity to look at social development in monkeys given peer
interaction from an early age. Humans with PKU showed reliable biochemical and learning
abnormalities. Because of their profound mental handicap, most humans were institutionalised.
Any abnormality in their social behaviour was to be expected and had not been studied, only
having been reported anecdotally. Anything that I wished to do with the monkeys had be
approved by their "owners," and I could do nothing which might potentially threaten the
biochemical study of the animals. The provision of social experience had to fit between
4-hourly feedings and could only be done once a day. This restriction showed, however, that
such limited social interaction was enough to produce adequate social behaviour in control
groups [18, 33].

The results of such research clearly showed that the social deficits ofPKU monkeys
could also be accounted for by positing hyper-emotionality as a cause. The animals had a
clearly-defined deficit which was present in all animals and which was not present in animals
that had suffered biochemical assault through other pathways [33, 36, 52],

The occurrence of an extensive famine in Africa, led to an interest in protein and
protein-calorie malnutrition and its effects on intelligence. Consequently, infant monkeys were
fed diets which were restricted in their level ofprotein to one-half or one-quarter the normal
amount and a comparable protein+calorie condition (by diluting the diets with water) was also
begun. Like the animals described above, they would have remained alone in bare cages except
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for my daily peer contact in mixed pairs. When their social behaviour was recorded, the
animals on half-strength diets appeared normal in all ways. Those on one-quarter diets
however were listless and inactive. When given the opportunity for daily peer experience, they
did not play as did controls and as did those fed the half-strength diet. Instead they would

huddle on their piece of cloth. They almost never played or experienced the variety of
behavioural patterns of normal monkeys.

When removed from their diets to a normal one, these monkeys appeared to have been
removed from hibernation. They first showed infantile behaviour patterns, and then rapidly

advanced through them to normal behaviour similar to that of their controls [32]. Learning

testing of these monkeys revealed minor and unconvincing mental abnormality subsequent to

almost a year of severe malnutrition, so severe in fact that some of the animals weighed the
same or less than they had when the diet was begun about nine months earlier [12]. When

combined with other studies using individually-housed monkey, it appeared that the malaise
induced by the poor diets was protecting the monkeys from the development of abnormal

patterns of behaviour, patterns, some of which could interfere with the expression of adequate
behaviour patterns. It was unclear whether the protein malnourished animals had experienced
normal social rearing (they had been with other monkeys although almost no social interaction
had ever been observed), or that they had not experienced normal social rearing but had been

protected by their apparently "sick" state. It suggests that emotionality might play an

important and direct role in mental handicap.

This research on the social behaviour of PKU, hypo-thyroid, protein and protein-

calorie malnourished, and other groups of monkeys is the only research of its type to date.
While not based on a series of studies, it is nevertheless original and convincing in the detail of
each study. These studies remain as definitive descriptions of the effects of states which occur

in humans and have so far not been documented in humans due to the variability of
concomitant conditions.

EMOTION: PERSONALITY & DOMINANCE

At the time I went to study with Hans J. Eysenck, there had been only two studies, and
no 'good' studies, employing factor analysis on the social behaviour of non-human primate
behaviour. I had data on a large number of monkeys which I had observed at intervals from an

early age. The data recording system which I developed [18] allowed an unprecedented

number of behaviour categories to be derived, and the paper was the first detailed comparison
of various techniques of data recording. The resulting paper was the most cited of my papers
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[9], and the seven factor analysis reported in the two publications confirmed three main factors:

sociability, emotionality, and aggressiveness.

Following closely was another pair of studies [21, 24] showing that the aggression

expressed during dominance was not stressful whereas the aggression associated with
subordinance was very stressful. The presence of a large number of monkeys housed in groups

of four meant that by taking the dominant monkey from four cages and putting them together,
we could systematically look at dominant monkeys that would become dominant, dominants
that would become number two, etc., and the same for 4 x 4 dominance configurations,

replicated three times. We could also look at predictors of relative dominance in the new

combinations. Such a study has not been done before or since and clearly demonstrated strong

correlates between behaviour, dominance rank, and biochemical measures of stress.

The importance of dominance to macaques led to a series of research projects

combining the effects of dominance and personality in monkeys. Two PhD students tried to

find stable, predictable correlates ofbehaviour when manipulating dominance in a systematic
manner. In addition, a large amount of data was collected by this author looking at very early

responses of monkeys to still and moving pictures, taped sounds, and other standard stimuli
and its relation to adult behaviour. There were no detectable effects-original, imaginative, and
innovative but not successful.

HUSBANDRY

During the period of research, a number of observations and innovations were made
and published. The Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA) was partially automated

giving both monkeys and experimenters more control ofparameters [6], A technique of sell-

feeding infants was developed obviating the need for expensive hand feeding through the night

[19,43]. An analysis of data from the USA showed that dietary-related illness was the most

common illness in primate centres [30]. We were the first to show that B-virus was sexually
transmitted [54], We developed new and innovative ways ofhousing monkeys [38] which led
to the development of more flexible cages for monkeys and more humane feeding techniques.
Our caging of macaques and callitrichid monkeys was innovative and imaginative, and
evaluative methodology was used throughout to assess these modifications.

We developed novel housing techniques which have since been adopted world-wide for

primate caging. We built cages which were easily enlarged using sliding doors [38]. Doors

heretofore dropped as they were closed and often would drop on a monkey's tail or fingers. We
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practical for caging, our doors slid to the side. They were also made from clear Perspex so that
animals did not get a surprise when they opened, they were lighter and the edges were not as

sharp. Changes were made to the transport cage with wide lips for the dropping door, a stop at

the bottom so that it left a monkey-hand-sized gap when it closed, and Perspex doors which

were lighter and encouraged the animal to enter a small cage which was light and through
which they could see. Holes in the far door meant that rewards could be easily and routinely
offered to the animals when they entered, and they had to fully enter to reach the reward.
A crush facility in the transport cage enabled medication to be given in seconds to a monkey
rather then being transferred again to a separate medication cage with a crush in another
unfamiliar room. Animals were removed for seconds rather than minutes. A monkey-proof
lock was developed so that padlocks did not have to be used [45]. Many of these developments

have been adopted and are used in cages of a more animal-friendly design now offered for sale.

Also influential has been a series of papers, posters, and presentations on the statistical

technique of Sequential Sampling [109,110]. The writer recognised that this statistical

technique used by quality control engineers could, in certain and many situations, be used to

substantially reduce the number of animals used in an experiment. I have chosen to devote
considerable time to the publicising of this technique and have convinced the publishers of an

important statistical package (STATISTICA, by StatSoft) to extensively expand their offering
in the area of sequential sampling and power analysis. This should reduce the numbers of
animals needed for research without reducing the power of the study, thereby being of benefit
to animal welfare.

SELF-INJURIOUS BEHAVIOUR

Stumptailed macaques develop a form of self-injurious behaviour (SIB) which is mild

in form and predictable in its nature. A number of studies published over about five years is
the most detailed on the topic in animals [35, 55, 56, 57]. We review the area concluding that
SIB in monkeys is not related to SIB in humans but is related to stereotypies in
humans [40, 41]. This area of research was not innovative, except in its recognition of the

opportunity when it arose. Rather it was substantial and exhaustive leading to the still-
definitive review of the animal research.
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ENRICHMENT

The papers in this section are general papers on the topic of enrichment. The most

cited paper is the most comprehensive review of enrichment of its time [79], That paper also
includes the only falsifyable theory of enrichment, namely that enrichment is expanding the

psychological space of an animal. The only other theoretical guideline was also proposed by
this author, that behaviour should be similar to behaviour shown in the wild.

A Universities Federation for Animal Welfare, UK video was made illustrating
environmental enrichment, and several examples from my research at Stirling and in
collaboration with people working at the Chemical Defence Establishment at Porton Down in
Wiltshire were featured. These included my work with forage boxes, forage holes, hanging

fruit, visual screens, over-flying hawks, and plant trellis. The video is called Environmental
Enrichment: Advancing Animal Care.

This author was one of the first in the area of enrichment, after H. Markowitz, and is a

recognised authority in that field. While I have more publications in that area than most other

researchers, those publications are of more substance and are more innovative than can be

found elsewhere (except perhaps for Markowitz).

ENRICHMENT: Non-social

After spending part of a sabbatical in Africa observing mandrills in a large semi-
natural setting, I noted that the monkeys spent most of the day foraging for food, even though

they were provisioned. In contrast our laboratory monkeys spent little time looking for food.
When I returned to Scotland, I decided to try to "normalise" the setting for our monkeys.
At the time, the only researcher manipulating food-acquisition time was Hal Markowitz, and
he was developing elaborate, complex, and expensive mechanical devices so that the behaviour

of zoo animals appeared more normal and interesting. Our first study proved to be of
considerable interest [29], and was followed soon after by the most influential of our studies,

extending our results from stumptailed macaques to seven other monkey species [42]. In 1989

the study won the Anderson Prize from Laboratory Animal Science Association, UK for the
best paper on enrichment of laboratory animal environment in 10 years.

Mandrills spent much of the day searching through leaf litter and soil for food. I

proposed supplying a leaf litter substitute-wood chips. The Home Office who were overseers

of our research was not pleased when we suggested introducing a substrate that could not be
cleaned daily. Even zoos did not use any substrate for their cages as it was believed that a
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substrate such as wood-chips would be less hygienic, more work to clean, and would clog the
drains. Up until that time, the only use of wood chip litter was in mouse and rat cages and in
chicken farming. In both of these situations, the substrate was used to absorb excrement. The

Home Office closely monitored our study, limiting the duration of the study and insisting that

we obtain bacterial assays of our litter.

Our two studies showed that we were indeed able to induce foraging for food like that
seen in wild monkeys, ifnot to the same level. Quite unexpectedly, other benefits ofproviding
a wood-chip substrate emerged. We were able to show that the presence of wood-chips was

more hygienic, less work to clean, and otherwise beneficial for the animals. We found
dramatic reductions in aggression, and we found that monkeys would forage for grain in the

wood-chips even when free grain was available.

After these studies were published, there was in explosion of interest in making captive

monkeys' behaviour more like that ofwild monkeys. And soon after, the term "environmental
enrichment" was coined. Since these two studies were published, plus a few more looking at

other uses of the wood chips [51, 60, 69], laboratories and zoos began to make use of the

technique, and it is now routine around the world. This series of studies has probably had more

influence as measured by square metres of the environment altered than any of my studies.

Other original work in this area has been the study of fire as enrichment and as a tool,
the first such study of fire [104]; evaluation and modification of ropes as enrichment [82]; the
first description of branch use in captive monkeys [68]; and the first description of free-range
marmosets [76] which has since influenced a number of zoos world-wide to use the procedure
with callitrichid monkeys. If we should attempt to copy those factors found in the wild, then

perhaps brief stress might also be beneficial? A study evaluating this concept was innovative
and controversial [87], and was extended to criticise certain other enrichment guidelines [86].

This work is both a substantial and original contribution including balance and

innovation. The writer is an established authority on this subject.

Enrichment: Social

Contact & Attachment

At the University of Wisconsin Primate Laboratory, a large number of animals were

separated from their mothers' and reared alone in bare cages. The initial reason for this was to

isolate the infants from the salmonella bacteria carried by their imported mothers and fatal to

the infants (and routinely caught by new postgraduate students) during the first Summer of
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their life. Subsequently, new-born infants were "controlled" or "owned" by senior researchers

who were funded separately from the Primate Lab. Some researchers were looking at early

malnutrition where control of diets was essential and therefore, they believed, any socialisation

problematic. Other researchers were looking at cancer induction and saw no reason for

time-consuming socialisation when the animals would be sacrificed at a few years of age. Still
others were interested in prematurity and had little interest in "their" infants after a few days of

age. A large number of 'control' infants were also similarly housed.

Consequently, there was a large pool of infants, separated from their mothers' at birth,

that would spend the rest of their lives alone in bare cages, with only the view of other monkeys
and care-taking staff for visual variety. I thought that using those monkeys was a good use of
resources and would also be beneficial to the animals. Ofunexpected benefit was that my early
social experience meant that more animals could be housed in a smaller space since they could
now be housed together. Four animals no longer needed 4m2,4 water bottles, 4 food hoppers,

etc., but they could be housed in 3m2, with 2 water bottles and 3 food hoppers. This economy,

plus the promise that my manipulations would causes the senior researchers no problems, was

my argument to counter the status quo of individual housing.

It appeared that one of the functions of a normal mother was that of rejecting her infant
when it was old enough. Harlow's surrogate studies and a few animals which had been housed

together from birth [11] showed what would happen with a (surrogate or peer)

mother-substitute that never rejected its infant. To further investigate the role of the mother,
the essential aspects of the mother, we began the together-together studies. They were called
that because when infant monkeys are reared together in pairs, they appeared to spend all their
time clinging together. The first study with such monkeys showed that a real mother was

needed in the first weeks of life as the new-bom cannot physically cling to a surrogate or to

another baby monkey [11]. Thereafter, the cling response is evoked more and more, and the

monkeys do not show the decrease in clinging that is seen in mother-reared monkeys and
coincidental with the start of maternal rejection.

For my MA [13], and from control involved in other studies, I formed four groups of

Together-Together (TT) monkeys, each with six animals: The first group was formed into the
usual 2-TT, always together from infancy with the same partner and always with that partner.

Those in the second group were always with the same partner in a pair, but together for a

week, then housed apart for a week, then back together with the same partner for another week,
and so on. The third group was also made up of pairs but the partner of each member of the

pair was changed each week rotating over the other five animals of that group. The final group
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was six animals always together, but in a group of six and always together with the same

animals.

From this interesting study I was able to conclude that the excessive clinging found in
the usual 2-TT monkeys could be broken up by solo housing on alternate weeks or by changing

partners. The excessive aggression also shown by the usual 2-TT animals towards outsiders
could be ameliorated by social experience with more then one other animal either in pairs or in
sixes. The changing-together group was the most normal, showing little clinging and normal
levels of aggression and socialisation. The six together were constantly clinging but showed

adequate social behaviour. The together-apart group showed little clinging but excessive levels
of aggression and low social interaction with other peers. The 2-TT showed high levels of

clinging and aggression towards other peers, and little positive social behaviour. From this pair
of studies we can conclude that for baby monkeys to develop adequate social skills, they only

need peers, they need more than one other peer, and they need the peer either to change or to be

intermittently absent if the animal is not to show excessive cling behaviour.

This second study [ 13] has provided the guidelines for pair housing of monkeys when

they have to be removed from their mothers. The technique that is widely used in those labs

giving social experience to baby monkeys is now to put infants together in pairs, to change the

membership daily, and to allow the animals to be together for only a part of the day or night.
That study in itself was an original, substantial, and influential contribution to the housing of

monkeys.

The Together-Together studies led conceptually to the therapy study in 1963 [22].
This study was the first and most comprehensive therapy study, but surprisingly, was of

comparatively little interest at the time. It was not published until after a partial replication of
one-third of that study, a study that has had considerable impact and citation.

It was an observation from that therapy study, after some years ofpondering the

results, that led to my suggesting a new theory of aggression [34], All of the groups of the

therapy study, but especially the infant group, seemed to copy the behaviour of those with
whom they were put for social experience. Infants and isolates put with aggressive isolates
became more aggressive; infants and isolates put with passive infants became more passive.
This suggested that infants copy the level of aggression from those with whom they are reared.
How this differs from modelling is discussed at some length.

The idea involved insight and imagination, and the paper presents the theory reviewing
the animal literature and innovative ways of looking at some of the human literature, and is
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presented critically. Although not widely influencing research, it is cited in books on

aggression, and it explains why humans who are aggressive towards their children were often

objects of aggression themselves when young.

Differential preferences for (a) who one is reared with, (b) who one is related to, and

(c) who had a similar rearing history was first directly compared [58]. Preferences for

similarly-raised monkeys previously found in PKU animals [27] was extended to monkeys
raised with different species [20], and different measures ofpreference directly compared for
the first time. The first convincing paper describing effects of zoo visitors on behaviour in non-

human primates altered zoo design and also provided behavioural correlates of stress [73] later
to be used in other work [86],

Vision

Dr. Harlow had repeatedly expressed a desire to assess the role ofvision in the

development of social interaction. He toyed with the idea of restricting vision by using opaque

contact lenses and sewing eyelids together, but rejected both these techniques. With the advent
of the Vidicon tube for the video camera, I thought that the role of vision could be studied by

simply turning out the lights. We looked at monkeys given two hours of daily social

experience, but all that experience was in darkness, monitored by television plus an infrared

light source. These animals were compared with animals having all of their social experience
in the light [28]. When the results appeared interesting, a 4-year grant from the Science
Research Council was forthcoming and the study replicated with more detailed evaluation of
the experimental group and a more interesting and appropriate control group, a control group

that had half their social experience in the dark and half in the light [53]. Watching the

monkeys in the dark, it was hard to believe that they could not see. They showed normal facial

expressions, beginning play sequences with a "play face". They knew the simple bare test-cage

so well that their behaviour in darkness was indistinguishable from that of the control group

when the latter were observed either in the light or in the dark. It was only when analysing the
data that the role ofvision became apparent~the dark group never showed any aggression. The
control group too showed less aggressive behaviour in darkness, but they did show some. All
other behaviour recorded from the dark group was the same as controls.

The reduction of aggression by interfering with vision was continued later by using
visual screens in tamarins [60], in bulls [97], and in deer [101] in order to reduce aggression
which is a problem in farmed animals. Reductions by half were found. This research is

continuing in chickens where aggression is the main hurdle to free-ranging conditions.
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The use of the Vidicon tube to simply study animals when they could not see

one-another was a simple and imaginative solution to a long-standing problem. The use of

hanging screens to simulate vegetation and also reduce visibility appears to be an effective and

inexpensive technique which is being adopted in farming in New Zealand, especially I animals
where high levels of conflict are problematic.

Activity in Humans
It seemed that there were benefits in animals which came directly from being involved

in an activity. This led to research in humans to see if activity per se would have similar
benefits. I began by looking at one of the most difficult populations, one which many believe
little more can be done apart from appropriate medication. It was the first study of activity in

people diagnosed as schizophrenic and in any psychiatric population [63], That was extended
to other institutionalised populations which have limited opportunity or desire for activity [78,

83, 94],

My analysis based on a general practitioner's records first showed predictive value of
visual deterioration in general health [77], Other studies showed many of the objects provided
for long-stay elderly persons were never used [83], and the first demonstration of the
effectiveness of the technique of 'paradox' in those with a mental handicap [89] as well as a

new theoretical explanation of the way paradox might work. The first demonstration of the
effectiveness of mental activity in adults with a mental handicap [94], and the first
documentation of the poor social skills shown on TV soap operas [92] were also published.

I first connected the results from humans plus those from animals with techniques used

by occupational therapists, and that connection was influential in developing theory in

occupational science [64, 80, 102]. The original idea here was that activity is important

independent from the goal of that activity, although the goal has an additional importance.

Summary
The research and evaluation on (a) those essentials required for the rearing of animals

in order to obtain adequate social behaviour, (b) experiences needed to counteract the social
and learning deficits of mental deficiency, and (c) in occupying animals by making them "do

more for less" in order to normalise their behaviour has been an substantial contribution to the

welfare of animals, to the advancement of knowledge on the rearing and housing of animals,

and to ideas about the housing of humans in institutions. The research presented represents

both an original and a substantial contribution to the advancement of knowledge of those
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subjects. The above research has been published in the best refereed journals as evidence of

erudition and innovation. Many of the topics show imagination in their conception and
execution. A few show insight. Where appropriate, critical balance has been shown by

publications as reviews. The author has an international reputation as an authority in these
fields and is consulted regularly and internationally on animal welfare, animal housing design,
and on zoo design.

The research described above is the single most comprehensive aggregate of study on

these topics and enables people to make decisions when considering the rearing ofnon-human

primates. It has made a substantial contribution from the norm of individual housing for non-

human primates towards the present practice of housing (a) in social groups even when infants
must be removed from their mothers and (b) in enclosures or caging where the normal
behavioural patterns can be expressed.
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"FETAL PKUTHE EFFECT OF MATERNAL HYPER-

PHENYLALANINEMIA DURING PREGNANCY IN THE
RHESUS MONKEY (MACACA MULATTA)

George R. Kerr, M.D., Arnold S. Chamove, M.A., Harry F. Harlow, Ph.D.,
and Harry A. Waisman, M.D., Ph.D.

Departments of Pediatrics, Psychology, and the Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center,
University of Wisconsin, Madison

ABSTRACT. Maternal hyperphenylalaninemia was
induced by feeding excess L-phenylalanine to
pregnant rhesus monkeys. Animals which received
the phenylalanine supplement throughout the en¬
tire pregnancy gave birth to infants with low birth
weight. Marked elevations of phenylalanine and
tyrosine were consistently observed in maternal
sera; the levels of phenylalanine and tyrosine in
umbilical cord sera were greater than the corre¬
sponding maternal value in eight of nine pregnan¬
cies. Maternal and umbilical cord levels of serine
were slightly elevated and maternal levels of
3-CH3-histidine were reduced in all pregnancies.
Values for the other amino acids, and the cord:

maternal ratios for all amino acids, including phe¬
nylalanine and tyrosine, were within the control
range. Infant monkeys bom to mothers with hyper¬
phenylalaninemia demonstrated a significant reduc¬
tion in learning behavior. This experiment indi¬
cates that not only is maternal hyperaminoacide-
mia reflected in the free amino acids of fetal
blood, but an added insult is also produced by a
normal placental process which functions to main¬
tain higher levels of each of the free amino acids
in the fetus than in the maternal organism. Pedi¬
atrics, 42:27, 1968, phenylketonuria, mental
retardation, amino acids, maternal-fetal ex¬
change.

Women with phenylketonuria (PKU)may give birth to children who are
mentally retarded but able to metabolize
phenylalanine in a normal manner.1 This
suggests that the elevated maternal blood
level of phenylalanine, or its metabolites,
may cross the placenta and "damage" the
developing fetal brain. In order to investi¬
gate this concept, hyperphenylalaninemia
was produced in pregnant rhesus monkeys
by supplementing their diet with excess L-
phenylalanine. Some biochemical aspects of
this study have already been reported in
preliminary form.2

The present report will give some addi¬
tional data on the growth, the biochemical
measurements, and the learning behavior
of infant rhesus monkeys which are exposed
to maternal hyperphenylalaninemia during
their period of intra-uterine development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto,) were
maintained in individual cages under stan¬
dard conditions of light, temperature, and
humidity. Twelve adult female monkeys
were bred and the date of conception es¬
tablished.3 Four females were fed a com¬

mercial milk" at 4-hour intervals during a
total of nine pregnancies. With the excep¬
tions of daily supplements of seasonal fruit

° Similac, Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio
43216, prepared at a dilution of 132 gm Similac
Powder per liter of formula. The amino acid com¬
position, expressed as milligrams per 100 ml of the
reconstituted milk, is as follows (data kindly sup¬
plied by the manufacturer): tryptophan, 25; tyro¬
sine, 94; cystine, 16; glutamic acid, 337; lysine,
130; phenylalanine, 87; arginine, 63; isoleucine,
107; histidine, 40; valine, 115; leucine, 180; pro¬
line, 124; threonine, 77; methionine, 44; alanine,
38; aspartic acid, 82; glycine, 6; serine, 79.
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and vitamins, f this milk provided the total
nutrient intake. The volume of diet con¬

sumed, weight changes, and signs of clini¬
cal health were recorded. L-phenylalaninej
was added to the diet at various stages dur¬
ing the first pregnancy of each of the four
females; it was possible to provide larger
supplements throughout subsequent preg¬
nancies (Table I). The supplement pro¬
vided from 0.2 to 1.4 gm of L-phenylalanine
per kilogram body weight per day.

Pregnancy 1 resulted in fetal death fol¬
lowing prolonged labor due to abnormal
fetal presentation. Pregnancy 8 was termi¬
nated by cesarean section delivery at 175
days gestation following an ineffectual
labor lasting 4 days. The subsequent preg¬
nancy of this female (pregnancy 9) was
also terminated by cesarean section at 163
days gestation because of concern for uter¬
ine rupture during labor. All other pregnan¬
cies terminated spontaneously by full-term,
vaginal delivery.

At 2-week intervals during each preg¬
nancy, venous blood samples were obtained
4 hours after a routine dietary intake. As the
time of parturition approached (168 ± 4
days), pregnant animals were kept under
constant supervision; and, in the eight preg¬
nancies which resulted in a viable fetus, si¬
multaneous samples of venous blood were
obtained from the mother and the umbilical
cord of the infant at the moment of birth.

In eight control pregnancies the female
was fed a chow diet§ supplemented with vi¬
tamins and seasonal fruit. Immediately
after spontaneous vaginal delivery, venous
blood samples were obtained from the
mother and infant. In two deliveries, umbil¬
ical vein blood could not be obtained, and
blood was drawn from the femoral vein of
the infant within 5 minutes of birth.

Serum was separated and stored at
— 20°C until analyzed. The samples ob-

f Paladac, Parke, Davis and Co., Detroit, Michi¬
gan 48232.

t General Biochemicals, Inc., Chagrin Falls,
Ohio 44022.

§ Purina Monkey Chow, Ralston Purina Co., St.
Louis, Missouri 63199.

tained at biweekly intervals from the preg¬
nant females receiving excess dietary L-
phenylalanine were assayed for free phenyl¬
alanine content by the method of LaDu and
Michael.4 Sera obtained at parturition were
analyzed for all free amino acids by the
modification of Gerritsen, et al.5 of the
method of Spackman, Stein, and Moore,6
using a Beckman/Spinco amino acid analyz¬
er. Values will not be reported for trypto¬
phan and cystine because of their instabil¬
ity during storage7 and because of specific
difficulties introduced by the binding of
tryptophan to serum albumin.5 Glutamic
acid increases and glutamine decreases dur¬
ing storage of plasma;7 and, although gluta¬
mine is also metabolized to compounds
other than glutamic acid, these two amino
acids will be reported as one value. Be¬
cause aspartic acid and threonine occasion¬
ally overlap on chromatographs, their levels
will also be reported as a single value.

Newborn monkeys were separated from
their mothers at birth and placed in indi¬
vidual, heated cages. During the first year
of life, all infants were fed full-strength
Similac ad libitum at 4-hour intervals. Vita¬
mins were provided after 3 days, and sea¬
sonal fruit were given after 45 days of age;
records were kept on dietary intake and in¬
creases in length, weight, and head circum¬
ference. At 1 year of age the monkeys'
diet was changed to commercial monkey
chow.

Three discrimination tests were used in

evaluating the learning behavior8 of infants
born to mothers who received excess L-phe¬
nylalanine during their pregnancies; 11 in¬
fants from normal pregnancies provided
control data. The first test involved 20 ob¬

ject discrimination problems in which the
monkey responded by displacing one of
two objects covering food wells in a
standardized Wisconsin General Test

Apparatus.8 The objects differed in multiple
dimensions and a food reward was consis¬

tently placed under the same object for a
series of 25 trials per problem and one prob¬
lem per day. The monkeys were required to
identify and displace the correct object, ir-
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respective of its position. In the second test,
"delayed response," the food reward was
conspicuously placed in one of the two food
wells which were then covered with identi¬
cal objects. After a 0- or 5-second "delay" in¬
terval, the monkey was required to remem¬
ber the rewarded position. The final test,
"object discrimination learning set," in¬
volved an extended series of 600 object dis¬
crimination problems, using six trials per
problem. Animals were compared with re¬
gard to performance on trial 2, trials 2
through 6, and on maximal performance on
trial 2 in each block of 100 problems. The
significance of differences in learning be¬
havior was ascertained by the use of an un¬
equal numbers analysis of variance.

RESULTS

Both the Similac-fed animals and the
chow-fed controls had received their re¬

spective diets for a period of years prior to
this experiment. Adding the phenylalanine
supplement did not introduce any specific
difficulties or changes in the feeding rou¬
tine, and changes in the mothers' behavior
were not observed. All animals gained
weight poorly during the time the supple¬
ment was provided, presumably due to dis¬
like for the taste of the amino acid. Serum

phenylalanine levels were consistently ele¬
vated in pregnant females receiving the
supplement; the level varied directly with
the previous dietary intake of L-phenylala-
nine. Table I indicates the time in each

pregnancy at which phenylalanine was
added to the diet, the duration of preg¬
nancy, and the number and mean value of
serum phenylalanine determinations. The
eight infant monkeys born to hyperphenyla-
laninemic mothers were normally propor¬
tioned at birth, without gross congenital
anomalies, and their body length and head
circumference were appropriate for the
birth weight. The mean birth weight, ± 1
standard deviation (SD), of 27 normal in¬
fants born in this center was 472 ± 60 gm.
The birth weight of four of the eight hyper-
phenylalaninemic newborns was more than
1 SD below—and one newborn was more

than 2 SD below—the mean birth weight of
the normal infant monkeys. The "low birth
weight" infants were born to mothers who
had received the phenylalanine supplement
throughout the entire pregnancy and who
had shown the most marked elevations of
serum phenylalanine (Fig. 1). With succes¬
sive pregnancies and the larger amino acid
supplement provided, the mean maternal
serum phenylalanine level increased and

TABLE I

Pregnant Monkeys Receiving Excess Dietary L-Phenylalanine

Pregnancy
Maternal
Number*

Duration

of
Pregnancy

(da)

Phenylalanine
Supplement

Provided

Birth

Weight of
Infant
(gm)

Infant
Number

Mean Serum

Phenylalanine
Level During
Pregnancyt

1 B4 177 After 58 da — — 14.8 (19)
o B39i 172 After 68 da 475 E79 26.5 (21)
3 B392 169 Entire pregnancy 390 F91 59.3 (21)
4 A23i 168 After 68 da 510 D59 14.7 (12)
5 A232 171 Entire pregnancy 330 E77 40.4 (24)
6 A233 166 Entire pregnancy 355 F92 48.7 (19)
7 B24t 171 After 61 da 450 E16 16.3 (17)
8 B242 175 Entire pregnancy 450 F55 18.7 (18)
9 B243 163 Entire pregnancy 390 G50 24.6 (19)

* The subscript indicates successive pregnancies in four female monkeys,
t Figures in parentheses indicate the number of determinations of serum phenylalanine.
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Fig. 1. The relationship between the birth weight of the infant and the
mean maternal serum level of phenylalanine during pregnancy. The bar
graph on the abscissa indicates the mean value, ±2 standard deviations,

of the birth weight of 27 normal newborn monkeys.

the infant birth weight decreased (Table I).
The pattern of serum free amino acids

at full-term delivery of one of the female
monkeys who received the excess L-phe-
nylalanine is presented in Figure 2 and is
similar to that seen in all supplemented
pregnancies. Phenylalanine and tyrosine
were markedly elevated over the normal
values of 1.69 ± 0.26, and 1.46 ± 0.32 mg
per 100 ml, respectively; slight increases
in serine levels were also observed. The
level of 3-CH3-histidine was reduced, but
all other amino acids were within the con¬

trol range. Figure 3 indicates the free
amino acid pattern from the umbilical cord
serum of the infant born to this mother.
With the exception of phenylalanine and
tyrosine, serine, and 3-CH3-histidine, all
other amino acids were within the normal

range. The umbilical cordimaternal ratios
(C:M) for all amino acids in this pair of
samples, including phenylalanine and tyro¬
sine, were within one standard deviation
of the mean control values.

Table II presents the umbilical cord and
maternal values, and the C:M ratios for
phenylalanine and tyrosine in control and
in phenylalanine-supplemented pregnan¬
cies. In only one pregnancy (pregnancy 4)
did the cord level of phenylalanine approach
the control range. This mother refused her
diet and became dehydrated during the last
3 days of pregnancy. A generalized hyper-
aminoacidemia was found in her parturition
serum, and a C:M ratio of less than one
was present for most amino acids, suggest¬
ing placental dysfunction. In all other preg¬
nancies the elevated maternal serum phe¬
nylalanine level did not alter the normal
processes for placental transport of phenyl¬
alanine and tyrosine. The mean values for
all amino acids in eight control and eight
hyperphenylalaninemic pregnancies are
presented in Table III. With the exceptions
of elevated maternal and cord values for

phenylalanine, tyrosine and serine, reduced
maternal values for 3-CH3-histidine, and an
increased C:M ratio for 3-CH3-histidine,
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mean values for all amino acids and all
C:M ratios in the supplemented pregnan¬
cies were within 1 SD of the mean control
values.

Postnatal growth in length, weight, and
head circumference was within normal lim¬
its (mean ± 2 SD of 27 control infants) in
seven of the eight infants with fetal hyper-
phenylalaninemia. The one exception
(pregnancy 5) involved the infant with a
birth weight greater than 2 SD below the
control mean. Growth curves in this infant
remained below, but paralleled, the normal
curves. One infant (pregnancy 2) died at 1
month of age following an episode of dehy¬
dration. All other animals remained in good

health during the remainder of the study.
Significant differences in learning be¬

havior could not be defined between ex¬

perimental and control groups in "succes¬
sive object discrimination," "0-second de¬
layed response," or "5-second delayed re¬
sponse" tests. The six infants born to phe-
nylalanine-supplemented mothers who have
been studied to date were significantly
less capable than control infants in "learn¬
ing set" performance, using performance
in trial 2 (p = <.001), trials 2-6 (p =
<.01), and maximal performance in trial
2 (p = <.01) (Fig. 4). It was not possible
to demonstrate a constant relationship be¬
tween the learning defect and the mean
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maternal serum phenylalanine level during
pregnancy, the cord phenylalanine level, or
the duration of pregnancy. In general,
however, learning ability was most reduced
in infant monkeys who were exposed to
maternal hyperphenylalaninemia through¬
out the entire pregnancy and who had the
lowest birth weight.

DISCUSSION

Denniston first drew attention to the fact
that children born to women with phenyl¬
ketonuria were usually mentally retarded but
did not have a demonstrable biochemical
disorder.9 Although Jervis,10-12 Woolf and
co-workers,13 and Partington14 have re¬
ported normal infants being born to such
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TABLE II

Serum Levels of Phenylalanine and Tyrosine (mg/100 ml) and the C:M Ratios at
Full Term Gestation in M. MULATTA

Serum Phenylalanine Serum Tyrosine
Pregnancy

Maternal Umbilical Cord C:M Maternal Umbilical Cord C:M

1

2 27.2 43.7 1.6 6.3 11.9 1.9

3 41.4 72.5 1.7 10.0 17.5 1.7

4 5.0 3.1 0.6 3.2 2.4 0.7

5 22.0 45.3 2.1 7.5 11.4 1.5

6 33.0 58.1 1.8 7.3 10.0 1.4

7 11.8 43.1 3.6 4.6 13.7 3.0

8 7.0 12.9 1.8 2.4 4.1 1.7
9 56.5 80.2 1.4 5.9 5.1 0.9

Control value* 1.26 + 0.49 1.68 + 0.28 1.49 ±0.58 0.93 + 0.29 1.46 ±0.33 1.60 ± 0.69

* Mean value, ±1 S.D., from eight control pregnancies.

women, the majority of cases currently on
record suggest that significant fetal brain
damage may be associated with elevated
maternal blood levels of phenylalanine, or
its metabolites.1 Schain, et al. reported that
the rate at which L-phenylalanine was in¬
corporated into proteins of the central ner¬
vous system of fetal pigs decreased with ad¬
vancing gestational age.15 In addition, C:M
ratios for amino acids have been reported
as being higher in immature than in full-
term human fetuses,16 and the C:M for
phenylalanine in the rhesus monkey is also
greatest during early pregnancy.17 There¬
fore, it is likely that the infant monkeys re¬
ported in this study were exposed to even
higher levels of serum phenylalanine during
early pregnancy than were found at full-
term delivery.

Infants born to phenylketonuric women
have also demonstrated microcephaly, a va¬
riety of congenital anomalies, and both in-
tra-uterine and postnatal growth
retardation.18-19 A comparable etiology may
be postulated for the fetal growth retarda¬
tion of the monkeys in this study. It is of in¬
terest that, with successive pregnancies in
each of the female monkeys, when it was
possible to provide excess L-phenylalanine
earlier in pregnancy and attain greater ele¬
vations of maternal serum phenylalanine,
the birth weight of the infants decreased

instead of showing the expected increase.20
It is pertinent to question whether the low
birth weight of the infants and the asso¬
ciated learning disability was due to poor
maternal weight gain during pregnancy;
while this possibility cannot be excluded, a
consistent correlation between maternal

weight gain and birth weight could not be
defined. A causal relationship between low
birth weight and reduced learning ability is
also possible; a review of the data from 33
control infant monkeys for which informa¬
tion on birth weight and learning ability
was available did not indicate, however, a

significant correlation (p = > .10). The
birth weights of these animals varied from
350 to 700 gm. It was not possible to relate
the animals with the lowest or highest birth
weights to low, or high, learning ability. It
was similarly not possible to separate the
animals with the best, or worst, learning
scores to either birth weight category. Ac¬
cordingly, the state of maternal nutrition,
and the presence of low birth weight per
se, do not appear to be causally related to
the poor learning abilities of the infant
monkeys.

The etiology of the mental retardation in
patients with PKU, and in the monkeys re¬
ported in this study, is obscure.21'22 The cir¬
culating level of phenylalanine is certainly
not the only factor involved, and a poor
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TABLE III

Serum Amino Acid Values (mg/100 ml) and C:M Ratios at Full-Term Gestation in M. MULATTA*

Maternal Values Cord Values C:M Ratios

Aviino Acids
Control Phenylalanine Control Phenylalanine Control Phenylalanine

Supplement Supplement Supplement

Taurine 4.26 ±1.62 3.821 0.78 5.3811.33 5.161 1.80 1.3410.28 1.3210.38

Aspartic acid plus
threonine 2.16 + 0.83 2.921 2.27 3.3310.63 2.691 1.31 1.6610.43 2.1210.59

Serine 1.97 + 0.85 3.111 1.54 2.5210.30 3.371 1.15 1.4210.46 1.2810.32
Alanine 2.82 + 0.53 2.811 1.57 4.2611.04 3.351 1.04 1.5410.35 1.4210.73
Proline 2.09 + 0.90 2.391 0.92 3.9811.61 3.67 ± 1.37 1.9210.50 1.7810.54
Glutamine plus

glutamic acid 7.16 + 1.41 7.171 2.64 12.3212.11 9.901 2.76 1.8110.60 1.5610.37

Glycine 2.80±0.52 3.261 1.16 4.3910.64 4.041 1.13 1.5910.25 1.4810.36
Valine 2.0110.88 2.631 1.20 2.9410.58 3.161 0.88 1.6710.56 1.3210.30
Methionine 0.5710.22 0.671 0.37 0.7210.12 0.841 0.10 1.4110.50 1.6410.63
Isoleucine 1.0710.28 1.161 0.67 1.2710.20 1.321 0.44 1.4110.39 1.2610.26
Leucine 1.8010.76 2.621 2.62| 2.0310.48 1.821 0.53 1.2110.34 0.9310.281
Tyrosine 0.9310.29 5.901 2.44 1.4610.33 9.501 5.19 1.6610.56 1.6010.69

Phenylalanine 1.2610.49 25.49117.88 1.6810.28 44.86126.60 1.4910.58 1.8410.85

Lysine 2.6811.31 3.231 2.63 4.4611.62 5.45 1 1.81 1.8310.63 2.22 +1.20

Histidine 1.0210.29 1.171 1.03 1.7210.35 1.741 1.03 1.7410.43 1.8911.11

3-CH3-histidine 1.8910.67 0.681 0.11J 2.4410.59 2.701 1.51 1.3410.21 3.61±1.98J
Arginine 1.8911.12 1.371 0.69 1.5710.65 1.941 0.95 1.5711.10 1.4611.05

* Mean values, ±1 S.D., from eight control and eight phenylalanine-supplemented pregnancies,
t Increased value for leucine in maternal serum and the reduced C:M for leucine were primarily due to a

maternal value of 9.0 mg/100 ml found in pregnancy 4.
J 3-CH3-histidine was reduced in maternal sera but normal in cord sera, hence the elevated C:M ratio.

correlation is frequently found between the
plasma phenylalanine level and the degree
of mental competence.23 The behavioral
tests involved in this experiment were de¬
signed to evaluate specific aspects of learn¬
ing ability.® The first test, "successive object
discrimination," defines adaptability to the
test situation; the "delayed response" test
reflects the extent of certain structural brain

lesions, primarily those located in the pre¬
frontal areas. The response of animals with
fetal hyperphenylalaninemia to these tests
was not significantly abnormal. "Object dis¬
crimination learning set" is the most infor¬
mative test, measuring the animals' capacity
to selectively improve in the ability to learn
object discrimination problems. This test is
sensitive to phyletic position, certain struc¬
tural lesions of the brain, and maturational
changes. Primates are quantitatively supe¬
rior to nonprimates in the speed with which
they form a "learning set" and in maximal

level of performance attained on the
problems.24 The test is probably most sensi¬
tive to lesions in the posterior association
areas, and ability to master the test progres¬
sively develops after 1 year of age in Ma-
caca mulatta. The data obtained from the
infant monkeys born to mothers with hy¬
perphenylalaninemia indicate significant in¬
tellectual impairment without identifying a
specific area of damage.

This model is not a true counterpart of
human phenylketonuria since there is no
genetic defect in the synthesis of the he¬
patic enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase.
Such an enzyme defect prevents the con¬
version of phenylalanine to tyrosine, with
the plasma tyrosine levels being low or nor¬
mal; in the present experiment tyrosine lev¬
els were elevated. While the effect of pre¬
natal hvpertyrosinemia on the central ner¬
vous svstem is not known, the defect inJ 7

learning behavior observed in these animalso
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must primarily be considered to reflect the
more marked fetal hyperphenylalaninemia.

Amino acids are normally found in
greater concentration in the fetal blood
than in the maternal circulation.25 Although
the free amino acids of serum at full-term

pregnancy in the rhesus monkey are higher
than those reported in the human,16'17 the
C:M ratios are comparable in both species.
The results of this study indicate that if
phenylalanine, or its metabolites, are cau¬
sally related to the mental retardation seen
in human phenylketonuria, it is not surpris¬
ing that phenylketonuric women can give
birth to infants who are already intellec¬
tually compromised at the time of birth.
The intriguing aspect is that the brain dam¬
age would be caused not only by the ele¬
vated maternal phenylalanine level, but
also by a normal placental process which
functions to maintain a higher level of each
amino acid in the fetus than in the mother.
If the pregnant primate female has an ele¬
vated level of serum free amino acids, the
placenta will efficiently produce an even
greater biochemical disturbance in the fetal
circulation.

The normal mechanisms of placental
transport have not heretofore been consid¬

ered a threat to the fetus. It is becoming
appreciated, however, that significant hy-
peraminoacidemias may exist in females
who do not display gross mental
retardation.1'26 Pregnancy in these females
will likely result in an even more marked
hyperaminoacidemia in the fetal blood and
may constitute a significant cause of "idio¬
pathic" mental retardation.

SPECULATION AND RELEVANCE

Mental retardation is a major cause of
human disability, but in the majority of
cases an etiologic agent cannot be defined.
The "damage" undoubtedly occurs early in
life, at a time when the brain is normally
growing at a rapid rate and most suscepti¬
ble to insult. This study indicates that a
normal placental mechanism which main¬
tains free amino acids at higher levels in
the fetal than in the maternal circulation
does not "turn off' when the normal fetal
levels have been reached, but it continues
to produce even higher, and potentially
dangerous, levels. Many other nutrients and
biochemicals also normally reach higher
levels in the fetus than in the maternal or¬

ganism. It is possible that the placental
transport processes for some of these com-

PROBLEM NUMBER 100

DAY NUMBER 25

Fig. 4. Trial two learning set performance in infant monkeys exposed to
maternal hyperphenylalaninemia (n =r 6). The shaded area indicates mean

performance, ± 1 standard deviation, in control monkeys (n = 11).
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pounds may also continue to function in the
face of elevated maternal levels and, in
conjunction with mild maternal disease or
apparently innocuous medication, may re¬
sult in unsuspected fetal "damage" and pos¬
sible mental retardation.
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Extract

The nutritional adequacy of a commercial low-phenylalanine diet (Diet LF) has been investigated in
infant rhesus monkeys. All animals were fed a control diet (Diet CD) during the first month of life.
Thereafter, animals in Group A were fed LF until seventy-five days of age. This diet was then supple¬
mented with 0.1 g ofL-phenylalanine per kilogram ofbody weight until 105 days of age and with 0.2 g
ofL-phenylalanine per kilogram from 105 to 135 days ofage. Animals in Group B were fed LF supple¬
mented with an amount of L-phenylalanine equal to that contained in CD (0.087 g/100 ml) from 30
to 135 days ofage. For the remainder of the first year of life, all animals were again fed CD. Animals
in Group A developed growth failure, anemia, hypoproteinemia, dermatitis, edema, hypophenylala-
ninemia and elevated levels of several other free amino acids in serum when fed LF. The addition
of supplements ofL-phenylalanine corrected hypoproteinemia, hypophenylalaninemia, and anemia,
but improvement of dermatitis and growth rates were not seen until the animals were again fed CD.
Animals in Group B developed dermatitis and elevated levels of several of the free amino acids in
serum but showed no other biochemical or clinical evidence of phenylalanine deficiency. After one
year of age, all animals were evaluated for learning behavior. There was a significant decrease in
the learning ability of animals in Group A, while that of animals in Group B was comparable with
that of control animals.

Speculation

Synthetic diets have been proposed as specific therapy for those inborn errors of metabolism that
usually result in serious disability or death. Infant rhesus monkeys fed a commercial low-phenyl-
alanine diet developed a syndrome ofphenylalanine deficiency comparable with that which has been
reported in some human infants fed the same diet. This study demonstrates the potential adverse
effects of any diet deficient in essential nutrients and indicates that this subhuman primate may be
of value in investigating the nutritional adequacy of other synthetic diets that may be proposed for
use in children.
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Introduction

Diets deficient in protein or specific amino acids cur¬

rently provide the only practical therapy for those in¬
born errors of amino acid metabolism that, unless
treated, result in mental retardation or death [25].
While the benefits of such diets, in minimizing the po¬
tential damage to the central nervous system, are

generally accepted [2, 9, 36], inappropriate use has
been reported to produce adverse effects and malnu¬
trition in children [1, 3, 4, 7, 13, 15, 16, 22, 27-31, 37,
39, 41]. The nutritional requirements for growth and
the normal patterns of physical, biochemical, and be¬
havioral development of several subhuman primates
have been sufficiently established to indicate the use¬
fulness of these species in studies related to human
biology. In order to determine the value of these
species in establishing the nutritional adequacy of
synthetic diets that may be proposed for use in children
with metabolic disorders, a commercial low-phenyl-
alanine diet was investigated in infant rhesus monkeys.

Materials and Methods

Infant rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto) from full-
term, normal pregnancies were separated from their
mothers within 6 hours after birth and transferred to

individual, heated cages. For the remainder of the
first 24 hours of life, the infants were fed a 10 % glucose
solution at four-hour intervals; during the second day,
this diet was supplemented with equal volumes of a
commercial milk preparation (control diet, CD) [42].
Thereafter, the infants were fed CD ad libitum at four-
hour intervals for the first 30 days of life; this feeding
schedule was continued for both control and experi¬
mental diets for the remainder of the first year. Daily
supplements of vitamins [43] were provided after 3
days of age. Records were kept on dietary intake, body
length, weight, head circumference, and signs of clini¬
cal health. In two animals, linear measurements were

not obtained prior to initiation of the experimental
diet.

Experimental Group A was composed of four ani¬
mals fed a commercial low-phenylalanine diet (LF)
[44] from 30-75 days of age. L-phenylalanine (0al)
[45] was then added to the deficient diet in amounts of
0.1 g/kg body weight from 75 to 105 days of age and 0.2
g/kg from 105 to 135 days of age. At 135 days of age,
animals were again fed CD. Experimental Group B
consisted of three test animals fed LF supplemented
with an amount of 0al equal to that contained in CD
(0.087 g/100 ml) from 30 to 135 days of age. Sub¬
sequently, these animals were also returned to CD.
The compositions of the diets CD and LF are indicated

in table I. Control data on the free amino acids in serum

was provided by a group of 10 normal infant monkeys
fed CD ad libitum during the first year of life [23]. A
group of 8 animals fed the same diet defined the normal
rates of linear and weight growth. At 1 year of age,
after receiving CD for a minimum period of 5 months
in order to evaluate 'catch up' growth, the diet of all
animals was changed to a commercial ration [46] to
help evaluate learning performance.

Samples of venous blood were obtained at 2-week
intervals while the animals were receiving the experi¬
mental diets. All samples were obtained four hours after
a regular feeding. Hematologic data was obtained by
standard clinical methods. Total proteins in serum
were analyzed by a micro-Kjehldahl method [26];
after separation by micro-zone electrophoresis, indi¬
vidual proteins were analyzed on a Beckman/Spinco
Analytrol. Following acidification and high-speed cen-
trifugation of serum [17], the free amino acids were
stored frozen and subsequently analyzed by the method
of Spaceman et al. [34] using a Beckman/Spinco auto¬
matic amino acid analyzer. An internal standard of
/9-2-thienylalanine was incorporated with each serum
sample. Recovery of the standard in this series of ex¬
periments was 98.70+4.78% (mean ±1 standard
deviation). Cystine and tryptophan were not evaluated
because these amino acids are unstable during storage
[11] and because of the potential errors that result from
albumin-binding of tryptophan [17]. A decrease in
glutamine and an increase in glutamic acid have been
reported to occur coincident to prolonged storage of
plasma samples [11]; although glutamine is also meta¬
bolized to compounds other than glutamic acid, values
for these two amino acids were combined.

Three discrimination tests were used in evaluating
the learning behavior of animals in each of the dietary
groups [20]. The first test involved 20 object discrimi¬
nation problems in which the monkey responded by
displacing one of two objects covering food wells in a
standardized Wisconsin General Test Apparatus [20].
The objects differed in multiple dimensions and a food
reward was consistently placed under the same object.
The monkey was required to identify and displace the
correct object, irrespective of position. In the second
test, 'staircase delayed response', the food reward was
conspicuously placed in one of the two food wells,
which were then covered with identical objects. After
a delay interval, the monkey was required to remember
and respond to the rewarded position. The delay inter¬
val increased in 5-second increments following two
correct responses and decreased in 5-second increments
subsequent to an error. Group comparisons were made
at the maximum delay interval achieved. The final
test, 'object discrimination learning set', involved an
extended series of 500 object discrimination problems
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Table I. Composition of the experimental diets1
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Approximate analysis
g/100 g powder
CD LF

Carbohydrate 53 57

Protein

(or 'nitrogen equivalents') 14 15

Fat 27 18

Minerals 4 5

Calories/fluid ounce
reconstituted diet 20 20

Amino acid composition—mg/liter of final diet
CD LF

Arginine 630 510
Histidine 400 390
Isoleucine 1070 1125
Leucine 1800 2115

Lysine 1300 2355
Methionine 440 675

Phenylalanine 870 120
Threonine 770 1155

Tryptophan 250 285
Valine 1150 1800

Cystine 160 37
Alanine 380 960

Aspartic acid 820 2010
Glutamic acid 3370 5670
Proline 1240 1695
Serine 790 1530

Tyrosine 940 1215

Glycine 60 525

1 Data kindly provided by manufacturers.

using 6 trials per problem. Animals were compared
with regard to performance on trial 2, trials 2 through
6, and on maximal performance on trial 2 in each block
of 100 problems. The significance of differences in
learning behavior was ascertained by means of an un¬

weighted unequal TVs analysis of variance, using the
method of individual degrees of freedom.

Results

All animals demonstrated normal growth rates when
fed CD during the first month oflife. Although a change
in taste was introduced with the experimental diets,
the mean volume and caloric intake per kg of body
weight was not reduced below that of the control group

(fig. 1). Addition of0al supplements did not noticeably

alter dietary volume in either of the experimental
groups. Despite this normal dietary intake, animals in
Group A showed a cessation of weight gain within 10
days after being fed the 0al-deficient formula (fig. 2).
Provision of supplemental 0al at 75 and 105 days of
age did not improve the rate ofweight gain significant¬
ly, but a rapid gain in weight occurred when the ani¬
mals were again fed the control diet. Measurements of
body length and head circumference revealed a com¬
parable arrest in linear growth, and a marked improve¬
ment was again apparent when the diet was later
changed to CD (fig. 3). Animals in Group B demon¬
strated normal rates of weight and linear growth
throughout the entire experiment (figs. 2 and 3).

Lethargy, anorexia, diarrhea, hair depigmentation,
dermatitis, and edema developed in the animals in
Group A when fed unsupplemented LF. Two of the
four animals in this group became critically ill. For one
animal, it was necessary to add 0al to the deficient
diet earlier than planned; the 0.1 g/kg and the 0.2 g/kg
supplements were added at 60 and 90 days of age,
respectively. This animal died at 116 days of age with¬
out showing any clinical improvement other than a
modest weight gain that probably reflected increased
edema fluid. The primary cause of death was pneu¬
monia; autopsy did not reveal other abnormalities.
Addition of the 0al supplements at the appropri¬
ate ages did not reverse clinical deterioration in the
second animal, and CD was provided earlier than
planned, at 107 days of age. It was necessary to feed
CD for 20 days before clinical improvement occurred.
The other two animals in Group A were less seriously
debilitated; addition of the 0al supplements appeared
to stop the progression of the clinical signs of malnutri¬
tion. These signs were not reversed, however, until the
animals were again fed CD. Animals in Group B
developed dermatitis, the only clinical evidence of
malnutrition.

Hypoproteinemia, primarily reflecting reduced le¬
vels of albumin in serum developed within several
weeks after initiation of unsupplemented LF (fig. 4). It
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0 20 40
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Fig. 1. Caloric intake/kg of body weight of infant mon¬
keys fed control and experimental diets.
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•—• Group A(LF)-mean value
*—* Group B(LF+ 0al)-mean value
I I Control (CD) mean ±1SD

+ 0.1 gm/kg 0al
+ 0.2 gm/kg 0al

0 AO 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360
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Fig. 2. The weight gain of infant monkeys fed the con¬
trol diet (stippled area), the phenylalanine-deficient
diet (•—•), and the deficient diet supplemented with
L-phenylalanine (▼—T).

Fig. 3. The body length and head circumference of in¬
fant monkeys fed the control diet (stippled area), the
phenylalanine-deficient diet (•—•), and the defi¬
cient diet supplemented with L-phenylalanine (▼—▼).

Fig. 4. Total serum protein levels of infant monkeys
fed the control diet (stippled area), the phenylalanine-
deficient diet (•—•), and the deficient diet supple¬
mented with L-phenylalanine (▼—T).

Fig. 5. Serum phenylalanine levels of infant monkeys
fed the control diet (stippled area), the phenylalanine-
deficient diet (•—•), and the deficient diet supple¬
mented with L-phenylalanine (▼—▼).
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was impossible to define consistent changes in the
levels of other serum proteins. In contrast to the lack
of apparent effect on physical growth, addition of the
0.1 g/kg 0al supplement resulted in an immediate im¬
provement in serum albumin levels; all animals showed
normal levels of proteins in serum by the time the diet
was changed to CD. In the animals in Group B, there
were no significant changes in serum proteins through¬
out the study.

In both experimental and control groups, levels of
free amino acids in serum exhibited a wide range of
values for each amino acid, but certain trends were

apparent. A marked reduction in levels of 0al (fig. 5)
and tyrosine was consistently present during periods

Fig. 6. Hemoglobin values of infant monkeys fed the
control diet (stippled area), the phenylalanine-defi-
cient diet (•—•), and the deficient diet supplemented
with L-phenylalanine (▼—T).
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Fig. 7. Trial 2 learning set performance of infant mon¬

keys fed the control diet (stippled area), the phenyl-
alanine-deficient diet (•—•), and the deficient diet
supplemented with L-phenylalanine (▼—T). The
left side of the graph indicates the mean values of the
experimental groups, and the right side indicates the
maximum performance of the individual monkeys.
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when unsupplemented LF was consumed. The supple¬
ment of 0.1 g/kg 0al improved the values for these two
amino acids, but normal values were not attained in
all animals until the 0.2 g/kg supplement was provided.
Low values were not noted for any of the other amino
acids, but values for several, most notably serine, threo¬
nine, arginine, and glycine, were increased in the serum
ofanimals in Group A. These amino acid levels tended
to approach normal values when the 0al supplements
were added to diet, and only levels ofserine and threo¬
nine were significantly elevated by the time CD was
again provided. Values for animals in Group B showed
the same general patterns of change, with the excep¬
tion that levels of 0al in serum were not reduced. In
addition to the amino acids previously mentioned,
levels ofleucine and lysine were also higher than levels
in the serum of control animals.

Anemia became apparent within 2 weeks after ini¬
tiation of LF; reticulocytosis and recovery occurred
when 0al supplements were added (fig. 6). Animals
in Group B showed no significant hematological
changes.

Object discrimination and delayed response tests re¬
vealed no significant differences in the learning be¬
havior of experimental and control groups. Animals
in Group A, however, were significantly less capable
than were controls in learning set performance, using
performance on trial 2 (F = 25.2, p < 0.001); trials 2-6
(F = 13.4, p <0.01); and maximal performance on
trial 2 (F = 29.0, p <0.001) (fig. 7). The performance
of animals in Group B was comparable with that of
the control group.

Discussion

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is caused by a deficiency of
the hepatic enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase that
converts 0al to tyrosine [24]. In the absence of this
enzyme, 0al and its metabolic by-products accumu¬
late in blood and urine.

In an attempt to circumvent the potentially danger¬
ous effects of hyperphenylalanemia, a synthetic diet
containing enough 0al for synthesis of essential pro¬
teins, but not enough to produce hyperphenylalane¬
mia, was introduced by Bickel et al. in 1951 [6]. LF,
the diet used in the present study, is available commer¬
cially. It is an enzymic hydrolysate of casein, which
provides 'protein equivalents' in the form of peptides
and amino acids. 0al is removed by absorption with
charcoal, and the diet is then supplemented with me¬
thionine, tyrosine, tryptophan, minerals, vitamins,
fats, and carbohydrates.

In a study utilizing a synthetic diet that contained
a mixture of 18 amino acids as the source of nitrogen,
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Snyderman et al. [32] concluded that the minimal
daily 0al requirement for human infants was approxi¬
mately 90 mg/kg of body weight. The clinical impres¬
sion that only a narrow margin of safety separated the
therapeutic reduction from the reduction that may
give rise to symptoms and signs of deficiency has re¬
cently been substantiated by Hanley et al. [19]. They
compared the physical and intellectual growth of two
groups of infants with phenylketonuria. One group
received 25-50 mg 0al/kg body weight/24 h; the other
received a more liberal allowance of 75-150 mg/kg
body weight/24 h. The latter group demonstrated a
more normal developmental pattern. In a comparable
study, Fisch et al. [16] reported that growth rates of
children with phenylketonuria were less satisfactory
when a low-0al diet was prescribed than when no

dietary management was attempted. Accordingly,
unless carefully monitored, use of low-0al diets, and
presumably any synthetic diet, may result in significant
developmental retardation.

The critical importance of adequate amounts of
each of the essential amino acids for protein synthesis
and growth has been confirmed by the present study.
Although the caloric intake per kg body weight of
animals receiving the deficient diet was equal to or
greater than that of control animals, the rates of linear
and weight growth were markedly abnormal in the
former. This growth abnormality was prevented solely
by addition of 0al, as demonstrated by the normal
growth of animals in Group B. Hypoproteinemia,
which developed in animals in Group A, was also
prevented or corrected by addition of 0al to the defi¬
cient diet. Furthermore, since the dietary intake per

kg body weight of hematopoietic trace elements and
iron was identical in both groups, the finding that
anemia developed only in animals in Group A indi¬
cates the relation between amino acid nutrition and
the maintenance of normal hematological status.

Some factor other than 0al deficiency was respon¬
sible for the dermatitis that developed in all animals
fed LF; this factor could not be identified by comparing
the compositions of the two diets used. With this ex¬
ception, however, and contrary to suggestions that a
vitamin or choline deficiency is responsible for the
malnutrition that may result from use of synthetic
diets [39], it is apparent that the majority of the clinical
problems associated with the low 0al diet used in the
present study were prevented by the addition of 0al.

A wide variety of abnormalities in amino acid me¬
tabolism have been reported in conditions of 'protein
malnutrition' in humans [14] and in experimental
animals [10]. Under these conditions, plasma levels
of free amino acids in humans are usually low for the
'essential' amino acids leucine, isoleucine, valine, ly¬
sine, and tyrosine, and are normal or elevated for the

'nonessential' amino acids [14, 21, 33], Eventually, in
the more serious cases, levels of all amino acids are
low [21]. A different pattern of change was evident in
the present study; although a wide range of values was
found at each stage, the total value of all amino acids
analyzed in both experimental groups was higher than
the levels found in control animals. Most of the in¬
crease was ascribed to the nonessential amino acids,
but levels of several of the essential amino acids were

also elevated. The abnormalities in the levels of both
essential and nonessential amino acids, and in the total
value of all the amino acids analyzed, were largely
corrected following addition of the 0al supplements.

An explanation for the elevation in levels of certain
amino acids, at a time when levels of others were not
significantly altered, is obscure; nor is it clear why
addition to the diet of the single amino acid known to
be deficient prevented malnutrition but did not prevent
development of an abnormal pattern of free amino
acids in serum. Although the amino acid composition
of LF was quantitatively different from that of CD
(table I), these differences do not entirely explain the
discrepancies between the patterns of the free amino
acids evident in the serum of animals under study.

Linear growth of children fails in conditions of pro¬
tein malnutrition and may be unresponsive to sub¬
sequent establishment of optimum nutrition [18]. Of
particular concern are the animal studies showing
alterations in neurochemistry that accompany mal¬
nutrition early in life [8, 40] and the frequency with
which early nutritional deprivation is associated with
later behavioral disabilities in humans and rats [12,
35]. In the present study, all animals received the con¬
trol diet for at least five months prior to evaluation of
learning behavior; the significant decrease in learning
ability, which was evident in the animals fed un-
supplemented LF, suggests that a permanent disability
had been produced by this diet.

The behavioral tests used in these experiments were
designed to evaluate specific aspects of learning [20].
The 'object discrimination learning set' is the most
informative, sensitive, and difficult test, measuring
the capacity of the animals to improve sequentially the
ability to solve object discrimination problems [38].
This test is sensitive to phyletic position, certain experi¬
mental lesions of the brain, and maturational changes.
The data obtained from the animals in Group A fed
LF demonstrated evidence of significant and perma¬
nent intellectual impairment. Performance of animals
in Group B fed LF supplemented with 0al was not
significantly different from that of the control group.

The values for free amino acids reported in the rhesus
monkey are higher than those in the human [23] ; it is
apparent, however, that the M. mulatto infant shares
with the human infant the potential for being adversely
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affected by a diet deficient in essential amino acids. In
both species, malnutrition will inevitably follow the
use of diets deficient in essential nutrients. Such diets
may be evaluated usefully in infant rhesus monkeys
prior to use in children with metabolic disorders.
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Differential Reinforcement of Latency
(DRL) in Phenylketonuric Monkeys
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Chamove; Arnold S., and Davenport, John W. (1969). Differential Reinforcement of Latency (DRL) in Phenylke¬
tonuric Monkeys. Developmental Psychobiolocy, 2(4): 207-211. Fifteen rhesus monkeys with induced phenylke¬
tonuria (PKU) were compared with 12 controls in a 6-sec DRL task that was preceded by continuously reinforced
(CRF) training in half of each group and followed by reward magnitude variations. No differences were found in
the acquisition of the CRF or DRL behavior in the subgroups having no prior training, but PKUs that were
shifted from CRF to DRL conditions persisted in making incorrect short-latency responses on the early trials of
DRL sessions. This effect and a subsequent finding of inferior DRL performance by PKUs when reward magnitude
was reduced were interpreted in terms of current frustration theory.

phenylketonuria reward magnitude bar press monkeys DRL learning frustration

an important observation in the published (e.g.,
Waisman & Harlow, 1965) and unpublished re¬

search in our laboratory on animals with induced
phenylketonuria (PKU) has been that these and normal
monkeys differ in their reactions to nonreward situa¬
tions in various ways. In Wisconsin General Test Ap¬
paratus (WGTA) tasks, testers have reported that PKU
monkeys are more prone to vigorous emotional dis¬
plays after making an error on a given trial and are
more likely to cease responding altogether after a
high frequency of errors on several consecutive trials
than are normal animals. In one sense, then, it might
be said that PKU monkeys are more sensitive to non-
reward than normals. In another sense, however, PKU

monkeys may be considered to be less sensitive to non-
reward in that they persist in making errors in the
face of cues signifying nonreward to a greater extent
than normal monkeys.

Perhaps this apparent contradiction can be resolved
by making the sort of distinction between effects of
nonreward that is basic to nonreward theory (Amsel,
1958, 1967). That is, it may be fruitful to view the
difference between PKUs and normals in terms of the
distinction between the primary frustration reaction
to nonreward (Rf, an energizing emotional response)
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and conditioned anticipatory frustration (rrst, which
mediates suppression of response to cues associated
with nonreward). The more "primitive" Rf reaction
may predominate over the inhibitory role of rr.sf for
a longer period in PKU monkeys than in normals,
and thus the PKUs' behavior is marked by overt ex¬
pressions of anger, persistence in performing initially
dominant or initially reinforced incorrect responses,
and a low rate of elimination of errors.

In the present study, PKU and normal rhesus mon¬
keys were compared in a discrete-trial differential rein¬
forcement of latency (DRL) situation with these theo¬
retical notions in mind. In this paradigm, lever-
pressing responses were reinforced only when they
occurred with a latency of 6 sec or longer. Procedures
similar to those of Davenport and Hagquist (1967)
were used, except that in the present study "discrete¬
ness" of the trials was enhanced by the use of a re-
traceable lever. Differences between PKU and normal

monkeys in rate of acquisition of the DRL performance
were of interest, since this task had not been used
previously in PKU research, as well as the features of
the data bearing on frustration theory. Because of the
latter interest, trials were massed and half of the ani¬
mals in each group were given extensive continuously
reinforced (CRF) training prior to DRL training. This
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was done in the hope that a shift situation, in which
subjects were required to slow down in order to obtain
reward after learning to respond quickly, would more
clearly reveal the energizing of incorrect (short-latency)
response tendencies by emotional buildup from imme¬
diately preceding incorrect trials. In addition, amount
of reinforcement was shifted both downward and up¬
ward to provide further opportunity for frustrative
and energizing effects to appear and to relate the
present study to the reward-magnitude data reported
by Davenport and Hagquist (1967, Exp. 3).

METHOD

SUBJECTS

Thirty Macaca mulatta between the ages of 3 and
10 years were started on this task. These monkeys had
been separated from their mothers postpartum; 16
of the animals had had abnormally high blood
phenylalanine levels for varying periods early in life
and were designated the PKU group. All subjects (Ss)
had been reared on a liquid diet of Similac to which,
in the case of 9 of the PKU Ss, a specific amount of
phenylalanine was added starting at 7 days of age, in
the manner described by Waisman and Harlow (1965).
Seven of the PKUs had been made phenylketonuric
by addition of phenylalanine to the pregnant mother's
diet throughout her pregnancy (see Kerr, Chamove,
Harlow, & Waisman, 1968). Both groups of PKU Ss
had been shown to be deficient in performance in food-
motivated learning set (Waisman & Harlow, 1965;
Kerr et al., 1968) and in shock-motivated avoidance
tasks (Chamove, Waisman, 8: Harlow, in press). The
control animals were those used in the previous
studies and thus had had testing experience compar¬
able to that of the PKU Ss. All Ss were on feedings of
a standard chow diet given once daily after the time
of testing.

APPARATUS

Monkeys were tested in their colony room in a cage
similar to their living cages. The solid rear panel had
been modified by the addition of a Lehigh Valley re¬
tractable lever, a white cue light, a buzzer, and a food
well. The reward used was a mixture of 97-mg sucrose
pellets soaked in the following 7 commercially avail¬
able flavorings; lemon, orange, vanilla, banana, rum,
maple, and pineapple. Programming was accomplished
using standard electromechanical control equipment
and a printing counter, housed in an adjacent room.

PROCEDURE

The experiment was subdivided into 3 phases.
Phase 1, involving half the animals, consisted of

discrete-trial operant lever testing with continuous re¬
inforcement (CRF). In phase 2, all Ss were trained on
a 6-sec DRL schedule, and in phase 3 reward magni¬
tude was varied from 3 to 1 or 6 pellets within the
DRL schedule.

Initially, magazine training was received by each S
for 2 days with a fixed intertrial (ITI) of 20 sec and
100 rewards of 3 pellets. Subjects not eating the
sucrose rewards on both days were discarded. Then
half of the remaining Ss in each of the drug and con¬
trol groups were assigned to the CRF subgroup and the
other half given no pretraining prior to the DRL
training. Both DRL and CRF experience consisted
of 4 days in which there was a 1-hr limit of session
time followed by 4 days with a limit of 100 responses or
1 hr, whichever came first.

In the CRF testing (phase 1), the first lever response
occurring after the onset of the buzzer and the simul¬
taneous extension of the retractable lever immediately
produced 3 pellets, silenced the buzzer, retracted the
lever, and activated the magazine light for 9 sec. No
responses were reinforced or recorded during this
magazine time or during the subsequent 3-sec ITI.

In phase 2, all Ss received 8 sessions in which a 6-sec
DRL contingency procedure was introduced that was
identical to the prior CRF testing in all respects save
one, the DRL. Here, responses with latencies shorter
than 6 sec were nonreinforced, i.e., they produced an
immediate withdrawal of the lever, buzzer cessation,
and initiation of the 3-sec ITI.

For phase 3 the procedure was identical to that of
the last 4 DRL sessions with one exception—the re¬
ward magnitude was varied among the values of 1, 3,
or 6 pellets from session to session, remaining con¬
sistent, however, within any session. Half of each sub¬
group received the order 1, 6, 3, 6, 1, 3, 1, 6, and 3
and the other half received the order 6, 1, 3, 1, 6, 3.
6, 1, and 3. The former was termed the 1-6 pellet
group and the latter the 6-1 pellet group.

In the data analysis, response latencies were con¬
verted to speeds (reciprocals). Only the first 40 re¬
sponses on any day were tabulated, because of possible
contamination of later trials by satiation, and these
were grouped into 10-trial blocks. Data from any day
in which a S did not respond at least 90 times were
discarded. Also, any S was discarded that had more
than 5 discarded days or 2 discarded days in the same
2-day block. Analyses were performed using 27 mon¬
keys, 15 PKUs and 12 controls.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

No important or significant difference between the
PKU and control groups was found in the acquisition
of CRF performance in phase 1 in terms of learning
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rate or absolute speed level. If anything, PKUs were
less variable in their response speeds than controls.
Similarly, in phase 2 the PKU and control subgroups
having no CRF training showed no significant differ¬
ence in DRL performance.

Mean speeds in the terminal portion of phase 1 and
over all of phase 2 are plotted in Fig. 1 in 2-day blocks.
The figure shows that speeds decreased abruptly in
the CRF subgroups at the beginning of DRL training
to levels that were comparable to those of the no-CRF
subgroups and somewhat above the DRL cutoff speed
of .167 (the percentage of correct trials was approxi¬
mately 40 in all 4 subgroups on days 1 and 2 of
phase 2).

Later sessions in phase 2 revealed a striking within-
session effect in which the PKU subgroup with prior
CRF training displayed unusually high speeds on
early trials and did not return to "normal" speed
levels until the third or fourth 10-trial block within a

session. In an analysis of variance of the phase 2 speed
data, a significant interaction among the factors of
PKU vs control, prior training (CRF or none), and
trial blocks within sessions was found (F= 3.69; df=
3/69; p<.025) that reflected this effect. Fisher's Least
Significant Difference (LSD) tests, performed subse¬
quent to significant F values, showed that in block 2
of days 1-2, blocks 1 and 2 of days 5-6, and blocks
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1 and 2 of days 7-8 prior-CRF PKU monkeys were
faster responders than all other groups.

The abnormally high speeds of the prior-CRF PKU
subgroup in phase 2 were in line with the hypothesis
that PKU monkeys, to a greater extent than normal
monkeys, tend to respond to nonreward with primary
(energizing') frustrative reactions that enhance the
vigor (speed) of previously-acquired approach re¬
sponses. That the no-CRF PKU subgroup failed to
show this effect may be due to less frustrating non-
rewards (as a result of lower reward expectancy) as well
as to the absence of strong approach training prior to
phase 2 in this subgroup. This is supported by the
fact that both PKU and control no-CRF subgroups
were significantly more variable than CRF subgroups,
particularly on the first 10-trial blocks, throughout the
last 6 days of this phase. Less clear, however, is why
the early-trial speedup effect in the prior-CRF PKU
subgroup appeared less in the early sessions of phase 2
and not at all on days 1 and 2. The two-pronged
version of Amsel's (1967) frustration theory, in which
dominant responses are energized by moderate frustra¬
tion but disrupted (because of competing responses)
by strong frustration, is available for application here,
since it may be assumed that frustration was greatest
in this subgroup in the initial sessions of phase 2.
Although uncomfortably ad hoc, this interpretation

fic. 1. Mean response speeds of the CRF subgroups at the end of phase 1 and of all 4 subgroups over phase 2.
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offers an explanation for the progressive increase of
the PKU subgroup's early-in-session speed effect: as
phase 2 progressed, the disruptive effects of frustration
in this subgroup decreased and permitted energizing
effects to be revealed in an increasing fashion, as a

consequence of a gradual transition from strong to
moderate frustration.

The phase 2 data were further analyzed in terms
of speeds on trials following rewarded and nonre-
warded trials. The results of this analysis were also
compatible with our frustration hypotheses in that
PKU Ss, and particularly the prior-CRF Ss, showed
higher speeds following nonrewarded than rewarded
trials, whereas the reverse was found in the controls,
but these effects were not statistically significant.
Probably a more appropriate type of analysis needs to
be developed for such situations as the present one,
since the emotional effects of a given trial result may
extend over several subsequent trials when trials are
massed, producing cumulative effects.

The phase 3 results are presented in Fig. 2. Analysis
of variance of the speed data disclosed a significant
interaction between PKU vs control and reward mag¬
nitude (F=3.51; df= 2/38; p<.05) that reflected the
fact that, unlike controls, the PKU subgroups, espe¬
cially prior-CRF Ss, responded faster (p<..05, in sub¬
sequent LSD tests) in their 1-pellet than in their 3- or
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fig. 2. Mean percentage correct trials and mean response
speed as a function of reward magnitude in phase 3.

6-pellet sessions and faster than the controls in 1-pellet
sessions. Non-CRF PKUs exhibited more and CRF
PKUs less variance of speed responses than controls in
the 1-pellet condition, especially in the first two 10-trial
blocks of a given day. No important differences
among the subgroups occurred in the 3- and 6-pellet
sessions. Essentially similar statistical conclusions were
drawn in the case of the percentage correct measure,
except with this measure the superiority of controls
with prior CRF was evident over non-CRF control
monkeys.

In normal monkeys and rats, increasing reward
magnitude in a DRL situation has been shown to in¬
crease response speed and decrease the percentage of
correct trials (Beer & Trumble, 1965; Davenport &
Hagquist, 1967). The PKU monkeys of the present
study showed the opposite relationship. The present
control Ss showed some conformity with the previous
studies at the 1- and 3-pellet levels, but it is highly
probable that speeds of both PKU and control Ss were
reduced by the satiation effects of the combination ol
6-pellet rewards and short ITIs. Taking only the data
at the 1- and 3-pellet levels as trustworthy, then, we
again find an effect that suggests a difference between
PKU and normal monkeys in frustration reactions
In this instance, however, the interpretation would
be in terms of recent extensions of frustrative non-

reward theory to frustrative small-reward situations
(e.g., Amsel, 1967; MacKinnon, 1967). The essence
of this interpretation is that the PKU monkeys (both
subgroups having become accustomed to 3-pellet re
wards prior to phase 3) responded with a greater de
gree of energizing frustration than did the control
monkeys on 1-pellet days in phase 3 to the reducec
magnitude of reward on correct trials as well as tc
nonrewards on incorrect trials.

In summary, the experiment indicated that whilt
simple acquisition of CRF or DRL performance may
be of little use in distinguishing PKU from norma;
monkeys, certain experimental manipulations withir
the DRL context (such as providing prior conflicting
CRF training and varying reward conditions) may re¬
veal differences rather clearly. In addition, we would
suggest that the conceptual tools of current learning
theory may be useful in analyzing the differences
obtained.
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AVOIDANCE LEARNING IN PHENYLKETONURIC MONKEYS1
ARNOLD S. CHAMOVE2 AND HARRY F. HARLOW

Primate Laboratory, University of Wisconsin

Comparing 16 rhesuses fed damagingly high levels of phenylalanine when
young (phenylketonuric monkeys—PKUs) with 16 controls on shuttle-box
shock avoidance, we found that punishing intertrial crosses (ITCs) early in
acquisition produced in PKUs subsequent deterioration in avoiding the
shock both of the conditioned stimulus (CS) and of the ITC. The CS errors

tended to follow other errors, suggesting increased emotionality in the more

complicated discrimination. Subsequent extinction, compound discrimina¬
tion, and Sidman avoidance differences supported the above interpretation.

Prior work evaluating learning perform¬
ance in rhesus monkeys with induced phen-
ylketonuria-like abnormalities has shown
these animals to exhibit below-normal per¬
formance on some learning tasks (Kerr,
Chamove, Harlow, & Waisman, 1968;
Waisman & Harlow, 1965) and in social
behavior (Chamove, Waisman, & Harlow,
1970). Certain types of deficits have
emerged in these monkeys and in these ap¬
petitive tasks: In a delayed reinforcement
of latency (DRL) task, prior training at a
continuous rate of reinforcement interfered
with performance, particularly performance
following incorrect responses, with the phen¬
ylketonuric monkeys showing very fast in¬
correct responses following incorrect re¬
sponses (Chamove & Davenport, 1970); in a
learning-set task, phenylketonuric (PKU)
animals had difficulty in shifting their ini¬
tial response to another object subsequent
to an error experience (Kerr et al., 1968).

From the experiments described 2 hy¬
potheses were derived: (a) The PKU deficit
is related to the fact that these monkeys
have above-normal difficulty in changing an
initial or learned response pattern or bias;
and (6) the PKU deficit is related to the
fact that these animals have difficulty in
responding correctly following nonreward.

In this experiment a shock-avoidance
1 This research was supported by U.S. Public

Health Service Grants FR-00167 and MH-11894
from the National Institutes of Health to the Uni¬
versity of Wisconsin Regional Primate Research
Center and Department of Psychology Primate
Laboratory, respectively.

2 Requests for reprints should be sent to Arnold
S. Chamove. Psychology Department, Primate
Unit. University of Stirling. Stirling. Scotland,
FK9 4LA.

task was used with varying amounts of
prior training and several subsequent tasks
requiring a change in initial or learned re¬
sponse patterns. It was expected that the
longer intertrial crossings (ITCs) were per¬
mitted, the more strongly they would be¬
come a predominant and effective strategy,
and that these crossings would be more dif¬
ficult to inhibit when necessary in PKU
monkeys. Analysis of the probabilities of
response following reward vs. nonreward
would test the second hypothesis. Extinc¬
tion of the learned conditioned-avoidance
response would more directly test the flexi¬
bility in simply modifying a response. More
complex and difficult modification would be
needed both to inhibit a learned response
when the buzzer conditioned stimulus (CS)
is paired with a light and to emit the re¬
sponse when it is unpaired. Changing the
response to the compound stimuli and
learning to respond to both will suggest
whether the difficulty in altering a learned
response is applicable to both response
emission and suppression. The subsequent
extinction of both stimuli will reflect upon
the same question. And, finally, the Sidman
avoidance procedure will reverse the normal
shock-disruption-error sequence. Here un-
signaled responses or excessive responses
following nonreward are initially produc¬
tive in avoiding subsequent shocks, al¬
though the previously learned response will
now be one of nonresponse.

Method

Subjects
Thirty-two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto)

were used to form 8 groups of 4. Half had been
605
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subjected to varying durations of a diet high in
phenylalanine from soon after birth. These sub¬
jects include those described in Waisman and
Harlow (1965) and in Chamove, Kerr, and Harlow
(in press). All PKU groups used herein have shown
deficiencies in learning-set performance.

All monkeys were on a normal chow diet at the
time of testing and had been for at least 6 mo.
prior to testing. The ages of the animals varied be¬
tween 2 and 4 yr., but control groups were closely
matched to their comparable experimental PKU
groups in age, social experience, and housing con¬
ditions.

A 2 X 4 factorial design was employed for Part
I of the study, varying the day of onset when
ITCs were to be punished. In Part 2, 4 of the 8
groups underwent extinction, while another pair
of groups underwent the remaining series of tests,
themselves being extinguished at a later date.
Thus all comparisons are between subgroups run
under directly comparable avoidance conditions.

Apparatus
Animals were tested in the shuttle box de¬

scribed by Harlow, Rowland, and Griffin (1960). It
consisted of 2 chambers, each measuring 62 X
62 X 41 cm. with hinged and counterweighted
floors. The 23-cm.-high wooden hurdle had been
replaced with a similar one of translucent Plexi-
glas which could be illuminated from the inside to
serve as the light CS. It had 2 continuously shocked
metal rods on the top to discourage perching. A
buzzer and this light could serve as components
of the CS. A 15-sec. CS and 10-sec. US duration
were employed throughout.

A mirror allowed the experimenter to observe
the subject for emotional indices. All other record¬
ing of data and all programming were automated
using punched film, clocks, and frequency counters.

Procedure

Part 1. Four conditions of avoidance condition¬
ing were employed, varying the initial day on
which ITC responses were punished. Subgroups
were given names which included the day of
initial ITC punishment.

The monkeys were given 25 CS exposures per
day. A jumping response to the other side of the
box terminated the buzzer CS and enabled the
subject to avoid shock if made in less than 5 sec.
Thereafter, the CS and shock remained on for
10 sec. unless terminated by an escape response.
Groups 1. 2. and 7 were tested for 13 days, Group
II for 21. The ITCs (i.e.. hurdle jumping re¬

sponses when neither the CS nor the CS plus
shock were on) were punished beginning on the day
indicated (Group 1 starting Day 1. Group 2 on
Day 2. etc.); ITC punishment was continued
throughout the test days once begun.

When an ITC was punished, the scrambled
shock was applied and remained on until the sub¬
ject returned to the safe side. One or more ITCs
during any 1 intertrial interval were recorded

both as 1 and as the total number emitted, the
former used for analysis since it was the more
stable figure. The intertrial interval was variable
between 10-30 sec. The ITC recording started
with the first CS and continued past the final one,
until the twenty-sixth CS would have begun.

Two additional tests were carried out in Part
1. The first, called the "threshold" test, attempted
to measure sensitivity to shock. It involved the
animals of Group 2 (the PKU-2 and C-2 sub¬
groups). Five minutes after each of these animals
was put into the shuttle box on Day 1, the shock
was applied with gradually increasing intensity
until the animal appeared to respond to it; the
effective value was noted. Response was any di¬
rected movement toward or away from the grid,
such as looking at the floor or lifting 1 foot. The
shock was lowered and again gradually increased
a second time to obtain another threshold-value
approximation. Two more readings were taken in
a comparable manner at the end of the 25 trials
of Day 1. This procedure was repeated on Day 2.

The second test, called the "emotionality" test,
attempted to measure emotional responses to the
shock-avoidance task. All 4 groups and 6 days
were used. Days 2-7 were used for Groups 1 and
2. and Days 1-6 were used for Groups 7 and 11.
During these days vocalization and stereotypic
movements in the CS, US, and intertrial periods
were recorded. Only their presence or absence was
recorded, and these 6 categories were summed into
1 for analysis. The maximum possible score for
1 monkey per day was therefore 150.

Part 2. An extinction procedure was used on
Groups 1 and 7. This consisted of massed CS
presentation with an intertrial interval of 4-6
sec., the shock being disconnected. The time to 5
nonresponses in a row to the 15-sec. CS, the time
to 2 consecutive nonresponses, the time to the
first nonresponse, and the time to the first "error"
response (a response to the CS with a latency
greater than 5 sec.) were recorded. Relearning
followed on the next 3 days in a manner similar
to the prior learning procedure.

The 8 animals of Group 2. namely the PKU-2
and C-2 subgroups, subsequently underwent an ex¬
tensive battery of tests. The first was ACS train¬
ing (during which ITCs were also punished). In
this test the ACS or S— was the buzzer (former
S+) combined with the light; it was presented to
the animal 25 times/day for 10-sec. periods. A
jumping response was punished with 10 sec. of
escapable shock. This continued for 10 days.

Subsequently, these monkeys were given 15 days
of discrimination training. The S+ was the buzzer,
and they were punished for not responding to it.
The S— was the buzzer-plus-light CS. and they
were punished for responding to it by crossing the
barrier. A total of 40 CS presentations per day
were given on this test block, half S+ and half S—.
randomly presented. Then for 10 days a partial
reversal procedure was used: The animals were
forced to respond to both the S+ and S— by
avoiding. On the next 10 days the responses of the
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8 animals were extinguished; all responses to the
S+ and S— were punished.

Finally these monkeys underwent 30 days of
Sidman avoidance training. Monkeys were tested
using 30-sec. shock-shock and response-shock in¬
tervals for 10-min. test periods. If the animals did
not respond for a period of 30 sec., they received
a shock for 10 sec. or until they escaped to the
other side. Thirty seconds after a response (or at
the end of a 10-sec. shock) the shock was applied
to the side on which the animal was located with¬
out warning.

Analysis of the results was by means of analysis
of variance with significance levels set at .05.
Evaluation of avoidance conditioning utilized 4
analyses of variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA of
Group 1 consisted of the first 13 Days X 2 Sub¬
groups and used percent-correct scores. Those
of Groups 2 and 7 were the same. The analysis of
Group 11 used 20 days divided into 2 halves. The
ITC data were analyzed in a comparable manner.

A further set of 6 ANOVAs was performed on
the 13 days for Groups 1, 2, and 7. These analyses
utilized probability values. The first analysis
for any 1 group compared subgroups with respect
to the probabilities of nonavoidance (a shock)
given a previous (o) shock, (b) avoidance, (c)
ITC, and (d) non-ITC. The second analysis uti¬
lized probability values of an ITC given a pre¬
ceding (a) nonavoidance, (b) avoidance, (c) ITC.
or (d) non-ITC.

Analysis of the emotionality test consisted of
4 Groups X 2 Subgroups (PKU and control) X 6
Days. The threshold test data were divided into
pre- and posttest and 2 days, averaging the 2
readings within each of these tests.

Analysis of extinction in Groups 1 and 7 was
done on each of the 4 measures taken and for 2
Groups X 2 Subgroups. Analysis of Group 2 in
.ACS training used percentage of responses to the
S— for 2 Subgroups X 10 Days. Formal analysis
of the S+/S— discrimination was not necessary.
Analysis of the final 3 tests was on number of
shocks received per day and utilized days as a
repeated measure as above.

Any subsequent tests used a Fisher's least
significant difference (LSD) test. Significance levels
were set at .05 and comparisons were 2-tailed.

Results

Part 1

Punishment of ITCs had a dramatic and
damaging effect on shock-avoidance per¬
formance in PKU macaques as illustrated
in Figure 1. Those PKU subgroups in which
ITC punishment began on Day 1 (group
effect: F = 6.44, df = 1/6, p < .05; Group
X Days: F = 2.85, df = 12/72, p < .01) or
Day 2 (group effect: F = 6.01, p < .05;

DAYS (25 Trials/Day)
Fig. 1. Comparison of performance in response to the buzzer CS as a function of drug and day on

which ITCs start to be negatively reinforced.
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Group X Days: F = 2.49, p < -01) showed
significantly poorer performance when com¬
pared with appropriate controls.

Subsequent LSD tests showed the PKUs
of Group 1 to be significantly worse than
controls on Days 1, 2, 3, and 4. The PKU-2
subjects were significantly poorer than C-2s
on Days 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Although there
was no significant group effect or interac¬
tion, it was felt that an a priori interest
allowed us to look at Day 7 and after in
Group 7 and at Day 11 and after in Group
11 using pooled error terms from the
ANOVA. When this is done, monkeys of
PKU-7 are seen to have significantly lower
percent-avoidance scores on Days 8 and
9 than C-7 (LSD = 15.9, p < .05). The
poorer performance of the control subjects
of Group 11 is not significant on Day 11. It
should be noted that PKU-7 and PKU-11
performance prior to ITC punishment is
comparable if not superior to that of their
respective controls.

The ITC results are equally clear and
dramatic (see Figure 2). When punished,
ITCs are quickly suppressed in C-l and
C-2 monkey subgroups, but significantly less
quickly in PKU-1 (group effect: F = 14.52,

df = 1/6, p < .01; Group X Days: F — 2.53,
df = 12/72, p < .01) and PKU-2 subgroups
(group effect: F = 24.98, p < .01; Group X
Days: F = 3.20, p < .01). The PKU-1 mon¬
keys show significantly more intertrial in¬
tervals with punished crossings on Days 2,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10; PKU-2 monkeys
crossed more on Days 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
Although not significant overall, PKU-7 an¬
imals crossed less on Days 5 and 6 before
ITC punishment and more on Days 7 and 8
after it. The PKU-11 animals made signifi¬
cantly fewer ITCs on Days 6, 7, 8, 9, and
10 and fewer also on Days 11, 14, 15, and
16 (Group X Days X Halves: F = 2.54, df
= 9/126, p < .05).

The above results are generally true for
ITC scores whether using only 1 ITC per
interval or the total number of ITCs made
per interval. The one is quite consistently
about 45% of the other value for both PKU
and control groups when ITCs are pun¬
ished, although the first day of punishment
is characteristically lower (about 30%). It
should be noted that in the latter case an

ITC is only scored when an animal crosses
from the safe side, not when it returns to
escape the shock concomitant with an ITC.
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probability of shock on Day 2 following those trials containing no ITC.)

The probability analysis of the above re¬
sults revealed several stable differences, as
can be seen in Figure 3. The most important
results were that in all groups the PKU
monkeys, in comparison with controls,
made relatively more shocked error respon¬
ses on those trials following shocks than
those following avoidances (group effect
—Group 1: F = 22.03, df — 1/6, p < .01;
Group 2: F = 14.74, p < .01; Group 7: F =
10.98, p < .05). The PKU subjects showed a
greater proportion of nonavoidances (errors
to the CS) than controls when the previous
trial had contained an ITC and also when it
had not contained an ITC (Group x ITC
—Group 1: F = 10.00, df = 1/6, p < .05;
Group 2: F = 7.06, p < .05). This interacted
with days (Group x ITC X Days—Group
1; F = 2.71, df = 12/72, p < .01; Group 2:
F = 2.32, p < .05). This PKU-control dif¬
ference did not attain significance for
Group 7 in the shock-given-a-prior-ITC
data (F = 3.98, df = 1/6).

The PKU monkeys made more ITC re¬

sponses than controls when the intertrial pe¬

riod was preceded by an avoidance and
when it was preceded by a non-ITC re¬
sponse (Group 1: F = 13.93, df = 1/6, p <
.01; Group 2: F = 8.45, p < .05; Group 7:
F = 7.12, p < .05). These 2 effects also
interacted with days (Group 1: F = 2.25, df
— 12/72, p < .05; Group 2: F = 2.41, p <
.05). The latter effect was not significant
for Group 7 animals (F = 1.79, df = 12/
72). Figure 3 illustrates these contingencies;
the probabilities are plotted on the left two
thirds of the figure for only those days in
which the PKU-control comparisons were
significant as indicated above.

The threshold data revealed a significant
Pre-Post X Subgroup X Days interaction
(F = 44.03, df — 1/6, p < .001). As the data
were collected in arbitrary rheostat read¬
ings, those values are not given. It was con¬
cluded that on Day 2 the PKU animals
were less sensitive to shock on the initial
pretest, perhaps as a function of the con¬
tinuing effect of novelty of the new environ¬
ment; but they are more sensitive after the
day's test, perhaps since they received more
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shocks on Day 2 (although receiving fewer
for ITCs on that day). The opposite is true
of the control monkeys. Day 1 showed a

slight reduction in the posttest values for
both subgroups, but neither this increased
sensitivity nor that of either subgroup be¬
tween Days 1 and 2 (F = 2.89, df = 1/6) is
a significant difference. This shows that the
PKU subjects do not exhibit more shock
sensitivity before testing, although subse¬
quent (Day 2) reactivity is still open to
question.

There was no significant difference in
emotionality scores (Subgroup X Days: F
= 2.26, df — 5/60), although the mean of
the control subjects was up to 5 times
higher on every day than that of the PKU
groups. Controls obtained their score pri¬
marily through vocalization and some in-
tertrial stereotypy, whereas PKU animals
exhibited primarily intertrial stereotypy
and rarely vocalized.

Part 2

Massed extinction trials for Groups 1 and
7 produced no significant differences be¬
tween subgroups (F = 1.17) although con¬
trols were slightly slower to extinguish than
experimental animals (Mdn = 19 and 10
min., respectively). Relearning was almost
immediate, the rate not differentiating the
diet condition.

All of Group 2 (the 8 animals utilized in
the remaining tests) appeared to have
learned the conditioned avoidance task of
Part 1, albeit at a different rate, although
the performance of the PKU monkeys was
less stable than controls both in CS avoid¬
ance and in suppressing ITC responses. In
the ACS suppression task, controls were
found to learn to inhibit their responses to
the S— (buzzer plus light) significantly
more rapidly than PKU animals (Group X
Days: F = 3.04, df — 9/55, p < .01), as
shown in the left half of Figure 4. Even the
relative responses of the 2 subgroups on

Day 1 were different, reflecting the differ¬
ential amount of learning within the 25
trials of that day. The base-line behavior
was similar, both groups previously re¬

sponding to the buzzer on over 90% of trials

and presumably originally ignoring the
light.

The results of the subsequent test, involv¬
ing discrimination between the paired
buzzer-plus-light S— and the single buzzer
S+ is presented in the right half of Figure 4.
Clearly the controls quickly learned to re¬
spond to the S+ by avoidance and, less
quickly, to respond to the S— by remaining
on the same side of the barrier. None of the
PKUs learned the discrimination in 15 days
of testing, and so started the next task at
different levels. It is unlikely that sensory
impairment can account for this difficulty.
The normal performance by PKUs in visual
discrimination tasks mitigates against such
an interpretation.

On the partial reversal procedure, when
trained to respond to both S+ and S— by
jumping, the PKU animals performed sig¬
nificantly better than controls only on the
first day of testing (85% vs. 50%, p < .05).
Thereafter the PKU animals always re¬
sponded correctly; the controls reached 75%
on Day 2 and 100% correct thereafter. Sub¬
sequent extinction by punishment of re¬
sponses to both the S+ and the paired S —
was clearly and significantly more difficult
for the PKU subgroup (Group X Days: F
= 3.69, df = 9/54, p < .01). Whereas the
controls dropped from 75% to 20%, 15%,
and 0% shocked presentations on successive
days, the PKU monkeys were responding
between 80% and 100% for 5 days, subse¬
quently dropping to 30% and then to the
level of the controls by Day 7. It is possible
that the results of the above 2 tasks were

affected by the inability of the PKU mon¬
keys to learn the ACS discrimination, but it
appears unlikely. This contamination would
be expected to be even less in the following
task.

In Sidman avoidance the controls again
were superior, in 2 ways (Group X Days: F
— 2.74, df = 9/54, p < .05). Looking at the
percentage of total shocks possible to re¬
ceive, controls dropped from 95% to 50%.
45%, 41%, 22%, 15%, reaching an asymp¬
tote of about 5% on successive days. The
PKU monkeys rise initially from 94% to
100% for 2 days, then dropped to 75 for 2
days, then to 70%. 51%. 60%. 25%, 29%.
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109c, and 0%. The strategies of the groups
were quite different. The controls increased
their total number of responses to a maxi¬
mum rate of 26 on Day 13, dropping to a
stable level of 20/day soon after. The PKU
animals increased past this control level on

Day 12 to a maximum average response
rate of 43/dav by Day 18 which they main¬
tained throughout the 30 test days.

Discussion

The results of this series of experiments,
although giving further unequivocal evi¬
dence of indueed-phenylketonuria deficit in
learning performance, do not unequivocally
support one or the other of the hypotheses
initially postulated to account for learning
set or DRL deficit. Instead other possible
explanations are suggested which can ac¬
count for parts of the shock-avoidance
data. These are that la ) increasing the dif¬
ficulty of response discrimination affects the
PKU monkeys more than control monkeys,
and (b) inhibition of responses by punish¬
ment is less effective or less efficient in the

PKU monkey than in the monkey raised
on a normal diet.

The first of these 2 hypotheses, the dis¬
crimination hypothesis, is not refuted by
any of the above tests, although it does not
explain some of the PKU-control differ¬
ences. One such difference is that of the re¬

sults of shocked extinction of responses to
the S+ and S—. The difficulty of the PKU
monkeys in inhibiting responses to both
cannot be a lack of discrimination, just as
the prior difficulty of the same animals to
inhibit a response to the S — when first pre¬
sented is not explained.

The second hypothesis, that of punished
inhibition, does not account for the poor
performance of the PKU animals in re¬

sponding by jumping to the S+ in the ACS
task, and does not account for the poor per¬
formance of these same animals in appeti¬
tive learning tasks. The hypothesis ad¬
vanced in the introduction concerned with
changing response bias is not supported by
the poor performance of PKU-1 monkeys,
subjects that had no bias to change.
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And the hypothesis of poor performance
following nonreward or negative reinforce¬
ment is left in a weakly positive position.
Although only tested in the contingency esti¬
mates of Part 1, it can be said to be sup¬
ported if one interprets a shocked nona-
voidance as a nonreward situation. The in¬
creased probability of an error following
such a nonreward is greater in 3 of the
PKU subgroups than in their respective
controls. It does not account for the slow
Sidman acquisition of the PKU animals.
Also it cannot account for the fact that ITC

punishment did not lead to greater subse¬
quent nonavoidances or subsequent ITCs in
PKU vs. control macaques.

We have shown that PKU monkeys have
difficulty in changing an effective response
strategy, that their performance deterio¬
rates with increasing problem difficulty, and
that errors tend to cluster together. No one
of these hypotheses can account for all of
the results.

We also have shown that the PKU learn¬

ing deficit does generalize from the appeti¬

tive to the aversive situation, and that cer¬
tain alternative procedures can be utilized
to facilitate the learning of certain contin¬
gencies in these mentally retarded monkeys.
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Learning in Monkeys Fed Elevated Amino Acid Diets1
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Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center

Abstract. Diets containing altered levels of specific amino acids or Key Words
their metabolites were fed to rhesus macaques during infancy and Amino acid
during fetal life. Learning tests, after the animals were placed on a Learning
normal diet, indicated permanent mental retardation in monkeys that Retardation
received phenylalanine either prenatally or for 3, 6, or 12 months PKU
postnatally, and also in monkeys fed parachlorophenylalanine, which Malnutrition
inhibits the metabolism of phenylalanine. Retardation was not detected Monkeys
in monkeys fed diets high in other amino acids or in pair-fed control
animals.

Introduction

Abnormalities in socio-cultural factors, nutrition, and metabolism
account for a large proportion of the 3 % of all humans who are classi¬
fied as intellectually retarded. Several methods of inducing intellectual
deficits in experimental animals have been proposed as models for study
of the mechanisms involved in these disabilities: these have included use

of abnormal diets [2], production of brain lesions [6], and socio-cultural
trauma [5]. Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a specific biochemical disorder in
which humans with elevated blood levels of one amino acid, phenylala¬
nine, become mentally retarded. It is possible by means of diets contain¬
ing an excess of this amino acid to mimic the metabolic disturbances of
the human disorders and to induce a form of mental deficiency similar to
those observed in humans (experimental PKU) [12], Human retardation
has also been reported to result from diets deficient in this same amino

1 Supported by USPHS, NIH Grants FR-00167 and MH-11894.
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acid and experimental confirmation in animals has recently been forth¬
coming [8],

A preliminary report of subnormal food-motivated learning perfor¬
mance [13] in six monkeys with experimental PKU and a subsequent
report of abnormalities in both shock-motivated learning and social
behavior in four other PKU monkeys [2] were the basis for a more
exhaustive study of rhesus monkeys (a) fed diets containing elevated
levels of phenylalanine for varying periods of time during infancy;
(b) raised on a diet containing elevated levels of parachlorophenylala-
nine which leads to elevated blood levels of phenylalanine through in¬
hibition of the enzyme which metabolizes phenylalanine; (c) reared on
diets containing elevated levels of certain other amino acids; and (d)
reared from birth on normal diets but whose mothers were fed diets

containing excess phenylalanine during pregnancy.
This report presents the results of behavioral testing in these groups

of animals. Their growth and biochemistry together with concomitant
procedural details have been described elsewhere, and the reader is
referred to these reports.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto) were separated from their mothers at birth and

reared as described in detail by Kerr et al. [9]. The neonates were housed in individual
cages and offered Similac [11] (Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio), a modified milk diet
for human infants, every 4 h. At 1 week of age the experimental diet was initiated [13]
by the addition of an excess of one amino acid to the Similac diet. The amount of
amino acid added was increased as rapidly as possible so as to obtain the desired
dietary intake. In general, maximum dietary concentration of the amino acid was reached
between 2 and 3 weeks of age. Table I describes the dietary experiments, their duration,
their code symbols, the numbers of monkey subjects in each group («), and the diet
being fed at the time of behavioral testing. Table II indicates the resultant mean daily
intakes of the supplemented amino acids, and the mean blood levels of that amino acid
achieved by the experiment. Four controls were pair-fed according to the intake of a
group of PKU monkeys that were on the elevated diet for 12 months. The amount of
diet offered to these controls was matched to the mean intake recorded from four PKU
animals at the same age.

We are also including a group of three monkeys reared from 1 month of age on a
low-phenylalanine [11] diet (Lofenalac, Mead Johnson Co., Evansville, Ind.). As these
data were not yet available when the report of growth and preliminary learning results
were published [8], they provide information on comparable evaluation tests with the
other malnourished monkeys.
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Table I. Description of experimental and control groups

225

Group dietary
supplement

Code n Duration on diet

months

Diet when first tested1

Phenylalanine PKU

PKU short-term PKUj 5 3-6 Similac/r
PKU long-term PKU7 4 12 phenylalanine/r
PKU fetal PKU/ 7 5 chow

PKU-chlorinated PKUc/ 4 12 chow

PKU-low PKU/o 3 3 chow

Other amino acids AAot

Tyrosine AA ty 4 12 tyro/r
Histidine AAh 4 12 hist/r
Tryptophan AA tr 5 18 tryptophan
Alanine AAa 4 12 alanine/r
Glycine AAg 4 12 glycine/r

None (controls) C

Chow Cc 10 chow

Pair-fed Cpf 4 12 Similac, pair-fed
Similac Cs 6 36 Similac/r

1 r indicates that animals were re-tested on chow diet.

Apparatus and conditions of rearing, housing, and feeding are discussed in greater
detail elsewhere [3, 9, 13]. The apparatus used in behavioral testing was the standard
Wisconsin general test apparatus [1, 4], This device contains a movable board on which
pairs of objects are placed over a receptacle for food rewards. Animals are required to
displace the correct object in order to obtain the reward. The food reward used was
a 'cocktail' of grapes, raisins, apple, carrots, and a popular multiflavored, multicolored
breakfast cereal.

Procedure

Behavioral testing consisted of the following four problem-solving procedures:
Object Discrimination, Learning Set, Delayed Response, and Titration Delayed Response.
The problems were given in that order except where noted otherwise, and were preceded
by weeks of extensive adaptation to the testing apparatus [13]. This adaption consisted
of free food from the object-presentation tray and displacement of single objects from under
which food rewards could be obtained. The first test, Object Discrimination, involved
20 problems in which the monkey responded by displacing one of two objects covering
the food wells. These objects differed in multiple dimensions and the food reward was

consistently placed under the same object for a series of 25 trials per problem, one problem
per day. The animal was required to identify and displace the correct object, irrespective
of its position and was allowed only one response per trial.
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Table II. Intake means and blood level means and standard deviations (1-6 months)
of supplemented amino acids

Group Amino acid intake

g/kg/day
Blood amino acid levels

mg%
first 3 months second 3 months first 3 months

X
second 3 months
X a

Phenylanine
PKU short-term 2.95 3.26 36.5 53.81 18.0

PKU long-term 3.16 3.05 9.8 15.8 9.4

PKU-chlorinated 0.26 0.33 28.7 33.6 6.5

PKU-low 0.10 0.37 0.9 2.1 -

Other amino acids

Tyrosine 3.76 5.17 45.40 38.2 20.7

Histidine 1.96 3.28 13.47 32.3 15.1

Tryptophan 2.89 2.67 8.23 28.5 13.9

Alanine 3.22 3.54

Glycine 3.45 3.26

Control

Similac 0.322 0.362 1.802 1.702

1 Those animals still on diet.
2 Phenylalanine levels.

The second test, Learning Set, involved an extended series of 600 object discrimination
problems composed of six trials per problem presented at a rate of four problems per
day. In the third task, Delayed Response, the food reward was conspicuously placed in
one of two food-wells which were then simultaneously covered with identical objects.
After 0- or 5-sec delay interval, the monkey was required to remember and identify the
rewarded position by displacing the object over the rewarded food-well. In fact the time
needed to move the tray sufficiently close to the subject to permit a response, effectively
added 2 sec to each of the delay intervals. The final test, Titration Delayed Response,
utilized a similar procedure except that the delay interval was determined by the subject's
performance. After an adaptation period of 0-sec delays and starting with that delay
duration, two successive correct responses were followed by a 5-sec increase in the delay
interval on the subsequent trial, while only one error was sufficient for a 5-sec decrease.
Zero-second delay trials were interposed every five trials until the monkey reached an

asymptotic delay interval lasting three consecutive days. At this point 0-sec delay trials
were interposed randomly on half the trials and the subject run until again reaching his
asymptote. Animals were tested 20 min/day and finished the test in approximately 14 days.

Two changes in procedure occurred during the 10-year period needed to produce
and test the different groups of monkeys. In the PKU7 group of animals fed the experi¬
mental diet until 1 year of age, the 20 days of Object Discrimination was composed of
only one problem, that is, only one object pair over the 20 days, rather than the 20
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problems over 20 days as described in the methods section. This meant that there was only
one trial two response so that no evaluation of percent correct on trial two could be
computed for this 20-day block for this group. For the PKUj, PKU7, and the control
groups Cs and Cc, Delayed Response was interposed between Object Discrimination
and Learning Set, rather than following the Learning Set task. This may have introduced
some interference into both of these tasks, but has been shown to have no significant
effects on normal subjects [4] and would not be expected to account for an appreciable
proportion of any deficit in learning behavior.

These initial results, some of which have been reported before [13], revealed some

procedural problems. Initial learning assessment was meant to determine if any learning
problems were apparent in the diet animals over a wide variety of tasks. When subjects
showed no improvement in a task, they were changed to another, the better performing
animals being retained longer until their limits appeared to have been reached. The
criticism concerning inequality of age at first testing is most applicable to the PKU7 and
PKUs groups. Although an attempt was made to start the subjects on the same tasks
when the same age, it was impossible to achieve if only due to the delicate health of
monkeys when on the diet. So it is the re-test data which is most of relevance when it
was necessary to re-test as in the case of the aforementioned two PKU groups. Although
it is possible that their early learning experience interacted in some detrimental way with
their subsequent performance, it appears to be unlikely. Moreover, although they did not
receive identical learning experience or at identical ages, the opportunities afforded these
monkeys upon re-test should have been adequate for them to reach the level that controls
reached on their initial exposure. Tryptophan, fetal PKU, parachlorophenylalanine, chow
control, tyrosine, histidine, alanine, low-phenylalanine, and glycine groups, all received
equal amounts of learning experience and the tests were begun at the same ages for these
groups. The short-term PKU, long-term PKU, and the similac control groups were

comparable to one other, but older than all of the other groups upon re-test. One year

difference, however, at 3 or 4 years of age, would not be expected to account for such
differences as were found [4],

After testing and analysis of data, the possibility that poor motivation was having an
adverse effect on the performance of several groups was considered. This was most evident
in animals fed milk every 4 h, and manifested itself in frequent balking and finickyness
in response to the food rewards. This proved to be the case in groups Cs and PKUs which
were fed Similac every 4 h during the months of testing and in the groups of monkeys
fed at 4-hourly intervals those diets supplemented with the other amino acids (AAot).
Some of the AAot and Cs monkeys even seemed to prefer their diet to the food rewards.
The monkeys on the phenylalanine-supplemented diet appeared well-motivated but tested
poorly. Therefore, all of these groups were subsequently removed from their experimental
diet and fed the standard chow diet (Purina Monkey Chow, Ralston Purina Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.) once a day for a minimum of 3 months, and then re-tested for performance
on Learning Set, Delayed Response, and Titration Delayed Response procedures. Pair-fed
control animals and tryptophan-fed groups, performing within the normal range for
control animals during their initial evaluation, were not re-tested.

Analytical Methods
Differences in performance between groups of animals were evaluated by means of

analysis of variance and a subsequent Fisher's Least Significant Different tests per-
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formed on percent correct scores. The 500 trials of Object Discrimination, were

included in the Learning Set analysis when applicable, that is, when composed of
more than one problem, as animals appear to be learning a similar strategy in both
tasks [4], This means that the data from the PKU7 group was not included in this first
block analysis. Although these animals still had object dicrimination experience, the
evaluative tests (t2) (see below) were not available to the experimenters to measure the
amount of inter-problem learning taking place. For the first analysis of Learning Set
performance, two measures were computed on original test data: the percent correct
choices on trial two (t2) and on trials three through six (t3-6) in 100 problem, i.e., 600
trial, 25 day, blocks. This method is the standard analysis used for this type of data
[4, 7, 8], These were subjected to a 12 (groups) x5 (blocks) x2 (trials) analysis of
variance with repeated measures in the blocks and trials dimensions. The second analysis
of Learning Set performance was similar except for the elimination of blocks dimension.
The analyses were based on maximum percent correct on trial two and t3—6 in any group
of 100 problems by each subject. This unconventional measure was chosen after re¬

flecting on the individual data of PKU groups. The erratic nature of their performance
prompted one to ask the question 'Does the combined best performance of each PKU
subject compare with that of controls?' These analyses were repeated for re-test data.

Analogous tests were used to evaluate performance using the Delayed Response
procedure. Zero- and 5-sec performance were used as two levels of a repeated measure
similar to those used in the Learning Set analysis. The analysis of Titration Delayed
Response was performed on the asymptotic score and involved no repeated measures.
The 0.05 significance level was employed throughout, and all reported differences are

significant at, or beyond that level, unless specifically stated.
Weekly weight and daily intake data was also analysed.

Results

The results of the analyses indicate significant and irreversible defi¬
cits in performance in monkeys fed diets containing either excessive
amounts of phenylalanine or parachlorophenylalanine, when com¬

pared with test data from pair-fed or re-test data from Similac control
groups. These subnormalities are apparent in both Delayed Response
tasks and the Learning Set task and appear to be most severe in mon¬

keys fed excess phenylalanine early in infancy. Animals fed the various
control diets, and 'other amino acid' diets showed no deficits in learning
performance.

Figure 1 depicts a summary of Learning Set results. It shows that
although control monkeys fed Similac every 4 h and animals fed tyro¬
sine, alanine, histidine, and glycine, on a similar schedule (low moti¬
vation on the graph) do not differ from PKU groups and are below
chow and pair-fed controls, when all animals are fed on a chow diet and
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1. Maximum performance on t2 and t3-6 in any 100 problem block. AAot
excludes the tryptophan subjects and PKU includes both short- and long-term animals.

re-tested (high motivation on the graph) the PKU and parachloro-
phenylalanine groups are below all controls and all other amino acid-
group monkeys.

In this figure we have plotted both PKU/ and PKUs data on the
same point (here termed PKU) as the mean values were almost identi¬
cal. This was true also for tyrosine, alanine, histidine, and glycine, but
not for tryptophan.

Particular attention should be paid to t2 results. They reflect the
phyletically advanced type of between-problem transfer of learning,
and are sensitive to early maturation changes and certain brain lesions,
particularly the posterior association cortex. The deficiency in t3—6
performance, within-problem learning, suggests more basic deficit.
Data in preparation suggest that an emotional hyperactivity may ac-
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Parachlorophenyl- ■
alanine
PKU-short and long1
Pair-fed control
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Similac controls
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Fig. 2. Percent correct performance on t2 of Learning Set over blocks of 100 problems.

count for much of this t3-6 deficit, confirming another study utilizing
these same animals and designed to test this hypothesis [1].

Figure 2 presents a more detailed picture of Learning Set t2 results.
Those amino acids other than phenylalanine and tryptophan are not
presented on the 'test' position of this already complex figure. Their
data were similar to the Similac control animals here as well as in the
re-test half. The results for the PKU/o subjects fall just above those of
the fetal PKU group [8].

Performance on the Delayed Response test has been shown to reflect
the extent of certain brain lesions, particularly, in the prefrontal areas.
It may reflect a monitor and modulator of limbic structures involved in
the phenomenon of behavioral anticipation [10].

The PKU and parachlorophenylalanine monkeys exhibited below-
control performance (fig. 3) in the Delayed Response task. The 5-sec
delay task is the more sensitive of the two measures, the 0-sec componet
believed to reflect any (emotional) interference from the 5-sec compo¬
nent. The fetal-PKU group was significantly below controls on the
5-sec delay but not on the 0-sec delay. The other three PKU groups
were below control levels on both 0- and 5-sec aspects. The three ani-
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Fig. 3. Maximum percent correct in the Delayed Response task. AAot excludes
the tryptophan group. The level of motivation is only suggestive and is inferred from
their response to the food rewards following a correct choice.

mals on the low-phenylalanine diet showed significant impairment in
performance only on the longer of the two delay conditions.

The Titration Delayed Response task showed that the asymptotic
delay intervals achieved by the Cs and Cc controls were 11 and 13 sec,

respectively. The highly motivated yoked Cpfcontrols reached a group
mean of 20 sec. The chow-reared PKU/monkeys did not differ signifi¬
cantly from their appropriate controls, the Cc, having a group mean of
11 sec; but the PKUs and PKU/ animals were significantly poorer than
any control group only reaching means of just below 5 sec. Low-
phenylalanine monkeys also were abnormal averaging an asymptotic
performance of 5 sec delay.
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No deficiencies were found in the ability of alanine-, histidine-, gly¬
cine-, tyrosine-, or tryptophan-fed monkeys to solve Delayed Response
or Titration Delayed Response problems.

The weight and dietary intake results are presented here, although
also reported elsewhere [7-9, 14, 15], to support the argument that
these animals were underweight for their age. Although only tangential
to the main learning results, these data support later statements con¬
cerning learning, nutrition, and motivation.

The dietary intake over the first year of life separated the monkeys
into three groups: the glycine, histidine, alanine, and Similac groups
did not differ from one another and had the greatest intake; the PKUs
monkeys were intermediate; and the tyrosine, tryptophan, and PKUl
consumed the least. This was probably a result of changes in the taste
or smell of the diets. The phenylalanine and tryptophan diets were not
liked by the animals; intake was poor and motivation toward free food
in the learning situation was superior to other groups. The tyrosine
and, to a lesser extent, the phenylalanine, glycine, and tryptophan diets,
often made the animals vomit, appearing sick and listless.

Body weight analysis (reported in detail elsewhere, along with body
length, head circumference, and other growth measures) [7, 8, 14, 15],
over the first year showed Similac and AAot monkeys the heaviest;
PKU monkeys intermediate; and chow, PKU/, and pair-fed animals
lightest. Surprisingly at 3 years of age this difference was maintained.
We must stress, however, that the lightest groups were still heavier than
a group of 12 mother-reared monkeys, fed by their mother for the
first year of life. These results are only included here to verify the effec¬
tiveness of the pair-fed and chow control procedures, and to suggest
that simple low weight cannot account for the abnormalities reported.

Discussion

This study has shown that abnormally high levels of phenylalanine
before birth, as well as either high or low levels after birth produce irre¬
versible and severe deficits in learning performance of rhesus monkeys.
These cannot be attributed to motivational artifacts. It is probable that
the performance of PRUs monkeys fed Similac at 4-hourly intervals,
and possible that PRUs animals still on diet were poorly motivated to¬
ward food rewards used in learning evaluation. The persistance of this
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motivational problem, however, is improbable in animals fed chow once
a day. That any motivational decrement is not merely due to the re¬
duced intake of the phenylalanine formula was shown by the pair-fed,
yoked control monkeys. These animals showed no motivational prob¬
lems, and, of course, attributing the retardation of learning to an ab¬
normally-tasting early diet is not consistent with retardation in the fetal
PKU group.

The laudable performance of the tryptophan monkeys is further evi¬
dence that a bad-tasting diet, grossly imbalanced in an essential amino
acid, and one inducing sickness and reduced intake is not the sole
factor contributing to the learning retardation seen in the various PKU
groups.

The weight data offers no support for an explanation that self-im¬
posed starvation might account for the gross abnormalities found
herein. Although the PKU group, excepting the fetal group, showed
poorer intake than Similac-fed controls and showed periods of general
malaise, these symptoms were also seen in glycine, tryptophan, and
tyrosine groups.

We can conclude that it is an imbalance in phenylalanine which
leads to permanent intellectual retardation when fed in altered amounts
to young monkeys. These deficits have been found in other appetitive
learning tasks [1], in aversive learning tasks [2], and in general social
behavior [2], for certain groups of these PKU monkeys.

The absence of 0-sec delayed response deficits in the fetal PKU ani¬
mals deserves comment. The 0-sec task can be viewed as a partial con¬
trol task and performance would be expected to be good unless there is
a general disruption of performance. The PKUs, PKU/ and PKUc/
groups did show such a disruption. We suspect it is caused by an
inability of the animals to solve a sufficient number of the 5-sec pro¬
blems thereby producing a high level of emotional responses; for when
subjects are given only 0-sec problems, as is done in the initial trials of
Titration Delayed Response, their performance on these 0-sec trials
approaches 100 %. In the poorer performing PKU animals, their abnor¬
mal achievement on 5-sec problems appears to interfere with their 0-sec
performance. The normal performance of PKU/ on the titration task
could suggest that since delayed response ability is a relatively late
maturing one [4], fetal damage may have less effect on this task than
neonatal insult.

We believe that the Learning Set procedure is a more sensitive
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method for detecting generalized retardation. Analysis of the behavior
of the PKU monkeys on individual trials of this problem demonstrates
a pattern which supports the hypotheses of the previous paragraph, in
effect, that errors lead to more errors, or in other words, the experi¬
mental subjects do not shift to the correct object following a loss-
experience as easily as do control monkeys. This sensitivity to errors
has been previously reported in PKU animals in a differential rein¬
forcement of latency task in which these experimental subjects were
seen to respond too quickly following an error in a task where they
were required to wait [1].

In conclusion, we have shown that alterations in dietary amino acid
levels early in life produce permanently reduced ability in complex
learning tasks, the degree of which varies as a function of age of diet
onset, duration on diet, and the amino acid concerned. Our goal is now
to analyse these deficits so as to ascribe particular, precise handicaps
within these complex learning tasks.
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This study using rhesus monkeys was diiected toward evaluating the rela¬
tionship between nutritional de.'-cits and physical and behavioral retardation.
Separated from their mothers shortly after birth, the monkeys wera • »
gradually established on a full-strength Similac formula until 1 month of age.-
Experimental animals were then placed on an altered diet for 6 months and
back on full-strer.gth Similac until 12 months of age. Two levels of protein
reduction were used (50% and 25% normal) whHe all other aspects were
maintained. Physical growth was normal for the 50% normal protein group
but was markedly retarded for the five survivors (out of nine) in the 25%
normal protein group. Despite a catch-up during the normal diet, which
started at 7 months of age. the five survivors were still about 1 SD below
the control group of monkeys at 2 years of age. (Other studies of infant
monkeys sacrificed at 7 months of age have shown reduced brain
weight and neurochemical abnormalities resulting from this diet.) Two other
altered diets that diluted the Similac formula to 50% and 25% normal
nutrients were studied. The infant monkeys on these diets compensated by
doubling and nearly quadrupling their intakes, which returned to control
levels when the monkeys were returned to a normal diet. Such intake com¬
pensations did not occur with infant monkeys on the isocaloric but low-
protein diets. Despite the compensation, infant monkeys on the 25% normal
nutrients diet failed to thrive. However, the five survivors (out of six) were
approximately normal in physical dimensions at 2 years. (Again, other studies
of infant monkeys subjecied to the 25% normal nutrients diet and sacrificed
at 7 months of age showed reductions in organ weights, including {hat
for the brain. However, neurochemical abnormalities were not found.) When
the surviving monkeys of the 25% normal protein and 25% normal nutrients
groups were 13 months old. object discrimination tr.-ining was begun, using
the Wisconsin Genera! Test Apparatus (WGTA). The three groups did not
differ on the 20-problem set used. At about 15 months of age. learning-
set training was initiated using 400 problefns grouped into 4 blocks of. 100.
Learning sets were deemed appropriate since they distinguish species, dis¬
tinguish normal children from retardates, and depend relatively little on
motivation. Only the 25% normal nutrients group differed from the controls
on the Trial 2 or Trial 3 results. The development of learning capacity in
the rhesus monkey appeared to be fairly impervious to the effects of
severe protein undernutrition experienced between the first and seventh
months of life. This is true despite the demonstrated alterations in brain
size and biochemistry. The greater maturity at birth of the monkey brain
compared to the human brain, together with the evidence for plasticity, are
some factors discussed in relation to the implications of the findings for
humans. The unexpected finding of deficits for the 25% normal nutrient
but not the 25% normal protein group is discussed, but remains little
understood. (The present version was completed in 1973.)
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Malnutrition is a major world health problem and a leading cause of

death among children. Those children who survive malnutrition may carry

permanent scars. There is evidence that early and severe malnutrition

results in stunted physical growth as well as impaired brain development,

including lowered brain weight, reduced numbers of cells in the brain, and

neurochemical abnormalities (e. g. , Chase & Martin, 1970; Winick, 1970).

Some investigators have reported, in addition, that malnutrition in children

is associated with depressed IQ, learning deficits, and diagnoses of mental

retardation (e.g., Birch, 1972; Cravioto & DeLicardie, 1971; Kaplan, 1972;

Scrimshaw & Gordon, 1968). While the association of these intellectual

disorders with early malnutrition is accepted, there is much debate about

whether these disorders are directly attributable to malnutrition or only

coincidental. It is reasonable to relate dietary deficiencies to impaired

growth of brain and body, but it is more difficult to relate such deficiencies

to permanent abnormalities of behavior.

Malnutrition in childhood is almost invariably accompanied by many other

environmental and hereditary conditions that could conceivably impair behav¬

ioral development. While the importance of hereditary factors is difficult to

assess, it is clear that the physical and social environment which imposes

malnutrition upon the child typically confronts him with other adverse con¬

ditions, and these conditions, directly or in conjunction with malnutrition,

probably have a negative impact upon his intellectual development. The

nature and influence of these confounding concomitants of malnutrition have

been amply discussed by others (e.g. , Frisch, 1970; Pollitt, 1970; Ricciuti,
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1970), so elaboration here is unnecessary. Consequently, it seems prudent

to conclude, in light of these considerations, that the existing human re¬

searches have not determined the extent to which malnutrition, in and of

itself, produces intellectual deficiencies.

'To study malnutrition by producing it experimentally would allow control

over many of the factors that confound malnutrition in.existing populations
•i

of malnourished children. While such research, of course, is not feasible

with human subjects, animals can be subjected to experimental manipulation.

Furthermore, in experimental research with animals, the nature, degree,

and timing of the malnutrition experience can be carefully controlled, where¬

as precise specification of these variables is difficult at best with naturally

occurring cases of malnutrition among humans.

Research using lower animals has convincingly demonstrated that under¬

nutrition may permanently impair physical development of brain and body.

In the rat, for example, undernutrition may adversely affect growth and

differentiation of the brain, particularly when imposed during ontogenetic

periods in which the brain normally undergoes rapid growth (Dobbing & Smart,

in press; Winick, 1970). Unfortunately, major differences are apparent be¬

tween rat and man in the timing and sequencing of various maturational proc¬

esses, so caution must be exercised in extrapolating the findings to man.

Moreover, whether this impaired development of rat brain results in impaired

learning capacity is far from certain. The findings are equivocal (Dobbing &

Smart, in press). Regardless, the rat's limited learning capacity makes it

questionable whether conclusions based upon research with this animal would
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also hold for man's behavior.

The nonhuman primate may be a more appropriate subject for experi¬

mentation into the sequelae of early malnutrition. Patterns of growth and

maturation in the rhesus monkey, for example, are more "comparable, al¬

though not parallel, to those in man. Furthermore, the learning capacity of

the monkey more closely approximates that of man. Research with non-

human pr "rates is more expensive and time-consuming than research with

lower animals, but the phylogenetic proximity of nonhuman and human pri¬

mates provides grounds for the belief that the research results may be more

germane for the human condition.

Malnutrition Induced Experimentally in Monkeys

In an effort to evaluate the relationship between nutritional deficits and

physical and behavioral retardation, unconfounded by other variables, re¬

searches employing rhesus monkeys were initiated at the Regional Primate

Research Center of the University of Wisconsin (Kerr, Allen, Scheffler, &

Waisman, 1970). Infant monkeys were separated from their mothers within

ho :rs following birth. During the remainder of the first day they were fed

a glucose solution every 2 hours, and on the second and third days they were

fed a formula consisting of glucose solution and Similac, a commercial milk

preparation^. Thereafter the infants were fed full-strength Similac at grad¬

ually increasing intervals until, at 12 days of age, they were receiving six

feedings per day at 4-hour intervals. During each scheduled feeding the

infants were allowed to feed ad libitum for half an hour. Similac formula,

in full strength, contains 1. 3% protein, casein in source. This compares with
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1. 2% for human milk, 2.1% for monkey milk, and 3. 3% for cow's milk, and

Similac is also similar to the other milks in percentages of fat and carbo¬

hydrate (Kerr, 1972).

Four different formulas were prepared in which the protein or total

nutrient content of the standard Similac formula was reduced by altering the

components (Kerr et al. , 1970). Some of the infants were placed on these

altered diets when they reached 1 month of age, remained on the altered

diets for 6 months, and were returned to the standard Similac diet when 7

months old. Control infants remained on the standard diet throughout the

first year of life. A randomizing procedure was used to assign the infants

to the altered and control diets. In the case of all infants, after the third

day of life, a vitamin supplement^ was added to the first feeding of the day.

When they reached 12 months of age, all of the infants were weaned to a diet

consisting of Purina Monkey Chow supplemented by fresh fruit and a vitamin

mixture that was placed on a half-slice of bread (Blomquist & Harlow, 1961).

Two of the altered diets entailed reductions in the quantity of protein

present in the standard Similac formula. All other nutrients in these re¬

stricted diets were present in standard quantities, except that lactose was

added to make the restricted formulas isocaloric with standard Similac. In

one of these diets the protein content was reduced by 50%, and this diet was

referred to as the 1/2-normal-protein diet. The protein content was reduced

by 75% in the other diet, and this diet was referred to as the 1/4-normal-

protein diet.

The volume of formula consumed by the 1/2-normal-protein monkeys,



while they were on the restricted diet, remained comparable to that con¬

sumed by the control monkeys (Kerr et al. , 1970). The 1/2-normal-protein

monkeys, therefore, were ingesting only half as much protein as the controls.

Despite this, they grew at a rate that was indistinguishable from the control

rate, and they appeared to be normal in every respect. The ingestion and

physical growth data for the 1/2-normal-protein monkeys are presented in

Figure 1. . • " ,

♦ » r

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about h^re

The infants that were placed on the 1/4-normal-protein diet became list¬

less, apathetic, and unrespo se (Kerr et al. , 1970). Emesis and diarrhea

were frequent. Four of nine infants died while on this restricted diet. In¬

fections were the immediate cause of death. The intake and growth data for

the five survivors are presented in Figure 2. While on the restricted diet,

the infants consumed formula in volumes approximately one standard deviation

above control volumes, but compared, with the controls, gains in weight,

length, and head circumference were sharply arrested. When the infants

were returned to the standard Similac diet at 7 months of age, a growth spurt

occurred, and considerable growth catch up was evident. Nevertheless, at

2 years of age, the restricted monkeys were still about one standard deviation

below the mean of the control group on measures of physical stature.

The effects of the 1/4-normal-protein diet upon organ growth and brain

growth and biochemistry have been examined in subsequent studies (Kerr,

1973; Kerr & Helmuth, 1973). Additional infants were subjected to this diet.
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but these infants were sacrificed at 7 months of a.ge, after they had been on

the altered diet for 6 months. The weight of heart, liver. Kidneys/ and f

thymus were all reduced below control levels (Table 1). 3rain weight was
•-'<» "o.v"'

-
. ■ v'fV- • .

also reduced and neurochemical abnormalities were evident. Cerebral

Insert Table 1 about here •

lipids were below control levels, and this included reductions in those lipids

that are generally considered to be markers for the state of myelination of

the cerebral hemispheres.

The two remaining altered diets entailed dilutions of the standard

Similac formula. The quantities of all nutrients in the standard formula

were reduced equally. One of these diets consisted of the standard Similac

diet diluted with an equal volume of water, and this diet was referred to as

the 1/2-normal-nutrients diet. The other diet consisted of one part Similac

diluted with three parts water, and this diet was referred to as the 1/4-

normal-nutrients diet. Intake and physical growth data for the infants that

were subjected to these diets are presented in Figures 3 and 4.

Insert Figures 3 and 4 about here

While on the diluted diets, the infants compensated by increasing their

intake (Kerr et al. , 1970). The infants in the 1/2-normal-nutrients group

doubled their intake, while those in the 1/4-normal-nutrients group almost

quadrupled their intake. Intake in both groups dropped abruptly to control

levels when the restricted infants were returned to the control diet. Appar-
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ently calories, not protein level3, were the basis for the ad lib intake of

these infants, since similar irrtStke compensations were not evident among

the infants that were placed on the diets which were deficient iii protein but

isocaloric with the standard diet.

The infants in the l/"2-nornial-nutrients group grew at normal rates

throughout, even while on the diluted diet, and they appeared to be normal

(Kerr et al. , 1970). The infants in the 1/4-normal-nutrients group did not

fare as well. Like the 1/4-normal-protein monkeys, they became inactive,

vomiting and diarrhea were evident, and of six infants started on the diet,

one died. Physical growth among the survivors was impaired while they

were on the diet. This impairment was not as severe as that among the

infants on the 1/4-normal-protein diet, but it was surprising, since the

1/4-normal-nutrients infants had increased their intake so that they were

ingesting quantities of nutrients that were near control levels. When re¬

turned to the standard Similac diet, however, the growth rate of the infants

increased, and at the end of the second year of life, all physical dimensions

approximated control levels.

Additional infants have been raised on the 1/4-hormal-nutrients diet

and sacrificed at 7 months of age to examine the development of brain and

other body organs (Kerr, 1973; Kerr & Helmuth, 1973). Brain weight as

well as the weight of heart, liver, thymus, and kidneys were below control

values, although the reductions were not as great as those produced by the

1/4-normal-protein diet. Unlike the protein deficient diet, the diluted diet

did not produce neurochemical abnormalities, and cerebral lipids were at
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control levels among the infants that had been raised on this diet.

Effects upon Learning Capacity

The experiment detailed in the present report was designed to assess the

learning capacity of monkeys that had been raised on the 1/4-normal-protein .

diet and the 1/4-normal-nutrients diet. The assessment procedures were
* u * * .

initiated when the monkeys were 13 months old, 6 months "after they had been

returned to the control diet. The monkeys' ability to acquire and utilize an

object-discrimination learning set was selected as the index of intellectual

capacity. When subjected to the learning set procedure,- the monkey receives

training on a long series of object discrimination problems, each of which

differs from all the others. Typically, during the course of training, per¬

formance on the successive problems becomes better and better. Among

old world monkeys and apes, an adult animal that has received thorough

training on object-discrimination learning set can perform almost perfectly

on the second trial of each new problem. The animal appears to use the

first trial as an information trial and consistently demonstrates problem

solution on the second trial.

The rate with which learning sec is acquired and the asymptotic level of

performance have proven to be extremely sensitive indices of intellectual

capacity. Leaner.^ set measures, for example, are among the most powerful

tools for assessing the differences in learning capacity that are associated

with differences in phylogenetic status (Warren, 1965). Across the various

species of primates, learning set capacity increases sharply with phylo¬

genetic status. Learning set measures also are sensitive to differences in

ft' ' " . '
m:-
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.J|Jvdevelopmental level. In the rhesus mo; -<ey there are clear increases in
•- • - -

^'.learning set capacity as a function of <_£■ tad maturation (Zimmermann &

j'-sJ-. Torrey, 1965). Among human children ^-.-eschool and early school age,

'^" . learning set performance varies directly with MA, and learning set measures

clearly distinguish retarded from normal children (Kintz, Foster, Hart,

O'Malley, Palmer, & Sullivan, 1969). While learning set is sensitive to

>" differences in learning capacity, performance on learning set is relatively

-
- insensitive to motivational factors. Within reasonable limits, for example,

differences in extent of food deprivation prior to testing have little effect

upon performance (Miles, 1965).
~ '• I '

• For these reasons learning set appeared to be an appropriate assess-

, ; • ment procedure for detecting possible deficits in learning capacity that might

be associated with the deficient diets. The surviving monkeys in the 1/4-

normal-protein and 1/4-normal-nutrients groups were trained on object-

discrimination learning set, and their performance was compared wich that

of a control group consisting of monkeys that had not been subjected to the

dietary deficiencies. It was expected that the def'cient diet groups would

show some impairment in the acquisition and performance of learning set.

Subjects

Five of the monkeys that had been exposed to the 1/4-normal-protein diet

survived, as did 5 of the monkeys that had been exposed to the 1/4-normal-

nutrients diet. These monkeys wete subjected to learning set training. The

control group consisted of 12 monkeys that had been maintained on the standard

Mc* v e* throughout life. The animals were 13 months eld when the procedures
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were initiated, and the learning testing was completed over a period of about

7 months. During the course of the experiment all monkeys were housed

and maintained following the procedures described by Blomquist and Harlow

(1961).

Apparatus

All testing was conducted in the Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA),

which has been described in detail by Meyer, Treichler, and Meyer (1965).

One version of the WGTA is pictured in Figure 5. The WGTA test tray was

Insert Figure 5 about here

gray and contained two adjacent foodwells that were spaced 12 inches apart.

The stimuli consisted of 420 pairs of dissimilar multidimensional objects that

were drawn from the standard battery of stimulus objects maintained in the

^laboratory. No object was used in more than one problem. Raisins, pieces

of grape, pieces of apple, and shelled corn were used as incentives, with

individual animals receiving the particular incentives to which they responded

most consistently.

Procedures

The monkeys wero adapted to the WGTA before learning training was

initiated. This was accomplished over a period of 2 to 3 weeks, depending

upon the progress of the individual animals. No unusual difficulties were

encountered in adapting the monkeys that had been subjected to the restricted

diets. The monkey was first taught to remove a food incentive from an un¬

covered foodwell when the test tray was pushed forward. Next the foodwell



^:was gradually covered with an unpainted wooden cube until the subject learned

Jto displace the cube to obtain the incentive. Following this, a different cov-
• • N.. *

- ering object was used on each of several days, and the position of the object
J||sv.
Ipawas shifted randomly between the~foodwt31s. 'V

Learning training began afL »r completion of the adaptation procedure. Each

5??'trial of the learning problems was initiated with the opaque screen c>f the WGTA
3p£V
^3 in the lowered position and the one-way-vision screen in the" raised position.
I' •
ilk The experimenter first baited one foodwell, and positioned the" stimulus objects

in the manner designated for that trial. Then the onc-way-jvision screen was

: lowered, the opaque screen raised, and the test tray was pushed forward to

2- within the subject's reach. Following the subject's response, the test tray was

Ms.-. • - : .... ...

.. • withdrawn and the opaque screen was raised, ending the trial. A. noncorrection

^procedure was used throughout: on any given trial the subject was not allowed

Y^'to select the correct object after selecting the incorrect one. Figure 6 shows

a monkey's response during a typical trial on an object-discrimination problem.

Insert Figure 6 about here

The monkeys v ..re first trained on 20 object-discrimination problems. In

: each problem a different pair of objects was presented for 25 trials. ;• One of

£jthese objects was designated as correct, and selection of this object was con-

: - sistently rewarded, while selection of th > other object was not rewarded. The

.^ position of the correct object shifted from trial to trial following a random

^ schedule. A different problem was presented each day, 5 days per week, for

.,^4 weeks. The three groups did not differ in their performance on these initial
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discrimination problems.

Learning set training then was initiated, beginning when the monkeys

were approximately 15 months old. The monkeys were trained on a total

of 400 problems. A different pair of dissimilar objects was presented

during each problem, and one of these objects was consictently rewarded.

Six trials were given on each problem, and the position of the rewarded

object was varied from trial to trial following a Gellermann series. Every

subject was trained on 4 problems per day, 5 days per week, and the train¬

ing regirnen was completed over a period of 20 weeks.

Results

The 400 problems were grouped into four blocks consisting of 100 prob¬

lems each. Three dependent variables were analyzed: the percentage of

correct responses on Trial 2, the percentage of correct responses on

Trial 3, and the percentage of correct responses on Trials 2 through 6. The

data provided by each measure were subjected to an unweighted means anal¬

ysis of variance. In these analyses the three diet groups were treated as

a between-subjects variable and the four problem blocks were treated as a

within-subjects variable. One-tail, apriori t_ tests were used to contrast the

means for the deficient diet groups against the control means, the error

terms for these t_ tests being derived from the overall analyses of variance.

The Trial 2 data are presented in Figure 7. The analyses revealed that

Insert Figure 7 about here

the performance of the 1/4-normal-protein subjects did not differ from that of
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the control monkeys. However, the performance of the 1/4-normal-nutrients

subjects was somewhat depressed relative to that of both the controls and

the 1/4-normal-protein subjects.

For the Trial 2 data the main effect of diet groups reached only marginal

significance in the analysis of variance (F = 2.61, df_ = 2/19, . 05<£ <. 10),

although this effect did account for 24.0% of the total betweec-subjects vari-

ance. The contrast of the overall 1/4-hormal-protein mean against the con-
..." » • *•

trol mean was not statistically significant (t_<l). The overall 1/4-normal-
*

nutrients mean did" differ from the control mean at the . 05 level (t_ = 2. 02,

df = 19, one-tailed test), and an a posteriori t_test between the overall 1/4-

normal-nutrients mean and the 1/4-normal-protein mean also-was significant

at the .05 level (t_ = 2.25, df_ = 19, two-tailed test). Performance increased

as a function of training in all three groups, and the main effect of problem

blocks was highly significant (F = 42.69, df_ = 3/57, £ <.001). The monkeys

in the 1/4-normal-nutrients group did not acquire learning set as rapidly as

those in the other groups, but this trend was not reflected in the analysis of

variance. The interaction between dietary groups and problem blocks was

not significant (F = 1. 02).

The same pattern of differences characterized the Trial 3 data and the

data for Trials 2 through 6. In the Trial 3 data the overall 1/4-normal-

nutrients mean differed from both the control mean and the 1/4-normal-

protein mean at the .05 level, while the latter two means did not differ. In

the data for Trials 2 through 6 the same depression was evident in the per¬

formance of the 1/4-normal-nutrients grouo, but the differences failed to
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reach acceptable levels of statistical significance.
*

. Discussion

The most striking finding of the present experiment was the failure of

the monkeys reared on the 1/4-normal-protein diet to deviate from the con¬

trol monkeys on the learning set test. While on the low protein diet, four out

of nine infants died, and among those that survived, marked stunting of phys¬

ical growth was evident. When the subjects were returned to the standard

Similac diet, growth gains toward control levels were evident, but even after

17 months, the physical stature of the malnourished monkeys remained

stunted relative to that of the controls. Moreover, subsequent studies dem¬

onstrated that this diet does arrest development of the brain. Brain weight

is reduced, and cerebral lipids believec to index extent of myelination are

present in reduced quantities. Consequently, it was somewhat surprising

to find that the diet had little or no lasting impact upon the monkey's capacity

to acquire and perform object-discrimination learning set.

Of course, it is possible that the learning capacity of the protein de¬

prived monkeys was deficient, but that the learning set test was not sensitive

enough to detect these deficiencies. Learning set, however, has proven to

be extremely sensitive in detecting effects owing to a wide variety of vari ¬

ables and manipulations. For example, it has clearly reflected phylogenetic

as well as ontogenetic differences in learning capacity (Warren, 1965;

Zimmermann 8c Torrey, 1965). Learning set also has proven sensitive to

deficiencies produced by dietary manipulations that were imposed in two

previous Wisconsin studies. In one study deficiencies were detected after an
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: amino acid imbalance was imposed upon the subjects' diet during infancy

(Kerr, Chamove, Harlow, & Waisman, 1969), while in the other study,

deficiencies were detected after the imbalance was imposed prenatally by

manipulating the diet of the subject's mother during pregnancy (Kerr,

Chamove, Harlow, & Waisman, 1968). Moreover, in the present experi¬

ment, the same learning set procedure did uncover deficiencies associated

with the other dietary manipulat' jn that was studied. Consequently, it

seems safe to conclude that, if the protein deficient diet produced any

appreciable effects, these effects would have been reflected in learning set

learning. The development of learning capacity in the rhesus monkey appears

to be fairly impervious to the effects of severe protein undernutrition experi¬

enced between the first and seventh months of life.

Similar conclusions follow from another recent study into the effects of

malnutrition upon learning in the rhesus monkey. Zimmermann (1969) placed

rhesus infants on a low protein diet during the latter half of the first year of

life, and this protein restriction was so severe that weight gain was totally

arrested. The monkeys were tested on learning set both during and after the

period of protein restriction. While on the protein deficient diet, the re¬

stricted monkeys actually performed above control levels. This probably

was a motivational effect. Performance on learning set in most instances

is not affected by motivational factors to any appreciable extent (Miles, 1965),

but the dietary deprivation imposed by Zimmermann may have been sufficient

to influence performance. Regardless, 3 months after being returned to the

normal diet, the performance of the malnourished monkeys could not be dis-
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tinguished from that of the controls.

Consequently, these experiments indicate that severe protein under¬

nutrition imposed early in life may not impair the monkey's subsequent

capacity to learn, at least as indexed by acquisition and performance of

learning set. The findings of these nonhuman primate researches are not
1

inconsistent with the findings of research on malnutrition in subprimate

animals. Research with the rat has convincingly demonstrated -that early
9 •

undernutrition adversely affects physical development of the brain;* par-
¥

ticularly when imposed during ontogenetic periods in which the brain nor¬

mally undergoes rapid growth (Dobbing & Smart, in press; Winick, 1V70).

In this respect the rat and monkey data are complementary. Whether this

impaired brain development reaches expression in the rat's learning ca¬

pacity is not nlear. Some studies have demonstrated deficiencies, but these

studies are balanced by other studies finding no evidence of deficiencies or

even better performance following dietary restriction (Dobbing & Smart, in

press). Therefore, the animal research, taken as a whole, suggests that

early protein undernutrition does not invariably impair subsequent learning

ability, even though it may impair brain development.

The implications of the animal findings for the problem of protein under¬

nutrition in humans are not clear. There is reasonable evidence frOm studies

of human infants that early and severe malnutrition may impair physical and

biochemical development of the brain (Dobbing and Smart, in press; Kaplan,

1972; Winick, 1970). These impairments appear to parallel the impairments

produced experimentally in rat and monkey. Study of naturally occurring



of malnourished children have revealed correlations between the

"tarly malnutrition and impaired intellectual capacity, but as

"earlier, it is not clear whether these intellectual deficiencies

utable to malnutrition or only coincidental with malnutrition. The

adings, especially the monkey findings, suggest that the latter al-

rnative'may be the case.

gHuman and nonhuman primates, however, may not be affected in the same

y or to the same degree by protein deprivation. Species specificity may

limit the value of any experimental animal in clarifying the relationship

i; between nutrition and behavior in the human infant. Man and mo'Vkey are

^'similar in the timing and sequencing of many maturational processes, but

;•*'there are differences. The developmental status of tha monkey neonate is

.ihore advanced than that of the human neonate. Motor movement, control,

"and integration, for example, are much more advanced in the monkey new-

born. But probably of greater importance, the full-term newborn rhesus

monkey has attained 65% of its total brain weight, compared with 30% for

the full-term human newborn (Kerr, Kennan, Waisman, & Allen, 1969). It

•is possible that the central nervous system of the monkey neonate, being at

a more advanced state of maturation, is more resistant to the effects of

protein deprivation. Perhaps protein deficiencies during the prenatal period
U-

would be more detrimental to the monkey's development.

The brain of the young monkey, nevertheless, does retain substantial

plasticity. The learning capacity of the monkey, for example, improves with

age, and this appears to be due to maturation, since the deficits displayed by
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the young animal cannot be overcome by training (Zimmermann & Torrey,

1965). Evidence that the rhesus cortex can undergo marked modification

and reorganization during the first year of life comes from studies of sur¬

gical intervention (Harlow, Blomquist, Thompson, Schiltz, & Harlow, 1968).

Monkeys have been subjected to lesions of the frontal granular cortex at

various times during the first 2 years of life. On behavioral tests that are

sensitive to the effects of these lesions, monkeys that are lesioned at 2 years

of age prove to be as severely impaired as monkeys that are lesioned as

adults. When lesions are made at earlier ages, however, less impairment

is evident, and lesions performed before 5 months produce little or no lasting

effect. Thus, the brain of the young monkey retains sufficient flexibility to

compensate for the lesioned tissue, whereas the brain of the older monkey

does not. Such findings are indicative of the immaturity of the rhesus cortex

during the early months of life. The failure of protein deficient diets to

affect the monkey's learning capacity cannot be wholly attributed to insuffi¬

cient plasticity in the central nervous system of the young monkey.

While the monkeys that had been subjected to the 1/4-normal-protein diet

showed no learning deficits, deficits were evident among the monkeys that
\

had been subjected to the 1/4-normal-nutrients diet. A deficit had been pre¬

dicted for this group of monkeys, but the finding was puzzling in light of the

failure of severe protein restriction to impair learning. When placed on the

diluted diet, the monkeys compensated by almost quadrupling their intake,

so they were ingesting protein and other nutrients in quantities that approximated

control levels. Nevertheless, physical growth was impaired while the monkeys
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were on the diet, and data from other monkeys indicated that the diet pro¬

duces reductions in the weight of brain and other body organs. But in no

case was the deficit as severe as that produced by the proter- deficient diet.

Moreover, the protein deficient diet altered brain biochemistry, whereas

jjthe diluted diet failed to do so. Therefore, even though the 1/4-normal-

nutrients diet had less deleterious effects upon brain and body, it was this

»diet, not the 1/4-normal-protein diet, that was associated with learning

deficits. '♦ •

The deficit displayed by the dilute diet monkeys probably was not due to

gra sampling accident, for the finding hr\s been partially replicated at the

isconsin laboratory. As part of an incomplete pilot study, five monkeys

t had been subjected to the 1/2-normal-protein diet and four monkeys that

had been subjected to the 1/2-normal-nutrients diet were given learning set

^training when they were about 3 years old. Th.^ training procedure was

modified and made more difficult, so the data are not comparable with those
. •

collected earlier. Three dissimilar objects, only one of which was correct,

.were presented on each trial of every problem, and the monkeys worked to

i.criterion on each problem before proceeding to another. A total of 400

problems were presented.

ilpf' agreement with the earlier results, the monkeys subjected to the diluted
>»v■.**"•

_^diet performed more poorly than those subjected to the protein deficient diet,

he difference between the two groups was clearest in the data for Trial 3.

The protein deficient monkeys, overall, selected the correct object on Trial 3

during 77. 70% of the problems, whereas the dilute diet monkeys did so during
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Ly 70. 75% of the problems. This difference was statistically significant

it the .01 level according to a two-tailed t^test. A similar difference was
.

w ^evident in the data for Trial 2, although this difference was smaller and
•••

^I'failed to reach an acceptable level -of statistical significance.
gjUri;

It appears, therefore, that dietary dilutions of the sort studied in the

%:present project, when imposed upon infant monkeys, are associated with

§1? subsequent learning deficiencies. The learning deficit associated with the

^1/2-normal-nutrients diet was especially striking, since this diet did not

reproduce measurable growth failure. Since the infants that were placed on

t;*.these diluted diets compensated for the dilutions by increasing their in-

•asm

e, they were not ingesting insufficient quantities of nutrients. They

ingesting large amounts of fluid, however, and in some manner the

deficits in physical growth and learning must have been related to the
gfipy J;;.

^increased water consumption. These findings are currently unexplicable.

£The implication of the findings for the problem of human malnutrition is not

Igfclear, for the diluted diets, a form of balanced undernutrition, probably

have no counterparts in human states of nutritional deficiency.

P&: Caution must be exercised in extrapolating conclusions based on these

^animal researches to the uncertain futures of malnourished children. The

'findings, nonetheless, should serve as a reminder that structural and bio-

^fychemical abnormalities are not always causally related to learning deficiencies.

The findings also provide some hope that the prognosis for children exposed

malnutrition early in life may not be as bleak as current opinion holds.

rly protein undernutrition, in itself, may not produce the devastating intel-
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98-

ectual deficiencies for which it is now blamed. ..i'..
;e> s . ■>'

: Summary

£■; Rhesus monkeys were used to study the physical and behavioral se-
sSSf-"""'-" ' - •

^quelae of malnutrition experienced early in life. A liquid diet was fed to

^monkey infants throughout the first year of life, and intake during scheduled

^feedings was ad lib. Groups of these infants were placed on deficient diets

J'when they were 1 month old and returned to the standard diet when 7 months
*"

'old. In two of these diets, the concentration of protein was reduced. All
*

• *
.

other constituents were present in standard quantities, except for lactose,

<;which was increased to make the diets isocaloric with the standard diet,

g Two other experimental diets were dilutions of the standard diet, so that

jjall constituents of the standard diet were present in reduced concentrations.

jgThe infants that were placed on the diluted diets compensated by increasing

their intake, but those placed on the diets deficient only in protein did not.

Reduction of protein by 75% resulted in almost total arrest of physical

growth while the infants were on the experimental diets." In infants sacri¬

ficed after the period of dietary restriction, the weight of brain and other

f|ody organs was reduced and brain biochemistry was altered. Reduction

-of all nutrients by 75% also curtailed growth, but not as severely. Brain

jWeight was affected, but brain biochemistry was not. After the infants were

-returned to the standard diet, catch-up growth became evident, and over a

period of several months, the malnourished monkeys approached or attained

control levels on most measures of physical stature.

I"- The malnourished monkeys, along with controls raised on the standard

-t.'

;'lV;
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diet, underwent an extended period of training on object-discrimination

learning set, beginning 7 months after return of the malnourished monkeys

to the standard diet. The monkeys tha^ had been subjected to the diluted

diet performed below control levels on this index of learning capacity.

But the monkeys that had been subjected to protein restriction displayed no

deficits. The failure to find deficits among the protein deprived monkeys

was striking, since on the measures of brain and body growth, they were

more adversely affected than the monkeys raired on the diluted diet. + ,

4

Table 1 .

Effect of Malnutrition upon the Development of Major Organs

Diet 1/4-norma.l-Drotein Control 1/4-normal-nutr ients

Body Weight (gm) 626
i

1647 941

jBrain (gm) 62.4 82.0 ... 72.4

Heart (gm) 3. 25 7.87 4.72

Liver (gm) 22. 6 56.7 32. 2

Kidneys (gm) 4.22 7.18 4. 90

Thymus (gm) .40 3.36 2. 50
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Figure 1. Diet intake and growth in length, weight, and head circumference

of infant monkeys subjected to the l/2--normal-proteio_diet.
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Figure 2. Diet intake and growth in length, weight, and head circumference

of infant monkeys subjected to the 1/4-normal-protein diet.
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FAILURE TO FIND RHESUS OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING1

Arnold S. Chamove - University of Wisconsin Primate Laboratory2
No improvement was found on any trial of 40 learning set problems using 8 group-living
macaques as both demonstrators and observers, and varying degrees of sophistication and
amount of observation opportunity when given opportunity to observe others solving the
same problems.

Field studies indicate that some form of observational learning takes place a long natural
groups of monkeys (Kawamura, 1963), as indicated by dissimilar food intake of various troups
of macaques, and by the propagation of new foods and eating habits. In the laboratory, however,
observational learning has been less easy to demonstrate (Thorndike, 1901 and Feldman and
Klopfer, 1972) and delineate (Shepherd, 1915). The problem-box has not been the ideal piece
of equipment in which to study observational learning (see a review by Hall, 1963), and, in an
attempt to eliminate the possible interpretation of stimulus enhancement from their results,
Crawford and Spence (1939) utilized the object-discrimination learning task in an unsuccessful
attempt to demonstrate observational learning in chimps. They state that this technique is a
superior one in that the subject is familiar with the relevant aspects of the situation, the problem
is within the learning abilities of the animal, and that the subject learns a single well-defined
response connection to one of the stimuli. The technique has further advantages — control
estimates are easy to obtain, performance measures are easily quantified, and one can secure
multiple measures on a given subject.

Darby and Riopelle (1959) used this technique on learning-set-sophisticated rhesus
monkeys, obtaining an improvement of from 50 to 65% correct on trial-one after 400 problems
averaging only two trials per problem. Their second study, using naive rhesus over 500 6-trial
problems, yielded trial-one scores of 75% correct. They interpreted this increase as the learning
of a conditional discrimination, a possibility not unequivocally supported by other evidence of
studies inMacaca mulatto which shows this to be a difficult discrimination to learn.

The present study utilized an object discrimination situation and systematically varied
both the amount of observation opportunity and the amount of prior experience with the
learning task while maximizing the familiarity of the animals with one another. All subjects were
used as both observer and demonstrator. A limited number of observational trials were used in
an attempt to prohibit opportunity for the development of a conditional discrimination while
giving opportunity for observational learning.
Method

Subjects
Eight Macaca mulatto were used at two stages in the acquisition of an object discrimina¬

tion learning set (ODLS). Group 1 was composed of four males, aged one year, and having
completed 100 6-trial problems of ODLS. The four males of Group 2 had completed 600
problems of ODLS and were 2 years old. All four monkeys within a group had known one
another from an early age as they had been socialized together since 3-months of age and had
been continuously housed together since 1 year of age.

Apparatus and Procedure
Subjects were tested in a Semi automatic Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA)

(described by Davenport, Chamove, and Harlow, 1970), and the objects used were the standard
junk objects, differing in colour, size and form.
1. This research was Supported by the United States Public Health Service Grant MH-11894 from the

National Institute of Health to the Department of Psychology Primate Laboratory.
2. Currently at Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit,
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Before daily testing all four monkeys of a group were removed from their homecage and
put, still together, into a transport cage. This cage had ,025 m wire mesh covering most of both
sides through which the subjects could see. They were then transported together on a 1-m-high
wheeled dolly into the test room. The room was illuminated by the single light used to light
the object-presentation tray of the WGTA.

The subjects were tested in a balanced order, one at a time, by being placed into a mesh
holding-cage attached to the WGTA. The other three monkeys remained in the transport cage
until it was their turn to be tested. The floor of the holding-cage and the object-presentation
tray of the WGTA were all at the same level. Following its testing, the first monkey was
returned to the same transport cage and another animal withdrawn for testing. This was the
standard testing procedure used for learning set testing before and during the testing comprising
this investigation.

Before Observational Learning. All subjects on a given day within a group were tested
on the same four problems, using the same four pairs of objects, the relative correctness of the
pair of objects being the same, and the positioning of the objects also the same within each of
the 6-trial problems. The order of the four pairs of problems was reversed with each successive
animal. In this way the last problem presented to the first animal was the first problem presented
to the second animal and the second's last problem was the third's first, etc.

During testing the transport cage containing the other three monkeys was left on the
dolly about three meters behind the subject being tested and in such a position that the
monkeys within could not see their testing cagemate. Each subject received a total of 400
trials (40 problems) during this 2-week period.

During Observational Learning. The same procedure was followed in this period as in
the previous except for the following change: During testing of each monkey, the transport
cage containing its three cagemates was placed beside the object-presentation tray of the
WGTA. In this way the observer animals in the transport cage could see the food baiting of the
correct object before initiation of the trial, the response of the demonstrator subject being
tested, and the resultant reinforcement. Had there not been bars on the transport cage, the
animals within were so close that they could have displaced the objects themselves. Different
objects were of course used from those in tire first period.

After Observational Learning. The monkeys were tested in this final period in a manner
similar to that of the first period, before observational learning opportunity, except, of course,
that new objects were used.

Analysis of variance was employed to assess the differences found and used percent
correct data from Trial 1, Trial 2, and Trials 3 through 6. The First analysis compared the three
Trial types, the two animal Groups, the three Periods of testing, the four testing Positions of
the animal within a day, and the first and second Weeks of each Period. There were correlated
variables in the Trials, Weeks, Periods, and Position dimensions. Alpha was set at 0,05.
Results

The data analysis gave no evidence of any significant change in performance, either
improvement suggestive of observational learning or impairment as a result of any change in
procedure concomitant to the above manipulations. There was no significant increase above
chance performance on Trial 1 during the period containing observational learning opportunity
or the expected interaction with test position favoring the last animal tested in a group who
would have had the opportunity to observe three animals testing before him. There was no
improvement on Trial 2 or interaction of that trial with Position. Nor was there any significant
improvement in Trials 3-6.

40.
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Failure to find Rhesus Observational Learning

The only significant results were those which would have been expected: Trial 1 perfor¬
mance was poorer than Trial 2 which was Poorer than Trials 3-6; Group 2 was superior to the
other group on both Trial 2 (84% versus 67%) and Trials 3-6 (95% versus 81%).

Discussion

This experiment found no evidence for observational learning in rhesus monkeys. The
animals were familiar with the task and certainly excitedly anticipated their participation in it.
Since the animals were living together it was unlikely that they spent a significant amount of
time in playful or agonistic social interaction in the transport cage.

It is interesting to note that there appeared to be no communication between the animal
testing and the three observers. It is possible that the observers, some having themselves been
tested and others having only observed the baiting of the objects, could have communicated
their excitement as they watched the tester reaching for the correct or incorrect object. But if
these responses did occur, there is no evidence that they were responded to by any of the
testing macaques.
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MONKEY RETARDATE LEARNING ANALYSIS

A. S. CHAMOVE and T. J. MOLINARO
University of Wisconsin Primate Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

With the change of interest in retardation learning from description to analysis,
former assumptions that the label "mental retardation" is a sufficient answer when
analysing learning abnormalities are being replaced by investigations into the roles
of attention, success and failure, error-factors, strategies, frustration, inhibition, and
others (Fisher and Zeaman, 1973). This paper reports investigations into error-factor
analyses of retarded learning-set performance in a group of monkeys with bio¬
chemically induced phenylketonuria (PKU) and compares their performance with
that of controls, of the same or younger age, and frontal brain-lesioned monkeys. It
continues by assessing the performance of these animals in a related task, successive
discrimination learning-set, and finally under conditions of certain outcome. Focus
is on the role of success and failure on performance of the subjects with PKU.

Retarded children show a variety of error types which are dependent on the task.
Lobb (1966), using a very simple object-discrimination task and obtaining surprisingly
poor performance, found that the substantial position-fixation error in "imbecile"
childrenwasreducedbywithholding the appropriate reward; he did not look for other
error types. Unrelated failure experience, however, was less influential in retarded
compared with normal boys on a subsequent card-sorting task (Gardner, 1966).
Comparing imbecile children with normal monkeys in an object-discrimination
learning-set task, the former had made more errors related to position-habit and
more response-shift errors (changing response from a correct to an incorrect para¬
meter) than the monkeys. These investigations found superior response performances
in both groups following failure on trial one, than following comparable success
(House and Zeaman, 1958). However, on the same task (1958) and in a conditional-
discrimination problem, Kaufman and Peterson (1965) found human retardates
exhibiting more stimulus-perseveration errors (perseverating with the incorrect
stimulus after a loss) than normals but no differences in the emission of response-shift
errors.

Where outcome is uncertain, Schusterman (1964) reports that severe mental
retardates are more likely to make a choice based upon the outcome and the choice
of the preceding trial, persisting less with a previously unsuccessful choice than less
severe retardates or normals in a two-choice problem. Retardates, on the other hand,
were found to be more stereotyped in an insoluble multiple-choice task (Goulet and
Barclay, 1967) and to perseverate more and alternate less in a complex binary-choice
guessing game (Gerjuoy and Winters, 1966). In pretraining, Schusterman found
young children (aged three) showing strong position preferences, older children

*Requests for reprints to: A. S. Chamove, Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit,
Stirling, Scotland, FK9 4LA.
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(aged five) showing position alternation, and still older children (aged ten) showing
neither response bias (1964). In general, then, human retardates appear to show less
propensity to shift to a difficult stimulus following a non-rewarded choice than do
normal children, although the data are not unequivocal. Specific research on PKU
people is difficult to find. The syndrome is rare and homogeneous or adequate groups
are not available for systematic testing.

Since the frontal areas are commonly believed to be the latest to develop both
ontogenetically and phylogenetically, and since PKU retardation occurs postnatally
near the last years of brain growth, it was expected that the experimental PKU
animals would exhibit errors comparable to animals with frontal-lesions. These
errors are characterised by preservation and delayed response deficits (Harlow,
Schiltz, Blomquist and Thompson, 1970). It was expected that the PKU group would
not show errors analogous to those seen in younger animals. For neither was their
social behaviour comparable to that of younger animals (Chamove, Waisman and
Harlow, 1970), nor was it to be expected that brain damage would function merely
to delay normal maturation. It was thought that the experimental subjects would
show some characteristic pattern of deficit rather than performing equally poorly
on all components of all tasks. Particularly, from earlier work using these subjects in
avoidance tasks (Chamove and Harlow, 1973), we expected errors to be more frequent
immediately following other errors than following success. This frustration-like
response suggests increasing emotionality in difficult discriminations.

METHOD

Subjects
Fifty Macaca mulatta were separated from their mothers at birth and raised in

individual cages. Seven monkeys were raised from one week of age on a milk diet
high in the amino acid phenylalanine, fed at a level of 3.1 g/kg/day, offered every four
hours. Their history including blood and urine phenylalanine levels, diet intake,
growth, and procedural details is described in Chamove, Kerr and Harlow (1973).
Blood phenylalanine levels averaged over 42 nig/100 ml, well into the human PKU
range (see Guttler and Wamberg, 1977). After six months (n — 3) or twelve months
(n = 4) the diet was gradually changed to one of unadulterated milk and then to a
solid chow diet, which they were fed at the time of testing. This insured that transient
behavioural abnormalities due to high blood phenylalanine levels would be eliminated
and only permanent brain damage would be evaluated in the tests. Because of the
similarities of their biochemistry to human phenylketonurics (PKU), (Chamove et al.,
1970), his group was termed the PKU group. They may be considered to be an
animal model for human PKU. Behavioural comparison is not possible because, with
the exception of intellectual retardation, there is no consistent behavioural syndrome
associated with human PKU (reviewed in Chamove et al., 1970). Testing was begun
at one year of age after extensive adaptation to the learning test apparatus. The poor
performance of the PKU group was evidence of permanent retardation. During
much of their period on the high-phenvlalanine diet, this PKU group appeared not
to enjoy eating the formula, and their total nutritional intake was below that of
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controls, but not ofmother-reared monkeys. Three of the five control groups were used
to evaluate possible motivational alterations. The first were eight animals fed a milk
diet ad lib every four hours exactly like the PKU group. However, unlike the latter,
these controls were not changed to a chow diet at one year of age, but were continued
on the milk diet throughout testing. These were termed the milk control group. The
second group was composed of four monkeys paired in respect of feeding to another
PKU group and continued on the pair-feeding throughout testing. That is to say, if
on Day 1 the experimental group drinks 100 ml of a high-phenylalanine diet, the
control group would be offered only 100 ml of diet identical in all nutrients except
not having excessive phenylalanine. The third group of controls concerned with
motivational changes was a group of seven monkeys reared on a diet high in the
amino acid tryptophan, fed at a concentration of 2.9 g/kg/day (described in detail
in Chamove et al., 1973). This diet was one which the animals also did not appear to
like, but no intellectual deficit was detected in this group (see Chamove et al., 1973).
This group showed voluntary restriction of intake, high blood levels of the amino
acid typtophan, and were fed for a long period solely on food they did not like.

Year-old monkeys are quite capable of efficient learning-set performance; but
younger, 150-day-old rhesus show only a slow but progressive improvement in trial
two performance (Harlow 1959), exhibiting characteristic errors. As a direct com¬
parison group for the PKU group, a control-365-day-old group of eight animals was
tested. They were one-year of age when testing was begun. They were fed milk ad lib
like the PKU group and changed to chow at one year of age. To assess a delayed-
maturation hypothesis, a group of ten monkeys were started on learning-set at age
150 days. In all other respects this control-150 group was directly comparable to the
control-360 group, and both differed from the PKU group only in the fact that the
control-360 monkeys were fed none of the experimental phenylalanine diet.

A final group of six monkeys were tested when aged 700 days, after bilateral
frontal lobe lesions at one year. They had shown significant overall learning-set
impairment. The procedure for lesions and preliminary results of testing the frontal
group has been previously reported (Harlow et al., 1970). In brief, the six monkeys
received bilateral topectomies designed to remove the frontal granular cortex in
Brodmann's areas 9 and 10 when they were twelve months old, and learning-set
testing, after delayed-response evaluation, was begun around 700 days of age.

All groups were tested when on a monkey-chow diet fed once a day after testing.
All had received extensive delayed-response testing prior to learning-set evaluation
but no other formal learning experience.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Learning-set. All subjects were tested in a standard manual Wisconsin General
Test Apparatus (WGTA) on the same pairs of standard stereometric objects from
the same series. Animals received six-trial problems using a non-correction procedure,
four problems presented per day, using a mixed fruit, nuts and cereal reward.
Detailed testing procedure is reported in Harlow (1959). For reasons outside our
control, the PKU and control-360 animals were only tested for a total of 400 problems
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whereas the other groups were tested for 600.
Analysis of the learning-set data utilised a method of error-factor analysis

described by Bowman (1963). It estimates the probability of eight error factors
utilising data from trials one and two of each problem. Trial one outcome can beeither
termed a success, i.e., a win (abbreviated W), and is rewarded, or unrewarded and
termed incorrect or a loss (L). The relative position of the two objects can either
remain the same or reverse between trials one and two. Knowing the response of the
animal on trial two, we can estimate the likelihood of the following strategies: WStG,
WShc, WStp, WShp, LSt0, LSh0, LStp, LShp. The first, called win-stay object,
suggests that if the animal is correct on trial one he subsequently responds to the
same object, that is, stays with that object on trial two whether the object remains in
the same or changes position; the fourth strategy, mentioned above (WShp), win-shift
position, suggests that following a win the subject shifts his response to the other
position irrespective of the position of the object responded to on trial one and implies
that the subject is responding to position and not to object-quality; the sixth, LSh0 or
lose-shift object, like WSt0 a correct strategy, suggests that the subject shifts to the
previously unchosen object on trial two following a trial one loss or error outcomes
irrespective of the location of the objects or of any change in object's position.

Successive-discrimination learning-set. All seven of the PKU group were compared
with seven randomly chosen controls from the control-360 group on a successive-
discrimination task over a period of twenty test days. Two objects were presented per
problem; six presentations per object, and two problems administered each day. The
subject was confronted with one object of a pair on a given trial in a semi-random
order with the restriction that both objects should be presented three times before
either was presented a fourth; as is usual, the dependent measure was latency of
response. Since the object was usually displaced, per cent success cannot be used as a
measure here. The object was presented for 30 sec, irrespective of response so as not
to reward rapid incorrect responses. Six presentations per object were employed; and
latency to displacing an object was recorded.

Preference test. All the PKU group members and an equal number of control
monkeys of similar age and test history were tested. The test was designed to assess
object preference versus position preference, and position preference versus alterna¬
tion. The test used either the same or different pairs of objects; on half the problems
the subject was able to see that both objects were baited and on half the problems he
was not able to do so. Each animal was given thirty trials per day using one of the
four conditions. This series of four was replicated once. On condition one, same-open,
the animal was presented with two identical objects, both were baited simultaneously
in full view of the animal, the tray was immediately pushed forward and the animal
allowed to displace one object and extract the reward. On condition two, same-closed,
two identical objects were presented, both were baited, but the animal was not allowed
to observe the baiting procedure. Condition three, different-open, consisted of a pair
of different and distinguishable objects openly baited, the same pair being used
throughout the thirty trials of a given day but their position being changed randomly.
The final condition was different-closed, both dissimilar objects baited unobserved.
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Analysis for position preference, object preference, position alternation, and
object alternation was performed on the data. Alternation tendency was quantified
by the number of trials the object or position of the displaced object was different from
that chosen on the preceding trial of the day. Position or object preference was
measured by the number of trials on which the most frequent chosen position or object
was displaced in a day. The two groups were further subdivided for analysis into the
three brightest PKU, four dullest PKU, four bright control, and three dull control
animals with maximal performance on learning-set as the criterion.

Throughout all of these tests, and on all monkeys except the frontal group,
motivation was assessed. Three free successive rewards were offered to the animal
both before and after testing on the WGTA tray. Time until these rewards were
contacted was recorded and the best two latencies from both before and after testing
were analysed. If it happened that the total pre-test time was above fifteen seconds for
the three free rewards, the animal was not tested that day. This rarely occurred except
in the milk-control group where this condition was not imposed, for the motivation
of this group was known to be low. They consumed so much of the milk formula every
four hours that they did not show the usual preference or even desire for the rewards.

Analysis. The analysis of error factors utilised an analysis of variance followed by
Fisher's L.S.D. tests. The analysis of variance was an unequal ns analysis using five
groups, ten blocks of forty problems, and divided the error-factors into a matrix of
2x2x2 composed of W versus L, St versus Sh, and object versus position. The
ten blocks and three levels of error-factor were repeated measures. The analysis was
performed to see if the group interactions would be significant at p = 0.05 and to
produce a pooled error term for the subsequent L.S.D. test. In this test individual
group comparisons could be made.

Analysis of the successive-discrimination learning-set performance was by means
of an analysis of variance using two groups, three trial blocks (trial one versus trial
two and three versus trials four, five and six on a given object of a pair), correct versus
the incorrect object, and ten blocks (composed of two days each). The measure used
was mean speed in seconds until displacing the object.

Two analyses assessed the preference/alternation test. One analysis assessed
position preference, and it used the two groups each having two sub-groups (bright
and dull), open versus closed baiting conditions and same versus different objects.
This analysis used the percent of trials where the subject exhibited a position preference
and used all trials. The other analysis assessed position alternation data in a compar¬
able manner. Another pair of analyses assessed object preference and object alterna¬
tion respectively using data from only those problems employing different objects.
These analyses were able to evaluate side preference versus object preference as one
component of the analysis. It will be recalled that as both objects were always baited,
the subject was not differentially reinforced for any particular response pattern.

The last three analyses were an analysis of variance on the motivational assess¬
ment during the learning-set test, successive-discrimination, and preference test. The
scores used were the total times to touch two free rewards and the analysis was a
2 (groups) X 10 (40-problem blocks) X 2 (pretest versus post-test) for the analysis
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of the learning-set data. The analysis using the data from the other two tasks did not
have a blocks factor, combining the results from all components of the problems into
one problem factor.

RESULTS

The poor overall performance of PKU monkeys on learning-set (previously
reported in Chamove et al., 1973) was reflected in the error-factor analyses. Analysis
of their errors suggests that their performance is neither infantile, i.e., similar to the
young control-150 group, nor like the monkeys with frontal lesions. After 400 problems
of learning-set the PKU group were performing at a level of only sixty-eight per cent
correct on trial two; whereas the tryptophan animals were performing at eighty per
cent, the frontal group at seventy-three per cent, the younger control-150 group at
seventy-one per cent, and the like-aged control-360 group at eighty-nine per cent

LOSE — SHIf 1 OBJ EC T

5 10 15
BLOCKS Of 40 PROBLEMS

Fig. 1. Estimated probability of a loss response being followed on the subsequent trial by a
displacement of the previouslv-unchosen object irrespective of position, an optimal strategy.
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BLOCKS OF 40 PROBLEMS (240 TRIALS)

Fig. 2. Estimated probabilities for an incorrect response on trial one being
followed by a response to the same spatial position on trial two irrespective of
object (upper) or being followed by a response to the same object irrespective

of position (lower), both incorrect strategies.
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correct, the standard error of the mean being about ten per cent for this statistic.
Learning-set. As revealed in the error-factor analysis and as can be seen in Figures

1 and 2, the most dramatic PKU group abnormality was the high level of lose-stay
tendency towards the object (LStc) and the correspondingly low level of the correct
LSh0 strategy, far below any of the comparison groups.

In comparison with group control-360, the younger control-150, although slower
in developing an optimal LSh0 strategy, do show higher levels of all the incorrect
alternate strategies measured, i.e., following a loss they shift position (LShp), stay
position (LShp), and stay with the same object (LStc) more than the older control
groups (as also reported by Harlow, 1959); it is interesting that the two unproductive
perseverative LSt strategies are relatively more frequent than LSh0. The frontal
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comparison group is slow in developing a LSh0 response showing excessive LSt0 and,
even more so, show a high level of LStp (see top half of Figure 2). This strategy was
only briefly utilised by the PKU group, around problem 160, and then discarded,
although it was statistically significant in comparison with both control groups on
that particular problem block, four.

The other half of the correct, WStc, strategy was quickly adapted by the PKU
group, as illustrated in Figure 3. Here again the frontal group is low, preferring to
WStp (also termed differential-cue error and shown in the lower half of Figure 3);
and in fact their deficiency in learning-set can be largely explained by a high tendency
to stay position (St ) irrespective of a win or loss on trial one. This supports Nauta's
characterisation of frontal animals as having a tendency to perseverate a particular
choice despite the poor reward average (1971). Nauta's suggestion that frontal
animals prefer novel objects over tried, familiar ones, was not directly tested, but no

BLOCKS OF 40 PROBLEMS

Fig. 3. Estimated probability of a rewarded response being followed on trial two by a
response to the same object, a correct strategy (upper), or a response to the same position, an

incorrect strategy (lower).
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abnormal tendency tow ard win-shift, a shift toward the object not contracted on trial
one, (also termed response-shift), was evident in these topectomised macaques.

Motivation. These results cannot be explained by suggesting the PKU group were
less motivated than the control groups. There were no significant group effects or
interactions in the analysis of motivational data except for the milk-control groups.
The normal performance of the tryptophan group is evidence that rearing on a bad-
tasting diet does not in itself lead to poor performance on food-motivated tasks. And
the complexity of the error-factor findings argues against such a global hypothesis to
account for the PKU deficit. In addition an error-factor analysis of the eight milk-
control animals, fed a well liked diet every four hours and showing low motivation
by often rejecting the earned rewards, showed that low-motivated animals are
characterised by position preferences uninfluenced by either loss experience or the
nature of the objects, i.e., they Stp irrespective of the success of this strategy. Another
group of four highly motivated controls, those pair-fed to PKU animals, showed
normal error-factor distribution (see Chamove et al., 1973 for details). So abnormally
high or low food-directed motivation does not explain the PKU abnormalities.

Successive-discrimination learning-set. Analysis of the successive-discrimination
learning-set supported the learning-set findings. The speed of response in the PKU
group toward the non-rewarded object was significantly faster than in controls. The
response on trial one was not significantly different between groups, the PKU group
members being slightly quicker; response speed on trials 2-12 toward the correct
object was almost identical between groups and equal to about four seconds; response
speed to the unrewarded object was a mean of seven seconds for PKUs and almost
twenty-two seconds for controls. This difference accounted for most of the variance
making up the significant groups x correct/incorrect object interaction (p < .025).

There was a non-significant tendency, stronger in the early days of testing but
present throughout, for the PKU subjects to respond faster to the non-reward objects
in the latter half of the trials of a problem in comparison with trials 2-6, whereas the
response of controls toward the wrong object became slower as trials progressed.

Position/alternation. Analysis of the position/alternation data revealed that when
similar objects were used, controls showed a greater position preference than did
PKU monkeys. When dissimilar objects were used, both groups showed object rather
than position preference, but controls showed greater object preference than did
PKU monkeys. And when monkeys saw that both objects were baited, this led to a
relatively greater preference, especially greater position preferences using discrimin-
able objects, in the PKU group in comparison to controls. Significant group X same/
different, group X open/closed, and group X object position interactions were found,
in the preference dimension. An overall bright/dull effect, not interacting with any
other factor, suggested that brights show a greater position preference than dulls.
No group effects were found in the alternation analysis, and alternation was an
infrequent strategy.

DISCUSSION

A detailed analysis of PKU-related learning-set performance suggests that these
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monkeys are deficient in the ability to inhibit a response directed at a preferred but
nonrewarded object or at least directed at a nonrewarded object towards which a
response has been emitted. The former assumes preference as the determinant of
response on a first trial. When two objects are presented and the correct one chosen
the PKU animal easily inhibits response to the other. But when the object chosen is
not rewarded there appears to be a difficulty in shifting to the other object when both
are presented simultaneously. In a comparable situation, when the nonrewarded
object is presented successively and alone, the PKU subject responds faster toward
this object than do controls. The PKU monkey does show discrimination but does
not show a level of response inhibition comparable to that of the normal monkey.

This deficiency in the PKU group of lose-shift object in learning-set, or "lose-wait
object" in a successive-discrimination, does not appear to be a function of motivation
as measured herein nor appear to be similar to deficiencies seem in younger or frontal
topectomised monkeys. And, interestingly, this object bias is not observed in a
situation where the possibility of loss is abolished, that is, when response to either of two
objects is rewarded, where reward is certain. The bias does not appear to be due to
some greater level of differential preference towards one of the two objects.

The findings of incorrect response following an error in PKUs agrees with prior
work on these and other PKU monkeys in a food-motivated operant situation where
the subjects were required to wait for six seconds or longer between presentation of a
lever and their response to it (Chamove and Davenport, 1970). In that study those
of sixteen PKU animals having had prior continuous reinforcement training were
abnormally slow in developing the low rate of response necessary for reward.
Performance following an incorrect response and performance subsequent to reward
magnitude reductions was abnormally and erroneously rapid. The same was true in
a series of shock-avoidance tasks where errors led to an increase in the frequency of
errors (Chamove and Harlow, 1973).

The evidence of this study, and of others before (Chamove and Davenport, 1970;
Chamove and Harlow, 1973) suggest that it may be fruitful to view the difference
between the PKU group and normals in terms of the distinction between the primary
frustration reaction to reward which is an energising emotional response, and con¬
ditioned anticipatory frustration, which mediates suppression of response to cues
associated with nonreward. The former which is the more primitive reaction of the
two may predominate over the inhibitory role of the latter in PKU monkeys. If so,
and PKU in nonhuman primates is an accurate model for human PKU, then it
appears that much of the learning problem of those with brain damage following
from early PKU can be explained as an excessive and disruptive emotional response
to nonreinforcement. This hypothesis has been supported by findings from our
current research: (a) Intensifying preferences for incorrect strategies or incorrect
choices by experimental manipulation causes worse disruption of performance in
monkeys with PKU than in normals, (b) Increasing the probability of error also
causes poorer performance in PKU subjects than in normals, (c) Reducing the
probability of error leads to improved performance in subjects with PKU, whereas
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in controls, surprisingly, this excessive simplification of problems can lead to deteriora¬
tion of performance, presumably from boredom.

SUMMARY

Seven rhesus monkeys reared on diets high in phenylalanine (PKU), were
compared with normal controls, pair-fed controls, younger controls, frontal brain-
lesioned monkeys, and those raised on another high amino acid diet, tryptophan.

Error-types in the PKU group, unlike any of the comparison groups, were
revealed after detailed analysis of three object discrimination tasks, viz. learning-set,
successive-discrimination, and a task with two objects both of which were baited. The
error patterns suggest that following nonreward, indicating an error, the PKU group
does not shift its response to other objects as readily as the control group when this
lose-shift strategy is an optimal one. This is compatible with an emotionality inter¬
pretation of the PKU learning deficit.
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Long-Term Learning Deficits of Mentally
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During the first year of life, 12 rhesus monkeys were either subjected to diets high in phenylalanine or
para-chlorophenylalanine either pre- or postpartum, leading to a condition similar to phenylketonuria
(PKU); 12 other rhesus monkeys were controls. After removal from the PKU diets and return to
normal diets for a period of 2 years, subjects were tested for learning ability on an extensive series of
tasks. No support was found for suggestions that PKU monkeys <a) do worse if task difficulty is
increased, (b) are less affected by negative reinforcement, (c) have an atleniional or short-term
memory storage deficit, and (d) do not attend to the relevant dimension. Support was found for the
hypothesis that PKU subjects are more emotional, accounting for (a) disruption in performance
following negative reinforcement and (b) difficulty in changing an initial or a teamed response pattern.

Phenylketonuria (PKU) in human beings
is associated with high blood phenylalanine
levels, mental retardation, and behavioral
abnormalities. The direct cause of the latter
two conditions is unknown but appears to
be greatly ameliorated merely by an early
reduction in serum amino acid level. The
indirect cause is unknown, but most evi¬
dence points to alterations in brain seroto¬
nin, a putative neural transmitter (Menkes,
1976; Vorhees, Butcher, & Berry, 1981), or
the serotonin/norepinephrine balance
(Dalhouse, 1976).

Initially, the effects of PKU were investi¬
gated by feeding or injecting rats with high
levels of phenylalanine (PA) (e.g., Iijima.
lshii, Mijakoshi. Odaira, & Musha, 1975;
Schalock &. Klopfer, 1967; Waisman,
Wang, Harlow, &. Sponholz, 1959). Then
Mabry, Denniston, and Coldwell (1966)
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noted that human infants born to mothers
with high blood PA levels were behav-
iorally retarded, although the infants' re¬
sponse to PA was normal, so called fetal
PKU. This led to experiments in which PA
was fed to pregnant female experimental
animals and the offspring studied (Kerr,
Chamove, Harlow, & Waisman, 1968;
Schalock & Copenhaver, 1973). The infants
were found to have cord blood PA of almost
twice that of the mother (Anderson, 1976;
Kerr et al., 1968). The third technique for
inducing PKU in animals followed the re¬
port (Koe & Weissman, 1966) that excesses
of dietary parn-chlorophenylalanine
(p-CPA) in animals more closely mimicked
human PKU than did excess PA in that
levels of serum tyrosine were not elevated
(Berry, Butcher, Kazamaier, & Poncet,
1975), although the levels of tyrosine are
believed to be unimportant (Chamove, in
press, b; Vorhees et al., 1982; but see
Bessman, 1979). Like using PA,
phenylalanine hydroxylase is inhibited,
leading to a drastic reduction in brain
serotonin, to levels of about 10% of normal
(Koe & Waisman, 1966; Redmond, Maas,
Kling, Graham, & Dekirmenjian, 1971),
with only a slow return to normal over 10
days. As all three of the techniques lead to
biochemical changes closely mimicking
human PKU (Butcher, Vorhees, Kindt,
Kazamaier-Novak, & Berry, 1977; Iijima et
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al., 1975; Schalock, Brown, Copenhaver, &
Gunter, 1975), the individuals subjected to
all of the treatments are referred to in this
paper collectively as PKU animals; mon¬
keys subjected to all three techniques were
used in the present study.

The chronic dietary administration of PA
or, less so with p-CPA, produces monkeys
that appear chronically lethargic and irrita¬
ble and have periods of apparent sickness,
vomiting, and extreme lethargy and
hyporeactivity to stimulation (Chamove,
Waisman, & Harlow, 1970; Tenen, 1967).
Their performance during this period is of
interest, but it is difficult to separate the
changes due to direct action of the drug that
may be attributed to serotonin depletion or
due to an interaction of different biochemi¬
cal changes, each with its different time
course (Miller, Cox, Snodgrass, & Maickel,
1970). Of greater interest is their behavior
after their dietary regime (i.e., when on a
normal diet [Karrer & Cahilly, 1965] and
not ill). Also of interest would be a group
escaping this period of supposed illness and
perhaps altered sensory awareness, a group
where the diet was altered before birth.

This study was designed to investigate
the permanent learning deficits of each of
these three groups. The diet was adminis¬
tered to all of them during a period of rapid
brain growth, and they were tested for
learning for the first time when being fed a
normal diet. All previously had been found
to show permanent and substantial learning
deficits (Chamove, Kerr, & Harlow, 1973).
When on the diets, the monkey subjects (or
their mothers) were found to have altered
blood phenylalanine levels and inferred
changes in brain serotonin (Vorhees et al.,
1981). When returned to normal diets, these
levels rapidly decreased to normal
(Chamove et al., 1973; Miller et al., 1970;
Vorhees et al., 1981). Performance de¬
ficiencies after a return to normal diet
would therefore indicate that these animals
are suffering from some permanant altera¬
tions unrelated to the short-term effects of
artificially altered blood phenylalanine.

Research on PKU in the rat has revealed
some consistencies in learning perfor¬
mance. Acute administration of PA or

p-CPA appears to lead to less activity or

353

emotional reactivity in a normal environ¬
ment (Brody, 1970; Tenen, 1967) but in¬
creased activity in a novel or stressful envi¬
ronment (Brody, 1970; Conner, Stolk, Bar-
chas, & Levine, 1970). This has been de¬
scribed as heightened reactivity (Brody,
1970; Koe & Waisman, 1966), irritability
(Dalhouse, 1976; Tenen, 1967), or anxious-
ness (Ellison, 1979) in the PKU animal.

Investigators have attempted to delineate
the deficit further through testing of learn¬
ing. While still on the high PA or p-C?A
diet, PKU animals showed lowered levels
of activity (Brody, 1970; Schalock et al.,
1975; Tenen, 1967; but see Fibinger &
Campbell, 1971), heightened reactivity to
novel or aversive stimuli (Brody, 1970;
Conner et al., 1970; Fibinger & Campbell,
1971; Tenen, 1967), poor performance in
avoidance learning (Kilbey & Harris, 1971;
but see Tenen, 1967), increased sensitivity
to negative reinforcement (shock—see
Tenen, 1967), increased excitability
towards reward (Poschel & Ninteman,
1971), and either decreased (Tenen, 1967)
or increased emotionality (Matte & Tor-
now, 1978), although less disruption from a
conditioned emotional stimulus (Tenen,
1967). Schalock et al. (1975) attributed the
PKU learning abnormality to a deficit in
retention, although one might expect
superior performance in successive rever¬
sals if this were the case. Instead, Schalock
and Klopfer (1967) claimed no significant
PKU deficit in successive reversals, even

though the mean error rate of PKU animals
was 11 standard deviations (SDs) above the
mean of control subjects for the first rever¬
sal and 6 for the second.

Previous analyses of learning of PKU
monkeys suffered from three deficiencies.
The number of animals in different groups
was low, the animals were first tested when
still on the high PA diet or when fed milk
every 4 hours, and the animals were reared
under conditions of social deprivation
(Waisman et al., 1959). Combining the ani¬
mals into larger, although heterogeneous,
groups and retesting on a normal chow diet
fed only once a day led to several tentative
conclusions. Subjects reared on high-PA
diets for even 3 to 6 months showed perma¬
nent learning deficits on learning-set and
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delayed-response tasks (Chamove et al.,
1973). When performance on the first of
these tasks was analyzed further, Chamove
and Molinaro (1978) found that almost all of
the PKU deficit could be attributed to a

single type of error in the two-choice dis¬
crimination task, namely, when PKU sub¬
jects were presented with two dissimilar
objects and chose one that was incorrect,
they did not shift their response on the fol¬
lowing trial to the other object (lose-shift
object) but remained with the same object
(lose-stay object); however, when correct
on Trial 1, PKU subjects would correctly
choose the same object on Trial 2 (win-stay
object), irrespective of any change or not in
the relative spatial positioning of the two
objects. This increased probability of error
on Trial 2 by PKU monkeys following a
Trial 1 error is termed here the characteris¬
tic PKU Trial I error response. Comparison
of their learning performance with that of
much younger animals, animals on other
high amino acid diets, and animals with
frontal lobe lesions suggested that this re¬
sponse pattern was characteristic of the
PKU animals alone and no other groups
with learning problems. The PKU Trial 1
error response by monkeys may be inter¬
preted as an excessively emotional re¬
sponse to nonreward. resulting in sub¬
sequent rigid responding.

These same animals were tested in a
series of subsequent tasks. In a
successive-discrimination task, the PKU
monkeys responded faster when presented
with the-single nonrewarded object than did
controls, not differing in their response to
the single rewarded object (Chamove &
Molinaro, 1978). When tested in an
avoidance conditioning task (Chamove &
Harlow. 1973). the PKU subjects made
more errors following other errors and
more errors as the task became more diffi¬
cult in comparison with controls.

The most probable route for the mech¬
anism of PKU behavioral abnormalities
seems to be through serotonin, as both PA
and p-CPA block serotonin biosynthesis.
Poschel and Ninteman (\91\) have sug¬
gested that serotonergic neurones have an
inhibitory role in the regulation of reward

Retarded Monxeys

thresholds and help to determine the degree
of responsiveness to motivational stimuli.

It is posited here that the PKU deficit in
learning is a result of or perhaps a reaction
against low levels of serotonin in early brain
development. Any potentially emotional
stimuli are responded to and if emotion
producing, lead to a rigidity of response
based upon whatever response is most
probable. The following tests were de¬
signed to evaluate PKU monkeys in a vari¬
ety of situations, situations that might lead
to different predictions from the various
theories of retardation (e.g., Ellis, 1963;
House & Zeaman, 1963; McGhie, 1969;
Robinson & Robinson, 1965).

The following tests were used to answer
the following questions. The replacement
test was employed in an attempt to answer
two questions: Did the groups differ in the
amount of attention paid to the chosen or
unchosen object on Trial 1, and did the
groups differ in the number of times they
appeared to look at the objects on Trial 1 or
Trial 2? Zeaman (1973) has suggested that
severely mentally retarded individuals look
less than do more accomplished individu¬
als. Retarded children do not initially attend
to the relevant dimensions but that once

they do. learning rate is normal. In addi¬
tion, several investigators have shown that
nonretarded children learn more from a

negative or loss experience whereas re¬
tarded children improve more following
success (Bryant. 1965; Riese & Lobb,
1967). If one of the objects on Trial 1 is
replaced for Trial 2, this procedure should
reflect attention towards both chosen and
unchosen objects during Trial 1. For the
familiar object test, I posited that the basis
for the choice on Trial 1 in a discrimination
task was some initial preference or bias for
one of the objects. If PKU subjects have
difficulty when they have to shift from this
initial preference, perhaps the preference is
stronger and/or less easily modified than in
"normal" animals. Hermelin and O'Connor
(1964) reported that retarded children
showed greater interference from familiar
stimuli whereas control children showed
more interference from unfamiliar stimuli.
The familiar object test was used in an at-
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tempt to alter the intensity of subjects' ini¬
tial preference for objects and see the effect
on discrimination learning performance.

Four decrement tests were given to see
whether increasing the difficulty of the dis¬
crimination would differentially affect per¬
formance in the two main groups. If frus¬
tration was the cause of poor PKU perfor¬
mance. then a more difficult task would not
be expected to make a lose-shift strategy
more difficult. It may lower the level of
performance but not differentially affect
performance after a Trial 1 success vs. a
Trial 1 error. Using 3 objects instead of the
usual 2 would be expected to make a dis¬
crimination task more difficult. If attention
is important in learning, especially in re¬
tarded individuals' learning (Fisher &
Zeaman, 1973: Zeaman & House, 1963),
then distraction should interfere with these
individuals' performance more than it
would nonretarded individuals' perfor¬
mance. On the other hand, Turrisi and
Shepp (1969) found that distraction inter¬
rupts perseverative errors by retarded per¬
sons. The planometric test utilized two
planometric objects as stimuli. These 2-
dimensional objects make learning much
more difficult for normal monkeys than do
the usual 3-dimensional stereometric ob¬
jects (King & Harlow, 1962; reviewed in
Zeaman & House, 1963). Using more simi¬
lar objects makes relevant cues more diffi¬
cult to assess. It is generally accepted that
the ease of learning a visual discrimination
problem is a function of the number of rele¬
vant cues or dimensions (House & Zeaman,
1963).

Four improvement tests were designed to
improve the performance of the PKU
groups. As Zeaman (1973) has noted, the
influence of stimulus novelty is often dra¬
matic in leading to solutions. Novelty is
believed to increase the probability of at¬
tention to relevant cues. Using a single very
novel object in the 1-novel object test might
be expected to attract attention to that ob¬
ject. Allowing subjects to control their own
observation-interval rate using a control
button might improve attentional con¬
tingencies. Allowing for a long observation
period might do the same. If the PKU Trial

1 error effect is due to the frustration of
nonreward, then rewarding subjects equally
for correct and incorrect responses with a
nonpunishment technique might reduce the
PKU Trial 1 error effect.

Finally, two go/no-go tasks were used.
The first was the usual go/no-go procedure.
If the PKU subjects have difficulty in
separating the positive attributes of an ob¬
ject from its nonreward characteristics,
then if both positive reward values and
negative nonreward values are combined in
the same object, as in go/no-go, the PKU
monkeys should have even more difficulty
in separating the two attributes and in al¬
tering their behavior correctly (Chamove &
Sanders, 1980). The modified go/no-go pro¬
cedure is even more difficult: in this proce¬
dure there is a normal "honest" object, but
there is also a "dishonest" object. The
subjects have to learn that an object may be
positive when baited and negative when
not. and also the dishonest object is nega¬
tive when baited and positive when not.

Method

Subjects

Twenty-four rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatto) were separated from their mothers
at birth, reared in individual cages, and
given daily social experience (for details see
Chamove. 1980, and Kerr et al., 1968). All
subjects were offered Similac every 4
hours. Beginning at 1 week of age. para-
chlorophenylalanine was added to the
Similac diets of 4 of the monkeys, called the
PKU-cl group. Their blood levels of
phenylalanine rapidly reached 30 mg%, and
these levels were maintained until 12
months of age. The mothers of another 4
monkeys had been fed a diet supplemented
with approximately lg per kg body weight
per day of /-phenylalanine throughout most
of their pregnancy (details in Kerr et al.,
1968). These 4 mothers were called the fetal
PKU group. Fetnl life for the macaque
monkey is shorter than the 12 months used
for the period of administration of the ex¬
perimental diet in the other groups, so the
period on diet for this fetal PKU group was
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shorter than for the other groups. As the
two PKU groups differed in age at time of
testing, two age-matched control groups of
4 monkeys each were tested. The younger
group was designated the control-o-1 group;
the older, the fetal control group.

A fifth group of 4 monkeys had /-
phenylalanine added to their diets in a man¬
ner similar to that of the PKU-c/ group.
This group was called the PKU-p. A pair-
fed group of 4 control-p monkeys was used
as a control for this group. Body weight
data for PKU, control, and pair-fed mon¬
keys are presented elsewhere (Waisman &
Kerr, 1970).

At 1 year of age, all subjects were trans¬
ferred to a diet of Purina Monkey Chow fed
once a day, and they were housed in a so¬
cial group of 4 or 5 according to previous
diet. When adapted to the new diet and new
test apparatus, all subjects were then tested
on the following tasks, which took well
over a year. All subjects had been tested
prior to this present study on 20 object-
discrimination problems consisting of 25
trials per problem, 600 problems of
learning-set, and 14 days of a delayed-
response task (details and results in
Chamove et al., 1973). All problems used
3-dimensional "junk" objects. The
maximum performance on Trial 2 of
learning-set was 80%, 79%, and 74% cor¬
rect for the fetal PKU, the PKU-c /, and the
PKU-p groups, respectively, as compared
with 89% correct for control subjects.
During the second year of life, various so¬
cial tests were undertaken with these ani¬
mals. Social behavior was also abnormal in
the PKU-p (Chamove et al., 1970; 1979),
fetal PKU, and PKU-c7 groups (Chamove,
1979, 1980). All subjects were over 3 years
of age at testing (see Table 1); all of the
capacities needed for the tests described
later have matured by 1 year of age (Har¬
low, 1959), so age should not be an influen¬
tial factor.

Apparatus
All subjects were tested in a semi¬

automatic Wisconsin General Test Appa¬
ratus (Davenport. Chamove, & Harlow,
'970). One. two. 0" three objects, mounted
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on plaques, could be used to cover pre¬
ferred foods located in small wells sunk into
a formboard. An opaque and a transparent
screen could be placed between the subject
and the test objects. The latency of re¬
sponses was automatically recorded. The
various intertrial intervals, between trials
and between visual presentation and a re¬
sponse, could also be specified. Adjacent to
the front of the tray was an illuminated
switch by means of which the monkey
might initiate trials if permitted to do so by
the experimenter.

Procedure

All tests were performed in the order de¬
scribed later. Animals were usually tested 7
days per week. Unless otherwise specified,
a standard learning-set format was fol¬
lowed. Table 1 shows the groups used for
each test, the duration on the experimental
diet, and the age at testing. Commonly, two
junk objects were used and a noncorrection
procedure was followed; rewards were al¬
ways mixed but were used according to an
animal's preference and included apple,
grapes, banana, raisins, and a sugared
breakfast cereal (Froot Loops). Most
analysis used a groups (2), at least 2 sub¬
groups, correct or incorrect on Trial 1, de¬
sign with percentage correct performance
on Trial 2 as at least one dependent variable
and usually Trials 3 through 6 as a second
measure. The BMDP computer program
was used throughout.

Replacement test. The First test was
presented to these 24 animals in order to
determine whether the groups differed in
the amount of attention paid to the chosen
or unchosen object on Trial 1 and whether
they differed in the number of times they
appeared to look at the objects on Trial 1 or
Trial 2. All of the six groups were given 80
problems of a standard learning-set task,
i.e., using two dissimilar objects they had
not previously seen, six trials per problem,
and five problems per day. The perfor¬
mance on Trial 1 was balanced so that all
subjects were correct on 50% of Trial 1
trials, and on exactly half of these, the ob¬
jects changed positions between Trial 1 and
Trial 2. This was accomplished here, and
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TABLE 1

Groups and Their Tests

Tests"

Group* Dur.b Age£ Rep. FO Deer. Improv. G/NG Mod. G/NG

CI
PKU 12 3 x x x x

Control 12 3 x x x x

Fetal
PKU 5 4 x x x x x

Control 5 4 x x x x x

Pair fed
PKU 12 3 x x x x x

Control 12 3 x x x x x

Note: x = the tests administered to specific groups.
•A/=4 for each group. CI = parachlorophenylalanine.
b Duration: months on special diet.
c At start of testing (in years).
" Rep. = replacement test. Deer. = decrement tests, FO = familiar object test, Improv. = improvement tests,

G/NG = go/no-go test. Mod. G/NG = modified go/no-go test.

throughout testing, by either baiting all or
none of the objects on Trial 1. The only
change from the normal learning-set proce¬
dure was that on each Trial 2 either the
chosen or unchosen Trial 1 object was re¬
placed with a new object. Performances on
Trials 2 and 3 were evaluated as measures,
and the data were divided into first and
second half of testing.

A note was made of the number of
glances subjects made towards each of the
objects prior to the choice on Trial 1 and
prior to the choice on Trial 2 during the test,
after Oscar-Berman, Heywood, and Cross
(1971). The use of Trial 2 performance (i.e.,
correct or incorrect) enabled me to ascer¬
tain whether the number of glances would
predict outcome on Trial 2.

Familiar object test. I posited that the
basis for the choice on Trial 1 in a discrimi¬
nation task was some initial preference or
bias for one of the objects. This test at¬
tempted to alter the intensity of a subject's
initial preference for objects. Two objects
were left in the home cage of the 16 subjects
for 23 hours prior to testing. Either one or
two of these objects were used as one or
both of the initial pair of objects of a
learning-set problem.

Each subject was given six problems a
day, six trials per problem, where one of a
pair of objects was correct. A different ob¬
ject pair was used for each problem. The

subjects experienced all the eight condi¬
tions (displayed in Figure 2). Trial 1 con¬
sisted either of one object (familiar or un¬
familiar) or two objects (none familiar, one
familiar, or both familiar); if one object only
was presented on Trial 1, then that object
was presented on Trial 2 with another ob¬
ject that could be either familiar or un¬
familiar.

In the condition where both a familiar
and unfamiliar object were presented on
Trial 1, subjects could either choose the
familiar object or avoid the familiar object,
choosing the other. In each of these condi¬
tions, the subjects could either be correct or
incorrect on Trial 1, making a total of 16
conditions. Each subject received at least
10 problems in each condition that could be
controlled. Some subjects more frequently
chose a familiar object when given a choice.
These subjects received more trials with
both a familiar and unfamiliar object on
Trial 1 until they had at least 10 trials of
choosing each.

Decrement tests. Four tests were given
to four groups to see whether increasing the
difficulty of the discrimination would dif¬
ferentially affect performance:

The control test was the normal two-

object learning-set task. It was interspersed
between most of the following eight tests,
and the tests involved a total of 180 prob¬
lems presented at 5 or 6 per day.
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The distraction test involved 20 prob¬
lems; only 1 distracting problem was given
per day. On Trial 2 of the problems, a dif¬
ferent colored board was substituted for the
normal grey board. The distraction boards
were painted with solid colors at first, then
stripes and checks. They were only present
during Trial 2 but could occur on any single
problem of the day. Percentage correct
performance on Trials 2 and 3 were ana¬
lyzed. The analysis compared distraction
with control problems. If attention is im¬
portant in learning, especially in the learn¬
ing of retarded individuals (Fisher &
Zeaman, 1973; Zeaman & House, 1963),
then distraction should interfere with the
learning of these individuals more than with
that of nonretarded individuals. On the
other hand, Turrisi and Shepp (1969) have
found that distraction interrupts persevera-
tive errors by retarded persons.

The 3-object test used three stereometric
objects instead of the normal two. By bait¬
ing all or no objects on Trial 1 and one or
two on Trial 2, I could ensure that subjects
were correct 50% on Trial 1 and that a

lose-shift strategy was always rewarded on
Trial 2. In this way performance is compa¬
rable with that on 2-object problems in
terms of probability of success on Trials 1
and 2. Performance on Trial 2 and Trials 3
through 6 was compared with performance
on the control test. Subjects were given 30
problems of this type. 5 problems per day.

The planometric test utilized two
planometric objects as stimuli. The objects
used here were colored forms painted on 1
mm thick plaques. Subjects had 20 such
6-trial problems. Behavior on Trials 2 and 6
was analyzed.

The similar object test used a pool of
simple painted wooden geometric forms
comprising five different shapes, nine dif¬
ferent colors, and four different sizes. The
objects were used repeatedly during this
test and were chosen at random. This task
was inferred to be more difficult as the cues

for reward would be initially less salient and
variable. The pair used on any problem
could differ on any one of three dimensions,
on any two of three dimensions, or on all
three dimensions. Even when differing on
all three, the objects were more similar to

Retarded Monkeys

one another than the more commonly used
junk objects. Each subject received 60
problems on each of the three
dimensions—1, 2, or 3—and 20 at each
level within a dimension—20 color only, 20
size only, 20 form only, 20 color and size,
20 color and form, 20 size and form, and 60
color, size, and form.

Improvement tests. Four tests were de¬
signed to improve the performance of the
PKU groups, (a) The first, a one novel-
object test, was structured to draw atten¬
tion to one or another of the objects. Like
the similar object tests, these same objects
were retained and were used in the novel-
object test. On two out of five of the daily
problems, a single novel stereometric junk
object was used instead of the more similar
objects that had been used on the previous
180 problems, (b) The button procedure
was used on 30 problems presented 5 per
day where the subject was able to control
the initiation of the trials. When the inter-
trial interval was over, a button was illumi¬
nated. The subject could begin the trial by
activating this button. The opaque screen
was then lowered. When the button was

next depressed, the transparent screen then
lowered, and the subject could displace one
of the objects. The subject could therefore
initiate the trial and determine the duration
of the observation interval, (c) The long ob¬
servation procedure was used for 20 prob¬
lems. Whereas for most problems the ob¬
servation interval is approximately 5 sec¬
onds long, the observation interval for Trial
2 was increased to 10 seconds. I hoped that
subjects would use this period to scrutinize
carefully the two objects, thus improving
their performance, (d) The nonpunishment
technique was an attempt to eliminate the
frustration of nonreward. After every in¬
correct response on Trial 1, the exper¬
imenter immediately placed a reward be¬
tween the two objects. In this way the re¬
ward was the same whether the subject was
correct or incorrect on the trial.

Golno-go. Each of the 24 subjects
underwent 60 days of standard go/no-go
training. On one-third of the trials, the sub¬
jects received the normal reward ratio of
50%; on half the trials the subjects were
shown that the single object was baited, on
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half they were shown that it was unbaited.
After 10 days of this 50% reward experi¬
ence, a mixed level of reward experience
was introduced. On one-third of the 60
days, there was a high level (75%) of bait¬
ing; on one-third, there was baiting on only
25% of the trials of the day. The low baiting
days were expected to lead to frustration.
The right two-thirds-of Figure 4 illustrates
these two analyses, the left-third, the other
two analyses. Erroneous nonresponses
were rare and were not analyzed in the first
two analyses.

A modified go/no-go test followed the
previous test. Two objects were used, al¬
ternating randomly on any day. The "hon¬
est" object was the brown wooden cube
used in the previous test. The "dishonest"
object was a blue and white striped flat
perspex plaque. After subjects saw that the
reward was placed under the striped object,
the opaque screen obscured the object for
about 2 seconds and was then lowered.
During this period the reward was removed
from under the dishonest object or placed
under the object if the object had been seen
to be unbaited.

On half of the trials, the interval between
baiting and allowing a response was 10 sec¬
onds, during 8 seconds of which the opaque
screen was obscuring the object. A total of
160 trials was given on this test over 5 days,
and days was the blocks factor in the
analysis. On the other hand, one might ex¬
pect that the long opaque period might be
interpreted by the sophisticated subjects as
a signal that the trial has ended and, if so, to
lead to a decrement in performance (MotifT,
DeKock, & Davis. 1969).

Results

The analyses of variance significant
group effects or group interactions are
summarized in Table 2. preceded by the
design for the statistical analysis. Surpris¬
ingly, there were no interactions with sub¬
group of PKU induction, and so they are
combined in the illustrations of results.
With few exceptions (Chamove, in press,
a), the different modes of inducing PKU
used here led to a remarkable consistency
of learning effects.

TABLE 2
Significant Group Effects on Tests

Effect

Replacement: Group (2) * Subgroup (3) * Trial I (Tl)
Performance (2) * Replacement (2) *
Measure (2) * Half (2)

Group
Group x Replacement
Group x Tl Performance
Group x Measure
Group x Replacement x Half
Group x Tl x Measure x Half

<.025
<.025
<.025
<.001
<.05
<.05

Familiar objects: Group (2) x Subgroup (2) x N famil¬
iar (3) x Tl Performance (2) x Tl
choice (2) x Measure (2) x N on Tl
(2)

Group <.01
Group x Measure <-01
Group x N Familiar x Measure <.025
Group x Tl N x Tl Choice x Measure <.025
Similar objects: Group (2) x Subgroup (2) x N of

dimensions (3) x Tl performance (2)
x Measure (2)

Group x Measure
Group x Dimensions x Tl Performance

<.01
<.05

Distraction: Group (2) x Subgroup (2) x Tl perfor¬
mance (2) x Distraction (2) x Measure (2)

Group x Tl performance <.025
Group x Tl performance x Distraction <.01
Three objects: Group (2) x Subgroup (2) x Tl Perfor¬

mance (2) x Objects (2) x Measure (2)
<.05Group x Tl Performance x Objects

Nonpunishment: Group (2) x Subgroup (2) x Tl Per¬
formance (2) x Reward (2) x Mea¬
sure (2)

Group x Reward < 01
Group x Tl Performance x Reward <.025
Group x Reward x Measure <.05

Go/No-go: (latency following error) Group (2) x Sub¬
group (3) x Baiting (2) x Reward Level (3)

<.05
<.001

Group x Reward Level
Group x Baiting x Reward Level

Go/No-go: (accuracy following error) Group (2) x
Subgroup (3) x Baiting (2) x Reward Level (3)

Group x Reward Level
Group x Reward Level x Baiting

<.05
<.025

Go/No-go: (accuracy following success) Group (2) x
Subgroup (3) x Baiting (2) x Reward Level (3)

Group x Reward Level
Group x Baiting

<.01
<.05

Modified go/No-go: Group (2) x Subgroup (2) x Delay
(2) x Objects (2) < Baiting (2) x
Block (5)

(continued)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Effect P

Group x Block <.05

Group x Subgroup x Delay x Baiting <.05

Replacement test. To assess the rela¬
tive attention paid to both objects in a
leaming-set task, I replaced either the cho¬
sen or unchosen object with a new object
on Trial 2. When analyzed, there were a
number of significant interactions with
groups (see Table 2). The PKU groups
performed poorer overall (mean = 70.7)
than did the controls (mean = 76.2). The
Trial 1 error effect was replicated, with the
control subjects showing a 2.4% improve¬
ment in Trial 2 performance following a
Trial 1 error as compared with a Trial 1
correct (also Lockhard, Parks, & Daven¬
port, 1963), whereas PKU subjects were
showing a 4.8% decrement in Trial 2 per¬
formance (see Figure 1); however, the most
important results were that there was little
difference in Trial 2 performance between
the two groups following a Trial 1 correct
even when that chosen object was replaced
by a new one. As the test progressed (i.e.,
in the second half), the performance of the
PKU subjects actually deteriorated in one

Figure 1. Percentage correct responses
given a Trial 1 error (-) or Trial I correct (+) response
anil replacement of the chosen or nonchosen object.
Symbols cis-'accl the u-o :ne first ha-'f of test¬
ing; the right, .vc_on., _. symbols show Trial
2 performance.

Retarded Monkeys

condition, when the nonchosen but correct
object was replaced. When the incorrect
chosen object was replaced, performance
improved markedly for both the PKU and
the control subjects, but only improved for
control subjects when the correct unchosen
object was replaced.

The facility with which both groups
learned to lose-shift when the chosen Trial
1 incorrect object was replaced plus the fact
that only control subjects learned to ignore
attraction of a new but incorrect object on
Trial 2 support the idea that the PKU ani¬
mals have difficulty avoiding responding to
an initially preferred object.

The analysis of glances showed no sig¬
nificant group interactions. The PKU sub¬
jects tended to look slightly fewer times
over all, but slightly more often when they
were going to be incorrect on Trial 2. Both
groups looked slightly more often following
a Trial 1 error. The only significant effect
showed that subjects observed the objects
at the lowest frequency when the correctly
chosen object was not replaced, the other
three conditions being greater and about
equal, p < .05. This test showed no evi¬
dence of differential attention accounting
for the PKU deficit in learning.

Familiar object test. This test manipu¬
lated the familiarity of one or both objects
by leaving the object(s) in the subject's
home cage for a day before testing. The
familiar object was either presented with
another object where either could be cho¬
sen or not chosen, or the familiar object
could be presented alone, in which case it
had to be displaced. The use of familiar
objects was initially disruptive, producing
an 11% reduction in performance (as found
also by Bateson &. Chantrey, 1972; Cross,
Fletcher, & Harlow, 1963). There was a
strong blocks effect that did not interact
with other variables of interest. The typical
group difference in response following Trial
1 error was replicated, p < .01, and can be
seen in the right panel of Figure 2. The most
important finding (seen in both Panel 3 and
most dramatically in Panel 4) was an exag¬
geration of the PKU emotionality effect
caused by one of the objects being familiar.
When PKU monkeys had a choice between
a iamiiiar and an unfamiliar object, they
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Figure 2. Percentage correct of Trial 2 responses varying the familiarity of one or both objects and either
presenting one or two objects on Trial 1.

made a choice based on some positive or
negative preference that had been
strengthened by prior experiences with that
object. If they picked the familiar object
and were incorrect (Panel 3), their perfor¬
mance was even worse than seen in the
standard Trial 1 error effect; if they avoided
the familiar object and were incorrect
(Panel 4), their performance was even more
severely affected.

The decrement in performance seen
when there was only one object on Trial 1
and the PKU subjects were correct (Panels
1, 2, 5, and 6) is attributed to the distracting
or attracting effects of the new object on
Trial 2. The decrement can be compared
with the distraction test (5) performance
following a Trial 1 correct (Figure 3). The
Trial 2 decrement in performance was sig¬
nificantly greater for the PKU subjects vs.
the control subjects when only one object
was familiar as compared to when two were
familiar. By Trials 3 through 6 the effect
had gone. The only time the PKU defi¬
ciency extended to Trials 3 through 6 was
when the subjects picked the unfamiliar

object on Trial 1, when only one object was
presented on that trial. In this instance
performance on Trials 3 through 6 averaged
90% for the PKU subjects and just over
95% for control subjects. Surprisingly and
significantly, performance on Trial 2 and
Trials 3 through 6 was better, by 5% and
4%, respectively, when there was only one
object on Trial 1 vs. when there were two
for both groups.

As designed, the familiar object test suc¬
ceeded in exaggerating PKU-control sub¬
jects' differences. Allowing experience with
an object appears to either increase or de¬
crease its attractiveness and, for the PKU
monkeys, makes unemotional choices and
modifications in choice more difficult.

Decretneni tests. The results of all of
these tests are presented in Figure 3. These
tests were designed to increase the diffi¬
culty of the discrimination-learning task.

The distraction test involved substituting
a variety of brightly colored boards for the
normally grey one on Trial 2 within a
learning-set series. The distraction test led
to the greatest decrement in performance of
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Figure 3. Trial 2 performance on nine different tests of learning-set involving distraction, use of three objects,
use of planometric objects, similar objects varying in 1. 2. or 3 dimensions, use of a single novel object, a button
to initiate trials, enforced longer observation time before choice, and reward following both correct and incorrect
Trial 1 responses. Tests on the left were designed to lead to a decrement in performance in PKU groups, tests on
the right, to improved performance.

ail of the tests designed to impair perfor¬
mance. The two PKU groups showed
greater effects of the Trial 2 distractor than
did control groups, but this differential
group effect was limited to performance
following a Trial 1 success. The results do
not support the idea that PKU animals are
generally more distractable. but rather that
distraction differentially affects perfor¬
mance following a Trial 1 success or a Trial
1 error.

The analysis when using the more diffi¬
cult planometric stimuli showed the ex¬
pected decrement in performance, but no
differential effect of groups (see Figure 3),
suggesting that the PKU groups are not less
able to learn a discrimination task or less
able when given tasks that are more diffi¬
cult for control subjects to perform. Rather,
there are attributes of the task other than
difficulty that lead to PKU performance
deficit.

The 3-object test results showed that the
more complex discrimination led to poorer
performance on Trial 2 and Trials 3 through
6 for the PKU groups following a Trial 1

success but improved performance follow¬
ing a Trial 1 failure (see Figure 3). Like the
previous problems, an increase in difficulty
appears to be affecting performance fol¬
lowing a Trial 1 reward by the PKU sub¬
jects than by control subjects.

The similar-object test increased problem
difficulty because it did not use the normal
junk objects that varied over several di¬
mensions and surface qualities; rather, it
used only a few wooden objects, with lim¬
ited variation in size, shape, color, etc. The
statistical analysis revealed a strong effect.
p < .001, of varying the number of dimen¬
sions on which objects varied (see Harlow,
1945). Where objects differed on only one
dimension (color, size, or form), the ani¬
mals were only performing at 61% and 68%
on Trial 2 and Trials 3 through 6, respec¬
tively; when differing on two dimensions,
subjects' performance improved to 71% and
82%, respectively; and when three dimensions
were used, subjects" performance on Trials
2 and 3 through 6 was very similar, at about
81% correct. Surprisingly, the improve¬
ment between Trials 2 and 3 through 6 on
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this more difficult task was only on prob¬
lems following a Trial 1 success; following a
Trial 1 failure, the average improvement
was only 1%. The most difficult dimension
(not significant) was size when only one
dimension was used; and the easiest, when
two were used, were color and form. This
did not interact significantly with group but
appeared primarily to be due to the PKU
group.

The most interesting and unexpected re¬
sult was the group interaction with the
number of dimensions and Trial 1 perfor¬
mance. As shown in Figure 3, the effect of
the rather similar wooden forms, when dif¬
fering in three dimensions, was an im¬
provement in performance for the PKU
subjects. It was almost as if the similarity of
the stimuli worked to reduce the initial bias
of the PKU. With differences in only one or
two dimensions, the difficulty of the prob¬
lems appeared to increase, producing two
effects. The first is a general deterioration
of performance such that the characteristic
differences between the PKU and control
subjects were eliminated; the second is a
possible facilitative effect of a Trial 1 error
on the most difficult one-dimensional
problems.

Improvement tests. The results of all
four of these tests are also illustrated in
Figure 3. These tests used two approaches
designed to improve performance: im¬
proving conditions for observations and re¬
ducing frustration associated with nonre-
ward.

The one-novel-object test involved in¬
serting a very dissimilar object into the
learning-set battery, an object that might be
more salient to the monkeys. Results
showed no significant group interactions,
although the performance of control sub¬
jects appeared rather poorer than that of the
PKU groups. Hermelin and O'Conner
(1964) also found greater interference from
the intrusion of an unfamiliar stimulus for
nonretarded than for retarded children.

The use of the button so that the initiation
of trials was under the subject s control
tended to improve performance for the
PKU groups. This was not significant.

The imposed long observation interval
appeared to have an effect opposite to what
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was intended, resulting in significantly
poorer performance, especially following
Trial 1 errors. This effect did not interact
significantly with groups (Figure 3). The re¬
sults of these three tests do not support
an attentional interpretation of the PKU
deficit.

Nonpunishment of Trial 1 errors led to a
dramatic improvement of performance in
both PKU groups, as illustrated in Figure 3,
whereas it led to a decrement in perfor¬
mance by control subjects. In this test, the
subjects were given a reward after an incor¬
rect response on Trial 1. The improvement
from this procedure was greatest in trials
following Trial 1 loss for the PKU subjects;
the decrement was greatest in trials fol¬
lowing a Trial I win for control subjects,
illustrating the important function of the
frustration effect for both PKU and control
animals, one in impairing and one in im¬
proving performance.

Go/no-go. The go/no-go task illustrated
some PKU/control subject differences upon
detailed analysis of the task. The analysis of
percentage correct performance showed
that the control subjects were superior to
the PKU subjects by about 9% on the low
and normal rate of reward days, whereas
the accuracy of the PKU subjects was con¬
stant over the three conditions, at about
77% correct. This factor interacted with
baiting vs. nonbaiting. The interaction
showed two things: The accuracy advan¬
tage for control subjects was 6% greater on
these two reward conditions (noted previ¬
ously) when the object was baited, but 3%
less when unbaited: and in the high-
frequency baiting condition, the control
subjects were more accurate than were the
PKU subjects when the object was baited
and less accurate when unbaited in com¬

parison. Again, the PKU response was re¬
markably consistent over the three condi¬
tions, averaging 83% correct when the ob¬
ject was baited and 70% when unbaited.

The analysis of latency of response was
more interesting. The latency following an
error response (see left third of Figure 4)
showed that on the trial following an error,
the PKU subjects responded more rapidly
to an unbaited object in the frustration-
inducing low-reward condition. The high-
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Figure 4. Contingency responding on a go/no-go task on low-, normal-, and high-frequency of baiting days.

reward condition produced the reverse ef¬
fect. The errors for both control and PKU
subjects were almost exclusively those of
responding to the nonbaited object, and this
held equally for both groups.

The analysis of latency following a prior
correct response (right two-thirds of Figure
4) showed no significant interaction with
groups, although the highest order interac¬
tion was suggestive. A subsequent analysis
was performed to examine latency of re¬
sponse on only those trials where a re¬
sponse had occurred. Such an analysis
would be expected to equate the two groups
for error rate. This analysis had the effect of
reducing the overall latency of response to
the unbailed object to about 3.0 seconds but
did not differentiate between the two

groups.
The modified go/no-go task revealed few

interesting differences. In this task one ob¬
ject was rewarded at times and at times not;
another object. '.he "false object." when
perceivec *.? bait' •" was not baited and

vice versa. The Group X Day interaction
showed that the latency of response was
steadily increasing over the 5 days for the
PKU subjects whereas it reached an
asymptote for control subjects by the sec¬
ond day. The interesting effects are de¬
picted in Figure 5. What little variance
there was suggests that the two PKU
groups, especially the PKU-c/ group, were
responding faster in the unbaited condition
when there was no delay (upper left of Fig¬
ure 5). The attempt to produce a frustrating
false object was only partly successful. All
subjects responded more rapidly to the
false object when it appeared to be baited
and more slowly when it appeared not to be
baited, but there was no differential PKU
effect here. With experience, the latency of
response to the apparently "baited" false
object increased and to the "unbaited" false
object decreased, as would be expected.
The latter effect appeared to be more strik¬
ing for the control subjects but was not
5.:gn*f:cun;. The more rapid responding to
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Figure 5. Contingency responding on a go/no-go
task with delays. "True" indicates baiting as shown to
the subject, "false" indicates baiting the opposite of
that shown to the subject.

objects when unbaited, especially in low-
reward conditions, is further support for an
emotionality interpretation of the PKU
subjects' learning and social behavior defi¬
cit.

Discussion

Four hypotheses based on prior reports
about PKU monkeys were evaluated. The
first, that an increase in the difficulty of a
discrimination was more damaging for PKU
monkeys, was not supported. The more
difficult tasks of three-object learning-set,
two-object learning-set using planometric
objects, learning-set using similar objects,
and a delayed go/no-go task all failed to
show that PKU monkeys are more affected
by difficult tasks.

The second hypothesis, that negative
reinforcement was less effective for the
PKU monkeys, was not supported. In situ¬
ations where there was one novel object,
where a button was used to initiate trials,
and where three objects were used in
learning-set, the reduced effectiveness of
negative reinforcement for PKU monkeys
was not evident in comparison with control
monkeys. Also, in the go/no-go situation,
where the reward rate was high, one would

expect nonreinforcement to be particularly
salient. In this situation the PKU monkeys'
responses were particularly accurate.

The third hypothesis, that negative rein¬
forcement leads to a disruption in perfor¬
mance, was supported and can be based on
excessive emotionality. This pattern was
found throughout testing and was magnified
in stressful situations (e.g., in shock
avoidance [Chamove & Harlow, 1973], in
go/no-go under a low-baiting condition,
when chosen objects were replaced with
new objects, and in a low-baiting different¬
ial reinforcement of learning situation
[Chamove & Davenport, 1970]).

Also supported was the final hypothesis,
that PKU monkeys have difficulty in
changing an initial or learned-response
pattern or bias. It could also be emotionally
based. In a prior study the PKU monkeys
had great difficulty inhibiting intertrial
crossings when they had once developed
them (Chamove & Harlow, 1973). Lose-
shift object strategy was poor throughout
learning-set (also in Chamove & Molinaro,
1978). In the familiar object test, designed
to magnify initial response biases, when
one of the two objects was familiar, espe¬
cially when the familiar object was avoided
on Trial 1, PKU monkeys' performance
was abysmal. In the three-object learning-
set, where it was easier to abandon an ini¬
tial preference because the choice was not
so clear with three objects, PKU monkeys'
performance was adequate. There is no
evidence, from avoidance conditioning or
from go/no-go, that an erroneous active re¬
sponse is more disruptive than an errone¬
ous passive response. This is not to suggest
that human beings or animals with PKU are
not seriously mentally retarded, but only
that this retardation can best be understood
by hypothesizing that their behavior is al¬
tered in a way that parallels an emotional,
frustration deficit. In both learning perfor¬
mance and in social behavior, PKU mon¬

keys, like low-serotonin rats, can be char¬
acterized as anxious, "as being in a state of
general preparedness" (Ellison, 1979, p.
90).

Although not directly testing other possi¬
ble factors, I can tentatively draw some
inferences concerning their use in inter-
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preting the deficit of PKU monkeys. Mon¬
keys with limbic lesions confined to the
amygdala (Douglas & Primbram, 1969)
show heightened distractability as did PKU
monkeys on the distractability test, but this
does not account for the poor performance
of PKU monkeys on other tests. Latency of
response in baited go/no-go tasks,
avoidance learning, and differential rein¬
forcement of latency tasks suggest that
PKU monkeys are not habitually more dis¬
tracted. Amygdaloid lesions lead to
superior inhibitory ability, the opposite to
that found for PKU monkeys.

There is no evidence that the deficit of
PKU monkeys can be accounted for by a
theory of deficit in short-term memory
storage (Ellis, 1963) or long-term memory.
Further, there is no evidence that an atten-
tional deficit theory (McGhie, 1969;
Zeaman & House, 1963) would account for
the PKU problem. Tests designed to im¬
prove attention (e.g., button test and long
observation test) and measures of attention
did not suggest attentional deficit, although
the improvement in the one-novel-object
test may be suggestive. The PKU monkeys
did attend to the relevant dimensions, as

shown both by normal learning of simple
discriminations or three-object discrimi¬
nations and the fact that the PKU monkeys
did not show excessive responses to irrele¬
vant dimensional aspects of the problem,
such as position.

These results suggest that a coherent
analysis of an animal learning deficit is pos¬
sible, although time consuming. They also
show that induced biochemical changes in¬
volving neurotransmitters in early life can
lead to permanent changes in behavior long
after these biochemical impositions are re¬
laxed. It remains to be seen whether this
animal model of PKU learning deficit is
confirmed in children, as have the
biochemical parameters, thus supporting
animal PKU as a model for human phenyl¬
ketonuria.

Manuscript submitted 12111179.
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INTRODUCTION

Physiological changes

Phenylketonuria (PKU) in humans is associated with high blood phenylalanine levels,
mental retardation and behavioural abnormalities (Partington, 1978). The direct cause
of the latter two is unknown but appears to be greatly ameliorated by an early reduction
in serum amino acid level (Stevenson et al., 1979). The indirect cause is unknown, but
most evidence points to alterations in brain serotonin, a putative neural transmitter
(Menkes, 1976), or the serotonin/norepinephrine balance (Dalhouse, 1976). Experi¬
mentally induced elevated serum phenylalanine (PA) has a wide range of effects; it has
been shown to interfere with brain RNA and protein synthesis (Maclnnes &
Schlesinger, 1971), impairs vitamin B6 function (Loo & Ritman, 1967), competes with
other amino acids for absorption in the gut leading to depletion of several brain amino
acids (Berry et al. , 1975; McKean, Boggs & Peterson, 1968) and inhibits catecholamine
function, etc. (Bessman, 1979; Menkes, 1976; Voorhees, Butcher & Berry, 1981).

Initially the effects ofPKU were experimentally investigated by feeding or injecting
rats with high levels of PA (e.g. Schalock & Klopfer, 1967; Iijima etal. , 1975; Waisman
et al., 1959). It was then noted that human infants born to mothers with high blood PA
levels were behaviourally retarded although the infants' response to PA was normal
(Mabry, Denniston & Coldwell, 1966), so called fetal PKU. This led to experimenters
feeding PA to pregnant female experimental animals and studying the offspring (Kerr et
al., 1968; Schalock & Copenhaver, 1973). The infants were found to have cord blood
PA of almost twice that of the mother (Kerr et al., 1968; Anderson, 1976). A third
technique for inducing PKU in animals followed the report by Koe & Weissman (1966)
that excesses of dietarypara -chlorophenylalanine (p-CPA) more closely mimics human
PKU. As with PA, phenylalanine hydroxylase is inhibited which leads to a drastic
reduction in brain serotonin, to levels of about 10% of normal (Koe & Waisman, 1966;
Redmond etal., 1971) with only a slow return to normal over 10 days. As all three of the
techniques lead to biochemical changes closely mimicking human PKU (Iijima et al.,
1975; Waisman et al., 1959, Schalock et al., 1975; Butcher et al., 1977), we may term
the individuals subjected to any of the treatments as PKU animals.

The chronic dietary administration of PA or, less so ofp-CPA, produces monkeys
which appear chronically lethargic and irritable and have periods of apparent sickness,
vomiting, and more extreme lethargy and hyporeactivity to stimulation (Chamove,
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Waisman & Harlow, 1970; Tenen, 1967). Their performance during this period is of
interest, but it is difficult to separate the changes due to direct action of the drug, which
may be attributed to serotonin depletion, from those effects due to an interaction of
different biochemical changes each with its different time course (Miller et al., 1970).
Of greater interest is their behaviour after the dietary regime, that is, when on a normal
diet (Karrer & Cahilly, 1965) and not ill. Also of interest would be a group escaping this
period of supposed illness and perhaps altered sensory awareness, in which the diet was
altered before birth.

This study investigated the permanent learning deficits of each of these three
groups. All were administered the diet during a period of rapid brain growth and were
tested for learning for the first time when being fed a normal diet. All had previously
been found to show permanent and substantial learning deficits (Chamove, Kerr &
Harlow, 1973).

Behavioural research

Rats. Research on PKU in the rat has revealed some constants in learning performance
(Vorhees et al., 1981). Acute administration of PA or p-CPA appears to lead to less
activity or emotional reactivity in a normal environment (Tenen, 1967; Brody, 1970),
but increased activity in a novel or stressful environment (Brody, 1970; Conner et al.,
1970). This has been described as heightened reactivity (Brody, 1970; Koe & Waisman,
1966), irritability (Tenen, 1967; Dalhouse, 1976), or anxiousness (Ellison, 1979).

Behavioural testing has attempted to delineate the learning deficit. While still on the
high PA or p-CPA diet, PKU rats showed lowered levels of activity (Schalock et al.,
1975; Tenen, 1967; Brody, 1970; but see Fibinger & Campbell, 1971), heightened
reactivity to novel or aversive stimuli (Brody, 1970; Connor et al., 1970; Tenen, 1967;
Fibinger & Campbell, 1971), poor performance in avoidance learning (Kilbey &
Harris, 1970; but see Tenen, 1967), increased sensitivity to negative reinforcement
(shock, see Tenen, 1967), increased excitability with regard to reward (Poschel &
Vinteman, 1971), either decreased (Tenen, 1967), or increased emotionalism (Matte &
Tornow, 1978), but less disruption from a conditioned emotional stimulus (Tenen,
1967).

Following the termination of chronic administration of the drugs, shock avoidance
and escape performance was poor (Kilbey & Harris, 1971), maze learning was impaired
(Butcher et al., 1977), differential reinforcement of low level performance (DRL) was
below that of the controls (Schalock & Copenhaver, 1973) and discrimination learning
was impaired (Schalock & Klopfer, 1967). Activity has been reported either as
increased (Andersen, Rowe & Guroff, 1974; Fibinger & Campbell, 1971) or decreased
(Schalock & Copenhaver, 1973; Schalock et al., 1975; Vorhees et al., 1972). With one
exception (i.e. Schalock et al., 1975), studies have described these animals as more
fearful, less exploratory, and more emotional (Schalock & Copenhaver, 1973; Brody,
1970; Koe & Waisman, 1966; Dalhouse, 1976). Animals treated pre-partum are more
severely affected than those treated post-partum (Schalock & Copenhaver, 1973),
although the overall pattern of results appears to be the same.

Humans. The few studies on the learning behaviour of human PKU are not
particularly illuminating. Some ratings of PKU children do not show activity or
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attention span abnormalities, although they are rated as hypersensitive (Siegel et al.,
1968; Frankenburg, Goldstein & Olson, 1973); others do show hyperactivity (Tu,
1980). Objective tests on PKU children showed poor performance in a continuous
attention task with a drastic decline within any 1 day (Anderson et al., 1969).

Monkeys. Previous analyses of learning in PKU monkeys suffered from three
deficiencies: the number of animals in different groups was low, the animals were first
tested when still on the high PA diet or when fed milk every 4 h, and the animals were
reared under conditions of social deprivation (Waisman et al., 1959). Combining the
animals into larger, although heterogeneous, groups and retesting them on a normal
'chow' diet fed only once a day led to several tentative conclusions. Subjects reared on

high PA diets for even 3 or 6 months showed permanent deficits on learning-set and
delayed-response tasks (Chamove et al., 1973), but not on simple discrimination
learning. When their performance on the first of these tasks was further analysed
(Chamove & Molinaro, 1978), it was found that almost all of the PKU deficit could be
attributed to a single type of error in the two-choice discrimination learning-set task.
When the PKU subject was presented with two dissimilar objects and chose the one
which was incorrect on trial one (tl—), it did not shift its response on the following trial
to the other object (lose-shift), but remained with the same object on t2 (lose-stay).
However, when correct on trial one (tl+), it would correctly choose the same object on
t2 (win-stay) irrespective of any change in the relative spatial positioning of the two
objects. This increased probability of error on t2 in PKU monkeys following a trial one
error (tl—) will be termed here the characteristic PKU tl-response. Comparison of
their learning performance with that of much younger animals, animals on other high
amino acid diets, and animals with bilateral frontal lobe lesions at 1 year of age

suggested that this response pattern was characteristic of the PKU animals alone and
not of the other groups with learning problems (Chamove & Molinaro, 1978). The PKU
tl-response in monkeys may be interpreted as an excessively emotional response to
non-reward resulting in subsequent rigid responding.

These same animals were tested in a series of subsequent tasks. In a successive-
discrimination task, the PKU monkeys responded more rapidly when presented with
the single non-rewarded object than the controls, not differing in their response to the
single rewarded object (Chamove & Molinaro, 1978). When tested in a shock avoidance
conditioning task (Chamove & Harlow, 1973), the PKUs made more errors following
other errors, and more errors as the task became more difficult in comparison with
controls. However, simply increasing the difficulty of appetitive approach tasks did not
lead to a PKU deficit (Chamove, 1983).

It is posited here that the PKU deficit in learning is a reaction to potentially emotive
stimuli. Any potentially emotional stimuli are responded to and, if emotion producing,
lead to a rigidity of response based upon whatever response is most probable. The
following tests were designed to test this hypothesis and to evaluate the PKU monkey in
a variety of situations, situations which might lead to different predictions from the
various theories of retardation (e.g. Ellis, 1963;McGhie, 1969; House &Zeaman, 1963)
and to try to design a task to teach a learning-set to PKU monkeys while abolishing the
PKU tl-deficit.

There have been several attempts to classify human mental retardation in terms of a

single, if widespread deficit. It would be interesting to see how a controlled assault on
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the brain of a non-human primate similar to that of a naturally occurring human
disease, would support these theories. Some of these theories are difficult to test using
animals; some are easier (reviewed in Robinson & Robinson, 1965). Luria's verbal
mediation theory cannot be used in non-linguistic animals. Spitz's cortical inertia
theory might suggest difficulty in reversals, attention, and multiple cue problems.
Zigler's suggestion that the retarded are failure avoiders might suggest sensitivity to
non-reward and an increase in distractability. Lewin suggests the retarded individual is
more primitive and rigid in cognitive structure, perhaps predicting less flexibility in
reversals and reduced attention. Ellis proposes a theory of CNS damage predicting
short-term memory deficits. Finally, Zeaman & House (1963) characterize the retarded
individual as having deficits in attention.

METHODS

Subjects

Twenty-four rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto) were separated from their mothers at
birth, reared in individual cages and allowed daily social contact (for details see
Chamove, 1979; Kerr et al., 1968). All subjects were offered Similac (Ross
Laboratories, Columbus, OH) every 4 h. Beginning at 1 week of age, para-
chlorophenylalanine was added to the Similac diets of four of the monkeys, termed the
PKU-c/ group. Their blood levels of phenylalanine rapidly reached 30 mg% and these
levels were maintained until 12 months of age. The mothers of another four monkeys
had been fed a diet supplemented with approximately 1 g/kg body weight per day of
/-phenylalanine throughout most of their pregnancy (details in Kerr etal., 1968). These
four were termed the fetal PKU or PKU-/ group. A third experimental group was
composed of four monkeys which had /-phenylalanine added to their diets in a manner
similar to that of the PKU-c/ group. This group was called the PKU-p. A final group of
four PKU monkeys were used to test certain hypotheses generated by the results of the
series of tests described herein and were only used in the last test reported here. These
four PKU-8 monkeys were fed /-phenylalanine for 8 months from birth.

As most of the PKU groups differed in age at time of testing, age-matched control
groups of four monkeys each were tested. These were designated the control-cl group
and the control-/ for the first two groups respectively. A pair-fed control group,
control-p was used for the third group. The final control-8 group were fed unadulter¬
ated Similac. Body weight data for these and pair-fed monkeys are presented elsewhere
(Waisman & Kerr, 1970).

At 1 year of age all subjects were transferred to a diet of Purina Monkey Chow fed
once a day and housed in a group of four or five according to previous diet. All subjects
other than the final two groups had been tested prior to this present study on 20 object
discrimination problems consisting of 25 trials per problem; 600 problems of learning-
set and 14 days of a delayed-response task (details and results in Chamove et al., 1973).
All problems used three dimensional 'junk' objects. The maximum performance on
trial two (t2) of learning-set was 80%, 79% and 74% correct for the PKU-/, the
PKU-c/, and the PKU^p groups, respectively, as compared with 89% correct for
controls. There was no deficit in the delayed-response task. Social behaviour was also
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abnormal in the PKU-p (Chamove er al., 1970), PKU-/, and PKU-cZ groups (Chamove,
1979, 1980).

When the PKU-/ and their controls were just over 4 years of age, the PKU-c/,
PKU-p were 3 years of age, and the PKU-8 were 2 years of age; these 32 subjects were
started on the tests described below. All of the capacities needed for the tests described
below have matured by 1 year of age (Harlow, 1959; Altman, Brunner & Bayer, 1973),
therefore age should not be an influential factor. In summary, this experiment meets all
of the criteria for a sound model of PKU (Vorhees et al., 1981).

Apparatus

All subjects were tested in a semi-automatic Wisconsin General Test Apparatus
(Davenport, Chamove & Harlow, 1970). One, two, or three objects, mounted on

plaques, could be used to cover preferred foods located in small wells sunk into a
formboard. An opaque or transparent screen could be raised between the subject and
the test objects. The latency of responses was automatically recorded. The various
inter-trial intervals, between trials and between visual presentation and a response,
could also be specified.

Procedure

All tests were performed in the order described below. Animals were usually tested 7
days per week. Unless specified otherwise, a standard learning-set format was followed.
Two junk objects were used and a non-correction procedure was followed (Riopelle,
Hill & Rector, 1967). Rewards were always mixed but were used according to an
animal's preference and included apple, grapes, banana, raisins, and a sugared break¬
fast cereal (Froot Loops). Most analyses used at least a three-factor model, over (two)
groups, (at least two) subgroups, and correct (tl +) versus incorrect (tl —) on trial one,
with percentage correct performance on t2 as at least one dependent variable. The
design for the statistical analyses are detailed in Table 1.

Learning-set. The first procedure to be used was a re-analysis and extension of the
learning-set data described above. The data from all 24 animals of the first six groups
were used here. This was done to replicate the findings ofa previous analysis using only
seven PKU monkeys (reported in Chamove & Molinaro, 1978) and also to analyse in
more detail the results from this extensive series of trials. The data were divided into
five blocks. The first block was composed of the results from the first 20 problems of the
object discrimination task, the second from the next 60 problems of the object discrimi¬
nation learning-set task, the third from the next 140 problems, the fourth from the next
300 problems and the last from the final 620 problems of the learning-set. The use of
this logarithmic progression converts the normal negatively accelerating learning curve
to a straight line function. Four measures were used, which were designed to reflect a

descending order ofdifficulty: a per cent correct on trial three (t3); b per cent correct on
t2, the usual measure to assess learning-set ability; c per cent correct on t2 following an
error on tl and d per cent correct on t2 given a tl - and no change in relative position of
the objects between tl and t2. This last condition required the animal to switch both its
response to the other object and to the other position on t2 in order to be correct. Several
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studies have shown that normal children learn more from a negative or loss experience
whereas subnormals improve more following success (Bryant, 1965, Riese & Lobb,
1967). Animals were divided into subgroups in order to reduce this potential source of
variance as it appeared that the fetal PKU group were performing at a level above the
other two groups (Chamove, 1983).

For this, as for all problems, the performance was balanced so that all subjects were
correct on 50% of tl trials, and on exactly half of these the objects changed positions
between tl and t2. This was done here, and throughout all of testing, by either baiting
both of or neither of the objects on tl on some of the problems of the day.

Attention. This was assessed in the above task for the first time to ascertain whether
the findings of Anderson et al. (1969) might account for any of the variance between
groups and to evaluate the attentional theories of retardation of Zeaman (1973). The
four problems per day were reanalysed to see if there was any decrement in response
within a day. The days were grouped into the same blocks as described above and per
cent correct performance was also analysed for the last four of the six trials (t3-6) as
well as for tl2.

Learning-set retention. This was the first new test to be used with these 24 animals. It
involved testing for retention on the day following learning-set problems and used a
total of 80 additional problems in the analysis. The first five trials of a day consisted of
one trial from each of the five problems of the preceding day. The trials were either
presented in the same order as the problems of the preceding day or in the reverse order.
The reverse order meant that that first trial of the day was identical to the last problem
of the previous day. Bessemer & Stollnitz (1971) have shown that both interpolation of
other problems or merely a time delay leads to sizable retention loss in monkeys. They
conclude that the mechanism involved in learning-set performance is based on a
conditional discrimination with respect to the immediately preceding reward conting¬
encies which temporarily override other response tendencies. It is possible that the
PKU monkey, once forming these conditional discriminations, does not modify them
as easily as the normal individual.

To further assess attention a note was made of the number of glances the subject
made towards each of the objects a prior to the choice on tl and b prior to the choice on
t2 during the test (e.g. Behar, 1974; Oscar-Berman, Heywood & Cross, 1971; Polidora,
1966). Zeaman (1973) has suggested that severely retarded individuals look less than
more accomplished children (but see Crosby, 1972).

Preference. The second new test given to the subjects attempted to assess the relative
tendency towards position preference, object preference, or any alternation tendency
that might differentiate the groups. These are all initial response tendencies (Bessemer
& Stollnitz, 1971) or error factors (Harlow, 1959) which animals must learn to suppress.
This test assessed the level of these response tendencies independently of the specific
learning-set task and without any differential reward contingency. After the long period
of learning-set experience described above, all 24 subjects were given 40 days of testing
with a new pair of objects every day, 30 trials per day. For half of the days the pair of
objects were identical, for the half clearly different. On half of each of these days the
subjects could observe the experimenter baiting both objects, on the other half both
were baited but the subject could not observe the baiting.

Alternation tendency was quantified as the number of trials in which the chosen
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object or its position was different from that chosen on the preceding trial of that day.
Preference was measured by the percentage of trials on which the most frequently
chosen position or object was displaced in a day. One analysis assessed both position
preference and position alternation, and another object preference and object alterna¬
tion. Each analysis followed the same format (Table 1); the two measures used in the
analysis were the estimates of preference and alternation tendency.

Familiar object test. It was posited that the basis for the choice on tl in a discrimina¬
tion task was some initial preference or bias for one of the objects. Since the PKU
subject has difficulty when it needs to shift from this initial preference, perhaps the
preference is stronger and/or less easily modified than in normal animals. There is a
report that retarded children showed greater interference from familiar stimuli whereas
controls showed more from unfamiliar (Hermelin & O'Connor, 1964). This test
attempted to alter the intensity of subjects' initial preferences for objects. Two objects
were left in the home cage of the 16 subjects of the first two PKU groups and their
controls for 23 h prior to testing. Either one or two of these objects were used as one or
both of the initial pair of objects of a learning-set problem.

Each subject was given six problems a day, six trials per problem where one of a pair
of objects was correct. A different object pair was used for each problem. Subjects
experienced all of the following seven conditions (as illustrated in Figure 3). 1 Trial one
consisted of one familiar object which the subject was required to displace; t2 consisted
of that same familiar object plus an unfamiliar object. 2 A single unfamiliar object was
presented on tl and that same object plus a familiar object were presented on t2. 3 The
same two objects were presented on tl and t2, one of which was familiar. 4 One familiar
object was presented on tl, and on t2 two familiar objects were present, one of which
was the same, the other different from that on tl. 5 One unfamiliar object was presented
on tl, and on t2 two unfamiliar objects were presented. 6 The same two familiar objects
were presented on tl and t2. 7 The same two unfamiliar objects were presented on tl
and t2.

In the condition where both a familiar and unfamiliar object were presented on tl, a

subject might choose the familiar object or avoid the familiar object choosing the other.
In each of the above eight conditions the subject could either be correct or incorrect on
tl making a total of 16 conditions. Each subject received at least 10 problems in each
condition which could be controlled. Some subjects chose a familiar object more

frequently when given a choice. These subjects received more trials with both a familiar
and unfamiliar object on tl until they had at least 10 trials of choosing each.

Concept formation. Individuals from the PKU-/ and PKU-c/ groups plus their
controls were given original training on two exemplars of each of five concepts: form,
colour, size, multi-coloured versus single coloured and glossy surface versus matt. The
first, second and third were repeated once so that there were a total of seven problems.
The subjects were presented with two pairs involving two concepts, e.g. red pyramid
plus yellow cube and yellow pyramid plus red cube. In this case, red was correct.
Subjects were trained to a criterion of 0.05 probability and against their initial prefer¬
ence. One problem was given in a day alternating the pairs of objects.

Retention. This was also assessed within the test by presenting the same problem on
the following day. When criterion had been reached, halfof the problems were followed
on the same day by a reversal shift. Here the same dimension was relevant but the
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rewarded value in the dimension was changed, e.g. colour was still relevant but red was
now incorrect. Half the problems were followed by a non-reversal shift where the
relevant dimension became irrelevant. In the above example colour is irrelevant and the
cube is correct. The subjects were run towards their initial preference on this shift so as
to equate difficulty with the reversal shift. Reversal and non-reversal shift problems
were run on a single day so that subjects were not required to run half of the reversal
shift trials on one day and half on another (reviewed by Wolff, 1967). Shift problems are

important for Zeaman's theory of attentional deficits in retarded individuals; attending
to the relevant dimensions is assumed to be important in this task. Two analyses were
carried out, one using total trials to the beginning of criterion and the second using
number of correct responses to the beginning of criterion.

Modified learning-set. The PKU-8 and their controls were given 560 problems of a
task designed to answer two questions, a If a learning-set task was designed to minimize
early non-reward, and non-reward was only gradually introduced, would the PKU
deficit be abolished? b If a learning task was used that facilitated lose-shift object
performance (Bowman & Takemura, 1966), would the lose-shift deficit of the PKU be
abolished?

Our pilot work had shown that three-object learning-set increases the probability of
a lose-shift object strategy in the first 120 problems of learning-set (Harlow etal., 1973).
The subjects were presented with alternating two- and three-trial problems. For the
first 10 problems, subjects were given 24 trials per problem, 1 problem per day. The
next 32 problems were presented 3 per day using 12 trials per problem. The next 162
were given at a rate ofeight problems per day, six trials per problem. The remaining 356
problems were presented 16 problems per day, three trials per problem. The baiting
was arranged such that the probability of success on tl was 50% for two-object
problems and, as usual, for three-object problems, and the probability of success on t2
was equated for both types of problem.

Beginning with the 12-trial problems, the first problem of each day was identical to
the final problem of the previous day. This was again used to assess retention. Data
from these retention problems were not used in the analysis of error factors but were

analysed separately.
Analysis of this test utilized a method of error factor analysis described by Bowman

(1963). It estimated the probability of eight error factors utilizing data from tl and t2 of
each problem. The outcome on tl can either be a success (tl +), that is, a win (W) and
rewarded, or an unrewarded error or loss (L). The positions of the objects can either
remain the same, that is, stay (St) or can change position, that is, shift (Sh). The animal
can either be responding to characteristics of an object (o) or to the position (p) of the
object. The two successful strategies are WSto and LSho. The first, called the win-stay
object, suggests that if the animal is correct on tl it subsequently responds to the same
object on t2 irrespective of its position. Two analyses assessed error factors: one used
WSto and LSho, the correct strategies; the other used the four incorrect position error
factors as measures.

After significance in the analysis of variance, a Fisher's LSD test was used for
subsequent comparisons. All means which are described as different, are significantly
so (P<0.05) using this measure unless specifically stated otherwise.
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RESULTS

The results of the analyses of variance resulting in significant group effects or group
interactions are summarized in Table 1.

Learning-set. Figure 1 depicts the major findings of this test. The three PKU groups
(circles) were poorer than the controls (triangles), on t2 and t3 and the t2 effect was
increased with progressive blocks. The most interesting finding involved the significant
groups X measures X blocks interaction. As has been reported before, in the early
blocks, performance by both groups on t2 was poorer when preceded by a 11 — (symbols
with dots) than when preceded by a tl +. Performance was even poorer when both were

preceded by a tl - and when the objects did not change position between tl and t2 (solid
symbols). The latter may have been more difficult because the stimulus configuration
was identical between tl and t2, or, more probably because the subject was forced both
to lose-shift with respect to object and lose-shift with respect to position. As learning-set
progresses, this difficulty is maintained in all three PKU groups, by contrast, in the

Table 1. Significant group effects of tests

Significance
LEARNING-SET

Group (2) X subgroup (3) X measure (4) X block (5)
Group <0.025
Group X subgroup <0.05
Group X block <0.025
Group X measure X block <0.05

Attention: Group (2); X subgroup (3) X measure (2) X block (5) X problem (4) NS
RETENTION

Group (2) X subgroup (3) X order (2) X number of interposing problems (5) NS
ATTENTION

Glances: Group (2) X subgroup (3) X tl performance X t2 performance (2) NS
PREFERENCE

Position: Group (2) X subgroup (3) X same/different (2) X open/closed (2)
X measure (2)
Group X same/different <0.05
Group X same/different X open/closed <0.05

FAMILIAR OBJECTS

Group (2) X subgroup (2) X number familiar (2) X tl performance (2) X tl
choice (2) X measure (2) X number on tl (2)
Group <0.01
Group X measure <0.01
Group X number familiar X measure <0.025
Group X tl number X tl choice X measure <0.025

CONCEPT FORMATION

Group (2) X subgroup (2) X subtest (4)
Group X subgroup X subtest (trials to criterion) <0.01
Group X subgroup X subtest (correction to criterion) <0.025

MODIFIED LEARNING-SET

Group (2) X error factor (2) X object number (2) X block (7)
Group X error factor X object number <0.05
Group X error factor X object number X block <0.025
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Block

Figure 1. Per cent correct responses on trial 3, trial 2, trial 2 given a trial 1 error, and trial 2 given a
trial 1 error and no position change for the objects shown over the five blocks of learning-set
problems.
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controls, this difficulty was not only lost but if anything tended to reverse, not
significant (NS). By the end of 4000 trials of learning-set, the controls were actually
performing slightly better after a tl— and even better when forced to lose-shift both
object and position (NS). This finding agrees with much of the monkey learning-set
research (e.g. Bessemer & Stollnitz, 1971), but is in marked contrast to human findings
(e.g. Zeaman, 1973) where performance is better after tl + in both normal and retarded
children. This decrement in performance by PKU monkeys following a tl — supports
and extends previous findings (Chamove et al., 1973; Chamove & Molinaro, 1978); it
also supports the hypothesis that the PKU deficiency is associated with perseverant
responding in the face of non-reward. The interaction of overall performance with
subgroups suggests that the 5 months of assault during fetal life is not equivalent to 12
months of post-natal assault with high blood phenylalanine, the latter having more
adverse effects on learning-set performance.

The analysis of attention performance resulted in no significant interactions of the
group by problem-order within a day, suggesting that there was no differential group
effect of loss of attention within the four problems of a day. Anderson and his
colleagues' (1969) findings of PKU decrement was for a continuous attention task,
perhaps accounting for their discrepant results using humans.

Learning-set retention. The amount of retention did not differentiate PKU from
control. The only significant effect was that of the order of recall. Testing the problems
in the reverse order from that of the original learning significantly improved retention
from 62 to 72% correct on tl in both groups, suggesting that medium-term memory
differences will not explain differences between PKU and controls.

The analysis of attention as measured by glances showed no significant group
interactions (confirming Chamove, 1983). The PKUs tended to look slightly fewer
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Figure 2. Per cent preference for position versus object with baiting either observed (open) or not
(closed), using either visually similar or dissimilar objects.
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times, but slightly more often when they were going to be incorrect on i2. Both groups
looked slightly more often following a tl- (NS).

Preference. When subjects were given a choice between two dissimilar objects both
ofwhich were baited, the two main groups responded similarly. However, when similar
objects were presented, controls showed a significantly greater position preference than
PKUs (see Figure 2), irrespective of whether the double-baiting procedure was
observed by the subjects or not. This does not support the idea that PKU deficits result
from stronger initial position or object preferences which need to be modified. The
difference between experimental and control groups was slightly greater when baiting
was unobserved than when able to be observed (NS).

No other analyses of preference showed significant group differences. Both groups
showed significantly greater object preference when different objects were used. Alter¬
nation was an infrequent strategy, a common finding in monkeys, unlike certain other
animals (O'Connell, 1965; Gerjoy & Winters, 1967).

Familiar object test. The use of familiar objects was initially disruptive, producing an
11 % reduction in performance, as found also by Bateson & Chantrey (1972) and Cross,
Fletcher & Harlow (1963). There was a strong blocks effect which did not interact with
other variables of interest. The typical group difference in response following tl — was
replicated and can be seen in the right panel of Figure 3. The most important finding is
seen in both panel 3 of the same figure and most dramatically in panel 4, an exaggeration
of the PKU tl effect caused by one of the objects being familiar. It appeared that when a
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PKU monkey had a choice between a familiar and an unfamiliar object, it made a choice
based on some positive preference or negative aversion which had been strengthened
simply by prior experience with that object. If it picked the familiar object and was
incorrect (panel 3), its performance was relatively the same as, but an exaggeration of,
that seen in the standard tl - effect; if it avoided the familiar object and was similarly
incorrect (panel 4), its performance was even more severely affected.

The decrement in performance seen when there was only one object on tl and the
PKU subject was correct (panels 1, 2, 5, and 6) was attributed to the distracting or

attracting effects of the new object on t2 (King & Harlow, 1962). The t2 decrement in
performance was significantly greater in the PKU versus control when only one object
was familiar as compared to when two were familiar. By t3-6 the effect was unmeasure-
able. The only time the PKU deficiency extended to t3-6 was when the subject picked
the unfamiliar object on tl and when only one object was presented on that trial. Here,
performance on t3-6 averaged 90% for the PKUs and just over 95% for controls.
Performance on t2 and t3-6 was significantly better, by 5 % and 4% respectively, when
there was only one object on tl versus when there were two for both groups (Lockhart,
Parks & Davenport, 1963; King & Harlow, 1962).

Concept formation. All of the significant group effects interacted with subgroups in
this study alone. It appears from Figure 4 that the two subgroups of PKU monkeys
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Figure 4. Number of trials to criterion or the number of correct responses „ criterion in four
tests. Symbols are joined for clarity ofpresentation although the pairs are independent measures.
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were behaving quite differently in parts of this test. The significant group by subgroup
effects suggest that the PKU-/ monkeys take far longer to perform a reversal shift than
PKU-c/ or controls. The non-reversal shift problems were performed significantly
differently and actually faster by both PKU groups than by the controls. As expected
shifts to new dimensions were slightly harder in controls than shifts within a dimension
(Gossette & Hood, 1968; Tighe, 1965); for the PKU animals non-reversal shifts were
significantly easier than shifts within the same dimension. This is some support for the
idea that the PKU groups were attending less well to the relevant dimension.

The lack of significant group differences in the retention scores supports the
findings of the learning-set retention test described above. The parallel nature of the
lines connecting total trials with number correct suggests that the gross pattern of errors
in this test was the same between PKU and control groups.

Modified learning-set. An analysis of retention on this test showed no significant
group interaction although, surprisingly, retention was significantly above chance 24 h

Lose-shift object

Blocks of 80 problems

Figure 5. Probability of subjects responding to a different object on t2 given tl error experience
(over 560 problems) using 2-object problems or 3-object problems.
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later. The best retention occurred during the first 40-problem block with retention
performance over 70 % correct. Thereafter it remained at about 55 % correct. Although
not significant, the PKU-8 group remained consistently above the control-8 group for
the first five blocks of 40 problems.

The results of the error-factor analysis of correct strategies, depicted in Figure 5,
showed that it was easier to shift to another object following a tl— on three-object
problems than on the more common two-object problems as predicted (Moss &
Harlow, 1947). The familiar tl — deficiency was seen on LSh for the PKU in the two
object problems (lower two curves). In the three-object problem, where lose-shift is
more probable, the PKU/control discrepancy was not seen.

The final figure (Figure 6) shows the reverse pattern for a win-stay object strategy.
In the three-object problem a win-stay strategy was the less probable. The PKU group,
normally excelling in 'stay' strategies, did well in both types of problems, at least in the

Win-stay object

Blocks of 80 problems

Figure 6. Probability of subjects responding to the same object on t2 as on tl, given a tl success
experience. Both 2 and 3 object problems are presented.
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first half of the problems. The control group showed what can only be described as a
disruption in the development of this strategy. Normally (see Chamove & Molinaro,
1978) controls begin learning-set with the probability of WSt at about 0.5. It seems that
performance on the two-object problem was being disrupted by the three-object
problems.

The maximal performance by controls was considerably below what would be
expected on a six-trial two-object task. It was felt that the final reduction in problem
length was unwise as the improvement in performance after problem 204 was less than
that found in six-trial problems. Nevertheless, the overall performance of the PKU-8
group was at least equal to that of the control-8 group.

The analysis of the other error factors did not reveal significant group differences.

DISCUSSION

This study confirmed the existence and the pervasive nature of the tl - effect in PKU
monkeys, that is, poorer performance following an initial error. The PKU learning
deficit is not a result of problems being generally too difficult. Increasing the difficulty
of a discrimination task does not increase the PKU deficit. The more difficult tasks of a

three-object learning-set and only one object on tl as seen in the present study, as well
learning-set using planometric objects, similar objects, and delayed go/no-go
(Chamove, 1983) all failed to exaggerate the PKU deficiency. Similarly, making
problems easier (Chamove, 1983) did not abolish the deficiency.

A second hypothesis, that negative reinforcement is less effective for the PKU was
not supported. In the three-object learning-set task and where there was only one object
on tl as seen in the present study, and in go/no-go where the reward rate was
particularly high (Chamove, 1983), the PKU animals were not performing below
controls.

There is no evidence that the PKU deficit can be accounted for by a theory
postulating a deficit of short-term or medium-term memory storage. Tests of recall
after 24 h and intra-problem transfer, other than after a tl —, are comparable with
controls.

There is no evidence that an attentional deficit theory would account for the PKU
deficiency. Measures of attention in the present study and tests designed to improve or
interfere with attention (Chamove, 1983) did not suggest attentional deficit. The PKU
monkeys did attend to the relevant dimensions in that simple discrimination and
three-object discrimination learning is normal, and PKU monkeys did not show
excessive responses to irrelevant dimensions such as position.

There is no evidence that the PKU animal is consistently more distractable. Latency
of response in go/no-go tasks, avoidance learning, and DRL tasks are normal
(Chamove, 1983; Chamove & Davenport, 1970; Chamove & Harlow, 1973). However,
one test which specifically used distractors did manage to affect the emotional PKU
animals more than controls (Chamove, 1983; Douglas & Pribram, 1969).

It is interesting that, with few exceptions, different methods of producing experi¬
mental PKU in these monkeys lead to quite similar performance deficits. Fetal-PKU
monkeys seem more damaged in social behaviour and in concept formation, less
damaged in learning-set and delayed response, and equal in most other tasks used.
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The above studies support the suggestion that PKUs have an emotionally-based
difficulty in modifying an initial or learned response pattern or bias. In previous studies
PKU monkeys have had great difficulty in inhibiting inter-trial crossings in a shock-
avoidance task once they have been developed (Chamove & Harlow, 1973). Lose-shift
strategy is poor throughout learning-set (also Chamove & Molinaro, 1978). In the
familiar object test, designed to magnify initial response biases, when one of the two
objects was familiar, especially when the familiar object was incorrect and was avoided
on tl, PKU performance was very poor. In the three-object learning-set, where it was
perhaps easier to abandon an initial preference, PKU performance was adequate. In the
preference test after learning-set, the PKU did not show a side preference even when
the two baited objects were both identical. If one interprets the present hypothesis to
include non-reversal shift problems as changing an initial response pattern, then the
hypothesis was not uniformly supported, but it can be argued that an extra-dimensional
shift is orthogonal to the normal response pattern. There is no evidence, from avoidance
conditioning or from go/no-go, that an erroneous active response is more disruptive
than an erroneous passive response.

It could be speculated that monkeys must in some way code positive and negative
objects. It seems possible that one easy non-verbal way ofdoing so is to attach emotional
valence to objects, for example a rewarded object is a 'good' object, a non-rewarded
object a 'bad' one. The author suggests that this process may be carried out earlier in the
PKU, before the outcome of initial trials. If they are wrong (i.e. tl -) then these labels
have to change. With a greater number of objects on a trial, one might expect the level to
weaken when comparing pairs of objects, and therefore it would be easier to change
towards a relatively less negative alternative choice. With familiar objects these biases
would have longer to develop and therefore be stronger. The above explanation
accounts for most of the learning deficits found in PKU monkeys. It does not explain
the relatively low object preference during closed baiting in the preference test where all
response strategies were rewarded. The explanation does account for the finding that
replacing a chosen incorrect object on t2 leads to a smaller tl - effect in PKUs than
when retaining the chosen tl— object and replacing the unchosen object, which
magnifies the tl - effect (Chamove, 1983).

This is not to suggest that humans or animals with PKU are not seriously mentally
retarded, but only that, while it is also possible that the emotional reactions might be
secondary to cognitive defects, the retardation in monkeys can best be understood by
saying that their behaviour is altered in a way which parallels an emotional, frustration
deficit. In both learning performance and in social behaviour (Chamove, 1980) the
PKU monkey, like the low-serotonin rat, can be characterized as anxious, 'as being in a
state of general preparedness' (Ellison, 1979, p. 90).

SUMMARY

Sixteen rhesus monkeys were either subjected to diets high in phenylalanine or para-
chlorophenyalanine either pre- or postpartum; there were 16 controls. Subjects were
tested after removal from the PKU diet on a series of learning tasks. No support was
found for suggestions that PKU monkeys a do worse if task difficulty is increased or b
have an attentional or short-term memory storage deficit. Equivocal support was found
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suggesting that c PKU monkeys may have stronger initial biases and d do not attend to
the relevant dimension. The most support was found for the hypothesis that e PKU
subjects are more emotional which would account for a disruption in performance
following negative reinforcement, and difficulty in changing an initial or a learned
response pattern. The literature on learning in human PKU and induced PKU in
animals is reviewed.
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Four rhesus monkeys, given a diet high in phenylalanine early in life, were com¬
pared with two control groups in learning and social behavior when all 5s were on a
normal diet. In comparison with the controls, the phenylketonuric (PKU) 5s were
slow in learning a conditioned shock-avoidance task and showed extreme subnormal
and inadequate social behavior. This gross incompetence in social interaction was re¬
flected in the inconsistence of dominance rankings in a competitive food situation
and in the excessive hostility, excessive fear, and deficient play responses, both in
the relatively unfamiliar playroom situation with familiar peers and in the home
cage with unfamiliar stimulus monkeys. These PKU 5s were normal in more
primitive, more reflexive behaviors, e.g., behaviors reflecting activity, simple
social, environmental, and self-stimulating behaviors.

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a genetic error of
amino acid metabolism often accompanied by
mental retardation. This anomaly is caused by
a defective gene and produces a deficiency of
the liver enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase
which normally catalyzes the breakdown by
hydroxylation of phenylalanine to tyrosine. In
PKU, phenylalanine accumulates and is then
metabolized by an alternate pathway, produc¬
ing the characteristic excretion of above-aver¬
age quantities of phenylketones (ketonuria).
Over 60% of untreated patients diagnosed as
PKU have an IQ under 20, and more than
80% have an IQ below 40, although a few
show above-average mental capacity (Menkes,
1967). Since the concomitant mental retarda¬
tion is probably caused by the excess of phenyl¬
alanine and its metabolites, and only indirectly
by the deficiency of its hydroxylase, it might be
expected that dietary overloading of phenylala¬
nine would produce similar effects in subhuman
animals. This biochemical circumstance has
been achieved in monkeys, rats, and mice, and
the abnormalities found naturally in PKU
children are similar with few exceptions to
those found in lower forms with hyperphenylal-

1 This research was supported by United States Pub¬
lic Health Service Grants FR-00167 and MH-11894
from the National Institutes of Health to the Univer¬
sity of Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center and
Department of Psychology Primate Laboratory, res¬
pectively.

The authors would also like to thank Teresa Friedman
for assistance with testing procedures.

2 Requests for reprints should be sent to Harry F.
Harlow, Primate Research Center, 1223 Capital Court,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

anemia. The most important differences are (a)
the accumulation of the normal metabolites of
phenylalanine such as tyrosine in the experi¬
mental animals and (b) the inconsistency of
permanent retardation in rats. The latter can
be explained in part by the fact that rat liver
contains 30 times as much phenylalanine hy¬
droxylase as does monkey liver (Voss &
Waisman, 1966).

Although normal brain metabolism is un¬
doubtedly affected and widespread abnormali¬
ties due to the excess phenylalanine in body
fluids occur, the determination of the locus of
central nervous system damage has not yet
been made. Histological examination of brains
from humans with PKU has shown no char¬
acteristic abnormality, although multiple
areas of altered myelination associated with
variable degrees of gliosis have been seen in
many human cases as well as in rats and mon¬
keys wflth experimental PKU. Other findings
suggest that myelin formed in PKU is unstable
and subject to breakdown (Menkes, 1967).
There is evidence that the high level of phenyl¬
alanine and its intermediary metabolites ulti¬
mately results in deficiencies of the hormones
thyroxine and epinephrine; of the enzymes
phenylalanine hydroxylase, tyrosinase, glu¬
tamic acid decarboxylase, and dopa decarboxy¬
lase; and of the hypothesized neural trans¬
mitters gamma aminobutyric acid, dopamine,
norepinephrine, and serotonin (Menkes, 1967;
Nadler & Hsia, 1961).

Although some investigators have concluded
that there is no specific behavior pattern as-

62
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sociated exclusively with PKU, there are char¬
acteristics which appear repeatedly in the un¬
treated hospitalized and nonhospitalized
population. The personality of both groups of
retardates has alternately been characterized as
aggressive, docile, fearful, and withdrawn, or
combinations of the above three characteristics
either within or across 5s (Garfield & Carver,
1960; Kratter, 1959; Leland, 1957). Other pat¬
terns commonly reported are those of hyper-
emotionality and hyperactivity or restless¬
ness (Leland, 1957; Siegel, Balow, Fisch, &
Anderson, 1968). The primary purpose of this
study was to compare with control 5s the de¬
velopment of socially directed behaviors of
monkeys following the biochemical induction of
permanent mental retardation. Second, an
attempt was made to separate the retardation
effects of the amino acid from those accom¬

panying restriction of early social interaction.

Method

Subjects
Monkeys used in this study were twelve l-yr.-old

laboratory-born animals, separated from their mothers
6-12 hr. postpartum. These monkeys were placed in
three groups, two primary groups with identical social
experience and a third with additional social experience:
The first group (O-PKU) of four females had restricted
social experience during the first year of life and a diet
which was high in phenylalanine given early in life; the
second group (O-N) of four males had restricted social
experience during the first year of life and a normal diet;
and the third group (Y-N) of two males and two females
had a normal diet and were given daily social experience
starting at birth and continuing for 6 mo. This last group
and of course the other groups had had no social experi¬
ence for 6 mo. prior to testing at 1 yr. of age.

After separation from its mother and until the ter¬
mination of this experiment, each 5 was raised alone in
a wire cage in a manner which permitted audio and
visual, but prevented body, contact with other ani¬
mals. Animals were reared on a diet of Similac,! to
which, in the case of the PKU animals, a specific
amount of phenylalanine was added starting at 7 days
of age in a manner described by Waisman and Harlow
(1965). At the time of testing, all animals were on the
same normal diet.

Apparatus
Avoidance conditioning. The shuttle box used for

avoidance conditioning was described by Harlow, Row¬
land, and Griffin (1964). It consisted of two chambers,
each measuring 24 X 24 X 16 in. high, separated by a
hurdle 8 in. high. The floor was hinged and counter-

weighted so that the addition of 5's weight triggered a
microswitch registering 5's position in an automated
programming device which would present the stimuli in
the appropriate manner.

Rome-cage testing. The animals were tested in their
living cages which measured 32 X 32 X 32 in. During
these test sessions, 5s were tested with three stimulus
objects: a standard rubber nipple, a brown toy dog
standing 5 in. at the shoulder and 9 in. from nose to
haunches, and a monkey, similar in age to 5s but un¬
familiar to them. This animal was chosen because, when
paired with a strange monkey, the stimulus animal
would initially withdraw into a corner, but would char¬
acteristically reciprocate play initiated by the other
animal.

Behavioral recording was achieved by means of a
two-pen event recorder. Simultaneous with the activa¬
tion of the recorder, Es recorded the behavioral cate¬
gories on paper. Observation intervals were demarcated
by the illumination of a 6-w. bulb, and the concurrent
activation of a buzzer was regulated by a synchronous-
motor-microswitch apparatus. At this signal, audible to
5s, E stopped observing one animal and began scoring
another.

Playroom testing. The playroom was 7 ft. in height
with a floor area of 44 sq. ft. It contained a shelf running
the full length of one wall and several mesh platforms
and ramps. This playroom, Playroom 2, has been de¬
scribed in detail by Harlow et al. (1964).

Procedure

Subsequent to testing on the avoidance conditioning
task, all animals were social tested during three discrete
periods between 1 and 2.5 yr. of age: (a) prior to 6 mo.
of intensive social interaction starting at 14 mo. of age,
(b) after this period of 6 mo. of intensive social inter¬
action, and subsequently, (c) after almost 1 yr. of semi-
social isolation. Each test period entailed home-cage
testing followed by playroom testing.

Avoidance conditioning. In order to confirm earlier
findings that the O-PKU animals used in this study were
retarded in learning ability, as indicated by appetitivelv
motivated learning-set performance,4 5s of Groups
O-PKU and O-N were given 12 days of avoidance con¬
ditioning, 25 trials/day, in a shuttle box. A buzzer was
the conditioned stimulus (CS), and a scrambled electri¬
cal shock was the unconditioned stimulus (UCS). The
fixed CS-UCS interval of 5 sec. was regulated by an in¬
terval timer, and a variable intertrial interval of 10-30
sec. was programmed by tape. A response-failure timer
was installed in the circuitry so that if the animal failed
to respond to the UCS within a 10-sec. limit, the shock
was automatically turned off. On Days 2-12, 5s were
punished for intertrial crossings (ITC), responding
other than to the CS. Data used for analyses were

grouped as percentage intertrial crossings, number of
trials until 20 successive correct responses, and number
of errorless days.

Home-cage testing. The 5s were tested in their home
3 Provided in part by Ross Laboratories, Columbus,

Ohio.

4 Personal communication, Arnold S. Chamove, Octo¬
ber 1968.
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TABLE 1

Early Social and Test Experience of Subjects in the Home-Cage (HC),
Playroom (P), and Dominance (D) Test Situations

Social experience (in mo.)

Group n

0-6 7-12 13
(Test Period 1) 14-19 20

(Test Period 2) 21-32 33
(Test Period 3)

O-PKU
O-N
Y-N

4
4
4

none

none

daily

none

none

none

HC & P test
HC & P test
HC & P test

intensive
intensive
intensive

HC, P, & D test
HC, P, & D test
HC, P, & D test

none

none

none

HC & P test
HC & P test
HC & P test

cages with the three stimulus objects: the rubber nipple,
toy dog, and unfamiliar rhesus. Each of these items was
placed in the home cage in random order for 5 min. on 3
consecutive days, and 5 was scored during that session
for the categories subsequently described.

Playroom testing. When the home-cage testing was
completed, the animals were tested daily in Playroom 2
in changing groups of three and observed by the two £s
for a total of 30 min. Each E scored a single animal dur¬
ing 5-min. intervals and switched to another 5 at the
end of these intervals. This procedure was repeated six
times so that every 5 was scored for a total of 20 differ¬
ent min. Three animals from two of the three groups
were tested every day, and this procedure was contin¬
ued until every animal had been tested for 5 days.

Between Test Periods 1 and 2, all 5s engaged in in¬
tensive social interaction. For 6 mo., all 5s were placed
in the playroom daily in changing groups of six for
hourly sessions. On weekends, this time was lengthened
to a 4-hr. period.

After the intense social interaction, home-cage testing,
and playroom testing were completed, 5s were not given
opportunity to interact with other animals for 12 mo.,
other than the relatively brief dominance testing ses¬
sions. After this time, they were again social tested
(Test Period 3).

Dominance testing. The dominance test was that de¬
scribed by Alexander and Harlow (1965). It assumes
that "dominance gives priority of access" and that the
"probability of access to an incentive appropriate to a
monkey's activated drive may be expected to depend
upon the degree of dominance exerted by that monkey."
In this test, 5s, subjected to 24 hr. of water deprivation,
were given simultaneous access to one water bottle, as

described subsequently. The time spent drinking was re¬
corded, and each animal was given a score based upon
the number of minutes elapsing before it had spent 30
sec. drinking. This test was given immediately after
Test Period 2 was completed. A switch-back design was
used over 6 test days. Groups O-N and O-PKU were
housed in the playroom separately for 7 days in that
order. Subsequently, the animals were deprived of food
and water for 24 hr. and then given their normal diet of
Similac in one water bottle for an hour. This deprivation
procedure was repeated twice, during which time each
animal was scored with respect to the amount of time
elapsed until that animal had spent 30 sec. drinking.
The following week, the two groups were placed in the
playroom together in a group of eight and the procedure
was repeated. One week later, the four 5s of each of the
two groups were again put together and the procedure
repeated.

During home-cage and playroom testing, the follow¬
ing four behavior categories were recorded: (a) with¬
drawal—avoidance behaviors functioning to reduce
stimulation to 5, (b) exploration—tentative behaviors-
functioning to inform 5 as to properties of the objects of
exploration, (c) play—complex behaviors utilizing in¬
formation previously learned concerning the objects of
play, and (d) hostility—assertive behaviors functioning
to give 5 priority of access to desired objects. The direc¬
tion of each of these behaviors was recorded in terms of
response to the stimulus object, the nonsocial environ¬
ment, or the social environment. Of course, the first of
these was only applicable during home-cage testing and
the last of these during playroom testing.

Statistical analyses. The conditioned avoidance data
were analyzed in two ways: Criterion tests were assessed

TABLE 2

Phenylalanine Intake and Blood Levels during and after
High Phenylalanine Diet

5

Mean phenylalanine intake
(gm/kg/day)

Mean blood phenylalanine level
(mg.%)

Deration of phenylalanine diet
(in mo.)

1-3 mo. 3-6 mo. 6-9 mo. 1-3 mo. 3-6 mo. 6-9 mo.

B03 2.84 3.33 0.24 26.6 37.7 3.8 6
B04 3.30 3.18 0.26 35.0 70.0 2.5 6
B24 2.96 0.27 — 35.3 2.0 —. 3
B39 2.64 0.26 — 49.0 2.6 — 3

Note.—Normal diet levels are in boldface.
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CONDITIONED AVOIDANCE

Fig. 1. Performance on shock-motivated conditioned avoidance task. (The
vertical lines between the groups indicate the levels of significance—solid, p < .01;
dashed, p < .05.)

using t tests, and repeated-measures analyses of vari¬
ance were used to partition the groups and days effects.
Home-cage and playroom tests were evaluated in three
steps. Duration scores were subjected to a 3 (Groups)
X 4 (Behaviors) X 2 (Directions of Behaviors) X 3
(Periods) X 5 (Days) analysis of variance with re¬
peated measures in the behavior, direction, period, and
days dimensions. Subsequent to a significant (p < .05)
Groups X Behaviors interaction, another analysis of
variance was performed on individual behaviors using
those items found to contribute significantly to variance
and using the appropriate error terms from the first
analysis. Finally, a Fisher's least significant difference
test was run on measures reaching significance.

Results

Table 2 summarizes the intake of phenylal¬
anine while on diet and the resulting blood
levels both on and off diet, in boldface, for two
5s kept on phenylalanine for 3 mo. and two
others for 6 mo. These measures indicate both
high phenylalanine intake and blood level, com¬
parable to PKU humans while on diet, and
normal levels off diet. The mean phenylalanine
intake and blood levels were considerably
higher than those obtained in rats, and blood
values above 100 mg.% were not uncommon.
Each mean value is composed of at least 22
blood drawings. The variability is indicated by
a pooled SD of 24.8.

Avoidance conditioning. The PKU animals
were significantly less efficient than controls
on the avoidance shock test as measured by
both t tests, using the number of perfect days

(/ = 4.31) and trials until first 20 consecutive
avoidances (t = 6.05), and on both analyses of
variance, using number of avoidances per day
and number of trials per day with at least one
intertrial crossing (ITC). It should be noted
that from Day 9 on, there were no significant
differences. A Group X Days effect using all
days (F = 2.49) and using only Days 2 through
25 (F = 2.85) was disclosed, using number of
avoidances in a repeated-measures analysis of
variance design. A similar test was done on all
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Fig. 3. Playroom socially directed behaviors.

days for ITCs. The significant Group X Days
effect (F — 2.53) showed PKU 5s making more
ITCs during the greater part of testing. A
subsequent Fisher's least significant differ¬
ence test was conducted on daily performance,
and these results are presented in Figure 1.

Home-cage testing. As seen in Figure 2, PKU
5s were more withdrawn and less playful in
Test Periods 2 and 3 and were more hostile in
the third period toward the peer stimulus ani¬
mal than either group of controls. In addition,
Group 0-N showed less exploration and more
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Fig. 4. Playroom environmentally directed behaviors.

play with the peer in the first period than in any
other group. Groups 0-N and O-PKU were
more hostile than Y-N in Test Period 2. All
the above effects were significant using a
Fisher's least significant difference test after it
had been demonstrated that Group X Be¬
havior (F = 12.76) and Group X Behavior
X Period (F = 5.36) interactions were signi¬
ficant for the social stimulus and social direc¬
tion measures.

Playroom testing. As can be seen in Figure
3, monkeys with PKU showed more social
withdrawal and less social play in the second
two periods than controls. Both groups with
restricted social experience were less playful in
Period 1 and more hostile summing over all
periods than were 5s in the Y-N group. These
differences were found subsequent to the fol¬
lowing analyses.

For the behavioral category withdrawal, the
Group X Period (F = 7.02) and the Group
X Direction (F = 15.78) interactions were
significant. For play, the Group X Period (F
= 7.02) and Group X Direction (F = 7.85)
interactions were significant. In hostile be¬
havior, the only significant difference was in
the Group X Direction interaction (F = 7.08).
These tests were run after Group X Behavior
X Period (F = 4.01) and Group X Behavior
X Direction (F = 10.78), both significant be¬
yond .001, interactions were found in the initial
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Fig. 5. Repeated dominance testing.

analysis. Environmental behavior did not con¬
tribute to the significant effects, as is illustrated
in Figure 4.

Dominance testing. The PKU animals did not
maintain a consistent dominance hierarchy as
did control 5s. This was reflected using the
statistic of Kendall's coefficient of concord¬
ance, performed on the rank orders of the
dominance scores. The W value was 1.00 in
O-N 5s for the 6 test days. The values for the
PKU groups were .31 for the 6 test days, which
was not significantly different from chance at
95%, and .60 for the 4 days in which this group
was tested only in the presence of the PKU
5s, which was barely significant at the 95%
level (see Figure 5).

Discussion

Primary findings. The primary findings of
the present paper were the drastic and wide¬
spread abnormalities in social behaviors shown
by those monkeys with induced phenylketo¬
nuria. These deficits were not attributable to

physical debility or diet toxicity, since all 5s
were similar in size and all were on a normal
diet for 6 mo. before and throughout the total
time that the social data were taken. Abnormal
social behavior in PKU 5s was recorded both in
the relatively strange and socially complex
playroom situation with familiar peers and in

the more simple, familiar home-cage situation
with an unfamiliar stimulus monkey.

When first given opportunity for social inter¬
action, there was a large amount of socially
directed exploration in the home cage and
hostility in the playroom on the part of both
normal and PKU groups. After 6 mo. of daily
peer experience, however, social withdrawal
behavior had significantly increased by the
PKU but not the normal monkeys, whereas
social play behavior had significantly increased
in control but not in the PKU 5s in both test

situations, and the differences were statisti¬
cally significant. During the final test period,
which began after 14 mo. of social restriction
on the part of all 5s, the PKU animals, in con¬
trast with the controls, exhibited abnormally
high levels of both withdrawal and hostility
and abnormally low levels of play behavior.
Again, these results were statistically sig¬
nificant.

Positive behaviors. Simulated phenylketo¬
nuria essentially obliterated socially directed
play in both test situations. Although there
were unequal sex distributions between experi¬
mental and control groups, and play is nor¬
mally more intense in males than females, the
actual differences found between the PKU and
controls completely transcended those of
normal sexual patterns (Harlow et al., 1964).
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Since play is an overwhelmingly important
measure of social capacity in monkeys under 2
yr. of age and essential in the development of
subsequent social, sexual, and maternal re¬
sponsiveness and to the amelioration of ag¬
gression (Harlow et al., 1964), one might expect
the suppression of play in the PKU to have a
deleterious effect on these and other behaviors.

Negative behaviors. As expected, the PKU 5s
displayed exaggerated negative socially di¬
rected behaviors including both hostility and
withdrawal. Furthermore, these abnormalities
increased rather than decreased with increas¬
ing age, social experience, and time on a normal
diet, giving additional support to the belief that
physical debility was not a primary variable
determining abnormalities in the PKU group.
Since aggression at this age is a more masculine
than feminine trait, the reported data run
counter to normal sex differences and can only
be explained in terms of the experimental
manipulation.

In addition to quantitative variations in
hostility, qualitative reflections of social in¬
adequacy were evident in the PKU monkeys,
both in the water bottle competition and play¬
room testing. In normal animals a more domi¬
nant monkey usually needed only to briefly
threaten a subordinate who then retreated,
submitted, or briefly redirected aggression to¬
ward an even more subordinate monkey. The
PKU 5s did not show this short-term dual-5s
interaction, but instead exhibited explosive and
violent aggression involving several 5s. In the
competitive water bottle situation, this pro¬
longed aggression served either to terrorize the
subordinate or to remove both combatants
from the area of the bottle so that an even

more subordinate 5 would gain access to the
liquid.

Discussion

Previous studies of untreated human chil¬
dren with PKU have revealed consistently seri¬
ous intellectual deficiencies (Menkes, 1967),
and similar data have been found for monkeys

subjected to simulated phenylketonuria by
feeding a high level of phenylalanine from birth
for 3 or 6 mo. The present paper disclosed loss
on the relatively simple learned task of shock
avoidance. The primary contribution of this
research is the demonstration that simulated
phenylketonuria in monkeys produced persist¬
ing changes in social behaviors perhaps sum¬
marized by the term hyperemotionality. Posi¬
tive social behaviors, particularly play, are
depressed in the PKU monkeys compared
with normal controls, and negative social be¬
haviors, particularly social fears and aggres¬
sions, are accentuated in the experimental
monkeys.
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THREE SOCIAL-PREFERENCE MEASURES IN PKU
MONKEYS

A. S. CHAMOVE

Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit, Stirling, Scotland, FK9 4LA

INTRODUCTION

Preference behaviour in animals has been assessed primarily by using three
methods. Either the animal is required to emit a specific operant to view another
animal, or proximity of one animal to another is measured in a choice apparatus and
either categorised as positive or negative or assumed to be one or the other; or, less
commonly, inter-animal behaviours are recorded and categorised. Direct comparison
of these methods has not hitherto been reported. Maple and Westlund (1977)
recently tested pairs in a simultaneous preference situation and also observed them
in a group. They did not directly compare the two tests, but a comparison of groom¬

ing in the group with the choice test only gives weak support to the reliability of the
former measure.

Using one or another of these methods, it has generally been found that most
social animals prefer that species or specific animal with which it was reared
(Candland and Milne, 1966). Rhesus and squirrel monkeys prefer monkeys to other
animals or inanimate objects (Gammon, Singer and Michels, 1972; Butler, 1954);
hand reared rhesus prefer their human handlers to other rhesus (Sackett, 1970)
rhesus reared under varying degrees of isolation prefer other animals from the same

rearing condition (Pratt and Sackett, 1967); and monkeys reared with one of two
or three species of monkey initially prefer that monkey-type with which they were
reared in early infancy (Chamove and Harlow, 1975; Maple and Westlund, 1977).

There is some evidence that mentally retarded children tend to congregate
more with one another than with normal children (Heber, 1964), but there is further
evidence that retarded children are generally less social than are normals (Steisel,
Friedman and Wood, 1969). Monkeys with frontal lesions prefer other frontal ani¬
mals whereas controls again prefer controls (Suomi, Harlow and Lewis, 1970; Lindsley,
Werskrantz and Mingary, 1964). Certainly socially abnormal, i.e., isolate, monkeys
prefer other monkeys reared similarly over more normal monkeys whereas control
monkeys prefer controls over isolates (Sackett, 1970). If animals are able to detect
the subtle characteristics which differentiate others from themselves (Redican,
Kellicut and Mitchell, 1971), perhaps we can use this ability to analyse behavioural
characteristics. But do various measures of association measure the same thing?

This study investigates preference in mentally retarded rhesus using several
measures of preference. Two types of intellectual retardation are used—foetal and
neonatal. I am predicting that the monkeys will prefer to interact in a positive way
with monkeys similar to themselves thereby generalising the effects described above
to biochemically-induced mental retardation. I will then look at the degree of
concordance between different measures of performance.

Received 16th July, 1979
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METHOD

Subjects
Twenty-four infant Macaca mulatta were separated from their mothers at birth

and reared alone in cages. Sex was random. Four of these infants were from mothers
who, during pregnancy, were fed diets high in the amino acid phenylalanine (0.8 g
of L-phenylalanine/kg/day); eight were themselves raised on diets high in pheny¬
lalanine (3.1 g/kg/day), four for the first eight months of life, four for the first twelve
months; and the remaining twelve were controls, raised on comparable diets without
additional phenylalanine (see Chamove, Kerr and Harlow for details, 1973).

As these monkeys on the altered amino acid diets exhibit many ofthe biochemical
and behavioural sequellae ofphenylketonuria, they have been termed PKU monkeys.
Like PKU children, they perform poorly on learning tasks (Chamove and Molinaro,
1978); their social behaviour is also abnormal (Chamove, Waisman and Harlow,
1970; Chamove, in press). I shall differentiate those eight monkeys themselves fed
altered diets from those whose mothers were fed the diet and who developed hyper-
phenylalaninaemia by using the lower-case abbreviation pku for the latter, the four
foetal-pku monkeys.

All twelve animals on either high phenylalanine diets pre- or post-partum have
been shown to be deficient on both appetitive, approach and nonappetitive, avoid¬
ance learning tasks (Chamove et al., 1973). Because the pku animals were damaged
prenatally and possibly suffered greater damage as assessed by learning and social
performance (Chamove et al., 1973), I have not combined this group with the other
two. There is no evidence that the six-months group is different from the twelve¬
months group so they are combined.

The four foetal-pku, four PKU-twelve months, and the eight control monkeys
for these two groups were given daily social experience in groups of two, four and
eight, beginning at three months of age in a mixed-group design where animals were
put with both experimental and control animals in a large playroom. The final four
PKU-eight months and their four control animals were given daily social experience
from birth also in twos, fours, and also once a week in eights. At one year of age groups
were housed together in a group of four composed of animals from the same experi¬
mental condition. At this time preference testing was begun. All animals had experi¬
ence with a total of seven other monkeys, three from their own, e.g. experimental,
condition and four from the other, e.g. control.

Apparatus
The playroom used was Wisconsin Playroom IV, described in detail in Chamove,

Eysenck and Harlow (1972). It was 3 X 3 X 3 m in size with a large 1.5 X 3 m and
small 0.5 X 3 m mesh platform, a swing, rubber hose and ladder. The experimenter
was within 2 m of the test apparatus and in full view of the subjects.

The choice chamber used was a self selection circus build and described by
Sackett (1970), essentially a hexagon within a hexagon within a hexagon. In the
outer segments stimulus animals were restrained; the central compartment was the
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adaptation area; the intermediate segments were the choice areas. The walls were
clear plexiglas or opaque masonite panels.

The operant device used was a Butler box (Butler, 1954), modified and described
in detail in Schwartzbaum, Bowman and Holdstock (1964). Each chamber was a

completely enclosed 0.61 m cube. It was light-proof despite having a mesh floor and
top and food and water dispensers. In the centre of the front panel was a window
0.146 X 0.19 m. The window was covered with 1.2 cm mesh. The metal shutter

covering the window weighed 160 g and had a handle on its bottom edge. This
shutter could be lifted by the monkey enabling it to view outside the box. A 60 watt
bulb illuminated the inside of the box.

Six modified Butler boxes were installed, three to a level in a rack, separated
laterally by 0.61 m. They were faced by six standard mesh cages approximately
1.8 m away. The situation made it difficult for an animal to see any other animal
except those located in the two cages directly opposite. Lighting was automatic,
coming on at 7 a.m. and going off at 7.30 p.m. Animal maintenance was restricted
to a half-hour in the afternoon. Opening the door to the test room automatically
disconnected the recording devices during this period.

Procedure
Two animals from each of three groups were put in the Butler box test chambers

for thirty-two consecutive days. During the first eight days there were no animals in
the cages opposite. During the next three sets of eight days the animals directly
opposite were either unfamiliar animals of the same experimental condition (U-same),
unfamiliar animals of the other experimental condition (U-other), or familiar
animals of the same condition (F-same). Unfortunately familiar-other animals were
not available at this time for evaluation. The unfamiliar-same subjects chosen for
the pku group were two other animals from the same experimental condition; those
for the eight and twelve months PKU group were subjects from the other group, not
the same but, I feel, comparable. These were arranged in as balanced an order as

possible. Clocks and running time meters in an adjacent room enabled records of
the frequency and duration of door openings to be taken at 1 p.m. and 11 p.m.

After thirty-two days the animals were returned to their cages for a month,
during which time animals from another three groups were tested. The remaining
monkeys were similarly tested. During the months of recuperation, the animals
could be used as stimulus animals for a period of eight days. When this was done, an

attempt was made to use subjects already tested. Both the Butler-box and circus tests
were done blind, but this was not possible in the playroom social testing.

One month after the termination of the Butler-box test, animals were tested
in the Sackett self-selection circus. The exact procedures of Sackett (Sackett, Griffin,
Pratt, Joslyn and Ruppenthal, 1967) were used. The test animal was adapted in
the central hexagon for five minutes where it could see the three stimulus monkeys
30 cm away. Six transparent dividers were then raised, the animal now being able to
enter an arm thereby reducing the distance between himself and one of the stimulus
animals in an adjoining section. Three animals were used as stimuli: U-same,
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U-other and F-same as described above. Three empty arms were also used. Entry
was defined as all hands and feet within an arm of the apparatus.

An animal was used only once daily in the test room, whether test or stimulus
animal; animals were tested daily, the test sessions lasting a total of fifteen minutes.
Frequency and duration measures were recorded via a closed circuit television unit
and also automatically using pressure switches, and these records further dif¬
ferentiated into those where the subject was seen to be showing aggressive behaviour,
which was very rare, and those not. All animals were tested once. An attempt was
made to strictly randomise the use of stimulus animals with the restriction that no
animal was used for a group more than three times.

The sixteen animals, comprising the PKU-eight, PKU-twelve, and their con¬
trols, were the only ones where data appropriate for a preference analysis was
collected in the playroom, although all groups had comparable experience. The data
from their bi-weekly quadrad tests in the playroom were used in this analysis. Only
the sessions between six and nine months of age were used, each animals being
tested 10 min/day throughout that period. This period was chosen as it contained
the greatest number of observations and it was felt that social preferences should exist
by this age. The duration of withdrawal, exploration, play and aggressive behaviour
was recorded among others. These behaviours, as well as the equipment used to record
the behaviours and reliabilities, are described in detail in Ghamove et al. (1972).
The direction of these behaviours was also recorded—either toward an animal of the
same experimental condition or the other condition. The data used here came only
from those quadrad sessions in which two PKU and two control monkeys were in
the playroom together.

Analysis was by means of unweighted-means analysis of variance. Subjects
were grouped into control, PKU, and pku. The circus data were analysed using three
analyses ofvariance, all ofwhich were a 3 (groups) X 4 (stimuli) design, one analysis
for each of the three measures: duration, frequency, and rank order choice (presented
on the left half of Figure 1) based on duration. The reason for choosing this last
measure was its use by Sackett (1970). Only those proximations where no aggression
was shown were used. Aggression was very rare in this rather stressful novel situation.

The Butler-box data (presented on the right half of Figure 1) was analysed using
three analyses, one on the duration measure, one on frequency, and one on duration/
frequency. These analyses had the form of a 3 (group) X 4 (stimuli) and 2 (time:
AM versus PM) X 4 blocks (composed of two days each) analysis.

The playroom data was analysed using a 2 (groups) X 3 (blocks of one month)
design, one analysis for each of the four behavioural measures. Since the total amount
of most of the behaviours seen in the two groups differed, the data was converted to
percent of the behaviour directed toward animals of the same condition.

Subsequent tests were evaluated using a Fischer's LSD test with alpha set at
0.05. All differences reported are significant beyond that level unless specifically
stated otherwise.
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Fig. 1. Quantity of proximity responses through entering arms of a chamber
containing no animal, familiar, or unfamiliar animals, or animals of same or
different experimental condition (left); and quantity of viewing responses toward

the same stimuli from an enclosed cage (right).

RESULTS

The results of circus testing showed a clear preference by control monkeys for
other controls, especially unfamiliar controls. However, both amino acid-fed groups
preferred animals of the same experimental condition with whom they were per¬
sonally familiar. The Butler-box results did not reveal significant differential pre¬
ferences for any of the monkey types. The group social testing indicated that all
animals, but especially controls, exhibit relatively more positive behaviour towards
animals of the same treatment condition; more negative behaviour towards monkeys
of the other condition; and neutral exploratory behaviour with a distribution as
expected by chance.
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As can be seen in the left half of Figure 1, a three-way interaction, signinficat
beyond the 0.025 level, showed that both the PKU and pku monkeys spend more
time near familiar experimental monkeys in the circus situation. Whereas control
monkeys spend longer with unfamiliar controls than with familiar controls, both of
these are preferred to unfamiliar experimental monkeys or to choice arms from which
they can see no animal. These groups tested do not differ with respect to frequency of
entry into the various arms. The rank data results support those of duration at the
0.05 level. Here an LSD value of 0.4 confirms that the social arms are preferred over
the nonsocial arms for all groups.

The Butler box results illuminated few differences between groups. The analysis
of response frequency and of duration only revealed significant main effects of stimulus
condition and time of day, not interacting with group. Although both frequency and
duration of response were almost double in the afternoon, this did not interact with
experimental group. The pattern of response for Day 1 was essentially that illustrated
in the right half of Figure 1. The day X stimulus X time interaction (p < 0.01)
suggests that, as days progress, the differential responding to the various stimulus
conditions becomes even less.

A significant (p < 0.025) group X time interaction emerged in the duration/
frequency analysis. Whereas both control and PKU animals decreased the length of
the average observation period in the afternoon by about 10 per cent, inexplicably the
average duration of the pku group increased by about the same amount. It was
expected that the PKU animals, in many ways similar to monkeys with amygdaloid

Mean age (months)

Fig. 2. The percent of the total amount of a given behaviour an animal directs
towards animals of the same experimental condition. The "chance" line indicates
the percentage of behaviour that would be expected by chance to be directed
towards animals of one's own condition given the imbalance in numbers in the

test situation.
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lesions, would show the below-normal durations of visual exploration characteristic
of amygdaloid monkeys (Schwartzbaum et al. ,1964). As can be seen in the measure
of average duration of response there was only a slight but not significant tendency
for this effect.

The results of the playroom testing (displayed in Figure 2) showed that both
groups play with animals of their same drug condition more than would be expected
by chance, and this preference was significantly greater in controls. A group X block
effect was significant beyond the 0.01 level. This showed that the play preference was
increasing with age. The analysis of social exploration scores revealed no group
interactions. The results of the withdraw analysis illuminated a main group effect
(p < 0.05), both groups exhibiting less withdrawal from animals of the same drug
condition than from animals of the other condition. The aggression analysis showed
controls being more aggressive towards PKU monkeys than towards other controls,
a significant group effect (p < 0.025).

DISCUSSION

A comparison of three methods of preference testing has shown areas of agree¬
ment and of disagreement. In general we have shown that biochemically-induced
brain-damaged PKU monkeys appear to prefer other brain-damaged monkeys, and
controls prefer controls. This is similar to what has been shown in comparisons across

species (Chamove and Harlow, 1975; Maple and Westlund, 1977; Butler, 1954;
Candland and Milne, 1966), across different rearing conditions (Pratt and Sackett,
1967; Sackett, 1970), and using discrete brain lesions (Suomi et al., 1970; Lindsley
et al., 1964).

Although the pattern of results was roughly similar in form in the circus test
and the sequential Butler-box test, the former was superior in discriminating within
the social conditions. Within this test, duration was the best measure although the
rank of the duration was also a sensitive measure reflecting differences in the choice
of stimulus animal. This is not surprising for often a forced-choice procedure is better
in detecting differences in preference than a balanced free-operant procedure. In
this test, the foetal-pku and the neonatal-PKU groups were more similar to one
another than to the control groups. The phenylketonuric animals appear to prefer
familiar phenylketonuric monkeys, and controls prefer unfamiliar control monkeys.

The results of group social testing confirm the results of the circus. When they
interact socially, PKU monkeys prefer to show positive behaviours, such as play,
to PKU monkeys as opposed to controls; and controls prefer, even more strongly
than the aforementioned preference, to play with controls. Negative, agonistic
behaviour, like withdraw and hostile behaviours, are displayed primarily towards
animals of the other experimental condition, controls showing the greatest preference
of such a choice. This suggests the group test method is better than one might infer
from the results of Maple and Westlund (1977). In their strong attachment pair,
AM, A preferred to groom M, whereas M groomed J as a choice. In BJ, a weaker
but preferred attachment, B groomed A the most and J groomed M. Grooming was

perhaps a poor choice for evaluating preference, but it was the only one reported.
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SUMMARY

Of twenty-four one-year-old rhesus, half were brain damaged from excessive
phenylalanine (PKU) administered either pre- or post-natally. When compared on
three measures of affiliation—(a) a simultaneous forced-choice proximity circus test,
(b) a sequential free-operant Butler-box test, and (c) a social group in a playroom—
the duration measure of the circus gave the best differentiation between stimulus
animals, the Butler box the poorest. Both types of PKU monkeys were found to
strongly prefer familiar PKU monkeys, and controls to refer unfamiliar followed by
familiar controls. This extends preference research to induced brain damage and
confirms behavioural abnormality in PKU macaques, an abnormality detectable by
both humans and other monkeys.
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Dietary and Metabolic Effects
on Rhesus Social Behavior:

Phenylalanine-Related Dietary
Alterations

A.S. CHAMOVE
Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit

Stirling, Scotland

Infant rhesus monkeys were (a) fed a diet high in phenylalanine or (b) fed a diet high in p-chloro-
phenylalanine for the 1st 12 months of life, (c) selected from mothers fed a diet high in phenylalanine
during pregnancy, (d) fed a diet low in phenylalanine, (e) maintained as controls, or (f) maintained as
pair-fed controls. Tested during the 1st year of life with familiar peers, during the 2nd year with un¬
familiar stimulus animals and with a movie film, the 3 groups of phenylketonuric monkeys showed less
play and other positive social behavior and more withdrawal and more aggressive behavior than did the
2 control groups. The results support learning data suggesting that phenylketonuric monkeys are more
emotionally reactive.

Phenylketonuria (PKU) in humans is correlated with high blood phenylalanine levels,
mental retardation, and behavioral abnormalities (reviewed in Leland, 1957). The direct
cause of the latter 2 is unknown but appears to be greatly ameliorated by an early reduc¬
tion in serum amino acid levels. The indirect cause is also unknown but the preponderance
of evidence points to alterations in brain serotonin, a putative neural transmitter (Menkes,
1967). Experimentally induced elevated serum phenylalanine (PA) has a wide range of ef¬
fects: it interferes with brain RNA and protein synthesis (Maclnnes & Schlesinger, 1971),
competes with other amino acids for absorption in the gut leading to depletion of many
brain amino acids (McKean, Boggs, & Peterson, 1968), impairs vitamin B6 function (Loo
& Ritman, 1967), inhibits catecholamine function (Miller, Cox, Snodgrass, & Maickel,
1970), lowers brain serotonin to about 10% of normal levels (Miller et al., 1970; Schles¬
inger, Schreiber, & Griek, 1969;Tenen, 1967), decreases brain lipids (Van den Berg, 1976)
and other biochemicals (Menkes, 1967). Many of the effects are so similar to those re¬
ported in human PKU that for many years it has been considered a good model for the
study of PKU (discussed in detail by Andersen, 1976;Butcher, Vorhees, Kindt, Kazmaier-
Novak, & Berry, 1977; Schalock, Brown, Copenhaver, & Gunter, 1975; and Van den Berg,
1976).

Most of the experimental research has been done using the rat and most of that has
used brief periods of phenylalanine or p-chlorophenylalanine (PCPA) administration im-

Reprint requests should be sent to Arnold Chamove, Stirling University Psychology Department, Stir¬
ling, Scotland FK9 4LA.
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mediately followed by testing. General conclusions from this acute mode of testing indi¬
cate that PA or PCPA leads to lowered levels of activity (Brody, 1970; Kilbey & Harris,
1970; Schalock et al., 1975;Tenen, 1967; but see Fibiger & Campbell, 1971) but height¬
ened reactivity to novel or aversive stimuli (Brody, 1970; Conner, Stolk, Barchas, &
Levine, 1970; Fibiger & Campbell, 1971; Tenen, 1967; but not in septal-lesioned rats—
Domingues & Longo, 1970), poor performance in avoidance learning tasks (Kilbey &
Harris, 1970; but see Tenen, 1967), increased excitability to reward (Poschel & Ninteman,
1971), increased aggressiveness (Sheard, 1969), and other emotionality changes. These
last are not unambiguous; although treated rats are slower to habituate to and very reac¬
tive to novel stimuli (Conner et al., 1970), they are less emotional in the open field and
less disrupted by a conditioned aversive stimulus (Tenen, 1967).

Other researchers have concentrated on relatively permanent behavioral changes
independent of direct drug action or drug toxicity. They have avoided acute studies which
are often confounded with an interaction of different biochemical changes each with its
different time course (Karrer & Cahilly, 1965; Miller et al., 1970) and have dealt instead
with chronic drug administration. These studies give some quite different results, especially
severe effects resulting from those employing prenatal drug administration (e.g., Butcher
et al., 1977; Schalock, 1969). Chronic drug treatment followed by a period of recovery
before testing seems to lead to reduced activity (Schalock et al., 1975; Schalock &
Copenhauer, 1973; Schalock & Klopfer, 1967; Voorhees, Butcher, & Berry, 1972;but see
Andersen, Rowe, & Guroff, 1974), impaired learning performance (Andersen et al., 1974;
Butcher et al., 1977; Schalock et al., 1975; Schalock & Klopfer, 1967), but only emotion¬
ality or sociability abnormalities in subjects treated prenatally (Schalock etal., 1975;Scha-
lock & Klopfer, 1967).

The PKU research with monkeys is less frequent. One study using brief testing im¬
mediately after acute drug administration only found a reduced initiation of social inter¬
action in PCPA-treated macaques (Redmond, Maas, Kling, Graham, & Dekirmengian, 1971).
The chronic dietary administration of PA or PCPA produces monkeys which appear
chronically lethargic and irritable and with periods of apparent sickness, vomiting, and
more extreme lethargy and hyporeactivity to stimulation. Their performance during this
period is of interest; but of greater interest is their behavior subsequent to their dietary
regime, when on a normal diet (Karrer & Cahilly, 1965); and of even greater interest would
be a group escaping this period of supposed illness and perhaps altered sensory awareness.

Infants born to human mothers with high blood phenylalanine levels are behaviorally
retarded although the infants' response to phenylalanine is normal (Mabry, Denniston, &
Coldwell, 1966). The suggestion that the high circulating level of maternal phenylalanine
is deleterious to the developing fetus is supported in experimental monkey work where the
behaviorally retarded infants are found to have cord blood phenylalanine levels of almost
twice that of the mother (Kerr, Chamove, Harlow, & Waisman, 1968; and see Andersen,
1976, in rats).

The present study compares 6 groups of monkeys. All 4 drug groups have been pre¬
viously shown to be subnormal on learning tasks after return to a normal diet. All were
given identical rearing experience. One group was fed a diet high in PA from birth to 1
year; a 2nd group was fed a diet high in PCPA from birth to 1 year; a 3rd group was com¬
posed of infants whose mothers were fed diets high in PA throughout pregnancy; a 4th
group was fed a diet low in phenylalanine; and the final groups were controls. Social be-
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havior was measured during the 1 st postnatal year and again in the 2nd year when all ani¬
mals were adapted to a normal diet.

Method

Subjects

Twenty infant rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatto) from normal full-term pregnancies
and with normal newborn measurements for length, weight, and head circumference were
separated from their mothers within 12 hr postpartum and reared in individual cages where
they could see and hear but not contact other monkeys. They were fed a commercially
available milk (Similac) ad libitum at 4-hr intervals. At 1 year of age the diet of all mon¬
keys was changed to Purina Monkey Chow and the animals housed 4 or 5 to a cage.

Eight of these 20 monkeys were designated the Control group (CON), 4 of which were
pair-fed (CON-pf) to the PKU group.

Four of the 20 monkeys were assigned to the Phenylalanine group (PKU). Approx¬
imately 3 g/kg body weight of L-phenylalanine was added to the milk diet from very soon
after birth, resulting in abnormally high blood phenylanine levels—over 30 mg %. This
phenylalanine-supplemented diet continued for 1 year.

Four of the 20 monkeys comprised the p-chlorophenylalanine group (PKU-p). Ap¬
proximately .3 g/kg/day of p-CPA was added to the milk diet of each for a period of 1
year. Blood phenylalanine levels were comparable to those found in the PKU group.

Four formed the low-phenylalanine (PA-lo) group. After the 1st month of life they
were fed a commercial low-phenylalanine diet, Lofenalac (Mead Johnson & Co.). This diet
contains 120 mg/liter of phenylalanine in the final diet whereas the control diet contains
870 mg/liter (for details see Kerr, Chamove, Harlow, & Waisman, 1969). At 75 days of age
the diet was supplemented with.l g of L-phenylalanine/kg body weight until 105 days of
age; from 105 until 135 days of age .2 g was added to the diet. Thereafter this group was
fed the control diet.

Five additional monkeys were the members of the fetal-phenylalanine group(PKU-/).
These infants were reared on an unsupplemented milk diet as described above. But their
mothers had been fed a diet supplemented with about lg/kg body weight/day of L-phen¬
ylalanine throughout most of their pregancy. (Details can be found in Kerr et al., 1968;
see also Chamove, Kerr, & Harlow, 1973.)

Procedure

Beginning at 3 months of age social experience and testing were started. Animals were
paired in their home cages for 3 hr daily with 1 of 7 or 8 animals close to them in age.
Three to 4 were from the same experimental group and 4 were from another. If the experi¬
mental group was a PKU group then the other subjects were controls. This was done so
that every animal was paired with all of the 7 once in a week. The members of this group
remained the same throughout the 1st year of life; when the animals were housed in
groups of 4 at 1 year of age, they were housed with familiar animals from the same exper¬
imental group.
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Biweekly Playroom Test evaluations were conducted throughout this 9-month period.
Conducted in the afternoon, they involved 40-min sessions during which each monkey's
behavior was recorded for two 5-min periods. All 4 animals in a group were in the play¬
room (6X6 m).

Ten Standard Electric Timers recorded the duration of the following behaviors:
Withdrawal—all behaviors which function to reduce the amount of sensory input; these
were divided into withdrawal from an aggressive animal, withdrawal from a nonaggressive
animal, and withdrawal from nonsocial aspects of the environment; Explore—behaviors
which function to increase the amount of sensory input, where the subject learns the pro¬
perties of stimuli; only explore of other animals was scored\Play—behaviors functioning
to establish more complex interaction patterns; socially directed play and play directed
towards the nonsocial environment were differentiated; Aggression—behaviors which
function to structure the social environment to maximize prerogatives; the presence or
absence of physical contact was recorded;Positive—all social behavior other than with¬
drawal or aggressive behavior; the presence or absence of physical contact was recorded.
The latter category did not include social play. (See Chamove, Eysenck, & Harlow [1972]
for more detailed definitions, intercorrelations, reliabilities and rationales for these behav¬
ior categories.)

Stimulus Testing was begun starting at 14 months of age after at least 2 months of
continuous group housing and normal chow diet. The animal was removed from his home
case and housed in 1/2 of the 3 X 1.5 X 1.5-m stimulus test cage, separated from the
stimulus animal by a clear Plexiglas partition for a 23-hr period. The transparent barrier
was then removed and testing immediately began and continued for 15 min unless one of
the animals was injured.

Testing involved placing the subject animal with a stimulus animal of relatively con¬
stant characteristics in the following 3X2 design. The stimulus monkey was either an in¬
fant of approximately 1 month, a juvenile of like gender of approximately 6 months of age
and chosen for its playfulness, or an adult male chosen for its docility. The subject was
tested with each of these 3 in the above order in a dyadic social situation. Each test was
separated by a period of about 1 month. After the "Alone" Stimulus Test another 3 ses¬
sions followed in which the subject monkey was first paired with an animal from his
original 4-membered experimental test group. These 2 animals were quite familiar with
one another, having lived together for over 2 months in a group of 4 and having inter¬
acted with one another from an early age. The 2 monkeys were then tested together with
the stimulus animal. Here 2 experimenters were used to record the data. The procedure
followed was the same as for the Alone Testing except that 2 animals were adapted for the
23 hr in half of the test cage, and the test situation was triadic: 2 subjects and 1 stimulus
monkey. This was called the "Partner" situation.

One Movie Test was given at 20 months of age. A 30-min film was used: 1/3 was of
the behavior of 1-month-old infants, 1/3 of 9-month-old juveniles, and 1/3 of adults. The
sequences were edited so as to contain approximately equal parts of withdrawal, explora¬
tory, affiliative, play, and aggressive behavior when possible (see Chamove et ah, 1972 for
details). The infant sequence contained no aggressive behavior and the adult sequence no
play behavior. The PA-lo group could not be movie-tested.

The test took place in the 2 segments of the Stimulus Test apparatus. At one end, a
Perspex sheet was covered with a piece of tracing paper. This served as a back-projection
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screen. The film was taken and projected so as to produce approximately life-size images
on the screen.

Throughout the 1st postnatal year physiological measures of growth, biochemical
indices, and intake were recorded. Prenatal measurements were taken on the mothers of
the PKU-/group. After 1 year of age an extensive battery of learning tests was adminis¬
tered. The results of these are reported elsewhere and only summarized here.

Analyses utilized multivariate analysis of variance followed by univariate analyses of
variance where appropriate. Two of the former were done, 1 on the Playroom data using
6 Groups X three 3-month age blocks X 10 Behaviors and 1 on the Stimulus data using 10
Behaviors X 6 Groups X 3 Stimulus animal types X 2 Partner conditions. Each univariate
analysis used the 5 major behavioral categories described above. Within the analysis the
subdivisions of the behavior were treated as correlated variables. The Movie data were

analyzed using analyses of variance. All scores were transformed into percent of total time
tested, and a. was set at .05. The 1st 2 months of data for the PA-lo group were not used
in the 1 st analysis so as to have all of their data taken when on a normal diet.

Results

The outcomes of the 2 multivariate analyses of variance indicated significant differ¬
ences between the Groups (p < .005 and p < .05, respectively).

Playroom Test
The 1st analysis of variance subsequent to the significant multivariate analysis of

playroom data was of play behavior. The main effects of Groups(F = 11.18,df= 5/18,p
< .001) and interaction of Groups and Behavior (F = 8.05,df= 5/18, p < .001) were
both significant. This suggests that the milk-fed PKU-/ and the other 2 PKU groups still
on the diet were showing less total play and especially less socially directed play than did
controls (as can be seen in Fig. 1).

The analysis of withdrawal gave comparable results: Group (F = 7.95, df= 5/18,p <
.001) and Group X Behavior (F = 4.21, df- 10/34, p < .01) effects were found signifi¬
cant. Withdrawal behavior, especially social withdrawal, was greater in the 3 PKU groups
than in controls. The effect was particularly marked in the fetal PKU group (PKU-/).

The analysis of positive contact and positive noncontact leads to a significant main
effect of Groups (F = 6.45, df = 5/18, p < .01) not interacting with the type of positive
behavior. Clearly, the total amount of exploration, affiliative, and sexual behavior directed
at other animals by the PKU groups is less than that exhibited by controls.

Aggressive behavior was greater in the PKU groups, especially the PKU-/group, than
in controls. The effects of Groups (F= 3.67,df= 5/18,p < .05) and Groups X Behavior
(F = 4.13, df = 5/18, p < .05) and Groups X Blocks (F= 2.33, df = 10/34, p < .05) were
all significant. The effect of the age blocks was the greater increase of aggression with age
in the PKU groups than in controls.
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Fig. 1. Playroom Test social behavior during the 1st postnatal year tested with familiar peers.
The PKU and PKU-p animals were still on the diet. Play is composed of social play (dashed) and non-
social play (solid); withdrawal, of social withdrawal and nonsocial withdrawal; and aggression, of con¬
tact (dashed) aggression and noncontact aggression.

Stimulus Test

The group effects when tested after all groups had recovered from the diets and tested
with unfamiliar infant, juvenile, and adult monkeys were less dramatic (see Fig. 2).

The analysis of play behavior gave no significant effects of groups but one interaction
was suggestive (Groups X Behavior; F = 3.00, df= 5/18, p > .05). The analysis of with¬
drawal behavior was only just significant (Groups; F = 3.02, //"= 5/18, p < .05). (This is
one of the few analyses in which the fetal PKU group was not the most extreme of the
PKU groups.)

The analyses of positive behavior and of aggressive behaviors both led to significant
main effects of Groups (F = 4.81, df= 5/18, p < .01 and F = 3.86, df = 5/18, p < .05,
respectively). The PKU groups clearly showed less positive and less aggressive behavior
than did the 2 control groups. (This is one of the few analyses where the low phenyla¬
lanine group was more like controls than the PKU groups.) Finally a barely significant
Groups X Stimulus X Partner effect (F = 2.27, df = 10/34, p < .05) was noted. The pat¬
tern for aggression was similar to that seen in Figure 2 except for the condition when
with a partner and tested with the younger juvenile stimulus monkey. In that condi¬
tion the level of aggression of the PKU-/ and PKU groups was very much higher than in
other conditions.

The analysis of the Movie Test led to significant group differences in only 2 behav¬
iors: play and aggression. In general the PKU groups were less socially positive and more
negative towards the film. The PKU groups showed more aggression towards the pictures
of the juvenile and adult monkeys than did the controls (Groups X Direction X Stimu¬
lus: F = 3.83, df= 8/30, p < .01).
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Fig. 2 Stimulus Test social behavior after the 1 st year tested with strangers; all animals on normal
diets. Behaviors are similarly defined except for positive, which is divided into positive contact (dash¬
ed) and positive noncontact excluding play (solid).

Although the total amount of play did not differentiate the groups, the PKU groups
showed more solitary play and less play directed towards the screen than did controls,
the proportion of total play directed towards the screen being 18% and 77% for the PKU
and control group, respectively (Groups X Direction: F - 4.71, df = 4/16, p < .05).

The results on tests of learning, physiological measures of growth, and biochemical
indices are reported in detail elsewhere (Chamove & Davenport, 1970; Chamove & Har¬
low, 1973; Chamove & Molinaro, 1978; and Kerr et al., 1968 for the PKU groups and
Kerr et al., 1969 for the PA-lo group). Briefly, the 3 PKU groups and the PA-lo group
were significantly poorer in learning performance. Although growth was poorer in the
postnatal PKU groups than in the control group, it was not below that of the pair-fed
group or mother-reared monkeys. Growth in the PA-lo group was essentially nonexistent
as measured by weight, body length, or head circumference between the ages of 75 and
135 days. Subjects had not caught up with controls by 365 days of age.

Discussion

Three different methods of inducing phenylketonuria indicate that permanent al¬
terations in social behavior are the result of PKU. The behavior patterns are similar to
those reported in human PKU, that is, aggressiveness, fearfulness, and withdrawal (re¬
viewed in Chamove, Waisman, & Harlow, 1970 and in Leland, 1957). Even docility was
seen when subjects were confronted with unfamiliar animals. The behaviors of the under¬
nourished low-phenylalanine monkeys were remarkably similar to those of the PKU
groups and very similar to other groups of malnourished monkeys (Chamove, in press).
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These observations are consistent with previous work on PKU monkeys that were al¬
so social isolates for 1 year and showed the behavior reported above to an even greater ex¬
tent (Chamove et al., 1970). In that study PKU monkeys were compared with similarly
isolated controls. Therefore, whether or not PKU monkeys have social experience or not
during their term on the diet, they show a similar pattern of abnormal social behavior.

Our results also agree with the few rodent studies evaluating comparable behavior.
Brain growth is most rapid postnatally in rats and prenatally in monkeys; therefore fetal
PKU monkeys is more comparable to PKU in rats (Cheek, 1973).

In agreement with some reports on humans with PKU, our PKU monkeys could be
characterized as being hyperemotional or hyperreactive (see also Conner et al., 1970 and
Fibiger & Campbell, 1971). This characterization is confirmed by studies of their abnor¬
mal learning patterns (Chamove & Davenport, 1970; Chamove & Harlow, 1973; Chamove
& Molinaro, 1978). The PKU monkeys appear to be abnormally reactive to failure exper¬
iences during learning tasks. From the present data the interpretation of behavior in
monkeys with or having suffered from PKU is compatible with the learning data.

Notes

This research was supported by USPHS grants FR-00167 and MH-11894 from the NIH to the
University of Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center and to the Department of Psychology
Primate Laboratory, respectively, and was completed in 1967. The author would like to thank G.
Scheffler and R. Sprengal for assistance with testing, H.F. Harlow for general assistance, and G.R.
Kerr for his instigation of the PKU-p group.
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Dietary and Metabolic Effects
on Rhesus Social Behavior:
Protein and Protein-Calorie
Malnutrition

A. S. CHAMOVE
Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit

Stirling, Scotland

Forty-seven monkeys were fed 1 of 8 diets between the ages of 1 and 7 months containing full-,
half-, or quarter-strength protein or protein and calories using either casein or soy protein. While on
the diet, malnourished infants were inactive both socially and nonsocially. When returned to a normal
diet, previously malnourished subjects were more agonistic towards familiar peers but more friendly
and less agonistic when later paired with unfamiliar monkeys. The data suggest that short periods of
early severe malnutrition may protect the individual against adverse social conditions (e.g., isolation)
and delay the development of normal social skills.

Behavioral effects ofmalnutrition have recently been the subject of increased interest.
Most of the interest has centered on the rat (Dobbing, 1974) and most of this has con¬
centrated on behaviors that can be measured in social isolation. Some studies have found
malnourished rats to be less emotional (Smart, 1974), some have found no differences
(Jen, Wehmer, & Morofski, 1978), but the majority have found increases in emotionality
(Hsueh, Simonson, Kellum, & Chow, 1974; Simonson, Stephan, Hanson, & Chow, 1971;
Smart, 1974; Whatson, Smart, & Dobbing, 1976; and see review by Levine & Wiener,
1976). This has been confirmed in pigs (Barnes, Moore, & Pond, 1970) and in monkeys
(Zimmermann, Strobel, & Maguire, 1970).

Inconsistencies have also been reported in avoidance (Levine & Wiener, 1975) and
other types of learning (Barnes, Ried, Pond, & Moore, 1968; Smart, 1976) as well as in
locomotion. Often current malnutrition leads to reduced activity (Frankova, 1973)
whereas previous malnutrition results in increased activity (Smart, 1974; Whatson et ah,
1976) or depressed activity (Massaro, Levitsky, & Barnes, 1977a,b). Nevertheless, some
consistent behavioral effects are reported: feeding patterns are altered (Jen et ah, 1978;
Massaro et al., 1977a,b; Wiener & Levine, 1978), behavioral development is delayed
(Frankova, 1973; Jen et ah, 1978;Massaro et ah, 1977b;Smart & Dobbing, 1972), aggres¬
sive behavior is increased (Levitsky & Barnes, 1972; Randt, Blizard, & Friedman, 1975),
and certain characteristic physiological and biochemical changes appear (Shoemaker &
Bloom, 1977; Shoemaker & Wurtman, 1971;Winick, 1976).

Reprint requests should be sent to Arnold Chamove, Stirling University Psychology, Primate Unit,
Stirling, Scotland, FK9 4LA.
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The use of nonhuman primates has been less common and the emphasis has been on
social behavior, probably because such behavior is a more salient item in their repertoire.
Here, malnourished animals are reported by some to be less active (Slocum, 1976), by
others to show no activity abnormalities (Zimmermann, Geist, & Wise, 1974). Increases in
emotionality are more consistent (Slocum, 1976; Zimmerman et al., 1974; Zimmermann,
Steere, Strobel, & Horn, 1972) as are feeding abnormalities (Hill & Riopelle, 1975; Hill-
man, Fuselier, & Riopelle, 1974; Kerr & Waisman, 1970). The primates are characterized
as nervous and neophobic, avoiding novel objects and playful partners, responding often
with fear or hostility, and being engaged in excessive amounts of self-stimulation (Slocum,
1976; Wise & Zimmermann, 1973; Zimmermann et al., 1972, 1974, 1970). These differ¬
ences have not been found in primates whose mothers were malnourished during preg¬
nancy (Riopelle, Hale, & Hill, 1976).

The present study reports the effects of creating malnutrition in rhesus monkeys by
reducing the quantity and quality of protein and protein-calorie intake during early life,
and determining effects of this malnutrition on social behavior during the dietary restric¬
tion period, during rehabilitation, and after the animal subjects had been returned to
normal nutrition.

Separate restriction of protein and protein-calorie was undertaken because sufficient
calories are essential in a diet and their deficiency results in the use of protein for energy
rather than body building, as seen in protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM). Contrariwise an
imbalance in (excess of) the ratio of carbohydrate to protein results in a more severe con¬
dition than that of PCM and is the main cause of kwashiorkor (Barnes et al., 1968).

Method

Subjects

Forty-seven rhesus (Macaca mulatto) monkeys served as subjects in this study. All
were separated from their mothers at birth and reared individually (Galler & Turkewitz,
1975) so that they could see and hear but not contact other monkeys. All the monkeys
chosen were products of normal pregnancies, had normal birth weights and appearance,
and showed normal intake and growth during the 1 st postnatal month (Kerr, Chamove,
& Harlow, 1969). Animals were used as were born in the colony; therefore, gender was
randomized.

Dietary Procedures

During the 1st postnatal month both the experimental and the control subjects were
maintained on the standard Similac diet used in the nursery at the Wisconsin Regional
Primate Research Center (Kerr, Kennan, Waisman, & Allen, 1969). The nutrient content
of Similac is 13.8% casein protein. At 1 month of age the animals were assigned to 1 of
8 groups which were maintained ad lib on different diets until the animals reached 7
months of age. Five of these groups received all their protein from a casein protein
source; the remaining 3 received all their protein from a soybean protein source.

The casein groups consisted of 4 deficient diet groups and 1 control group. The
casein control group (C) consisted of 11 subjects maintained on Similac formula that
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was fed at the standard dilution, 132 g Similac powder per liter of reconstituted formula.
The 2nd casein group, called the one-fourth casein-nutrient group (one-fourth C-N),
consisted of 5 subjects that were maintained on Similac formula, but diluted with water
to one-fourth the strength of the standard Similac solution. The 3rd casein group, termed
the one-fourth casein-protein deficient group (one-fourth C-P), consisted of 5 subjects
that were maintained on a formula similar to Similac, but containing only one-fourth the
protein content of Similac, 3.4% of the total nutrient content being casein protein and
made isocaloric with supplemented lactose, and diluted as was the standard Similac con¬
trol solution. The 4th and 5th casein groups were composed of 5 monkeys each, whose
diets were intermediate to those described above and termed the one-half C-N and one-

half C-P groups.
The soybean groups consisted of 2 deficient diet groups and 1 control group. The

soybean control group (S) consisted of 4 subjects that were maintained on a diet identical
to that of the C group except that the casein protein was replaced by soybean protein,
a protein source considered to be nutritionally inferior to casein. The 2nd soybean group,
termed the one-fourth soybean-nutrient deficient group (one-fourth S-N), consisted of 4
subjects maintained on a diet identical to that of the one-fourth C-N group except that
the casein protein was replaced by soybean protein. The 3rd soybean group, one-fourth
S-P, consisted of 4 subjects that were maintained on a diet identical to that of the one-
fourth C-P group except that the casein protein was replaced by soybean protein. Thus,
2 control groups were fed a full-strength casein or soybean diet, 1 group was fed a diet
diluted to half strength, 2 groups a diet diluted to quarter strength, 1 group a diet with
half the normal protein, and 2 with one-quarter the normal protein content. In addition,
the animals in all 8 groups received a daily supplement of Paladac, a multiple vitamin
preparation (Ken et al., 1969).

Between the ages of 7 and 12 months all subjects were placed on the ad lib diet of
the casein control group to enable the deficient diet animals to become physically rehabil¬
itated. At 1 year of age all subjects were changed to single daily feedings of Purina
Monkey Chow supplemented with fresh fruit (see Kerr, 1972). The animals were then
housed in groups of 4 or 5 with others from the original diet group.

Throughout the 1st year of life, oral intake was recorded at every feeding and mea¬
surements of head circumference, body weight, and body length were made at frequent
intervals. These procedures and results have been reported in detail (Kerr & Waisman,
1970).

A supplementary group of 4 monkeys was also tested during their period on diet at
the same age as the 8 major experimental groups. Two animals were on one-quarter C-N
and 1 each on one-quarter S-P and one-quarter C-P diets for life.

Social Test Procedures

Animals were paired in their homecages with 1 of 3 or 4 others from the same diet
group beginning at 3 months of age. Group testing was not undertaken in the playcage
at this time because of the delicate health of these animals, but they were grouped into
4's or 5's in a double home cage twice a week and tested. After 200 days of age, play
cage testing began. Test procedures were the same as described in detail in Chamove,
Eysenck, and Harlow (1972) and consisted of biweekly group test sessions until 1 year of
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age and stimulus tests subsequent to 2 months of group housing at age 1 year. Stimulus
tests involved 15-min pairings of the subject with either a 1-month infant, a 12-month
juvenile of like gender, or an adult male. The stimulus animals were chosen for their play¬
fulness and docility. These tests took place in the familiar play cage. Subjects were first
tested alone with each of the 3 stimulus animals; then, 1 month later they were tested
with the same stimulus animals, this time with a familiar peer present.

Activity Testing
All animals were tested for 5 consecutive days beginning on postnatal Day 1 of life

before any dietary manipulations, again after being on the experimental diet for 1 month,
and finally at age 300 days when off the experimental diet. They were observed once
each hour and a record made as to whether they were asleep, awake but inactive, or active
and moving.

The behaviors used are described below. The rationale for their use, reliabilities, and
factor analyses are presented elsewhere (Chamove, 1974). Five categories of behavior
were estimated:

1. Explore was defined as all behaviors which function to increase the amount or
variability of sensory input, behaviors which supply the animal with information as to the
properties of stimuli in the environment. It was divided into exploration of other animals
and exploration of the nonsocial environment.

2. Play was defined as behaviors which function to establish more complex inter¬
action patterns with objects and suggests that the animal possesses considerable informa¬
tion as to characteristics of these objects. It was divided into play with social objects and
play other than with social objects.

3. Withdrawal was defined as behaviors functioning to reduce the amount of sensory

imput. It was divided into withdrawal from an aggressive animal; withdrawal from an
animal exhibiting withdrawal, exploratory, play, or affiliative behavior; and withdrawal
not directed away from any social aspect of the environment. The 1st of these was
termed appropriate withdrawal, the 2nd inappropriate.

4. Positive was defined as all social behavior other than withdrawal or aggressive be¬
havior. It was divided into behavior involving contact between animals and behavior in¬
volving no contact. The latter category did not include social play.

5. Aggressive was defined as behaviors which function to structure the social environ¬
ment maximizing the number of prerogatives open to the subject. It was divided into con¬
tact and noncontact categories.

Novel Object Testing
Zimmermann et al. (1970) have stressed the neophobic reactions of monkeys still on

3% protein diets. They have reported that the malnourished subjects were most affected
when substituting a novel object for the correct object of a well-learned stimulus pair;
controls were equally affected when replacing the incorrect object with a novel object.

I used 2 tests to evaluate the role of novel objects in the previously malnourished
animals. Four of the one-quarter-SP and 4 of the one-quarter-SN were compared with 12
control monkeys on full-strength diets. The subjects were 13 months old when the 7
months of tests were begun. They were presented with 4 sets of novel objects from 420
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multidimentional objects every day and were required to choose the correct object on 6
trials with each pair. Food was used as an incentive in these learning-set problems (see
Harlow, Chamove, Deets, Kerr, Harlow, & Waisman, 1973 for details). Previously, per¬
formance on Trials 2, 3, and 4-6 has been reported. The percent correct on Trial 2 was
77% for controls but only 68% for the 2 deprived groups. The deprived groups were
poorer at learning than controls; this analysis was designed to evaluate whether a Trial
1 error or a Trial 1 correct choice differentially affected performance on Trial 2 or Trial 3.

On Days 5, 25, 75, and 100 of testing an object was put in the animals' home cage
for 24 hr prior to testing. Six objects were used on 6 consecutive days. These familiar
objects were then used as 1 of a pair in the learning test. The data of interest were the
changes in performance on Trial 2 when the subject (a) chose the familiar object on Trial
1 and was correct, (b) chose and was incorrect, (c) did not choose the familiar object and
was correct, and (d) did not chose and was incorrect.

The 2nd test was designed to assess preference for an object or for a position with a
food incentive but where response does not influence the probability of reinforcement.
This test took place after learning-set testing was completed. This test used either the
same or different pairs of objects; on half the problems the subject was able to see that
both objects were baited and on half the problems it was not able to do so. Each animal
was given 30 trials per day using one of the 4 conditions. This series of 4 was replicated
once. On Condition 1, same-open, the animal was presented with 2 identical objects, both
were baited simultaneously in full view of the animal, the tray was immediately pushed
forward, and the animal was allowed to displace 1 object and extract the reward. On Con¬
dition 2, same-closed, 2 identical objects were presented, both were baited, but the
animal was not allowed to observe the baiting procedure. Condition 3, different-open,
consisted of a pair of different and distinguishable objects openly baited, the same pair
being used throughout the 30 trials of a given day but their position being changed ran¬
domly. The final condition was different-closed, both dissimilar objects baited and un¬
observed.

Analysis for position preference, object preference, position alternation, and object
alternation was performed on the data. Alternation tendency was quantified by the
number of trials by which the object or position of the displaced object was different
from that chosen on the preceding trial of the day. Position or object preference was
measured by the number of trials on which the most frequent chosen position or object
was displaced in a day. This test is discussed in more detail in Chamove and Molinaro
(1978). All analyses compared the 8 one-quarter soy subjects with the 12 controls.

Analytical Methods
Differences between groups were evaluated by means of analysis of variance. Five

analyses were used for each of the tests corresponding to the 5 behavioral categories
described above. Within each analysis the subcategories of behavior described above were
used as correlated variables. This kept a per experiment from being inflated to the extent
that it would have been had 11 analyses been performed (Li, 1964). All 5 analyses of play
cage results used a Groups (7) X Blocks (3) design. The control groups were combined for
purposes of the analysis. The data used were combined into 5-week blocks and used be¬
haviors recorded when subjects were between 8 and 12 months of age. This allowed for 1
month of dietary recovery from malnutrition.
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The 5 analyses of stimulus test results used a Groups (7) X Partner (2) X Stimulus
animal (3) design.

Results

The results of physical measures taken on the subjects reflect the efficacy of the diets
and are shown in detail and in graphic form in Kerr and Waisman (1970), Kerr, Allen,
Scheffler, and Waisman (1970), and in Harlow et al. (1973). As the growth data on the
subjects were presented in great detail elsewhere, the results are only presented briefly
here to indicate the severity of diet and the degree of rehabilitation at testing. Briefly,
both one-half C groups grew at a rate indistinguishable from that of control animals, the
one-half C-N group consuming about twice the volume of formula as the control group
per kilogram of body weight and the one-half C-P group showing an intake about equal
to controls. This suggests that the quantity of intake was determined primarily by caloric
value and not volume or protein content. The one-quarter C-N group increased the
volume of its intake per kilogram of body weight until it almost quadrupled that of the
control group, but weight gain, increase in body length, and head circumference were
nevertheless significantly impaired in this group. During the last few months on the
experimental diet these animals were ingesting approximately as much protein and other
nutrients as the control group but they grew at well below the normal rate. The one-
quarter C-P group consumed significantly more formula than controls, but physical devel¬
opment was even more retarded than that of the one-quarter C-N.

The one-quarter S-N and one-quarter S-P groups were inferior in weight gains, length
gains, and head circumference gains to the corresponding one-quarter C groups. In fact,
the one-quarter S-P group actually lost weight between 1 month of age when first on the
deficient diet and 7 months when taken off it. In comparison with the one-quarter S-N
group, they were far more stunted.

All of the subjects on one-half-strength diets were within 1 S.D. of the control mean
for body weight, length, and head circumference throughout the study. The one-quarter-
nutrient groups caught up with controls by 300 days of age for body weight and head
circumference but were not up to controls until the 720-day measurement of body
length. The one-quarter-protein group was just outside 1 S.D. at 720 days of age for all
3 measures.

All of these groups were tested on a learning-set task at 400 days of age. The results
are presented in detail elsewhere (Harlow et al., 1973) but are, in general, as follows: The
one-quarter C-N were poorer than controls whereas the one-quarter C-P were not; the
one-quarter S-P and one-quarter S-N were poorer than controls; the one-half C-N were
poorer than the one-half C-P group. This suggests that the diets were effective in produc¬
ing changes in physical growth and learning performance.

Activity Testing
The groups did not differ at birth or at 300 days of age. But after 1 month the

monkeys on the one-quarter-protein diets spent significantly more time in sleep and less
time in activity than controls (p < .01). The groups were not differentiated with respect
to the time spent awake but inactive.
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Fig. 1. Social behavior with 3 familiar peers. Play is composed of social play (bottom) plus non-
social play (top); withdrawal is composed of social withdrawal plus nonsocial withdrawal;positive is
composed of all positive behaviors (excluding play without contact); aggressive is composed of contact
aggression plus noncontact aggression.

Piaycage Testing
The social behavior of the undernourished groups was dramatically altered while on

the diet. The one-quarter-strength groups did very little during their opportunities for
social interaction, at a time when normal infants would be playing vigorously. (As an in¬
dication of this debility the behaviors of 4 additional animals still on one-quarter-strength
diets are included in Fig. 1 for comparison purposes.)

The largest differences were found in the analysis of play. A significant main effect
of Groups (F = 5.02, df- 6/40, p < .001) and a Groups X Behavior interaction (F = 4.29,
df = 6/40, p < .01) were evident. Both socially directed and nonsocially directed piay
were reduced in the deficient groups.

The results from the analysis of positive behaviors were similar to that of play: a sig¬
nificant main effect of Groups (F = 3.33, df = 6/40, p < .01) and a Groups X Behavior
interaction (F - 3.19, df - 6/40, p < .05).

The analysis of withdrawal behaviors was not so revealing. The main Groups effect
was just significant (F= 2A4,df= 6/40,p < .05) but did not interact with the 3 types of
withdrawal behaviors. The significant effect seems due to the high levels of both social
and nonsocial withdrawal shown by the two one-quarter-casein groups.

Neither the quantity of aggressive behavior nor exploratory behavior served to differ¬
entiate between the 7 groups.
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Stimulus Test

The analysis of play behavior showed significant Group X Behavior (F = 2.35, df =
6/40,p < .05), Group X Behavior X Stimulus (F = 1.91 ,df= 12/80,p < .05), and Group
X Partner (F = 3.01, df= 6/40, p < .05) effects. The malnourished animals seem to be
have been showing more nonsocial play than the controls, but this is not consistent. The
interactions with stimulus animal and the presence of a familiar partner were as follows:
The amount of nonsocial play in the infant condition was 50% higher in the 4 one-

quarter groups than in the controls or one-half-strength groups; and when alone, the one-
quarter-strength groups showed more nonsocial play than with a familiar partner whereas
the other groups did not. (See Fig. 2.)

The analysis of positive behaviors resulted in significant Group X Behavior (F = 3.12,
df = 6/40, p < .05) and Group X Partners X Behavior (F = 3.22, df = 6/40, p < .05)
effects. More positive behavior was observed in the malnourished groups; more positive
contact was evident, and positive contact tended to increase when in the alone condition
versus the peer condition in comparison with controls which showed similar amounts of
positive contact in both partner conditions.

The analysis of withdrawal showed Group (F = 3.44, df = 6/40, p < .01), Group X
Behavior (F = 3.40, df = 12/80, p < .05), and Group X Stimulus X Behavior (F = 1.63,
df = 24/160, p < .05) effects. The withdrawal behaviors decreased with increasing mal¬
nutrition. This decrease is primarily in nonsocial withdrawal. The test with the infant
stimulus animal showed comparable levels of withdrawal in the groups; when tested with
the juvenile stimulus animal withdrawal increased in all but the one-quarter-soy groups,
where it decreased; and when tested with the adult stimulus animal withdrawal increased
over 100% from the 1st condition in controls and one-half-strength animals whereas it
decreased 50% in the one-quarter-strength subjects.

Aggression showed a pattern similar to withdrawal. Only a Groups X Partner inter¬
action was found (F= 2.78, df- 6/40, p < .05). This suggests that with a partner present,
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Fig. 3. Trial 2 learning-set performance in the presence or absence of a single familiar object
(left). In the former condition performance on Trial 2 is divided into that preceded by a choice or
nonchoice of the familiar object (right).

aggression increased in controls and one-half-strength subjects whereas it decreased in
one-quarter-strength soy subjects when compared with aggression in the above condition
with only the stimulus animal present.

No significant differences were revealed in exploration.

Novel Object Testing
The results of the learning analyses showed some support for neophobia in under¬

nourished monkeys. The 1st analysis showed a barely significant interaction of Groups X
Familiar X Trial 1 (F = 4.41, df - 1/18, p < .05). Unlike controls, the undernourished
monkeys' performance deteriorated more when they were incorrect on Trial 1 and had to
shift to a less preferred object on Trial 2 (see Fig. 3). This effect is magnified when a
familiar object is present. The Groups X Choice X Trial 1 effect (F = 5.03, df= 1/18, p<
.05) supports the 1 st analysis. It shows that, again unlike controls, when malnourished
subjects chose a familiar object and were incorrect, their performance was even slightly
poorer than when choosing from unfamiliar objects. However, when avoiding the familiar
object and choosing an unfamiliar object, a Trial 1 error was as damaging on Trial 2 as a
choice of the familiar object; and a Trial 1 correct seemed not to lead to any Trial 2
decrement due to neophobia. The neophobia hypothesis would predict the effects from
the 1st analysis but the opposite of the 2nd analysis.

The analysis of preference results were as follows: Both groups showed a high object
preference when presented with different objects, an effect magnified in the condition
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when baiting could not be seen. However no group differences or interactions with groups
were evident. No evidence was revealed that the one-quarter-soy groups alternated less
than controls although this was a less preferred behavior than preference for a particular
location or object for both groups. When presented with identical objects, the one-quarter-
soy group showed less position preference than did controls (Group X Object;F= 4.97,
df= l/18,p < .05). These lend only mild support to the hypothesis of neophobia.

Discussion

The primary comparison study for this report is a comprehensive series of investiga¬
tions by Zimmermann et al. (1974). They separated infants from their mothers at 3
months of age (not at birth as we did), began their one-quarter-protein diet at 4 months
of age (not 1 month), tested their animals while still on the diet (not after), and main¬
tained them on the diet for 4 years (not 6 months). They reported their animals to be
hyperreactive to negative stimuli, especially novel stimuli. We did not find our animals to
be hyperreactive or to avoid novel social stimuli. The response of our subjects to unfamiliar
stimulus animals was not one of fear or hostility. Their response to negative stimuli in a
learning task was one leading to a response decrement. This could not be fully explained
by saying they avoided novel stimuli or that they had a bias in favor of novel stimuli.

Zimmermann et al. (1974) reported no differences in activity level when on diet
whereas our subjects showed marked reductions both when alone in the home cage and
when with peers in the playcage. Our animals showed deficiencies in discrimination
learning-set when tested after recovery whereas Zimmermann's monkeys showed no defi¬
ciency. The apathetic and primarily nonsocial nature of behavior of our malnourished
animals while on their diets is similar to that reported by Zimmermann. Also our animals
were hyperaggressive in the familiar playcage with familiar peers.

Zimmermann and his associates interpret the behavior of low-protein animals as
being similar to that of isolate-reared monkeys, suggesting that both isolation and mal¬
nutrition alter motivational and emotional systems. An alternative is offered. If, as
Harlow (1971) suggested, social interaction is essential in early life for normal social
development, how can our one-quarter-protein animals be so normal? Although paired
daily, they interacted during these pairings almost not at all. Yet, when taken off the diet
their behavior was remarkably normal, certainly not like animals reared in isolation for 6
months (Chamove, 1978).

I suggest that early social isolation is also a time when animals develop maladaptive
social behavior patterns (Chamove, Waisman, & Harlow, 1970). My malnourished and
debilitated monkeys were somehow protected from the developments of these or any
other social behavior patterns; they did not behave. When put on a normal diet, they
started their behavioral development. Their behavior was infantile compared with their
chronological age. They showed an unstable and excessively hostile social organization
in social groups which should have been stable. When tested with unfamiliar animals, they
were excessively playful while showing little fear. Segroves (1977) suggests that malnutri¬
tion may select in favor of those individuals with slow growth rates. Perhaps the brain can

adapt to short periods of undernutrition by delaying certain types of development. If the
delay is too long during a period of rapid brain growth (Cheek, 1973) then irrevocable
damage may occur.
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owed to H. F. Harlow for general guidance and to G. R. Kerr, who instigated the biochemical and phy¬
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Dietary Effects on Rhesus
Social Behavior:
Altered Amino Acid Diets

A. S. CHAMOVE
Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit

Stirling, Scotland

Twenty-one monkeys continuously fed one of five diets high in tyrosine, histidine, alanine,
glycine, or tryptophan between the ages of 1 and 12 months were compared with 20 controls. Social
behavior either (a) while on the diet and tested in familiar groups of four or (b) while on a normal diet
and paired with unfamiliar monkeys showed no effects of the high amino acid diets, confirming a
previous analysis of learning ability.

Altered metabolism of several of the amino acids has been implicated in human path¬
ology. In most enzymatic disorders of amino acid metabolism, the amino acid and its
metabolites build up in the blood and urine. It has been shown that it is possible to
experimentally increase these levels by feeding high levels of the amino acid, and that in
some cases, such as with phenylalanine and related compounds (Meier, 1973), it is
possible to mimic some of the inborn errors of metabolism. Some (Bessman, 1979) have
suggested that even the nonessential amino acids, such as tyrosine, have their essential
roles and one might predict effects resulting from alteration of their levels. This has not
been tried before using the monkey.

Tyrosinosis is associated with abnormalities in tyrosine metabolism but has not been
shown to be concomitant with mental retardation or other behavioral symptoms. Never¬
theless, high levels of urinary tyrosine are seen in phenylketonuria, and there is conflict¬
ing opinion as to its importance (Bessman, 1979; Vorhees, Butcher, & Berry, 1981). Chil¬
dren with abnormal urinary glycine levels, hyperglycinuria, are severely retarded and char¬
acteristically self-destructive. High levels of dietary glycine can also lead to neurologic
changes in adults (Dodge, Prensky, & Feigin, 1975). Similar disorders have not been
associated with alterations in the structurally small amino acid, alanine (Frazier, Summer,
& Chamberlin, 1978; Waisman & Gerritsen, 1964).

Perhaps the best known of the amino acidurias, aside from phenylketonuria, is
Hartnup's disease. A low circulating level of plasma tryptophan, although not associated
with mental retardation, is associated with emotional instability extending to delirium
(Dodge et al., 1975). Children with histidine abnormalities, histidinemia, are sometimes
mentally retarded and grow normally (Menkes, 1967; Prensky, Nelson, & Tahmoush,
1978; Waisman & Gerritsen, 1964).

This paper reports part of a program of research designed to decipher the effects of
animal analogs of human diseases involving abnormal enzyme patterns and to provide in-
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formation on the nature of biochemical influences on intelligence. To this purpose, a
number of different amino acids were evaluated, some of which are directly or indirectly
associated with human inborn errors of metabolism, and some not so associated. We have
fed high levels of the above amino acids to developing animals, but, with the exception
of phenylalanine, we have discovered no learning deficits (Chamove, Kerr, & Harlow,
1973).

This experiment evaluates the development of social behavior in the same monkeys
that were fed abnormally high levels of one of five amino acids, both while being fed the
abnormal diet, and subsequently when returned to a normal diet.

Method

Subjects
A total of 41 rhesus monkeys (.Macaca mulatto), mostly male, were separated from

their mothers at birth and reared in single cages, as described by Chamove et al. (1973).
The infants were offered Similac (Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio), a modified milk
diet for human infants, every 4 hr. At 1 week of age, the experimental diet was initiated
and maintained until the subjects were 12 months of age, or 18 months for the tryptophan
group. As certain of the amino acids have an unusual and sometimes an aversive taste, the
level of amino acid in the diet was gradually increased in order to obtain the desired
blood level, which was in general reached by 2-3 weeks of age. At 1 year of age, all
animals were gradually changed to a diet of monkey chow.

The control group was composed of eight monkeys whose Similac diet was supple¬
mented with monkey chow. The data for another four monkeys, the control-pf group, are
included here also. These animals were one group of controls for a related study
(Chamove, 1980a) using phenylalanine, and they were pair-fed according to the intake of
a group of monkeys on a high-phenylalanine diet. They are presented here (a) to increase
the comparison control data and (b) because the tryptophan diet, like the phenylalanine
diet, was bitter-tasting and consumed at a different and reduced rate from the others.
Although the tryptophan group was not pair-fed, the intake of these four control
monkeys was very similar to that of the tryptophan group and illustrates the effects of
reduced food intake. Another eight monkeys, the control-s group, were fed only the un¬
altered Similac diet, but fed ad lib. The tyrosine group (n = 4) was fed a diet of Similac
with added tyrosine; the histidine group (n = 4) was fed the same basic diet with added
Z-histidine; the alanine group (n = 4) was fed increased levels of alanine; the glycine
group (n = 4) was fed increased levels of glycine; and the tryptophan group (n = 5) was
fed high levels of tryptophan.

These amino acids were added to the basic Similac formula. For more details con¬

cerning feeding, weights, and other physical measures on these same animals, see
Chamove et al. (1973); Kerr, Wolf, and Waisman (1965); or Waisman (1966). Table 1
shows the quantity of each diet actually consumed by each of the groups during the first
and second 3 months on the experimental diet. Blood levels were also measured for three
of the groups, and these values are also presented in Table 1.

Procedure

Animals were paired daily in their home cages for a minimum of 2 hr with one of
four or five others from the same diet group, beginning at 3 months of age. Twice a week
they were grouped into fours and tested in a large 3 x 1.5 x 1.5-m play cage. This was
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TABLE 1. Intake Means, Blood-Level Means, and Standard Deviations (1-6 months) of
Supplemented Amino Acids.

Amino Acid Intake Blood Amino Acid Levels

(g/kg/day) (mg %)

1st 3 mos. 2nd 3 mos.

Group n 1st 3 mos. 2nd 3 mos. M M 2

Tyrosine 4 3.76 5.17 45.40 38.2 20.7
Histidine 4 1.98 3.28 13.47 32.3 15.1

Tryptophan 5 2.89 2.67 8.23 28.5 13.9
Alanine 4 3.22 3.54 — — —

Glycine 4 3.45 3.26 - — —

Control 8 - - — — —

"pair-fed" 4 - - - - -

called the developmental testing. At 1 year of age, all four or five animals in a group were
housed together in a large home cage. After 2 months of group housing, stimulus testing
was begun. For the tryptophan group, this period of normal diet, group living, and
stimulus animal testing was begun at 18 months of age. Stimulus testing involved 15-min
pairings of the subject with either a 1-month-old infant, a 12-month-old juvenile, or an
adult male. These stimulus animals were chosen for their habitual playfulness and docility
in similar situations. The tests took place in the familiar play cage. Subjects were first
tested alone with each of the three stimulus animals; then, 1 month later, they were
tested with the same stimulus animals, this time with a familiar peer present.

The behaviors recorded were as follows: withdrawal, defined as behaviors functioning
to reduce the amount of sensory input; explore, defined as behaviors that increase the
amount of sensory input; play, defined as behaviors functioning to establish more com¬
plex interaction patterns; aggression, defined as behaviors which function to structure the
social environment in favor of the subject animals; and positive, which included all be¬
haviors other than the above that promoted social bonds between animals. Whether the
behaviors were directed toward another animal or not, and if the animals were in contact
or not, was also noted. True durations of these behaviors were recorded using focal
animal sampling and clocks (detailed in Chamove, 1980a).

The data were examined by analyses of variance. Five analyses were used, one for
each of the behavioral categories. The analysis of the developmental test used data from 3
to 12 months, divided into three 3-month blocks. The five analyses of the stimulus test
results utilized a Groups (8) x Partner (2) x Direction (2) x Stimulus Animal (3) design.

Results and Discussion

None of the analyses of variance yielded significant group effects or group inter¬
actions. The developmental test data, taken while the animals were still on their diets (see
Fig. 1), were remarkably uniform. The tyrosine and alanine groups showed considerable
social play, whereas the histidine group was low in nonsocial play. The results of the
normally sensitive stimulus test (Chamove, 1980a), as can be seen in Fig. 2, were again
quite uniform across groups. The data for the tryptophan, histidine, alanine, and glycine
groups have been combined because the means were almost identical.

That such a change in the amino acid balance of a diet of a developing organism
should have so little effect is remarkable. The tryptophan group especially, whose
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Fig. 1. Developmental test social behavior during the first year of life, tested with familiar peers.
All animals were still on the experimental diet. Play is composed of social play (dashes) plus nonsocial
play (solid lines); withdrawal, of social withdrawal plus nonsocial withdrawal; and aggression, of con¬
tact (dashes) aggression plus noncontact (solid lines) aggression.
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members appeared ill and lethargic so much of the time, were surprisingly similar to con¬
trols. The histidine animals, too, exhibiting extreme hyperlipemia (Kerr et al., 1965),
were not significantly abnormal, although their pattern of low play and positive and high
aggression is suggestive (Fig. 1). However, none of the groups showed the characteristic
significantly high levels of aggression and withdrawal and low levels of play and other
positive behaviors seen in monkeys with induced phenylketonuria (Chamove, 1980a) or
the altered levels of aggression in induced-protein- or protein-calorie undernutrition
(Chamove, 1980b).

In a previous study using the same monkeys, the five groups showed no abnormalities
in learning performance (Chamove et al., 1973), which confirms the findings of this study
and suggests the absence of either temporary or permanent brain damage as measured by
the methods used. The long period of stable group testing and the more controlled testing
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Fig. 2. Stimulus test social behavior after the first year of life on normal diets, tested with
strangers. Behaviors are as in Figure 1, except for positive, which is divided into contact (dashes) and
noncontact (solid lines). T.H.A.G. is the grand mean of the tryptophan, histidine, alanine, and glycine
groups.
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with standardized test animals, in combination, are normally quite sensitive to manipula¬
tions of early experience (Chamove, 1973) and of a physiological nature (Chamove,
1980a,b). The absence of abnormality in the tyrosine group suggests further that the high
levels of tyrosine found in phenylketonuria are not part of the cause of the mental re¬
tardation. Although Bessman's Justification Theory concerning the nonessential amino
acids (1979) deals with low levels of single amino acids, our results question whether
simple "justification" of the pattern of amino acids to some level characteristic of the
individual can explain the abnormalities of inborn errors of metabolism.

Finally, these results suggest that the conditions of hyperglycinuria and Hartnup's
disease cannot be induced merely by increasing the amount of a specific amino acid in the
diet of developing animals. Our results suggest that the high circulating levels of glycine
in hyperglycinuria, although correlated with alterations in intelligence and behavior in
humans, are likely not to be the cause of retardation. Rather, the change in glycine is
probably peripheral to the agent which leads to the behavioral changes.
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Dietary and metabolic effects on rhesus social
behaviour: neonatal thyroxine reductions

ARNOLD. S. CHAMOVE1
From the Department of Psychology, University of Stirling, Stirling

synopsis Assessment was made of the behavioural development of 3 monkeys whose levels ofthyroxine were reduced by being given 131I and another 3 monkeys given a thyroxine depressant(TCAP) during the first weeks of life and maintained with low thyroxine levels for 3 months. Whensubsequently tested at normal thyroxine levels, these experimental subjects showed less positive socialbehaviour when compared with controls. When confronted with unfamiliar monkeys, the twoexperimental groups were less fearful than controls and also showed a lack of differentialresponsiveness in varying social situations, suggesting a low level of emotion. A foetal athyreoticgroup is also described.

INTRODUCTION

No definitive work has yet been conducted on the
nature of behavioural deficits in monkeys
subjected to neonatal thyroid deficiency. In
humans extreme behavioural changes have been
observed to be correlated with thyroid abnorm¬
alities, probably because activity level is such a
basic requirement for most forms of behaviour.
Thyroxine has been shown to be important in
such basic processes as protein, carbohydrate,
and lipid metabolism and control of growth
hormone, ACTH, and gonadotrophins. More
specifically, hypothyroidism is associated with
diverse bodily changes: reductions in blood
volume, energy production, tissue oxygen con¬
sumption, and metabolism of adrenal steroids;
increases in serum cholesterol; and central
nervous changes, such as reductions in cerebral
metabolic rate, myelination, alpha rhythm
production, and responsiveness to catechol¬
amines and ACTH (Balzas, 1975; Means et al.
1963). With effects on such diverse systems, it is
hardly surprising that thyroid abnormalities
have large and long-lasting effects on behaviour,
growth, and mental functioning, some of which
may be expected to persist even after thyroxine
replacement therapy.

Behaviourally, hypothyroidism has been impli¬

1 Address for correspondence: Dr A. S. Chamove. Department of
Psychology, University of Stirling, Stirling, Scotland FK9 4LA.

cated in reductions in activity levels, motivation,
memory and intelligence, ability to react adapt-
ively to environmental changes, and speed of
development of innate behaviour patterns, as
well as increased sensory thresholds. In general,
the hypothyroid patient is characterized as

generally pleasant and complacent with a low
emotional level, but 'apt to be peevish, even
violently refractory when irritated' (Means el al.
1963, p. 357) and often withdrawn (Whybrow &
Ferrel, 1974) or apathetic (Robertson, 1978).
Even after treatment, these individuals often
have residual intellectual impairment and some
'depression'/apathy (Robertson. 1978).

Some of these behavioural abnormalities have
been replicated experimentally in rats. An
increase in the level of thyroxine leads to
increased activity (Sjoden & Lindqvist, 1978), a
decrement in food-motivated learning perform¬
ance (Davenport et al. 1975), but equivocal
results on aversively-motivated learning per¬
formance (Schapiro & Norman, 1967; Sjoden &
Lindqvist, 1978).

A reduction in the level of thyroxine leads to
some of the same effects: increased activity in a
stressful environment (Sobrian et al. 1976) and
equivocal learning performance (Davenport,
1970, 1976). Hypothyroidism also leads to
delayed development (Sobrian et al. 1976),
reduced fearfulness (Davenport & Hennies,
1967), and less responsiveness in stressful
situations (Korn, 1967). After recovery, rodent
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subjects show increased activity and reduced
fearfulness (Schalock et al. 1977).

This paper reports a study of the effects of
neonatal hypothyroidism, induced by one of two
methods, on the development of social behaviour
in the rhesus monkey. In some ways, the monkey
is not the ideal subject if one wishes to make
comparisons with man. In the monkey, the peak
of brain growth is just before birth, whereas in
man, as in the rat and pig, the peak is soon after
(Passingham, 1982). Nevertheless, the complex
social behaviour of the monkey enables us to
observe behaviour in more detail than in the
rodent. Furthermore, such a study allows us to
observe behavioural changes separate from the
alterations in behaviour in humans which result
from hypothyroidism, plus the cognitive and
psychological factors of being 'abnormal' in a
setting surrounded by 'normal' and relatively
advantaged individuals.

METHOD

Subjects
Sixteen male rhesus monkey infants, conceived
and born in the Wisconsin Regional Primate
Center Laboratory and overtly normal, were
separated from their mothers within 12 hours of
birth. They were reared in individual cages and
fed Similac, a milk formula, every 4 hours. At
one year of age they were switched to a solid diet
of Purina Monkey Chow and housed in a group
of six (for details, see Chamove, 1980).

During the first week of life 4 of these animals
were injected with 200 microcuries of radioactive
iodine (mI), resulting in a total absence of
thyroid hormone within a few weeks. The
destructive effects of the 131I begin to take effect
on the thyroid in about 15 days (Pickering et al.
1953). By 4-6 weeks of age a myxoedema-like
condition was evident, and biochemical tests
established the effect of the 131I on these animals.
Hormone levels and growth rate were monitored
in all experimental groups and the results from
these animals are reported elsewhere (Davenport
et al. 1971). Three of the four monkeys survived
this period, and at 3 months of age thyroxine
replacement was begun. Recovery begins in
about 20 days (details in Pickering et al. 1953).
Improvement was noticeable within a month.
These 3 animals comprised a group hereafter
termed the '131I group'.

A second group of 4 monkeys was given
l,2,3-tricyano-2-amino-propene (TCAP) in their
diet, starting at 30 days of age, at a concentration
of 1-5 g/kg of diet. This leads to the suppression
of thyroxine production in the rat (Allen et al.
1965) and in the monkey (Davenport et al. 1971).
At 4 months of age, this addition was discon¬
tinued. One animal died during this period, and
the remaining 3 monkeys formed the 'TCAP
group'.

A third group of 6 monkeys served as controls
and were given no treatment to alter thyroid
function.

A final pair of animals were prenatally
thyroidectomized by injecting 2 pregnant females
with 131I between days 68 and 97 of pregnancy
(for details, see Davenport et al. 1971). These 2
subjects were given no thyroid replacement.
They are called the 'hypothyroid group', as all
testing on these monkeys was done while they
were in the athyreotic state.

Procedure

Social experience was begun when the monkeys
were 3 months old. Animals were paired daily for
3-hour sessions with 1 of 5 other monkeys in their
home cages. Such an amount of social experience
begun at 3 months of age has been shown to lead
to an adequate development of social behaviour
in rhesus monkeys, and such individuals do not
show behavioural abnormalities like those found
in monkeys isolated for periods longer than the
first 6 months of life (Chamove, 1978, 1980). The
pairings were mixed group ones and included 2
other animals from their own experimental
condition and 3 controls. Twice weekly, 6
members of the social group were Group Tested
together in a large cage measuring
3 x 1 • 5 x 1 • 5 m. The monkeys were Group Tested
over a 60 min period, each individual being
observed for two 5 min periods. During this
period, the true duration of behavioural patterns
was recorded for the focal animal.

Test procedures were the same as those
described in detail elsewhere (Chamove et al.
1972; Chamove, 1980) and consisted of biweekly
Group Test sessions until one year of age, and
Stimulus Tests subsequent to 2 months of group
housing at one year of age. At one year of age,
subjects were housed in a group of 6 with those
animals with which they had interacted during
the first year of life. Stimulus Tests involved
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15 min pairings of all the subjects with the same
1 month infant, a 12 month like-sexed juvenile,
and an adult male rhesus monkey. These
stimulus animals were chosen for theirplay fulness
and docility, and the tests took place in the
familiar play cage. After a period of adaptation
to the apparatus and to the stimulus monkeys,
the subjects were first tested alone with each of
the 3 stimulus animals in the above order; then,
one month later, they were tested with the same
stimulus animals, this time with a familiar peer
present. Before each test, the test cage was
partitioned into two by a clear perspex divider.
The test animal(s) were housed on one side and
the stimulus monkey on the other for a 23-hour
period. After this adaptation period, the divider
was removed and the animal(s) scored for
15 min, using two observers when necessary.

The behaviour patterns used in both tests are
described below. The rationale for their use,
reliabilities, and factor analyses are presented
elsewhere (Chamove et al. 1972). The durations
of 5 categories of behavioural pattern were
recorded on clocks. (1) Explore was defined as all
forms of behaviour which function to increase
the amount or variability of sensory input. It was
divided into exploration of other animals and
exploration of the non-social environment. (2)
Play was defined as forms of behaviour which
function to establish more complex interaction
patterns with objects. It was divided into play
with social objects and play other than with
social objects. The latter is probably the best
indicator of general activity. (3) Withdrawal was
defined as forms of behaviour functioning to
reduce the amount of sensory input. It was
divided into withdrawal from an animal and
withdrawal which was not directed away from
any social aspect of the environment. The first of
these was termed social withdrawal, the second
non-social withdrawal. (4) Positive was defined
as all forms of social behaviour other than play,
exploratory, withdrawal, or aggressive behaviour
and was usually affiliative. It was divided into
behaviour involving contact between animals
and behaviour involving no contact. (5) Aggres¬
sive was defined as forms of behaviour which
function to structure the social environment
maximizing the number of prerogatives open to
the subject. It was also divided into contact and
non-contact categories.

Analytical methods
Differences between groups were evaluated by
means of analysis ofvariance. Five analyses were
used for each of the tests corresponding to the
above five behavioural categories. Within each
analysis, the subcategories of behavioural pat¬
terns described above were used as correlated
variables and termed 'direction'. This kept the
value of alpha per experiment from being
inflated to the extent that it would have been had
more analyses been performed. All five analyses
ofGroup Test results used a Groups (3) x Blocks
(2) x Direction (2) design. The data were com¬
bined into two 3-month blocks and used those
forms of behaviour recorded when subjects were
between 6 and 12 months of age. This allowed
for a minimum of 2 months of recovery from the
experimental treatments.

The five analyses of Stimulus Test results used
a Groups (3) x Partner (2) x Stimulus (3) design.
Data from the Hypothyroid pair of animals were
not included in any of the analyses. Alpha was
set at 0-05, and Fisher's LSD tests followed
significant effects in the analysis of variance.

RESULTS

The results of 4 of the 5 behavioural categories
recorded during 6 months of the Group Test are
presented in Fig. 1. The means ofthe Hypothyroid
group are included for comparison purposes.
This pair appeared to do very little, except to
withdraw from the playful advances of other
monkeys and huddle in the corner of the test
cage. Only two of the analyses of variance led to
significant Group effects - the play analysis
(Groups, P < 0 05; Groups x Direction,
P < 0-05) and the positive behaviour analysis
(Groups, P < 0-05)-although the withdrawal
behaviour category was close to significance for
the main Groups effect. It is clear from Fig. 1 that
the TCAP group showed less play than the other
two groups, and that both of the experimental
groups were less positive in their behaviour than
the control group.

The Stimulus Test results are illustrated in Fig.
2. Again, only two analyses showed significant
group effects. The analysis of positive behaviour
(Groups, PcO-Ol; Groups x Partners,
P < 0 001) showed both experimental groups,
when compared with the controls, to be less
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positive in their behaviour towards the standard
stimulus monkeys in this rather more stressful
test, confirming the results of the earlier Group
Test utilizing the more stable situation with
familiar peers. The effect was even more marked
in the dyadic condition when subjects were tested
in the absence of the familiar peer. The second
set of significant effects was in the withdrawal
analysis (Groups x Partner, P < 0 05; Groups x
Partner x Direction, P < 0 05), suggesting that
the two formerly hypothyroid experimental
groups showed less withdrawal than did the
control group. The pattern of withdrawal was
also different. On the one hand, the controls
withdrew primarily from the stimulus monkey
when alone with the stimulus monkey; in the
triad test, when a familiar partner was present,
the controls showed more general environmental
withdrawal and more affiliation. In contrast, the
two main experimental groups did not show this
differential responsiveness, but responded
similarly in the two situations when those
individuals from the two groups were confronted
with the same stimulus monkeys.

DISCUSSION

The results of 6 months of social testing plus
stimulus animal testing revealed several consis¬
tencies. It should be noted that the Hypothyroid
animals were generally inactive and withdrawing
but did not show normal levels of aggression
when provoked. The TCAP group showed
behavioural patterns rather similar to those of
monkeys with protein undernutrition (see Cha-
move, 1980), a suggestion made by Means et al.
(1963). They were low in play and positive forms
of behaviour and high in withdrawal in the
familiar Group Test (see also Whybrow & Ferrel,
1974). Surprisingly, the 131I group were quite
different in the rather stable Group Test and here
were very similar to the control group. It seems
likely that the two methods of reducing
thyroxine levels do not lead to the same

physiological states and thus have at least some
different effects on the developing brain. The 131I
completely destroys the thyroid gland, whereas
TCAP only substantially reduces the output of
thyroxine.

The general social responsiveness of monkeys
to the more stressful Stimulus Test was greatest
in the control and least in the two experimental

thyroid groups, in agreement with the results, if
not the conclusions, of Korn (1967). The control
animals showed a completely different profile of
behaviour in this more standardized test, in
comparison with their behaviour in the Group
Test results. Here the two main experimental
groups were more similar to one another. Both
were less fearful of the new animals than
controls, in agreement with the results of
Davenport & Hennies (1967) and Means et al.
(1963). Their low emotional level (Means et al.
1963) was reflected in their lack of differential
responsiveness in the dyad and triad components
of the Stimulus Test. Controls showed more

extreme forms of behaviour and more differences
in behaviour on the two types of test, whereas the
hypothyroid animals showed more uniform
responses under the various test conditions. Low
emotional level is the opposite to that found after
early malnutrition (Whatson et al. 1976).

This lack of responsiveness was also reflected
in learning tests with these same animals where
they showed persistence in the face ofnon-reward
(Davenport et al. 1971). Davenport et al. (1971)
interpreted this as an inhibitory deficit, but this
author would rather interpret it as a lack of
differential responsiveness. There was no sug¬
gestion of an inhibitory deficit in the social
behaviour results where one might expect
aggressive outbursts in the provocative Stimulus
Test. Ofcourse, the effects ofmanipulating levels
of thyroid hormone in early life may have
affected social behaviour indirectly through
changes in activity levels.

It is also clear that, for the controls at least,
there were no detrimental effects of social
restriction. A minimum of one hour of daily
social experience, beginning after 3 months of
life, has been shown to be adequate in avoiding
the isolation syndrome characterized by very
high levels of withdrawal and aggression, and by
very low levels of play and other positive forms
of behaviour. Our controls showed high levels of
play and moderate levels of other positive forms
of behaviour, and low levels of aggressive and
withdrawal behavioural patterns when with
familiar peers; with strangers, the forms of
behaviour were adjusted appropriately, and the
predominance of aggression and total absence of
play and other positive behaviour patterns seen
in isolates was not observed.

Finally, the experimental monkeys did not
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demonstrate a normal degree ofcuriosity in their
response to either familiar or unfamiliar objects
placed in their home cages, again suggesting a
low emotional level and lack of differential
responsiveness.
This research was supported in part by USPHS, NIH
Grants FR-00167 and MH-11894 and was completed
in 1970 at the Wisconsin Regional Primate Research
Center. Special help was received from G. R. Kerr;
J. W. Davenport, who instigated the research; G.
Scheffier; and J. R. Anderson.
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PERSONALITY IN MONKEYS: FACTOR
ANALYSES OF RHESUS SOCIAL

BEHAVIOUR

A. S. CHAMOVE,t H. J. EYSENCK, + AND H. F. HARLOW

Regional Primate Research Center, University of Wisconsin

Three factor analyses were performed on social interaction data from 168 juvenile
macaques. Animals were tested in stable quadrad peer groups; in newly-formed
dyads with infant, juvenile, and adult stimulus monkeys; and in similar triads
with the stimulus animal plus a familiar cage-mate. Factors emerged, most
strongly in the most stable condition, which were interpreted as afiiliative, hostile
and fearful. These factors were almost entirely independent and resembled the
extraversion, psychoticism, and emotionality factors frequently found in humans.

Introduction

Factor analyses of human social behaviour have been undertaken primarily in
two areas. The first is upon humans in a solo setting, usually having the subject
fill in a questionnaire. The subject is rating his own behaviour in another postu¬
lated setting, usually an interacting one. Reliably, factors of introversion-
extraversion, emotionality or neuroticism, and psychoticism emerge (reviewed
recently by Eysenck and Eysenck, 1968, 1969). Looked at from the point of view
of the behaviour patterns on which these factors are based, extraversion is charac¬
terized by sociable behaviour, neuroticism by fearful behaviour, and psychoticism
by hostile, aggressive behaviour. The second area is upon humans in an inter¬
active setting, usually dyadic. Studies of mother and child (Becker and Krug,
1964; Hatfield, Ferguson and Alpert, 1967), adults (Borgatta, 1964; Schaefer,
1959), children (Borgatta and Sperling, 1963), and infants (Cobb, Grimm, Dawson
and Amsterdam, 1967) report factors which can be termed affection or extraversion,
emotionality or neuroticism, and assertive reponse to assertiveness. One might
expect to find similar patterns of behaviour in the higher subhuman primates.
Certainly when primatologists describe behaviour, they often do so using com¬
parable terms.

In subhuman primates two studies have been published, both in the latter
category. The first (Locke, Locke, Morgan and Zimmerman, 1964) recorded 10
behaviour categories in 12-year-old rhesus monkeys that had been reared in social
isolation (probably not visual or auditory isolation) from soon after birth. The
severely restricted repertoire of isolated monkeys, when tested in quadrads, enabled

fPresent address: Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit, Stirling, FK9 4LA, Scotland.
^Present address: Institute of Psychiatry, University of London, London, S.E.5., England.
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the experimenters to record only the following behaviours: pass, approach, con¬
tact, chase, aggression, passive awareness, avoidance, escape, submission, and
apparent unawareness. Two factors emerged: dominance, and submission in
response to dominance.

Van Hooff (1971) reported a component and cluster analysis of 53 behaviours
recorded in a stable group of 25 chimpanzees. Sixty-nine per cent of the variance
was accounted for by components termed affinitive or social positive, play, aggres¬
sive, and submissive. In addition, contributing a small but significant amount to
the results, were factors termed groom, excitement, and "show" or display.

The following is a report of three factor analyses, of 10 behaviours, performed
on data from a stable group situation and on data from less stable dyadic and
triadic situations.

Method

Subjects

One hundred and sixty eight Macaca mulatto, about 85% males, were separated from
their mothers at birth and reared in individual mesh cages. They were given daily peer

experience starting at between 15 and 90 days of age. For about half the animals this
consisted of daily 2-h pairings in the homecage and bi-weekly i-h group sessions in a

playroom or in a large cage. For the rest social experience entailed daily 40-min group
sessions in a playroom. All subjects were assigned to a group composed of four age-mates,
and all social experience, both pairings and group sessions, involved these group members.
All group social interaction was experienced when all four members were present, so that
after a few months the group had formed stable social relationships which were retained
even when monkey subjects were paired.

Apparatus
The animals were group tested in that particular playroom or large cage to which they

had become accustomed through daily group sessions throughout most of their lives. The
playrooms used were Wisconsin Playroom II for 44 animals (see Chamove, Waisman and
Harlow, 1970, for a description), Wisconsin Playroom III for 36 animals (described by
Chamove, 1966), and a standard rectangular mesh cage measuring 3 X 1*5 X 1-5 m for
the remaining monkeys. Stimulus testing was carried out in a similar sized cage but fitted
with a plexiglas front and a plexiglas partition which could divide the cage in half. It
allowed the animals to observe one another in the adaptation interval before testing.

Behaviours were recorded using a bank of 10 Standard Electric Timers activated by 10
microswitches (as described by Chamove, Harlow and Mitchell, 1967). The timers recorded
the duration of the following behaviours: social explore—any investigation, contact or not,
of another animal, primarily looking at artother monkey (reliability, r = o-88); social play—
playing with another monkey, usually a relaxed, complex, and vigorous behaviour (r =

0-95); nonsocial play—similar behaviour not directed toward another animal (r = 0-90);
nonsocial fear—withdrawal from the environment, scored when no social object could be
credited with the instigation of the fear response (r = 0-96); appropriate withdrawal—
avoidance of an animal that is exhibiting hostile behaviour (r = 0-91); inappropriate with¬
drawal—withdrawal from an animal exhibiting fear, exploratory, or play behaviour (r =
0-90); hostile contact—biting or grabbing another animal (r = 0-96); nonhostile contact—
all other behaviours involving physical contact except clinging (r = 0-95); social cling—
clinging to another animal (r = 0-99); noncontact hostile—(r = 0-91).

Reliability is given as product-moment inter-observer coefficients.
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Procedure

Group Testing was done on all subjects between 9 and 12 months of age, and all monkeys
were tested in their group of four a minimum of twice weekly. Testing consisted of at
least thirty 60-min sessions during which each animal was observed for three 5-min periods. ■

One experimenter did all the Group Testing. The data were converted to "per cent of f
total time tested" scores for purposes of analysis. \

Stimulus Testing was performed on 63 of the above subjects soon after Group Testing.
At 12 months of age the monkeys were housed in groups of four continuously. At approxi- I
mately 13 months of age the first Stimulus Test was undertaken. The subject was housed
in one half of the Stimulus Test cage, separated from the stimulus animal by the plexiglas .

partition, for a 23-h period. The transparent barrier was then removed and testing imme¬
diately begun; it was continued for 15 min unless one of the animals was seriously injured.

Testing involved placing the subject animal with a stimulus animal of relatively constant i
characteristics in the following 3X2 design. The stimulus monkey was either an infant I
of approximately 1 month, a juvenile male of approximately 6 months of age and chosen for i
its playfulness, or an adult male chosen for its docility. The subject was tested with each
of these three in the above order in a dyadic social situation. The tests were separated by [
a period of about 10 days. After the "Alone" Stimulus Test, another three sessions
followed. The subject monkey was first paired with an animal from his original four-
membered test group. The two animals were quite familiar with one another, having
lived together for over a month in a group of four and having interacted with one another
from an early age. These two monkeys were then tested together with the stimulus animal. ::

Here two experimenters were used. The procedure followed was the same as for the Alone •

testing except that two animals were adapted for 23 h in half of the test cage, and the test J
situation was triadic—two subjects and one stimulus monkey. This was called the "Partner"
situation. |

Analysis of the data was by means of principal components analysis rotated to oblique |
simple structure (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1969). Interfactor correlations of the promax
factors were derived and all factors with eigenvalues less than unity were ignored. Computer |
limitations forced a division of the Stimulus Test data into two halves, the Alone and the
Partner testing situations. As clinging was rarely observed in the Group Test situation, it
was deleted from the analysis.

The rationale of the procedure is as follows. The Group Test situation involves a maxi¬
mum of adaptation to the social test situation. Because of the formation of hierarchies and
preferences during their year of social interaction, one would expect a maximum of within- |
group divergence, the most subordinate subject, e.g. being able to show almost no hostility.
Tempered by this very stable structure, personality differences might be expected to
emerge.

The Stimulus situation has been shown to demonstrate the effects of early environmental
manipulations which the group situation has failed to detect (Mitchell, 1970; Chamove,
1966), but it may be less reflective of habitual modes of social response due to the variability
of the various test situations. Dominance position, dyadic alliances, and social response
are much more controlled in this stimulus situation. The stimulus infant at 1 month moves

about very little and normally elicits very little aggression. The juvenile is very active but
always subordinate to the experimental subject, and so aggression is more commonly elicited;
play is quite common and fear uncalled for. The docile adult is a test for aggressive-fearful ,

factors. Excessive fear should be rare and aggression rarer, brief submissive gestures being
more appropriate with these males. Isolate monkeys, however, suicidally attack all animals f

(Mitchell, 1970) whereas certain brain damaged monkeys carefully discriminate the objects i
of their hyper-aggression (Chamove et al., 1970).

The Partner situation is used because it was felt that having a familiar peer present might
elicit certain behaviours not elicited in the Alone condition as has been previously found
(Chamove, 1966). ?
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Results

The results of the factor analysis of the Group Test data are striking. Three
clear factors emerge having little intercorrelation: hostile, fearful, and afhliative
or sociable (see Table I). These three all show positive intercorrelations. This
may be a result of the constrained social situation, for an animal showing play or
hostility may induce fear in other animals. Another possible cause of this correla¬
tion may be the existence of a kind of monkey which is relatively nonsocial and
inactive; he will score low on all behaviours. The factor we have here termed
hostility correlates 0-23 with the one we termed fear, 0-34 with affiliation while the
affiliation factor correlates 0-21 with fear. These correlations account for only
10% of the variance at most, and we consider them unimportant.

Table I

Loading of nine behaviours on three factors resulting from analysis of the quadrad Group
Test data and labelled play, fear, and aggression-hostility

Factors
Behaviours I II III

Nonsocial play o-io 0-78 0-02

Social play — 0-07 0-99 0*03
Positive contact —0-04 096 — O-OI

Social exploration °'73 °'39 -0-15
Nonsocial fear 099 — 0-16 0-04

Inappropriate fear 0-91 0-04 —0-03
Appropriate fear °'95 o-oo 0-14

Noncontact hostility 0-40 — o-io — o-8o
Contact hostility — 0-25 0-04 — 0-98

One nonfear variable, noncontact hostility, shows a moderate correlation with
the fear factor. This single aberrant score can be explained in terms of the
behaviour pattern termed redirected-threats. These are hostile behaviours
directed toward a more subordinate animal in an attempt to distract the hostile
attentions of a more dominant monkey. The behavioural sequence is initiated by
the dominant animal and the redirection is a response to that initiation.

The results of the Stimulus Test are less clear, as might be predicted from the
unstable nature of the test situation (see Table II). When monkeys are tested in a

dyad with the stimulus animal (upper half of Table II), four factors are found.
The first loads negatively on infant fear, juvenile fear and hostility, and adult
hostility; and positively on infant hostility. The second factor is one of juvenile
play versus infant positive contact, probably of an exploratory nature. The third -fo
loads on nonsocial fear versus social explore. Both are fairly nonsocial behaviours
as they involve little social contact and are seen in nonsocial animals such as long-
term isolates. The fetal factor is social play versus adult hostility.

When monkeys are stimulus tested paired with familiar partners four factors
again emerge (lower half of Table II). The first loads positively on play and on
cling directed toward the juvenile and adult stimulus animal versus a negative



TableII

Loadingsonthefirstfourfactorsresultingfrontanalysistwo{upper)andanalysisthree{lower) ofStimulusTestdatawhensubjectsaretestedwiththreetypesofstimulusmonkey I

Behavioursinfantjuvenileadultinfant
Factors

II juvenileadultinfant
III juvenileadult

infant

IV juvenileadult

"alone"or dyad condition "partner" ortriad condition

Nonsocialplay

0-04

0-05

0-27

0-16

003

°'i5

022

0-17

0-15

002

0-36

0-14

Socialplay

0-18

0-23

0-16

—0-06

-0-51

—0-09

0-56

0-22

0-07

0-23

—0-27

026

Positivecontact

o-io

—0-24

o-oi

o7S

—0-48

0-03

oo9

o-oo

0-09

—013

—oo9

0-21

Socialcling

0-20

-0-36

—o-ii

—0-03

—0-26

—0-29

—oos

o-oi

0-04

—009

0-05

—oio

Socialexploration
—0-13

o-oi

0-18

°*49

°'3S

—0-20

—0-08

—0-21

—0-04

-o-33

0-09

—o-48

Nonsocialfear

0-28

004

0-15

003

—0-05

o'12

-0-17

o06

0-04

0-17

0-52

0-45

Inappropriatefear
—°'SS

—064

0-28

009

0-12

oo9

0*17

0-21

—o-86

0-15

—0-04

—o-ii

Appropriatefear

o-oo

—068

-o-37

o-oo

0-04

0-07

o-oo

o-ii

0-08

—o-oo

—0-06

—°'34

Noncontacthostility
—0'02

-0-48

—061

—o-oi

0-06

—0-08

o-io

—0-23

—013

0-17

—0-09

—007

Contacthostility

073

-o-33

—0-69

0-06

—0-13

—0-04

001

-o-33

—0-19

0-18

0-08

0-12

Nonsocialplay

—0-40

-0-48

0-19

-0-05

0*02

0-31

0-07

0-15

0-48

0-05

o-ii

—009

Socialplay

0-05

0-52

0-24

-073

0-16

—0-08

0-37

—0-14

—0-06

0-18

0-44

-0-42

Positivecontact

0-04

068

—0-14

062

o-i1

—003

004

001

—0-13

0-07

o-oi

-0-41

Socialcling

o-io

0-50

°'33

—006

—002

—004

0-46

0-21

o*12

0-14

—0-27

—0-08

Socialexploration
0-04

0-44

-°-45

070

0-08

0-19

o-oi

oi4

—o'oi

0-09

—0-25

0-19

Nonsocialfear

—0-05

—0-05

0-05

0-28

—000

—0'22

-0-09

0-15

0-03

-0-38

—0-03

0-12

Appropriatefear
—0-36

0-05

—0-06

—0-16

—0-16

—o-X3

—004

—0-42

—o-ii

—0-20

0-32

0-15

Noncontacthostility
—o-io

—0-24

—0-07

-0-65

—0-12

—0'2i

-o-3S

0-05

-0-65

0-07

0-07

—o-ii

Contacthostility
—0-14

—006

0-18

—0-42

—015

o'21

—008

—0-05

—0-82

002

006

—0-20

to
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loading on nonsocial play and social fear. The second loads on infant hostile
and play versus infant explore and nonsocial fear. The third factor loads on adult
and infant hostile, juvenile fear versus infant play and cling and adult nonsocial
play. The last factor loads positively on juvenile play and inappropriate with¬
drawal as contrasted with negative loading on adult play, juvenile explore and cling,
and infant nonsocial fear. Table III lists the intercorrelations between each of
the four factors from both of the Stimulus Test factor analyses. Except for
factors I and II, the correlations between pairs of factors is remarkably low
suggesting a high degree of independence.

Table III

Interfactor correlations ofpromax factors from Stimulus Testing

Analysis two; dyads
Factors II III IV

I °*33 —0-27 0-07
II —o-i8 — 0-09

III 0-06

Analysis three; triads
Factors II III IV

I o-6i — 0*12 —0-08
II —0-17 —0-04

III — 003

The complexity of the Stimulus Test data is what one might expect if for no
other reason than that different behaviours are elicited in the six situations. For

example, in the Partner or triad situation the subjects exhibit less juvenile-directed
hostility, less inappropriate fear toward the adult, more adult hostility, and less
nonsocial fear, substituting partner-directed clinging in many cases for nonsocial
fear. Factors III and IV, found in the Alone condition, are represented in factor I
of the Partnered situation; factors II and III of the Partner test are found in IV and
I respectively of the Alone condition.

The first factor of the Alone condition and second factor of the Partner test are

clearly a social fear and hostile category. The second factor of the dyadic test
appears comparable to an affectional category, showing play toward the juvenile
and restrained positive and exploratory behaviour toward the infant, the first
infant these monkeys had ever seen. The first factor of the triad or Partner test,
like factors III and IV on the dyad test, seem also to reflect an affectional character,
perhaps more comparable to the meaning of extraversion. We see here an animal
exhibiting play toward the juvenile and other monkeys, showing some avoidance of
other animals, considerable nonsocial play, and some hostility toward the playful
juvenile stimulus monkey. The last triad factor dichotomizes between adult play
and juvenile play.
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Discussion
The factor analysis of the Group Test has resulted in three clear behaviour

factors: fearful, hostile, and affectionate. These patterns of behaviour are not
dissimilar to those which gave rise to the three major factors in research on human
personality; neuroticism-stability, extraversion-introversion, and psychoticism.
It would be premature to seek to prove the identity of the factors in these different
species; no acceptable method exists at the moment for any such proof. What
would be required to make the identification reasonable would be the incorporation
of these factors in a nomological network, rather in the fashion adopted by Eysenck
and Broadhurst (1964) with reference to emotionality in rats. Thus it should not
prove impossible to test whether affectionate (extraverted) monkeys have lower
cortical arousal patterns than do non-affectionate ones; similarly, it should be
possible to test for differences in conditioning between the two groups. A pro¬
gramme for testing the suitability of the "neuroticism" tag for the fearful animals
could with advantage follow that adopted for emotionality in rats. Psychoticism
might be the most difficult factor to investigate, for the simple reason that least is
known about it in the human population. However, even here such behaviours
as lack of co-operation or inappropriate aggression should be susceptible to
observation and quantification.

It might at first seem surprising that similar factors emerge from two different
species, but there are good reasons for expecting such agreement. The first
reason is linked with the simple fact that monkeys and men (and rats also) have
similar anatomico-physiological structures to subserve emotional/fearful behaviour,
i.e. an autonomic system and a visceral brain, and arousal behaviour, i.e. a cortex
linked with an ascending reticular formation; one would expect individual differ¬
ences in behaviour to be linked with differences in the functioning of both these
systems, and these behavioural differences would be expected to be the more
similar to those observed in humans, the closer the species under investigation was
to Homo sapiens. As regards psychoticism, it is much more difficult at this
moment to suggest a biological locus for this trait, but a close relation has been
observed with masculinity. The possibility of a link with some hormonal secre¬
tion related to the sex glands would be supported by recent investigations of
rhesus monkeys (Rose, Holady and Bernstein, 1971).

The second reason is that we are here concerned with social behaviour, i.e.
how one animal behaves towards another, and the major possibilities of such
behaviour seem to be limited to the three patterns we noted; an animal can be
friendly-sociable-affectionate, it can be hostile-aggressive-cruel, or it can be
fearful-emotional-withdrawing. Most if not all social behaviour can be grouped
under these three main headings, and it is perhaps not too surprising that these
patterns should emerge as factors in our investigation. Nor is it surprising that
the picture is somewhat more complex (and confused) when we turn from the
Group Test data to those collected in the Stimulus Test. This would be expected
if for no other reason than that different behaviours are inevitably elicited in the
six situations by the different "stimulus" patterns.

This observational study demonstrates marked individual differences between
monkeys in their social behaviour. These differences are apparently highly
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reliable, and characteristic of the animals concerned, and may thus be regarded as

aspects of the "personality". Yet experimental work with monkeys, and other
animals as well, seldom pays attention to their "personality". We would argue
that this omission is a serious one, just as experimentation in human subjects can
be very misleading if it leaves out of account personality factors like extraversion-
introversion (Eysenck, 1967). In rats a whole host of experimental studies can be
shown to be influenced profoundly by differences in emotionality, and quite
different theoretical conclusions can be drawn from identical experiments depend¬
ing on the strain of animals used (Eysenck and Broadhurst, 1964; Eysenck, 1967).
The usual process of "averaging" serves simply to relegate such "personality"
factors to the error term, which thus becomes unduly swollen and often far exceeds
in importance the main effects looked for. Personality factors usually emerge as
"interaction" factors, and may serve materially to reduce the size of the error term.
It is in this function that we see the main importance of our findings; work with
monkeys too should bear in mind the importance of individual differences and use
scores on these factors to keep the error term as small as possible. In addition
there is of course the possibility that continued work along these lines will increase
our knowledge about "personality" factors in animals, and humans as well. In
view of the lack of knowledge in this field, such increases would be more than
welcome.
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In Table II, under "partner" or triad condition "Appropriate fear" should
read "Inappropriate fear" and under this there should be a line reading:
Appropriate fear^ o-oo, —0*48, —0-50, o-oo, —o-io, —0-01, o-oi, 0-06,
—o-io, o-oo, —0-06, 0*13.
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A New Primate Social Behaviour Category System

Arnold S. Chamove

University ofStirling

ABSTRACT. A brief critical review of some primate behavioural recording techniques is
presented. A new device and scoring system, from which frequency, duration, duration/
frequency, and modified frequency data of a large number of behaviours can be obtained, is
described using an adding machine and printout counter. Data collected using this system is
illustrated. The system, factorially arranged, differentiates five behaviour types, six directions,
mobility, contact, and reciprocity. Four types of reliability are estimated using films; inter-
correlations and factor analyses are presented.

An increasing number of experimenters have been utilising the primate as an ex¬
perimental subject in the field and in the laboratory. In recording their behaviour, one

category of interest to many of these experimenters has been that of social behaviour,
and in that area two problems have confronted those working with monkeys: (a)
which social behaviours to record and the definition of those behaviours, and (b) how
to record and then summarise those behaviours chosen. This paper describes a
technique which has been used successfully for several years. Comparisons with
other systems shall not be concerned with systems in which the animal's behaviour is
recorded automatically, such as the subjects breaking a photocell, pressing a lever to
view the other animal, or touching toys (e.g., Sidowski & Spears, 1970; Sackett,
1970).

Several methods have been used to record the social behaviours of macaques and
other monkeys in the laboratory: (a) check sheets, (b) clocks and counters, and (c)
tape recorders. These systems require that the behaviours of interest be categorised
and defined, then observed and scored by the experimenter as they occur so as to
allow quantification.

With the check sheet the subject's behaviours are sampled within a preselected time
interval and recorded by writing on a check sheet.

Time intervals of 10 (Griffin, 1966), 15 (Harlow, Rowland, & Griffin, 1964),
or 30 sec (Rosenblum, 1961; Rhine & Kronenwetter, 1972) are demarcated by a
buzzer (Hansen, 1966), a light (Chamove, 1966), or a tape-recorded voice (Thorne
et al., 1969). Behaviours are coded, codes being a set of symbols representing specific
behaviours or behaviour patterns such as threat or sex. Behaviours of the subject
occurring within each of these intervals are recorded in separate areas on a prepared
sheet (Rosenblum, 1961), or only behaviours occurring at the time of the signals are
recorded on the sheets (Griffin, 1966). The notation of the behaviour is accomplished
by the placing of a check under a pre-written behavioural category, or by the placing
of the symbol denoting the behaviour, e.g., x signifying explore and ° for oral explore,
on the check sheet. The latter, often termed a symbol system, is the faster, involving
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less time locating the correct writing area but involves greater data tabulation time
and suffers from errors of misinterpretation.

The number of behavioural categories that can be scored with good reliability
(above .90) is large, ranging to 200 responses (Hansen, 1966). With this number of
categories however, reliability in scoring suffers. A large number of these categories
include those which rarely occur or are subdivisions of very similar categories, e.g.,
oral exploration of another animal, visual explore, or mother-directed, same-sex
infant-directed etc. (see Kaufman & Rosenblum, 1966). One common subdivision
classifies behaviours as a function of the receptors or effectors involved (Bobbitt et
al., 1964). Simultaneous recording of up to six test subjects is possible by one observer
(Chamove, 1973). However the probability of identification accuracy is a function
of the number of subjects tested, the number of behaviour categories, the salience of
the categories, and the configuration of the test environment (see Heimstra & Davis,
1962; Thorne et al., 1969). Usually when using the check sheet technique a be¬
havioural event is scored once per subject per time interval regardless of the actual
frequency of occurrence within that interval. If, for example, a monkey plays with
three other animals within the 15-sec interval, the subject usually only receives a score
of 1; if it plays for 2 sec or 14 sec within that 15 sec interval it still only receives a
score of 1. When the direction of the behaviours is also noted, an animal may receive
one score per behavioural category per direction per interval (Chamove, 1966;
Rhine et al., 1972; McGrew, 1972).

The data recorded is assumed to be a sample which would reflect behaviours
recorded by continuous monitoring (reviewed by Arrington, 1943). The validity of
this assumption is difficult to test for certain categories, e.g., those with very rapid
rates of recurrence such as threat and bark, or those occurring with variable duration,
e.g., sleep or play. There is little doubt that the system of using check sheets can be
used to record large numbers of categories. Symbols are easy to remember and can be
easily modified for use when attention is focussed on certain aspects of social be¬
haviour, e.g., oral behaviour. Apparatus needs are minimal. Data tabulation time is
moderate, about half that of testing time. (Data tabulation refers to time used to
compile for final data values going into the analysis, e.g., total frequency of contact
play during the first half of the test session.) The major advantage of the system is its
flexibility. Categories can be easily added or deleted. This is quite suitable when
testing an unknown animal or in unusual conditions. The major disadvantage of this
system of sampling is that the experimenter can only obtain duration or frequency
estimations. These are often labelled 'modified frequencies' since they are neither true
frequencies nor true durations. Consequently scores of brief duration behaviours
(e.g., vocalisation) are not comparable to those behaviours of longer duration (e.g.,
stereotypic movements). On the other hand behaviours of brief duration are well
estimated from modified frequencies (Altman & Wagner, 1970). There is, in ad¬
dition, the problem of errors in transcription.

The clock and counter technique allows for the recording of absolute or true du¬
rations and frequencies, representing the true frequency and total duration of oc¬
currence of the behaviours scored within the interval used. Using clocks and counters
the subject's behaviours are recorded continuously by depressing a number of micro-
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switches. Depression of these switches pulses a counter and usually also activates a
clock or running time meter for the duration during which the switch is depressed.
This technique includes the use of clocks (Chamove & Harlow, 1970; Boelkins,
1968), clocks and counters (Alexander, 1966; Odom et ah, 1970; Chamove, Harlow,
& Mitchell, 1967), clocks and/or counters (Rosenblum, 1961; Hammack, 1960),
print-out counters (Sackett, 1968), or event recorders (Boelkins, 1968). The ad¬
vantages of true durations and frequencies are intuitively obvious. Data tabulation of
clocks and counters is quick and relatively free of error. Their disadvantages include
the cost of the apparatus, e.g., 20 American dollars for a running time meter, 70
dollars for a clock, and 20 dollars for a frequency counter. A completed bank of ten
running time meters and ten counters can cost over 1,000 dollars. This test technique
necessitates that the experimenter activate a separate microswitch for the activation of
one or a pair of recording devices. This imposes a limit on the number of switches.
Otherwise the observer can not respond with sufficient speed and accuracy to ob¬
served behavioural changes. As the number of switches increases above 10, experi¬
menters tend to visually search for the correct switch, rather than attend to the
animal's behaviour.

A print-out counter offers advantages over clocks and counters: The counter time
enables the tester to compute variance estimates for the duration measures, in ad¬
dition to frequency measures, of each category; also conditional probabilities can be
computed as the order of behaviour emission is preserved. These machines are
expensive and manual data tabulation of resetting print-out counters is, suprisingly,
at least as long as testing time. A system using a print-out counter utilizes several of
the channels of the counter for the coding of events and the rest for their duration.
Usually two channels are used, the entry numbers corresponding to each of, e.g., 12
buttons coding 12 behaviours. Other types of apparatus used to obtain true frequen¬
cies, durations, conditional probabilities, and within-behaviour variance estimates
are briefly described in the following. A ten pen Esterline Angus event recorder was
used by Boelkins (1968)—one pen per behaviour. It is slightly less expensive to pur¬
chase than a print-out counter with its clock and control gear, but data processing
time is at least twice that of testing time. In use for several years is a Stenotype
machine (Heimstra & Davis, 1962; Davis et al., 1968). One of nine keys was
depressed every second indicating the presence or absence of certain behaviours
by marking a paper tape in a manner much like that of an adding machine. A
metronome demarcates the seconds. They also report the use of an IBM key punch
plus metronome device for similar types of recording (Vanderpool & Davis, 1962).
These investigators report increased reliability with fixed interval recording and
automatic pacing. Presumably more than nine keys can be alternately or simultane¬
ously used. A similar piece of equipment was designed by J. A. Bauer, Jr. at the
University of Wisconsin Primate Laboratory and was in use in 1962. It punched
holes in paper tape sequentially coding behaviours as to type, subtype, etc. The holes
were counted electrically. Used to evaluate orality in schedule- verses demand-fed
monkeys, the hierarchical nature of the categories effectively utilized the four levels
of behaviour.

Tape-recording is a popular method for data recording in the field and in the
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laboratory. Bobbitt, Jensen, and Gordon have used three tape-recorders (one for
animal vocalizations) onto two of which information as to the description, the
beginning, and the termination of certain behaviours is dictated (1964). This apparatus
greatly increases the number of behaviours that can be scored and the flexibility
(Kaufman & Rosenblum, 1966) of behaviour categories—a severe limitation of most
clock-counter systems. Recorders are easy to carry, but both tape-recorders and
Stenotype recorders involve long data tabulation times.

Recently certain investigators have combined methods of the check sheet and
clock-counter techniques (A. Deets, personal communication, 1969). These required
two observers, one recording durations by microswitch depression and the other
simultaneously using check sheets to record other behaviours, usually behaviours of
brief duration. These check sheets are unlike those described above in that they have
no time base and reflect true frequences, i.e., whenever a subject's behaviour changes,
a new entry is made. The clocks measure those behaviours of which it is felt that
durations are more important than frequency, while the check sheets measure the
others.

METHODS

Apparatus
The behavioural recording device utilized here was, briefly, a keyboard with a small

number of keys, the behavioural coding of which was accomplished by patterned
sequences of key punches coding behaviours in terms of numerals, easily learned, and
connected to a device which records frequency, duration, and behavioural sequences.

The keyboard of this device was an adding machine. Depression of the key board
numbers was recorded by being entered on paper tape when the 'add' button was

depressed as is normal in machines of this type. This button was depressed upon the
termination of any behaviour constellation, printing the numbers entered on the
machine; and its depression activated the second part of this device, a non-resetting
print-out counter. The behaviour constellations were coded into four numbers hier¬
archically arranged. The first number referred to the behaviour type as described
below and was divided into five elements, such as play or withdrawal, and described
the subject's behaviour. The second number entered referred to the direction of the
behaviour type and was divided into six elements such as social or environmental.
The direction described the thing or the behaviour of the animal judged by the
experimenter to be the intended recipient of the subject's behaviour. The third entry
number referred to the level of activity and estimated how much energy the animals
were believed to be expending. And the fourth number referred to (a) the distance
between the subject and the object of his behaviour and (b) the presence of reciprocity
of the behaviour between the subject and the object of its behaviour.

A behaviour was coded into its four numbers by pressing the appropriate adding
machine buttons in the above order, such as 4-3-3-1, read by the machine as four
thousand three hundred thirty one.

This system has certain advantages over the above systems. Legibility of categories
is greater than symbol systems. Accuracy of durations is greater than event recorder
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data which have to be hand-measured. In this system only six buttons are used, the
location and meaning of which are easily learned. The speed of data recording is as

rapid as any six button clock and counter system and is faster than writing behavioural
symbols. Four buttons plus the 'add' button can be pressed in 1.5 sec, and one can
continuously observe subjects. This system enables one to compute frequency,
duration, behaviour variances, and conditional probabilities just as event recorder,
tape-recorder, Stenograph, and print-out counter systems. Unlike print-out counter
systems it does not involve complex programming to input behavioural coding onto
certain channels of the print-out counter recorder or the alternative of only a few
behaviour categories. Also the number of categories that can be recorded are much
greater than that used by all but tape-recorder systems and check sheets.

Restrictions of the system are few. Behaviours which last under one second are
either not recorded or recorded as having a duration of at least one second, but this is
a limitation of all but films and tape-recorders. Also a system using a large number of
categories must have these categories in a factorial arrangement for ease of coding.
This restricts the flexibility of the system. It is difficult to add sub-codes to further
delineate behaviours of particular interest such as nipple contact or clinging vs. non¬

specific contact or other behaviour patterns restricted to small segments of the total
scored behavioural repertoire (Altmann, 1965).

There are several possible adaptations of this device to reduce noise, equipment
cost, or tabulation time. With the availability of a Printing Summary Punch, such as
an IBM 526, several modifications can be made. In the first modification, subminia-
ture Micro Switches (type ISMI) can be installed under the keys of the adding
machine, and connected to the card punch. Circuitry and design of such a system for
the recording of learning data are described by Polidora and Main (1963). Duration
coding for print-out counters and for the card-punch utilized an RC variable semi¬
conductor clock which pulsed 16 DEC Flip Chips wired to count in binary (BCD).
Following a signal, add-button depression, solonoid devices activated the transfer of
information from the 'flip flops' to the IBM punch. Four digits were punched in the
cards by the column emitters.

A second modification is that of using the keyboard supplied with the Printing
Summary Punch (Vanderpool & Davis, 1962). A resetting print-out counter will
reduce tabulation time unless the data is computer-analysed.

Behaviour Categories
In the area of social behaviour the categorisation of behaviour categories can be

seen as lying on a continuum between two extremes. One extreme is the precise
definition in terms of their motor components (Kaufman & Rosenblum, 1966;
Hansen, 1966). The other extreme is the use of educated judgements of position on a
continuum of some abstract concept. One example of the former or molecular
definition is as follows:

"Noncontact play: noncontact play involving visually oriented charges and attack¬
like manoeuvres which involve at least two caroms or rebounds. The latter provision
may be superceded if the orientation component and the vigor of the activity involved
indicate definite attack-like components in the behavior exhibited." (Hansen, 1966)
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This often-used definition type attempts to define behaviours so that contextual cues
and subjective interpretation are reduced in so far as possible. For analysis, frequently
several categories are lumped into some aggregate, meant to reflect an important
abstract concept such as play or disturbance which is in turn meant to reflect differ¬
ential playfulness or emotionality in subjects which also differ in position on some
abstract concept such as mothering, experience, or development (see Hill, 1966).

The latter molar definition type, rarely used in its extreme, tries maximally to
utilise the sophistication of the tester to rate or rank subjects directly with respect to
possession of some trait such as security vs. emotionality or sociability-aloofness
(see Chamove, Eysenck, & Harlow, 1972). Using this method it is often necessary
for the tester to be both knowledgeable of the particular behaviour used and often of
the particular idiosyncracies of the individual subjects so as to be able to differentiate
between fearful, incidental, and playful withdrawal or between curious, playful, and
assertive approach; and here, of course, one must be more careful of experimenter
bias. The category system used in this experiment was chosen to (a) fall in the centre
of this objective-subjective continuum, (b) reflect categories which have been found to
be important in factor analytic studies of human research (Borgatta, 1964), and (c)
reflect orthogonal, functional relationships which had been found to discriminate
between previous primate experimental treatments or variables such as male-female
or isolate-control (van Hooff, 1971).

Because emphasis was to be on social interaction, behaviours such as ingestion and
elimination were not recorded. The interest in social adequacy engendered the de¬
velopment of a general response code which measured both the subject's response and
also yielded an estimate of the stimulus event. For example withdrawal from a hostile
animal was believed to be more normal than withdrawal from a fearful one. There are

two major ways of measuring the stimulus events to which the subject responds. The
first is by controlling to some extent the stimulus input. This ranges from controlling
(a) the animals with which the subject is paired to maximise certain types of behaviour
(Chamove, Harlow, & Mitchell, 1967; Chamove, 1966; Mitchell, 1970; Davis
et al., 1968); (b) using trained stimulus personnel (Sackett, 1970; Bijou et al., 1969);
(c) drugging the stimulus animals to further ensure their behaviour (Sackett, 1968);
(d) using films or slides of stimulus animals (Sackett, 1966); (e) using electrical brain
stimulation (Delgado & Delgado, 1962). The second, more commonly used, is
testing the subject in a 'normal' situation with peers. The stimulus situation is either
grossly defined as 'in the school yard' or defined more specifically, as in this system
as 'toward a playing peer.' A combination of the two techniques yields either con¬

firmatory evidence (Chamove, 1973) or additional evidence (Mitchell, 1970) for
group effects.

In the system used here any behaviour constellation was coded within five basic
dimensions: type, direction, activity, contact, and reciprocity. When a behaviour was
emitted it was coded as to its type by depressing one of five adding machine keys
corresponding respectively to the elements withdrawal, exploratory, play, hostility, or
associative behaviour as defined below. This could signify that the subject was, e.g.,
playing. The same behaviour was then coded as to its direction by immediately
pressing one of six keys. The first five of these keys were designated as social-directed
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and coded the behaviour engaged in by the animal who was believed to be the object
of the subject's behaviour. For example if the monkey was playing with another
animal who was withdrawing, this was coded as play-withdraw. The sixth key coded
direction as nonsocial and included self-directed behaviours. Thirdly the behaviour
was coded to record the activity of the subject, and the elements were categorised as
either not moving, moving at a rate equal to a walk, or rapidly moving. The fourth
dimension reflected whether the subject was in contact or not with that object which
was the direction of its behaviour. And the fifth coded whether the subject and
object appeared to be reciprocally interacting or not. The fourth and fifth were
combined for ease of recording into one category with four possible levels. These
levels, within categories, were coded using numbers. When the behaviours were

scored, the dimensions were recorded in the above order.
The behavioural categories were defined as follows:
Withdrawal—all behaviours which function to reduce the amount of sensory imput

(see also Barnet, 1963). These behaviours may serve to increase the distance between
the subject and these stimuli, may compete with external stimuli by giving the subject
very regular and subject-controlled imput (e.g., stereotype behaviours), or may serve
to stop some assertive behaviour in another animal (e.g., subordinance).

Explore—all behaviours which function to increase the amount or variability of
sensory imput. It is through the tentative and simple behaviours of this type that the
animal learns the properties of stimuli in the environment.

Play—all behaviours which function to establish more complex interaction patterns
with objects through the utilization of information gained in exploration (see also
Loizos, 1966; Dolhinow & Bishop, 1970). They are 'careless' manipulations serving
to integrate and practise more simple skills and suggests that the animal 'knows' what
to expect from these objects.

Hostile—all behaviours which function to structure the social environment in a

manner maximising the number of prerogatives, often disputed in unstructured
groups, also called dominance.

Associative—all socially directed behaviours often functioning to reduce emotion¬
ality in the subject or in another animal, also called epimeletic and et-epimeletic
behaviour.

The categories were chosen to reflect those items repeatedly found in several factor
analyses of human interactions: love-hate or likeability, anxious-calm or emotionali¬
ty, social aggressive-submissive or assertiveness, and involved-detached or extro¬
version (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1969). The system as described will record absolute
frequencies and durations and sequences of response, use of which is so clearly
demonstrated in Altmann (1965) (see also Jensen et al., 1969).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reason for developing this complex system was the detailed analysis of group
differences, an example of which is illustrated below. A total of eight rhesus monkeys
were given daily social experience in a playroom in changing groups composed of
either two, four, or eight animals from birth. Four subjects were given a diet high in
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phenylalanine from birth for 8 months which has been shown (Chamove, Waisman,
& Harlow, 1970) to produce below-normal performance on certain learning tasks
and other behavioural abnormalities similar to what in humans is termed pheylketon-
uria (PKU). The others on normal diets served as controls. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
examplary behaviours of these two groups, summing over group size of two and four.
One of several behaviours to be effected is play (Fig. la). The stippled area is play of
the PKU animals when tested only in a group of four showing an exaggeration of
group differences. The amount of play in controls did not change with an increase in
group size and is therefore similar in percentage to that in part a of Figure 1.

When subdiving this behavioural category type into social-(Fig. lb) and nonsocial-
directed play (Fig. lc) PKU subjects are low in both. Further analysis of social
play shows that PKU monkeys do not play with other monkeys that are playing
(Fig. If) although they play normally with exploring (Fig. lc) and withdrawing
(Fig. Id) animals. Perhaps this is a result of PKU monkeys being low in all high
activity behaviours, which social play often is. Figure 2a illustrates that is not so.
Although high activity social behaviours of PKUs are below controls early in testing
(Fig. 2b), they are not so low or low on the appropriate blocks of days as to account
for the low play scores of PKU animals.

The suggestion that the low level of play-play might be a result of PKUs being
deficient in social directed behaviours in general is refuted by Figure 2d. But perhaps
PKU monkeys play primarily with other PKU monkeys thereby magnifying whatever
low social play already exists. Figure 2c illustrates that in play there is ethnocentricity
in both groups of monkeys, but PKUs play relatively less exclusively with PKUs than
controls play with controls. This is not similarly seen in exploration but in withdrawal
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Fig. 1. Behaviours of four infant monkeys on a high phenylalanine diet (PKU) and four on
a normal diet. Shaded areas indicate PKU performance when tested in groups of four only.
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MEAN AGE (MONTHS)

Fig. 2. Behaviours of PKU (dashed) and control (solid) monkeys in the playroom, tested in
groups of four (25 %) and in pairs.

both groups prefer to withdraw from like-reared animals. It might be hypothesized
that the low play-play in PKU animals is a result of a low level of all play-directed
behaviours, but Figure 2e suggests not. But if PKU monkeys direct more behaviour
toward playing monkeys than do controls, what behaviours do they so direct? Figure
2f shows that they withdraw from and explore playing animals but do not play with
them, and by age 7 months they are directing a considerable amount of hostile
behaviour toward playing animals.

Reliability
Evaluation of the system was divided into four parts; reliability between the two

experimenters, reliability within an experimenter, reliability within an experimenter
over time and accuracy. Two copies of a 30 minute 16 mm film were made reflecting
different ages, and behavioural patterns of rhesus monkeys. Each of the two films was

composed of 75% identical material, but sections of sequences were shifted in order.
After completion of training and when testing was about to commence, each tester
was given each film separated by a week, and he tested one of the animals in the film
just as in actual testing. After completion of testing, some two years later, this was
repeated. The tester was compared with the other tester on non-redundant parts of the
film at the same period in his training; with his performance on identical segments at
the one week interval; with performance at the beginning and end of testing on
identical parts of the film; and finally with the 'true' duration and frequency of
behaviours as determined by measurement of the film using a stop and reverse action
analysis projector. There were problems in defining reliability.

The area concerning determination of an index of inter-observer reliability is a
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confused one (see Thorne et al., 1969; Bijou et al., 1969). One contested sub-area
is that of non-occurrence of a behaviour, particularly important in categories which
rarely occur. This investigator decided to weigh agreement on nonoccurrence in¬
creasingly with decreasing occurrence of the behavioural category. In brief this in¬
volved setting the measurement intervals by use of the true pattern of that behaviour.
Each experimenter received a score for his recording of behaviour X during the period
it actually occurred. He also received another score for his nonrecording of behaviour
X during the period it did not occur. The latter was evaluated in 15-sec blocks. One
may look at the situation when the subject played for only the first 20 sec of the film.
Experimenter-one, scoring play for the first 15 of those 20 sec would receive scores of
15, 0. 0. 0. etc. the zeros indicating no score for play in successive 15 sec intervals when
it did not occur. Experimenter-two however, scoring play for 15 sec starting after 10
sec from the start of the film, would receive a score of 10, 5, 0, 0, etc., 10 sec during
the true 20 sec of play, five erroneous seconds of recording during the first 15 sec of
nonoccurrence, and agreement with Experimenter-one thereafter.

These numbers were used to compute product-moment correlation coefficients
which served as numerical indicants of reliability. Because of the short length of the
film, many of the possible behavioural constellations were not represented. Prelimi¬
nary analysis, reported briefly below, was performed only on the major categories—
behaviour, direction, mobility, contact, etc.

Product-moment accuracy coefficients on categories of behaviour, mobility, and
contact of both frequency and duration scores ranged between .86 and .99 for all
categories except the following two: categories with true durations often under one
second, and durations of categories following one of the categories with true durations
under one second. Categories with coefficients in the eighties were with one excep¬
tion those occurring rarely such as nonreciprocal play. The exception is the bugaboo
'visual exploration' where both frequency and duration coefficients were between .78
and .85 (see also Hansen, 1966; McGrew, 1972). Direction scores averaged .04
lower than comparable behaviour scores.

Product-moment reliability coefficients on behaviours computed between testers
and within a tester over time were above .85, with the same exceptions and qualifi¬
cations as above. Visual explore, especially social-visual explore with high locomotion
was often in the middle 70s. Some testing using the usual procedure of two testers
testing one subject in the actual test situation was done. Although the testers were at
different stages of sophistication, visibility of facial cues was greatly improved. Co¬
efficients, especially of more subtle behaviours such as visual explore, were increased
when compared with coefficients from films when both were analyzed in a comparable
manner. Test-retest over a week had within-tester coefficients above 92 % except for
visual exploration which averaged .88 to .91.

In general, frequency data has yielded correlation coefficients averaging 6 % above
those of duration. These data of reliability coefficients using films and direct obser¬
vation techniques will be presented elsewhere.

Table 1 enumerates the intercorrelation between frequency, duration, duration/
frequency, and modified frequency, for behaviours broken down into behaviour,
direction, and contact. They all were derived by a computer analysis from the data of
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients (xlOO) between different time-bases for different behav¬
iours. Capital letters denote the behaviour of the S, lower case letters denote the direction
of the behaviour and asterisks indicate correlations of special note. F=frequency, D=dura-
tion, M=modified frequency (15 sec.), D/F=duration per frequency; W=withdrawal, X =

explore, P=play, D=dominance, e=environment (nonsocial).
Contact Noncontact

F-D F-D/F F-M D-D/F D-M D/F-M F-D F-D/F F-M D-D/F D-M D/F-M
w w 87 59 94 75 94 65 99 42 96 47 98 62

X 97 69 91 80 90 78 93 74 84 78 97 79
p 95 54 94 65 97 66 97 64 98 70 95 65
d 99 68 97 68 96 77 98 65 98 68 99 70
e 86 76* 90 90* 96 87*

X w 89 67 80 86 88 74 98 75 97 75 97 72
X 98 48 96 49 98 50 98 13 98. 20 97 17
P 83 44 73 69 63 38 95 39 89 49 95 50
d 93 24 85 31 81 24 98 34 92 42 94 40
e 70* 13 79 63 97 50

p w 97 63 97 64 98 68 98 43 72 53 74 58
X 88 60 88 78 83 65 96 18 78 32 84 34
P 99 52 95 53 94 54 88* 27 78 62 82 44
d 78 23 78 68 74 31 95 28 92 40 94 39
e 79 -50 78 - 2 96 - 4

D w 99 58 98 61 99 61 99 58 99 62 99 60
X 91 48 80 63 79 57 96 12 93 24 94 21
P 91 45 72 58 74 51 92 52 80 65 69 41
d 93 54 93 65 98 70 93 40 82 54 93 61
e 95 26 95 38 99 37

91 animals. The true duration/frequency and modified frequency was not recorded,
but since a continuous record was kept, these scores could be derived, the latter done
in such a way as to simulate 15-sec intervals. As associative behaviours were rarely
seen in this situation, described below, it was not used in computation of these
statistics.

It can be seen that frequency-duration correlations are quite high. Duration corre¬
lates better, without exception, with duration/frequency (r = .74) than does frequency
(r = .58). Duration correlates very slightly better with modified frequency (r = .94)
than frequency (r = .93). Duration correlates .87 with frequency. The low corre¬
lations of noncontact (i.e., visual) exploration, of noncontact play, and of environ¬
mental-directed behaviours should be noted.

Table 2 presents the results of four factor analyses performed on the data derived
from 91 animals tested a minimum of twice weekly between the ages of six to 12
months. Most were on abnormal diets of some description, but in the animals used in
these analyses no behavioural abnormalities could be ascertained in either learning or
social behaviour. Roughly 80% were male, and all had had daily social experience
starting at between 15 and 90 days of age in both dyads and quadrads (see Chamove,
Eysenck, & Harlow, 1972 for details).

Testing consisted of at least sixty 60-minute sessions during which each animal was
observed for three 5-minute periods. All testing was in familiar groups of four, the
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same animals with which the monkeys had enjoyed social interaction since social
interaction had first commenced and therefore quite stable groups. Data was con¬
verted to 'percent of total time tested' and analysed using a principal components
method rotated to oblique simple structure. Interfactor correlations of the promax
factors were derived, and all factors with eigenvalues less than unity were ignored.

Two primary factors resulted from each of the Frequency, Duration, and Modified
Frequency analyses having intercorrelations of 0.69, 0.55, and 0.44 respectively. The
loadings of these six primary factors and the single factor resulting from the Duration/
Frequency analysis are presented in Table 2, the values having been multiplied by 100.
As can be seen, the Duration/Frequency results are clearly divergent from the others.
The factors are moderately similar for the three other analyses, Modified Frequency
being more similar to Duration than to Frequency. This similarity is most apparent
in the strongest common factor, one which could be labelled assertiveness.

Table 2. Loadings (xlOO) on the four factor analyses; those boldfaced values exceed the
± 0.3 of Kaiser's criterion.

Behaviour
type
Withdrawal

Explore

Play

Hostility

Modified
Direction Frequency Duration frequency Dur/Freq
W -93 2 -65 -20 -13 53 -14
W 0 -38 19 13 - 6 5 7
Ex 26 54 18 -64 57 33 -53
Ex 3 -15 - 1 10 5 10 - 2
P -99 20 -81 7 - 8 73 -49
P -37 -11 -22 24 -13 19 -11
H 34 12 30 -46 51 - 2 0
H 16 -12 16 - 9 8 - 4 6
env -53 24 -25 21 4 12 -53

W -71 26 -48 - 8 3 25 -43
W 11 51 - 4 -49 55 11 -10
Ex -99 44 -57 20 0 28 -33
Ex -37 38 -52 -11 17 34 -22
P -31 43 -20 -11 70 23 12
P -82 28 -98 21 -12 43 -29
H -24 86 99 2 99 1 55
H 24 69 86 9 76 -16 53
env -47 19 11 27 92 - 4 -10

W -34 73 -47 -45 15 56 -73
W 49 66 5 -79 13 49 -56
Ex -34 -34 -26 -37 -65 -15 -34
Ex 4 -72 -65 -48 -65 -18 5
P -67 55 -94 11 -28 56 -27
P 90 0 -82 20 -93 34 2
H -28 50 -28 -18 - 9 55 3
H 42 68 72 16 - 1 - 1 68
env 32 -45 -91 - 3 - 7 - 3 -36

W 39 57 17 -44 53 - 7 -28
W 52 50 22 -66 81 -10 -30
Ex -16 -22 36 -24 -74 - 2 -19
Ex - 7 22 73 -12 -63 -16 - 8
P 11 -24 - 7 -32 -80 9 -23
P -20 63 3 -37 -59 23 29
H 17 91 82 - 9 -39 7 22
H 26 95 81 3 -25 6 37
env - 7 1 47 -16 -88 - 5 49
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A look at higher-order factors reveals more even similarity. Duration/Frequency
has six, Modified Frequency eight, and the remaining nine. Six of these are extremely
similar; these are factors which could be labelled fear, hostility, explore and play,
explore-assertive (that is, explore directed toward assertive animals), bully, and play-
assertive. Duration/Frequency has all of these factors except the last. A factor labelled
inappropriate fear is not found in Modified Frequency and is most closely approxi¬
mated in Duration/Frequency by an assertive-directed behaviour category. A cate¬
gory termed explore and play is not seen in Modified Frequency or D/F.

The results of these analyses should stress the importance of careful selection of
category and of the time base utilised in recording the category.

CONCLUSION

We now (after the manner of Dawkins, 1971) propose to construct a system which
would use relatively inexpensive (250 U.S. dollars) stereo audio magnetic tape re¬

corders to collect data. Use of portable machines and cassettes would extend the
range of this device into the field. The first channel would encode the event signals by
using frequency variations; the second would be a continuous time base signal thereby
enabling the use of inexpensive recorders since any change in channel-two frequency
would indicate change in type speed. The frequency will be identified by counting
(cycle per second), rather than filtering techniques thereby reducing cost. Data of the
type described in this paper and from several other experiments will be logged or
transcribed into logical output through a specially built interface-counter and re¬

corded onto paper tape compatible with a computer. The data logger, punch, and
decode electronics should cost 4000 American dollars to construct.

The primate scoring system described in this paper is a flexible one. But it is only
flexible in some dimensions. Behaviours can be lumped or split easily into the compo¬
nents of the behaviour categories, but the extent of splitting is determined by the
design of the categories. It does not appear to be the type of system which is easily
adapted for use with less well known species. One obtains very precise measurements
of very general types of behaviour. This system does not constrain the experimenter in
his determination of the number of individuals in the group to be observed, i.e.,
group size, in'the length of the time sampling interval, or in the units of measurement
obtainable from the data. The usefulness of this type of approach has been demon¬
strated by past research.
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Rank, Rhesus Social Behavior, and Stress
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Abstract. Four monkeys were tested in varied short-term groupings in which individual
monkeys were predicted to be alternatively the highest, the lowest, and the intermediate
animal in dominance. Their overt behaviors in each hour test, especially submissive be¬
haviors in subordinate animals, correlated well with rank; but measures of blood Cortisol
and 17-hydroxycorticosteroid secretion did not.

Introduction

Social dominance hierarchies have been reported in most classes of verte¬
brates [Crawford, 1939]. A salient feature of the development of these hier¬
archies is the differentiation of behaviors characterizing different dominance
positions. In groups ofmonkeys greater than two in size, the dominant animal
has been shown to have the lowest social distance score, to exhibit the most
tolerance for the proximity of others, and to threaten and chase subordinates
less than did intermediate-ranked animals [Bernstein and Sharpe, 1966].
Aggressive behaviors were found to be higher in groups of monkeys (a) com¬

posed of animals with only limited opportunity for social learning [Mason,
1961], (b) after removal of the dominant animal [Boelkins, 1967], (c) with
less stable hierarchies [Washburn et al., 1972], (d) to which strangers had
been recently introduced [Southwick, 1967; Hansen et al., 1966], (e) sub¬
sequent to a reduction of space or in distribution of food [Southwtck, 1967],
and (f) with larger group size [De Vore and Hall, 1965]. In monkeys tested
in pairs all of the aggression and most of the threats came from the dominant
monkey [Mason, 1961]. Subordinate monkeys had the highest activity scores
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and showed the most submissive behavior not only in diads [Mason, 1961],
but in larger groups [Bernstein and Sharpe, 1966].

Several types of social relationships or conditions of social grouping have
been reported to elicit stress reactions in animals. One of the most dramatic
social behaviors and one which would be expected to be quite stressful is that
of aggression. Despite this several investigators have reported no relationship
between total group aggression and measures of stress such as the indirect
measure, adrenal weights of sacrificed subjects [Siegel and Siegel, 1961;
Welch, 1964; Davis and Christian, 1957; Thiessen, 1961], or the direct
measure, plasma corticosterone levels [Louch and Higginbotham, 1967;
Brain and Nowell, 1970]. Christian [1963] reported that although increases
in population size did not increase the frequency of aggressive encounters in
rats, adrenal weight did increase. On the other hand, Bronson and Elef-
theriou [1963] have reported that crowding produced increased adrenal
weights in aggressive but not in nonaggressive strains of mice. Subsequently,
Bronson and Eleftheriou [1964] found that mere exposure to trained
fighters, without actual aggression, also led to increased adrenal weight.

Evidence for stress associated with dominance rank position in rats and
mice (a difficult thing to measure as shown by Baenninger [1970]) shows
adrenocortical activity to be greater in subordinate, compared to dominant,
animals [Barnett, 1955; Davis and Christian, 1957; Louch and Higgin¬
botham, 1967] and reactivity greater too [Chapman et al., 1968]. However,
subordinate chickens exhibited increased adrenal function only when put with
a larger group of unfamiliar animals [Siegel and Siegel, 1961]. Louch and
Higginbotham [1967] showed a time dependency for these effects in mice.
During the first 6 h increases in corticosterone did not differ for the dominant
mouse when compared to three subordinate mice, but by 24 h the subordinate
and the dominant animals showed increases when compared to isolated con¬
trols. Welch [1964] hypothesized that adrenal function increases with an
increase in environmental stimulation, but is increased faster for subordinate
animals. Southwick [1967] found support for this relationship, but only for
subordinate animals tested in very aggressive groups. Thus, previous data
suggest that low dominance rank and threat of aggression, as well as solely
aggression, produces adrenocortical responses.

Despite evidence on behavioral characteristics of dominance position in
the monkey and numerous studies on dominance and the adrenal cortex in
subprimates, there have only recently been reports on the interrelationships
of the adrenocortical response, dominance, and social behaviors in the mon¬

key. Following a report of larger adrenal weight in dominant Macaca fasci-
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cularis in somewhat unusual circumstances [Hayama, 1966], a study by
Sassenrath [1970] [also reported in Sassenrath et al., 1969], finds response
to ACTH injection a better correlate of social stress than 24-hour poststress
urine corticoids. Dominant males showed the lowest adrenal response, sub¬
ordinate the highest. She concludes that plasma corticoid response to exogen¬
ous ACTH parallels behavioral measures of subordinacy and fear more

closely than dominance rank.
During hierarchy formation in the relatively nonaggressive squirrel mon¬

key, the subordinate shows raised 17-hydroxycorticosteroid (17-OHCS)
levels; but before or after this short-term formation, the dominant or eventu¬
ally dominant animal shows higher long-term levels of adrenocortical output
than intermediate or subordinate monkeys [Candland and Leshner, 1973].

In view of the known adrenocortical reactivity of the Rhesus to a variety
of stimuli [Mason et al., 1957] the present study examined the short-term
interrelationship of plasma 17-OHCS response with dominance rank and
associated behaviors in a primate, M. mulatto. Because of the great intra-
subject variability in adrenal response a within-subjects design was employed.
We chose this design because we felt that prior correlations of rank with
behavior or hormonal lability may be due to the fact that an animal's domi¬
nance position is a function of these factors and not merely a result.

Method

Subjects
Two male and two female 4.5-year-old M. mulatta were used and tested with one

another. They had been reared in a playpen unit with cloth mother surrogates and daily
access to one another from birth to 4 months. Subsequently, they were housed in a group
of four for 7 months, then housed individually in bare wire cages, and given extensive
testing in a playroom in groups of four until 11 months prior to the beginning of this
experiment. This group was chosen because it was known that the position of each animal
could be predictably changed as a function of the group composition.

Apparatus
Playroom II [described in detail by Harlow et al., 1964] was used for behavioral testing.

This irregular hexagonal room is 2.1 m in height, has a floor area of 4.1 m2, a 1.2 m2 ply¬
wood shelf, and 4-mesh platforms totalling 1.4 m2.

Procedure

Monkeys, housed singly, were removed from their home cages 1 h prior to behavioral
testing. 1 (rCi of radioactive Cortisol in 0.5 ml of physiological saline was injected into the
saphenous vein of each macaque. They were then returned to their home cages for 1 h
after which 5 ml of blood was collected. The animals were then immediately taken to the
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playroom and tested for 1 h after which an additional 5 ml of blood was collected. Blood
samples were immediately centrifuged and the plasma stored at -27°C until analyzed for
17-OHCS by the procedure of Bowman [1967],

Behavioral testing was conducted by three experimenters. One recorded the position
of each monkey subject once a minute on a horizontal and vertical sketch projection of
the playroom; the other experimenters continuously recorded behaviors of one animal at
a time by writing down the name of the behavioral measures and recording durations
using an event recorder. These experimenters changed their observations to another subject
every 5 min. The dominance rank determines who may be dominant or subordinate, but
it does not dictate the frequency, duration, or intensity by the subject or to the object of
these behaviors. We attempted to record these parameters, intensity being suggested by
what we felt were four descending intensity levels within each of the major categories of
dominance and subordinance. During testing the dominance behaviors measured were
contact aggression, noncontact threat, directed approach, and nondirected strut, in de¬
creasing order of intensity. Corresponding submissive behaviors including the total duration
of time the subject was the object of contact aggression, noncontact fear grimacing, directed
withdrawing, and nondirected cowering were also recorded. Gross motor activity, scored
whenever the subject locomoted, was continuously scored.

Animals were tested in such a manner that SI would be in the dominant position twelve
times in dyads, triads, and quadrads; S2 occupied the dominant position three times in
dyad and triad groups, intermediate position ten times in 3 and 4 member groups, and
subordinate three times in 2 member groups; S3 was in the dominant position once in a

dyad, intermediate eight times in groups of 3 and 4, subordinate seven times in 2 and 3
animals groups. S4 was initially in the dominant position five times in groups of 2 and 3,
and later in the experiment was subordinate eleven times in 2, 3, and 4-membered
groups.

It was expected from some pilot testing 1 year earlier that SI would be the dominant
male in all combinations. He appeared to be relaxed and unaggressive in a social situation.
S4 was dominant when with any combination of the females, but the most subordinate
animal in any combination when SI was present or subsequent to grouping with SI. He
was aggressive when dominant and appeared disturbed when subordinate, usually huddling
and slinking during testing. S2 was subordinate to the other female, S3, except after ex¬

perience with both SI and S3 present; again this reversal persisted after the removal of
SI and was probably a function of Si's predeliction for S2. S2 appeared self-confident
when with SI, grooming him often and breaking up mating attempts between him and S3.
Contrastingly, S3 was more assertive when dominant and very aggressive toward S4 when
dominant over him, but glancing frequently at her superiors and withdrawing nervously
from their directed and undirected approaches frequently. All groupings prior to rank
change were done without using SI. His first test session was with all four subjects and
produced a rank alteration which persisted for the duration of this study. Dominance rank
was based on an agonistic interaction matrix and was quite clear.

Analysis of the data was product-moment correlation coefficient. Twelve measures were
used: duration per unit time tested, i.e. duration of the behavior divided by total time
scored, of aggression, threat, approach, and the total of all four dominance behaviors
(including the relatively rare strut category); duration as the object of aggression and total
of all four submission categories; duration of the total of all dominance and submissive
behaviors; duration spent in activity, group size, mean inter-subject distance in arbitrary
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units, dominance rank (dominant = 1, submissive = 4 irrespective of group size), and
17-OHCS change over the hour test session.

Four multiple correlations were performed - one on the data from animals when in
the dominant position, one on data from animals occupying the intermediate position(s),
one on subordinate animals and, finally, one on all animals. Subsequently, four additional
analyses were performed using data from each of the four animal subjects. Since repeated
measures were involved the group correlation coefficients are not amenable to inferential
statistical probability estimation, although correlations for individuals are. Probability
values are reported to aid the reader nevertheless.

Results

As one might expect, and as is shown in table I, there was a tendency for
intercorrelation between behaviors which make up the dominant behavior
category; this was greatest for monkeys when dominant in their dyads, triads,
or quadrads. In addition, in group members occupying intermediate and sub¬
ordinate positions, the combination of dominance behaviors correlated well
with such subordinate behaviors as being the object of aggression and the
combination of the four submissive behavior categories. Dominance behavior
was associated with relative immobility in monkeys when dominant (r =

-0.26), high activity when intermediate (r = -0.35), but was not correlated
with activity when subordinate.

As group size was increased one observed less submissive behavior in
dominant animals (r = -0.39) and greater amounts of certain dominant be¬
haviors in intermediate (aggression r = -0.38) and subordinate animals (threat
r = -0.33). Increases in group size were strongly and consistently associated
with reduced activity (r = -0.41) in all animals. It was generally true of all
subjects in all groups that the more dominant animals (having a rank ap¬

proaching unity) exhibited more dominance behavior (r = -0.34). For ani¬
mals in the intermediate positions a higher dominance rank was associated
with a lower duration of total dominance behavior (r = 0.20). The lower the
position ofmonkeys in the overall dominance hierarchy or in the intermediate
dominance position, the more likely they were to be the object of long dura¬
tions of aggressive behavior (r = 0.25).

Correlations of hormonal response with behavioral measures yielded con¬

sistently significant relationships only for subordinate monkeys for which
plasma 17-OHCS increases were seen, correlated with increases in total social
behavior (dominance plus submission, p = 0.01), submissive behavior (p =

0.03), and time spent as an object of aggression (p = 0.04). The paucity of
significant correlations in the dominant and intermediate animals was not
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Table I. Product-movement intercorrelations (x 100) of behavior and hormonal measures
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related to a lack of 17-OHCS response in these subjects. Although each group
showed a significant rise in 17-OHCS after social interactions, the mean in¬
crease of this hormone did not differ between the three ranks, being for the
dominant = 19.2 (SE = 1.85), the intermediate = 14.8 (SE = 1.36), and the
subordinate = 17.4 (SE = 2.14) \ig%. Thus, the lack of correlations in domi¬
nant and intermediate monkeys must reflect the relationship of adrenocortical
function with factors other than those behaviors assessed, although the direc¬
tion and magnitude of response can be seen to be similar to when subordinate
in these two categories of dominance rank (see especially dominance plus
submission).

A further breakdown was performed on the above categories by looking
at behavioral-hormonal correlations for the individual animals. There were

no significant correlations for SI, the consistently dominant male monkey.
S2 tended to have higher 17-OHCS rises the lower her dominance ranking
(r = 0.52, p = 0.04). In addition, she also exhibited suggestive correlations
between 17-OHCS rises and submission (r = 0.46, p = 0.06) and object of
aggression (r = 0.45, p = 0.06). S3 showed similar correlations between her
17-OHCS rises and submission (r = 0.52, p = 0.06) and object of aggression
(r = 0.59, p = 0.07). S4 showed the greatest number of behavioral-hormonal
correlations, exhibiting greater increases in 17-OHCS the more time he spent
either as an object of aggression (r = 0.57, p = 0.07) or in submission to other
group members (r = 0.67, p = 0.009), and the more total social behavior
(r = 0.80, p = 0.001) he demonstrated.

Considering the responses of the macaques as a group, increases in plasma
concentrations of 17-OHCS were seen to be concomitant with increases in
total social behavior (p = 0.02).

Utilization of the radioactive Cortisol information, either in conjunction
with the 17-OHCS values or alone as a measure or Cortisol degradation during
the hour test session, did not improve the correlation values. This suggests
that the metabolism of Cortisol or its compartmentalization was independent
of those measures recorded [Meyer and Bowman, 1972],

Discussion

Four Rhesus monkeys were tested together for a total of 60 times when
occupying varying dominance ranks and in a varying sized group. This
enabled one to measure idiosyncratic and repeated responses of individuals
in varying dominance positions. Dominance rank was not found to be a good
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correlate of 17-OHCS rise over the hour social session. Instead dominance
behaviors in dominant animals, particularly less intense hostile behaviors and
total social behaviors were found most closely associated with the blood
values indicative of stress. Submissive behaviors and all social behaviors
measured (dominant plus submissive), particularly the more violent ones,
varied more consistently with 17-OHCS changes in monkeys when occupying
intermediate and subordinate positions in the hierarchy than when dominant.

The temporally unstable nature of test situation combined with the hier¬
archical manipulations enabled us to record hostile behaviors in subordinates
and some submissive behaviors in dominant animals within a 1-hour test.

These yielded surprisingly high correlations with 17-OHCS values seeing as

they were so infrequent. The brief duration of our test only reflects the initial
response of animals to one another, and would be expected to be quite differ¬
ent in stable groups. Unlike prior research, we have been able to observe
both the behavior and the hormonal response in individuals when occupying
different dominance positions.

Our results, in very different and less stable social situations, support pre¬
vious conclusions [Sassenrath, 1970] that fear behaviors correlate best with
adrenal response, adrenal response in a social situation in our case. Other
results [in preparation] suggest that prior rank history is an important variable
of this subordinate stress response. But in an assertive animal like the Rhesus,
a low position is one that is stressful.

Summary

By repeated pairings and groupings we were able to observe various behaviors and
record the adrenocortical response in four macaques when each of the animals was occu¬

pying different positions in the dominance hierarchy. The correlation of rank with plasma
17-OHCS was not high, but a high correlation was found between behavior and Cortisol.
Knowledge of removal rates of Cortisol, measured with radioactive Cortisol, did not improve
any of the correlations.

These results suggest that the correlations of both rank and behavior with adreno¬
cortical response may be a function both of the adrenal responsiveness of individuals and
of the situation in which they find themselves.
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Rhesus Plasma Cortisol Response at
Four Dominance Positions
Arnold S. Chamove and Robert E. Bowman
Wisconsin Regional Primate Research Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Adrenocortical function and social behaviors were measured in 48 laboratory-born
juvenile monkeys in stable (original) groupings at rest, in the same groupings in com¬
petition for drinking water, in newly formed groupings each composed of animals
from the same original dominance position, and upon return to the original group¬
ings, always in groups of four. In newly formed groupings, plasma Cortisol measured
higher with each step down in the new dominance hierarchy, the effect attenuating
by day 8. Although the partial correlation between frequencies of hostility behavior
and plasma Cortisol level was low (r = 0.05) when holding fear constant, the partial
correlation between Cortisol and fear behaviors, holding hostility behavior constant,
was 0.86. The data provide evidence that corticosteroid elevations during social stress
are related to behavior suggestive of fear and not aggression and are dependent upon
dominance rank, the level of dominance competition, and previous dominance history.

Key words: social behavior, dominance, 17-hydroxycorticosteroids

INTRODUCTION

Psychological stress associated with dominance hierarchies, and measured by
adrenocortical responses, has been much more extensively investigated in subpri-
mates than in monkeys (13). In general, adrenocortical activity was found to be
greater in subordinate rats and mice than in dominant animals (1,9) and ap¬
peared to be time-dependent (12), since plasma corticosterone levels were in¬
creased in both dominant and subordinate mice at 6 hours but only in the sub¬
ordinate mice at 24 hours. Even subordinate animals may eventually adapt, since
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subordinate chickens exhibited increased adrenal weights only when placed with
unfamiliar chickens (17).

These results suggested that dominance stress would likely be strongest just
after group formation, affecting both dominant and subordinate subjects, and
would likely decline with increasing time spent in the group, although more

slowly for the subordinates. Sassenrath (16) found response to ACTH injection a
better correlate of social stress than 24-hour poststress urinary corticoids; domi¬
nant males showed the lowest adrenal response, subordinate the highest. She
concluded that plasma corticoid response to exogenous ACTH parallels be¬
havioral measures of subordinacy and fear more closely than dominance rank.
Using plasma Cortisol collected immediately after social experience, we have
shown social behavior, particularly submissive behavior, to be a better correlate
of stress than other behaviors or dominance rank (6); the study, in a within-
subjects design, used monkeys whose dominance rank could be changed relative
to the other group members. Conversely, Hayama (10) found dominant subjects
in the monkey (Macaca irus) to have the heavier adrenal glands when caged in
groups of 10—26 animals for 43—80 days in rather unusual circumstances. This
implied that dominance-adrenocortical relationships might change with the dura¬
tion of group experience [also suggested by the work of Candland and Leshner
(5) on the relatively nonaggressive squirrel monkey], or the degree of crowding,
or might be different in monkeys compared to rodents, although this last pos¬

sibility would appear to be unsupported by other studies of the monkey (13).
Accordingly, the present study examined adrenocortical function in the monkey
over a sufficient range of group durations to determine the time course and ex¬
tent of adaptation to this social stress. In addition, the degree of crowding was
held constant by experimenting with already available groups of four monkeys
caged together under standard conditions and practices of animal care in our

laboratory.
Research with monkeys also offered a chance to explore behavioral para¬

meters of social stress. Intuitively, the major source of stress for subordinate sub¬
jects would seem to be the threat of harm from those more dominant. In this
respect, crowding produced increased adrenal weight in aggressive, but not in
nonaggressive, strains of mice (4). Furthermore, the act of fighting or being
wounded has not itself seemed to be the main source of stress, since both domi¬
nant and subordinate subjects (mice, rats, or chickens) appeared similar in the
amount of fighting and being wounded, whereas only the subordinate subjects
exhibited heavier adrenal glands (9, 17—19) or higher plasma corticosterone
levels (12). Finally, subordinate mice merely exposed to trained fighting mice
developed heavier adrenal glands even though actual fighting was prevented (4).

To differentiate the kinds of dominance behaviors associated with stress in

the monkey, the present experiment measured frequencies of hostile, fear, and
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positive behaviors as well as distances between animals. In addition, plasma Cor¬
tisol concentrations were determined by a highly specific assay procedure (3)
to provide a direct and rapidly responsive index of adrenocortical activity.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 35 male and 13 female laboratory-born monkeys, Macaca
mulatta, at 2—4 years of age. They had been reared with daily social experience
and maintained on 15 hours of light and 9 hours of darkness daily. These 48
animals were run in three successive replications. At the beginning of the experi¬
ment, the 16 monkeys of each replication had been living for the previous 9—33
months in four "original groups" (OG) of four animals each, confined in wire
mesh cages, measuring 0.66 X 0.76 X 1.47 m for the older, larger animals and
0.49 X 0.61 X 1.28 m for the younger, smaller ones. Animals were accustomed
to handling and blood sampling, as they had been used as controls for experi¬
ments on dietary abnormalities (8).

Design and Procedure

In each replication, the monkeys were first tested in their OG, to obtain
measures characteristic of long durations in the same group. Testing consisted of
the sampling of blood at 9:00 AM and 3:30 PM for Cortisol analysis and the re¬
cording of behavioral categories, as described below. This day was termed day 0.
Subsequently, the OG dominance ranks were determined from two sessions in a
water bottle dominance test (WBDT). In this test subjects were fed, then de¬
prived of food and water for 23 hours; after that food was given and then, 5
minutes later, a single water bottle was introduced. The elapsed time for each
animal to accumulate 30 seconds of drinking time was recorded on electric
clocks and the subjects were then ranked in dominance from 1 to 4 according to
the order of increase of these elapsed times. On the first WBDT only, which
lasted 60 minutes, blood samples were obtained before (at 2:30 PM) and after
(at 3:30 PM) the test, and behavioral observations were recorded throughout. On
the subsequent Monday (day 1), beginning at 7:30 AM, the subjects of each
replication were taken from their four OGs and regrouped into four "new
groups" (NG), each consisting entirely of strangers, and were housed in the
original colony room in unfamiliar cages, which were, however, similar to the
animals' home cages. Each of the four NGs consisted exclusively of the four sub¬
jects that had held the identical dominance position in their four OGs, ie, the
four OG No. 1 (dominant) monkeys were placed together in one NG, the four
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OG No. 2 monkeys were similarly grouped together, etc. On days 1,2,4, and 8
of the NG condition, blood was sampled at 9:00 AM and 3:30 PM and be¬
havioral observations were recorded as described below. On days 3 and 7, the
groups were run in a WBDT solely to determine the NG dominance positions.
Finally, at 7:30 AM on day 9, the subjects were removed from the NGs and
were returned to the original groupings (ROG) in their original home cages. >
Blood was sampled at 9:00 AM and 3:30 PM and behavioral observations (see
below) were recorded. On day 10, a WBDT confirmed that all monkeys had re- (
established their old, OG dominance positions.

Blood samples of 0.5 ml each were obtained by allowing the monkeys in each
group to enter transport cages, from which they were immediately caught, held
by hand, and bled from the saphenous vein into a 1-ml syringe containing dry
heparin. Blood was centrifuged within 15 minutes and the plasma frozen. Assay
was done by a protein-binding procedure which measured only Cortisol in nor¬
mal monkey plasma (3).

Behavioral observations were adapted from those previously described by
Kaufman and Rosenblum (11) and consisted of categories of the following: a) j
positive behaviors, including social and solitary play, social grooming, and cling¬
ing; b) hostility behaviors, including intimidation, threat, approach (when ac¬
companied by withdrawal of the other animal), attack, and pursuit ;c) fear be¬
haviors, including fear grimace, crouch, rigidity, withdrawal, flights, and scream

[see Chamove, Eysenck, and Harlow (7) for a rationale for this particular cluster¬
ing] . For each 15 second interval of an observation period, a single tally mark
was entered in each behavioral category for which one or more instance occurred.
In addition, distances between subjects were estimated every 60 seconds by
recording the grid positions of the subject — each cage was divided with tape
markings into a 4 X 4 X 8 grid array of cage areas. Behavioral observations for \

sampling times of 5 minutes or more were recorded at random intervals between
9:00 AM and 3:00 PM and respectively totaled 24, 70, 40 , 24 , 24, and 28
minutes for the following six experimental days: day 0 of the OG condition,
days 1, 2,4, and 8 of the NG condition, and day 9 of the ROG condition. As
noted above, 60 minutes of behavioral observations were also obtained during
the first WBDT. For analysis, all behavioral observations were converted to fre¬
quencies per 24 minutes, the smallest daily cumulative observation time. :

Statistical Tests

Analyses of variance (anovas) were used to test for group differences among
the 4X4 factorial conditions of OG and NG dominance ranks, with days as a J
repeated measure for analysis of the behavioral observations, and both days and
hours as repeated measures for the analysis of the plasma Cortisol concentra¬
tions. For each of the two dependent variables of plasma Cortisol levels and I
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interanimal distance measures, three separate anovas were done, one on the OG
and ROG conditions, one on the WBDT condition, and one on the NG condi¬
tion. Four separate anovas were done, two on the WBDT and the ROG condi¬
tions and two on the NG condition; two utilizing the frequencies of fear be¬
haviors and hostility behaviors, and two using the three positive behaviors.
During the OG condition all of these behaviors were too infrequent for statistical
analysis.

RESULTS

Plasma Cortisol Concentrations

OG tests. After 9—33 months of living together in the original groups, the
subjects had Cortisol levels (Fig. 1) averaging 22.1 pg% (ie, pg per 100 ml of
plasma). Upon return to the same original groupings (ROG) after the NG condi¬
tion these values were significantly higher: 26.9 pg%, F (1,32) = 13.68, p <
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Fig. 1. Mean plasma 17-OHCS values, at two periods in the day in the original group situa¬
tion, as a function of current dominance rank on day 0, day 9, and on the day of the Water
Bottle Dominance Test.
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0.001, demonstrating a mild stress response most probably induced by the inter¬
vening new group situation. There was no significant diurnal change in Cortisol
during the OG condition, the 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM values being 21.2 to 23.1
Hg%, respectively, for day 0 (F was nonsignificant), whereas an apparent diurnal
change of 30.4 to 23.6 }ig% occurred on the ROG condition: F (1,32) = 17.27,
p < 0.001. However, this latter change appeared likely to reflect 9:00 AM in¬
creased levels of Cortisol in the OG No. 1 and No. 2 subjects as a stress response
one hour after the beginning of the ROG condition.

In the OG Water Bottle Dominance Test, the mean plasma Cortisol value was
36 £tg% at 2:30 PM after 23 hours of water deprivation, and it declined signifi¬
cantly to 32 ng% at 3:30 PM after drinking and competing for water, F (1,44)
= 9.70, p < 0.01. These values, compared to the lower OG values, suggest
stresses apparently due both to water deprivation and to dominance competition.

NG tests. Overall, the plasma Cortisol concentrations measured higher with
each step down in the dominance hierarchy, being 24, 29, 33, and 35 fig% for
NG ranks 1—4 respectively, F (3,32) = 3.91, p <0.05. The magnitude of this
inverse cortisol-dominance relationship, as can be seen in Figure 2, varied from
day 1 to day 8, the F for the interaction (9,32) being 2.24, p < 0.05. It was

greatest on day 2, on which the NG No. 4 monkeys failed to show any statisti¬
cally significant adaptation to the new group situation compared to monkeys in
the other NG ranks; and it was smallest on day 8, on which the NG No. 3 and 4
ranks were still above the range of adapted OG Cortisol values, whereas both the
No. 1 and 2 ranks were within the adapted range.

The above inverse cortisol-dominance effect in NG ranks was consistent over

OG ranks and largest for animals of OG No. 1 and 2 ranks, and was least consis¬
tent for those of OG No. 4 rank (Fig. 3), F (9,32) = 2.21, p < 0.05, an effect
not interacting with hours. This correlated with the high level of vigorous domi¬
nance competition (see below) in those NG cages exclusively housing either OG
No. 1 or OG No. 2 subjects.

In addition, there was a diurnal rank effect by dominance in the NG condi¬
tion, F (3,32) = 3.07, p<0.05. The OG No. 1 subjects caged together
during the NG condition exhibited the highest 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM diurnal
effect, 38 to 31 jug%; the OG No. 4 subjects were next highest, 32 to 28 /rg%;
the OG No. 2 subjects were next, 31 to 28 ng%; and the OG No. 3 subjects were
lowest, 28 to 27 /rg%. Over all monkeys combined, the average 9:00 AM minus
3:30 PM Cortisol changes on days 1, 2, 4, and 8 of the NG condition were in
order +9, +8, 0, and —1 ng%, F (3,96) = 9.86, p < 0.001. Thus, all of the NG
groups exhibited diurnal changes on days 1 and 2 which mostly adapted by
days 4 and 8.
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DAY

Fig. 2. Plasma 17-OHCS levels in original and in new groups as a function of current domi¬
nance rank. Shaded area indicates adapted original group range.

Behavioral Measures

Distance and positive behavior. Monkeys maintained average distances of 0.40
and 0.52 m apart respectively in the OG and ROG conditions, F (1,16) = 16.59,
p < 0.01, and 0.63 m apart in the intervening NG condition. Of interest, if dis¬
tance is considered to be a measure of group cohesion, is the fact that the dis¬
tance measures are related to the overall Cortisol measures for the OG, NG, and
ROG conditions. On days 1, 2,4, and 8 of the NG condition, the OG No. 1 sub¬
jects, caged together, exhibited distances suggestive of adaptation, namely, 0.72,
0.72, 0.66, and 0.49 m apart, whereas the occupants of all other OG ranks, who
averaged 0.67,0.50, 0.70, and 0.60 m apart, exhibited no obvious adaptation
trend (see OG Dominance Rank X Day: F (9,96) = 5.29, p <0.01). Positive be¬
haviors of cling, groom, and play summed together had a frequency of about 0
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OG DOMINANCE
RANK

Fig. 3. Plasma 17-OHCS over the eight days of the new group condition as a function of the
interaction of the prior original group and current new group dominance rank.

per 24 minutes in the adapted OG condition, of 0.7 in the OG WBDT, of 0.8 in
the NG condition, and of 1.6 in the final OG condition. The OG WBDT and final
OG conditions differed significantly, with F (1,32) = 9.28, p < 0.01.

The correlation between day 3 and day 7 dominance positions was perfect.
Hostility and fear behaviors. There was a strong inverse relationship between

hostility and fear behaviors at different dominance ranks during the behavioral
competition engendered by the OG Water Bottle Dominance Test, but this rela¬
tionship almost disappeared when the monkeys were returned from the NG con¬
ditions to the less competitive and more adapted ROG condition (see left and
right panels of Fig. 4), F (3,32) = 17.64, p < 0.001. The inverse relationship also
held during the competition of establishing new dominance ranks during the NG
condition (see middle panel of Fig. 4), F (3,32)= 14.85, p <0.001.

By far the most hostility and most fear behaviors during the NG condition
were exhibited by the higher-ranked OG No. 1 and OG No. 2 monkeys, who also
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Fig. 4. Mean frequency of two behaviors (correlation with one another = —0.52) as a func¬
tion of current dominance rank.

showed an orderly relationship between their NG dominance rank and the fre¬
quencies of these categories of behavior (Fig. 5); these behaviors were less fre¬
quent and less orderly among the NG ranks of more subordinate OG No. 3 and
OG No. 4 monkeys, F(9,32) = 2.83, p < 0.05.

The relationships depicted in Figure 5 were pronounced on day 1, were less
so on day 2, and were weak and less consistent both on days 4 and 8, the inter¬
action being F (27,96) = 2.60, p < 0.01.

DISCUSSION

On each of the first few days following the formation of new groupings of
monkeys, there was a clear inverse relationship between dominance position and
plasma Cortisol levels, ie, the more subordinate an animal, the higher his Cortisol
concentration. This supports similar findings in the squirrel monkey (5) using
pooled 4-day poststress urine 17-OHCS. Although this effect declined con¬

siderably by day 8 following new group formation, some was remaining; the
most dominant were still lowest and the most subordinate were still highest in
their Cortisol concentrations (Fig. 1). In groups together for many months, there
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Fig. 5. Mean frequency of two agonistic behaviors as a function of both prior original
group and the current new group dominance rank over the eight days of the new group
condition.

were no significant differences in mean plasma Cortisol concentrations between
monkeys in different dominance positions. This is counter to the above-
mentioned results (5) using squirrel monkeys. All animals were clearly stressed
on day 1 of new group formation; but the most dominant animals returned to
low Cortisol levels by day 2, the No. 2 animals adapted by day 4, and the No. 3
animals appeared adapted on day 4 but stressed somewhat again on day 8, and
the No. 4 animals adapted most slowly.

As a curious aside on the adrenocortical responses of monkeys in groups, the
subjects generally failed to exhibit the expected diurnal Cortisol decline from
9:00 AM to 3:30 PM. Diurnal Cortisol declines have been well documented in

man and monkey and data (14) have indicated monkey Cortisol values of 26 and
21 jug/100 ml at 9:00 AM and 3:30 PM respectively [these Cortisol values were
calculated by us, after Bowman (2), as 80% of the 17-OHCS values reported
elsewhere (14)] ..The expected diurnal decline did appear in the present study on
days 1 and 2 after new group formation. However, the decline on day 1 most
likely reflected a greater stress at 9:00 AM consequent upon formation of the
group 1 hour earlier, and there may have been some renewal of this stress on day
2 after the lights were turned on in the morning. At any rate, on days 4 and 8,
when considerable Cortisol adaptation had occurred, the diurnal declines were
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again absent. Reasons for this absence remain to be investigated, although we

suspect that the daily occurrence of feeding at about 3:30 PM in our laboratory
accounts generally for the present failure to observe lower Cortisol values at
3:30 PM than at 9:00 AM.

Comparison of Cortisol changes with behavioral measurements for the various
dominance positions in this study offered some insight into the course of stress
associated with dominance. In the first place, the differences in Cortisol concen¬
tration noted between the NG dominance positions was greatest in groups made
up of previously all No. 1 or No. 2 monkeys (Fig. 3), which were the same

groups in which the dominance positions differed most in the exhibition of hos¬
tility and fear behaviors (Fig. 5). Thus, adrenocortical differences between domi¬
nance positions were greatest in those groups exhibiting the most dominance-
related behaviors. Secondly, the mean frequencies of fear behaviors noted for
the treatment combinations of old (OG) and new (NG) dominance positions
(Fig. 5) varied in striking parallel with the corresponding Cortisol concentration
(Fig. 2, middle panel) and accounted for 80% of the mean Cortisol variance,
Pearson r (14) = 0.89, p < 0.01. Conversely, the inverse relationship between
mean hostility behaviors (Fig. 5) and mean Cortisol concentrations (Fig. 2) was
relatively low, Pearson r (14) = —0.44, p < 0.05. Thus, taking the partial correla¬
tion of mean Cortisol and fear behaviors, holding mean hostility behaviors con¬

stant, gave an r (12) of 0.86, p < 0.01, whereas taking the partial correlation of
mean Cortisol and hostility behaviors, holding mean fear constant, gave an r of
only 0.05. The indications were thus clear that the bulk of the mean Cortisol
concentration was related to the mean frequency of fear behavior in the social
dominance situation, and not at all to the mean frequency of hostility behavior.

These observations were consistent with studies discussed earlier employing
subprimate species and various measures of adrenocortical response. Establishing
all of these features in one study with one species, using a direct measure of
blood Cortisol concentrations, strengthens the generalization that animals in all
dominance ranks are stressed by new group formation, but that the stress is
greater and adaptation slower in animals that become subordinate. Although
after months of group living, adaptation in terms of overall steroid level ap¬

peared statistically as good in the most subordinate subjects as in occupants of
other dominance ranks, marginal differences continued to exist between the No.
4 monkeys and all others, both in diurnal Cortisol changes and in their plasma
Cortisol elevation in reaction to one hour of competition for water in the WBDT.
This suggested that some stress might still remain even after long adaptation for
animals in the most subordinate position, and that the lowest-ranked animals
perhaps should not be lumped with all others below the dominant, as is often
done.

Finally, the behavioral data provide strong evidence that corticosteroid eleva¬
tions during social stress were related to behaviors suggestive of fear reactions,
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and were not related to emotional states accompanying the initiation of aggres¬
sive behaviors. This supports work using the rodent (4) and the monkey (13,6)
that indicated that the emotional threat of being attacked was a major source of
stress in dominance situations. This relationship was also broadly consistent with
data from avoidance conditioning studies suggesting that adrenocortical stimula¬
tion is related to fear (6), and to a multitude of studies in the human that have
related excess adrenocortical output to life situations that involve fear or

anxiety (6,20).
However, this last generalization was clear mainly for the new group condi¬

tion. Upon return to the original groups (ROG), the most dominant monkey in
each grouping had the highest Cortisol increase, as if their fierce dominance
competition during the NG condition, in which most of them experienced sub¬
ordinate roles, had instilled some uncertainty regarding the divine right of kings.
This stress in the dominant animals was not accompanied by increased fear be¬
havior; however, there was an almost complete lack of hostility behavior in these
animals, which was notably at variance with their previous dominance behavior in
both OG and NG situations (compare the panels of Fig. 4). Rowell (15) has sum¬
marized earlier data on dominance-adrenocortical relationships as favoring an
association of adrenocortical responsiveness with subordinance behaviors and
subordinance ranks, and in fact suggested that monkeys with greater adreno¬
cortical responsivity are precast for subordinance roles. Our main results are cer¬
tainly consistent with the correlative portion of Rowell's thesis. However, con¬
trary to Rowell's position, even the most dominant monkeys in the NG condi¬
tion exhibited stress levels of plasma Cortisol on NG day 1, and the OG No. 1
monkeys were only monkeys showing stress levels of plasma Cortisol upon return
to the original groupings (ROG), indicating that adrenocortical responsiveness is
not exclusively related to subordinance behaviors or subordinance roles. Social
experience (or in a broad sense, learning), as proposed by Rowell, clearly played
a role in this last finding, although perhaps not exactly in the sense suggested by
Rowell. In our study, therefore, dominance stress not surprisingly appeared to
depend upon a multiplicity of factors including dominance rank, the level of
dominance competition, and previous dominance history.
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The Roman high-avoidance (RHA) and low-avoidance (RLA) strains of rats were tested and
compared with Maudsley reactive (MR) and non-reactive (MNR) strains to assess the relative
contributions of emotionality and conditionability to differences between the two Roman
strains. The RHA learned significantly faster in active avoidance, but slightly slower in passive
avoidance, significantly faster in acquisition of an active approach task, but slightly slower in
extinction of active approach tasks despite extensive adaptation and gentling. The RHA showed
more 'rearing', more activity in the open field and more variety-seeking. Crossing with MNR
showed the RHA less reactive in the open field. Results show RLA equivocal in condition-
ability, more emotional, and perhaps less active.

1. Introduction

Bignami (1965) described the foundation of two strains of rats which have been
designated the Roman high-avoidance (RHA) and Roman low-avoidance (RLA)
strains. Wistar albinor were selected for speed of acquisition in a conditioned avoid¬
ance task using light as the conditioned stimulus (CS) and shock as the uncondi¬
tioned stimulus (UCS) in a two-way escape-avoidance shuttle-box; after five genera¬
tions of selection, animals of the high-avoidance strain reliably exhibited a greater
number of conditioned avoidance responses (CARs) in five-trial sessions (mean
number of avoidances = 174, A'= 49) than animals of the low-avoidance strain
(mean = 50, N - 31). It has been concluded that here selection for rate of learning
or 'conditionability' has been successfully accomplished (see, e.g., Imada, 1972).

For animals to be avoiding shock on only 50 out of 250 trials in such a simple
situation, is surprising. In a study by Satinder (1971), the RHA strain show an aver¬

age of 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 avoidances out of 10 trials on five consecutive days; the
RLA strain show 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1 — no improvement. This latter group also show
no improvement in escape latencies over the five days, whereas the RHA strain does

* Authors now at Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit, Stirlingshire FK9 4LA, U.K.,
and Department of Social Sciences, Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland SR2 7DX, U.K.,
respectively. Please send reprint requests to first author.
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improve. It seems reasonable that some interference is being selected for rather than
conditionability.

Studies of open-field emotionality (Broadhurst and Bignami, 1965; Broadhurst,
1960) gave no evidence that selection for high and low avoidance was associated
with concomitant changes in emotionality. However, observations in this laboratory
have indicated that the poor performance of the RLA strain appears to be asso¬
ciated with a high frequency of 'freezing' responses to the CS. This inappropriate
response to the CS suggests that emotionality may still be one of the causative bases
for the performance differences so reliably reported between these two strains in
response to both light and buzzer CS. In support, animals bred for high levels of
emotionality have been shown to be slower to develop a CAR (Savage and Eysenck,
1964; Martain, Powell and Kamano, 1966).

To assess these claims of selection for rate of learning that is also independent of
emotionality, the following experiments were performed: (1) to ascertain whether
the RHA strain, which rapidly learns to actively avoid a shock, will also more

quickly learn to passively avoid a shock; (2) to ascertain whether the RHA strain
also more quickly learns an appetitive approach task; (3) to ascertain whether emo¬
tionality or conditionability better predicts variety-seeking behaviour in a free
choice task; (4) to ascertain whether a particular correlate of learning, namely
rearing, is differentially related to the two strains; and (5) to assess open-field
behaviour in crosses of these two strains with other animals that have been geneti¬
cally selected for differences in open-field behaviour as an indicant of emotionality.

2. Experiment 1

The first experiment was designed to ascertain whether the strain difference in
the acquisition of an active shock avoidance is also reflected in a passive shock
avoidance task. If the poor active performance of the RLA is a function of freezing
rather than a deficiency in learning, one would expect the RLA to show high avoid¬
ance of the shock. However, if the Roman selection was for conditionability then
the RLA should be slower to learn.

2.1. Subjects and apparatus

Ten male rats each from the RHA and RLA strains were tested at 100 days of
age. For details of the standard husbandry procedures see Broadhurst (1960). The
subjects were tested in a shuttle-box consisting of two grid-floor compartments
0.30 X 0.26 X 0.22 m high separated by a metal wall which contained an opening
0.12X0.10m to permit access between the compartments. The walls in one com¬

partment were painted black, those in the other white.
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Table 1
Performance and behaviour by two strains in passive shock avoidance

Day 1 Day 2

RLA RHA RLA RHA

Number of shocks received

(mean) 3.4 3.9 0.9 1.4

(mode) 3 1 4 1
Number of modal cases (6) (7) (6) (7)
Number of boli (mean) 3.4 2.8 2.3 2.7
Percent defeating 100 70 70 80

2.2. Procedure

Each animal was subjected to two training sessions separated by an interval of
24 h. Subjects were placed in the centre of the black compartment and, after
15 sec, received a 2-sec, 0.5-mA footshock which was repeated every 15 sec while
the animals remained in the black compartment; no shocks were given whilst the
animals were in the white compartment. The subject was removed from the appara¬
tus when it had spent one period of 2 continuous minutes with all four feet in the
white compartment. A record was made of the number of shocks received and the
number of fecal boli eliminated by each subject during each session.

2.3. Results

Animals from the RHA strain did not avoid the shock more successfully than the
RLA animals,and in fact received a greater number of shocks (see table 1), although
this difference did not reach a 0.05 significance level as assessed by a Mann-
Whitney U test. (This test was used throughout the programme except where speci¬
fied otherwise.) In this way, the RHA are more like the MNR in that the RHA are
slightly worse than the RLA, and the MNR are significantly worse than the MR (as
reported by Imada, 1972) in learning to inhibit a response, i.e. a passive avoidance
task.

There was no significant difference between the groups in terms of defecation
scores either in the number of animals defecating or mean numbers of boli. These
results suggest that the differential performance of the Roman strains is specific to
the active avoidance task.

3. Experiment 2

As the RHA strain has been shown to be superior on active shock avoidance
conditioning but not superior on passive shock avoidance, the second experiment
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was designed to investigate the difference between the two strains in active
approach conditioning by using an appetitive task. An attempt was made to ame¬
liorate, as much as possible, the effects of emotionality on performance in this situ¬
ation by extensive handling, gentling, and adaptation to various pieces of equip¬
ment, since this type of treatment has been shown to reduce defecation in the
open-field test (Levine and Boradhurst, 1963). If the learning deficit of the RLA
strain is not an emotionally-based reluctance to approach the safe side in an avoid¬
ance task, but rather a deficit in conditionability, then these animals should be
slower to learn an appetitive approach task even when the emotionality of the sub¬
jects is reduced as much as possible.

3.1. Subjects and apparatus

Two litters, one each from the twentieth generations of the RHA and RLA
strains, born within 24 h of each other, were culled to six males each at 12 days of
age. Animals were repeatedly adapted to several pieces of laboratory equipment
which included a Hebb—Williams maze, a small circular activity recorder, a Skinner
box, a Mowrer box, a Y-maze and various types of cages and boxes. Operant train¬
ing was carried out in a commercially made Skinner box (Campden Instruments
Ltd.).

3.2. Procedure

The pups were each handled for about 15 min when 15 and 19 days of age. On
day 21 the pups were handled in the morning and the mother removed from the
litter in the afternoon. The following day the pups were moved from the breeding
room into the main colony room and caged in litter groups, and at 50 days the ani¬
mals were caged in groups of three Utter-mates.

After weaning, and for the duration of the experiment, the animals were handled
daily by at least one and as many as three experimenters for a minimum of 5 min
each, during which time they were fed peanuts and sugar-coated peUets. Adaptation
to unfamiliar equipment was begun at 37 days. A preferred food, usually peanuts,
was scattered inside the apparatus and the subjects placed inside in a housing group
of three animals, remaining there for a period of between 1 and 2 h. Midway
through this adaptation period food was again scattered inside the apparatus. Then
two of the three subjects were removed, the remaining individual fed again and left
alone in the enclosure for another 5 min. This process of adapting the animals was
continued up to the time of testing, which was begun at 150 days.

For two weeks prior to testing subjects underwent more extensive handling and
both group and individual adaptation to the Skinner box. On the day before test¬
ing proper, each animal was placed into the Skinner box for 10 min when 24-h
food-deprived. On this occasion the food-well was partly filled with 45 mg food
pellets. Each testing session was preceded by 23 h of food deprivation.
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On day 1 a single food-pellet was in the food-well when the animal was placed
into the apparatus. When this was eaten, the experimenter placed a pellet on top
of the lever from outside the box. Retrieval by the animal operated the lever which
activated the food dispenser, delivering a pellet into the food-well. This 'frustration-
free' shaping cycle was repeated for a total of 21 pellets, 10 on the lever and 11 in
the well. The time it took each rat subject to respond to and consume the 21 pellets
was recorded. We believe this to be a sensitive indicator of the success of our adap¬
tation programme.

On day 2 a similar procedure to that on day 1 was followed, and the time taken
to respond to the first 8 pellets recorded. When compared to performance on day 1,
this measure should reflect learning rate.

On day 3 no pellets were placed on the lever, but depression of the lever acti¬
vated the despenser as before. The animal was allowed ten responses or 5 min in the
box. If, after that time, the subject had not made ten lever responses, the lever was
baited in the same manner as on day 1 until the subject made a total of ten
responses. We felt the results of this procedure would be a measure of the degree
to which the subject had learned the association between lever and food-well.

On day 4 a procedure similar to the previous day was followed, except that the
rat was allowed unlimited responses for 5 min. If the subjects made fewer than two
responses, the lever-baiting procedure was recommenced. The number of responses
in 5 min was the dependent variable on this test day. After this 5-min period all ani¬
mals were allowed a further number of responses so that the total number of
responses for the day was twenty. Thus we held constant the number of lever con¬
tacts and pellet rewards for all subjects.

On day 5 the time taken to make six responses and the number of responses in
the next 5 min were recorded. Animals were given a total of twenty pellets.

On day 6 the subjects were allowed only eleven responses. The latency to the
first response was recorded, as was the time taken to make the next ten responses.
We believed the former to reflect emotionality and the latter learning.

On day 7 the time taken to make five responses was recorded.
On day 8 the latency of the first response and the time taken to make the next

four responses was recorded.
On day 9 an extinction procedure was carried out, no positive reinforcements

being given for iever depression. Extinction was defined as 1 min elapsing without
a lever-press response. The total number of responses made, and the time taken to
extinction were recorded. Since total responses had been equalised and extensive
over-learning had taken place, we predicted that more rapid learners would extin¬
guish more rapidly. We could find no published evidence that emotional rats are
more rapid in extinction of an appetitive approach response.

3.3. Results

On day 1 both groups took approximately 6 min to consume 21 pellets, suggest¬
ing that the groups were equally adapted. On day 2 the mean time to consume
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8 pellets from the lever and food-well was 2 min for the RHA group, and for the
RLA group significantly longer, 2.9 min, although with considerable overlap in
scores, U=1, p = 0.047. On day 3 all animals of the RHA group except one made
ten lever-press responses before the end of the 5-min period, even though the lever
was unbaited, whereas not one of the RLA group did so,p = 0.008. The results of
days 2 and 3 suggest that either the RLA were still more emotional or that they had
been less well conditioned by the procedure of days 1 and 2.

On day 4 the mean number of responses made in 5 min by the RLA group was
1.7, and that of the RHA group was significantly greater — 8.0, p = 0.001. On day 5
there was no significant difference between the groups in the time taken to make
the first six responses, indicating that adaptation to the situation and motivation
are at this time not grossly disparate. But the number of responses made in the next
5 min clearly distinguished the two groups; the mean number of lever depressions
of the RHA group being 11.5, and that of the RLA group only 3.9, p = 0.004.

On day 6 the RHA group took less time to make both the first (p = 0.02) and
the succeeding ten reponses (p = 0.001) than the RLA group. On day 7 the RHA
group took less, but not significantly less, time to make five responses. Although
the groups may still be differing, that difference is now no longer detectable. On
day 8 the time to the first response significantly differentiated the two groups again
(p = 0.02) with the RLA group responding more slowly, but the time taken to
make the next four responses did not distinguish between the two groups, suggest¬
ing that both groups are by now equally conditioned.

On day 9 both the number of responses to extinction and time to extinction
were lower in the RLA groups, but not significantly so. If we assume equal strengths
of conditioning, the RLA were either quicker here to learn to inhibit their response
or their emotionality made the extinction more aversive.

4. Experiment 3

As handling and gentling has been shown to reduce emotional responsiveness
(Levine and Broadhurst, 1963) and emotionality may be related to speed of avoid¬
ance conditioning, we wished to see whether handling had abolished the difference
between the two Roman strains in escape—avoidance learning. Although this testing
was carried out at the end of the series of six experiments so as not to upset the
subjects, it is reported here.

4.1. Subjects and apparatus

The subjects were the same 12 animals used in experiment 2. The rats were
tested in an automated two-way shuttle-box similar to that developed by Levine
(Levine and England, 1960). Its dimensions were identical to those of the box used
in experiment 1. The conditioned stimulus (CS) was 96 dB buzzer and the uncondi-
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tioned stimulus (UCS) was scrambled electric shock (600 V a.c., 0.5 mA) delivered
to the grid floor from a constant current source. Trials were presented on a variable
interval schedule which averaged 60 sec, with a range of 40—80 sec. A trial con¬
sisted of an 8-sec CS presentation followed by the onset of UCS, after which both
stimuli could continue for a maximum of 10 sec. The performance of an escape
response could be achieved by the subject's crossing to the other compartment after
the onset of the UCS, terminating both stimuli. An avoidance response required the
subject to cross during the initial presentation of the CS. This terminated the CS
and prevented the onset of the UCS.

4.2. Procedure

Animals were tested for one session of 50 trials. They were placed into the appa¬
ratus individually and allowed to explore for 2 min before the first trial was initi¬
ated.

4.3. Results

There was clear differentiation in the acquisition of a conditioned active avoid¬
ance response, with the RHA group performing more effectively, p = 0.001. The
mean number of shocks received was 25 for the RHA group and 47 for the RLA
group. There was no overlap in scores between groups: the poorest performing
RHA received only 35 shocks; the best RLA received 40 shocks.

The 50% avoidance rate for the RHA group and the 6% avoidance for the RLA
group for 50 trials can be compared with 87% avoidance versus 66% avoidance
reported for MNR and MR, respectively, for 90 trials (reported by Levine and
Broadhurst, 1963); 17% and 28% avoidance for 60 trials and 90 trials of an un-
selected Long—Evans strain (Levine and England, 1960); and 44% avoidance and
10% avoidance reported for unhandled RHA and RLA respectively (Satinder,
1971). Handling and experience in a variety of tasks, while reducing emotionality
somewhat had not abolished genetic established differences in acquisition of a CAR
or improved avoidance in the RLA strain.

5. Experiment 4

If it is true that the poor performance of the RLA strain in the acquisition of a
conditioned active response is due to a high level of emotionality, then these ani¬
mals may be expected to be less adventurous and less variety seeking than animals
of the RHA strain. If, on the other hand, these two strains differ only in condition-
ability, and if conditionab ility is related to the degree of arousal as posited by
Eysenck (1967) for instance, then the RLA animals are likely to be more variety
seeking than animals of the RHA strain. This experiment was designed to test the
desire for variability in two dimensions: position and flavour of drinking water.
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5.1. Subjects and apparatus

Thirty-six male rats were used. These animals constituted six experimental
groups of six animals each: Maudsley reactive, Maudsley non-reactive, gentled
Roman high avoidance, gentled Roman low avoidance, Roman high avoidance and
Roman low avoidance. The two gentled groups were made up of the same animals
as the previous experiment; the other four groups were of the same age but had
been reared under standard laboratory procedure. All groups had similar litter size
and had undergone similar weaning procedure as described above for the gentling
group.

The subjects were tested in a cage similar to that in which they had been housed.
An outside frame was used so that it was possible to insert between the bars of the
cage eight graduated drinking tubes fitted with the familiar metal nozzle.

5.2. Procedure

Animals were tested following 24 h of water deprivation. The subjects were
placed individually in the cage and allowed to adapt for 5 min. The nozzles of the
drinking tubes were then presented and the animal allowed to drink for 10 min. At
the end of this period the subject was removed and the amount consumed from
each cylinder was recorded. Testing took place over 12 days. On day 1 all eight
tubes contained water. On day 2 seven of the tubes contained tap water diluted
with an artificial non-calorific flavouring, the flavours being orange, strawberry,
pineapple, clove, vanilla, almond, and cinnamon. The eighth tube contained plain tap
water. The order of the tubes in the frame was random, with restriction that water
was not in the extreme right position, the position occupied by the water bottle in
the home cage.

The next 7 days represented a familiarization period in which the three inhabi¬
tants of each home cage were given each of the flavours in the drinking water at
double the test concentrations for 24 h. Over the 7 days all animals received each
flavour in differing sequences. On the tenth day the flavouring used was rum, a
novel flavour which was not to be used in the final tests.

Animals were tested on day 11 in the same way as day 1, and on day 12 in the
same was as day 2. Thus the testing procedure yielded a 2 X 2 design of flavoured—
unflavoured water and familiar—unfamiliar flavourings.

5.3. Results

Two multivariate analyses of variance were performed using 'amount' consumed
and 'number of tubes' drunk from. The results only weakly support an emotion¬
ality hypothesis.

The first analysis using four groups of both the handled and unhandled Roman
strains resulted in a significant interaction (p <0.001), from which it may be con-
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eluded that handled animals drank more water, more flavoured water, and from a

greater number of tubes in both conditions than unhandled Roman animals. RHA
rats of both sub-groups drank from a greater number of bottles than did RLA rats
but not significantly so. The handled RLA rats drank more water than handled
RHA rats.

The second analysis using the four groups of unhandled Roman and Maudsley
strains showed that the Maudsley rats drank from a greater number of tubes than
the Roman animals (p < 0.0001), although they did not consume a greater amount.
In the interaction, the significance level was only 0.057. The only day approaching
significance was day 1. On this day, the results showed that the MR drank from
fewer tubes of water than the MNR, and the RLA drank from fewer than the RHA.
This indicates weak support for the hypothesis that reactive animals may be more

rigid in their behaviour than emotionally non-reactive animals, and that the RLA
strain may be more rigid and emotional than the high avoiders.

Thus it may be concluded that handling reduced emotionality, but did not inter¬
act in an unambiguous manner with the preference shown in RHA and RLA ani¬
mals.

6. Experiment 5

Rearing — sometimes referred to as the 'standing-up response' — is held by some
authors (Lat, 1965) to be an indication of genetically determined central nervous

system excitability in rats, and to be correlated with some types of learning (Lat
and Gollova-Hemon, 1969). This experiment was designed to investigate the rela¬
tionship between rearing frequency and rate of conditioning in a two-way escape-
avoidance situation.

6.1. Subjects, apparatus and procedure

The 12 handled animals referred to above were tested in the rearing cage before
escape—avoidance training: 6 were from the RHA strain and 6 from the RLA strain.
The rearing cage is described in detail by Holland, Gupta and Weldon (1966). The
chamber is a perspex cylinder 0.03 m in diameter and 0.30 m high. A wire mesh
floor is positioned 0.04 m from the bottom and a 22 S.W.G. tinplate disc forms
both a ceiling and a sensing head to a proximity meter (Fielden PM2). The rat's
vertical movements charge the ambient capacitance between the floor and the ceil¬
ing, and this charge is transformed into a voltage which operates a counter when the
animal rears past a predetermined point. Each animal was placed into the apparatus
for 10 min on five consecutive days, and the total number of rearing responses
recorded.
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6.2. Results

The mean number of rears per session was 46 for the RLA group and signifi¬
cantly more, 77, for the RHA group (p < 0.01). This results confirms the findings
of Holland and Gupta (1966) that the RHA strain has a higher 'non-specific excit¬
ability level' (Lat, 1965) than the RLA strain. Increasing the excitability of the
RLA by caffeine injection has been reported to lead to improved performance in a
CAR task (Satinder, 1971).

7. Experiment 6

One of the most influential arguments against differential emotionality in the
Roman strains was the work of Broadhurst and Bignami (1965), who reported no
significant differences in defecation scores over 4 days of open-field testing. It was
considered that partial replication of this experiment would be in order, since the
particular subjects used in 1965 had not been reared under controlled laboratory
conditions. Also, since the defecation scores reported by the above researchers were
very high, and very similar to those of the Maudsley reactive strain, we also felt that
a dilution of this emotionality by crossing with the Maudsley non-reactive strain
might better reveal differences between the two Roman strains. We predicted that
RHA crossed with MNR would be less emotional than RLA crossed with MNR,
although former results (Broadhurst and Bignami, 1965) would predict no differ¬
ence. Crosses with the MR strain were also made.

7.1. Subjects and apparatus

Animals of the RHA, RLA, MNR, and MR strains were systematically crossed to
provide a minimum of two litters per cross with at least three males per litter. In
addition, animals from the parental strains were used for testing.

All animals were tested in the open-field apparatus as described by Broadhurst
(1960). Briefly, the open-field arena is 0.83 m in diameter, the floor being divided
into 19 segments. White noise at a level of 78 dB (ref. 0.00002 N/m2) is generated
at rat level, and six photoflood bulbs provide illumination averaging 1540 lx.

7.2. Procedure

All infant females were removed from the litters at birth. At weaning (21 days)
all males but three in each of the litters were tested (infant testing). There were
between eight and twelve of these males in each of the cross conditions. The
remaining three males were housed together and left undisturbed until 100 days,
where they were tested in the open-field (adult testing). Infant testing involved
removing the pups individually from the litter and placing them in the open-field
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for 10 min. During this time the number of fecal boli eliminated in each 30-sec
block was recorded. These pups were not returned to the litter. Adult testing
involved exposing the animals individually to the open-field for 2 min on four suc¬
cessive days, the standard test procedure. A record was made every 30 sec of the
number of fecal boli eliminated, the number of floor segments entered, and the
number of entries of at least one foot into the centre segment of the arena. No two
animals from the same litter were tested consecutively.

In addition, the handled RHA and RLA rats mentioned above were tested. They
were much older than 100 days, but were tested in a manner similar to the infant
testing. Their results are not in fig. 1.

7.3. Results

7.3.1. Fertility
All of the RLA—MNR crosses, and 83% of the RLA—MR corsses produced

litters, but only 33% of the RHA—MNR crosses and 19% of the RHA—MR crosses

proved successful, necessitating rebreeding. This prompted us to look at conception
rates for the last two generations of the Maudsley and Roman strains in our labo¬
ratory. Surprisingly, the most fertile strain was the emotional MR strain (73% of
mating successful, N = 65) and the least fertile was the RLA strain (48%,N= 76).
Bignami (1965) also reports low reproductive capacity in the RLA. Figures for the
MNR and RHA strains were 53% (N = 59) and 64% (A'' = 49), respectively. We can¬
not explain why the RLA strain was so infertile when bred with other RLA rats,
yet was the most fertile when crossed with the Maudsley strain.

7.3.2. Bodyweight
Weights at 100 days showed no difference between the MR crosses, with a mean

of 360 g. The mean weight of the RLA—MNR group was 343 g, and the RHA—
MNR were significantly lighter, with a mean of 315 g. Imada (1972) has reported
that the MR were significantly heavier than the MNR whereas the RLA and RHA
do not differ.

7.3.3. Open-field testing
Fig. 1 shows the results of open-field testing. The infant testing showed the

clearest differences between groups, the RHA component of crosses with both
Maudsley strains defecating less than the RLA crosses. The MNR cross separated
the Roman strains on the latency to first bolus, the RHA—MNR cross being the
quicker to defecate.

All the animals making up the crosses defecated, as did all representatives of the
Roman strains, and 91% of the MR rats. Only 9% of the MNR animals defecated at
all in the open-field.

The adult testing revealed overall a lower rate of defecation. Two and four ani¬
mals, respectively, of the RLA—MNR and RHA—MNR groups did not show any
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Fig. 1. Open-field results over all days for unhandled Roman, unhandled Maudsley, and un-
handled crosses. There is no first-bolus data for the MNR because so few ever defecate. Single
gaps in the lines indicate significant differences of 0.05, double gaps indicate differences of
0.01.

defecation. Despite this low level, the latter group defecated significantly less than
the former on all days but the first. These crosses also differed significantly in am¬
bulation on all four days, the RHA component being more active.

Total centre entries in the open-field test, another measure of emotionality,
were 4, 12, 10 and, 30 for the RLA—MNR, RHA-MR, RLA—MNR, and RHA-
MNR groups, respectively, the first two and last two significantly different from
each another (p < 0.05).

The handled Roman strains differed significantly in the number of boli excreted
in a single 10-min exposure to the open field. Only one RHA defecated, whereas all
of the RLA animals did. This strongly suggests that either handling had differential
effects in lowering emotionality between the two strains or that the RLA rats were
more emotional initially.

8. Discussion

The results of this series of experiments show that the difference observed
between the Roman strains, selected for acquisition of an active CAR, might be
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attributable to differences in emotionality rather than some central 'condition-
ability' mechanism as has been suggested. This emotional basis of learning disability
has been reported in monkeys with induced phenylketonuria (Chamove and
Molinaro, 1978).

We have shown (experiment 1) that contrary to predictions based upon condition-
ability, the RHA animals are, if anything, slower to learn a passive avoidance
response and slower to extinguish an appetitive response (experiment 2). Imada
(1972, p. 474) has concluded that the RHA strain demonstrates a higher level of
conditionability, and we agree with his statement: 'As long as tests of difference in
emotionality are conducted in conditioning experiments ... it is inevitable that the
conditioning measure may reflect the conditionability ... of rats as well as emo¬

tionality.' However, we feel that one should caution against tests of difference in
conditioning conducted in an emotion-producing situation. Imada's results suggest
that had he analysed for repeated measures, he would have found that the RHA and
the MNR groups were less emotional than the other RLA and MR strains. Had he
analysed his shock amplitude data, he may have found that the MNR and the RHA
groups needed higher levels of shock to reduce drinking to a level comparable to the
other groups.

We found that as predicted by the conditionability hypothesis on 5 of the first
7 days of acquisition of a lever press response for food (experiment 2), the RHA
performed significantly better than the RLA rats. Despite extensive handling and
adaptation designed to reduce the emotionality level of the subjects, the RHA were
on one occasion (day 6), although not generally, quicker to begin to respond than
the RLA, and once begun they were quicker to respond (days 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). This
too would support the ideas of lower emotionality and higher conditionability
respectively in the RHA strain.

The results of the open-field testing (experiment 6) do not support Imada's
condemnation of the open field, but instead suggest that it does not differentiate
between groups that are responding at their extremes. The open field, when animals
are crossed with less emotional animals, again clearly shows the RLA strain to be
more emotional than the RHA strain.

Gentling served to reduce emotionality, but it was ineffective in abolishing dif¬
ferences between the RHA and RLA strains in the open field or in the shuttle box.

If we hypothesise that the RLA are simply more emotional than the RHA
strains, then one might predict that the RLA would be more like the MR than the
MNR, and the RHA would be more like the MNR than the MR. This was found to
be the case in five evaluations out of six (passive avoidance, active avoidance, fla¬
voured water, body weight, and open-field). It was found to be equivocal in one
case (fertility).

Experiment 6 also suggests that activity difference may be an important factor
in these strains of rat (see Wahlsten, 1972, for a stimulating discussion on this
topic). The results of the rearing study (experiment 5) confirm that although emo¬
tionality may contribute to the poor performance of the RLA strain, it is not only
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emotionality which differentiates them from the RHA. Satinder (1971, 1972) has
reported that the RHA strain makes more inter-trial crosses than the RLA strain in
two-way avoidance conditioning; and Fuller (1970) suggests that differences in
ongoing activity or 'kinetic drive' may provide a plausible explanation of learning
differences in inbred strains of mice. Wilcock and Fulker (1973) provided evidence
that two distinct behavioural processes may operate in the shuttle-box; firstly a
conditioned emotional response, leading to freezing, which is eventually broken up

by repeated shocks and replaced by the second, running between compartments.
Bolles (1970) has suggested that the species-specific response tendencies of the rat
to aversive stimulation are freezing and running, and it is probable that within the
same species thare are individual differences in response predisposition. In the
present instance the results suggest that the freezing response predominates over the
running response in the RLA strain, while it is more quickly replaced by a running
response in the RHA strain. In this series of experiments, where activity was an
asset the RHA strain tended to perform more efficiently.

Wahlsten (1978) has recently reviewed research on hereditary variation in learn¬
ing and emphasises that differences between high and low selection lines may well
have heterogeneous causes, and that 'general learning ability' makes an insignificant
contribution to line differences in learning tasks.

The present results appear to provide further evidence of a complex relationship
that exists between activity and emotionality in stressful situations: a high level of
activity may act as a buffer against the fear-provoking aspects of the environment.

We may conclude that the Roman strains differ in CAR aquisition but not con-
ditionability; a difference in emotionality has been shown to exist, but although
this may account for much of the variance between strains, it does not account for
all.
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Role or Dominance in Macaque Response to
Novel Objects1
Arnold S. Chamove2

University ofStirling

Forty-four juvenile rhesus, 30 stumptailed, and 6 pigtailed monkeys were
tested individually and in stable quadruds for time to contact slightly and
highly novel objects. When peer-group tested, dominant monkeys were the
first to contact the slightly novel but not the highly novel objects, unlike
preferences found when (hey were tested individually. A role analysis
revealed better contact-order prediction, most groups having their habitual
first contactor. When this contactor ww overtly punished or covertly
trained to avoid the object, group response was altered. The use of the term
role is discussed in detail, concluding that a role involves a particular indivi¬
dual who is expected to interact with others while in certain groups to com¬
plete some beneficialfunction.

In 1965 Hall suggested that the concept of role is more important than that
of hierarchical status in understanding social relationships. Some support
for the usefulness of role has been found, for example, with respect to
group control of aggression in capuchin and rhesus monkeys (Bernstein,
1966; Bernstein & Sharpe, 1966), although the concept of role has not been
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adequately defined (but see Hinde, 1974). The present paper investigates
responses to novel objects that differ in the degree to which subjects
approach them, using different groups of hierarchically stable, like-aged
macaques. It attempts to answer the question "Docs the rank of an animal
determine its response to novel objects, or is a role analysis better in
describing the subject's order of response?" The paper goes on to examine
the function of novel-object contact.

It will be argued that the order in which animals contact slightly
frightening objects reveals a social role and that this role (a) has the
attribute of expectancy, (b) involves relationships between individuals, (c)
has complex social consequences, (d) involves behaviors unique to a few
individuals, (e) has a low genetic component, (f) is a specialized role limited
to a small class of individuals, and (g) has an important function in the
group.

METHOD

Subjects

A total of 80 laboratory-born macaques were tested. Thirty-six were
rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatto), 6 were pigtailed macaques (M.
nemestrina), and the remainder were stumptailed macaques (M. arctoides).
All except 12 rhesus and 4 stumptailed macaques were separated from their
mothers within the 1st week of life and were reared alone in cages for the 1st
year of life, as described in Chamove (1981). During this time, the 64
individually caged monkeys were given daily social experience with peers,
starting when 3 months old, and were continuously housed with these same
animals in groups of 4 beginning at 1 year of age, thus ensuring relatively
normal social development. The main group of monkeys was composed of
eight quadrads of rhesus macaques and six quadrads of stumptailed
macaques, aged between 2 and 4 years at the time of testing and having been
housed continuously together in peer groups of 4 for a minimum of 12
months prior to testing. All rhesus groups except for two were exclusively
male; two had three males and one male, respectively. All of the stumptail
groups except for one were composed of one male and three females; the
remaining group was sex-balanced.

In an attempt to generalize the findings to other species and other
social conditions, the following supplementary groups, also mostly in
quadrads, were tested: (a) a sex-balanced group composed solely of
pigtailed macaques, (b) a group composed of 2 female pigtails and a male
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(dominant) and a female (No. 2) stumptail, (c) three groups of 4 rhesus
raised and tested while with their parents in nuclear family groups, and (d)
one group of 4 stumptail infants reared in a group with their mothers
(details in Chamove, 1981). The rearing and testing of the pigtailed and
mixed groups were similar to those of the main group described above. The
testing of the 12 rhesus (c), however (part of an ongoing study by Harlow,
1971), and the mother-reared stumptail group (d) necessitated a change in
procedure. Each of the rhesus monkeys was raised in one of three four-unit
playpen devices, each pen containing four families —mother, father, and
juvenile. The stumptailed monkeys were reared in a single enclosure with 1
adult male but were later tested in smaller pens with the male absent. The
juvenile rhesus monkeys were able to leave or return to the enclosure
containing the adult male and female at any time through a small opening in
the mesh of the home unit and to enter or leave a central play area in which
only, but all of, the 4 juveniles could interact. As most of the device was

mesh, all parents and 4 juveniles constituting one group could see and hear
one another clearly at all times. These 12 subjects averaged 12 months at
testing, and these three sex-balanced groups of 4 juveniles had been housed
continuously with the same neighbors and had daily social interaction with
one another from birth.

Apparatus

Group testing both of the main group and of the supplementary
groups and individual testing of the former were conducted in the home
cages. These cages contained no other objects or toys. In the case of all
monkeys, except those with mothers present during rearing and testing, the
cage was of stainless steel wire mesh and measured 1.3 X .66 X .76 m or one
1.25 X .75 X .75 m. The testing area for those rhesus juveniles with parents
was over twice as large, 1.8 X 1.2 X 2.0 m (see Harlow, 1971).

The novel objects used for group testing consisted of 18 objects plus
an additional 4 objects for individual testing, and 3 "dangerous objects,"
that is, shock-producing (see below). All of these objects had been selected
from a larger pool of stimulus objects that had been rated for their inferred
novelty value by placing them in the home cages of four individually housed
year-old rhesus and recording the elapsed time before physical contact was
made, thereby scaling the objects. Of course, the time to contact the objects
may reflect characteristics other than novelty, e.g., the attractiveness or
some mix of novelty and fear (Humphrey, 1972, 1974). Nine "slightly novel
objects," touched within 5 minutes by the four animals, and nine "highly
novel objects," touched after 10 minutes, were thus classified. Within these
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two categories, objects were ranked in terms of degree of novelty, using the
mean contact time of the animals. In order of increasing novelty, the
slightly novel objects used were as follows: an irregularly cut wooden block,
a square-cut wooden painted block, a snake-shaped wooden block painted
with stripes, half a brown brick, a large black stove bolt, a red wooden cube
with nails partly embedded into the top surface, a white hair brush, a mesh
cylinder, a small clock (ticking). In similar order, the highly novel objects
used were the following: a piece of brass pipe, a black rubber wheel, a
length of black rubber tubing, a pair of vice grips, a large pair of tin snips, a
black scrubbing brush, a small plastic turtle, an oilcan, and a toy robot.
These 18 objects were used for testing all groups and were used in the above
order, alternating between slight and high novelty. The lighter objects were
fixed with a short length of brass chain clipped to the door of the test cage.
Recording of time until first contact with the object was done with a
stopwatch. Only 1 object was used each day.

Procedure

Dominance position was assessed prior to testing in all but the family
groups by means of three water-bottle dominance tests. In this test,
following 24 hours of water deprivation, animals were given simultaneous
access to one water bottle. The time spent drinking was recorded on a bank
of five standard electric timers, and each animal given a rank based upon
the number of seconds elapsing before it had accumulated 30 seconds
drinking from the bottle. The monkey accumulating 30 seconds of drinking
time first on two consecutive tests was termed the dominant or No. 1
animal, the next monkey to complete 30 seconds of drinking was the No. 2,
and so forth. This has been shown to be a reliable measure and to correlate
well with the outcome of avoid/approach interactions, as detailed in
Boeikins (1967) and Clark and Dillon (1973).

In the nuclear family groups, dominance position was ascertained by
an independent experimenter who had observed and tested these monkeys
daily from birth (J. Ruppenthal, personal communication). The pigtail,
mixed, and family groups were tested in the group condition for a total of
only 8 days, using eight novel objects.

Individual testing, performed on main group, pigtail, and mixed
group monkeys, was carried out before main group testing. All animals in
the group to be tested were removed from the cage and one was replaced for
the test period. The test object of the day was then put in and left in the
home cage until contacted or until 30 minutes had elapsed; no other
behavioral measures were taken. If contacted, the object was removed after
15 seconds.
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Group testing procedures were the same as those for individual testing
except (a) subjects were not removed from the cage prior to testing and (b)
the object of the day remained until all monkeys had touched it or until 30
minutes had passed. Again, only time-until-contact was recorded for each
animal.

Finally, a series of four dangerous-object tests were run to ascertain
whether the behavior of the first contactor or others toward the objects
influenced the subsequent behavior of other group members. Two tests
were run using two additional objects rated as highly novel, one on each
of 2 days after all the other testing was complete. Only the main group
monkeys were tested. The objects used were two abstract scrap metal forms,
on a wooden base, the First quite flat, the second taller. A wire connected
these objects with an electrical source. The first animal touching these
objects with its hand was given a brief shock originating from a cattle prod
for the duration of contact. The time until contact, as before, was recorded
for all animals, and the test was terminated after 50 minutes if all group
members had not touched the stimulus object. Order of testing for the pairs
of objects was randomized for each group.

The third and fourth dangerous-object tests were undertaken to
determine whether nonresponse by a member of the group in the group
situation, in contrast to an avoidance response by a member of the group in
the prior two tests, would alter the behavior of the remaining group
members. A week following the previous tests all animals were withdrawn
from the home cage and the most probable first-contractor was returned.
While that animal was alone in the cage, a highly novel object, a metal
lampshade, was placed in the cage facing upward. The animal received a
mild shock on contact with it. This procedure was repeated on the following
day, and if an animal did not contact the object within 5 minutes, grapes
were placed in the center of the shade to encourage a punished contact. This
procedure had the effect of ensuring that the trained animal would not
contact the object when retested with its group members present. One hour
after this second training session the intact four-member group was tested
with the object now disconnected from the shock source.

One week later the same procedure was followed using a large metal
funnel. This time one of the other animals was used. On half the remaining
tests, the dominant monkey was given this pretraining; on the other half,
one of the two remaining monkeys was used (see Wechkin, 1970).

Preliminary analysis on duration-until-contact scores was performed
for the main group monkeys using two repeated-measures analyses of
variance. The first evaluated the individual testing, the second the group
testing. The factors in these analyses were dominance rank (four levels),
degree of novelty (two levels), and days (five levels), which corresponded to
the different objects used. Subsequent Fisher's Least Significant Difference
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(LSD; Li, 1966) tests were used to answer more detailed questions subse¬
quent to F values with a probability of less than .05. All tests were
two-tailed.

RESULTS

As a Function ofDominance

As shown in Table I, for all subjects tested in groups of four, the
animal most likely to touch the slightly novel object first was the dominant
(No. I) animal (p = + .42), the animal most likely to touch it second was
the second-ranked animal (p = + .31), then the No. 3, and finally the most
subordinate (No. 4) group member. This class of object was contacted on
average after 28 seconds. This pattern of contact is as one might expect, and
it parallels the type of behavior in response to food—the dominant animal
controlling the source until satisfied and then the next most dominant
taking control, and so on. Analysis of response to the more highly novel
objects, however, yielded a different ordering. The No. 1 monkey only
rarely touched this object first (p = 4- .19) (also found by Menzel, 1966),
and instead, the No. 2 animal most often touched it first (p = + .50). The
second animal to contact this object was most likely to be the dominant
group member, followed by the No. 4 touching it third, and then the No. 3
monkeys, touching it last. This was revealed by a significant rank x novelty
interaction (F = 6.99,p< .01) in the analysis of variance. Neither interacts
significantly with days, although there appears to be some amelioration of
the highly novel effect with repeated testing.

Thus, there was a common, but not universal, pattern. This most
common pattern for contacting the slightly novel object was monkey No. 1,
2, 3, 4 and for the highly novel object was animal 2, 1,4, 3.

Table I. Results of Rhesus Group-Testing in the Probability ( x 100) of" Contacting Objects
as a Function of Dominance Rank. Order of Contact, and Degree of Novelty

Order of Slightly notel object Highly novel object
contact Dominant 2 3 Subordinate Dominant 2 3 Subordinate

First 42 29 13 17 19 50 25 6
Second 33 31 26 11 48 21 13 19
Third 14 23 40 24 14 19 28 42
Fourth 12 18 24 47 21 9 35 34
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As a Function ofRole

From the results it appeared that there was some contradiction in the
relationship involving degree of novelty, dominance position, and the order
of contacting the objects. Inspection of the data revealed that, when
high-novel objects were used, the same animal contacted the objects first
within any one group. This led to the possibility that it was fulfilling some
role. Probabilities of contact were then estimated post hoc. Table II
presents comparative data examining role and rank contact probabilities. It
must be stressed that role probabilities were estimated post hoc; that is, the
subject showing the greatest degree of that behavior in the category of
interest is selected. It is clear, when doing this, that higher probabilities of
contact are obtained using roles versus rank as a selector. In 74% of the
cases, the first animal to contact the objects in the group is the same animal
on repeated tests. Using high-novel objects raises this value to 81%,
whereas using low-novel objects it io only 69%. If low-novel objects are
redefined as those objects most quickly contacted in the actual test situation
instead of the a priori scaling evaluation, the probability value of low-novel
objects being contacted first by the same individual is only raised by + .06
to + .75 and lowered by + .02 to + .79 for high-novel objects.

Table II. Probability ( x 100) of Contacting the Objects in a Group Test as
a Function of Rank (dominant) or Role (Contactor)

Order of Novel object category
contact Slightly Highly All All"
Dominant 1st 42 19 30 25

animal (30) (30)"
Dominant 2nd 33 48 40 43

animal
First- 1st 69 81 69 74

contactor

Second- 2nd 56 64 56 59
contactor

Third- 3rd 59 62
contactor

Fourth- 4th 66 69

contactor

"Those probabilities in parenthesis were ascertained by rccatceorizing the
objects as determined by time to first contact, all those greater than the
mean (48 sec) being defined post hoc as highly novel.

'"Utilizes data from all monkeys in addition to main group animals, using
both degrees of novelty.
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Individual testing did not reveal any significant rank effects on time,
although there was a slight tendency for the two most dominant animals to
touch the objects before the others (F = 1.20, p > .05). The probability of
this happening was only + .44. It should be noted that both analyses of
variance performed showed the expected highly significant days and novelty
main effects, which did not interact with each other or, in this individual
analysis, with rank. Comparing socially mediated order of contact with
contact in the individual test situation suggests that the social ranking is not
merely a reflection of the monkeys' individual ability to perform the task.

During individual testing, the same animal had the lowest latency to
touch the object when it was tested alone with that object on three out of
four tests in four of the groups, and the same animal had the lowest latency
twice in another four groups. In none of the four former groups was this
animal the most common first-contactor when in the group tests; the
first-contactors in the individual test held dominance ranks of 2, 3, 4 and 4
in their respective groups. The probability of the group's first contactor also
touching the objects first in the individual test was only + .32. This lends
only the slightest support to the idea of individual differences when housed
alone but rather suggests that contact time and contact order is a function
of the interactions of individuals rather than of characteristics of the
individual. We have no evidence that it is some genetic or developmental
aspect of bravery or curiosity, or at least not bravery when alone, that
induces or allows the first-contactor to contact novel or fearful objects first.
Rather, there appear to be different processes at work in the individual and
group tests. There is some process, related to group structure or
membership, that singles out a monkey to instigate the handling of
moderately novel objects.

It is interesting to note that, in all cases except for one, the
first-contactor contacted the object sooner when in the group situation than
when alone. Of course, the objects were different, but the level of novelty
was approximately the same, as determined by the pretest measures.

In the rare circumstances when neither the normal first-contactor nor

the dominant animal was the first to contact the object, the latency to first
contact was over 20 times as long as when the object was touched by the
normal first-contactor.

Results of the first two tests using the dangerous novel objects were
clear-cut. Not surprisingly, although the initial shocked responses were
within the normal latency for the highly novel objects, the subsequent
postshock contacts were of much longer latency. The subject shocked did
not recontact the object. Although, on the 1st day using shock, the first
monkey to contact the object prior to any shock was that member who
characteristically contacted most highly novel objects in prior tests, the
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second animal to contact it, subsequent to the shock of course, was only
once the normal second-contactor. This second contact was not punished.

On day 1 of the dangerous-object test, j46% of the monkeys never
touched the object in 50 minutes, and 62% of those not touching it first,
i.e., not shocked, never contacted it. This compares with a normal
noncontact rates of 4% over the rest of the tests. The probability of the
dominant group member touching the object at all after anyone was
shocked was + .42 but was only 4- .28 for his touching it second under that
condition. The probability of the dominant animal contacting the object
after anyone, other than himself, received a shock was + .60 and was + .40
for his touching it in the second position. This suggests that seeing the
first-contactor shocked considerably reduced the chances of the dominant
animal contacting the object at all, but if the dominant animal contacts it at
all, the chance of this animal contacting it in the second position are not
markedly reduced.

On day 2 of the dangerous-object test, only 60% of group members
contacted the object, surprisingly with about the same average time and
order pattern to first contact. After the object had been first-contacted and
shock had been administered, no dominant animal touched it, whereas 55%
of all remaining animals did. On day 2 (only) one group had no members
contacting the object at all.

In all except 1 of the 14 quadrads constituting the main group, there
was a single individual who contacted the high-novel objects first on a
minimum of 80% of tests. One might predict that in the one "leaderless"
group, objects would not be contacted as soon as in other groups that have
a first-contactor. Two-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests on both low- and
high-novel objects supported this expectation (p < .01).

The 13 groups with a "leader" were those used in the third and fourth
dangerous-object test. Although the time to first-contact using this
dangerous object was within the range for high-novel objects on the 1st day
in the individual training period, on the 2nd, refresher day, the
first-contactor had to be encouraged (with grapes) to contact it. When
group-tested, 10 of the 13 (77%) groups took longer to first contact the
object (now no longer shocking) than to contact any previous nondangerous
object. On all but one of these three occasions, the normal first-contactor
behaved unusually and fearfully toward the object that had so recently
shocked him. Some threatened it, some screamed, some ran around banging
the sides of the cage.

In the three groups that contacted the dangerous object within the
range of their normal contact time, two were at about 1 standard deviation
above the overall mean for highly novel objects. In the third, a fight erupted
and one animal hit the object (apparently unintentionally), sending it
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clattering and inverting it. It was not contacted soon again. The normal
first-contactor did not contact the object in any group.

In the fourth and final dangerous-object test, when animals other
than the first-contactor were preshocked with the object, these preshocked
subjects did not contact the object and their behavior did not influence the
latency to first-contact, second-contact, or third-contact of the objects.

DISCUSSION

It appears that in response to novel objects, two aspects of the social
environment interact: A more dominant animal may expropriate an object
in which he is interested, but certain group members characteristically
investigate objects in such a way that the fears of other group members
appear to be allayed or enhanced. Visual exploration does not do this, but
contact and manipulation do. The response of these investigators is closely
observed by the others. If the response subsequent to contact is one of fear
or pain, then some of this information is retained and used by the others.
Even if other animals then contact this "dangerous object," the behavior of
some of the rest of the group is altered as a function of this first-contact
reaction. There is support for the idea that the other members of the group
"expect" their champion to ascertain the nature of these strange objects.
When this first-contactor does not show this behavior (or when the group
has no member who shows this behavior), the investigation and use (e.g.,
for play) of novel objects is curtailed. But can we term this behavioral
constellation a role?

Despite considerable use of the term role, definitions are not easy to
find. Social psychologists suggest that roles refer to consistent patterns of
expected reciprocal behavior (and perhaps attributes) between two or more
individuals: These patterns are recurrent in interactions of consequence to
them in a specific context (Sarbin, 1954). When dealing with animals,
however, this definition does not enable one to decide whether a behavior
constellation can be termed a role (Sarbin & Allen, 1968) or whether
labeling it as a role helps us to tackle particular problems (Hinde, 1978).
Similar problems arise when one tries to decide if animals exhibit culture
(McGrew & Tutin, 1978).

There are several important aspects of these definitions. One is the
idea of expectancy (Benedict, 1969; Sarbin, 1954). In animals we can but
infer expectancy. We infer it if animals act as though they expect a
particular behavior in another animal, e.g., a more dominant animal to
approach and take food; if animals alter their behavior in the absence of
role behavior, e.g., milling around in the absence of a leader; or if they
show surprise when their expectancies are not fulfilled.
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The second important aspect to this definition is that of interaction
(Jones, 1975). The very idea of expectancy of roles implies the presence of
at least two animals and often involves interaction between the two. Nadel
(1957; see also Reynolds, 1972) has stated that roles materialize only in an
interaction setting. But the idea of interaction need not imply that roles are
seen only when individuals are interacting. Rather, sometimes interaction is
inferred, e.g., the role of sentinel where the animal is out of sight of other
group members, or that of the role of the adult male as the focus of the
troop even when such interaction is not obvious (Burton, 1972). What is
observed is some relationship between individuals, one of which may not be
interacting with the other. For example, animals receiving a large number of
friendly approaches have distinct social roles according to Gartlan (1968).
But is it the role of the infant to receive behavior from the mother? If
receipt of behavior can be termed a role, then an individual can have a role
thrust upon it. At the extreme, a role can involve no contribution from the
individual at all. So can one speak of the role of a dead infant or the role of
the scapegoat (Maxim, 1978)? If roles are specialized expected behaviors,
then nonbehaving dead infants do not have roles, although they may have
an effect upon the behavior of others (and perhaps even a function in the
group). Also, the behavior of animals may not involve choice, and roles
may imply choice. Hinde (1975, p. 21) states that "a peripheral male may
act as a 'watchdog' because he is excluded to the periphery, not because he
strives to fill that role."

In some cases, high levels of interaction lead to problems in the
definition of role. Is there a role of infant or only that of mother? Is there a
role of scapegoat or only of bully? Is there a role of leader or only of
follower? When interaction between two individuals is essential for the
existence of a role, the separation of role attributes between those
interacting is difficult in some circumstances. When the performance of a
role involves the exclusive interaction between two individuals, such as the
role of the male and female of a consort pair or mother and infant, the
problem becomes even more difficult.

Another important aspect is that of roles being patterns of behavior.
In the statement "the major role of the alpha monkey is repression of
intragroup aggression," the implication is that repression involves some
patterns of behaviors. If we substitute the word behavior for role in that
statement, we see how the functional connotation of role implies more than
some simple behavior, and we also see how the term role implies patterns of
behavior to some degree unique to the subject that is performing the role.

I would support the idea that roles must involve patterns of behavior,
that "it is not a category at the data level with absolute properties" (Hinde,
1978, p. 33). It is difficult to conceive of a role at the data level, and the
usefulness of the concept of "role" is when that item or pattern has
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complex social consequences. Role involves interpretation of the simplest
behavior.

If we again substitute the word behavior for role in the following
sentence, we can see how role has at times been unjustifiably used to imply
more than simply behavior: "The major role of the mother is to feed and
protect her infant... . Used in this way 'role' is equivalent to behavior and
thus a redundant concept" (Hinde, 1978, p. 34). This example shows how
the degree of exclusive/less of a role is important. In these examples we can
also see how, as the lime an individual is involved in behaviors associated
with its role increases, the less valuable the concept of role is in that context.
The role of the group member is of less interest than that of a mother, and
that of a mother less than that of a control animal or group leader.

Another measure of exclusiveness is the degree to which roles are

unique, and this is reflected in the interest people have in different roles.
For as the number of individuals exhibiting a behavior decreases (e.g.,
eating behavior, infant behavior, maternal behavior, group leaders), the
greater the interest in the behavior/role and the more likely it is to be called
a role.

Wilson (1975), among others, suggests that the specialization of group
members is a hallmark of advance in the evolution of social behavior.
Coordinated specialists are more efficient than an equal number of
generalists. It seems reasonable that one of the effects of roles is to make
groups efficient; if everyone exhibits the behavior, then it is not a role. We
do not speak of roles that are as general as that of the eater or the breather,
but some speak of the role of the copulator and the social interactor
(Benedict, 1969; Burton, 1977, p. 6).

Another dimension that influences interest in certain behaviors or

roles is that of the degree of genetic control. In primate behavior,
investigators seem more interested in roles that appear to be under only
indirect physiological control (e.g., group leader, control animal, aunt,
arbitrator), as opposed to the more essential but more directly physiological
role, such as the role of the mother, infant, juvenile female, and so on. And
some go so far as to say that fulfillment of basic roles is not biologically
determined (Burton, 1977).

Nadel (1957) stresses two attributes of roles: (1) role behavior and (2)
role name. If a particular animal leaves the troop for a few minutes and
then returns, we can describe this behavior. If we can also describe the
functional significance of the behavior, say, initiating movement or some
vigilance function, then we may term this behavior part of a role (see also
Bernstein, 1974, 1981). This does not mean, however, that the function of a

group of behaviors and the role name by which we describe these behaviors
are interchangeable, although the words role and function often seem to be
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used to mean the same thing. Sarbin (1954) feels- that role theory is
compatible with an interactional or functionalistic framework of social
behavior.

Also, there is the minor problem of the time scale of roles. If one of
the roles (or functions) of the infant is to promote group cohesion, as the
infant grows this ability gradually decreases. Does the role gradually
decrease also, or does the role change its nature?

Crook (1971, p. 247) defines roles "in terms of the relative
frequencies. . . with which individuals perform certain behavioral
sequences. When the behavior set of an individual or class of individuals is
distinct, the animal is said to show a 'role'"; Reynolds (1970) agrees. Such a
definition can enable one to detect roles by either beginning with a certain
class or subgroup of individuals on the basis of some interaction of
physiological traits, e.g., age, sex, or parity, and describing their behaviors,
which are to some degree statistically unique to them, or starting with their
behaviors and seeing if they are distributed nonrandomly, as are most social
behaviors.

The first strategy leads to a multitude of roles, as the selection of the
class can vary from the general to the specific. Using varying levels of
classes, writers discuss the role of the monkey (Benedict, 1969, p. 206), the
role of the mating monkey (Benedict, 1969), of the adult, of the peripheral
male, of the dominant animals, the adult male, the male infant caretaker
(Bernstein, 1974), the father, the uncle, and the control animal, the alpha
male, or the beta male. Certainly the more narrow the class, the more
valuable the concept of role (Rowell, 1972, p. 168).

The "less common strategy, looking at the distribution of behaviors
(Gartlan, 1968), leads to the assignment of most behaviors to different
classes of individuals, each with different probabilities (Reynolds, 1972).
Whether the classes are based on age/sex categories or on more individual
labels seems not to influence the effectiveness of role analysis. When roles
are more individual or more specialized, however, the chance that certain
groups will not have a member playing a specific role will increase.
Presumably there are roles that may or may not be used in a group. After
the death of the sentinel, it is possible that no animal would take up the role
and that animals'would not alter their behavior in the absence of a sentinel.
If group B does not have a member using the control role, how does control
work in group B and is the control role an important innovation?
(Hinde, 1971, 1978, discusses other problems of roles). The role of the
consumer in human society or sentinel in some ungulates is an extreme
example: Many individuals occupy the role; if one individual does not fulfill
its role, this lack does not necessarily lead to changes in the behavior of
others. Its presence does not lead to greater efficiency; its absence doesn't
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lead to an appreciable increase in inefficiency. In many ways the role of the
solitary male is similar (Sarbin, 1954).

The two strategies used to detect the existence of role disclose another
factor, namely, that roles are composed of behaviors of differing
importance. The role of mother, alpha male, or core female is composed of

i a cluster of behaviors, any single one of which may be missing, especially if
that missing behavior is supplied by another animal.

Another problem of both these strategies is that of the definition of
age/sex classes. The problem goes beyond that of the lack of agreement as
to the boundaries of classes and as to which classes are important ones. If
one begins by looking at classes or by assigning behaviors to classes, this
precludes the possibility of assigning roles that are operated by individual
from more than one class. For example, if both adult males and females act
as group leaders, defining roles as exclusively occupied by either males or
females will cause one to omit "leader" as a role. It also means that
individual specialized behavior within a class is not recognized as a role.

One way to escape from the difficulties posed by the two strategies
used to define roles is to use factor-analytic techniques on interaction data
(Fedigan, 1976; Chamove, 1974; Chamove, Eysenck & Harlow, 1972). This
avoids answering the questions (1) Does every behavior at every second
function as part of a role? and (2) Does every animal have one or more
roles? The advantage of this approach is that it gives adequate descriptions
of, but not definitions of or theoretical rationale for, roles without getting
into endless subdivision of classes or individual descriptions of behavior.
The disadvantage is the need to use many groups and that factor analysis is
designed to detect clumps of behaviors and not single behavior patterns,
such as "control role."

In conclusion, we might ask how the results of the present experiment
fit with role analysis? It appears that dominant monkeys are less liable than
subordinate ones to be the first to contact feared novel objects; the
difference in order of response to novel objects is more predictably due to
the role of one group member as "first-contactor." Once first contact has
been made, the dominant animal may then expropriate the object for itself.
We may hypothesize that this hesistancy gives the dominant monkey the
opportunity safely to test this new object—if it induces fear or avoidance in
the initial contactor, the dominant has the opportunity to so observe. It may
then act on this information. The results of the punitive-object tests indicate
that the dominant animal seems to engage in such a chain of behavior.

Finally, it is suggested that the role of the first-contactor fulfills the
seven criteria previously set: (a) The animals act as though they expect an
individual to contact a novel object, (b) If it does, there are consequences
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based on its response to that object, namely, further contact by others if it is
safe but no further contact if it is dangerous, (c) If it does not contact the
object, there are also consequences, namely, delay by others in contacting
the object, (d) The role involves relationships between individuals, (c) The
role appears to be fulfilled by only one individual, and (0 it is specialized in
the sense that some rare groups do not have an individual who fills the role.
And (g) there appear to be no obvious correlates with the behavior of in¬
dividuals when isolated from the group.

The role of first-contactor has obvious benefit to the group and to the
dominant group member, but what benefit does it bring to the
first-contactor? Perhaps, at some risk to the first-contactor, it allows
preferential access to potentially desirable resources. If so, then one might
predict that the first-contactor would not be the dominant who already has
the option of access to the resource or a close friend of the dominant, nor
would it be either an enemy of the dominant, or very subordinate, where its
contact of objects might evoke retaliation by the dominant after its first
contact had been made.
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Introduction

A pattern of behaviour known as harassment or interference has been
observed as a response by nonmating individuals to matings of con-

specifics in many species of primates, but its significance remains obscure
(Hinde, 1974; Bruce, 1982). During heterosexual copulation, group
members may approach the pair and direct toward them behaviour pat¬
terns which appear to contain elements of aggression, exitement, fear,
and submission. Harassment has been reported to occur in over 30
species of primates (reviewed in Niemeyer, 1980; Niemeyer & Ander¬
son, 1983) representing differing forms of social organisation and occu¬
pying various ecological niches. Interference by adult males appears to
occur with the highest frequency, in at least 18 species; juvenile harass¬
ment, directed toward the mother's matings as well as to the matings of
unrelated females, has been reported in at least 22 species; harassment by
adult females is reported for at least 13 species, but is pronounced in only
4 species: squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciureus) (Baldwin, 1968; DuMond,
1968), patas monkey (Erythrocebus patas) (Hall, 1966; Loy & Loy, 1977),
Hanuman langur (Presbytis entellus) (Jay, 1963; Hrdy, 1974; Yoshiba,
1968), and stumptailed macaque (.Macaca arctoides) (Bertrand, 1969;
Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1975; Chamove, 1981; Gouzoules, 1974).
Details of harassment differ markedly in these species.

') Present address: C. Niemeyer, Community Transitional Resources, P.O. Box 950,
Modesto, CA, 95353 U.S.A.

2) Thanks to R. Anstruther, J. R. Anderson, V. J. Nash and J. Low for help in
data collection, to W. C. McGrew for help in supervision, and to N. Moray, W. C.
McGrew, C. E. G. Tutin, and J. R. Anderson for comments on the manuscript. This
study contributed towards the requirements for an M.Sc. by the first author. Reprint re¬
quests to A. S. Chamove.
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Although harassment of matings has been briefly mentioned in many

reports, only a few researchers have studied this phenomenon in any
detail or attempted to provide a causal or functional explanation for it.
For male interference in matings there appear to be two quite different
forms. In the typical harassment pattern, lower-ranking males approach
the more dominant mating male but rarely interrupt the copulation. In
the second pattern of male interference, a more dominant male effective¬
ly prevents or interrupts a mating attempt by a less dominant male, often
merely by approaching the couple. We will term successful interruption
of matings as 'interference' and unsuccessful apparent attempts at
disruption as 'harassment'.

Harassment by immature individuals takes several forms. At times the
youngster appears merely playful or excited {e.g., Bertrand, 1969;
Tutin, 1979); more often the young primates harass aggressively, {e.g.,
DeVore, 1965), sometimes showing evidence of great distress {e.g.,
Hrdy, 1977; Temerlin, 1975). In general, mating males are very
tolerant of harassment by infants.

Harassment by adult females is the least commonly reported. It takes
two forms, the most common being one of aggressive harassment; less
frequently, females of a few species direct sexual or nonaggressive contact
responses towards the pair as if the harassing female were motivated to
participate in the mating herself {e.g., Savage-Rumbaugh & Wilkerson,
1978). We shall not be concerned with this latter variant.

Adult female harassment is most commonly directed towards the male
{e.g., Wilson, 1981). Harassment of kin by adult and young adult
females has rarely been reported. In the stumptailed monkey, aggressive
harassment by adult females is the most striking form of harassment, dif¬
fering markedly from mating behaviour seen in other macaques. Our
data from captive animals suggest that female harassment in the stump-
tailed macaque typically begins at ejaculation and rarely (1%) leads to
interruption, and that female involvement in harassment occurs in most
(93%) matings {versus only 8% in the rhesus; Wilson, 1981). Although
we shall concentrate here on this phenomenon, we shall also be con¬

trasting this with male harassment and interference, and harassment by
immature monkeys.

The protective hypothesis. It has been suggested that harassment might
function to protect the mating female from male aggression accompany¬

ing mating. Gouzoules (1974) noted that in 88 matings in a stumptailed
macaque group, the male bit the female during 15% of the matings. No
harassment was directed towards 85% of those matings in which male
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biting occurred. In only two matings (2%) did biting occur despite
harassment; and in two matings the male did not bite the female nor
receive harassment. Gouzoules suggested that harassment protected the
female through distraction of the mating male.

The reproductive potential hypothesis. Harassment may be an attempt by
the interfering individual to stop or delay the mating, thus increasing the
harasser's own reproductive potential while decreasing that of the mating
individuals (DeVore, 1965; Dewsbury, 1982; Hrdy, 1977; Tutin,
1979).

The possessive hypothesis. Harassment may be caused by an emotional
response to the threat (by the act of mating) of a disruption in affiliative
bonds existing between the harasser and one or both of the mating pair.
The function of harassment is to prevent the disruption of an actual or

potential bond between the observing monkey and a member of the
mating pair. Heretofore, this hypothesis has not been proposed or tested.

Other less popular or less easily tested hypotheses previously suggested
to account for harassment will not be dealt with here (see Niemeyer &
Anderson, 1983). They include the following — in (a) adult females:
redirected aggression (Hall, 1966); in (b) immature primates: observa¬
tional learning (de Benedictis, 1973), parent-offspring conflict (Hrdy,
1977), weaning insecurity (Tutin, 1979), excitement (de Benedictis,
1973), dominance testing of the mating male (Loy & Loy, 1977); and in
(c) adult males: indirect reproductive competition (Loy & Loy, 1977).

Methods

Subjects.
The subjects were 12 wild-born adult stumptailed macaques and their 10 group-reared
offspring, housed in the Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit (details in
Chamove, 1981). The group consisted of two adult males, ten multiparous adult females,
three young adult males (3-5.3 years), four nulliparous young adult females (3-5.3 years),
and three infants (0-2 years). A wild-born, fully adult, unfamiliar male was also used for
the "unfamiliar male tests".

Apparatus.
As female stumptailed macaques, rather inconveniently, do not display obvious external
signs of oestrus, matings were unpredictable. Thus, observations were opportunistic, but
we were aided by the fact that males repeatedly mate with oestrous females. Data were
collected by four methods: (a) videotape recording, (b) audiotape recording, (c) hand¬
written notes plus stopwatch, and (d) reports from other researchers working in the unit.

The group lived in five large indoor housing cages each measuring 1.11 x 1.64 x 1.90 m
which were connected by two small hatches to an outside area 2.56 x 5.38 x 3.69 m and
partly divided in half by mesh. All members of the group could move freely throughout
the entire indoor and outdoor enclosure area.
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The test with the unfamiliar male was performed in a small experimental room separate
from the others, in a cage which measured lmx3mxlm.

Procedure.

Observations covered a period of 26 months from April 1977 to June 1979. A few animals
died, were removed from, born into, or added to the group (details in Niemeyer, 1980),
but such changes in group composition were infrequent and unavoidable.

Over the two-year period, 10 milk tests were performed to assess dominance ranks. Ac¬
cumulation of 30 sec of drinking was taken as the criterion for relative dominance. This
measure has been shown to correlate well with other competition-based measures of
dominance and measures based on agonistic encounters (Chamove, 1983; Weisbard &
Goy, 1976). Relative dominance ranks remained stable over the period of study except
that the young adult males gradually established dominance over the top-ranking adult
females. Consequently, separate dominance hierarchies were calculated for males and
females. Infants were not included in the rankings.

As very little was known about harassment in this species, as much detailed information
as possible was collected. A basic core of 271 matings involving 5 males and 14 females
was used for most analyses; 15% of these were videotaped, 35% audiotaped, and 50%
noted by hand. The term mating, unless indicated otherwise, refers to sexual intercourse
including ejaculation. A potential harasser refers to a monkey that was present in the group
during the time of mating, with no barriers separating it from the mating pair. Harassment
was defined as a clearly oriented approach to within 1 m of the mating pair, and this
definition was used in computing scores offrequency of harassment, that is, simply whether
or not harassment occurred.

Harassment, however, is not a solely aggressive response, but includes elements of fear,
aggression, submission, excitement, and ambivalence. In an attempt to ascertain the
motivation underlying harassment, 22 'forms of response to matings' were defined and
their frequencies analysed (details in Niemeyer, 1980). To test hypotheses concerning af-
filiative and kinship relationships, a scoring system was devised to derive a numerical
value for intensity of harassment. Every potential harasser for every mating was considered
separately and received a score for intensity of harassment as follows: -2 points for active¬
ly avoiding the mating, -1 for being in view but neither approaching nor avoiding, + 1 for
approaching to no closer than 1 m from the mating pair, and +2 for approaching to
within 1 m. Single additional points were added to the above for each hit, for each addi¬
tional approch to the pair, for spending more than 30 sec near the pair, for receiving a
threat from the male, and for any other contact with the pair, including 'mouth-to-mouth'
harassment. In this enigmatic pattern, the harasser, usually a dominant adult female,
confidently and slowly approached the mating pair and engaged in prolonged mouth-to-
mouth contact with the mating male, always a young adult male (n = 16) but never a fully
adult male. This oral behaviour sometimes included gentle bites on the lip or face and
seemed to indicate tension between the two who were of similar dominance ranks. Two
additional points were added to the intensity of harassment score for each bite directed at
either of the mating pair, for receiving a grab from the mating male in response to
vigorous harassment, and for apparently causing premature termination of the post-
ejaculatory tie phase (details in Niemeyer, 1980).

In addition to the opportunistic observations of matings, 2440 min of focal-animal
sampling (Altmann, 1974) were carried out on 12 adult and 7 young adult monkeys.
Individually-targeted observations lasted 5 min but were ended earlier if any matings
began in the group. From these samples, percentages of possible time spent huddling, sit¬
ting in contact, grooming with, and further than 1 m from others were computed. The
first three were used as measures of affiliation (Anderson & Chamove, 1979; Estrada,
Estrada & Ervin, 1977). For each focal individual, the number of minutes spent in
positive contact, either huddling, sitting, or grooming, with each other target individual
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was divided by the total numbr of minutes the target was in the group during the focal in¬
dividual's samples and therefore could have been in contact. This produced a measure of
the percentage of time which each focal individual spent in affiliative contact with every
other individual. Two scores of affiliation, therefore, resulted for each pair of monkeys,
one from each member of the pair when it was the focal individual. A high Pearson cor¬
relation coefficient between the affiliative contact score for each member of each pair and
the related contact score from the other members' focal animal sample, suggested that it
was justifiable to average the two scores to produce a single value for every pair of
monkeys, r (146) = + .61,p<.001 and so this was done. Aggressive behaviours were also
noted. Simultaneous focal animal sampling was carried out during the 5 min following
every mating, focusing on the male and female that had just mated.

In many matings both the male and the female appeared to wish to mate. However, in
some cases the female appeared unwilling (resistant), by behaving as if attempting to pre¬
vent the mating. Resistant actions by the female which received one point each time they
occurred were: running away from the male, screaming, jerking, attempting to dislodge
the male, and fighting with the male. In some matings the male exhibited coercion. Actions
by the male receiving one point for coercion each time they occurred were: chasing,
pushing, pulling, or fighting with the female; biting her received two points. Data on male
coercion and female resistance were collected for 140 matings from the beginning of the
approach phase to the termination of the post-ejaculatory tie phase. The scores for male
coercion and female resistance were summed to give an 'overall coercion score' for each
mating.

The significance level for all analyses was set at .05, and all tests were two-tailed.

Results

For the purpose of this study, matings were divided into four phases
(after Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1975). The first phase was termed the ap¬
proach phase, when one of the pair first indicates interest in mating. The
female solicited the male in 13% of 172 matings in which the approach
phase was observed, she co-operated by allowing mounting in 61 %, and
she resisted by repeatedly running away in 26%. Solicitation was

generally directed towards fully adult males, and resistance was directed
towards young adult males.

The second or pre-ejaculatory phase begins with the final mount, ter¬
minates when ejaculation begins, and includes intromission, thrusting,
and teeth-chattering by the male. Although stumptails are generally con¬
sidered to be single-mount ejaculators (Blurton-Jones & Trollope,
1968), male inexperience or female recalcitrance can lead to several
mounts. The mean cumulative time spent mounted prior to ejaculation
was 35.5 sec (n = 148 matings, sd = 21).

The ejaculatory phase commences when the male ceases thrusting and
teeth-chattering, shows body rigidity, exhibits a frowning round-mouth
face, and emits a low-pitched rhythmical expiration vocalization. These
last two may be specific to M. arctoides. At the onset of ejaculation if not
before, the mating female commonly reaches back and grasps the male's
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leg (67%), looks at his face, and/or, less frequently, holds the male's
scrotum.

It is the onset of ejaculation which triggers harassment in the stump-
tailed macaque. During the approach and pre-ejaculation phases, the in¬
dividuals near the mating pair often appear to feign indifference and may
engage in intense displacement activities such as autogrooming or forag¬
ing, with brief glances at the pair. At ejaculation they rush towards the
pair, looking at the male's face and sometimes grabbing him (see Fig. 1).
The male may threaten or grab at harassers while gripping the female
with the other hand.

The final phase, termed the post-ejaculatory tie phase, begins when the
characteristic ejaculation vocalization ceases and ends when the penis is
removed from the vagina. Amongst primates, it is believed to be unique
to stumptailed macaques. During this phase flaring of the male's glans
penis combined with the reaction of the sphincter-like vestibular colliculis
in the female's vagina apparently produces a genital lock (Fooden,
1967). The couple appear physically locked, as occurs in canids.
Premature separation appears to be uncomfortable and is often accom¬

panied by bleeding in the female (also in Chamove, 1981). During this
70.8 sec phase (n = 159, sd = 38), the male continues to grip the female,
preventing her leaving, and the harassers gradually but completely
disperse.

After separation the female usually walked away and the two inspected
their own genitals, but grooming was almost never seen between the pair.
Mating might recur, as many as eight completed matings in 30 min, par¬
ticularly if the female was unfamiliar to the male, although rates of one-
half or one-third of this were more common.

Of 271 completed matings involving 5 males, 14 females, and 47 com¬
binations of mating male and female, nearly all (93%) received harass¬
ment. On average, 35% of potential harassers showed harassment at a

mating. In half of the 20 unharassed matings, either the mating pair were
both young adults, or fewer than three potential harassers were in view of
the mating. The typical individual harassed on 25% of opportunities at
matings (sd = 28).

The frequencies of harassment by age and sex of interactants were as
follows (see Fig. 2). The four young adult females performed the most
harassment (51 % of matings, sd = 20), followed by the two infant females
(43% , sd = 6), three young adult males (31 % , sd = 20), the infant male
(27%), ten adult females (20% , sd = 19), and least by the two adult males
(12%, sd = 2). The youngest animal observed to harass was a 7 week-old
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female. A t-test confirmed that the 10 young individuals (M = 41%) on

average harassed more frequently than the 12 fully adult (18%) animals,
t (20) = 3.04, pC.Ol. There was no overall sex difference, t= .65, ns.
Correlating dominance rank within age/sex categories with frequency of
harassment showed that more dominant individuals performed more
harassment, r (17)= + .54, p<.02.

When a mating pair was harassed, both the mating male and the
mating female were considered to have received harassment (see bottom
of Fig. 2). When involved in the matings, the 12 fully adult monkeys
received more harassment (33% of available monkeys harassed) than the
7 young adults (18%), t (17) = 3.0, p<.01. Although not statistically
significant, more dominant individuals tended to receive more harass¬
ment when mating than did those less dominant, r (17) = + .37, ns.

The majority of harassment behaviour, however, was directed at the
mating male (see photograph in Chamove, 1981). In only 6% of 186
matings were any aggressive harassment behaviours clearly directed only
at the mating female. The mating female was contacted non-aggressively
19 times in 186 matings; most frequently infants (63%) contacted the
mating female in this way. In over half of the mating in which the female
was so contacted, the harassing individual was a relative of the mating
female; when the mating female received aggressive harassment contact,
the harasser was never her relative.

On 17 occasions a harasser was observed to direct aggression toward
another harasser. In 94% of these cases the aggressor was a male subor¬
dinate to the mating male; and in 88% the aggression was performed by

Fig. 1. A sequence illustrating interference during a single mating soon after the death of
the old alpha male, (a) Just prior to ejaculation, harassers begin to approach. The mating
pair are facing into a corner, a commonly-observed pattern, (b) Ejaculation has begun
and harassment is at its peak with seven harassers. The infant daughter (iK, open
triangle), the young adult daughter (YK, open diamond), and the best friend (Ns, open
square) of the mating female (K), as well as the mother (F, solid triangle) of and the best
friend (solid circle) of the mating (now alpha) male, (YF) are all close at hand, (c) The
young adult daughter and the mating female cannot be seen under the aggregation; in the
foreground a subordinate and non-harassing female (X) with a young infant feigns indif¬
ference; the best friend of the mating male, the beta male on the window ledge, grabs at a
female (Ns) and she runs off, (d) only to return again (e). The mating male is sinking
backward during the tie phase and the mating female can clearly be seen hunched face
downwards, being contacted by her infant iK. Her young adult daughter YK shows
piloerection. (f) Most of the harassers have dispersed; the male threatens the harassing in¬

fant of the mating female. Her young adult daughter remains nearby.
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Fig. 2. The frequency of harassment performed (top) and harassment received (bottom)
for 5 age/sex categories. Males are hatched; dots indicate the mean of the age/sex

category, the three infants are combined for their mean.

a young adult male. Males directed aggression at other harassers 16
times more frequently than did females, p< .001 (sign test).

The responses of fully adult males to the matings were of two extremes
and did not conform to the typical harassment pattern. Either a more
dominant male interrupted the mating, or a more subordinate male
responded by approaching in a nonaggressive fashion or by mating with
another female. Young adult males were observed to mate oppor¬
tunistically on several occasions, but they also showed the typical harass¬
ment pattern.

The age/sex categories differed with regard to the amount of fear ver¬
sus aggression shown in response to matings (Fig. 3). Five behavioural
responses were considered as indicators of fear: scream, avoidance of
the mating, flee, present, and lipsmack/teeth-chatter; three were con¬
sidered aggressive: contact female aggressively, hit male, and bite male's
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face. To quantify the differences, for each monkey the number of matings
for which each of the above fear responses was observed was tallied, and
this number was divided by the number of times the monkey responded
to a mating with harassment; this produced a relative fear frequency con¬
tinuum. The same procedure was followed for the three aggressive
responses, producing an aggression continuum. As the two were very
similar in form, with the exception of the young adult male category, the
fear score was substracted from the aggression score to obtain an

agonistic score which is plotted in Fig. 3. A Kruskal-Wallis One-Way
Analysis of Variance by Rank confirms that the adult males had the
highest, most aggressive scores, this aggression all being directed at
mating males subordinate to themselves; interestingly the young adult
females showed relatively more aggression and relatively less fear than

increasing fear increasing aggression

-50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 --20 -15 -10 -05 0 -05 -10
. , ♦ « ' ' ' —♦ —♦ ' * ♦*—

/I II I
adult infants young adult young adultAgonistic continuum females males adult males

females

Fig. 3. Agonistic continuum of responses to matings.

adult females and young adult males, H (4) = 15.7, p< .01. The discre¬
pant young adult male subgroup showed aggressive responses towards
males subordinate to themselves and fearful responses towards more
dominant mating males; consequently their relative fear scores and
relative aggression scores were both low. These scores on the agonistic
continuum varied according to relative dominance rankings within the
age/sex categories as well. More dominant individuals performed a
higher proportion of aggressive responses to matings, whereas more
subordinate monkeys showed more fearful responses, r (20) = -.61,
p<.01. .

With the above description in mind, we now report how the data bear
upon the three major hypotheses, with special attention to harassment by
adult females.

Protective Hypothesis.
If harassment functions to protect the mating female from being bitten by
the mating male, then (1) the mating male would be expected to bite the
female most during matings when no harassment occurs; (2) harassment
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should occur prior to, or at the latest, at the point in the mating sequence
at which biting is most likely to occur; (3) more harassment should be
associated with matings in which the male directs more aggressive acts
towards the mating female, and less harassment during less aggressive
matings.

Our results did not support these predictions.
One. Of 268 matings performed by 6 males and 19 females, 87 matings

did not receive harassment, either because no potential harassers were

present (n = 55), or because harassers were present but did not harass
(n = 32). The female was bitten in 11% of these 87 matings without
harassment; of 181 matings receiving harassment, the female was bitten
on 22% . A chi-squared test showed that biting occurred significantly more
than expected with harassment and less without harassment, chi-squared
(1) = 4.03, p<.05, contrary to predictions of the protective hypothesis.
All of the 40 matings which included biting and during which potential
harassers were present, received harassment.

Two. Whereas harassment occurred at ejaculation, biting was more
likely to occur during the approach phase (13 % of matings) than after the
final mount (6%). In fact 91 % of all actual bites associated with matings
were administered during the approach phase, and although the female
was most in need of protection at this time, harassment did not com¬
mence until ejaculation began. These findings are inconsistent with
predictions of the protective hypothesis.

It should be noted that these two types of biting occur in different situa¬
tions, with different actors. The "approach bites" were performed
almost exclusively by males other than the alpha male and were related to
female recalcitrance. For example, whenever the alpha male was re¬
moved from the group, the most dominant remaining male predictably
and immediately began mating attempts. Sixty-one completed matings of
this type were observed. When combined with data on matings of the
four males in the undisturbed group it was found that more subordinate
males were more aggressive towards the desired female during matings
than relatively more dominant males, r (2) = + .99, p< .01, and females
presented more resistance to mating with relatively more subordinate
males, r (2) = + .99, p< .01. Bites after the final mount were almost ex¬
clusively performed by the alpha male and appeared to be warnings to
the female not to attempt to run away before the tie phase was completed.

Three. An overall "coercion score" for each mating was computed by
summing the number of male aggressive acts and female resistant acts
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prior to and during that mating. Coercion by the male correlated highly
and positively with resistance by the female ,r(138)= + . 81, p < . 001. The
average coercion score was 5.8 points (range = 0 to 93) and 49% of
matings involved no male aggression or female resistance. There was no
tendency for more harassment to occur during matings in which the male
was especially rough with the female. And there was no correlation be¬
tween the amount of coercion involved in the mating and the percentage
of potential harassers to harass that mating, r (138) = + .01, ns, contrary
to predictions of the protective hypothesis.

Although Gouzoules (1974) did not suggest why individuals should
endanger themselves to protect others, there is at least one possible ex¬

planation — that of reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971; Silk, 1982). To
test this a Pearson's correlation was performed correlating the frequency
of harassment shown by every female towards every other female for
which data were available, with the frequency of harassment performed
in return by the harassed female. There was no significant association of
the two scores, r (67) = -.04, ns.

Reproductive Potential Hypothesis.
If harassment is an attempt to improve an individual's own reproductive
potential at the expense of others, then the following may be predicted:
(1) harassment should be effective in interrupting matings prior to
ejaculation; (2) harassment should shorten the duration of the post-
ejaculatory tie phase, thereby reducing the likelihood of conception; (3)
harassment should be directed less at mating individuals with whom the
harasser shares common genes. A possible exception to this is harassment
by a young infant directed toward its mother's matings, which could be
an expression of parent-offspring conflict (Trivers, 1974).

The results did not support the reproductive potential hypothesis ex¬

cept in the case of interference by males dominant to the mating male.
One. Although occasionally individuals approached a mating pair

prior to ejaculation, they virtually never began to direct vigorous or ag¬

gressive actions towards the pair until the male's thrusting ceased and the
ejaculation vocalization began. Therefore it is unlikely that the monkeys'
harassment was performed in an attempt to prevent ejaculation (see also
Bruce, 1982). Fifty-eight incomplete matings, that is, without ejacula¬
tion, with harassers available, were observed; 33% of these were
associated with the deliberate approach, prior to ejaculation, by a male
dominant to the mating male; 29% were associated with the approach
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prior to ejaculation of non-dominant group members of all other
age/sex/rank categories combined; 27% appeared to result from female
resistance; and 11 % ended for no obvious reason other than the male ap¬

pearing to lack a sufficient level of excitement.
The most common and obvious cause of incomplete matings was the

approach of a male dominant to the mating male (n=19 cases).
Whenever a dominant male approached a subordinate mating male prior
to ejaculation, the mating was interrupted. A simple look from the domi¬
nant male was sufficient to interrupt a mating in 74% of these cases. In
only 26% did one male contact the other.

During the course of this study, a male dominant to the mating male
approached the mating pair on 35 occasions; 19 of these occurred prior to
the onset of ejaculation, and the pair immediately separated, giving a
success rate of 54% in preventing ejaculations of subordinate males. The
subordinate male either fled, directed appeasement gestures towards the
other male, or began to aggress against the mating female. The remain¬
ing 16 of the 35 approaches occurred during the tie phase, and in 12 of
these cases the subordinate pair immediately separated. In combination,
males dominant to the mating male had a modified success rate of 89 % in
reducing the likelihood of conceptions.

In sharp contrast, however, no other age/sex category was routinely
successful in either preventing ejaculations or interrupting tie phases by
harassment. For example, one or more males subordinate to the mating
male approached mating pairs during 106 copulations, and only once
was the approach associated with non-occurrence of ejaculation, a 1%
success rate; subordinate males never interrupted tie phases. The success
rate for the frequent and vigorous harassment by adult females was simi¬
lar: one or (more commonly) more females approached the mating pairs
during 193 copulations; twice the approach was associated with no ejacu¬
lation, a success rate of 1 % . On five occasions, the approach interrupted
the tie phase of mating young adult pairs, which is still a very low
modified success rate of 4%. Harassment by adult females never in¬
fluenced the outcome of matings by fully adult males. (This contrasts
with success rates of 22% and 31% respectively in rhesus monkey
matings harassed by either subordinate males or by adult females;
Wilson, 1981.)

Similarly, even vigorous and frequent harassment by young adult
females or infants had very low success rates (1% and 8% respectively).
Our results, therefore, give no support to the reproductive potential
hypothesis, other than for males dominant to the mating male.
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Two. The mean duration of tie phases for 18 matings without harass¬
ment was 70 sec. (sd = 29), and for 143 matings which received harass¬
ment was approximately the same, 71 sec (sd = 40). A correlation of the
tie phase durations for each male's matings with the number of harassers
was inconclusive. One male showed a significant positive correlation,
(r = + .74) contrary to the prediction, but the average correlation was
near zero (r = -.05). A third set of correlations was performed within
males comparing the intensity of harassment with duration of the tie
phase. None of the six correlations were significantly negative as

predicted by the hypothesis; they averaged -.03.
In summary, harassment did not reduce the duration of the tie phase. It

should be noted that the three older fully adult males have longer tie
phases than the three young adult males, t (159) = 3.21, p<.002; also
mean tie duration correlated negatively with male relative dominance
ranking, r (3) = -.94, p< .02. In addition, tie phases were almost half as
short when a male dominant to the mating male was present in the group

(M = 44 vs. 76 sec), t (129) = 3.3, p< .001, regardless of the identity of the
mating male.

Three. Contrary to the prediction, the stumptailed macaques in the
present study harassed the matings of their kin (82% of 254 matings)
significantly more frequently than they harassed those of comparable
unrelated monkeys (43% of 695 matings), t (11) = 4.79, p< .001.

Young adults of both sexes harassed their mothers more than they
harassed comparable unrelated females. Offspring, including both in¬
fants and young adults, harassed their mothers' matings significantly
more frequently than those of comparable females, t (5) = 3.37, p< .02.
Mothers, too, harassed more in the matings of their young adult offspring
than in those of unrelated young adults. And siblings harassed more of
each others' matings than did comparable unrelated individuals. One in¬
fant had opportunities to harass in matings of her older sister and her
mother, and she harassed in both equally, 86% and 89% respectively.

The high frequency of kin harassment is strong evidence against the
reproductive potential hypothesis as the basis for harassment.

Infants' harassment of their mothers' matings did not appear to be an

expression of Triver's (1974) parent-offspring conflict. Deag (1978)
framed five predictions to test this theory of infant harassment, three of
which require long-term studies. Neither of the two which could be tested
in the present study were supported: (a) that the infants' harassment
would be directed at the mothers' matings, and would not be directed at
other pairs; (b) that the infants' harassment would prematurely ter-
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minate their mothers' matings. Although infants harassed 88% of their
mothers' 51 matings, they harassed only 38% of the 175 copulations by
comparable unrelated females (p< .001). When complete and incomplete
matings are combined, infants harassed their mothers' matings 46 times,
and only one of those matings was interrupted, probably due to the com¬
bined harassment of several monkeys in addition to the infant.

Possessive Hypothesis.
If the contact during mating is perceived as a threat to or disruption of a
bond or potential bond between the observing monkey and a member of
the mating pair and the function of harassment is to prevent this, then
one might predict that (1) monkeys would direct more harassment
towards matings involving more desirable/attractive individuals than
towards less attractive individuals; (2) monkeys would direct more
harassment towards mating individuals with whom they have more

highly affiliative relationships; and (3) there should be evidence following
the mating that normal bonds have been disrupted.

The average individual spent about 50% of its time in contact or hud¬
dling with other monkeys and another 18% involved in grooming. Af¬
filiation scores between every pair (N = 156 pairs) of individuals were

computed, representing the percentage of each pairs' focal animal sampl¬
ing period during which the pair was involved in affiliative contact with
each another, that is, huddling, sitting in contact, or grooming. The
overall mean contact score, that is, the mean of all affiliation scores for
each individual, was used to represent the relative attractiveness of each
monkey.

One. The overall mean contact scores for adult females (M = 10%,
sd = 5) was higher than for all other age/sex categories combined, t
(17) = 2.87, p< .02. And more dominant males and females spent more
time in contact than less dominant monkeys, r (17)= + .52, p<.05.

The higher the mean contact score (attractiveness) of individuals, the
more harassment they received, r (17)= +.69, p<.01, and the greater
the intensity of harassment (r (17)= + .67, p<.01), supporting the
possessive hypothesis. There was no tendency for more attractive in¬
dividuals to perform more harassment, neither in frequency nor intensity,
r (17)= + .05 and +.06, respectively.

The average individual spent 7.2% (sd =10) of its time in affiliative
contact with each other individual. If we term "friends" those in¬
dividuals that are in contact over 1 sd above the mean, then the average
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individual has 2.1 friends (range = 0-5). This analysis shows that fully
adult females have more friends than other age/sex categories, t
(17) = 4.12, p<.001, and dominant adult females have more friends than
subordinates, r (8)= + .65, p<.05. Most (90%) pairs of friends are
same-sex pairs. Those individuals with the greatest number of friends
also received the most frequent harassment when mating, r (17) = + .56,
p<.02, and the most intense harassment, r (17)= + .54, p<.02, thus
supporting the possessive hypothesis.

Although not exhaustive categories, individuals that spent the most
time in physical contact spent the least time alone (greater than 1 m from
another monkey for more than 10 sec), r (17) = - .80, p< .001. The adult
females spent less time alone (12%) than the other age/sex categories,
t (17) = 3.34, p<.01; the same can be said for more dominant monkeys,
r (17) = -.54, p<.02. Individuals that spent more time alone received
less intense harassment (r (17) = -.48, p< .05) and tended to receive less
frequent harassment (r (17) = -.44, ns), supporting the hypothesis. As
mentioned above the 10 young adults and infants that were not yet fully
established in the adult dominance hierarchies, directed harassment at
41.3% of matings, significantly more than the 18.4% performed by the
12 fully adult individuals, t (20) = 3.04, p<.01. The 7 young adults
received significantly less harassment when they mated (18.2%) than did
the 12 adults (33.1%), t (17) = 3.0, p< .01. This possibly reflects the dif¬
ference in importance between fully adult and young adult alliances.

Two. To test prediction two, correlations were computed for each
monkey between (a) the harasser's affiliative score with every male and
female and (b) the frequency and then (c) the intensity of harassment
directed by that individual towards the same male or female when it
mated. This resulted in six Pearson correlation coefficients for each in¬

dividual, affiliation correlated with frequency of harassment towards
males and females combined, towards males only, and towards females
only. Pearson's values were similarly computed using the intensity of
harassment scores. Almost all of the resulting correlations were positive,
some reaching significance where females were harassing other females.
Sign tests were performed on the coefficients to ascertain whether the
positive versus negative values were significantly consistent. Then, as the
values were composed of different numbers of pairs of scores, weighted
mean correlation coefficients were computed.

It was found that males did not direct more harassment towards

matings of either males (mean weighted r (4) = + .09/ + .29, ns) or females
(r = + .10/+.07, ns) with whom they were more highly affiliative. (The
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first value is for the frequency of harassment/the second refers to the in¬
tensity). Females consistently and uniformly directed more harassment
towards other females (r (13) = + .29/ + .32, p < .01/ < .001, sign test) with
whom they were more strongly bonded; they did not direct significantly
more harassment towards mating male friends, r (13)= + .21/+.17, ns.
The overall r values for females were significantly greater than for males
(t (17) = 2.11/3.22, p<.05/.01) confirming that females had a stronger
tendency than males to harass in matings involving their friends. The
female values towards both males and females combined are also signifi¬
cant, r= + .30/+.30, p<.002/.001, however it appears that it is the
females' harassment of their female friends rather than of their male
friends which contributed the most to this result. These results are sup¬

port for the possessive hypothesis but only for harassment performed by
females.

The finding that females did not consistently direct more harassment
at matings of males with whom they were more strongly affiliated was
unexpected. Therefore, prediction two was further tested in the unfamiliar
male tests, in which two adult females were introduced to a male they had
never seen and away from the group, and later the male was introduced
into the group. It was predicted that initially no harassment would occur
as (1) the two females were not particularly friendly with each other; (2)
the male was unfamiliar and therefore no affiliative bonds would have
been formed; and (3) the two females were both virtually non-harassing
females. During the first 30 min of introduction the male mated with
female X four times and subsequently with K three times. K harassed on
100% of the matings with X, showing an increase in intensity by a factor
of over five compared with her normal levels; X harassed 67% of the
matings of K, her harassment intensity increasing by a factor of 2.5. The
harassment by both of these females was completely unexpected.

Female K was then returned to the group, and female X spent two
weeks alone with the unfamiliar male U. After this period, female K was
reintroduced for 30 min. X was expected to harass as she had become ac¬

quainted with the male. The male mated with K six times during the ses¬
sion, and X harassed all matings. X's frequency of harassment had in¬
creased from 67% to 100% over the two sessions; and the intensity in¬
creased also ( + 1.3 to +2.2). Then U and X were released into the stable
group in a manner analogous to a new male transferring into a group.
Because X had the strongest bonds with U of any group member, it was
predicted that she would show the most harassment. This was not found
and she became a subordinate, non-harassing female once again. In
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general harassment of U was strong in the group as a whole, being
especially vigorous by the alpha-female (F), and by the mother (K) and
younger sister (iK) of the mated female (YK). This is more evidence
against the possessive hypothesis with respect to cross-sexed pairs;
neither affiliative bonds nor even familiarity with the mating male appear
to be necessary for harassment by females to occur. However an alter¬
native explanation is possible. If the newly introduced dominant male is
seen as a potentially highly valued ally, then these results would be those
predicted by the possessive hypothesis.

Three. Both males and females that had just mated were found to
spend significantly more time alone in the 5 min following the matings
than they spent alone during non-mating focal animal samples,
t(4) = 2.97, p=.05 and t (11) = 4.88, pC.OOl respectively. The males
and females spent an average of 25% (sd = 6) and 14% (sd = 9) of their
time alone normally; after mating this increased to 42% and 40% respec¬
tively. In addition the two that had just mated only spent about one-
fourth as much time in inter-individual affiliative contact with their
usual "friends" after mating as when matings were not being per¬
formed, from 8% down to 2%, t (16) = 5.10, p< .001.

It is possible that the difference between an individual's normal con¬
tact score and it's post-mating contact score is a measure of the amount of
disruption which has occurred to the affiliative relationships between the
mating individuals and other group members. When this measure is cor¬
related with the frequency and intensity of harassment, there is a positive
relationship using both scores for the females, r (10) =+.66/+.61,
p< .02/.05, suggesting that the more harassment a female received, the
more her affiliative relationships were disrupted by her matings. The
results for the males are not significant, r (63) = -.55/-.48, ns.

Those pairs of individuals with affiliative contact scores of greater than
1 sd above the mean, that is 'friends', were compared with the same in¬
dividuals' scores for the post-mating period after either of them had
mated. In all cases the post-mating score was lower than the usually
highly affiliative score for these pairs, t (17) = 9.27, p< .001. Unlike the
case with harassers, normal bonds between the male and female that had
just mated would not be expected to be disrupted by their own mating,
and no changes in their contact scores were predicted. None was found.
The 30 pairs who mated during the study normally spent 8% of their
time in contact during ordinary focal animal sample periods; after
mating these same pairs spent slightly less (5%) of their time in contact,
t (29) = .88, ns. There were no differences in the levels of aggression
either given or received after a mating for either males or females.
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Harassment may be an expression of 'social possessiveness' in which
individuals attempt to prevent their favourites from interacting with a
third party. In a social possessive incident, one individual (the actor)
threatens another monkey (the receiver) away from the area of a third
monkey, and proceeds to interact in an affiliative manner with the object.
Although the present study did not specifically focus on social
possessiveness, 37 incidents of this pattern were recorded during focal
sampling, and it was found that the actors tended to harass the matings of
individuals towards which they displayed social possessiveness nearly
three times as frequently as the same actors harassed the monkeys they
displaced from their favourites (47% vs 16%).

Discussion

Three predictions of Gouzoules' (1974) protective hypothesis regarding
harassment of matings where tested and none were supported. Harassers
were ineffective in preventing or reducing male aggression; harassment
was timed too late to reduce the majority of the aggression; and par¬
ticularly aggressive matings did not receive more harassment.

Three predictions of the reproductive potential hypothesis were tested and,
with the exception of interference by males dominant to the mating male,
harassing individuals were ineffective in reducing the reproductive poten¬
tial of the mating pair. Any male dominant to the mating male could and
did interrupt matings before, during, or even after, ejaculation. Other
harassers normally did not even approach the pair prior to the beginning
of ejaculation, and the duration of the post-ejaculatory tie phase was not
reduced by harassment. In disagreement with predictions from the
reproductive potential hypothesis, not only did individuals harass their
kin but they harassed kin more than they harassed unrelated individuals.

Three predictions of the possessive hypothesis were tested, and all three
received at least partial support. The most desired contact partners,
who tended to be fully adult, and especially females, received more
harassment when they mated than did less attractive individuals. Follow¬
ing the matings, ordinary bonds of attachment between the mating in¬
dividuals and their closest companions appeared disrupted. Females, in
particular, directed more harassment towards matings of other females
with whom they were strongly bonded.

Harassment by each major age/sex category is discussed below.
Harassment by adult males. Interference by males dominant to the

mating male appears in this study to be explained by the reproductive
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potential hypothesis. These males interfere easily and effectively in all
stages of the mating, whereas harassment by more subordinate adult or

young adult males is virtually ineffective in reducing the reproductive
potential of others and is not explained by the other hypotheses either.
Two observations may be enlightening. Firstly, although not immediate¬
ly apparent in the melee of harassment, careful analysis of videotaped se¬

quences showed that harassment by subordinate males was rarely
directed aggressively towards a more dominant mating male. The
characteristic behaviour of non-dominant male harassers was to sit by the
mating pair (Fig. lb) and to threaten (Fig. lc) or aggress against other
harassers. Secondly, when the unfamiliar male was briefly introduced to
the established group, the two resident young adult males vigorously, ag¬
gressively, and simultaneously harassed until the larger unfamiliar male
attacked them, even interrupting one mating attempt to do so.

A male's specific reproductive strategy is expected to change
throughout his lifetime, and employing appropriate social skills permits a
male to live in groups with other male competitors. It is also likely that a
male's interference strategies vary with age, status, and the situation. We
suggest than when a male is subordinate, he curbs attempts at aggressive
harassment towards males of known superior dominance to himself, to
avoid precipitating attacks on himself, and instead responds to the
matings of more dominant males by: (a) attempting opportunistic
matings with other females (as we frequently observed in this study); (b)
acting in a manner which promotes formation or maintenance of
alliances with the more dominant mating male; (c) eliciting more effec¬
tive cooperative harassment in conjunction with other males; and/or
(d) testing the relative dominance or fitness of an unfamiliar male (also
Loy & Loy, 1977). Any of the above responses are adaptive in primates
such as macaques which live in multi-male groups and where males leave
their natal groups at maturity.

Harassment by infants. The finding that infants harassed a higher pro¬

portion of their mothers' matings than those of comparable unrelated
adult females could be interpreted in support of the protective hypothesis
in that it could be kin selection. But, as shown, protection was not evi¬
dent. Furthermore, the fact that an infant was only once successful in
contributing to the premature termination of the mothers' matings,
argues against interpreting infant harassment as parent-offspring conflict
(Deag, 1978). In addition parent-offspring conflict would predict that an
infant would direct more harassment towards its mother than towards an

older sister; the infant did not — 86% versus 89% respectively. Finally an
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infant should harass its mother more than an older sibling weaned two
years previously should harass her; the infant did not — 86% versus 81 %
respectively.

Tutin (1979) suggests that harassment by immature chimpanzees in
their mothers' matings is an expression of the offsprings' insecurity at
weaning. Her explanation seems likely but should be expanded: From
birth an infant has very strong bonds of attachment with its mother,
while developing subsidiary attachments to sisters and possibly the
mother's friends. All of these attachment figures protect the infant and
aid it in disputes {e.g., Cheney, 1977). Infants attempt to maintain prox¬
imity to attachment figures and are distressed when prevented from do¬
ing so. We propose that it is the fear of disruption of important bonds
which motivates the observed high rates of harassment by infants towards
matings of their mothers, older sisters, and the mother's close associates.
Infant harassment of unrelated individuals could be explained by social
facilitation by its peers and/or its mother, both of which were observed in
the present study.

Harassment by adult females. Harassment by adult and young adult
females is the least commonly reported form of harassment, the most dif¬
ficult to explain, and the most unevenly distributed over primate species.
There is no support here for the idea (Dunbar & Dunbar, 1977) that it is
based on female-female competition for reproductive success. Female
stumptailed macaques are usually unsuccessful in interrupting matings,
they harass mating kin more than non-kin, they direct their harassment
at the male, and they begin harassment after ejaculation has begun.

It is possible that females harass to directly assess the quality of a male.
In support of this, the females were subsequently most co-operative with
and least resistant to mating with the alpha male, that male that also had
a record of completing the most copulations despite harassment and ex¬
hibited the longest tie phases. Males in heterosexual groups have a 70%
longer tie phase than when only in pairs (Chamove, 1981). The sugges¬
tion that by harassing, females are testing male quality, would explain
the unusually vigorous harassment directed towards the unfamiliar male.
This might also explain why the most frequent and most vigorous
harassers of any age/sex class were the young adult females, who would
soon be mating with the tested males. But why would females consistently
direct more harassment towards matings of the more dominant fully
adult males and virtually ignore those of the subordinate and young adult
males?
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It is also possible that female harassment functions to attract the atten¬
tion of other males in the area, thereby enhancing male-male competition
and female choice. It is noteworthy that in those species in which adult
female harassment is most frequently reported, that is, the Hanuman
langur, squirrel monkey, patas monkey, and stumptailed macaque, the
females do not exhibit swellings to advertise their receptivity.

It is likely (Trivers, 1972) that whereas males compete ultimately for
members of the opposite sex, females compete among themselves for
resources, including female-female bonds. In the present study, the
possessive hypothesis received strong support in the case of harassment
by females. Firstly, female harassment was found to be related to the
disruption of salient female-female bonds, in that females showed a
uniform tendency to direct more harassment towards matings of their
female kin and other females with whom they were most strongly
bonded. After matings, normal bonds were disrupted as indicated by a
lack of the normally-observed affiliative contact. Secondly, harassment
by females appears to represent an attempt to establish or to maintain
alliances with dominant, fully adult individuals, in that the most desired
contact partners, particularly the high ranking females, received the most
harassment whenever they mated.

In matrilineal, polygamous monkey societies, the most enduring long-
term bonds arise and are maintained between females, rather than be¬
tween males or between males and females. These bonds are maintained

by affiliative interactions and through alliances and patterns of aiding
(Cheney, 1977). Females attempt to establish or perpetuate friendships
with (a) those most likely to reciprocate, that is, their kin and close
associates; and (b) those most able to effectively reciprocate, that is, high-
ranking fully adult females (Seyfarth, 1977). Females were found to
harass the matings of these two groups of individuals the most.

Studies have shown that immature female, but not male, macaques
and baboons attempt to associate themselves with high-ranking females
(Cheney, 1977). The particularly frequent and vigorous harassment by
young adult females in the present study is to be expected if female
harassment is viewed as an attempt to form alliances with the mating
females. Similarly adult females also compete for access to high-ranking
females, as alliances with high-ranking matrilines maximise a female's
individual benefit, and the likelihood of any individual successfully sup¬
porting another in an aggressive coalition is directly related to the rank of
the supporting individual (e.g., Silk, 1982). However, subordinate adult
females, not receiving reciprocation of those alliances attempted with
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higher-ranking females, will eventually compromise and will concentrate
on more easily attainable alliances with their kin and more adjacently-
ranked females (Seyfarth, 1977). This would explain the low frequency
of harassment performed by subordinate adult females in the present
study (see Fig. 2). It also would explain why the two low-ranking females
K and X, who had not harassed in the large group, began harassing
when in seclusion with the unfamiliar male.

Matings have been shown to disrupt the social group (e.g., Rowell,
1972), causing increases in male-male, male-female, and female-female
aggression. We are suggesting that harassment by females is also
motivated by the fear that strong bonds of attachment with the mating
female are being disrupted by the mating. The greater importance of en¬
during female-female bonds among matrilineal primates would account
for the sex differences in harassment found here.

For individuals of all age/sex categories therefore, harassment appears
to reflect competition for access to incentives related to survival,
reproduction, and the survival of offspring. For infants the major incen¬
tive is access to the mother; minor incentives are access to subsidiary at¬
tachment figures. For males the major incentive is access to oestrous
females. And for females the major incentive is access to kin, allies, and
dominant individuals. Alternatively stated, harassment is based on

possessiveness.
It is not surprising that harassment by monkeys indicates

possessiveness or jealousy, for the jealousy impulse is reportedly natural,
inevitable, "instinctive", and universal (Clanton & Smith, 1977).
Jealousy, a self-protecting, fearful response, occurs when the emotional
security previously derived from a relationship is threatened by an actual
or supposed rival and is expressed by withdrawal or by hostility, which
may be directed either against the rival or the desired individual.
Although the frequency of occurrence and the pattern of expression vary,

jealousy has been reported in every human society studied by an¬
thropologists (Clanton & Smith, 1977; Mead, 1977).
Summary
A group of 12 wild-born adult stumptailed macaques and their 10 offspring, housed in an
outdoor enclosure at Stirling University Primate Unit in Scotland, was intensively studied
over two years and 271 copulations to account for vigorous harassment of mating pairs
observed in this species. Three hypotheses were tested: that harassment (a) functions to
protect the mating female from aggression by the mating male; (b) functions to reduce the
reproductive potentials of mating monkeys; and (c) is motivated by possessiveness of a
mating individual. The Protective Hypothesis was rejected. The Reproductive Potential
Hypothesis received support only in that any male dominant to a mating male could
consistently interrupt copulations. All other harassers not only failed to disrupt copula-
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tions, but harassed mating kin more than comparable non-kin. The Possessive Hypo¬
thesis received support: (a) females directed more harassment at matings of females, but
not males, with whom they were most highly affiliative; males showed no such tendency;
(b) the more desired contact partners, dominant adults, received more harassment than
less "attractive" individuals; and (c) post-mating interactions indicated that normally
strong bonds between mating monkeys and their usual companions were disrupted by the
matings. In matrilineal Old World monkey groups, since the most enduring bonds arise
between females, the function of harassment by females appears to be reinforcing access
to allies, kin, and dominant individuals.
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Resume

Trois hypotheses ont ete testees pour expliquer le role du harcelement particulierement
vigoureux qui accompagne l'accouplement chez Macaca arctoides. 271 accouplements ont
ete observes dans un groupe de 22 macaques. Aucun argument n'appuie l'hypothese
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selon laquelle les femelles (qui harcelent) protegeraient la femelle qui s'accouple, ni
l'hypothese selon laquelle le harcelement ameliorerait le potentiel reproducteur. On
montre par contre que les femelles harcelent plus quand 1'accouplement concerne des
femelles amies, ce qui suppose que la copulation est pergue comme une menace a l'egard
des liens entre femelles.



High Motivation Toward Food
Increases Food-sharing in
Cotton-top Tamarins
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In order to explore whether or not adult motivation influences transfer of food to infants in cotton-top
tamarins (Saguinus oedipus oedipus), 2 experiments were carried out with 3 large captive family groups.
Examination of (a) natural changes in food motivation during feeding, and (b) elevated motivation toward food
by giving highly preferred items, showed that the adult monkeys shared food more when their own level of
motivation was high. This suggests that food-transfer is not merely a consequence of adult satiation, but that
matching sharing with high adult motivation is a mechanism which ensures that infants receive ample food,
the best items, and also rare items of high quality.

Among nonhuman primates in general the sharing of food is rare and is mainly
restricted to transfer between mother and offspring (Feistner & McGrew, in press). Two
notable exceptions to this are, first, the interadult meat-sharing of chimpanzees, and
second, the intrafamilial food-sharing in the monogamous marmosets and tamarins. All
of the genera in this latter family, the Callitrichidae, exhibit some form of food-transfer.
In the majority of species, food-transfer is initiated by infants who beg for food from
adults and older sibs (common marmoset, Hearn & Lunn, 1975; silvery marmoset,
Carroll, 1978; Omedes, 1981; black-tailed marmoset, Omedes, 1981; saddle-back
tamarin, Moody & Menzel, 1976; black-mantled tamarin, Izawa, 1978; red-bellied tama-
rin, Coates & Poole, 1983; pygmy marmoset, Christen, 1968; Goeldi's monkey,
Lorenz, 1969).

However, in two other callitrichid species an additional and rarer form of transfer
has been reported, whereby food-sharing is initiated by the possessors of food. In golden
lion tamarins Leontopithecus rosalia rosalia and cotton-top tamarins Saguinus oedipus
oedipus family members actually offer food to infants (illustrated in Fig. 1). Very similar
behavioral patterns are seen in both species. The invitational signals involve the posses-
sor-of-food sitting, extending the hand containing food downward and away from the
face, maintaining eye contact with a potential recipient, and emitting a rhythmic high-
pitched chattering vocalization. The gesture is maintained until the food is transferred
(Brown & Mack, 1978; Wolters, 1978). In these two species both sexes offer food
(Brown & Mack, 1978; Cleveland & Snowdon, 1984; Feistner, 1985), although Wolters
only observed it in male cotton-top tamarins.
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Food-transfer is an important source of food to infant callitrichids. During 1 period
in their infancy, golden lion tamarins received as much as 90% of their food from others,
either from offers or as a result of begging (Hoage, 1982); infant pygmy marmosets up
to 2 months of age obtained 100% of their food by begging from other individuals
(Christen, 1968).

Despite the existence of a considerable literature on food-sharing among other mam¬
mals (brown hyaena, Owens & Owens, 1984; wolf, Harrington, Mech, & Fritts, 1983;
African hunting dog, Malcolm & Marten, 1982; black-backed jackal, Moehlman, 1979)
it appears that motivational aspects of food-transfer have not been investigated (cf. Wilk¬
inson, 1984). Work on birds (great tit, Bengtsson & Ryden, 1983; glaucous gull, Hen¬
derson, 1975) indicates that motivational components of food-transfer in avian species
may be very different from those operating in callitrichids. The begging behavior of
nestlings and fledglings appear to exert considerable influence over the food-transfer
behavior of adults. Surprisingly, we could not find any studies of the effects of adult
motivation on food-transfer.

A review of food-sharing in primates (Feistner & McGrew, in press) has argued for
a stringent definition of food-sharing: "Food-sharing is characterized by (1) voluntary
transfer of (2) defensible food-items by (3) food-motivated individuals." This would
differentiate food-sharing from food-transfer, food-stealing, food-scavenging, etc. For
transfer of food to be defined as sharing, it is essential that some level of food-motivation
be inferred or measured. This could be by motivation toward eating the food or to
hoarding it. As sharing is the voluntary transfer of ownership, if an individual is no
longer motivated by food (e.g., because it is satiated), then ownership is meaningless.
It has been shown elsewhere (Feistner, 1985) that cotton-top tamarins fulfill 2 of the
criteria defining food-sharing, namely, that food-transfer is voluntary and that the items
transferred are so small as to be defensible. It now remains to be determined whether or

not the individuals who share food are still motivated by food when they do so, or
whether they share food because they no longer want it themselves. If the latter is the
case and they are sharing food which is surplus to their needs, then the "costs" of
sharing to the individual would be greatly reduced. This paper investigates the 3rd aspect
of food-sharing, the motivational level of the individuals involved.

Two basic hypotheses can be proposed, both of which suggest that the level of an
adult's motivation toward a particular item of food influences the likelihood of that item
being shared. (1) The family members allow infants to take food because they are no
longer or poorly motivated by it, e.g., because they are satiated and no longer want the
food themselves, the SATIATION hypothesis. (2) The family members are offering and
sharing food while still being strongly motivated toward food, the SHARING hypothesis.
These two hypotheses oppose each other: Satiation advocates that low motivation is
important for transfer of food; and Sharing that high motivation is important. There is
another alternative, suggested in the literature on birds, that (3) adult sharing is INDE¬
PENDENT of adult motivation towards food (Bengtsson & Ryden, 1983). If either of
the first 2 hypotheses is correct, one would expect a change in food-sharing with time
as motivation changes with time. If, however, the 3rd hypothesis better explains the
behavioral data, then one would predict sharing to follow an independent time course,
one that does not parallel hunger levels. One way to explore the relationship between
motivation and food-transfer is to vary the level of motivation and monitor what effects,
if any, this variation has on the pattern of transfer.

In the pair of experiments reported here, two basic manipulations were used. First:
Using normal, familiar food-items we looked at (a) the pattern of transfers with time,
and thus with declining levels of motivation as individuals continued to feed. Within this
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time period we also measured (b) the differential responsiveness to food-items when there
was a shift from one food-type to another.

Second: Motivation can also be altered by changing the desirability of food-items.
A 2nd experiment, comparing especially prized items with control items, explored the
pattern of food-transfers in relation to the differential motivation toward the 2 categories
of food-items. In all cases both adult-initiated and infant-initiated interactions over food
were recorded.

Change in Food Transfer with Time
The 2 basic hypotheses, Satiation and Sharing generate a number of predictions for

experiment one (also listed in Table 1). If food-sharing and offering are merely a reflec¬
tion of waning hunger level and the reduced value of food with satiation, then one would
predict that over time there would be a progressive: (a) increase in sharing; (b) increase
in offering; (c) increase in the success of infant begging; (d) decrease in refusals in
response to infant begging. The Sharing hypothesis would predict the opposite changes
with time. If motivation is not important then one might predict no change in the above
measures with time as predicted by the Independent hypothesis.

Adult motivation may also be important to infant-initiated behavior. Infants could
beg either when adult motivation is high, when it is low, or independently of adult
motivation. These alternatives allow predictions of infant begging analogous to those
proposed by the Sharing, Satiation, and Independent hypotheses. If adult tamarins really
share food, that is, transfers occur when adult motivation is relatively high, then if
infants have learned this, they might be expected to beg most at this time.

Response to a Shift in Item
If motivation is important in influencing food-transfer than one might expect a change

in motivation to be reflected by behavior involved in interactions over food. This being
so, any condition which led to a change in motivation would be expected to have this
effect. Shifting to a "new" or different food-type within a feeding session is one such
condition. If an individual picks up a different item, that is, shifts from eating pieces of
apple to pieces of orange, it presumably does so because it is now more highly motivated
toward the new item. The predictions made from the Sharing hypothesis about the effects
of higher levels of motivation would also be expected to apply to differential motivation
within feeding sessions periods as evidenced by individuals shifting from one item to
another. One would predict (a) an increase in the probability of sharing after a shift and
(b) an increase in the probability of offering after a shift (see Table 1). Infant begging
might also be expected to parallel adult behavior.

Manipulating Motivation Level
In Experiment 2, the monkeys were given simultaneously a variety of food-types

toward which they had previously shown considerable differential preference. The two
basic hypotheses—Satiation and Sharing—again generate opposite predictions about in¬
teractions involving food as outlined in Table 1.
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Methods

Subjects
The data to test a number of predictions arising from these 3 hypotheses were

collected from 3 family groups of cotton-top tamarins (Saguinus o. oedipus) ranging in
total size from 7 to 12 animals and each containing 2 infants. The 4 wild-born tamarins
were imported into Britain before the introduction of the Endangered Species Act in
1976 (Evans, 1983). Each of these families consisted of an adult breeding pair (1 pair
feral-bom, 2 pairs laboratory-bom) plus their laboratory-bom offspring. Two or 3 mon¬
keys from each family were selected as focal subjects. The 8 chosen were those tamarins
known from other observations to be the most involved in interactions involving transfer
of food within each of the 3 family groups. Two were the parents, 5 were male, and
their ages ranged from 8 to 55 months (mean age of nonparents was 14 months). For
ease of description recipients of food are referred to collectively as infants (they were
always the youngest in each family), and donors of food as adults (parents and older
sibs).

Housing
Two of the families were housed in indoor cages of 1.11 x 1.64 x 1.09 m and

had access to outdoor areas of 2.60 x 2.70 x 3.70 m. The monkeys were restricted to
the indoor cages during testing times for purposes of observation. The 3rd family was
housed in a room 3.46 x 3.11 x 3.05 m. All monkey areas were furnished with about
40 m of branches and perches.

The monkeys were normally fed twice daily: Every morning at 0930 hours they
were given soaked and dry chow, peanuts, and a supplement which was varied each day,
such as, egg, porridge, legumes. Every lunch time at 1230 hours they were provided
with a mixture of fresh fruit and yogurt. Water was available ad lib.

Experiment I

Procedure

For this experiment the usual food regimen was modified to try to hold the level of
food motivation more constant. From Monday to Friday inclusive the family groups were
given above-normal amounts of fresh fruit to ensure both an inexhaustible and familiar
supply of food during testing. The fruit was limited to a mixture of chopped apples,
oranges, and bananas—items easily distinguished by the observer. The food was chopped
into small pieces, of approximately equal size, so as to be easily defensible by an
individual monkey. A minimum of 310 g of fruit were given (up to 600 g depending on
family size), enough for there to be items of each fruit type remaining after the monkeys
stopped feeding. Pilot work suggested that this occurred approximately 30 min after
presentation of fruit. On Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday the groups were given an
identical morning meal (chow, peanuts, and hard-boiled egg) in order to control for
possible differences in hunger and motivation resulting from preferences for particular
food supplements.

Data were collected on both Thursday and Friday at the lunchtime feed of fruit. Two
food-donors were observed simultaneously in a family and data were gathered using a
tape-recorder, with the observer (AF) sitting in full view of the animals, approximately
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1.5 m from the cage—a procedure with which they were familiar. Observation began as
soon as the food-dish was in place and stopped after the focal subject had not approached
the food dish for 5 consecutive min.

The following behaviors were recorded: (a) Number of food-items PICKED UP; (b)
Time (sec) food was HELD in the hand; (c) DISCARDING of a food-item; (d) BEGGING
by an infant, where begging was defined as an oriented approach to within 10 cm, often
accompanied by a characteristic vocalization: Begging could be followed by: (e) SHAR¬
ING—defined as the voluntary- transfer of a food-item from the possessor to another
individual, in this experiment always an infant; (f) Successful RESISTANCE—the focal
subject turned or ran away, or swatted at the begging infant (Fig. 1) and food was not

Fig. 1. Offering of food by an adult cotton-top tamarin (top). Resistance by an adult cotton-top tamarin
to begging by an infant (bottom).
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transferred; (g) DROPPING of the food-item as an immediate (i.e., within approximately
2 sec) response to begging; (h) OFFERING of food by focal monkey (Fig. 1), where
offering was defined as the focal individual holding an item of food in one hand, giving
a rhythmic food call, and making eye contact with another individual. For each of these
categories the type of food-item involved i.e., apple or banana or orange, was recorded.

Time spent with food held in the hand was recorded as total duration per 1-min
interval. Infant success was the frequency of sharing divided by the frequency of begging.
All behavior other than those two were measured as total frequency per 1-min interval.
The 1-min intervals were restricted to those in which both the infants were active (i.e.,
not being carried by others) and in which the focal subject held food, because only under
these 2 conditions was food-transfer possible. Both infants needed to be active because
food is shared in response to infant begs as well as to spontaneous offering by the sharer.
If one infant is inactive then the sharer receives fewer begs.

Analyses

Change in food-transfer with time. Behavioral records were combined into data for
the 1st 3-min, the 2nd 3-min, the intermediate interval (which contained at least 1 min),
the penultimate 3-min, and the final 3-min. This gave 5 intervals which formed the Time
factor. The data from 2 consecutive days were pooled into 1 and averaged to give a total
of 15 samples. Only sessions which had a minimum of 13 min of usable data were
analyzed. A total of 33 sessions were recorded, 3 of which were discarded because either
no food-transfers were observed, because the focal animal began carrying infants and
did not feed, or because he only fed for a short time. These 3 all concerned the same
15-month-old male. Six analyses of variance (ANOVA) were computed.

Data were recorded when food-recipients were about 7 months (range = 26-33
weeks) of age and this was repeated using the same focal animals later in the same groups
when the next set of infants was about 3 months (range = 8-18 weeks) of age. In all
cases the recipients used were the youngest members of their family. This was because
over 90% of food-transfer is to this category of family member. Account was taken of
this age difference by the use of an Age factor with 2 levels. Therefore all ANOVAs
were of the form Age (2) x Time (5). Alpha was set at .05 and separate analyses were
done on the following behaviors: (a) time food was HELD; (b) DISCARDS; (c) infant
BEGS; (d) REFUSALS (resistance plus dropping in response to infant begging); (e)
percentage of infant SUCCESS; (f) TRANSFERS (offering plus sharing). The linear
trend for all analyses was examined.

In addition 6 analyses of covariance (ANCOVA) were done. All used 2 covariates
which were (a) the number of noninfant members in the group (group-size), and (b) the
number of 1-min intervals until the subject stopped eating for 5 min (hunger). Both of
these might be expected to influence the amount of food-sharing shown by an individual.
The number of other noninfant members in a group might influence the number of begs
received by a focal animal. If an infant approached all family members equally, in a
large family there would be more potential food-donors for a hungry infant to approach
and hence any single individual would be approached less frequently than in a small
family. The number of intervals spent eating might reflect the level of hunger of an
individual. A hungrier individual might feed for longer, and thus be available for sharing
food with juveniles or infants for a longer period, or it might appear more motivated
when eating.

The response to a shift in item. In order to test the predictions the following com¬
parisons were made: (a) The probability of sharing after a shift versus the probability of
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sharing after no-shift; this was calculated as (the number of successful begs given a shift
divided by the number of begs given a shift) versus (the number of successful begs given
no-shift divided by the number of begs given no-shift), (b) The probability of begging
after a shift versus the probability of begging after no-shift; this was calculated as (the
number of begs given a shift divided by the number of shifts) versus (the number of
begs given no-shift divided by the number of no-shifts). The probabilities were calculated
for each individual and two-tailed f-tests were used to compare the probabilities under
the two conditions, shift and no-shift.
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Fig. 2. Change in 6 behavioral measures over the 5 time intervals.
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Change in Food-Transfer with Time
As monkeys spent time feeding, satiation gradually increased and motivation toward

food decreased. Both time held in hand and frequency of discarding were behavioral
measures which were expected to reflect the changing level of motivation. Figure 2 shows
the time course of these 2 behaviors.

Time in hand. As can be seen in Figure 2A, there was a highly significant effect of
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over time was linear in form, F = 30.14, df — 1/12, p < .0001, confirming that the
adults were becoming increasingly satiated as they ate.

Discards. As can be seen in Figure 2C, the frequency of discarding items also
changed with time, but this did not reach statistical significance, F = 2.35, df — 4/48,
p < .07. There was a nonsignificant tendency for the decrease to be linear, F — 4.50,
df = 1/12, p < .06, suggesting that the tamarins discarded more food when more highly
motivated. It appeared that when hungry monkeys were first presented with an abundance
of food they were more finicky than they were after having fed for longer. Because of
the variability between subjects it was decided to reanalyze the data and not use the 8
monkeys which never discarded food. When this was done the linear component of time
was significant (F (1,4) = 13.33, p = .02) as was the overall time effect, p — .01. It
can be seen from Figures 2A and 2C that both measures peaked during the 2nd time
interval. This is likely to have been due to experimental design. Data collection started
when the food dish was in place but on average 35 sec elapsed before food was picked
up, so the scores for the 1st minute of the 1st 3-min interval were underestimated.

All 4 measures of transfer showed variation with time, and the direction of change
supported the predictions of the Sharing hypothesis. Figure 2 shows the time course of
the measures of transfer and Table 1 gives the statistical results of the predictions.

Begs. The trend was for the number of infant begs to decrease with time, although
this did not reach significance (Fig. 2B). Because of the infrequency of this behavior, a
post hoc comparison was made of the 1st 6 min versus last 6 min. This ANOVA was
highly significant, F — 9.67, df = 1/12, p < .01. This trend would be expected if
infants begged in proportion to the amount of food available in the hands of others, in
response to adult motivation, or as a result of increasing satiation on the part of infants.
However, infants did not beg in proportion to the amount of food held by family mem¬
bers. In the 1st 6 min they begged for 20% of items, whereas in the last 6 min they only
begged for 13% of the items held by others. It is unclear if this trend for a decrease was
a result of infant satiation, adult satiation, or infants learning the conditions under which
they were likely to achieve high success and begging accordingly. Over 50% of the very
1st items picked up were begged for (35% of the 2nd items). It seems likely that infants,
like adults, were strongly motivated toward food when it was first presented. Younger
infants begged at least twice as much as older infants, but this difference was only
significant when the effects of group size and hunger were removed using ANCOVA,
F = 5.64, df = 1/10, p < .04. Although none of the other analyses found age of infant
to be a significant factor, this result might reflect the greater importance to younger
infants of obtaining food by begging it from others.

Percentage success of begging. There was a significant decrease with time in per¬
centage success of infant begging (illustrated in Fig. 2D). Time intervals 4 and 5 were
combined (solid symbol) because of the low incidence of begging. The decrease was
linear. This indicated that the focal subjects were responding differentially to infant
begging depending on adult motivational state. They were less likely to share food when
their motivational level was low than when it was high. Although the difference in success
between young (mean success 83.7%) and old (mean success 67.9%) infants was not
statistically significant, the trend indicated that the latter age group were less successful
in obtaining food from the adults.

Transfers. There was a significant change with time in the amount of transfers (offers
plus shares) by adults. As shown in Figure 2E, the decrease was linear. There were too
few offers to allow analysis of the time intervals separately, but a post hoc 1st half versus
2nd half analysis of offers showed that there was a significant difference in their distri¬
bution. Most (91%) offers occurred in the 1st half of the feeding period, 82% occurring
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TABLE 1. Predictions, Trends, and Results of Statistical Tests.

Hypotheses3 Results

Predictions of Change Satiation Sharing P Statistic df

Of offering (freq) over 2 halves INCR. DECR. < .025

F

2.72 1,6
Of transfers (freq) over time INCR. DECR. < .001 5.89 4,48

= .01 8.10 1,12
Of refusal (freq) over time DECR. INCR. = .18 NSb 1.63 4,48

< .26 NS 1.41 1,12
Of infant begging (freq) over time INCR. DECR. = .10 NSb 2.06 4,48

< .08 3.79 1,12
Of success of infant begging (%) over INCR. DECR. = .007 4.76 3,33

time = .01 8.94 1,11

Of sharing (prob) given a shift vs no- DECR. INCR. > .25 NS
t

.12 7

shift

Of offering (prob) given a shift vs no- DECR. INCR. < .20 NS 1.00 3

shift 1

Of begging (prob) given a shift vs no- DECR. INCR. < .005 3.60 7

shift

Of offering (freq) of pref. vs control DECR. INCR. < .15 NS 1.07 20

items

Of sharing (freq) of pref vs control DECR. INCR. < .005 3.27 16

items

Of refusal (freq) of pref. vs control INCR. DECR. < .005 3.95 16
items

Of begging (freq) of pref. vs control DECR. INCR. < .025 2.55 16

items

Of success of begging (prob) of DECR. INCR. < .005 4.55 16

preferred vs control items

Note. Upper values for statistics for the time factor, lower for the linear trend of time.
aHypotheses supported by trends are indicated in bold type.
bThis comparison was significant only after a post hoc ANOVA comparing the first 6-min with the last

6-min.

within the 1st 6 min and, what is more, 18% of offers were of the 1st food-item picked
up (9% were of the second item). Motivation can be said to be at a peak on initial
presentation of food. In this study, 10% of all transfers were offers. In another study
(Feistner, 1985) of a total of 468 transfers, 28% were offers. This compares with 94%
of transfers in the golden lion tamarin (Brown & Mack, 1978). The mean frequencies
of transfers indicated that items were transferred to young infants three times more
frequently than to older infants, although this difference was not significant.

Refusals. The trend was for an increase in refusals (successful resistance plus drops
in response to infant begging) with time, although this was not statistically significant,
see Figure 2F. Because of the low number of these behaviors, a post hoc comparison of
the 1st 6-min versus the last 6-min for those monkeys showing at least one refusal was
carried out. It showed a significant increase with time, F = 19.5, df = 1/5, p < .01.
Both of the behavioral patterns categorized as refusals reflected the unwillingness of an
individual to share food.

The time course for all the behavioral measures is best explained by the Sharing
hypothesis, and there was little evidence in support of either the Satiation or Independent
hypotheses. Thus adult motivation seems to play an important part in determining the
pattern of food-transfer.
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Response to a Shift in Item
Of all begs by infants, 47% occurred immediately after a shift, significantly greater

than after no-shift. By comparison only 34% of items were categorized as shifts. Infants
begged more frequently after a shift in item (mean .24 begs) than after no-shift (mean
.13 begs). In fact, 60% of the variance in begging rate could be accounted for by a prior
shift in item, as shown by computation of an co2 (Snedecor & Cochran, 1967). There
was no significant difference in the probability of sharing after a shift in item when
compared with after no-shift. The trend was for the probability of success to be higher
after a shift (mean .73) than after no-shift (mean .59). There were few offers (n = 11,
out of a total of 105 transfers) and some of these had to be excluded as they were of the
1st item picked up and it was thus not possible to categorize them as being after a shift
or no-shift. No significant difference in the probability of their occurrence after a shift
compared to after no-shift was found.

Experiment II

Procedure

Data were collected from the same three families of cotton-top tamarins. For the
preferred condition a mixture of Farley's rusk and grapes—foods known to be highly
desirable to the tamarins—was given simultaneously with the usual fruit on a single test
day. For the control condition data were obtained on 3 occasions from the usual lunchtime
meal of fruit which consisted of a mixture of 5 different types of fruit, but no grapes or
rusk. All interactions over food were recorded on a check sheet for 15 min following
presentation of food. Since from the previous experiment it was known that the tamarins
fed for an average of 20 min (maximum duration in Experiment I was 32 min), by
limiting observation to the 1st 15 min it was hoped to reduce the effects of decreasing
motivation with time. The following categories were recorded: (a) infant begs; (b) offers;
(c) type of food-item involved, i.e., control/preferred. Three measures of response to
begging were recorded, namely, (d) dropping a food-item as an immediate response to
begging; (e) resistance by moving away or swatting at the infant; (f) sharing of the food-
item.

All measures were recorded as total frequency of events per 15-min period. The data
from the 3 control days were averaged and a comparison between control and preferred
conditions was made, using each of the following measures for each individual and tested
with a two-tailed t-test. (a) The number of begs (for those individuals where there were
begs under both of the conditions); (b) The number of shares (for those individuals where
there were begs under both of the conditions); (c) The number of offers (for those
individuals where there were offers under at least 1 of the conditions); (d) The probability
of success of infant begs; (e) The number of refusals (successful resistance plus dropping
in response to begs, where there were begs under both conditions).

Results

Figure 3 shows the comparison between normal and high food motivation for the
mean frequency of behavior per individual over the 15-min tests, the probability of
success of infant begs, and the number of individuals shared with. All measures, except
offering, were significantly different in the 2 conditions. Adults shared highly preferred
food-items more frequently than control items. The percentage of transfers which were
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Fig. 3. Comparison of behavior with highly desirable versus less-desirable food items. All comparisons
except Offers were significant. Note: for Recipients the scale on the left indicates the number of individuals
shared with.

offers did not differ between the preferred and control conditions. The proportion was
the same as that shown by the focal individuals in Experiment I. In addition, preferred
food-items were shared with more youngsters than were control items (Fig. 3.), t =
3.87, df = 19, p < .005. The "extra" individuals were the juveniles immediately older
than the infants. Despite both food-types being presented simultaneously, the adults chose
to eat only items of rusk and grape. This confirmed that we had indeed selected foods
which were highly favored by the tamarins.

Infants responded to the high adult motivation toward preferred food by increasing
the frequency of begging by 60% more than for control items, t - 2.55, df - 16,
p < .025. The results of this experiment support the predictions of the Sharing hypothesis
and also confirm the finding that infants respond to high adult motivation.

Discussion

These 2 experiments have consistently shown that both during normal changes in
food-motivation during feeding and when motivation is increased using highly preferred
foods, food-transfer by parents and older siblings relates to their level of motivation such
that the more highly motivated toward food they are, the more transfers of food occur.
This indicates both that transfer of food to infants is an active behavior and not an artifact
of discarding unwanted items, and also that cotton-top tamarins do indeed fulfill the
criteria proposed by Feistner and McGrew (in press) and share food. Such active sharing
is rare among species of primate. It is advantageous for adults to share food with infants.
Ultimately, the sharing of food is likely to increase the chance of survival of infants and,
because the monkeys in a family group are likely to have a high coefficient of relatedness
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(the monkeys studied here all have r = .5), any increase in infant survival enhances
inclusive fitness. Whether unrelated individuals that may be present in more fluid wild
groups show similar patterns of sharing is not at present known.

Given that adult cotton-top tamarins do share, there are several patterns that this
sharing could take and these are proposed in the 3 basic hypotheses. If, for example, we
assume that adults are feeding on a variety of items and eating preferred items first over
a given period of time, we can explore the benefits to infants, and hence to any related
individual, if it follows the strategies proposed by the Independent, Satiation, and Sharing
hypotheses. If transfer of food is independent of adult motivation, so that, for example,
adults respond only on the basis of infant begging, then infants would receive an unse-
lected range of items and the infants themselves would in effect be choosing what they
ate. The items would consist mainly of common and abundant foods, those most likely
to be frequently encountered by adults, unless infants had strong and overriding innate
preferences. If on the other hand adults respond by sharing only when they themselves
are becoming satiated then infants would receive only least-preferred items. These would
infrequently include rare and valuable items, more often they would consist of the poorest
quality, most abundant items. In cases of limited food supply, by the time that adults
are satiated there may be little or no food left for infants. As infants are probably the
most vulnerable members of the family in terms of suffering food deprivation, and given
that food received from others comprises a large proportion of total intake, it would be
detrimental to infant welfare to follow the Satiation model. However, if adults share food
when they themselves are highly motivated, then infants would be likely to differentially
receive the more preferred food-items, the "top" end of the range of food available.
Adults could use the decision rule "rare-share" to guide their food-transfer behavior.
As long as adults are highly motivated toward the food, even rare items would be shared
with infants. In the unusual situation (see Experiment II) when there was abundant highly
preferred food, the effect of motivation was striking. Not only did the frequency of
sharing increase and refusals decrease but the probability of infant success approached
100%; all the highly preferred food-items begged for by infants were shared with them.
In addition, adults allowed a greater number of individuals to successfully beg preferred
food from them. These additional recipients were those juveniles immediately older than
the infants. These are individuals who have not yet reached adult size and who might be
expected to benefit most from being shared with.

Not only does adult food-transfer mirror adult motivation toward food, but so too
does infant begging. Although only significant when time intervals were combined to
reduce the considerable variance resulting from the low frequency of the behavior, the
downward trend showed that infants begged less than half as much (48%) during the 2nd
half of feeding sessions as compared to the first half. This may have been due in part to
the infants becoming increasingly satiated. Not only did the frequency of begging de¬
crease with time, the probability of an infant being successful and receiving food also
did. So that in parallel with the decrease in adult motivation toward food, infant success
dropped markedly.

An infant has the same choices of when to beg for food as adults have as to when
to offer and share food, in terms of the 3 hypotheses. Begging later in a feeding bout,
when adults might be expected to release food more willingly due to the effects of adult
satiation, might yield more items. However, by then the highly desirable foods are likely
to have been eaten and the infant may only receive poor-quality items. Alternatively an
infant could beg in relation to adult motivation, as we have shown. It is not only that
infant motivation was likely to be highest at the same time as that of adults but also that
adult response to infant begging was found to be such that infants gained most—a share
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of the most preferred items—at this time. That infants may be aware of subtle changes
in adult motivation was suggested by their response to a shift in the type of food-item
eaten by the adult. How might an infant benefit from begging for "new" items? Firstly,
a shift to a new item by an adult may indicate that the new item is "better" in some
way. Secondly, by monitoring and begging after shifts in food-items taken by an older,
presumably more-experienced tamarin the infant exposes itself to the widest range of
items included in the group's diet. It would learn the range of items more quickly by
selectively begging at a shift of item than, for example, by begging in proportion to the
number of items of any type picked up. This may be the main benefit as there was no
change in the probability of success of infant begging after a shift.

When highly preferred foods were available infants adjusted their behavior accord¬
ingly. They begged nearly twice as frequently as they did for everyday, average-desir¬
ability items, and they experienced a very high probability of success. Juvenile individuals
capable of feeding themselves independently started begging—and being successful—
when high-desirability items were available.

So, motivation appears to be a crucial factor in food-sharing in some callitrichids,
sharing increasing with increased motivation of the food-possessor. Why should this be
the case? There are several responses an adult could make to a beg (or to infant presence
or to food); it could offer and share at a fixed rate, at a fixed time interval, or always
share in response to infant begging. Adults do none of these—sharing with infants varies
with time and infants experience on average 83% success. It is possible that this indicates
some kind of optimality mechanism whereby the adult is selecting what the infant will
consume, or perhaps will learn to eat. The adult must therefore decide when to refuse a
begging infant. There are various strategies for decision-making that could be used.
Adults could share everything, or they could share the most familiar or most common
items. However, none of these would result in the infant getting the best food-items.
The strategy seems to be one of matching sharing with high motivation level. The
adult shares the best as assessed in relation to its own motivation towards the item. When
motivation is decreased (e.g., with satiation) the very same items are shared only half
as much (40%). When motivation is increased with highly preferred foods, sharing is
increased.

Notes

The authors wish to thank Sian Evans and W. C. McGrew for their assistance in conducting this study,
and to B. Smith for critical reading of the manuscript.
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RESUME

C'est la progeniture plus agee qui entre en contact avec les objets nouveaux, le
plus tot chez les families Callitrichides.

Trois families de Saguinus oedipus et deux families de Callithrix jacchus,
ayant chacune 5 a 8 individus, ont regu six nouveaux objets inoffensifs dans
leurs cages pendant 30 minutes au cours de cinq jours consecutifs. La reponse
comportementale envers l'objet et 1'ordre de contact ont ete notes pour chaque
famille. Bien qu'il n'y ait pas eu une reaction identique pour chaque famille, tous
les objets furent manipules par la plupart des animaux, en general par les enfants
les plus ages en premier et les parents et les nourissons en dernier. Meme apres
plusieurs presentations, les animaux continuent d'approcher les objets aussi rapi-
dement, mais leur comportement envers les objets diminue ainsi que le temps
passe en contact avec les objets. L'ordre de contact a change dans quelques
families. Les Callithrix jacchus paraissent se desinteresser tandis que les Saguinus
oedipus semblent avoir moins d'apprehension a chaque nouvelle presentation des
objets.

Mots cles: Objets nouveaux. Callitrichides. Families. Latence. Habituation. Primates.
Exploration.

SUMMARY

Three large families of cotton-top tamarins and two of common marmosets
were allowed to investigate 6 innocuous novel objects placed in their living areas
on 5 consecutive days in order to describe the behavioural responses towards
objects and record the order of contact within each family group. Older offspring

Repu le : 15 fevrier 1987. Accepte le : 10 juillet 1987.
Tires a part: S.K. Millar, a l'adresse ci-dessus.
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were generally first to contact the objects and contacted them for longer than
parents and younger offspring. After repeated presentations all objects were still
contacted, and equally quickly, but behaviour directed to the objects declined as
did the time spent in contact with them. Marmosets appeared to become bored
and tamarins less fearful with repeated presentations.

INTRODUCTION

When Glickman and Sroges (1966) presented novel objects to a
wide variety of animals in zoological gardens, they found that of all
the taxa they investigated, primates showed the most visual orientation
and manual manipulation. This special interest by primates in novel
objects has been exploited in a number of studies : to assess cognitive
abilities (Menzel, 1978 ; Menzel and Menzel, 1979), to assess species dif¬
ferences both in reactions correlated with social structure and terri¬
toriality (Fragaszy and Mason, 1978) or with antipredator strategies
(Jaenicke and Ehrlich, 1982), and to examine the concept of role and
dominance in social organization (Chamove, 1983).

Both species investigated in this study, common marmosets
(Callithrix jacchus jacchus) and cotton-top tamarins (Saquinus oedipus
oedipus) have long been recognised as curious inquisitive monkeys, for
example, Fitzgerald's (1935, p. 182) description of common marmosets
was as follows : "... the sense of sight is very keen and is constantly
being stimulated by the innate curiosity of the animals ; any change in
the position of an object, or any addition to the furnishing of the room
is at once investigated". More recently Menzel and Menzel (1979), in¬
vestigating the cognitive abilities of the closely related saddle-back
tamarin (S. fuscicollis), demonstrated their remarkable ability to dis¬
criminate a novel object from an array of more familiar ones.

Several factors may influence response to novelty in callitrichids.
Jolly (1964) working with prosimians reported that insectivorous pri¬
mates, who grab or pounce on items likely to fly away, attended to
stimuli for longer periods and manipulated them less than more foli-
vorous/frugivorous primates. Following these findings we might expect
the more insectivorous tamarins to differ from specialized gum-feeding
marmosets in their response to novel objects.

Several studies have shown that younger animals are more likely
to approach and investigate novel objects (e.g., Bertrand, 1969 ; Menzel,
1965), and this has been interpreted as reflecting the greater playfulness
of these individuals (Bramblett, 1978 ; Bronsen, 1965 ; Cebul, 1980).
However, in a recent study (McGrew and McLuckie, 1986 ; see also
Greenwood, 1980) looking at responses of families of cotton-top tama¬
rins to a novel environment, oldest offspring were the most eager in¬
vestigators. Dispersion from callitrichid families seems necessary for
offspring to reproduce, as female offspring that remain with their
family are reproductively suppressed (e.g., Evans and Hodges, 1984 for
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common marmosets and French et al., 1984 for cotton-top tamarins).
If this is the case, one might predict that the attraction of the oldest
offspring to new territory would also be reflected in an attraction to
novel objects.

We set out to test two predictions based on the age of the family
members : (a) Linear Prediction which suggested that the very playful
younger monkeys in these families would be the most interested in
novel objects and so we would expect a positive correlation of age
with latency to contact novel objects ; or (b) the Curvilinear Prediction
that offspring of an age where they could reproduce away from their
families would contact novel objects before older parents and younger
sibs.

METHODS

Subjects

Thirty three monkeys (15 males and 18 females) living in two common
marmoset and three cotton-top tamarin families were studied. The composition
of the families is detailed in table I. After other researchers (Ingram, 1975 ;
Cleveland and Snowdon, 1984) the following five broad age categories were used :
infant, less then 5 months; juvenile', 6-10 months; pubertal, 11-16 months; adult,
17 months or more ; and breeding pair.

Four families (2-5) lived in separate cages 1.2 x 1.7 x 2.0 m and had access
to outdoor areas, all approximately 3.2 x 3.2 x 3.2 m, during good weather, and
family 1 lived in a room 3.18 x 3.20 x 3.01 m. (Details of housing and maintai-
nance in Evans, 1984).

Procedure

All families were tested in a group and in their familiar environment; family
1 (family number one of C. jacchus), 5-o, and 4-o in their indoor room or cage
and families 3-o and 2-j in their outdoor areas. Testing was conducted outdoors
for the larger families 2-j and 3-o due to the greater space available. Animals were
observed from a distance of approximately 1 m.

A pilot study showed that the latency to contact was influenced by the
location of the object; monkeys were reluctant to investigate objects on the
ground as were prosimians (Jaenicke and Ehrlich, 1982), so all objects were pre¬
sented 1 m or more above the ground and in the same and orientation on the
feeding shelf. The network of branches and platforms secured above the feeding
shelf provided routes to and from the presentation area.

Prior to the presentation of the objects each family was observed on one
day for six 30-min sessions between 1,100 and 1,600 hours. These observations
together served as a control period and the play frequencies, both social and
solitary, were recorded for all group members.

Six small inanimate novel objects (i.e., a cotton wool ball, non-ticking
clock, keys, plastic flower, paperweight, papercup) which were judged not to
be frightening to the monkeys, were presented for 30 min a day to each family
on five consecutive days ; the scheduling of the tests was the same as for the
control period. None of the monkeys had seen these test objects before and they
were presented one at a time in a random order each day. The behavioural
patterns directed at the object (described in table II and some illustrated in
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Table I : Identity, position, and age of family members at time of testing (twin offspring
bracketed).

Tableau I : Identite, position et age des membres de la famille au moment des tests.
(Les accolades indiquent les animaux jumeaux).

Common Marmosets (C.j. jacchus)

Family
Number

Name Position
in Family

Age
(mos)

1* Luis breeding male 115
Sandra breeding female 111
Nancy adult female 17
Walter) pubertal male 11
Wilma) pubertal female 11
Pearl] juvenile female 7
Stella] juvenile female 7

2 Percival breeding male 66
Shelley breeding female 64
Nick pubertal male 14
Miles) juvenile male 9
Nesta) juvenile female 9
Mendosa] infant male 4
Prudence] infant female 4

(Cotton-Top Tamarins (S.o. oedipus)
3 Elvis breeding male WB

Roxanne breeding female WB
Samantha) adult female 33
Genevieve) adult female 33
Arnold adult male 21
Fleur pubertal female 10
Eddy] infant male 4
Peggy] infant female 4

4* Mario breeding male WB
Elsa breeding female WB
Frodo adult male 37
Pierre) adult male 17
Fifi) adult female 17
Pietro juvenile male 8

5 Mohican breeding male 52
Sioux breeding female 48
Colette adult female 17
Manitou] juvenile male 8
Hopi] juvenile female 8

WB = Wild-born; minimum age 50 mos based on importation dates
*

= 1 and 4 also contained infants that were carried and consequently not
investigated.

fig. 1) were simultaneously recorded, as well as the latency and order to both
approach within arm's length and to contact the object, and the length of time in
contact with the object (Chamove, 1974). At the end of each session the novel
object was removed. Data were recorded throughout on time ruled (30-sec)
check sheets.
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Table II : Behaviours directed at novel objects and their definitions.

Tableau II : Comportements envers les objets nouveaux et leurs definitions.

VOCALIZATIONS—egg and ocks (Epple, 1970), shown by (C.j.j.) ; type H chirps
(Cleveland and Snowdon, 1981), (S.o.o.).

HEADCOCK STARE—cocking of head from side to side when orienting in a fixed
direction (see fig. 1 left), shown by (C.j.j.) and (S.o.o.).

PILOERECTION — raising of crown hair, (S.o.o.) ; raising of tail and/or body
hair, (C.j.j.).

FROWN—lowering of the brow (fig. 1 right), (S.o.o.).
BARE TEETH FACE—retraction of the lips accompanied by baring of the teeth,

(C.j.j.).
TAIL-RAISED PRESENT—raising the tail to display the genitals (fig. 1 top),

(C.j.j.).
APPROACH—initiation of contact with or proximity (within 0.5 m) to the object,

(C.j.j.) and (S.o.o.).
LICK—as in colloquial use, (C.j.j.).
TONGUE IN OUT—tongue is protruded and retracted rapidly several times,

(S.o.o.).
SNIFF—as in colloquial use (fig. 1 top), (C.j.j.) and (S.o.o.).
MANIPULATION—touching object with one or both hands including holding/

handling, turning over, tearing up, and pushing (fig. 1 top), (C.j.j.) and
(S.o.o.).

MOUTHING—placing object in mouth, (C.j.j.).
BITE/CHEW—as in colloquial use, (C.j.j).
SCENT MARK—rubbing of the anogenital area against the substratum, (C.j.j.).
PLAY—rolling and jumping on object, (C.j.j.).

RESULTS

Behavioural responses

When an object was first put in position on the feeding shelf in
full view of all the monkeys, individuals of both species vocalized (see
table II for details) and directed headcock stares (illustrated in fig. 1)
at the objects. These were followed by piloerection and/or threatening
aggressive behaviours, that is, frowning by tamarins (fig. 1) and tail-
raised presenting by marmosets (fig. 1).

The monkeys then approached, sniffed, and contacted the objects
(as shown in fig. 1). All the objects were approached and contacted
at least once by all family members. In both marmoset families the
objects were contacted immediately on first approach in all of 30 trials,
but the tamarins contacted immediately on approach on less than half
the trials. So the marmosets began manipulating the objects almost
immediately following an approach, whereas the tamarins approached
more cautiously, sniffing and visually examining the object from the
same spot or walking around the object before picking it up for exa-



Fig. 1: Five characteristic responses of subjects to novel objects: (top) tail-raised present
by a female, manipulation and sniffing of an object by a common marmoset; (right)
headcock stare by cotton-top tamarin; (left) frown.

Fig. 1 : Cinq reponscs caracterisiiqu.es des individus a de nouveaux obfets:
— En haul: releve de la queue presente par une femelle. Callithrix jacchus mani-

pulant et flairant un objet.
— .4 droits: Saguinus oedipus penchant la tete d'un cote en regardant attentive-

mem un objet.
— .4 gauche: froncement de sourcils.
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mination. Objects were contacted on average for 7.5 min per session
before the monkeys lost interest and resumed their normal activities.
Contact time also depended on the number of previous presentations.

Order of contact

The curvilinear prediction that oldest offspring would contact
objects first was supported by the results of an analysis of variance on
the mean latency to contact the novel objects on all presentations (each
group was treated as a single subject). The monkeys were divided into
4 age categories (infants and juveniles were combined). The analysis
was a 2 (species) x 4 (age) x 2 (contact, i.e., latency to contact on first
presentation and mean latency over all presentations). The single signi¬
ficant effect to emerge was the quadratic effect of age, F (1,3) = 32.93,
p = 0.01, accounting for 84 % of the variance. It seemed that in both
species the latency to contact decreased with age for offspring but then
increased dramatically for the parents (see fig. 2).

When all five daily presentations of the objects were considered,
the oldest offspring usually contacted objects first in the three tamarin
families—Samantha (53 %) in family 3, Frodo (57 %) in family 4, and
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Fig. 2: Latency to contact
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the novel objects over all
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Colette (30 %) in family 5 ; but in the two marmoset families, younger
juvenile females were the most frequent first-contactors—Nesta (30 %)
in family 2 and Pearl (30 %) in family 1.

Each family showed significant agreement between the different
rankings of family members in order of contact of each of the six objects
when each was presented for the first time (Kendall coefficient of con¬
cordance p < 0.01), indicating that certain animals usually contact
objects first.

In order to quantify and confirm the results of the analysis of
variance, Spearman rank order correlations were computed between
both order to first contact and total contact time with the age rankings
based on the two predictions. Only one family 1-/ showed a signifi¬
cant positive correlation with the expectations of the linear prediction
that the younger animals would contact first; but all five of the families
showed positive correlations supporting the curvilinear prediction (see
table III).

Four of the five families showed positive but nonsignificant cor¬
relations between the order to contact objects and length of time spent
playing during the control period.

Spearman rank order correlations were calculated between order
to approach and order to contact the objects within each of the five
families, and in all cases both behaviours were highly correlated (rs
range + 0.96 to + 0.99, p < 0.01) confirming that those monkeys first
to approach were also first to contact. On 80 % of the presentations
the object was contacted within the first 30 sec (range 9-63 sec) and the

Table III : Spearman rank order correlation coefficients for order of contact (0 o C) for
first presentation {N — 6) and for contact time (C T) for all presentations (N = 30) with
two predictions and with play behaviour.

Tableau III: Coefficients de correlation des rangs de Spearman pour I'ordre de contact
(OoC) pour la premiere presentation (N — 6) et la duree du contact (C T) pour toutes les
presentations (N 30) avec deux predictions et avec le comportement de jeu.

Family
Linear

Prediction :

Youngest 1st

Culvilinear

Prediction : Oldest

Offspring 1st
Play

OoC CT OoC CT OoC CT

1-7
2-7
3 - o

4 - o

5 - o

_ 0.84* + 0.85* + 0.60 + 0.50 + 0.64 + 0.88*
— 0.19 + 0.48 + 0.58 + 0.80* + 0.53 + 0.86*
— 0.02 + 0.34 + 0.95** + 0.86* + 0.24 + 0.42
— 0.19 + 0.80 + 0.68 + 0.84* + 0.44 + 0.49
— 0.97** + 0.65 — 0.12 + 0.95** — 0.35 + 0.98**
— 0.11 + 0.62 + 0.54 + 0.79 + 0.30 + 0.73Mean

*
p < 0.05

**
p < 0.01
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mean time to initially contact each of the six objects for the first animal
in families 1 — 5 were 29, 30, 25, 16 and 32 sec respectively.

No other general effects with respect to sex or species were
detected, athough in two of the five families (2-j and 5-o) the
breeding male consistently contacted before the breeding female, and
in the two oldest twin pairs, one member of each pair (Samantha and
Pierre) consistently contacted before their co-twins. Caine (1984) also
reported no sex differences in visual scanning of novel objects by
tamarins.

Time in contact with novel objects

Although all six objects were contacted by all individuals, the total
time individual monkeys spent in contact with them ranged from only
2 sec to 32 min of the total 2.5 hr exposure time. All families showed a
slight positive correlation between the observed ranks for contact time
and those expected if there was an inverse linear relationship with age,
i.e., youngest for longest (table III). The observed rankings were all
strongly positively correlated with those expected from the curvilinear
prediction that the older offspring would be in contact longest, and
significantly so for four of the six families : 1-/, 3-o, 4-o, and 5-o.

Analysis of variance on mean total contact time conducted in
the same way as those on latency to contact also yielded results sup¬
porting the curvilinear prediction : The strongest effect was a quadratic
age effect, F (1,3) = 17.03, p < 0.02, demonstrating that monkeys of an
intermediate age contacted the objects for longer than juveniles and
infants or parents. There was also a linear effect of age, F (1,3) =9.9,
p < 0.05, with younger animals generally spending more time in contact
with the novel objects, but the effect was weaker than the quadratic
component. Thus, although the two measures only correlated with
one another + 0.47, the results broadly paralleled those of latency to
contact (see fig. 2).

No sex or species differences were detected here either, and in
only one of the seven twin pairs did one member (Samantha) consis¬
tently spend more time in contact with the objects.

Habituation

Many of the behavioural responses directed by the monkeys
toward the novel objects decreased with repeated presentations : Voca¬
lizations, headcock stare, piloerection, and frowning (for tamarins only)
all steadily decreased over the 5-day period (p < 0.01, rs = —0.94 (see
fig. 3). Marmosets performed tail-raised present infrequently, and this
ceased completely after the third presentation and so is not plotted in
the figure. The time spent in contact with the objects also decreased
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in parallel with the behavioural measures as the objects became more
familiar.

The order in which family members contacted the novel objects
altered over the 5-day period. An inverse relationship between order of
approach and age, when the adults were seen to consistently approach
and contact first, was apparent in four families on day 1 but this was
reversed before or by day 4, after which the correlations were more
stable. Table IV summarises these correlations. Examination of the
time spent in contact with the novel object on daily presentations re-
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+0.94**
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+0.89**

—0.89**

2-7

—0.19
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—0.19

—0.29

—0.60

—0.34

+0.38

—0.47

+0.44

—0.61

3 -o

—0.02

—0.29

+0.27

—0.26

+0.24

—0.48

+0.61

—0.63

+0.36

—0.63

4 -o

—0.19

—0.17

—0.26

—0.49

+0.54

—0.41

+0.84*

—0.49

+0.88*

—0.60

5 -o

—0.97*

+0.97*

—0.20

—0.34

+0.92*

—0.82

+0.72

—0.74

+0.72

—0.72

n

—0.11

—0.16

+0.11

—0.46

+0.40

—0.54

+0.62

—0.60

+0.66

—0.69

* p<0.05
**p<0.01
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vealed only one change with days : The parents of the families spent
longer contacting the objects on their first presentation whereas youn¬
ger offspring spent longer on all subsequent days, see table IV.

Although there was no increase in the latency for the first contact
with each object, when the latencies for all contacts by family members
were examined, a species difference emerged (see fig. 4). Latencies
increased for marmosets with repeated presentations but decreased
for tamarins and this difference was significant, F (1,104) = 3.26,
p = 0.014.
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Fig. 4 : Latency to first contact
objects by all family members
over the 5 test days.

Fig. 4 : Periode de latence avant
le premier contact avec les ob-
jets pour chaque membre de la
famille durant les cinq jours
d'etude.

DISCUSSION

As may have been expected from the study of a single family of
saddle-back tamarins (Menzel and Menzel, 1979), both common mar¬
mosets and cotton-top tamarins were highly responsive to the addition
of new objects to their familiar environment. As predicted from work
by Jolly (1964 above), there was a species difference. The tamarins ap¬
peared more cautious in their initial approach to these novel stimuli
but maintained interest for longer than did the marmosets (see Jolly,
1964 above), and this agrees well with behavioural assessments of the
two species (Hearn, 1983). The marmosets appeared more adventurous,
showed a wider variety of exploratory behaviours, but lost interest
sooner.

When the order in which group members contacted the novel
objects was examined by analyses combining data for all five families
and for all five presentations, a strong trend emerged with older adult
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offspring contacting objects faster than the other four age categories.
Age-related differences in order of contact were the most striking,
whereas virtually no sex-related differences were evident.

The amount of time in contact with the novel objects was another
indication of the interest and responsiveness of the individual monkeys
investigated. However, the order to contact and the amount of time
spent in contact with novel objects may measure two different aspects
of the reactivity to novel objects. Our correlation coefficients within
each family between these two measures were + 0.77, + 0.61, + 0.94,
+ 0.46, and — 0.45 respectively. As Menzel and Menzel (op. cit., p. 258)
write " the individuals who lead the approach and initially test it out
and those who fool around with it the longest... need not necessarily
be the same individual ". In this investigation, adult offspring that
contacted the novel objects rapidly also spent longest investigating these
objects, emphasizing the greater interest of this age class in novelty.
However, those parents that were relatively quick to contact novel ob¬
jects did not show a correspondingly high contact time ; so in parents,
initial interest was not sustained.

Our data suggest that, as in macaques, there may be one indi¬
vidual in a group that is more likely make initial contact with novel
objects, that is, has the role in the group of first contactor (Chamove,
1983). With 6 first presentations of the objects and an average of just
over 6 animals per group, the expected probability of any individual
being the first contactor is about 1 in 6 (0.17). The observed probability
of the contactor was in fact 0.73 (versus 0.75 in macaques, Chamove,
1983), an increase over chance by a factor of almost 5.

Why should older offspring have been more interested than
younger siblings and their parents ? It did not seem a result of increased
playfulness of these monkeys ; play frequencies of offspring drop around
puberty (Bronsen, 1965 ; Vorland, 1977) but in our data interest in novel
objects did not. Menzel and Menzel (op. cit.) suggest that the lower
level of responsiveness observed in the parents might stem rom more effi¬
cient information pickup and more immediate recognition and clas¬
sification of objects. This cannot explain the differences in respon¬
siveness that we observed between different-aged offspring, as it would
lead us to predict that older offspring would be less interested than
younger offspring, the reverse of what was actually observed.

It was noticeable that the monkeys reacted in a similar way to
novel objects in a familiar environment (this study) as they did to
novel environments as described by McGrew and McLuckie (1986).
Although little is known about the mechanisms of group dispersion in
the wild, offspring aged 16 months or older could be expected to seek
out and explore new environments, and it seems that this interest in
novel environments does extend to novelty per se and include novel
objects in a familiar environment.
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As expected, while initial interest in the novel objects was
sustained, subsequent behavioural responses decreased on repeated
presentation. The finding that latency to first contact decreased for
tamarins but increased for marmosets reflects the more cautious nature

of cotton-tops and is in line with the differences between the species.
What was of greater interest was the observation that in terms of la¬
tency to contact, younger animals became less cautious, more likely
to be among the first monkeys to contact objects once other family
members had investigated them, and subsequently maintained the most
interest in these objects.
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The semiautomatic Wisconsin general test apparatus1

JOHN W. DAVENPORT, ARNOLD S.
CHAMOVE, and HARRY F. HARLOW,
REGIONAL PRIMATE RESEARCH
CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

A semiautomatic version of the
Wisconsin General Test Apparatus is
described along with circuitry. Comparison
data are provided for the semiautomatic
and manual WGTA obtained under

comparable procedures and conditions.
Response latencies are given for go/no-go
object discrimination problems and
subsequent retention tests

The original version of the Wisconsin
General Test Apparatus (WGTA), which
was in large part designed by Dr. P.
Settlage and Dr. W. Grether, was described
by Harlow and Bromer (1938). Eleven
years later, a modification of this manually
operated device for primate learning was
reported by Harlow (1949), and since then
numerous studies have employed some
form of this apparatus (see Schrier,
Harlow, & Stollnitz, Vol. 1, 1965). Further
modifications of the WGTA, including the
use of motorized opaque and transparent
screens, were introduced by Schrier
(1961). In this report we describe a
somewhat more elaborate semiautomatic
WGTA which has been in continual use in
our laboratory for the past 6 years.

The semiautomatic WGTA shares certain

advantages over the manual WGTA with
the Schrier apparatus, notably greater
control of the trial-to-trial consistency of
external cues involved in stimulus

presentations and increased reliability of
response latency measurements resulting
from the use of motorized screens. In
addition, the present apparatus provides
precise control of various within- and
between-trial time intervals and the option
of permitting the S to control the initiation
of trials. In contrast to the fully automated
primate discrimination-learning
apparatuses, such as the Ohio State
Apparatus (OSA; Meyer, Treichler, &
Meyer, 1965), the Wisconsin Automatic
Test Apparatus (WATA; Polidora & Main,
1963), and the Discrimination Apparatus
for Discrete Trial Analysis (DADTA;
Pribram et ah 1962), the semiautomatic
WGTA permits the use of
three-dimensional object stimuli or any

Fig. 1. Overall view of the
semiautomatic WGTA.

other type of stimuli used in manual
WGTA research, requires no special
pretraining procedures such as the shaping
of facial-mask responses, and is less
expensive to construct.

DESCRIPTION
OF THE APPARATUS

The semiautomatic WGTA shares the

following features with most previous
WGTA apparatuses: (l)use of a stimulus
tray that is an adaptation of the Kluver
(1937) form board; (2) manual placement
of food reward by E under one. two. or
more objects; (3) the options of permitting
or denying S the opportunity of seeing this
placement; (4) an observation interval in
which S can see the objects but can be
prevented from displacing any of them;
(5) a subsequent response interval in which
S has access to the objects and food
reward; and (6) observation of S's behavior
during a trial by E through a
one-way-vision screen.

An overall view of the apparatus is
provided in Fig. 1. This photograph
emphasizes the main physical features,
consisting of a motorized screen and an
auxiliary opaque screen separating the S's

restraining cage from the tray area and,
beyond the S's reach, the control panel and
a row of food incentive receptacles. Unlike
the two (one opaque, one transparent)
screens that are raised by motors in the
Schrier (1961) WGTA, the present
apparatus has a single motorized screen
that is sectioned into transparent (upper)
and opaque (lower) halves, a feature first
employed in manual WGTA research by
Riopelle (1954). In the present apparatus
this screen opens by dropping. (In Fig. 1
this screen is shown in the half-lowered
position, with the opaque portion below
the tray level and the transparent portion
in front of the vertical bars of the
restraining cage.) The auxiliary opaque
screen is manually operated and is seldom
used, but is available for situations in
which it is desired to initiate an

observation interval by the raising, rather
than lowering, of an opaque screen. The
third screen, located above the E, is
lowered manually during trials to prevent
the S from seeing the E and contains a
one-way-vision window.

The apparatus is similar to Schrier's in
having a stimulus tray that is in a
stationary position during trials, rather

Behav. Res. Meth. & lnstru., 1970. Vol. 2 (3) 135
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than one that is moved toward the S during
trial presentations, to enhance further the
constancy of external stimulation from
trial to trial. The tray shown in the
photograph is equipped with clear Plexiglas
tracks between which flat rectangles of
Plexiglas slide over foodwells. Planometric
stimuli may be presented on these
rectangles, or (as illustrated)
three-dimensional objects may be mounted
on them. The use of these sliding bases
provides a convenient means of activating
microswitches (called MS-D switches in
Fig. 2), mounted under the tray, for the
termination of response latency intervals.
The latency measures, recorded manually
from a Standard Electric timer, are
initiated by the tripping of a microswitch
that is mounted inside the channel from
the motorized screen when the transparent
portion of the screen is approximately
midway through its downward excursion.
Adjacent to the front edge of the tray, and
centered with respect to it, is an
illuminated switch by means of which the

S may initiate trials, if permitted to do so
by the E.

Except for the wooden stimulus tray,
the Masonite manually operated screen,
and the motorized screen, the apparatus is
constructed of stainless steel and
aluminum. The stimulus tray
(22.5x60 cm) rests on a 76-cm-wide
platform that is 4 cm higher than the floor
level of the restraining cage
(45 x 60 x 38 cm, 78 cm above the room
floor). The position of the stimulus tray on
the platform is variable, but it is usually
positioned so that the foodwells are 18 cm
from the front of the restraining cage. The
motorized screen (79 x 64 cm) is made of
clear li-in. Plexiglas, with the lower
39 x 64 cm area opaqued by flat black
paint on both sides. This screen runs in a
channel in which three position-sensing
microswitches (MS-1, MS-2, and MS-3) are
mounted in bottom, middle, and top
positions of the channel, respectively. It is
energized by a Superior Electric Slo-Syn
SS-150 motor. The shaft of the motor is

connected to the screen by means of a
counterweighted bicycle chain looped
around two 6-cm-diam sprockets. The S's
switch is a Switchcraft 27206 illuminated
Lever-Lite.

The one-way-vision window is
constructed of vector board, painted glossy
aluminum on the surface toward the S. A
window of this type functions effectively
when the only major source of illumination
in the test room is the standard fluorescent
fixture mounted over the tray area and
eliminates any reflection of the S's image.

The circuitry, diagrammed in Fig. 2, is
designed primarily for studies of
object-quality discrimination learning set
(LS) and delayed response (DR), but can
be used in as many other learning
paradigms as the manual WGTA. The main
control switch (SW-2), mounted on the
upper right portion of the control panel
(Fig. 1), determines whether the
appropriate circuitry for LS (and other
standard discrimination procedures) or DR
is operational. Other switches and
Industrial Timer Corporation control
timers (T-l, T-2, and T-3) on the panel
permit control of the durations and screen
positions of observation intervals, delay
intervals, response-time limits, and
intertrial intervals. Switches are also
provided to stop movement of the
motorized screen at any point (PB1), to
close the screen at the end of trials (PB3),
and to make S's switch functional in

starting trials (SW-4) after intertrial
intervals have elapsed.

In LS testing, the E arranges the
stimulus and reward conditions on the tray
during the intertrial interval (controlled by
T-2), when the motorized screen is
completely closed. If an "enable" switch
(PB2) is depressed before the end of this
interval, the trial starts automatically with
the lowering of the opaque portion of the
screen. (If PB2 is not depressed during the
intertrial interval, that interval continues
beyond the timing out of T-2 until PB2 is
activated or, depending on the position of
SW-4, until the S's switch, PB7, is
depressed.) When the screen reaches the
transparent-only position, the observation
interval (controlled by T-l) begins, after
which the transparent portion of the screen
lowers, permitting the S to respond to the
tray. Usually the trial ends by E's
activation of PB3, raising the screen
completely, but a maximum trial-time limit
can be imposed by means of T-3, the
output of which closes the screen.

In DR testing, the procedures and
options for initiating trials are the same as
in LS, but the observation interval is

136 Behav. Res. Meth. & Instru., 1970, Vol. 2 (3)
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Fig. 3. Choice performance of rhesus
monkeys in the semiautomatic WGTA
compared with that obtained in a manual
WGTA, in DR (upper graph) and LS (lower
graph).

terminated by a manual switch (PB5)
which initiates a delay interval (controlled
by T-l), during which the screen returns to
its starting (opaque) position. At the end
of the delay interval, the screen descends
completely in a single uninterrupted
excursion, permitting response to the tray
by the S. If no delay is desired, depression
of PB6 during the observation interval
prevents the return to the starting position
and lowers the screen when the observation
interval terminates.

When the option of S-initiated trials is
used, the time between the onset of
illumination of S's switch (when it
becomes functional) and S's switch
response is recorded (on Clock C-l), as well
as the latency of S's response to the tray
(C-2) during a trial.

Fig. 4. Individual-trial latencies by three
rhesus monkeys to successively presented
rewarded (+) and nonrewarded (—) objects
in go/no-go problems of varying difficulty.
The teaming and retention phases were
separated by 24 h.

EXPERIENCE
WITH THE APPARATUS

Over 100 rhesus and stumptail macaques
have been tested in the semiautomatic
WGTA. We had anticipated some difficulty
in adapting monkeys to the apparatus
because of the rather loud noise made by
the motorized screen, but this has proven
to be an extremely minor problem. More
than 95% of all the animals that have been
in the apparatus have readily adapted, in
this respect, our experience has been less
frustrating than that reported by Schrier
(1969). But most of our Ss have been
much-handled and well-socialized
laboratory-reared rhesus monkeys, feral
rhesus with histories of previous adaptation
to learning apparatuses, or feral stumptails,
in contrast to Schrier's balky,
uncooperative rhesus monkeys imported
from remote forest regions of India. Many
of our laboratory-reared monkeys were
adapted in pairs, a procedure that appears
to be quite facilitative. In agreement with
Schrier's (1965, 1969) findings, we have
found stumptails to be considerably more
adaptable than rhesus.

One difficulty with our apparatus has
been the tendency by a few Ss to push the
screen down. This behavior, which is
rapidly extinguished, can be eliminated by
the installation of solenoids, or, as we have
done, by a rubber-tipped bar that E can
press against the screen.

Figure 3 illustrates data obtained from
both the semiautomatic and manual WGTA
under comparable procedures and
conditions. The data in the top half of this
figure are from a 5-sec portion of a 0-5 sec
DR task, and those in the bottom half are

from a two-object, noncorrection, six-trial
object discrimination LS problem. The
curves for the four monkeys in the
semiautomatic WGTA are representative of
many other Ss tested in this apparatus and
are comparable to the manual WGTA data.
Finding no important difference in choice
data between the apparatuses in these two
learning situations, we have come to regard
the semiautomatic as preferable on the
basis of its advantages in terms of stimulus
control, temporal precision, and ease of
testing.

Figure 4 presents some individual rhesus
monkeys' response latencies on individual
trials in 30-trial go/no-go object
discrimination problems and subsequent
10-trial retention tests. These unusually
regular data are typical for highly practiced
rhesus monkeys and only slightly smoother
than the latency measures we have
obtained in naive rhesus and stumptail
macaques in the semiautomatic WGTA. In
comparison with the notorious variability
of monkeys' latency data in the manual
WGTA and in discrete barpressing
situations, these data suggest that the
enhanced stimulus constancy provided by
the semiautomatic WGTA's motorized
screen and stationary tray yields a distinct
benefit in terms of the smoothness of
individual latency measures. Thus the
present apparatus seems to be well suited
to primate studies analogous to simple
runway experiments with rats and to more
complex paradigms, e.g.,
successive-presentation sameness-difference
problems, in which inhibition of response
to a single object is the performance
criterion.
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Additional examples of data obtained in
the apparatus may be seen in an extensive
dissertation on retention of object
discriminations (Bessemer, 1966), Livesey's
(1969) study of spatial alternation
learning, and in forthcoming reports of
long-term studies on the behavioral effects
of induced phenylketonuria and
malnutrition conducted at the Wisconsin
Regional Primate Research Center.
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The semiautomatic Wisconsin general test apparatus1

JOHN W. DAVENPORT, ARNOLD S.
CHAMOVE, and HARRY F. HARLOW,
REGIONAL PRIMATE RESEARCH
CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

A semiautomatic version of the
Wisconsin General Test Apparatus is
described along with circuitry. Comparison
data are provided for the semiautomatic
and manual WGTA obtained under
comparable procedures and conditions.
Response latencies are given for go/no-go
object discrimination problems and
subsequent retention tests

The original version of the Wisconsin
General Test Apparatus (WGTA), which
was in large part designed by Dr. P.
Settlage and Dr. W. Grether, was described
by Harlow and Bromer (1938). Eleven
years later, a modification of this manually
operated device for primate learning was
reported by Harlow (1949), and since then
numerous studies have employed some
form of this apparatus (see Schrier,
Harlow, & Stollnitz, Vol. 1, 1965). Further
modifications of the WGTA, including the
use of motorized opaque and transparent
screens, were introduced by Schrier
(1961). In this report we describe a
somewhat more elaborate semiautomatic
WGTA which has been in continual use in
our laboratory for the past 6 years.

The semiautomatic WGTA shares certain
advantages over the manual WGTA with
the Schrier apparatus, notably greater
control of the trial-to-trial consistency of
external cues involved in stimulus
presentations and increased reliability of
response latency measurements resulting
from the use of motorized screens. In
addition, the present apparatus provides
precise control of various within- and
between-trial time intervals and the option
of permitting the S to control the initiation
of trials. In contrast to the fully automated
primate discrimination-learning
apparatuses, such as the Ohio State
Apparatus (OSA; Meyer, Treichler, &
Meyer, 1965), the Wisconsin Automatic
Test Apparatus (WATA; Polidora & Main,
1963), and the Discrimination Apparatus
for Discrete Trial Analysis (DADTA;
Pribram et al, 1962), the semiautomatic
WGTA permits the use of
three-dimensional object stimuli or any

Fig. 1. Overall view of the
semiautomatic WGTA.

other type of stimuli used in manual
WGTA research, requires no special
pretraining procedures such as the shaping
of facial-mask responses, and is less
expensive to construct.

DESCRIPTION
OF THE APPARATUS

The semiautomatic WGTA shares the
following features with most previous
WGTA apparatuses: (1) use of a stimulus
tray that is an adaptation of the Kliiver
(1937) form board; (2) manual placement
of food reward by E under one, two, or
more objects; (3) the options of permitting
or denying S the opportunity of seeing this
placement; (4) an observation interval in
which S can see the objects but can be
prevented from displacing any of them;
(5) a subsequent response interval in which
S has access to the objects and food
reward; and (6) observation of S's behavior
during a trial by E through a
one-way-vision screen.

An overall view of the apparatus is
provided in Fig. 1. This photograph
emphasizes the main physical features,
consisting of a motorized screen and an
auxiliary opaque screen separating the S's

restraining cage from the tray area and,
beyond the S's reach, the control panel and
a row of food incentive receptacles. Unlike
the two (one opaque, one transparent)
screens that are raised by motors in the
Schrier (1961) WGTA, the present
apparatus has a single motorized screen
that is sectioned into transparent (upper)
and opaque (lower) halves, a feature first
employed in manual WGTA research by
Riopelle (1954). In the present apparatus
this screen opens by dropping. (In Fig, 1
this screen is shown in the half-lowered
position, with the opaque portion below
the tray level and the transparent portion
in front of the vertical bars of the
restraining cage.) The auxiliary opaque
screen is. manually operated and is seldom
used, but is available for situations in
which it is desired to initiate an

observation interval by the raising, rather
than lowering, of an opaque screen. The
third screen, located above the E, is
lowered manually during trials to prevent
the S from seeing the E and contains a
one-way-vision window.

The apparatus is similar to Schrier's in
having a stimulus tray that is in a
stationary position during trials, rather
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than one that is moved toward the S during
trial presentations, to enhance further the
constancy of external stimulation from
trial to trial. The tray shown in the
photograph is equipped with clear Plexiglas
tracks between which flat rectangles of
Plexiglas slide over foodwells. Planometric
stimuli may be presented on these
rectangles, or (as illustrated)
three-dimensional objects may be mounted
on them. The use of these sliding bases
provides a convenient means of activating
microswitches (called MS-D switches in
Fig. 2), mounted under the tray, for the
termination of response latency intervals.
The latency measures, recorded manually
from a Standard Electric timer, are

initiated by the tripping of a microswitch
that is mounted inside the channel from
the motorized screen when the transparent
portion of. the screen is approximately
midway through its downward excursion.
Adjacent to the front edge of the tray, and
centered with respect to it, is an
illuminated switch by means of which the

S may initiate trials, if permitted to do so
by the E.

Except for the wooden stimulus tray,
the Masonite manually operated screen,
and the motorized screen, the apparatus is
constructed of stainless steel and
aluminum. The stimulus tray
(22.5 x 60 cm) rests on a 76-cm-wide
platform that is 4 cm higher than the floor
level of the restraining cage
(45 x 60 x 38 cm, 78 cm above the room
floor). The position of the stimulus tray on
the platform is variable, but it is usually
positioned so that the foodwells are 18 cm
from the front of the restraining cage. The
motorized screen (79 x 64 cm) is made of
clear Vi-in. Plexiglas, with the lower
39 x 64 cm area opaqued by flat black
paint on both sides. This screen runs in a
channel in which three position-sensing
microswitches (MS-1, MS-2, and MS-3) are
mounted in bottom, middle, and top
positions of the channel, respectively. It is
energized by a Superior Electric Slo-Syn
SS-150 motor. The shaft of the motor is

connected to the screen by means of a
counterweighted bicycle chain looped
around two 6-cm-diam sprockets. The S's
switch is a Switchcraft 27206 illuminated
Lever-Lite.

The one-way-vision window is
constructed of vector board, painted glossy
aluminum on the surface toward the S. A
window of this type functions effectively
when the only major source of illumination
in the test room is the standard fluorescent
fixture mounted over the tray area and
eliminates any reflection of the S's image.

The circuitry, diagrammed in Fig. 2, is
designed primarily for studies of
object-quality discrimination learning set
(LS) and delayed response (DR), but can
be used in as many other learning
paradigms as the manual WGTA. The main
control switch (SW-2), mounted on the
upper right portion of the control panel
(Fig. 1), determines whether the
appropriate circuitry for LS (and other
standard discrimination procedures) or DR
is operational. Other switches and
Industrial Timer Corporation control
timers (T-l, T-2, and T-3) on the panel
permit control of the durations and screen
positions of observation intervals, delay
intervals, response-time limits, and
intertrial intervals. Switches are also
provided to stop movement of the
motorized screen at any point (PB1), to
close the screen at the end of trials (PB3),
and to make S's switch functional in
starting trials (SW-4) after intertrial
intervals have elapsed.

In LS testing, the E arranges the
stimulus and reward conditions on the tray
during the intertrial interval (controlled by
T-2), when the motorized screen is
completely closed. If an "enable" switch
(PB2) is depressed before the end of this
interval, the trial starts automatically with
the lowering of the opaque portion of the
screen. (If PB2 is not depressed during the
intertrial interval, that interval continues
beyond the timing out of T-2 until PB2 is
activated or, depending on the position of
SW-4, until the S's switch, PB7, is
depressed.) When the screen reaches the
transparent-only position, the observation
interval (controlled by T-l) begins, after
which the transparent portion of the screen
lowers, permitting the S to respond to the
tray. Usually the trial ends by E's
activation of PB3, raising the screen
completely, but a maximum trial-time limit
can be imposed by means of T-3, the
output of which closes the screen.

In DR testing, the procedures and
options for initiating trials are the same as
in LS, but the observation interval is
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Fig. 3. Choice performance of rhesus
monkeys in the semiautomatic WGTA
compared with that obtained in a manual
WGTA, in DR (upper graph) and LS (lower
graph).

terminated by a manual switch (PBS)
which initiates a delay interval (controlled
by T-l), during which the screen returns to
its starting (opaque) position. At the end
of the delay interval, the screen descends
completely in a single uninterrupted
excursion, permitting response to the tray
by the S. If no delay is desired, depression
of PB6 during the observation interval
prevents the return to the starting position
and lowers the screen when the observation
interval terminates.

When the option of S-initiated trials is
used, the time between the onset of
illumination of S's switch (when it
becomes functional) and S's switch
response is recorded (on Clock C-l), as well
as the latency of S's response to the tray
(C-2) during a trial.

Fig. 4. Individual-trial latencies by three
rhesus monkeys to successively presented
rewarded (+) and nonrewarded (—) objects
in go/no-go problems of varying difficulty.
The learning and retention phases were
separated by 24 h.

EXPERIENCE
WITH THE APPARATUS

Over 100 rhesus and stumptail macaques
have been tested in the semiautomatic
WGTA. We had anticipated some difficulty
in adapting monkeys to the apparatus
because of the rather loud noise made by
the motorized screen, but this has proven
to be an extremely minor problem. More
than 95% of all the animals that have been
in the apparatus have readily adapted. In
this respect, our experience has been less
frustrating than that reported by Schrier
(1969). But most of our Ss have been
much-handled and well-socialized
laboratory-reared rhesus monkeys, feral
rhesus with histories of previous adaptation
to learning apparatuses, or feral stumptails,
in contrast to Schrier's balky,
uncooperative rhesus monkeys imported
from remote forest regions of India. Many
of our laboratory-reared monkeys were
adapted in pairs, a procedure that appears
to be quite facilitative. In agreement with
Schrier's (1965, 1969) findings, we have
found stumptails to be considerably more
adaptable than rhesus.

One difficulty with our apparatus has
been the tendency by a few Ss to push the
screen down. This behavior, which is
rapidly extinguished, can be eliminated by
the installation of solenoids, or, as we have
done, by a rubber-tipped bar that E can
press against the screen.

Figure 3 illustrates data obtained from
both the semiautomatic and manual WGTA
under comparable procedures and
conditions. The data in the top half of this
figure are from a 5-sec portion of a 0-5 sec
DR task, and those in the bottom half are

from a two-object, noncorrection, six-trial
object discrimination LS problem. The
curves for the four monkeys in the
semiautomatic WGTA are representative of
many other Ss tested in this apparatus and
are comparable to the manual WGTA data.
Finding no important difference in choice
data between the apparatuses in these two
learning situations, we have come to regard
the semiautomatic as preferable on the
basis of its advantages in terms of stimulus
control, temporal precision, and ease of
testing.

Figure 4 presents some individual rhesus
monkeys' response latencies on individual
trials in 30-trial go/no-go object
discrimination problems and subsequent
10-trial retention tests. These unusually
regular data are typical for highly practiced
rhesus monkeys and only slightly smoother
than the latency measures we have
obtained in naive rhesus and stumptail
macaques in the semiautomatic WGTA. In
comparison with the notorious variability
of monkeys' latency data in the manual
WGTA and in discrete barpressing
situations, these data suggest that the
enhanced stimulus constancy provided by
the semiautomatic WGTA's motorized
screen and stationary tray yields a distinct
benefit in terms of the smoothness of
individual latency measures. Thus the
present apparatus seems to be well suited
to primate studies analogous to simple
runway experiments with rats and to more
complex paradigms, e.g.,
successive-presentation sameness-difference
problems, in which inhibition of response
to a single object is the performance
criterion.
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Additional examples of data obtained in
the apparatus may be seen in an extensive
dissertation on retention of object
discriminations (Bessemer, 1966), Livesey's
(1969) study of spatial alternation
learning, and in forthcoming reports of
long-term studies on the behavioral effects
of induced phenylketonuria and
malnutrition conducted at the Wisconsin
Regional Primate Research Center.
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Self-Feeding Infant Macaques
Arnold Chamove University of Stirling, Stirling, Scotland

Should the mother of a young
monkey become ill, neglect her in¬
fant, or even die, it may be necessary
or desirable to hand rear the infant. I
will describe a procedure used on 30
stumptailed macaques separated
from healthy mothers at 9 days of
age.

The greatest difficulty at this age is
preventing dehydration as periods of
12 hours without fluid intake serious¬
ly endanger the infant. Other needs
of the infant are comfort, easily sup¬
plied with a towel, and warmth, ade¬
quately produced by raising the room
temperature to 80°F (27°C). We also
enable the infant to select more

warmth should he wish or should the
room temperature drop. A heat lamp
of 150 watts, placed as near the cage
as possible but far enough away so
that the cage wall or bars do not be¬
come too hot to hold and so the in¬
fant cannot touch the lamp, serves
this purpose. During the initial weeks,
as the infant will only lay on the
towel, part of it must be near the heat
lamp.

The most difficult, time-consuming
and dangerous period is the first 36
hours post-separation. For during the
first 12 hours the infant must injest a
minimum of 30cc (or ml) of milk, and
an additional 30cc in the next 12
hours. Should this not be done, one
must resort to subcutaneous injection
of fluids and oral intake of electrolyte
but this should not be necessary. A
loss of 5% of body weight is undesir¬
able and serious.

To ensure adequate intake for the
first day and thereafter, two pro¬
cedures are successful: hand feeding
during the first day and training to
self-feed thereafter. These pro¬
cedures proceed simultaneously.

The infant should be placed in a
small cage or box shaped so that al¬
most wherever he goes he will en¬
counter the nipple. Since infants are
far better at climbing up than down, a
smooth-walled box is best. This train¬
ing box is best twice the length of the
infant (head to rump) in both hori¬
zontal dimensions after the feeding
ramp is in place. Along one full
length of the box a ramp is placed,
made of Vi inch mesh and inclined at
an angle of about 50° from the floor.
The ramp should be about the length
of the monkey along its slope. Near
the top is the nipple, parallel with the
slope and about 2 inches above it.
Tied under the nipple, like a necktie,
running down the full slope of the
ramp, is a face-towel so the infant
can cling to this as he drinks from the
nipple.

Warm milk should be kept in the
bottle at all times and changed every
six hours. If the infant is weighed
once or twice a day, for the first few
weeks, a decrease will alert the care¬
taker that problems are at hand.

To give the maximum opportunity
for learning, separation should occur
in mid-morning. The infant should be
helped up to the large-holed nipple
every hour for the first day, and he
should be encouraged to eat by put¬
ting the nipple in his mouth. As the
milk tastes unfamiliar, he will usually
be reluctant or even quite upset. If he
refuses to eat, a small amount of milk
should be forced into his mouth, say
half or one cc. In this way it is desir¬
able if 5cc are fed every hour, toward
our goal of 30cc in 12 hours. In one
out of seven monkeys, this is im¬
possible, and one must prepare for an
hour-long siege. Remove the infant
from the cage, swaddle him firmly in
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a towel enclosing all but his head and
try the following ploys: place a very
little honey on the outside of the nip¬
ple; put one drop (later two drops) of
saccharin in 30cc of milk; stroke the
infant's head in an infant massage.
Then slowly, but firmly feed the in¬
fant, remembering that too much or
too fast is as bad as dehydration. One
cc per minute or two is a laudable
goal.

A final feed at 11:00 p.m. of at
least 10cc will ensure sufficient fluids
to last into the early morning. On the
following most critical morning you
will reap the rewards. Early rising you
will either see an empty 30cc bottle in
which case your jubilant cries will
startle the sleeping infant, or an un¬
touched one. In the later case, say
60% of the time, you need only put
the infant to the nipple and watch

S -him drink. If he drinks, as they almost
always do, he will learn to self-feed
sometime that day. If he still refuses,
carry through the procedure of the
previous day. If the animal refuses to
feed during this second day, try
changing the formula for one or two
feeds. Whichever the case, feed the
infant for he may have gone 8 hours
without liquids. Make sure the self-
feeder drinks too; coaxing will cause
no setback here toward self-feeding.

Once the infant is self-feeding,
usually in 24 hours, it can be placed
in any cage. The placement of the
nipple is no longer critical, in fact the
infants prefer it to be at about stand¬
ing height, and a few will drink hang¬
ing upside down. The face towel is
still appreciated hanging below the
nipple. The nipple hole can be made
smaller so the infant gets more suck¬
ing experience. We use an eye-
dropper type nipple on the end of a
metal tube similar to a hamster water

feeder, but not the type with the ball
in the end as monkeys suck.

After a few days, one need no long¬
er concern oneself with warming the
milk as it will soon rise to room

temperature. As long as the monkey
had not finished what was left from
the last feeding, cold milk can be
given, for we have found some prefer
cold milk, and this way they have a
choice. Therefore, it is desirable to
feed enough so that some is left in the
bottle when the 6 hour period is over.
You need no longer be concerned
with the milk going off overnight, as,
again, some monkeys will prefer their
milk slightly off and will wait to drink
it so, but this is less common. We give
cold fresh milk at 11:00 p.m. and the
infants do not appear excessively
hungry at 8:00 a.m. although we still
offer fresh milk at 6 hour intervals
during the day. The heat lamp should
remain for at least a month, es¬
pecially if the room temperature is re¬
duced below 80° to 70°, as can be
done gradually after the first week or
so.

To help in making some decisions
related to care of very young mon¬
keys, I include the following informa¬
tion. Our average animal is born at
500gm consumes 40cc and 110 cc of
milk on the first and second days of
separation respectively. We feed a
powdered milk diet produced for
babies, SMA orSimilac, and this is fed
from a nipple Vi inch in diameter and
VA inches long. The animals receive
one drop of a child's multiple vitamin
preparation per day. They will con¬
sume about 400cc of milk per kg
body weight per day, which gradually
over the first year drops to
300cc/kg/day, when fed only milk.
Milk is an adequate diet on its own
for the first few years but is of course
less interesting than a more varied
one.

It should be stressed that calories
determine food intake, so a diet high
in sugar will result in the animal

4
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lowering its overall intake especially
of protein. It is desirable to maintain
protein intake at about 20% (rhesus
milk = 22%, Similac=18%, cow
milk = 33% protein).

An animal so reared will grow
much faster than an animal reared by
a mother. Should one wish to reduce
this difference by increasing the
growth of mother-reared monkeys,
the following will suffice. Place a
cage outside the enclosure containing

the mother and infant. To connect

the two enclosures, use a door or grid
with openings too small for the
mother to pass but adequate for the
infant (4x5 inches for stumptails).
Give the infant a bottle of milk twice
a day in his enclosure — just leave it
and/or some food for the infant to
discover. The infant will consume

about half the milk of a similar sized
infant fed only milk suggesting that
the intake of mother's milk is about
half that for maximal growth.

Book Review
"SAFARI SOUTH AMERICA"

published in 1973 by Taplinger
Publishing Co., New York, costs $7.95
but is available for less thru the
Natural Science Book Club for
members. The author is Christina
Wood, a journalist who has run a
children's zoo, and also has a
zoological live-stock agency in
England. She lives with an extensive
monkey sanctuary and specializes in
.the SAKI monkey, having success¬
fully brought two groups of rare
whitefaced Sakis from South
America. She participated in wildlife-
rescue mission "OPERATION
GWAMBA" in Surinam, S. A. and
then later returned with renewed
determination to start a wildlife
sanctuary on a jungle island. Her
experiences with capuchins in the
wilds and Sakis in captivity are

especially amusing and delightful.
And for those who have always
"dreamed of going to the Amazon

. . it tells it like it is: rough and
tough, but wonderful.
(contributed by B. J. Lester).

12 Points
To Look For In a

Healthy Monkey
1. Lots of physical activity.
2. Good appetite.
3. Nimbleness in running.
4. Climbing and jumping.
5. Shining fur and full, thick coat.
6. Healthy looking mouth.
7. A well furred and fat tail.
8. Good coat odor.
9. Clean body and coat.

10. Bright eyes.
11. Alert disposition.
12. If he or she has all the above it

does not mean he or she won't
bite.

— Chapter 9 Newsletter

S. S. A. Dues
Delinquent

July 31st was the deadline for get¬
ting in your yearly dues to National.
If you forgot, please send them in
now. S.S.A. NEEDS YOU AGAIN!!!!!

$10.00 payable to MURIEL
MACKIE, Box 343, Wakefield, MA
01880

5
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Primate disease and breeding rates
ARNOLD CHAMOVE, GRAHAM CAMERON & VICKI NASH

Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit, Stirling, FK9 4LA, United Kingdom

Summary

33 species were compared Tor 12 disease categories
over 3 years or laboratory housing. There were low
correlations between popularity, birth, death, and
illness rates. Highest rates were: birth, Macaca
nemestrina; illness, Pongo pygmaeus; death,
Cercopitheats aelhlops. Lowest rates were: birth.
Lemur catta; illness. Sanguinis mystax; death,
Galago crassicaudatus. Galago crassicaudatus and
Macaca faslcularus had low disease and high birth
rates.

When choosing a laboratory primate, the rate of birth,
illness, and death are of relevance. When maintaining
primates it is important to know to which classes of
disease they are especially susceptible. Since 1975
Laboratory Primate Newsletter has published the
results of quarterly surveys on birth, morbidity, and
mortality rates from 8 large government-funded
primate research establishments. The figures for the 3
years published provide the data for our summary of
the 12 disease categories as a percentage of the census
figure.

The census figure is the count of the total number of
animals in each quarter. The percentage birth rate is
the number of young born per 100 animals per quarter
of a year. The morbidity and mortality figures are
calculated similarly and are corrected for births
occurring during that quarter by increasing the census
figure by half the birth figure. The raw total is the per¬
centage of animals contracting any disease per animal
quarter. The total census figure, birth rate, total death,
and total illness columns are followed by the rankings
(in parentheses) of the category. Where census figures
were not given in the raw data for a particular species,
none of the data for that species for that quarter were
used.

The Spearman rank order correlation between the
ranks of the 12 causes of morbidity and the 12 causes
of mortality was 0*60 (P < 0-05 only by I-tailed test).
For the ranks of 33 species it was only 0-14 between

Received 14 March 1979. Accepted 16 April 1979.

morbidity and mortality, with correlations of birth rate
with death rate and illness rate of only 0-17 and 0-10
respectively: this casts doubt on using any of these 3
as indices of success.

One might expect that commonly kept species
would have high birth and low disease rates. How¬
ever, the correlation between census and birth rate was

only 013. while the correlation between census and
death and census and illness were both positive, 0-32
and 0-65 respectively (P < 0-05, 2-tailed test).

Recently there has been interest in hybridizing
laboratory primates. Macaque hybrids showed higher
death rates than 5 out of 6 non-hybrids, but higher ill¬
ness rates than only 1 out of 6. Galago hybrids
showed no extreme patterns.

To summarize the Tables, only using species with
substantial census figures, the most popular animals
were Macaca mulatto, Papio spp., Saimiri sciureus
and Macaca nemestrina. Highest birth rates were
reported in M. nemestrina, Galago argentatus, and
Papio anubis. Highest illness was reported in Pongo
pygmaeus (with over half ill in any one quarter),
Cercopithecus aethiops (with one-third ill), Macaca
radiala, and Pan troglodytes. Highest death rate was
in C. aethiops. Lowest illness was reported in Galago
crassicaudatus, Sanguinis spp. and Cebus spp.,
whereas fewest deaths were with G. crassicaudatus,
Cercocebus atys. Pan troglodytes, Papio papio, and
Cebus spp.

In an attempt further to summarize the data, a
'desirability score' (birth rate minus death rate minus
illness rate) was computed for all species irrespective
of census. The animals ranking best on this index were
Galago argentatus (best), Macaca fuscata. Lemur
fulvus, Cercocebus atys, Galago hybrid, Galago
crassicaudatus, Sanguinus mystax, Macaca hybrids,
Macaca fasicularis, Papio anubis, Cebus apclla. The
worst were Callicebus moloch, Cercopithecus
aethiops, Erythrocebus patas, Pongo pygmaeus, Papio
cynocephalus.

It would be desirable if more precise data were
available including birth rate per attempted breeding
day, perhaps further subdivided by breeding
procedure.

lab'S rcdor^ A u x S (3 , 3!3 -3t&.



Table1.Percentagemorbidityamonglaboratoryprimates
Rankordersinparentheses

Census

Dlgtstlva

Trauma

Respiratory
Integumentary

I

i

Musculoskeletal

I

I

Pantroglodytes

3291(28)

210

1-8

2-3

0-4

1-0

0-3

0-4

Pongopygmaeus

311(8)

44-0

3-8

0-4

1-3

1-0

0-6

Papiopapeo

741(17)

8-8

0-4

24

0-9

0-4

0-3

P.anubit

2247(23)

2-7

0-1

4-0

2-4

0-2

0-3

P.cynocephalus

473(14)

3-4

0-3

2-5

0-3

0-9

12

Paptospp.

8932(32)

1-7

...

0-2

0-9

0-1

Macacofuscata'

423(12)

0-3

M.arctoides

2320(24)

13-1

1-3

1-1

2-3

20

0-9

0-9

M.cyelopis

882(21)

...

0-2

0-1

0-1

0-2

,Vf.mulatto

38341(33)
10-0<

2-4*

2-4

1-0

1-2

0-9i

M.faskularus

4743(29)

3-2'

1-4

0-2

0-3

0

0-2

M.nemesirtna

7474(30)

4-0

0-4

0-4

0-4

0-2

1-2

M.radlata

3024(27)

14-3

0-3'

1-5

30

14

2-4

3-2

Macacohybrids

131(3)*

0-6

0-6

Cynopilkecusnlger

5(10)

4-2

II

0-8

0-3

0-6

1-1

Cercocebusatys

354(11)

0-3

1-1

0-4*

t'ryshrocebuspatas

387(21)

7-3'

1-5

01

0-4

0-1

'0-1

Cercoptthecusatthiops
349(13)

11-7*

5-8'

0-7

1-2

4-6

0-2

Saimtritcmrcus

8773(31)

1-5'

0-2

0-2

0-4

0-2

0-2

Ctbusapelkt

330(9)

...

Cebusspp.

1034(22)

0-1

01

.-lorestrictrgatus

1740(24)

0-4

0-2

0-1

01

0-2

Callicebusmoloch1

33(2)

15-2

9-1

4-1

0-1

Sangulnusoedipus

774(19)

3-7*

2-0

01

0-4

0-1

S.mghcoillt

484(13)

13-7

0-4

30

4-4

18

1-8

S.myuax

348(14)

...

...

Sanguinisspp.

774(18)

0-4

Lemurmacaco'

25(1)

...

L./ulcus'

259(7)

0-8

0-4

1-5

Lcana'

228(4)

0-4

18

0-4

33

0-9

(jalagoargtntatus'

90(4)

(j.crassicaudatus'

1324(23)

0-2

0-1

Calagohybrid*

54(3)

1-8

Allspecies

112449

78

1-7

14

0-9

0-8

0-7

All diseases

0.9 10 9-9 1-2 54 1-2 0-3 0*6 0-3 0-3 03 0-1 20 0-3 6-3 03 1-2 01 0-3 3-8 1-3 0-6

0-2 0-3 0 0-2 0-2 0-1 0 0-8 0-4 0-2 10 0-4

01 0-1 0-2

0-3

0-2

14-3

aincludes173tuberculinreactors,42,andc7.aalsoincludes140withpneumonia,dincludes712withshigellaand293withsalmonellainfections,rincludes23and4./9and4,andg34and3.hincludes33withparasitism,iincludes34 stillbornoraborted,jdataavailableforonlyIofthe12quarters,kdataavailableforonly2quarters.



Table2.Percentagemortalityamonglaboratoryprimates
Rankordersinparentheses
%birth

Uniptciftid

Digatic*

Respiratory

Generalized

Trauma

Urogenital

Cardiovascular
Serious

MusculoskeletalEndocrine
Neoplastic

All

rau

diseases

Pantroglodytes

1-9(13)

0-1

0-2

0-2

0-4

0-1

0

0-1

0

0

11(6)

Pongopygmaeus

14(11)

10

0-6

10

26(16)

Paptopapa

13(9)

0-1

0-3

0-3

0-9

16(8)

P.anubis

4-2(31)

I -1*

0-4

05

0

01

03

2-4(15)

P. eynocephatus

0-6(7)

18

0-4

0-6

0-4

02

0-2

0-2

3-7(2)

Paptospp.

3-0(20)

0-8'

0-3

03

0-3

02

i)l

0

0

24(14)

Mucocafuscata

3-1(23)

0-2

0-2

0-3(1)

U.arctoides

31(22)

0-3

1-2

0-2

0-3

06

0-1

00

0-1

3-2(18)

M.cytlopis

2-3(17)

1-1

08

06

1-0

0-4

02

4-2122)

M.mulatto

29(19)

Q.AC

0-S»

0-6'

0-3

0-2

0-1

01

0

00

0

22113)

M.fasiculana

3-9(28)

I.W

0-4

0-3

0-4

0-4

0-1

0-1

0

30(17)

Mnemesthna

38(33)

23

0-9'

0-3

1-2

0-6'

01

0

6-4(26)

Mradiaia

3-2(23)

0-3

0-2

0-2

0-3

0-1

0

0

20(11)

Macacohybrids

4-0(30)

13

0-6

13

06

46(23)

Cynoptthecusnlger

3-1(24)

1-7

0-8

06

34(20)

Cercocebusatyt

2-3(18)

0-6

0-3

0-8(4)

Erythrocebu3patas

0-4(3)

1-7

0-4

14

0-9

02

0-7

3-4(24)

Cercopithecusaethiops
0-7(8)

1-4

3-2*

18

19

0-2

0-2

0-4

107132)

Satmirlsaurrus

21(16)

0-V

04

II

03

03

01

0

0

55(25)

Cebusapelta

30421)

12

0-3

03

06

33(19)

Cebusspp.

0-2(4)

0-3

0-6

0-1

18(101

dolustnctrgatus

20(13)

2-2

0-5

II

36

04

06

03

0-2

9-0(30)

Callicebusmoloch

...12)

3-0

6-1

9-1(31)

Sanguinisoedipus

1-9(14)

68

9-9

2-6

64'

0-3

0-1

01

08

oia-3

0

276t33l

S.nigncollii

39(29)

3-6

2-4

04

10

0-8

0-6

8-9(29)

5.myslax

18(121

0?

1-6

22(12)

Sanguinisspp.

1-6(10)

1-8

2-7

S1

0-8

0-4

0-1

0-1

80(27)

Lemurmacaco•
...(2)

40

30(231

L.J'iulcus

3-9(27)

0-4

0-4

0-8(3)

Lcatto

—(2)

0-9

0-4

1-3(7)

Galagoargemotus

4-4(32)

11(3)

G.crasjicaudalus

0-4(6)

0-1

0-1

0-2

0-2

0-1

0-6121

Galagohybrid

3-7(26)

18

18(91

AOspecies

2-94

0-8

0-8

0-6

0-5

0-3

0-2

0-1

00

000-0

0-0

* •22

aincludes22study-reltted
deaths,b18,c32andd21.eincludes137tuberculinreactors./5.andg7.hincludes17withshigella,iincludes63abortedorstillborn,jincludes
15withparasitism,kincludes24dyingsoonalter

importation.
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Krankheitshaufigkeiten und Aufzuchtquoten be! Primaten

A. CHAMOVE, G. CAMERON & V. NASH

Zusammenfassintg
33 verschiedene Spezies wurden wahrend eincr 3-jahrigen
Haltungsperiode im Labor im Hinblick auf 12 Krankheits-
kategorien xrerglichen. Schwache Zusammenhange zwischen
Besatzdichte, Geburts-, Todes- und Krankheitsquoten wur¬
den festgestellt. Die hochsten Quoten hatten: Geburt,

Macaca nemestrina; Krankheit, Pongo pygmaeus: Sterblich-
keit, Cercopilhecus aethiops. Die nicdrigsten Quotcn hatten:
Geburt, Lemur calla: Krankheit, Sanguinus mysiax; Ster-
blichkeit, Galago crassicaudalus. Galago crassicaudalus
und Macaca fasicvlarus hatten niedrige Krankheits- und
hohe Geburtsquoten.
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Establishment of a breeding colony of stumptailed monkeys
(Macaca arctoides)
ARNOLD S. CHAMOVE

Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit, Stirling, FK9 4LA, United Kingdom

Summary
A breeding colony of 27 female and 4 male
stumptailed monkeys was established in a 300 m2
laboratory. More than 80 infants were born over 6
years.

In 1970 the Psychology Department of the University
of Stirling decided to form a unit to study the social
development of nonhuman primates. An architect was

employed to design the 300 m2 unit and, together with
other members of the university staff, visited zoos and
laboratories prior to formulating the design. As there
was no existing primate unit, no one with appropriate
experience was on site, and a director of the new unit
was not appointed until construction had begun. As a
consequence, some important questions were not
asked and some costly errors were made in the design
of the building.

The choice of species was governed by the
requirement for animals with a complex behavioural
repertoire and social structure while being easy to
handle. Macaques have the complex social structure
desired, and the stumptailed macaque (Macaca
arctoides) is considered relatively gentle (Schrier,
1967) and similar to the much-studied rhesus monkey
{Macaca mulatto) in behaviour (Chamove, 1973a).

Housing
The object of the project was to provide infants for
behavioural research in facilities which were easy to
maintain, and in an environment that was easy to
manipulate while being adequate for the social
development of the animals. As these animals lack
clear signs of oestrus, a harem system was chosen for
breeding purposes.

6 different types of cages were ordered from 5
sources.

1. Test cage built by J. Russell within the Univer¬
sity. Wedge shaped, 2-85 x 2-1 x 1-45 m high, it was
designed so that an observer or a television camera
would have an unimpeded view from a single position.

Received 30 May 1979. Accepted 12 February 1981.

This mild-steel cage, painted with stove enamel, works
well for a wide variety of social testing procedures.
However, the droppings pans were awkward and are
no longer used: the faeces are now allowed to fall to
the floor and are later washed away.

2. Test cage built by Realm Engineering Works Ltd
(Cowie, UK). It consists of 4 large rectangular cages,
each 0-72 x 0-86 x 1-20 m. The mild-steel cage is
painted with stove enamel, which has been worn off on
parts of the floor of the cage and where partitions slide.
While unsightly, this presents no problems. The 4
cages are linked side-by-side and mounted over an
automatic flushing tray connected to a mincing waste
disposal unit (Model 50: Haigh Engineering Co. Ltd,
Ross-on-Wye, UK). The automatic flushing was not
effective and the waste disposal unit of 370 W (0-5 hp)
not sufficiently robust. This unit has recently been
replaced with a 1120 W (1-5 hp) machine (Model
H.D. 150/2: Haigh Engineering Co. Ltd,) which
disposes of all the waste food and the faeces in the
primate unit. The transport cage doors slide sideways
on steel tubing which needs frequent lubrication. The
cages can be separated from one another by a
removable partition of either 6-5 mm thick rigid
transparent plastic, 4-0 mm thick 'Darvic' (G. H.
Bloor Ltd. Manchester. UK), or wire mesh. Because
of the limitation of strength imposed by the large size
of these dividers we are unable to use them with
animals over 4 years of age unless we use 2 together
between pairs of cages.

3. Cages for infants were purchased off the shelf
(Associated Crates Ltd, Stockport, UK). Sold as
monkey cages, they measured 0-65 x 0-60 x 0.60 m
and were made of galvanized steel. While rather
crudely designed, the only problem with them has been
the poor quality of the galvanizing, which had many
sharp points. These cages are used for housing
monkeys up to 2 years of age and have been fitted with
interconnecting hatches.

4. Cages for newborn animals were designed and
made within the unit, 0-58 x 0-65 x 0-75 m, from
heavy-duty white polythene tubs (WCB Containers,
Stalybridge. UK). The tub is turned on its side and a
light wire-mesh door fitted ot the open side (Fig. 1). A
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Fig. 1. A pair of cages for newborn monkeys.

rigid clear plastic sheet can be fitted to the inside of the
mesh preventing very young infants from climbing up
it before they are competent to climb down. A 40 W
heat lamp is mounted outside the tub so that one
corner of the enclosure is warmer, and the infant can

lie there if it chooses. This 15 kg tub cage can be used
for infants up to a year of age, but we use it only for

Chamove

the 1st month. The solid floor easily becomes soiled
and wet. but this is not a problem for the young infants
as they are supplied with soft cloths which absorb the
moisture. The tubs have the advantage of being
lightweight, inexpensive and draught proof.

5. Large housing cage. I ll x 1-64 x 1-90 m,
designed to our general specifications and built by
All-Type Tools (Woolwich Ltd. London. UK). The 5
galvanized-steel cages are mounted on wheels and
each has a light, removable aluminium droppings pan
and removable stainless-steel grid floor. Animals can
transfer from one cage to another through 2 rigid clear
plastic hatches on either side of the cage. These allow
the monkeys to see through to the adjoining cage and
so reduce aggression when animals are confined to one
cage. The positioning of these cages on the right side
of the 33-5 m2 colony room is shown in Fig. 2. The
shelf, made of aluminium bars, in shown in the 1st
cage. Hatches at the rear of 2 of the cages allow the
animals to enter the outside areas on either side of the
colony room (Fig. 2). Side and rear hatches are
controlled by the staff from the front of the cage.
These cages have been quite satisfactory, although the
pop rivets began to wear out after 4 years and about
half have had to be replaced in 6 years. Some of the
central space of the cage is not used by the animals,
and shelves or bars will be fitted.

Fig. 2. Plan of the colony room and 2 adjacent outside pens. The furniture for one half of one pen is shown diagrammaticallv in the top half
of the right (south) pen. The safety cage is shown at the bottom left of the right pen. The gate separating the 2 halves is shown open in
the left pen. A vertical connecting tunnel.
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6. Small housing cages, 0-65 x 0-60 x 0-75 m. were
built to our general specification by Forth-Tech
Services Ltd (Dalkeith. UK). We have 5 units each
composed of 4 cages. 2 at a high and 2 at a lower level.
Removable dividers enable the top or bottom row of
cages to be made into a single continuous cage. The
cages are shown (Fig. 2) on the left side of the colony
room with 7 of the 12 dividers in place. A unique
corner cage cannot be divided: it is useful when the
unit is used with most of the dividers removed, but
would be rather awkward if the row were to be
frequently subdivided. The cages are fitted with
automatic watering, and with guttering located behind
the cages where it is very difficult to clean. Faeces are
raked forward, collected, and pulverised, and the
remaining material washed into the guttering. The
cages are made of stainless-steel: the gauge was left to
the manufacturer and has not been sufficiently strong.
Further, pop rivets were of other metals and have
disintegrated. Within a year the cages were requiring
major repairs. They are now unserviceable and are

being replaced. The decision to use stainless-steel in
the hope that it would prove to be a longer-lasting cage
was not a good one for the following reasons: there
were numerous and serious design faults in the initial
and unproven cage; galvanized cages would have been
considerably cheaper, more easily repaired, and would
probably have lasted as long as their design was
useful.

The last problem with caging arose in the outside
pens (Fig. 2), which are divided and roofed by 25 x 5
cm mesh. The mesh is not welded to the angle frame at
every wire as it should have been and has broken
loose, especially where the welding was poor.

It should also be noted that in both the 20-5 m2
outside pens (Fig. 2._at B) that the rigid clear plastic
hatch-covers close by lifting rather than by lowering.
This prevents a falling door injuring the monkeys. The
hatch is controlled from the safety cage just inside the
door. Another hatch-cover closes off the hatches from
inside the colony room.

The outside pens have toughened-glass windows for
observation (Fig. 2). For higher primates the mirror
effect of one-way glass is more disruptive than seeing
the experimenter. The observation windows are incor¬
rectly sighted in that they are set into the wall instead
of projecting into the room like a bubble, and because
the ideal placement of an observation window is at the
apex of a wedge so there are no blind spots. Also
incorrectly sited is the safety cage: it should be located
so as to enable the animals to be driven away from the
handler and towards the hatches.

The outdoor pens were initially open to the sky, with
a mesh roof, but whenever it rained the monkeys
stayed indoors. Covering the shady (southern) half
improved the design and the monkeys would sit under
the dry half. During the day grain was scattered for
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the animals as in the wild most of the day is spent
foraging for small items of food. The smallest grain
available was millet and the animals quickly cleared it
from the roofing titles which covered the floor area.
We then systematically experimented with wood chips,
which proved an astonishing success. The chips were
changed every 4 weeks, as compared with cleaning the
bare pen on alternate days. We found that when using
chips aggression was reduced to about 10% compared
with the situation on the bare floor, there was a more

even distribution of grain between animals, the animals
spent 30 times more time on the ground so that the
space in the cage was more uniformly and efficiently
utilized, cleaning time was reduced by 50%. and the
smell was less after 4 weeks with chips than after 24
hours with no chips (Chamove & Anderson, 1979).
We therefore decided to use wood chips permanently
and, because they became sodden in the uncovered
half of the pen. we completely covered the roof mesh
of the pens with clear plastic sheet. Monkeys are shut
inside at night in the winter. During the rest of the year
most of them move inside voluntarily at dusk.

There were 4 remaining design problems that had to
be rectified. Most of the walls were covered with
plaster painted with either chlorinated rubber or epoxy
paint. Where the animals could reach it with their
fingers and where the pressure hose was used the paint
and plaster was removed. A rule I have found useful is
as follows: what a man can do using an iron nail as a
tool a monkey can do with its fingers given the time.
Most of the wall coverings have been replaced by
cement rendering, using white sand and with a white
colouring agent added.

Door openings of 0-69 m into rooms were too small
to admit some items of apparatus. Substituting lift-off
door hinges has helped. Most of the wooden doors
began disintegrating after 2-3 years of use and have
needed replacement. Some have been replaced with
clear polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) plastic flexible doors
(Mandor Engineering, Ashton-under-Lyme, UK).
Duplicated by a metal calliper door for security, these
are satisfactory although noise attenuation is less.

Most rooms were fitted with 6 lamps each of 100
W, which did not even approach the recommended
level of 324 lx at cage level (NAS, 1968) and so were
replaced with fluorescent lighting tubes controlled by a
time switch. Floors were laid level rather than sloping
towards the floor drains, and were not truly flat but
had slight slopes in all directions, resulting in pools of
water after hosing. The flow in one room was away
from the drain into the corridor, down the corridor
away from its drain, out of the door of the unit itself
and down the stairs. Where economical, new floors
sloping to the drain were laid on top of the existing
floors, and thresholds were fitted at the doors.

The unit is situated on the top (4th) floor of a
building, permitting skylights in all rooms, with mesh
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covering the outside pens. Blocked drains, leaks and
noise are sometimes a problem to those below.

Environmental control

Incoming air is heated using hot water and then blown
into the primate unit where the duct divides into 2.
each heated again by a heating battery. Various
problems have arisen: during electrical failure the air
supply is interrupted and the rooms gradually cool: if
the hot-water supply fails, cold air is ducted into the
unit and the temperature decreases rapidly: thermostat
siting is crucial, and if 1 of the 2 is sited in the colony
room which is connected to the 2 outside pens, the
temperature of that room is stable but the other room

temperatures fluctuate as the outside temperature
varies, and vice versa; the system is relatively
inflexible, and changes in room use which require
different temperatures are very difficult and costly to
make. In an attempt to avoid some of these problems
we have installed a thermostat so that the intake fans
stop if for any reason air temperature drops below
16°C. Although macaques can live in sub-freezing
temperatures in large enclosures, in smaller cages they
appear to need temperatures above 18°C. We also
installed emergency electrical heating in the infants'
room but as, because of the large room size, this was
still unsatisfactory infants of up to 30 days of age are
housed in a small room which can be more easily
heated. We lost 2 infants from hypothermia when the
large room temperature dropped to 10°C. Both were
15 days of age, whereas animals 20 and 23 days of age
did not appear to suffer.

Monkeys
Conditioned animals were imported and housed in
pairs, males singly, in quarantine premises approved
by the Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and Food
under the Rabies Order of 1974. Upon arrival they
appeared not to be the usual round-faced variety of
stumptailed macaque, but had long, thin faces. Their
coat colour varied from red to brown to black. A
decision was made not to mass-medicate until some

illness was diagnosed, but this proved inoperative.
Adult macaques appear to hide signs of illness as long
as possible. An incident illustrative of this occurred
when all animals had been inspected, with particular
attention paid to the few males. They all appeared
healthy to the veterinarian, the technician, and the
director. As the veterinarian was leaving, a male
macaque collapsed and died within 5 min. All animals
were subsequently treated with oxytetracycline for
pneumonia and were treated for parasites. Almost all
animals which died were found to have had pleurisy in
the past, and most had moderate to severe lung
adhesions.

All animals were given 3 intrapalpebral tuberculin
tests and all proved negative. Faeces were examined
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for Shigella and Salmonella, which are a major
problem in macaques (although less so in the
stumptailed. see Chamove. Cameron & Nash, 1979),
and it was felt that it was essential to eliminate them as

they are particularly virulent in young monkeys, but
none was found.

Release of the animals from quarantine
In order to encourage formation by the females of
compatible groups all were released together. Some
pairs or triads did result. It seemed that relatives or
close friends recognized one another after quarantine
and rushed excitedly together, whereas the 6 months
of arbitrary pairing had not led to strong alliances; one
female earned her name 'Doublecross' because she
persistently attacked her former cage mate. The
intensity of aggression precluded the arbitrary for¬
mation of large, stable subgroups so the animals were
allowed to choose their subgroupings.

Stumptailed monkey groups do not settle as quickly
as do rhesus, and the atmosphere of tension and
aggression served to prolong the establishment of a
dominance hierarchy. No amount of submission
would stop the dominants from asserting their priority,
suggesting Rowell (1974) may be incorrect in suggest¬
ing dominance hierarchy is mainly a function of the
behaviour of the subordinate, not the dominant.
Towards some animals aggression was relentless, as
in rhesus monkeys (Chamove & Bowman, 1978), and
these animals were removed to form a separate group.
A male in the group would have reduced the duration
and intensity of aggression, as we later found, but this
was not possible at the time. 3 of the females were
harassed in all of the groups so 2 were removed and
housed separately each with a male. The males,
housed singly for 6 months, were ecstatic and we
observed the mating tie, not previously reported in
stumptailed or any other monkey. These macaques
are single-mount ejaculators. When approaching the
female, the male stumptail makes a presex vocalization
for about 18 s and looks rather like a human saying
'yum yum vum'. Mating details were recorded for 15
matings using 4 males each with the same female for a
day. After the vocalization the male mounted and
within 8 s ejaculated, continuing to thrust for an
average of 15 s. The male then went rigid for about 3 s
later began a vocalization which sounded like someone
out of breath with a very low voice; the mouth was
open and rounded. The male gripped the female firmly
and the 2 appeared tied. The rigidity and growling
lasted for almost 40 s, after which the male appeared
to relax, slump to a sitting posture and stop vocalizing,
and a few seconds later the pair usually untied and the
female walked away.

A few weeks after this pairing of males with a
subordinate female the males, each with his female,
were introduced into the pens with the rest of the
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Fig. 3. Harassment of a dominant male (left) daring mating m fee
soafe pen by 2 females.

females. Owing to their large size, the males were
immediately recognized as dominant. We then noticed
a further modification of their mating behaviour: as
soon as the tie phase of copulation began, a variable
number of femaies approached and harassed the male,
sometimes grabbing or even biting him (Fig. 3). This
harassment is more vigorous ana consistent than
previously reported for any primates. Males appear
more excited when mating in groups: the duration of
mount prior to ejaculation is sightly increased and the
post-ejaculatory tie phase is significantly (77%)
increased.

When the 2 males that had each been with a female
were introduced into the groups, they protected their
female with the result that she dominated all the other
females. A permanent bond appeared to have formed
between each of these maies and their mates, and when
male offspring were bom to these 2 females, the maies
carried the infants (Fig. 4). This never happened with
the infants of other femaies or in the group where this
special relationship had not been induced. It persisted
for the life of the animals. 6 years in the case of one
pair. The dominant maies continued to protect the
young males, and in the one case where we allowed it,
the infant male became 2nd in rank. When the
dominant male died of a hernia, this young male
became dominant and was observed mating with his
mother, a most unusual occurrence in the wild.

The males remained with the femaies for 6 months.
26 of the 27 femaies became pregnant. We had
expected that most femaies would became pregnant in
1 or 2 cycles. However, births were spaced out to
about 4-5 per month, and usually only 1 per week.
This spacing was despite the fact that the femaies were
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Fig. 4. Dominant male carrying the 10-monfe-oki male offspring of
fee number 2 female.

in 4 separate groups of about 7 each, each group with
its own male.

Another unexpected observation was the occur¬
rence of mating cycles during pregnancy. Several
femaies continued to mate at about monthly intervals
after impregnation. This phenomenon primarily occur¬
red in those females which seemed more attractive to
males.

As our colony increased in number it became
necessary to sell some animals and to consolidate
some of the groups. Several procedures were tried:
that leading to most aggression was to allow the 2
groups of females together. The presence of a male
reduced aggression somewhat He gave an advantage
to the femaies from his group unless a female from the
other group was in oestrus, in which case aggression
was prolonged. A better method was to introduce
subordinate females from one group into the other,
introducing the dominant females later. However, by
far the best arrangement was to introduce 1 or 2
dominant females from one group into the other,
gradually adding the more subordinate females. It is
preferable to have a male present unless he prefers one
of the newly introduced females, in which case he
must be remo%'ed.
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Management
The aim of our management practices is to allow the
monkeys to lead as normal a life as possible, to allow
close observation, and to ensure staff safety. Wild-
caught female stumptails are only dangerous when
they are caught by hand without heavy gloves.
Laboratory-reared adult males and females can be
caught by hand if they have been handled when
infants. This differs from the precautions taken with
rhesus monkeys (MacArthur. Seamer & Veall, 1978).

The 4 canine teeth of all of our adult males were cut

off at gum level, the nerve removed, and the tooth
filled. This reduced the danger to staff and to other
monkeys from bites. We have observed no detrimental
effect of the operation on the males' behaviour.

Feeding
The aim of our feeding regime is to supply econ¬
omically a varied and nutritious diet. The monkeys,
separated so as to ensure sufficient food for subordin¬
ates and pregnant females, are given commercial
pelleted diets twice a day. These animals are fed so
that they have food available for a minimum of 30
min. Dominant or obese animals are allowed to eat

what is left by the subordinates and pregnant females
in the morning, but in the evening are given at least 15
min with food. In addition animals are fed fruit or

vegetables after the evening feed, cabbage twice and
orange once a week, with fruit or more commonly
vegetables in season—such as swede, potato and
carrot, occasionally onion, banana skins, apple,
brussels sprouts or lettuce—on the other days. All
except the onion and leaf vegetables are cut into 2 cm
cubes and frozen. When fed in the frozen state to the
animals these items are eaten more slowly, ensuring
more even distribution throughout the group. Leaf
vegetables are scattered on the roof of the cage or
pens, again for improved distribution.

The pelleted diets fed are Dog Diet (Spratts, Patent
Ltd, Barking, UK), Modified 4IB (Oxoid Ltd, Redd¬
ing, UK), Beta Diet A, Beta Rat & Mouse No 3, Old
World Monkey Diet and Mazuri Diet (BP Nutrition
(UK) Ltd, Witham, UK). In this way the animals
receive a different diet every day. The least preferred
diets are Dog Diet and 4IB, the best liked Old World
Monkey and Mazuri Diets.

In addition all animals receive a vitamin supple¬
ment. 15 ml 'Visorbin' (Smith Kline & French
Laboratories Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK) per
animal per week or 0-5 gm of 'Hycovite' (Hyco
Products Ltd, Livingstone. UK) per animal per week
are offered in the drinking water. Pregnant and
lactating females receive milk twice a week plus orange
juice and an extra half orange, as do the most subor¬
dinate or any underweight animals. Grain—primarily
millet with small amounts of kibbled maize, rabbit diet
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pellets and rape seed—is thrown into the wood chips
daily.

At times our monkeys do not care for their infants,
especially laboratory-reared females with their 1st
infant. If this is the case, 2 procedures are followed
while ensuring that the cage housing the infant and
mother is kept warm. First we ensure the infant
receives at least 30 ml fluids per day. It is easy to
restrain the mother gently in a crush cage while
feeding the infant either 'SMA' (Wyeth Laboratories,
Taplow, UK) or 'Ionalyte' (Intervet Laboratories Ltd,
Bar Hill, UK) using a small nipple. Often the infant will
orient correctly to the mother's nipple within a few
days. When the mother is totally uninterested, we
remove the infant to an incubator heated to 27-33 °C
and train it to feed itself (Chamove, 1975). A bottle
with 'SMA' is continuously available at the top of a 20
mm piece of sloping mesh, and if guided to the nipple
at hourly intervals between 0900 and 1700, most
infants will learn to feed themselves within 30 h.
Infants that have been previously fed 'SMA' while still
with the mother learn to feed themselves faster than
those not so fed. One feeding at 2200 on the 1st night
is desirable but not essential. The milk need be
changed only twice a day. We have reared over 40
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Fig. 5. 3-day averages of *SMA' intake and bodyweight for 62
stumptailed macaques.
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animals this way with no problems. Hand-reared
infants grow more rapidly during the first few years,
but mother-reared monkeys later surpass them. The
growth of our stumptailed infants is comparable to
that reported (Kerr, Scheffler & Waisman. 1969) for
rhesus monkeys reared by a similar method (Fig. 5).

Recognition
Infants are tattooed by injecting a small amount of
tattoo ink just beneath the skin with a hypodermic
syringe. A modified rat ear-punch numbering system is
used: each dot above the outside of the right eyebrow
signifies 1, between the eyebrows signifies 3, and
outside the left eyebrow signifies 6. Numbers up to 30
can be expressed using combinations of dots with
almost no distress to the animals. We usually start
again at 1 with every 20 infants. The dots last 5 years.

Chest tattoos are applied to adults. They have lasted
well for 6 years, but the vibrating needle must be
applied firmly when tattooing. Records are kept of
food intake, bodyweight. illness, medication and social
experience.

Health
Health has been good, with less illness and death
than in most laboratories (Chamove. Cameron &
Nash 1979). Out of 83 births, 5 animals were born
dead; 1 of these was a breech birth, and 2 were
deformed. 3 infants, born to the same mother, were

killed by her. 2 infants which died from hypothermia
have been mentioned above.

The only serious health problem was an outbreak of
salmonellosis, 3 years after the animals entered the
colony, during which 2 animals each 3 years of age
died. The source of the Salmonella was never

discovered.

Periodically 2 other health problems arise. Infants
from 7 weeks of age somtimes develop swollen glands
at their axilla and groin. This condition clears up
spontaneously. Some individuals develop bloat syn¬
drome when the stomach swells after feeding, and 1
animal of 3 years of age died. The condition can be
treated by offering only small feeds to the animal.

One of the indirect effects of improving health and
diet is shown by bodyweight. Our imported adult
females weighed an average of 5 kg upon arrival, males
7 kg. Our laboratory-born animals reach these weights
by 2 and 3-5 years of age respectively, and females are
giving birth by 4 years of age. After 2 years in the
laboratory the weights of the imported adult females
and males had reached 14 and 15 kg respectively, and
these females are now averaging 17-4 kg. Laboratory-
born 5-year-old adult females and males weigh on
average 13-2 and 20-0 kg respectively, with maximum
weights of 16 and 23 kg. This has obvious implications
for cage design.
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Breeding
Menstruation is difficult to detect in Macaca arctoides.
When females are in oestrus their faces go bright red,
but their legs are not swollen in the same way as in the
rhesus monkey.

We use a harem system of breeding and housing in
which 1 or 2 males live with 10—15 females.
Sometimes we remove the males when we wish to stop
females becoming impregnated. Recently we have used
a male contraceptive. l-(2.4-dichiorobensyl)-lH-
indazole-3-carboxvlic acid (Upjohn Ltd, Crawley,
UK) which allows the male to remain in the group.
The presence of a dominant male serves to interrupt
fights between females.

At times the males appear to become less interested
in females, particularly in the less desirable ones. By
switching males between groups for 1-2 days more
matings result, but longer than 2 days can upset stable
dominance hierarchies. The females accept all adult
males as dominant without challenge. Females
brought to individually-housed males will be mated
irrespective of their stage in the oestrous cycle.

If an infant is removed from a female, the female is
usually mated within 2-3 weeks. These early matings
do not usually result in impregnation but the following
matings often do. 5 of our females have had 5 infants
in 6 years and would have had more if they had not
been allowed to rear their infants and if males had
been allowed in with them more often.

Most but not all females show obvious signs of
abdominal swelling during pregnancy. 1-3 days before
parturition the female frequently lies down in unusual
positions, and parturition is immediately preceded by
stretching movements. Births usually occur at night,
and other animals have been seen to avoid the mother
at this time. For several hours after the birth the
colony is unusually and noticeably quiet.

Mothers will occasionally steal the infants of more
subordinate females. One female stole an infant 5 days
before her own infant was born: the 1st infant lived but
her own did not. Another mother who had lost an

infant 2 days before stole a newborn infant. When we
returned the infant to the rightful mother, the other
animals were aggressive towards that mother and she
and her infant had to be separated from the group until
the infant could be removed and hand reared.

If infants have to be separated from their mothers,
the best time is about 24 h after birth. Neither infant
nor mother show signs of distress and the infant
accepts a new diet immediately. The longer the infant
is with the mother, the greater the distress on
separation and the longer it takes to train the infant to
feed itself. This effect of separation reaches a peak at
about 3 months of age for the infant, but probably
rather earlier for the mother (Kerr, Chamove &
Harlow, 1969).

It is known that if rhesus monkeys are to be
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separated from their mothers and reared so as to be
socially adequate they must be given social experience
with peers before the age of 3 months, with more than

1 other animal, and for at least 1 h per day (Chamove.
19736). For the stumptailed macaque this appears
to have to be before the age of 6 months, with at
least 1 other animal, and for at least 2 h per day. Of
course, earlier or more experience is desirable. We
have given some infants all of their social experience
overnight, and this had no detrimental effect.

Capture
When wild-born monkeys escape, the remaining
monkeys are locked outside in the pens. The cage
doors are opened, and the escaped animal usually
quickly returns to its familiar cage or enters the
unfamiliar cage of the animals on the other side of the
colony. The animals are so excited that food is of little
interest, but frozen whole bananas are sometimes

helpful in their capture. This ploy is not effective if
animals have escaped more than twice within a month.
A pole syringe with xylazine hydrochloride ('Rom-
pum'; Bayer Agrochem Division. Bury St Edmunds,
UK) is then used to sedate the animal. 'Rompum' is
favoured because only a small quantity (1 ml) is
needed. For all other sedation a mixture of alphaxo-
lone and alphadolone acetate ('Saffam: Glaxovet Ltd,
Greenford. UK) is employed. It is safe and works well
with monkeys. We use a dosage of 1 mg/kg
intramuscularly, less for males. Females are uncon¬
scious for about an hour (but for only about 5 min
using intravenous injection of 1-5 ml/animal). Males
may take longer to revive. As the biting reflex seems to
be the first thing to be lost and the last thing to
recover, it is possible safely to handle semiconscious
animals.

Most of our animals are trained to enter a trans¬

port cage 0-22 x 0-25 x 0-35 m. using food as a
reward. One of these has been converted to a crush

transport cage, but usually animals are transferred to a
crush-back cage for treatment. For more serious
occasions we have capture darts which in the UK
requires a firearms certificate and special Home Office
authority for use. We modified an Tmp' toy crossbow
(B & P Ltd. Bilston, UK) to fire pressure syringe darts
(Paxarms. Kirkcaldy, UK) but we have never had to
use it.

Cleaning
Floors and drop trays are cleaned daily, and cages are
hosed down at the same time. Cages and rooms are
more thoroughly cleaned once a week using a
high-pressure hose. A washer rated at 1034 kN/m2
(150 lbf/in2) proved ineffective. Our present pressure
washer (Warwick Pump and Engineering Co. Ltd.
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Glasgow. UK) operates at 8274 kN/m2 (1200 lbf/in2)
at the nozzle and is satisfactory. It would be desirable
to have the pressurized water plumbed into every
room, but so far this has not been economic. Problems
are that the washer is noisy, and that if we use warm
water (as the specifications say we may) the seals wear
out very quickly. Using cold water rapidly lowers the
temperature to 10°C in the room being cleaned.

Because our colony is closed and the animals do not
have infectious organisms at pathogenic levels, our use
of detergents and disinfectants is restrained. Fruit and
vegetables are washed in clear water, briefly immersed
in a 1% ampholytic detergent solution ('Tego'; T.
Goldschmidt Ltd. Eastcote. UK) to act as a disinfec¬
tant, and rinsed. Cages are washed using another
detergent PTiket"; Diversey Ltd, Weston Favell
Centre. UK), rinsed with the ampholytic detergent,
and rinsed again with water.

Cleaning is one of the most time-consuming
activities. We have decided that individual droppings
pans are preferable to automatic flushing systems or to
long pans which are hosed clean. I suspect that a good
automatic flushing system coupled with a large
waste-disposal unit may be even better, providing
problems posed by loose bits of metal can be
overcome.

Discussion
Our costs are calculated at the end of every year. The
food, consumable and veterinary costs for 1977 and
1978 averaged £0-12 per animal per day. Of that 61%
was the cost of pelleted diet. 11% other food (such as
fruit, vegetables and milk), 11% consumables, and
17% veterinary costs. Veterinary bills were higher than
usual for this period, and 6% would be a more normal
allocation. This estimate does not include heating,
caging or technical help.

These animals do not appear to show seasonality of
births, but the number of births in September and
November appear to be lower than in other months.
Animal numbers have fluctuated over the years from
30 adults to 30 adults plus 10 juveniles and 10 infants.
2 full-time technicians are very fully engaged
when 6 or 7 rooms may be housing animals. They can
cope easily when only 3 or 4 rooms are in constant
use.

In 1980 all animals were tested for the presence of
antibodies to B virus (Herpes simiae); all of the
wild-caught animals and 80% of animals that had been
housed with them for over 3 years were found to be
positive, 4 infants aged 1 year on positive mothers
were all negative. All infants removed from positive
mothers before 30 days of age and reared either in
separate rooms from the positive animals (n — 21) or
in separate cages from but in the same room with
positive animals (n = 12) were themselves negative.
All positive animals were sold or killed.
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Aufbau einer Zuchtkolonie von Baren Makaken (Macaca arctoides)
A. S. CHAMOVE

Zusammenfassung
Auf einer Laborflache von 300 m2 wurde eine Zuchtkolonie Tieren eingerichtet. Im Verlauf von 6 Jahren wurden iiber 80
von Barenmakaken mit 27 weiblichen und 4 mannlichen Junge geboren.
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Hand-Rearing Infant Stumptailed Macaques
Arnold S. Chamove and James R. Anderson

Department of Psychology Primate Unit, University of Stirling, Scotland, UK

Fifty-four infant macaques (Macaca arctoides) were separated from their mothers
between 1 and 10 days of age. Simple training led to them learning to self-feed by
about 30 hours, in some cases much earlier. Supplementary feeding of the infant
before separation facilitated the establishment of self-feeding. The greater weight
of adult stumptailed macaques compared to rhesus may begin during the first
months of life.

Key words: separation, hand-rearing, self-feeding, infants, macaques, growth, weight

INTRODUCTION

Often, captive-reared or primiparous mammals do not rear or care for their
infants properly. With primates the problem is more prevalent than with many other
animals, often necessitating hand-rearing of the offspring. There may also be other
considerations leading to separation of offspring.

Most techniques for hand-rearing infant primates involve late nights and many
days of hand-feeding. The literature suggests that for an infant monkey to be hand-
reared, one is required to feed it every 2-4 hours around the clock until it learns to
self-feed. The time required to thus establish self-feeding varies, eg, 3-5 days [Valerio
et al, 1969, rhesus macaques]; 1-2 weeks [Kerr et al, 1969, rhesus; Vickers, 1968,
macaques; Voss et al, 1971, olive and yellow baboons]; 1-3 weeks [Sackett et al,
1976, pigtailed macaques; Vice et al, 1966, guinea and yellow baboons]; 3 weeks
[Kinkle and Session, 1972, squirrel monkeys]; 4 weeks [Blomquist and Harlow, 1961,
rhesus]; 1-8 weeks [Buss and Voss, 1971, yellow baboons]; 8 weeks [Chorazyana,
1972, baboons].

As part of the husbandry of a laboratory colony of stumptailed macaques
[Chamove, 1981; Chamove et al, 1982], we developed a technique for establishing
self-feeding in infants which involves neither late nights nor many days of hand-
feeding. It may also be adapted for other animals. The method involves leaving milk
with the infant, so that the handler can feed the infant as often as desired, while also
allowing the infant the opportunity to feed itself.

This paper evaluates several variants of the basic technique [briefly described
in Chamove, 1975], specifically examining the effects of different ages at separation,
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and the value of supplementary feeding ("prefeeding") of the infant before separation.
The reasons for assessing these variants are as follows: As attachment between infant
and mother grows, the stress of enforced separation also increases, peaking at about
3 months of age in infant macaques [Mineka and Suomi, 1978]. Therefore, where
separation is necessary, it may be best to carry it out at an early age. On the other
hand, it is generally believed that the earlier an infant is separated, the more difficult
it is to rear successfully. Secondly, it is sometimes the case that despite poor maternal
performance, separation is undesirable. The mother may be only marginally inade¬
quate, and if the infant can be fed and kept warm, the mother's caretaking will
improve. In such cases, one may wish to prepare the infant for future separation
should it be necessary.

The general questions of interest in this paper are: Does the age at separation,
or the use of supplementary preseparation feeding of the infant, influence the infant's
growth or development? In order to investigate this, using over 50 records of infant
stumptailed macaques, correlations were computed to answer the following specific
questions: (1) Does the age at separation influence the time required for the infant to
learn to self-feed; influence either weight or intake during the first month; influence
weight gain? (2) Does the amount of prefeeding of the infant influence any of the
above variables? (3) Does the time taken to reliably self-feed, or the amount of milk
consumed prior to having learned to self-feed influence subsequent intake, weight, or
weight gain of infants?

METHODS

Fifty-four stumptailed macaques (Macaca arctoides) were separated from their
mothers at ages between 1 and 10 days of age [see Chamove, 1973, for procedural
details]. Twelve infants received supplementary prefeedings of SMA, a proprietary
milk formula for human infants, while still with the mother. Prefeeding involved
removing the mother-infant pair from the home cage to crush-back cage, and gently
restraining and feeding the mother while also feeding the infant the SMA milk. The
infants were fed from a Belcroy Tube Feeder for premature infants, using a small
nipple. It is important to have quite a large hole in the nipple as the infants will not
suck very strongly at first. The amount of protein, fat, and carbohydrate in SMA is
1.2, 2.8, and 5.5 g/100 ml, respectively, compared with an average of 1.8, 4.4, and
6.7 g/100 ml for rhesus and baboon milk [Ben Shaul, 1962; Hummer, 1970]. The de¬
tails of the supplementary prefeeding and schedule of separations is give in Table 1.

Infants were removed from the mother at approximately 1100, after the mother
had been lightly anesthetized. The infant was weighed, and then placed in a Perspex-
covered incubator which maintained the ambient temperature between 27 °C and
32 °C. The floor of the incubator enclosure was a semicircle with a diameter of 0.58

TABLE 1. Number of individuals separated on each day and the amount of prefeeding

Day of separation Prefeeding
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ma No. Days Amount

Prefed group 2 3 1 3 2 1 6.0 5.1 3.6 34 ml

Nonprefed group 1 1 1 2 5 2 2 10 16 2 7.2

aM = mean.



TABLE2.Comparisonofprefed(N=12)andnonprefed(N=42)groups*
IntakeWeight

TimeuntilTimeuntil^ay^aya^terDayof^ays self-feedingself-feedingseparationseparationDay30separationpostseparationDay30
Group

(hr)

(ml)

ml

ml/kg

ml

ml/kg

ml

ml/kg

(kg)

kg

%increase

kg

%increase

12

27.2

98.6

57.2

104.1

120.8

225.8

372.2

402.9

0.542

0.648

19.7

0.810

49.8

42

40.6

165.3

47.2

81.6

125.0

236.3

296.8

379.1

0.539

0.622

15.9

0.768

44.2

54

37.6

150.5

45.9

86.6

124.0

233.9

303.6

384.4

0.540

0.627

16.8

0.777

45.5

(22.6)

(125.3)

(20.6)

(40.0)

(31.2)

(65.5)

(70.5)

(80.6)

(0.080)

(0.131)

(20.0)

(0.140)

(23.9)

♦Intakeispresentedasbothmlofformulaingestedandmlperkgbodyweight.Weightispresentedasbothkgbodyweightandpercentageincreasefrom weightondayofseparation.Numbersinparenthesesarethestandarddeviationsofthenumbersdirectlyabovethem.
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m. Along the flat side was a mesh ramp with solid sides measuring 0.26 x 0.26 m,
protruding 0.16 m outward, and set at an angle of 45°. A Belcroy feeder containing
SMA formula was clipped to the top of the ramp, and a piece of toweling was placed
under the feeder; toweling also covered the floor.

Approximately once per hour between 0900 and 1700, the infant was lifted onto
the mesh ramp and positioned with its mouth on the nipple. If the infant did not suck,
the nipple was directed into the infant's mouth and 1 to 2 ml of the SMA formula was
expressed. The infants were allowed to feed ad lib, and the milk was renewed at least
five times during the day. One drop of Abidec multivitamin was given each day in
the SMA formula. The last hourly feeding was at 1700. If by then the infant had not
consumed a total of at least 20 ml of formula, it was persistently encouraged to
consume the amount required to reach 20 ml. A dim light was left on during the night
so that the infant might see the feeder. For about the first 20 infants, an additional
feeding was given at 2200 on the day of separation, but this was discontinued because
it was unnecessary. The procedure described above continued until the infant had fed
at least twice without any assistance.

As soon as they were consistently self-feeding, the infants were removed to
another room and housed in plastic tub cages. The temperature was still maintained
at between 27 °C and 32°C, and supplementary heating was offered with heat lamps
producing a warm spot on the plastic floor. Heating failures in the past suggest that
infants are very susceptible to cold until over 20 days of age. When the infants were
110 days of age SMA formula was replaced by cow's milk, and supplements of dry
chow and fresh fruit were offered as the amount of milk was gradually reduced.

Records were taken of the infants' intake first at hourly and then at daily
intervals, and body weight was recorded once daily at 1100. Analysis involved
preparing the following measures: (1) the number of prefeeds, (2) the number of days
during which prefeeding occurred, (3) the total amount of milk taken during prefeed-
ing. Total intake of formula on the day of separation (4) and the following day (5),
the average from the three days between 19 and 21 days after birth (6), and the
average of the three days around the age of 30 days (7) were also computed. The
weight of the infant on the day of separation (8) and ten days later (9), and the average
of the three daily weights around the ages of 20 (10) and 30 (11) days were also used.
Finally, to measure the speed of learning to self-feed, two measures were calculated:
(12) the total number of hours elapsing from separation until the infant fed by itself
twice, consuming at least 5 ml each time; and (13) the total amount consumed before
the above criterion. In addition all of the intake measures were calculated as intake

per kg body weight, and weight measures were calculated as percentage increase
from weight at separation.

The above 13 measures and age of infant at separation were subjected to Pearson
product-moment multiple correlation analysis. One analysis was performed on the
data from the 12 monkeys given supplementary prefeeding, one on the remaining 42
monkeys, and one on all the subjects combined. The means of the most important of
the variables are presented in Table 2.

RESULTS

In general the results showed that prefed infants ate more on the day of
separation, and learned faster to self-feed than nonprefed infants. High intake on the
day of separation was predictive of greater weight at 1 month of age.
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Fig. 1. Weight and intake of nursery-reared stumptailed macaques.

peaking at 419 ml at 48 days of age. In comparison with 20 rhesus fed every 4 hours
with a solid supplement beginning at 46 days of age, with milk subsequently reduced
[Blomquist and Harlow, 1961], the stumptail is 2 standard deviations above the mean
rhesus weight at one month of age, rising to about 3 above at one year of age,
agreeing with a similar comparison made by Scheffler and Kerr [1975]. In comparison
with the figures of Kerr et al [1969] for 27 rhesus fed only Similac every 4 hours, the
pattern of growth is very similar. Our stumptails are 2 standard deviations above the
rhesus mean at 1 month, dropping to 1 standard deviation above at 1 year. The intake
of the stumptail during the first 100 days is also about 2 standard deviations above the
rhesus value. The relative intake (ml/kg/day) reaches a maximum value of 419 for
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In more detail, over all 54 infants, supplementary prefeeding facilitated the
onset of self-feeding (r = —.28, P = .03). However, within the prefed group, the
amount ingested during prefeeding did not influence the speed of learning to self-feed
(r = .03, P — .93). The most dramatic difference between the two groups concerned
animals separated on day 9 or 10; such prefed infants were self-feeding by 6 hours on
average, whereas the other infants took an average of 35 hours. It appears that with
supplementary prefeeding prior to separation, the optimal separation day in terms of
growth and intake is day 5 or 6. Infants separated then are self-feeding by 32 hours,
are consuming 60 ml of formula on the day after separation, are consuming 325 ml
at 30 days of age, weigh 0.76 kg at 20 days of age, and weigh 0.85 kg by 30 days of
age. These values are higher than the overall means given in Table 2. Two infants
separated at birth were self-feeding within 30 hours.

Prefed infants undergoing earlier maternal separation were delayed in the time
taken to self-feed than prefed infants separated later (r — — .61, P = .03), but day of
separation did not influence time to self-feed in monkeys given no preseparation
supplementary feeding (r = — .001, P = .99).

The rapidity of learning to self-feed seemed unrelated to most other measures
taken. High intake on the day following separation led to rapid acquisition of self-
feeding (r — — .27, P = .05). Perhaps most surprisingly, however, speed of achieving
self-feeding was not related to weight gain at 10 days postseparation (r = .12, P =

.42).
Although within the prefed group there was no correlation between the number

of prefeedings and intake on the day of separation (r = —.03, P — .93), there was a
correlation over all animals (r = +.24, P — .04), suggesting that the prefed group
ate more on the day of separation (see Table 2). It was also interesting that intake on
day of separation was predictive of later weight and intake. High intake at separation
was correlated with high intake on day 20 (r = .48, P = .001), and with high weight
on day 30 (r = .33, P = .01). These correlations were even higher in the prefed
group (r = .85, P = .001; r = .80, P = .002; and r = .68, P = .01, respectively).

In the group given no supplementary prefeeding, the earlier the separation, the
higher the absolute body weight and food intake at 30 days of age (r = — .39, P =
.01 and r = —.42, P = .006, respectively). In contrast, early separation tended to
lead to low weight and intake in the prefed group at 30 days of age (r = +.31, P =
.32 and r = +.27, P = .38, respectively). Among prefed infants, those receiving
more prefeeds tended to be heavier at separation (r = .36, P = .25) and at 20 days
of age (r = .55, P = .06), but the correlation was weaker at 30 days of age (r =
+ .37, P = .23).

One infant, whose data were not used, showed extremely high intake from an
early age and died of congestive heart failure as a consequence at 9 weeks of age.
This infant was prefed three times and separated on day 3. Its separation day intake
was 110 ml; intake rose to over 550 ml or 830 ml/kg by 20 and 30 days.

Figure 1 illustrates the weights (bottom) and intakes (top) of 62 stumptailed
macaques reared on the basic self-feeding regime described here. It is desirable to
compare the results of our methods with those obtained using other schedules. The
patterns are quite similar to those observed in ten infant M arctoides fed at 4-hour
intervals [Scheffler and Kerr, 1975]. Our animals were heavier, by about 0.25 kg and
0.3 kg at days 60 and 110, respectively. Scheffler's stumptails reached a maximum
intake/body weight/day of 374 ml at 28 days of age, whereas ours consumed more,
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However, Faucheux et al [1978] reported that mother-reared offspring were
actually heavier than individually reared stumptails after 2 years of age. Since this
finding appeared to contradict other evidence, we looked at 13 mother-reared infants
which were weighed 16 times during the first year of life. Their weights were
consistently 2 standard deviations below the mean of self-feeding infants until over
100 days of age. At about 200 days of age the means were equal, but by 3 years of
age the mother-reared group was just significantly heavier than the self-feeding group
(Mann-Whitney U, two-tailed, P < .05). The self-feeding group weighed 4.3 and
6.1 kg at 2 and 3 years, the mother-reared group 4.7 and 6.9 kg, respectively.

It was clear that the rate of growth was far lower during the first 100 days in
the mother-reared group than in individually housed infants. The slope of the weight
increase in the former group (from Fig. 1) was 0.0041 (angle = 23°), whereas for
the self-feeding group it was 0.05 (angle = 86°). The slopes for the entire first year
were very similar between groups, 0.0078 (45°) for the mother-fed group, 0.006
(34°) for the self-feeding group. It seems as though the period when the infants' diet
is changed to chow alters the growth pattern. The rhesus studied by Kerr et al [1969]
were not given supplementary chow. Their slope for the first 100 days (0.0059, angle
= 34°) is similar to that over the first year (0.0054, angle = 31°), suggesting that a
change in diet does alter growth.

In conclusion, the early establishment of self-feeding as described here appears
to have advantages over comparable regimes. Using these methods, we have been
able to return infants to their mothers or to a group several weeks later. The infant is
given exclusive access to a bottle of milk, either by partitioning off the infant at
feeding times, or (better) by having a small opening through which only the infant
can enter for milk. Trained infants adapt readily to this. Two infants reared in the
nursery until the age of 2 months have been accepted by newly parturient, group-
living adult females, have taken to the new mother's milk, and have developed with
no signs of behavioral defects.

Finally, with hand-feeding, "vomiting is common during the first 30 days of
life" [Blomquist and Harlow, 1961, p 61], but with self-feeding as described here
regurgitation is negligible [also see Valerio et al, 1969]. In addition, self-feeding
enables automated intake recording techniques [eg, Walike et al, 1971] to be used
while infants are still very young.
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the stumptails at 48 days of age, versus 416 for rhesus at 42 days of age. In general,
however, the relative intake is about 20 points lower in stumptails than in rhesus for
the first 100 days.

A comparison with values for mother-reared baboons [Buss and Voss, 1971]
gives a quite different picture. The results of the radioassay method used by Buss and
Voss suggest that mother-reared baboons consume less than rhesus or stumptailed
macaques. Mother-reared baboons showed no obvious peak, but reached a maximum
intake/body weight/day of only 300 ml, and this was not attained until 75 days of
age. The average value was about 100 points below that for rhesus. Baboons hand-
fed four times a day do show a peak of 350 ml/kg/day at 28 days of age, with most
values similar to those from the macaques. Self-fed baboons show a maximum value
of 800 at 56 days of age, and most values from these infants are double those of the
stumptail.

DISCUSSION

The method herein described to establish self-feeding in infant macaques would
appear to lead to substantial savings in time compared to more widely used methods.
Furthermore, it can be combined with as much caretaker-infant contact as is desired.
Seven rhesus monkeys separated between 3-9 days of age at the University of
Birmingham Department of Anatomy and trained using this system were self-feeding
by 33 hours (range 12-40), and a further eight separated between days 12-27 by 21
hours (J. Marston, personal communication, 7/1979).

Our results suggest that if infants must be separated from their mothers at the
end of the first week or later, then prefeeding of the infant before separation leads to
better adjustment to the nursery schedule. Prefeeding means that the infant does not
have to adjust to an unfamiliar-tasting diet. With infants separated very early, there is
no advantage to prefeeding.

Comparison of our data with those obtained from other species indicate species
differences in response to nursery feeding schedules. Differences in husbandry and
species hamper comparisons, but stumptail adults are considerably heavier than
rhesus, although birth weights appear similar [Harvey et al, 1979]. Taken together,
however, data from the present study and others suggest that this species difference
in weight may become evident during the early months of life.

Furthermore, it appears that self-fed or hand-fed infants consume more than do
mother-fed infants. We have additional data in support of this. When infant stumptails
are given the opportunity to drink milk by leaving their mothers and entering a small
tunnel, they consume about 50% of the amount of the extra milk that a self-fed infant
would take. This suggests that mother-fed infants might obtain from their mothers
only half of the amount that they would like to consume. Comparison of individually
housed rhesus [Kerr et al, 1969] with four mother-reared rhesus weighed weekly
[Griffin, 1966] also provides supporting evidence. In the latter study the infants
steadily gained 25 g/wk over the first year, whereas in the former study the subjects
gained much more—over 37 g/wk. Our stumptails gained 46 g/wk. Sackett et al
[1979] also report that nursery-reared M nemestrina are heavier than their colony-
reared counterparts throughout the first year of life. The precise reasons for the
differences remain unknown.
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A Simple Monkey-Proof Lock
Arnold S. Chamove

Stirling University Psychology Primate Unit

Since monkeys have been kept in cages, caretakers have probably been discussing the design of monkey-proof locks.
The ideal lock is one that is simple and quick for the human to unlock (preferably with one hand), inexpensive and
interchangeable, rustproof, but very difficult for the monkey to unlock. Most commonly, a gravity door is subsequently
secured with a simple dog-clip and then by a padlock as an animal matures. The spring of a padlock is not rustproof, and
these costly items often need replacement or maintenance. Two tactics are used to obviate the need for padlocks: (a)
locating the lock behind small mesh or perspex so that the monkey cannot reach it; (b) using a lock which needs two
hands to operate it. These two restrictions are not always desirable or tolerable.

Cowley (1979) reports on the use of an SS-pin as successful on the outside of rhesus monkey cages. We have tried
several devices. The most promising uses the cap of the common child-resistant reclosable container (Clic-loc, U. G.
Closures & Plastics Ltd.) used for medicine bottles in many countries. In its usual application, the cap couples onto the
threaded neck of a bottle. The plastic cap is opened by pressing the cap and simultaneously unscrewing it. When used,
for example, on a cage door, a solid metal rod is attached to the door frame. The protruding end is threaded. When the
door is closed the threaded end of the bolt protrudes through a hole in the door. The cap can then be screwed onto the
bolt, holding the door closed. To open the door the cap is pressed inward to engage the threads, simultaneously
unscrewed, and removed from the cylinder thereby unlocking the door.

We have tested several of these devices using our colony of 40 group- and individually-housed stumptailed macaques
(Macaca arctoides) (Chamove, 1981). Seven caps were located outside the animals' cages for 6 months where the
monkeys could easily contact and manipulate them with their hands. The caps were periodically moved, colored, and
smeared with honey to increase their interest, but none were ever unlocked.

When located inside the animals" cages they were immediately bitten and broken open. The manufacturer then
kindly made several coverings for the caps, some metal and some of fiberglass resin; we made some too. Six of these
were put inside the animals' cages for 4 months. Although the monkeys would often spin, chew, or pick at the caps,
none were ever removed even after we repeatedly demonstrated the removal technique to the animals. Some SS-pin clips
were removed when we put them inside our cages and when located outside but easily accessible to the monkeys.

The clip-lock cap has the following advantages over padlocks: it is interchangeable and inexpensive, costing only
pennies; it is water and rustproof; it is easily and quickly removed with one hand. In addition, with the addition of a

simple cover, it can even be used inside the animals" cages should that be desirable or necessary.
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Reducing animal use:
sequential sampling
techniques
One way of reducing the number of
animals needed in an experiment is to
use more sophisticated statistics. This
paper describes a technique to reduce
the number of animals used by about
half and to enable statistical analyses
to be done faster and easier, providing
the situation is appropriate for its use.

To use this technique you require
control or baseline mean and variance,
and the magnitude of effect. You will
most likely have all of these already,
but will need to use them in a slightly
different way than in the past. You
will need to have data which are nor¬

mally distributed, and you will have to
be able to observe your animals one
(or a few) at a time.

Gut feeling

There are three ways to decide on the
number of animals to use in an experi¬
ment. The most common is to use

one's gut feeling — an estimate, an
educated guess. These subjective esti¬
mates of the number of animals need¬
ed are often overestimates.

There is more than just gut feeling
when most of us are planning an
experiment. Commonly, we decide on
the number of animals based on (a)
how many animals are available, (b)
the cost to us or to them of the test

procedure, and finally, (c) that gut
feeling about how many we will need
in order to make the sort of decision
that we hope to make. If there are few
animals available, testing is costly or
distressing, or we feel the effect we
want to show is a big one, then we use
fewer animals. Using too many or too
few animals both have ethical costs.

The latter has little power and there¬
fore wastes animals.

Power analysis

The second way to decide on the num¬
ber of animals to use is to do a power
analysis. This technique is more effi¬
cient than the "gut analysis" described
above and more efficient as fewer sub¬

jects are required in order to arrive at a
decision with the same degree of cer¬
tainty.

A few of the existing statistical
packages will compute the number of
subjects needed with varying degrees
of ease. STATISTICA (by StatSoft,
1994) is recommended for ease of use.
Power analysis is found in the Process

Analysis section of STATISTICA. To
use the power analysis technique, you
need to know three things.

First, the comparison mean, the
mean of the control group. It
could be the average number
dying without some treatment,
the percentage normally injured,
the amount of pain under pre¬
sent procedures, the average
frequency or duration of stereo¬
types without the prescribed
intervention.

• Second, you need some mea¬
sure of variability, generally the
standard deviation. If you have
an average for your comparison
condition, you can readily
obtain a measure of variability.

The third requirement is an esti¬
mate of magnitude of effect. We
are not ordinarily asked for an
estimate of effect size, but we
often have one in mind. In most
cases we know that an extremely
small effect size is worthless.

There are a number of aids that can

be used in determining the magnitude
of effect. The most common is that of
other research. I do research in the
area of environmental enrichment, for¬
merly with monkeys and more recently
with farm animals (Chamove, 1994;
Whittington and Chamove, 1995).
One difficulty in that area is deciding
on an appropriate effect size. Almost
anything you do to a monkey housed
alone in a zoo enclosure, to a rat living
in a bare laboratory cage, or to a pig
farmed in a small crate will produce a
change in their behaviour. But is that
change large enough to be important,
large enough to be worth the expense
to generate that change? Is the
improvement to the welfare/behaviour
of chickens large enough to warrant
the cost of increasing the cage size?
We all know that two different treat¬

ments are different; the real question is
"how different?"

Another aid in determining if an
effect size is sufficiently large to be
important is per cent variance account¬
ed for. This is measured by r2 in cor¬
relation and by omega-squared in
analysis of variance. Journals often
ask for an estimate of the per cent vari¬
ance that is accounted for by the
experimental manipulation when
researchers request publication. In this
way one is required to report on the
importance of the effect as well as the
statistical significance (replicability /

stability) of the effect.
Recently I have been assessing the

effects of visual shelter on levels of
stress and aggression in farm animals.
If planting a row of trees reduces
aggression in deer (Whittington and
Chamove, 1995), will the farmer plant
the trees? Before speculating on an
answer, you might be excused for ask¬
ing (a) the cost of the trees, (b) the
degree to which the aggression will be
reduced, and (c) the harmful effects of
aggression i.e. the cost / benefit. The
benefit question is the same question
the researcher must ask to obtain an

estimate of effect magnitude. How
much reduction in aggression must be
found before it can be concluded that
there are benefits from providing visu¬
al shelter?

The literature suggests that in mon¬
keys, in bulls, and in rats, providing a
visual barrier behind which animals
can hide will reduce aggression by 50
per cent. We might set our effect size
near that value. Then, using that
value, we can calculate the number of
subjects needed to test whether visual
shelter reduces aggression by at least
half in deer. From this example, if you
know the normal average aggression
level of deer, then testing only one
deer under the experimental condition
will give some indication if the visual
shelter is reducing aggression by at
least half. In the situation where the

aggression level is reduced drastically,
then only one test animal is needed to
conclude that the shelter is effective.
That is the basis of the sequential sam¬
pling design described below.

The power analysis programme in
STATISTICA asks for the mean under
the null hypothesis, the standard devia¬
tion and the effect magnitude. It also
asks for the alpha level (conventional¬
ly p = 0.05), the beta level (conven¬
tionally p = 0.1), and whether the pre¬
dictions are one- or two-tailed.

After you enter these numbers,
STATISTICA presents you with the
number of subjects you will need to
test. Then you carry out your experi¬
ment with that predetermined number
of animals, do your test for statistical
significance (e.g., t-test or chi2 test),
and draw your inferential conclusions.
But there is an easier method which is
even more powerful.

Sequential sampling

The third way to decide on the number
of subjects to use in an experiment,
which is generally the most efficient
technique, is called sequential sam¬
pling, or the sequential experiment.
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While in the above examples the sub¬
ject size was either estimated or calcu¬
lated and then 'fixed' before the experi¬
ment was carried out, in the sequential
experiment the number of subjects to
be used is undecided and is determined

only by the sample observations as
they are completed. That is the only
difference between sequential sam¬
pling and power analysis. You test one
subject, look at its data, decide, test
another subject, look at its data,
decide, and so on.

In sequential sampling studies, as
in fixed sampling experiments, there
are two possible outcomes, leading to
three possible decisions; (a) reject the
null hypothesis and conclude the
groups are different, or (b) fail to reject
the null hypothesis and by default
accept an alternate hypothesis, which
usually concludes that the groups are
not different; or decide that more

power is needed to detect an effect. In
the sequential experiment that last
decision can be described as "keep
sampling until you can make a deci¬
sion, or stop sampling and conclude
that a decision about the null and alter¬
nate hypotheses cannot be made".

Costs
The last alternative is likely only when
the variability is large and the differ¬
ence between the means is small. This
condition is the one penalty, but an
important one, of using sequential
sampling. There is a small possibility
that many subjects might be tested
without arriving at either a positive or
negative answer to the question under
study, although on average, subject
numbers should be lower. Sequential
designs always lead to a reduction in
the expected number of subjects. That
is, if the same experiment was repeated
many times, the mean number of sub¬
jects would be less than in a fixed sam¬
ple size experiment. But sequential
designs also lead to an increase in the
maximum number of subjects; this is
the largest number of subjects which
might be required to finish the experi¬
ment. If this is a concern, there are

designs called restricted or group
sequential designs (Geller, 1983).

The validity of both fixed and
sequential designs depends on certain
assumptions, one being that of a nor¬
mal distribution of data. When using
even moderate-sized samples, this
assumption can be relaxed because the
difference between group means will
follow the normal distribution more

closely then the raw values. But with
sequential sampling we do not know

the sample size and it might be very
small. With a very small sample care
must be taken not to violate the

assumption of normality. We have
already discussed the need to have an
estimate of the magnitude of effect.
Another requirement of sequential
sampling is that your experimental
procedure allows testing of one or a
sub-set of subjects and analysing their
results before proceeding with more
subjects. Long test procedures would
make sequential sampling time con¬
suming, and might make the mainte¬
nance of uniformity problematic. To
employ sequential sampling you need
only have the same information as for
the power analysis, i.e., mean, variabil¬
ity, and effect size. Enter these values
into STATISTICA and, instead of
pressing the "fixed sample" button,
press the "sequential sampling" button
and a graph is produced.

To illustrate, we will use some real
data and superimpose those data on the
graph (figure 1), just as one would do
in reality. The only difference is that
we have already tested all our subjects;
in a sequential sampling experiment,
we might only test one or two subjects
at a time. The monkey enrichment
experiment (Chamove, 1994) is illus¬
trated in a video by UFAW (1990). To
test if a small forage box would
improve conditions for individually-
housed marmosets, I decided that the
key behaviour called "activity" would
have to increase, in fact at least double
from those levels of activity when mar¬
mosets live alone in a cage without the
ability to forage. The control level for
a group of marmosets living singly in
bare cages was 12.9% of the day spent
active (with a standard deviation of
9.7). The chosen effect size of dou¬
bling means that, with the forage box,
they must spend at least 26% of the
day active to conclude that the effect
of the forage box is important.

The techniques which could be
used to decide how many animals to
use are: (a) we could just guess how
many to use, I would have estimated a
minimum of 15 but only 13 were avail¬
able for me to test at baseline; this fur¬
ther decreased to 9 by the time of the
retest; (b) we could have done a power
analysis, so I have done one. In the
power analysis, STATISTICA helps us
calculate that we would need nine
monkeys; or (c) we could use sequen¬
tial sampling, and I have done this in
detail below.

The procedure
To see if the manipulation is signifi¬

cant at the prescribed effect size,
graph your data. To do this, give
STATISTICA the mean, standard
deviation and effect magnitude and it
will produce the figure reproduced
below. Superimposed on the graph are
the data actually obtained. STATISTI¬
CA will plot those data also if you pro¬
vide them. The sequential sampling
plan produces a graph on which there
is one parallel corridor (a two-tailed
test has two corridors) leading gradual¬
ly away from the base-line of "no dif¬
ference." You plot the deviation score
for that subject from the baseline
obtained from each subject as it
becomes available. If that plot remains
within the corridor, it means that you
can neither conclude that your forage
box is effective nor that it is useless;
that is, you should keep sampling. If
the plot drops below the corridor you
can conclude that behaviour with the

forage box is no different from the
control condition; if the plot goes
above the corridor, you conclude that
the forage box is effective in improv¬
ing behaviour and reject the null
hypothesis at the p value you have
chosen.

In the example we have used, we
could have tested just one subject and
plotted its data on the graph. If that
subject's improvement score had been
over 30, that is, if the subject had
increased its score from the baseline
mean of 13 to at least 43, its score
would be above the corridor and we

could stop testing and conclude that
the forage box had at least doubled
activity and the effect was significant
at p = 0.05. In fact the score was
only 33, having improved 20 points
above baseline, and that score of 20 is
plotted on the graph. The second mar¬
moset had a score of 30, 17 above
baseline and so 37 (20+17) is plotted.
Adding the cumulative score of this
second animal now extends above the
corridor and testing can be stopped.

Benefits
To arrive at a decision with the same

degree of certainty as I did with two
animals using sequential sampling, I
would have needed nine animals had I
done a power analysis, and would have
used 15 had I gone by my own intu¬
ition based on over 35 years of
research with marmosets. Power anal¬

ysis will reduce the number of subjects
used by almost half, but the sequential
sampling technique reduces the num¬
ber needed even further. In this exam¬

ple, sequential sampling reduced the
number of subjects by over 80 per cent
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Figure 1 Monkeys sitting and active.
Means: H0=12.9600 H1=26.0000 Standard deviation: 9.68000

Alpha error rate: .05000 (one-sided) Beta error rate: .1000
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Sequentially-sampled subject animals

from the power analysis and even more
(86%) from my educated guess.

Why such a dramatic reduction?
Because the box was so effective,
almost trebling the amount of activity,
the scores rapidly exceeded that corri¬
dor of "no significant difference". That
is one of the unexpected benefits of
sequential sampling not found in any
form of fixed sampling. Where the
effect size is even greater than postulat¬
ed, fewer subjects than either expected
or calculated are needed. In the case

where we are unsure of the effect size,
but suspect it might be much larger
than the minimum we wish to detect,
we can exploit this by using a sequen¬
tial sampling design.

STATISTICA will take the practi¬
tioner quickly and painlessly through
the mechanics of actually computing
the numbers. I was unable to find pro¬
cedures for sequential sampling in other
commonly-used statistical packages.

Arnold Chamove

Department of Psychology
Massey University

Palmerston North, NZ

Editor's note:

j
The technique of sequential sampling was
recommended by Russell and Burch (1959)
who cited Wald (1947) and recommended
this as a means of conducting experiments
in stages and therefore of reducing the num¬
ber of animals used.

Russell (1995) again recommended this
technique in his paper at the First World
Congress on Alternatives and Animal Use
in the Life Sciences.
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More about statistical

techniques for experimental
design
• The journal Lab Animal, (March

1996, pp. 45-49) recently pub¬
lished a paper by Erb entitled, A
non-statistical approach for calcu¬
lating the optimum number of ani¬
mals needed in research, which
also addresses the ethical require¬
ment to use neither too many nor
too few animals in research. Erb's

paper attempts to provide a practical
understanding of how to make deci¬
sions when planning an experiment
and what information needs to be

conveyed to the statistician advising
the researcher. He addresses issues

underlying sample size calculation,
assessment of the kind of data,
whether the purpose of analysis is
descriptive or comparative, com¬
mon sample size mistakes and ways
to decrease the sample size.

• A computer program, known as
nQA, is now available to determine
the appropriate size (or power) of a
proposed experiment. It deals with
a wide range of experimental
designs, classified according to the
type of data and statistical proce¬
dure with which they are analysed.

The program was reviewed in the
journal Laboratory Animals (July,
1996) 30(3): 283-285 by Michael
Festing, who concluded that: nQA is
the best program that I have seen
for calculating power and sample
sizes for experiments. It has done
everything possible to ease the pain
... and can be strongly recommend¬
ed as an additional tool for reduc¬
ing animal use and improving the
efficiency ofbiomedical research.

It is available from Statistical
Solutions Ltd. 8 South Bank,
Crosse's Green, Cork, Ireland, for
£295.00.
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EXAGGERATION OF SELF-AGGRESSION FOLLOWING
ALCOHOL INGESTION IN RHESUS MONKEYS1

A. S. CHAMOVE and H. F. HARLOW 2

University of Wisconsin

Self-directed aggressive behavior was recorded in 11 rhesus macaques. Four
Ss were given 5-15% ethyl alcohol in various combinations; the others served
as controls. Self-aggression increased with an increase in the amount of
alcohol ingested, independent of thirst or reduced fluid intake. In contrast,
alcohol has been reported to ameliorate self-mutilating behaviors of children.

The oral ingestion of alcohol has been
reported 3 to interrupt self-directed aggressive
behavior in defective children and to
reduce other-directed aggression in chickens
(Kovach, 1967). Comparable therapeutic
gains have been reported by Masserman and
Yum (1946) in cats following the induction
of severe experimental neurosis. Similarly,
monkeys spontaneously increased their alcohol
intake when subjected to the stress of main¬
taining a shock avoidance schedule but not
when unavoidably punished (Clark & Polish,
1960; Mello & Mendelson, 1966).

One abnormal behavior which may develop
in response to the stress of frustration is self-
directed aggression. This phenomena was first
documented in monkeys by Tinklepaugh
(1928) and subsequently studied and found
to be positively related to isolate rearing, the
male sex, and age greater than 3 yr. (Cross
& Harlow, 1965).

The present investigation was designed to
measure the effects of ad-lib intake of various
concentrations of alcohol on self-aggressive
behavior in mature rhesus monkeys reared for
long periods in partial social isolation and
prone to attacks of self-mutilation.

Method

The experimental Ss were four 6-kg., 5-yr.-old
rhesus macaques which had been housed from birth

1 This research was supported by United States
Public Health Service Grants MH-11894 and FR-0167
from the National Institutes of Health to the Uni¬
versity of Wisconsin Department of Psychology
Primate Laboratory and Wisconsin Regional Primate
Research Center, respectively.

2 Requests for reprints should be sent to H. F.
Harlow, Primate Research Center, University of
Wisconsin, 1223 Capital Court, Madison, Wisconsin
53706.

3 L. H. Dizmang, personal communication, 1968.

in bare wire cages in a colony room where they had
had auditory and visual but no physical contact with
other monkeys. They were selected on the basis of
their strong tendencies toward self-aggression, which
was particularly evident when 5s were disturbed by
caretakers. The control 5s were five males and two
females similarly housed and similarly selected.

Prior to the experimental sessions, all 5s were given
water ad lib and fed once a day. During the 2-mo.
test period, the fluid intake of 5s was controlled and
consisted solely of orange drink diluted with various
quantities of 100% ethyl alcohol (C2H5OH) offered
in the 1,000-cc. water bottles. The 5s were fed a

high protein Purina monkey chow and vitamin sup¬
plement twice daily. Control 5s were maintained on
a similar regimen except they were not given alcohol.

The experimental treatment consisted of a gradual,
incremental increase in alcohol concentration avail¬
able to Ss. The percentage of concentrations by
volume of ethanol used were as follows: 0, 0, 0, 5,
10, 15, 15-10, 15-10-5-0, 0, and 0 (hyphenated values
refer to the several percentages available to 5 before
the same test session). Self-aggression was measured
at each of the ethanol concentrations using two basic
test conditions following one another and separated
by successive 3-day intervals: (a) testing for self-
aggression after ad-lib fluid access and (6) testing
after a period of liquid deprivation designed to
increase the intake of alcohol immediately prior to
testing.

Animals were tested in their home cages 1 hr. prior
to the second daily feeding. Testing consisted of 2
sessions at each of the three different alcohol con¬

centrations, the two different alcohol combinations of
concentrations, and the five 0% alcohol conditions for
a total of 20 sessions. The first session was conducted
after 3 days of continuous ad-lib access to the
solution. The second session was run after 2 days of
continuous liquid access, followed by 24 hr. of fluid
deprivation and then by a brief period of access to
the liquid.

In this second type of session, 5s were offered the
liquid until they reached a criterion—the absence of
drinking for 1 continuous min. They were then
either given another liquid of lower concentration
until criterion was reached, or tested after 10 min.
with the most recent concentration of liquid still
remaining. For example, on Test Session 14. Day 42,
when the alcohol concentration condition was 15-10,

207
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the experimental Ss were given the 15% ethanol-
orange solution for 2 days, then deprived for 24 hr.,
offered 15% until criterion, offered 10% until cri¬
terion, and finally tested 10 min. later without
removing the 10% ethanol solution. On Test Session
13, Day 39, Ss were given the 15% for 3 days, the
solution was removed and immediately reinserted
until criterion, the 10% offered until criterion, and
5 was then tested 10 min. later. On Day 12, Ss
were tested while still deprived to assess the effects
of unalleviated fluid restriction.

The test session was conducted in two stages, each
of which consisted of three threatening gestures per¬
formed by E (see Cross & Harlow, 1965) at intervals
3 sec. subsequent to the termination of self-aggressive
behavior: the first stage entailed three blows delivered
to the front of the cage by E's hand, and the second
involved three threat faces and simultaneous threat
vocalization toward 5 by E. The E simultaneously
recorded on two Standard Electric timers and
counters the latency, frequency, and duration of self-
biting and self-slapping behavior.

Results

The data presented in Figure 1 unequivo¬
cally demonstrated that concentrations of
alcohol at and above 5% significantly exag¬

gerate self-aggressive responses in nonre-
strained monkeys. This was true for both the
ad-lib and deprived conditions. Alcohol per¬

centages above 5% significantly increased the
effect, and at high alcohol concentrations
deprivation further increased the effect.

The data were assessed using a 2 (Depriva¬
tion) X 10 (Concentration) repeated-measures
analysis of variance with no nested variables
performed on the duration scores of experi¬
mental Ss. The significant main effect of con¬
centration (F — 3.19, p < .01) and the inter¬
action (F = 3.64, p < .005) provided the ra¬
tionale for a subsequent Fisher's least signifi¬
cant difference (LSD) test (LSD = .08 min.).
The Ss showed no change in frequency or
latency of response over days, but responded
almost immediately to each gesture; only the
durations of these responses varied.

The results of the control group indicate
that repeated testing has the effect of reducing
the duration of self-aggressive responses. Simi¬
lar results were obtained from the experi¬
mental Ss during the first 18 days and the
last 6 days of testing, when they were free
from the influence of alcohol. Testing after
deprivation for 24 hr. further reduces self-
aggression, while a brief period of fluid intake
has little effect.

Monkeys showed a high intake at levels of
5 and 10% ethanol, and here deprivation had
little additional effect on the self-punitive
responses. At 15% ethanol, however, the in¬
creased deprivation-induced intake of alcohol
prior to testing further enhanced the self-
abusive behavior.
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Discussion

The results conclusively demonstrate that
the voluntary intake of ethyl alcohol does not
ameliorate the self-punitive behavior observed
in monkeys subjected to prolonged social
restriction. Instead, alcohol intake increased
the duration of self-directed attacks. Further¬
more, the duration of these aggressive epi¬
sodes increased as a function of the amount
of alcohol imbibed, and this increase was
further augmented by deprivation conditions
which increased the amount of alcohol ingested
prior to testing.

The findings of the present study are at
variance with the results of an earlier study
(see Footnote 3) in which ethanol was found
to reduce head banging. Dizmang initially
force-fed his human 5s so that they drank
approximately 2 cc. ethanol/kg wt. every 4
hr., a dosage level to which the present au¬
thors' monkeys would not submit themselves.
The Ss in the present study consumed a
maximum of 10 cc. ethanol/kg wt. in 24 hr.
However, on Day 48 one exceptional 5 in
the experimental group consumed almost
double that of any other monkey, and this
primate was reduced to a state of proper
passivity which suppressed not only intrapuni-
tive behavior but also basic postural reflexes.

209

Thus the discrepancies apparent between
the two studies may be a function of alcohol
load. However, species differences and differ¬
ences in the basic behavioral disorder are

other possibilities. Nevertheless, the fact re¬
mains that the voluntary ingestion of large
amounts of ethyl alcohol produces an exag¬

geration rather than an amelioration of self-
aggression in monkeys.
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Self-Aggression and Social Aggression in
Laboratory-Reared Macaques

James R. Anderson and Arnold S. Chamove
University of Stirling, Stirling, Scotland

Early rearing conditions had little differential effect on self-aggression (SA)
during six tests carried out on 16 stumptailed macaques at 1.8 years. After over
2 years in a stable group, these experimentally reared (ER) animals changed
from being primarily socially aggressive to being four times more self-aggres¬
sive. In contrast feral- and group-reared animals showed no SA, were more
socially aggressive than the ER group, and participated in more instances of
contagious social aggression. Most of the early tests reduced the frequency of
SA, giving little support to the frustration-aggression hypothesis. A feral
adult male did not control SA. SA did not cause wounds, indicating that it
should not be uncritically equated with self-injurious behavior (SIB) in humans.
The relationship between monkey SA and human SIB is discussed. SA may be
so frequent in adult ER animals because the absence of a retaliating or escaping
victim allows more control over the expression of aggression. The self as an ob¬
ject of affiliative and aggressive behavior is probably learned during isolation in
the first 3 months of life and during social restriction throughout the first year.

Aggressive behavior is most commonly
directed toward other individuals, and
consequently social aggression has received
much empirical and theoretical attention,
leading to numerous theories regarding its
bases, eliciting conditions, and functions
(Holloway, 1974; Lorenz, 1966; Moyer,
1976). However, individuals are sometimes
aggressive toward the inanimate environ¬
ment or toward themselves, and any satis¬
factory analysis of aggression should in¬
corporate these forms into its theory and
methods. Human self-aggression may be ob¬
served in some mentally retarded, dis¬
turbed, or autistic individuals who engage in
self-injurious behavior (SIB; Bachman,
1972; Baumeister & Rollings, 1976), but the
precise functions or motivational states

This article was written while the first author was in
receipt of a postgraduate studentship from the U.K.
Science Research Council.

We thank V. Nash and C. Niemeyer for commenting
on the manuscript, V. Nash and G. Cameron for help
with data analysis, and R. Lavery for help with
photography.

Reprint requests should be sent to Arnold Chamove,
Psychology Primate Unit, University of Stirling, Stir¬
ling FK9 4LA, Scotland, United Kingdom.

associated with human SIB are often
obscure.

There are also scattered reports of patho¬
logical self-aggression in captive nonhuman
primates. This is distinct from transient
responses such as self-scratching and hair
pulling, which may be components of frus¬
tration reactions in normal animals, as re¬

ported in chimpanzees (Finch, 1942). Self-
aggression here refers to abnormally fre¬
quent and/or intense threats or physical
attacks directed toward one's own body,
which may or may not result in tissue
damage. These behaviors have been ob¬
served to occur in laboratory-reared ma¬
caque monkeys, particularly where there is
a history of early social and environmental
deprivation (Sackett, 1968; but see Erwin,
Mitchell, & Maple, 1973). Comparisons of
early-isolate rhesus monkeys with social¬
ized control animals demonstrated mark¬
edly higher levels of "intrapunitive be¬
havior" and "self-punishment" in isolates
(Cross & Harlow, 1965; Fittinghoff, Lind-
burg, Gomber, & Mitchell, 1974). These be¬
haviors particularly characterized the re¬
sponse of mature male isolates to a human
interfering with the home cage. Allyn,

Copyright 1980 by the American Psychological Association. Inc. 0021-843X/80/8904-0539500.75
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Deyme, and Begue (1976) describe ex¬
perimentally induced "self-fighting" in a
single young adult male stumptailed ma¬
caque. Self-fighting increased when the ex¬
perimenter vocally threatened the animal
and dramatically declined when the experi¬
menter turned away from the monkey. In¬
terestingly, self-aggression also occurred
spontaneously, that is, when there was no
human present. Harlow's rhesus isolates
also engaged in some self-aggression when
there was no direct human interference
(Cross & Harlow, 1965); on some occasions
the resulting wounds required sutures.

Recently there have been suggestions
that self-aggression in monkeys might serve
as a model for certain self-injurious be¬
haviors in human populations (see Allyn
et al., 1976; Berkson, 1967; de Catanzaro,
1978; Erwin et al., 1973). Schaeffer (1970)
has applied operant conditioning principles
derived from behavioral analysis of SIB in
humans to shape responses approximating
SIB in monkeys. Clearly, caution must be
exercised in postulating similar etiologies
of monkey self-aggression and human SIB.
It is questionable whether simulated mon¬
key SIB as an operant for food has much
in common with spontaneous, nonextrin-
sically rewarded self-aggression in socially
deprived monkeys. There is some evidence
that the human and monkey syndromes
may well be distinct. Chamove and Harlow
(1970) found that alcohol ingestion in¬
creased elicited self-aggression in adult
isolation-reared monkeys, whereas alco¬
hol has been recommended as reducing self-
aggression in human children. Furthermore,
although increased human attention has
been identified as a reinforcer of SIB
in some human cases (Bachman, 1972;
Baumeister & Rollings, 1976; Smolev,
1971), obvious attention from humans may
act as a stimulus triggering self-aggression
in laboratory monkeys (e.g., Allyn et al.,
1976, Chamove & Harlow, 1970), suggest¬
ing underlying differences between the two
phenomena.

Self-aggression in monkeys is not yet suf¬
ficiently understood to be seriously con¬
sidered as corresponding to human SIB. For
example, the propensity for self-aggression

in animals reared under experimental con¬
ditions other than isolation is not well
documented, especially in species other
than rhesus monkeys. There is also a need
for information on the developmental
course of this type of abnormal behavior
from early life into adulthood. It is also
desirable to investigate self-aggression not
only from the point of view of its useful¬
ness as a model of human psychopathology
but also in the light of more general theories
of aggressive and social behavior. This ap¬
proach was taken by Gluck and Sackett
(1974), who obtained higher levels of self-
aggression in isolates than in mother- plus
peer-reared rhesus monkeys during extinc¬
tion of lever pressing for food reward.
Thus self-aggression in isolates was in¬
creased under conditions of frustration.

With regard to the question of how self-
aggression relates to social behavior, we
have noticed that self-aggression persists
even when experimentally reared animals
have lived in groups for a number of years
and that some self-aggressive episodes are
clearly triggered by events occurring in the
social context. In contrast, earlier reports
on self-aggressive monkeys were concerned
with individually housed or tested animals.

The present study was designed to obtain
data on spontaneous self-aggressive be¬
havior in a stable, captive group of adult
and pre-adult stumptailed macaques and to
relate the findings to the social context of the
behavior and to the amount of social aggres¬
sion. Monkeys from five early rearing condi¬
tions were represented in the sample, and
the specific aims of the research were as
follows. First, we wished to ascertain
whether the frequency and intensity of self-
aggression was a function of early rearing
conditions and whether these two measures

varied systematically with the degree of
social complexity experienced in early life.
For these purposes data on current adult
levels of self-aggression were compared
with data available for some of the sub¬
jects 3 years earlier, obtained during six
tests. Second, it was hypothesized that self-
directed aggression was more likely to occur
in subordinate animals than in dominants,
since the former may experience more frus-
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Housing
Each group was housed in an indoor-outdoor area,

with approximately the same facilities in each pen,
including automatic water faucets in the indoor
area and elevated platforms and wood-chip-covered
flooring in the outdoor area. Each outside area mea¬
sured 2.6 x 5.4 m, with a height of 3.7 m. Plain glass
observation windows allowed visual access into and
out of these areas. Indoor facilities consisted of a two-
tiered run of stainless steel caging .63 m deep by .76 m
high for the ER group and a single run of caging 1.21m
deep by 2.26 m high for the FG group. Both cage
systems extended the length of the communal indoor
area, which was 3.3 m x 5.4 m with height 3.7 m
(see Anderson & Chamove, 1979). The two groups
could see each other across the indoor area. Lighting
was automatic and was on for 12 hours per day.

Two main feeding periods occurred each day at 0900
and 1630 hours. Immediately prior to the late after¬
noon feeding, each group was brought into its indoor
area and divided into subgroups according to domi¬
nance, to ensure equal feeding. The animals remained in
these subgroups until 0930 hours the following morn¬
ing, when the two main groups were re-formed and
allowed outside. Grain was scattered on the wood
chips in the outside pens, usually once per day
(Chamove & Anderson, 1979).

Observations were made during daily cleaning rou¬
tines as well as at times of no human interference.
Cleaning of the indoor area commenced at 1000 hours
and lasted about 2 hours. The monkeys were used to
this procedure and either stayed outside during this
time or sat watching the cleaning process. There were
no further maintenance activities in the afternoon.
The outdoor areas were left undisturbed, apart from
monthly changes of wood-chip litter.

Procedure

tration in having lower priority of access to
incentives and having fewer appropriate
social aggression targets. A third major in¬
terest lay in the effect of introducing a
familiar, unambiguously dominant, feral
adult male into the group. The question here
was whether the dominant animal would
serve to control self-aggression in the group,
possibly in a fashion similar to that in which
control males interrupt interindividual
agonistic episodes in normal groups (Bern¬
stein & Sharpe, 1966). Aggressive behavior
of the experimental group was compared to
that of a control group of feral- and group-
reared monkeys.

Method

Subjects
Over a 3-month period, observations were made on

two captive groups of stumptailed macaques (Macaca
arctoides) termed the experimentally reared (ER) and
the feral- and group-reared (FG) groups. The ER
group contained 14 laboratory-born animals, with a
median age of 5.1 years (range, 3.7-5.3 years). They
had been separated from their mothers 9 days after
birth and housed in individual cages with no visual
access to neighboring monkeys. Three animals
(isolate group, all females) were thus housed for the
first year of life. The remaining 11 animals received
daily social experience from 3 months of age with
other monkeys in pairs, fours, or larger groups, for
the first year. For three animals (dark group, two fe¬
males), this social interaction always occurred with
peers in darkness; for another three animals (light
group, two females), with peers in light (as in Chamove,
1978). Two animals (mixed group, one female) were
given similar social experience in light, but with a
mixed group of feral-reared adult monkeys plus age
mates. The 3 remaining animals (young group, two
females), who were 1.3-1.8 years younger than all of
the other ER monkeys, were also socialized daily with
younger monkeys, in such a way that the former ani¬
mals were always dominant. The young animals had
lived in the present group for over 1 year. The 11
older monkeys had lived together as a group for over
2 years, with occasional temporary additions.

The FG group contained 13 monkeys, including 9
multiparous adult female wild-caught monkeys whose
precise ages were not known. They had been in cap¬
tive groups for 5 years. Also in the group were 2 cap¬
tive-born, group-reared young adult males, 1 group-
reared young adult female, and 1 group-reared ju¬
venile. In the week prior to the inclusion of this group
in the study, two important events occurred. These
were the death of the alpha feral male, from natural
causes, and a subsequent change in the dominance
hierarchy.

Both groups were used to the presence of observers.

In order to obtain a representative sample of the
distribution of self-aggressive episodes throughout
the day, a repeated scan sampling technique was
employed. On the average 12 scans per day were
carried out on the experimentally reared group, until
a total of 1,000 scans was achieved. Each scan lasted
30-45 sec and had to satisfy the following criteria to .. -
be considered valid: (a) Every animal must have had •

potentially free access to every other animal in th$
group. Hence no observations were included that oc-'
curred when the group was subdivided for feeding
or when animals were briefly removed for medical
attention, (b) There had to be no current human ac¬
tivity that might interfere with the group's behavior,
such as scattering grain or offering food. Nilte that
morning cleaning of the indoor area is not included -

here, since the monkeys did not appear to become ex¬
cited or aroused by cleaning, (c) The preceding scan
must have terminated at least 5 min before the onset of
the current one. This requirement ensured that longer
bouts of self-aggression would only be scored once.

In carrying out a scan, the observer stood either at
an outdoor observation window or in the indoor
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area and visually sampled as many animals as pos¬
sible while silently counting to 30 sec. The time
devoted to the indoor and outdoor areas was ap¬
proximately proportional to the number of animals
present in each area: usually most of the monkeys
were visible simultaneously. The observer attempted
to distribute the time in a scan equally across
all subjects, thereby avoiding biases in observation
that might be due to factors such as size or dominance.
The observer's attention was directed to locations that
produced any movement or vocalization that might be
signaling a self-aggressive episode. If there was no
self-aggression, the scan continued until either self-
aggression was detected or the observer reached a
count of 30, at which time a negative result was noted
along with the time of the scan. Whenever self-ag¬
gressive behavior was observed, the following informa¬
tion was noted: the identity of the self-aggressive
animal; a rating of the intensity of the aggression;
whether the animal was within 1 m of another monkey;
the time of the scan, to the nearest hour: and, where
possible, a brief description of the context in which the
self-aggressive episode occurred. The intensity of self-
aggression was rated on a scale from 1 (a brief visual
and sometimes vocal threat directed toward a part of
the animal's own body) to 5 (when the animal com¬
bined these threats with biting and/or slapping its own
body while violently jumping and throwing itself
around, sometimes against a wall).

For the first 2 months of the study, observations
were carried out on the ER group only. On 9 separate
occasions during this period (a total of 184 scans),
a familiar, fully adult, feral male was introduced into
the group for a period of 24-48 hours, being trans¬
ferred back to the FG group at other times. This male
automatically assumed the dominant role in both groups.

At the beginning of the 3rd month, the occurrence of
any aggression directed toward other individuals in the
group was also noted in scan samples, with animals
involved and intensity being recorded. Intensity was
rated in the same way as for self-aggression, but with
another animal as the target. In addition, every scan of
the ER group was immediately followed by a scan of the
FG group, with identical criteria, procedures, and mea¬
sures being utilized. Acknowledging the conditions of
Criterion c above, observations were made oppor¬
tunistically at any time between 0930 and 1630 hours.
The ER scans were done on a partially blind basis,
that is, the observer was not aware of the precise early
rearing conditions of individual animals.

After the 3-month observation period, dominance
hierarchies were assessed in both groups by means of
milk tests (see Christopher, 1972). All animals were al¬
lowed to drink from one bottle of milk. The order in
which animals achieved a cumulative drinking of 30
sec was taken to reflect their positions in the respec¬
tive dominance hierarchies.

Self-aggression and social aggression had also been
recorded during six tests carried out on the isolate,
dark, light, and mixed groups when they were on aver¬
age 1.8 years of age. At this time there were four
animals in each group, and all animals had been liv¬
ing continuously with the three other members of their
group since the age of 1 year. Each group lived in an

indoor area cage .63 x 2.44 x .76 m high that was made
up of four adjacent cages with their sides removed to
form one continuous enclosure.

The six tests were done in the order described
below. Only one test was done each week so that the
animals had at least 6 days to recover from the previous
tests. All tests were begun at 1300 hours: data were
collected for 30 min. All four animals were observed
at once and their behaviors written down using
symbols to denote the subject animal, the behavior,
the object, and the behavior of the object if another
animal. A metronome was used to demarcate 15-sec
intervals, and a behavior pattern was only recorded
once during that interval. Such a modified frequency
system has been shown to correlate highly with mea¬
sures of true duration (rs = .74 to .99) and almost
as highly with measures of true frequency (rs = .72
to .98) when observing aggressive behavior (Cham-
ove, 1974).

The following behaviors were recorded and analyzed
as contact aggression: biting, grabbing, or displacing
another animal by contacting it: noncontact aggres¬
sion included threatening, chasing, or displacing
another animal without touching it. Self-aggression
was also recorded.

The tests used were as follows: Normal group tests
involved observing the animals on 2 consecutive days
in their normal group. The competition test involved of¬
fering the group milk in one dispenser so that only one
animal could drink at a time. The novel environment
test involved moving the group to an unfamiliar wedge-
shaped cage 1.6 m x 1.1 m and 2.9 m, with height
1.4 m (2.06 m3), in an unfamiliar room, where they
were observed. The reunion test was done during
the first 30 min after a period of 23 hours during
which the group members had been separated from
each other by opaque dividing partitions inserted into
the home cage. The infant test involved introducing
an unfamiliar 6-month-old infant monkey into the home-
cage. The adult test was similar to the infant test, but
with an unfamiliar wild-caught adult male stumptail as
the stimulus.

Dominance hierarchies in these groups were as¬
sessed by means of milk tests, in which the order of
drinking from a single bottle for a total of 30 sec was
observed. This criterion was verified by observation of
agonistic episodes.

Data Analysis
The data from the six tests performed when the

monkeys were 1.8 years of age were analyzed in an
analysis of variance with rearing group as a between-
subjects factor and both aggression type (social or
self) and tests as within-subjects factors. Current self-
aggression scores for ER animals were subjected to an
analysis of variance with rearing group as a between-
subjects factor and proximity to another animal and
intensity of self-aggression as within-subjects factors.
Intensity 5 occurred very rarely and was combined with
Intensity 4. Prior to this analysis the scores from one
subject in each of the dark, light, isolate, and young
groups were discarded to create equal ns. Comparisons
between specific sets of scores were by two-tailed t
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Figure I. Aggression in the six tests at 1.8 years. (N = normal; A = adult; NE = novel environment;
C = competition; R = reunion; I = infant.)

tests. Correlations between dominance and aggression
measures were calculated using Pearson's product-
moment coefficient. In all cases alpha was set at .05.

Results

Aggression at 1.8 Years

Taking the six early tests together, social
aggression was the more common aggres¬
sion type in all groups, with a mean modified
frequency (see Procedure) of 6.6 versus 2.4
for self-aggression, F(l, 12) = 10.3, p <
.01. There was no significant effect of rear¬
ing group, nor a significant interaction of
group with aggression type. Significant ef¬
fects did emerge for tests, Groups x Tests,
Aggression Type x Tests, and Groups x
Aggression Type x Tests, F(15, 60) =
3.46, p < .001.

Figure 1 shows the Aggression Type x
Tests interaction. It can be seen that there
was less social aggression in the normal test
than in the other tests. In contrast, there was
more self aggression in the normal test than
in the other tests, apart from the milk com¬
petition test in which the amount of self-
aggression was similar to that in the nor¬

mal test. There were some differences
among the groups in the relative amount of
self-aggression and social aggression shown
in the different tests.1

At this age dominant animals tended to
show more social aggression than subor¬
dinates (r = .45, p < .05) and tended to
show slightly less self-aggression (r =
—. 19, ns). Correlations between self-aggres¬
sion and both noncontact and contact forms
of social aggression were generally nega¬
tive, varying from — .07 to - .28, and nonsig¬
nificant. Positive correlations emerged only
on the reunion test, where self-aggression
correlated significantly with contact aggres¬
sion (r = .53, p <.05).

Self-Aggression at 5 Years
Of 1,000 scans carried out on the ER

group at a median age of 5.1 years, 30.5%
detected at least one animal performing a
self-aggressive act. A total of 388 instances

1 More detailed information on the Groups x Ag¬
gression Type x Tests interaction may be obtained by
writing to the authors.
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of self-aggression were recorded. In marked
contrast, no self-aggression was observed in
the 446 scans carried out on the FG group.
There were no statistically significant dif¬
ferences in self-aggression among the dark,
light, isolate, mixed, and young groups.
Only the intensity factor produced a sig¬
nificant effect, with Intensities 2 and 3
occurring more often than Intensities 1 and
4, F(3, 15) = 12.2, p < .001. Contrary to
most of the tests at 1.8 years of age, in which
social aggression was the more common
type, in the third month of scan sampling at
at 5.1 years, self-aggression was per¬
formed approximately four times more fre¬
quently than social aggression, t( 12) = 5.78,
p < .001. Every animal except one ex¬
hibited more self-aggression than social ag¬
gression, the exceptional individual per¬
forming both types equally frequently.

The presence of the dominant adult male
had very little effect on the frequency or in¬
tensity of self-aggression in the ER animals.
The mean percentage of scans during which
each animal was self-aggressive was 2.2
when the male was in the group and 2.8
when he was absent. Similarly, the mean in¬
tensity of self-aggressive acts averaged 2.2
regardless of whether the dominant male
was present or not. Therefore the dominant
male did not appreciably "control" self-
directed aggression. Those self-aggressive
episodes which occurred when the domi¬
nant male was present are included in all
other analyses.

Self-Aggression, Social Aggression,
and Dominance

Analysis of the social aggression data col¬
lected during the third month of scan sam¬
pling indicated that animals in the FG group
exhibited more aggression than those in the
ER group, each animal exhibiting aggres¬
sion on 2.1% and .8% of scans respectively,
r(25) = 4.28, p < .001. However, when
social and self-aggression scores of the ER
group were combined, ER monkeys emerged
as being overall more aggressive than FG
monkeys, 3.5% versus 2.1%, r(25) = 2.50,
p < .05. The intensity of aggression shown
toward other animals was similar in both

groups, with means of 1.7 and 1.6 for ER and
FG groups, respectively. The three young

animals of the ER group never exhibited
social aggression and so were omitted from
analysis of intensity of social aggression.
For the remaining 10 ER monkeys, the mean
intensity of self-aggression was significantly
higher than that of social aggression, 2.4
versus 1.7, /(9) = 4.41, p < .002.

Dominance correlated positively with
emitted social aggression in the FG group,
but the correlation in the ER group was
weak and negative (ER: r = -.27, ns\ FG:
r = +.55, p < .05). Dominance correlated
highly and negatively with social aggression
received in both groups (ER: r = - .73; FG:
r = —.77, both ps < .0025). Therefore,
dominant monkeys were more socially ag¬
gressive than subordinates only in the FG
group, and dominants in both groups of
course received much less aggression
from others than did subordinates. Over all
27 animals, dominance correlated very
weakly with social aggression (r = .12,
p > .05). Surprisingly, in the ER group
dominance was also positively correlated
with frequency of self-aggression (r = .40,
ns), which runs counter to the prediction
of higher self-aggression levels in sub¬
ordinate animals.

We also analyzed the number of occa¬
sions in which animals performed an ag¬
gressive act when they were in a position to
perceive another animal being aggressive.
This gives an estimate of how contagious
aggression was in each group.2 It was found
that FG animals were engaged in a sig¬
nificantly higher proportion of contagious
social aggression episodes than were ER
animals, with means of .61 and .24, respec¬
tively, /(25) = 4.44, p < .001. In the FG
group dominance correlated positively with
the frequency of appearance in contagious
social aggression episodes (r = .61, p <
.025). That is, dominant animals were more
likely than subordinates to be aggressive
while another animal was also being ag¬
gressive. Contagious social aggression oc¬
curred too rarely in the ER group to permit
a comparable analysis, but in this group
dominance was positively related to fre¬
quency of appearance in contagious self-
aggressive bouts (r = .78, p < .001). How-

2 Aggression toward an animal simply in response to
receiving aggression from that animal was not included.
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ever, it was not possible to ascertain from
the data whether individuals were aggres¬
sive before or after seeing the other animal
being aggressive.

Forms and Contexts of Self-Aggression
Detailed topographical analysis of self-

aggressive behavior remains to be done, but
casual observations of the varied physical
forms of self-aggression in the present study
produced some interesting points. In¬
dividual animals were noted to have pre¬
ferred styles of self-aggression that they ex¬
hibited more frequently than other forms.
For example one animal's self-aggression
consistently involved face slapping and
directing bites toward his knees. This be¬
havior often occurred in association with
autoerotic behavior. However, face slap¬
ping was generally very rare in these ani¬
mals. Another individual was frequently ob¬
served to grab at her own face with one hand
through the cage mesh and to follow these
movements with visual and vocal threats
toward that hand. Sometimes this would

lead to vigorous biting on the arm. A very-
common component of self-aggression was
the apparent attempt by animals to "sur¬
prise" themselves and threaten or attack the
part of the body responsible for the surprise.
In this context it may be noted that hands
and feet are nearly always targets in self-
aggressive episodes, possibly because these
body parts can be introduced into the field of
vision from unconventional directions,
thereby contributing to the surprise ele¬
ment. Figure 2 depicts an instance of self-
aggression in one ER monkey. In the left
panel the animal is holding and threatening
its right foot while biting its right hand. In
the right panel it is biting both its right
arm and foot.

Wounds that clearly resulted from self-
aggression were not observed during the 3
months of this study. No ER monkey in
this laboratory has ever required medical
attention for injuries sustained during a self-
aggressive episode. Serious injuries do not
occur from self-aggression in these animals.

The contexts in which self-aggression oc¬
curred were analyzed. Only 1.8% of all self-

Figure 2. Self-aggression in an adult female monkey.
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aggressive episodes could be clearly at¬
tributed to the presence of the observer or a
technician (i.e., the animal frequently
looked at the human during self-aggression).
Other animals were clearly involved in
41.4% of the episodes. This total includes
instances in which self-aggression and social
aggression were combined in the same epi¬
sode (3.7%); self-aggression occurred in
response to receiving social aggression
(3.6%); self-aggression occurred after the
animal had been displaced by a more
dominant animal (3.6%); and self-aggres¬
sion followed sudden movements or unex¬

pected nonaggressive contacts by other ani¬
mals (5.2%). However, most episodes that
clearly involved other animals, 25.3%,
could not be so readily classified. These
included instances such as animals being
self-aggressive for no obvious reasons, be¬
ing self-aggressive while grooming or being
groomed by another animal, or ending self-
aggression by quickly approaching and
grooming another animal. Aggression di¬
rected to or elicited by the inanimate en¬
vironment was associated with self-aggres¬
sion in 6.7% of instances. For example,
animals sometimes ended bouts of self-
aggression by cage shaking or alternated be¬
tween self-aggression and environmental
aggression. On some occasions the aggres¬
sion was evoked by unsuccessful attempts
on the part of the animals to detach ob¬
jects such as cage clasps.

A large number, 21.7%, of self-aggressive
instances were associated with other forms
of self-directed activity, such as self-groom¬
ing, normal scratching, or autoeroticism.
Self-aggression related to autoeroticism was
more characteristic of males. Stereotyped
movements such as back flips or swinging
occurred in conjunction with self-aggres¬
sion in only 1.8% of cases. The remain¬
ing 27% were not classified, either because
of incomplete observations or, more
usually, because no specific stimuli con¬
tributing to the self-aggression could be as¬
certained. For example, an animal sitting
alone would threaten himself, get up,
and walk away. Our observation methods
did not permit detailed analysis of such
episodes.

Discussion

The major findings of this study were that
(a) social aggression was almost three times
more common than self-aggression in ex¬
perimentally reared monkeys during the
second year of life, but this relationship was
reversed by the age of 5 years; (b) there
were few consistent differences in the
proclivity for self-aggression that could be
attributed to the different rearing conditions
present in the ER group; (c) introducing a
dominant male into the ER group did not
appreciably affect self-aggression; (d) no
feral- and group-reared animals exhibited
self-aggression; and (e) FG animals were in¬
volved in more instances of contagious
social aggression than were the ER mon¬
keys. The manner in which these general
findings relate to questions concerning
social development and aggression in
primates is discussed below.

The experimentally reared monkeys
changed from being predominantly socially
aggressive as juveniles to being primarily
self-aggressive as young adults, with self-
aggression occurring four times more fre¬
quently than social aggression at 5 years of
age. However, the earlier data were mainly
collected during tests characterized by some
disruption to the social milieu of the mon¬
keys, whereas observations on the animals
as adults were conducted during periods of
noninterference with the group. It may be
noted that these periods were most closely
approximated in the early tests by the
normal test, in which self-aggression
reached its highest level in the dark and
mixed groups and its second highest level in
the light group. Whether manipulations
similar to those of the early tests would
differentially affect the balance between the
two aggression types in the adult ER group
remains to be determined.

However, in explaining the self/social
ratio of 4:1 in favor of self-aggression in
the group as adults, at least three considera¬
tions appear relevant: the social history of
the animals, the behavior of the victim dur¬
ing aggression, and the reinforcing proper¬
ties ofbehaving aggressively. It seems likely
that the social restriction experienced by the
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ER monkeys during the first year of life
was a factor contributing to the presence of
self-aggression in all of these animals as
juveniles. Apart from the isolates, these
animals received up to 2 hours' daily social
experience but otherwise were housed in
visual and tactile isolation from other ani¬
mals. Although such a regime of daily so¬
cialization periods may be sufficient to
foster adequate affiliative, play, sexual, and
agonistic behaviors, at least in rhesus ma¬
caques (Chamove, Rosenblum, & Harlow,
1973; Suomi & Harlow, 1975), it may be that
in stumptailed macaques the self-aggres¬
sion pattern will appear and continue
to evolve if the total amount of social
input falls below some critical, as yet un¬
determined level.

With only two subjects representing each
rearing condition in the adult ER group,
the finding of no rearing condition effect
must be treated with caution. Nevertheless,
the apparent uniformity of the increase in
self-aggression from immaturity to adult¬
hood in all of these animals is impressive.
It suggests that although the specific type
of limited social experience available in
early life might have some influence on the
expression of self-aggression, this influence
appears to be weak and liable to be over¬
come by later experiential variables, such
as learning, as discussed below.

In addition to the social restriction ex¬

perienced by ER monkeys during the first
year of life, every ER monkey was isolated
for the first 3 months of life before ex¬

perimental rearing regimes began. It is con¬
ceivable that this is at least as important as
later social restriction, if not more so, in
the development of self-aggression. Social
isolation lasting less than 6 months has been
shown to produce few detrimental effects in
rhesus monkeys (Griffin & Harlow, 1966;
Sackett, 1968). However, we have observed
that much of the self-directed behavior char¬
acteristic of stumptailed infants housed
in isolation for the first few months of life

persists after social housing is commenced.
These behaviors include self-clasping and
self-sucking, as in rhesus monkeys, and
some infants have also been observed to en¬

gage in brief, vigorous self-biting at less

than 3 months, often in the context of digit
sucking. This behavior is not reported in
rhesus monkeys and may be the precursor
of later self-aggression.

One important event in the development
of self-aggression in socially restricted
monkeys is probably the emergence of play
fighting in the third month of life (see Har¬
low, 1971; Suomi & Harlow, 1975). During
play fighting between peers, individuals
grab, pull, and bite gently at their play¬
mates while showing the characteristic
"playface." If there are no age mates
present, infants will entice adolescents and
adults to play (personal observation on the
FG group). We have observed that under
conditions of social deprivation, stump¬
tailed macaque infants also engage in play
fighting but tend to direct most of the play
activity toward environmental objects such
as diapers or toys and, more importantly,
toward themselves. Self-directed play ac¬
tivity in isolation has also been observed
in other macaque species (Baysinger,
Brandt, & Mitchell, 1972; Berkson, 1968).
Among the functions ascribed to normal
play fighting is that of providing the oppor¬
tunity for refining social actions and percep¬
tions, including learning the contexts and
consequences of aggressive interactions
(see references in Smith, 1978). It is spe¬
cifically suggested by Scott (1958) that early
social interaction leads to the learning of
classes of targets for aggression. The self as
a target for aggression may therefore be
learned during solitary play fighting in so¬
cially deprived monkeys. Self-aggression
comprising threats, vocalizations, and bit¬
ing is frequently observed in this labora¬
tory in socially deprived infants less than
4 months of age. In contrast, Cross and
Harlow (1965) stated that self-directed
threat was virtually nonexistent in isolate
rhesus monkeys until 3 years of age. Re¬
search is currently in progress to determine
more precisely the regimes of social restric¬
tion that lead to self-aggression in infant
stumptailed monkeys.

The second and third considerations that
might help explain why self-aggression is
so prominent in adult ER monkeys are the
reinforcing effects of behaving aggressively
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and the failure by the "victim" of a self-
aggressive attack to escape or retaliate ef¬
fectively. There are lines of evidence from
several animal species that, once motivated
to behave aggressively, animals may find
performing the aggressive act to be re¬
warding (Baenninger, 1974; Thompson,
1963). Animals may also learn arbitrary re¬
sponses to produce target stimuli for aggres¬
sion (e.g., Azrin, Hutchinson, & McLaugh¬
lin, 1965). Conceivably, while engaging in
self-aggression rather than social aggres¬
sion, an animal learns that it has greater
control over the target, which does not pre¬
maturely end the expression of aggression
by escape or serious retaliation, and that
it can also control the intensity and duration
of the aggression to a more rewarding
degree. By combining this knowledge with
acts intended to further anger itself, such
as self-scratching and "surprise" attacks
by its own limbs, a feedback system could
be built up in which the final result is a
more pronounced, safer expression of ag¬
gression. This may also explain why self-
aggression appears more intense than social
aggression.

The absence of a true social victim
might also account for the observed lack of
interference in self-aggression by the
dominant male. Neither frequency nor in¬
tensity of self-aggression was altered by the
dominant male's presence, and this finding
was supplemented through casual observa¬
tions of the male paying very little obvious
attention to a nearby ER animal's self-
aggression. It is~known that the amount of
intragroup social aggression in a normal
monkey group can be manipulated by the
removal or introduction of a "control ani¬
mal," usually a dominant adult male (To-
kuda & Jensen, 1968). The dominant ani¬
mal may interfere in aggression by threaten¬
ing or attacking one of the antagonists.
Just as the behavior of the victim is recog¬
nized as a variable influencing the behavior
of the attacker in agonistic situations (e.g.,
Sbordone & Elliot, 1978), the reactions of
the victim may be a determinant in monkeys
of whether the control animal will inter¬
fere. During self-aggression there is no sub¬
missive posturing, squealing, or fleeing by a

victim, which probably influences the inter¬
pretation of the aggression by a perceiving
animal.

Some interference in primate fights re¬
flects the formation of coalitions, with two
or more individuals supporting each other
against one or more antagonists (Kaplan,
1977; Kummer, 1967). It seems reasonable
that the contagion measure employed in this
study is related to the formation of coali¬
tions in social aggression. Contagious social
aggression was more common in the FG
monkeys than in ER monkeys, a finding that
concurs with that of C. O. Anderson and
Mason (1978), who found juvenile rhesus
isolates to be less adept than mother- plus
peer-reared rhesus monkeys in enlisting the
support of more dominant animals in com¬
petitive situations. It is possible that con¬
tagion and overall social aggression in the
FG group were unusually high because of re¬
organization of the dominance hierarchy
following the death of the alpha male, but
this did not appear to be the case.

Injuries were not seen following self-ag¬
gression in the ER monkeys, and only oc¬
casional minor lesions have been known to
result from self-aggression in these animals.
As a routine safety precaution, adult male
animals have had their canine teeth cut, but
this does not prevent them and adult females
from sometimes inflicting injury on other in¬
dividuals during social aggression. The ab¬
sence of self-injury indicates that self-ag¬
gression per se is of limited value as a model
of SIB in humans, which by definition in¬
volves the infliction of physical damage on
the self (Bachman, 1972; Baumeister &
Rollings, 1976; de Catanzaro, 1978). Human
SIB is often associated with rhythmic,
stereotyped movements such as rocking and
head banging. Rather than studying self-
aggression alone as corresponding to SIB, it
should be more fruitful to pay particular at¬
tention to self-injury that occurs in conjunc¬
tion with stereotyped motor behaviors
(Berkson, 1967). Less than 2% of self-ag¬
gressive episodes were associated with
stereotypy in the present study. Socially
deprived rhesus monkeys are prone to both
stereotypy and self-injury, whereas socially
restricted stumptails exhibit more self-ag-
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gression but with less injury. This points
toward a possible species difference in the
abnormalities that develop in these closely
related macaques during and after social
restriction and suggests the rhesus monkey
as a better model for the study of SIB and
stereotypy.

Although self-aggression appears to offer
only a weak model for SIB, it merits
further study as a deviant form of aggres¬
sion. It requires detailed comparison with
social aggression in order that its immediate
causes, maintaining forces, and biochemical
and behavioral correlates can be deter¬
mined. For example, Gluck and Sackett
(1974) found increases in self-aggression
during the frustration of an extinction
schedule, thereby giving support to the
frustration-aggression hypothesis (Dollard,
Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & Sears, 1939). Ul-
rich, Wolfe, and Dulaney (1969) observed
some self-aggression in male squirrel mon¬
keys when lever biting in response to shock
was punished by another shock. In this case
it was not clear whether the self-aggression
was due to the frustration of losing the in¬
animate target or whether it was a response
to pain in the absence of other appropriate
targets. In the present series of early tests,
it might have been expected that the com¬
petition test would have been most char¬
acterized by frustration. Self-aggression
reached its highest level in this test for the
light group and its second highest level in
the dark group, but did not markedly affect
self-aggression in the isolate or mixed
groups. The other test that was likely to
contain an element of frustration, along with
a fear component, was the adult test. This
test produced little of either type of ag¬
gression, however, possibly due to exces¬
sive fear.

An unexpected result was that dominance
correlated more highly with self-aggression
than with social aggression in adult ER
monkeys, although neither correlation
reached significance. To some extent
dominance was confounded with early rear¬
ing condition and age in this group, in that
the three young animals were obviously
the most subordinate, and the two mixed
animals were the most dominant. However,

from the obtained correlation it appears that
a view of subordinate monkeys as being
under a chronic state of frustration is
debatable. The relationships between self-
aggression and dominance and between self-
aggression and the various aggression-
eliciting conditions, for example, frustra¬
tion, fear, and irritation, require further
analysis.

As a starting point for future research, we
would suggest that the term self-aggres¬
sion be used in preference to others such as
self-punishment or intrapunitive behavior,
which carry unvalidated connotations about
the functions of this behavior.

In conclusion, although it is aberrant,
self-aggression might be considered pref¬
erable to social aggression in some in¬
stances, from the point of view of both re¬
searcher and monkey. Providing that it does
not lead to injury, it is readily elicited,
more pronounced, and less likely to cause
disruption to the group than is social ag¬
gression. In this context it seems worth re¬
iterating the point made by Meyer-Holzap-
fel (1968) that behavior that is abnormal
need not a priori mean that it is unadaptive.
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Self-aggression (SA) in nonhuman primates is a deviant form of aggression which
involves threats and physical attacks directed towards the self. SA sometimes causes
tissue damage, but usually the skin is not broken. The behaviour is most often
reported in some Old World monkeys that have been reared under conditions of social
deprivation, and rarely occurs in the wild. It may also appear in normal animals
under very stressful conditions. Like social aggression, SA is more prominent in
males; it increases with the onset of puberty, and may decline in later adulthood.
In addition, like social aggression, SA may increase in response to pain,
frustration, fear, or sexual arousal. It is hypothesized that SA develops in
socially restricted infant monkeys due to potent 'sign stimuli', provided by the
animal's own body combining with the infant's general reliance on the self, which
has derived from other self-directed behaviours, such as sucking, clasping, and
playfighting. SA may persist after social housing because animals learn that there
are fewer social, physical and energetic costs involved in using the self, rather
than another group member, as an outlet for aggression. Species that rely less on
redirection in aggressive contexts, and/or possess self-awareness, appear less sus¬

ceptible to SA of this type.

Of all the behavioural abnormalities that have been documented in nonhuman primates,
few are more dramatic than an animal directing aggressive behaviours towards itself.
On some occasions SA may be limited to brief visual and sometimes vocal threats
directed towards a part of the animal's own body, while at the other extreme SA may
involve biting and slashing so intense that it results in self-mutilation extensive
enougn to necessitate sacrificing the animal (Harlow and Harlow, 1971). At either
extreme the phenomenon requires explanation. There are scattered reports of SA
throughout the nonhuman primate literature, but so far there has been no attempt to
compile and systematize this information, which is diverse in both detail and
quality. In view of the current interest in primate aggression (e.g. Holloway, 1974;
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Chamove, 1980), and recent suggestions that nonhuman primate SA corresponds to
certain forms of self-injurious behaviour (SIB) in humans (e.g. Allyn, Deyme and
Begue, 1976; Carr, 1977; de Catanzaro, 1978; Jones and Barraclough, 1978; Jones et
al, 1979), it seems particularly appropriate to review SA in primates. A companion
article (Chamove and Anderson, in press) will evaluate critically the relationship
between SA and SIB.

INCIDENCE OF SA

The behaviour with which this paper is mainly concerned has been referred to in the
literature as auto-aggression, self-threat, self-biting, self -punishment, self-
punitive behaviour, intrapunitive behaviour, self -fighting, self-mutilation and self-
aggression. We prefer to use 'self-aggression' over the other terms, some of which
carry unvalidated connotations about the functions of the behaviour (e.g. self-
punishment), or which may only be appropriate in some circumstances (e.g. self-
mutilation). The term self-aggression is advantageous in that it avoids these
problems while focusing on the fact that the phenomenon involves various
combinations of behaviour patterns normally seen in social agonistic contexts, i.e.
visual and vocal threats, grabbing, slapping, and biting (Figure 1).

SA was reported in rhesus monkeys reared in partial isolation in the relatively
early stages of research into the effects of various early experiences on nonhuman
primate behavioural development (Harlow and Harlow, 1962; Mason and Sponholz, 1963;
Cross and Harlow, 1965). Since then, the existence of SA in monkeys with a history
of early social restriction has been acknowledged in several reviews (e.g. Mason,
Davenport and Menzei, 1968; Sackett, 1968; Mitchell, 1970; Harlo-w, 1971; Ruppenthal
and Sackett, 1979), but the range of rearing conditions associated with the
appearance of SA has not been clearly identified. Examination of the literature
reveals a surprisingly heterogeneous collection of social experiences in self-
aggressive primates. In addition to occurring in isolation-reared monkeys, SA has
been observed in rhesus and stumptail macaques raised in individual cages but given
daily social experiences (e.g. Harlow and Harlow, 1971; Anderson and Chamove, 1980);
in rhesus monkeys reared continuously with their mothers for the first year of life,
and subsequently paired with peers, with only intermittent periods of individual
housing (Erwin, Mitchell and Maple, 1973); in stumptail monkeys caught at one year
of age in the wild and subsequently housed alone (Facheux, Bourliere and Lemaire,
1976; personal observation); and in feral-reared adult rhesus and stumptail
monkeys, for example, during separation from social partners (e.g. Mitchell, Maple
and Erwin, 1979; personal observation). Goosen and Ribbens (1973) have also reported
SA in female stumptail macaques imported from the wild as adults. These reports
indicate that the potential for SA exists even in animals with extensive amounts of
early social experience, and that are otherwise considered to be socially adequate.

The potential for SA in group-reared, group-living monkeys is illustrated in two
further reports. In a study of the effects of crowding on the behaviour of a group
of olive baboons (Papio anubis), Elton (1979) observed that as the amount of
available space was gradually reduced, juvenile members of the group began to chew
on their own hands and feet. This behaviour accompanied other forms of individual
and group pathology. Finally, Galat Luong and Galat (1979) report SA comprising
self-biting and hair-pulling in a free-ranging subadult male Lowe's guenon

(Cercopithecus campbelli), whom they describe as being depressed following his
expulsion to the periphery of the group. SA involving a 'threat face' has also been
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Figure I. Self-aggression in a young adult male stumptaii macaque, biting his own
foot (top) and threatening his own hand (bottom).
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observed in a wild green monkey (Cercopithecus aethiops sabaeus) (Galat, personal
communication, 1980) but the authors know of no other reports of SA in wild-living
monkeys.

One striking aspect of the literature on SA is that a large majority of reports
concern either of two macaque species, namely rhesus (Macaca mulatta) and stumptail
(M. arctoides), although Papio species, Saimiri sciureus, M. nemestrina, M.
f ascicularis, Pan troglodytes, and M. radiata, in descending order, are all more
popular in American primate laboratories than M. arctoides (Chamove, Cameron and
Nash, 1979). As will be seen later, there are occasional reports of SA in some of
the above species, but species differences in susceptibility to SA seem likely. For
example, one out of 12 individually housed, surrogate-reared squirrel monkeys (S.
sciureus) was observed to engage in occasional self-biting (Kaplan, 1977), a very
low rate compared to M. mulatta or M. arctoides. Only one of two marmosets reared
alone from early life sometimes self-bit at 16 and 21 months (Berkson, Goodrich and
Kraft, 1966) but, in general, abnormal movements were uncommon.

One species that has been well studied under conditions which would be expected
to produce SA, yet which appears to be resistant to the emergence of SA, is the
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes). Reports on the effects of early isolation rearing on

chimpanzee behaviour depict broad similarities in the isolation syndromes of the
chimpanzee and the rhesus monkey. Both engage in stereotyped movements, exhibit
below-normal performance on cognitive tasks, and exhibit deficiencies in subsequent
social situations (Davenport, 1979), although the severity of the syndrome does not
appear to be equal in the two species (Mason et al, 1968; Davenport and Rogers,
1970). However, until now the absence of SA in isolation-reared chimpanzees appears
to have escaped close attention. Self-scratching and hair-pulling can sometimes be
observed during temper tantrums in frustrated chimpanzees (e.g. Finch, 1942), but
the persistent threats and physical attacks directed toward the self during true SA
do not appear to be documented for chimpanzees, or any apes, wild or laboratory-
reared. It seems that there is a more rigid, stereotyped expression of aggression in
monkeys than in apes, with monkey aggression being more susceptible to redirection
towards the animal's own body in the absence of more appropriate social targets. A
possible mechanism underlying this phenomenon is suggested later.

CONTEXTS OF SA

One fundamental issue surrounding SA is its relationship to social aggression. Do
the two behaviours share underlying mechanisms, or are they only superficially
similar while being motivationally distinct? Anderson and Chamove (1980) found some
evidence of a reversal in the propensity for the two aggression types as laboratory-
reared stumptail macaques matured from juveniles into adults; SA took over as the
predominant type of aggression exhibited. In six tests carried out on the juveniles,
there was a general negative relationship between the aggression types, i.e. in
those tests in which social aggression increased, SA was generally suppressed. Deets
et al (1970) also stated that the pattern of SA 'was essentially the inverse' (p.
455) of that of social aggression in a study of the effects of frontal cortical
lesions on the behaviour of rhesus monkeys.

One approach to understanding the extent to which SA and social aggression might
stem from common motivational origins is to examine incidences of SA from the
perspective of contexts known to be associated with social aggression. Such an
exercise presents difficulties as regards separating out clearly the critical
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factors in the various contexts of aggression. Nevertheless, three contexts often
characterized as aggression-evoking, namely, sex, frustration and fear, are
discussed below with regard to SA.

Sex

The relationship between sexual and aggressive behaviour in primates is well
documented. In some species aggression appears to be a concomitant of copulation in
the male, leading to the development of behavioural mechanisms, such as redirection
of sexually-aroused aggression, which reduce conflict between mating partners (Zumpe
and Michael, 1970, 1978, 1979). It is noteworthy that the classic case of SA in a

monkey (Tinklepaugh, 1928) emphasized the sexual relations of the self-aggressive
animal. This young adult male rhesus macaque, whose early social history is unclear,
was first observed to bite his hands and feet on dismounting a female following
incomplete copulation. More recently, Maple, Erwin and Mitchell (1974) also
described SA during a series of heterosexual mounts by a socially restricted male
rhesus. SA in this case consisted of biting the hands and legs on dismounting.
Ejaculation was eventually achieved, although Senko (1966, cited in Maple et al,
1974) observed that SA hampered copulatory attempts in socially restricted rhesus
males. Testa and Mack (1977) briefly noted SA in two of four isolation-reared crab-
eating macaques (M. fascicularis) during pairings with a feral-reared adult female,
although the probability of the occurrence of SA in these animals was low. SA was
not observed in any of four isolation-reared females paired with a feral male,
although the organization of copulatory patterns was abnormal.

SA associated with autoerotic behaviour has been reported by Mason and Sponholz
(1963), Missakian (1969), Allyn et al, (1976) and Anderson and Chamove (1980). The
case study of a self-aggressive young adult male stumptail by Allyn et al led them
to consider penis clutching to be of more general social than sexual significance,
but two self-aggressive males studied by Anderson and Chamove (1980) did frequently
exhibit SA during true masturbation. One animal would bite his arms and legs while
manipulating or mouthing his penis, although ejaculation did not usually occur. The
second male did masturbate to ejaculation, and following a self-directed post-
ejaculatory tie, the male usually engaged in vigorous SA, including threatening his
hands and biting his arm while violently spinning round. In addition, SA regularly
followed this male's completed heterosexual copulations, when the tie had ended
(Niemeyer, 1980). Missakian (1969) also noted SA coupled with masturbation in adult
isolation-reared rhesus males, but never in feral-reared males, during heterosexual
pairings.

SA associated with sexual behaviour appears to be much more rare in female
primates than in males, although Senko (1966, cited in Maple, 1977) observed it in
female rhesus isolates. This leads on to the question of sex differences in SA. In
many primate species males are more socially aggressive than females (Nagel and
Kummer, 1974; Chamove, 1980) and Mitchell (1979) suggests that SA also conforms to
this trend. Thus, Cross and Harlow (1965) observed approximately twice as much SA
in partial isolate rhesus males as in females, while Gluck and Sackett ( 1974;
Sackett, 1974) obtained a similar difference during extinction of lever responding
for food in adult rhesus partial isolates, as well as during baseline observations
(see also Suomi, Harlow and Kimball, 1971). The fact that studies of self-aggressive
individuals usually concern male animals probably indicates a greater proclivity for
SA in males than in females, but not all reports are unequivocally supportive. For
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example, data presented by Erwin et al (1973) only reveal SA by more rhesus males
than females at the ages of two and three years. At four years there was actually a

larger proportion of self-aggressive females than males. Goosen and Ribbens (1973)
stated that only wild-caught adult female stumptails, and not males, exhibited SA in
their laboratory. Finally, in the group of 14 adult and pre-adult self-aggressive
stumptails studied by Anderson and Chamove (19S0), the males ranked first, fourth,
equal fifth and eighth in the frequency of SA, giving statistical support to the
position that SA is a predominantly male behaviour.

From the above evidence, there appears to be an authentic relationship between
sexual motivation and SA. One possibility is that SA during sexual arousal in males
represents redirected sexually-aroused aggression of the type described by Zumpe and
Michael (1979). However, an alternative explanation for at least some sex-related
instances of SA might be frustration. For example, inefficiency in achieving sexual
satisfaction, either due to inadequacy in the organization of heterosexual motor
patterns, or to the absence of an appropriate partner, could lead to frustration,
which could then lead to SA. Frustration as a variable influencing SA is further
discussed below.

Frustration

Frustration has long been acknowledged as a condition which may precipitate social
aggression (Dollard et al, 1939: Marler, 1976; Moyer, 1976), and the frustration-
aggression connection has been observed in both captive and free-ranging primates
(e.g. Finch, 1942; Hamburg and van Lawick-Goodall, 1974). Experimental frustration
is usually produced by delaying or denying access to a desirable object or event.
This principle was utilized by Gluck and Sackett (1974), who obtained marked
increases in SA in adult rhesus isolates during extinction of lever pressing for
food reinforcement. The study by Gluck and Sackett is the least ambiguous example of
frustration-related SA to date, although other authors have intimated that SA might
sometimes occur as a response to frustration (Chamove and Harlow, 1970: Allyn et al,
1976). These authors, along with others (Cross and Harlow, 1965; Fittinghoff et al,
1974), have evoked SA in their subjects by threatening them, sometimes by delivering
physical blows to the cage, or otherwise interfering with it. Such activity often
incites observer-directed aggression in the animals, which may alternate with, or
ultimately give way to, SA. A reasonable conjecture is that at these times the
confined animal's inability to engage in contact aggression against the observer
results in frustration, which exacerbates SA.

Other possible examples of frustration-evoked SA can be found, but for most of
them plausible alternative interpretations can be offered. Adult squirrel monkeys
restrained in a chair and given intermittent tail shocks would bite aggressively on
a rubber hose (Ulrich, Wolfe and Dulaney, 1969). When hose biting was punished by
another shock, the animals engaged in SA. It is possible that the transition from a
continuously available 'safe' outlet for aggression to one which, in effect,
'retaliated' produced a state of strong frustration in the animals, who then
directed the aggression towards themselves. Also of relevance here is a report by
Levine et al (1970) concerning adrenal reactivity in unrestrained adult male
feral-reared rhesus during shock avoidance. When unavoidable shocks were
administered randomly during avoidance sessions, two animals bit their own arms, one

causing serious wounds. These two animals were from a group of six classified as

'high-aggressive' on the basis of earlier observations of social- and human-
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directed aggression. No 'low-aggressive' animals were reported to self-bite. Unlike
in the study by Ulrich et al (1969), in this study the total number of shocks
received was not appreciably raised by the introduction of unavoidable shocks, since
during this phase the animals increased responding to avoid more of the scheduled
shocks. Frustration caused by reduced control over the scheduling of shocks emerges
as a possible reason for the appearance of SA in two of the subjects. In both of
these studies (Ulrich et al, 1969; Levine et al, 1970), however, fear and/or pain
cannot be eliminated as major factors in producing SA. Precise information regarding
the temporal relationship between the shocks and bouts of SA would be useful in this
regard. Also, Ulrich et al presented no details about the rearing conditions of
their squirrel monkeys or whether SA was well established in the behavioural
repertoire of the subjects.

The most serious outburst of SA in the rhesus male described by Tinklepaugh
(1928) occurred during an instance of social aggression between two female monkeys
familiar to the male, but physically inaccessible to him at that moment:

Suddenly, and with no previous signs of anger or particular emotion, Cupid
lurched to the end of his chain and began to bite himself. In a few seconds he
tore huge jagged rents in his already lacerated legs. Then, as though in intense
pain, he jumped into the writer's arms. He jumped down again and this time tore
a three-inch gash in his hip, ripped his scrotum open, lacerating and exposing
one testicle, and mutilated the end of his tail. In all there were twenty newly
made lacerations on his body, and of that number only one was in close proximity
to his genitals, (p.298.)

In this case it seems reasonable to suggest that extreme frustration caused by the
animal being prevented from interfering in the aggression between the two females
resulted in SA. Zuckerman (1932) pointed out the possibility that Tinklepaugh's
monkey was frustrated at being sexually involved with two different females, but he
acknowledged the anthropomorphism inherent in such an interpretation. Bowden (1966)
reports that SA was exhibited by baboons (P. hamadryas) during experiments by the
Russian investigator Tikh, in which the monkeys were given food rewards for
producing vocal sounds. Voluntary control of vocalization proved difficult for the
animals, and possible frustration caused by their limited success in obtaining
rewards could have led to the reported SA and stereotypy. Clearly the frustration-SA
question requires information obtained from situations which produce frustration,
while minimizing contamination by other emotions such as pain or fear (see below).
Leonard (1980) recorded increases in SA in stumptail macaques less than three months
of age, who were given empty bottles after only two hours of milk deprivation. This
represents one mildly frustrating condition involving neither pain nor fear.

Although frustration appears to play a role in some instances of SA, it is
incorrect to assume that frustration is always involved in SA, or that frustration
invariably results in SA in self-aggressive primates (see Gluck and Sackett, 1974).
Some situations which might be expected to produce frustration have had little
effect on SA. Anderson and Chamove (1980) detected a minimal overall increase during
milk competition tests carried out on groups of self-aggressive juvenile stumptail
macaques, although social aggression showed a five-fold increase. Anderson and
Chamove also hypothesized that in their group of self-aggressive adults, subordinate
animals could be characterized as being in a state of chronic frustration (Chamove
and Bowman, 1978), since they have few social targets towards which they can safely
direct aggression. Contrary to expectation, however, dominance correlated positively
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with frequency of SA (£ = 0.40), although the correlation failed to reach
significance. This finding suggests that frustration does not necessarily increase
SA, or that stress of subordinance is not equivalent to frustration. Of course, both
of these conclusions may be correct.

Fear

Experimental investigations of fear-induced aggression typically involve presenting
an inescapable fear-eliciting stimulus to an animal. This procedure sometimes
results in the animal behaving aggressively (Moyer, 1976), although it is often
difficult to discard the influence of frustration in these situations. Most of this

type of research has utilized nonprimate mammals as subjects, and unequivocal
evidence for fear-induced aggression in primates is scarce. Nevertheless, some lines
of evidence do constitute a basis for suggesting a relationship between fear and SA.
For example, Testa and Mack (1977) found it necessary to include the behaviour
category 'male fear grimace' for isolate male M. fascicularis in their study of the
effects of isolation rearing on sexual behaviour. Two of the four male isolates
exhibited SA during pairings with a female, and three exhibited fear, although both
behaviours were infrequent. Feral-reared males exhibited neither.

In situations where an experimenter has threatened the animal to elicit SA, fear
responses have sometimes also been obtained. Allyn et al (1976) interpreted some
instances of SA as resulting from 'aggressivized fear' when the experimenter
threatened the animal. However, they did not include fear patterns in the behaviours
they systematically monitored during the tests. Cross and Harlow (1965) did record
fear grimaces. When partial isolates were threatened by interfering with the home
cage using a black catching glove, fear grimaces increased markedly. Unlike SA,
however, grimaces were exhibited more by females than by males, at almost all ages
from one to seven years. A possible interpretation of this sex difference is that at
extreme levels of fear, aggression, including SA, is suppressed. Thus, both social
aggression and SA received low scores in tests which involved introducing a fully
adult, dominant, presumably fear-evoking male stumptail macaque into groups of
juveniles (Anderson and Chamove, 1980; see also Fittinghoff et al, 1974, experiment
1). In the same study, social aggression showed only moderate increases in another
presumably fear-inducing situation - introduction into an unfamiliar environment,
while SA occurred at a lower level than normal.

The results of two other tests reported by Fittinghoff et ai (1974) bear
directly upon the question of fear and SA. During presentation of a colour motion
film of a monkey threatening, isolation-reared adult rhesus exhibited some fear or

submission, but no SA was reported. In another test, when an experimenter hit the
cage, isolates engaged in SA, whereas feral controls exhibited significantly more
fear and submission than the isolates. It is possible that in the first test oniy
isolates perceived the film as mildly frightening. In the second test, however, fear
in the isolates may have been strong enough to arouse aggressive responses, which
were self-directed, whereas the controls may have been so frightened that any

aggression was suppressed.
A final piece of evidence for a fear-SA relationship comes from a study by Maxim

(1980). Infant pigtail and rhesus macaques were observed to self-bite as part of the
reaction to separation from a peer attachment figure. SA during separation was
reduced by stimulation of the anterolateral hypothalamus. Maxim felt that such
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stimulation could reduce fear, but it is difficult to distinguish fear from more

general agitation, or even frustration in this situation.
Problems inherent in studying fear-related SA include the quantification of the

degree of fear involved, and the investigation of situations in which other
emotional states are maintained at lo.w levels. For this purpose pain-eliciting
stimuli are of little value. Although Fittinghoff et al (1974) obtained no SA by
presenting loud clicks to isolate monkeys, it is conceivable that other fear-evoking
sensory stimuli can cause SA.

From the above accounts of SA during sexual excitement, frustration and fear, it
appears that SA is subject to at least some of the same influences as social
aggression.

AROUSAL AND SA

One possible unifying feature of the above group of SA-associated contexts is their
arousal-increasing character. The level of arousal as a critical aspect of the
environment in which a number of behaviours occur, has been emphasized by Mason
(1965, 1968; Mason et al, 1968), for example, with regard to clasping and
sucking (either self- or other-directed), play, and stereotyped movements.
Stereotyped movements in primates have been interpreted as increasing arousal when
it is too low, as in impoverished isolation environments, while at excessively high
levels stereotypy serves to reduce arousal to more optimal levels. Thus, the
relationship between stereotypy and arousal may take the form of a U-shaped
function. A testable hypothesis is that like stereotypy, SA also serves to regulate
arousal level, by increasing it when stimulus input is too low, and by reducing it
when arousal is too high. Maple et al (1974) were of the opinion that SA could
'operate as an arousal reduction mechanism' (p.474) and Allyn et al (1976)
postulated that a 'general state of excitation' was important for the appearance of
SA (see also Mitchell et al, 1979). At the other end of the arousal scale,
unstimulating, baseline conditions could lead to SA which increased arousal.
Altering arousal states by administering stimulants and tranquilizers affected
stereotyped movements in isolation-reared chimpanzees (Fitz-Gerald, 1964).
Heightened arousal following amphetamine ingestion was associated with an increase
in stereotypy, while reducing arousal by means of chlorpromazine decreased
stereotypy, along with other behaviours. Our own pilot work (with F. Bayart)
succeeded in altering the levels of many behaviours including stereotypy using
Valium, epinephrine, and chlorpromazine, but no consistent effects on SA were
found.

A complementary approach regarding the question of physiological correlates of
SA can suggest physiological bases for behavioural states. Some work relevant to SA
has been done in this area. Facheux et al (1976) compared urinary concentrations of
several adrenal hormones in six self-aggressive and three non-self-aggressive adult
male stumptail macaques. Their main findings were that urinary Cortisol and 17-OHCS
were lower in the self-aggressive group than in the control group, both during
baseline periods and in response to ACTH injection. The SA group produced
significantly higher basal levels of norepinephrine than the control group, while
the reverse, though nonsignificant, difference was obtained with epinephrine.
Facheux et al acknowledged that their findings of lower adrenal reactivity in the SA
group do not agree with the findings by Sackett et al (1973) of higher basal plasma
Cortisol levels in isolate rhesus monkeys than in the controls. The differences
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between the two studies include the species, age of subjects, rearing conditions of
subjects, and methods of obtaining hormone samples (Facheux et al, 1976). In
addition, the sizes of the rearing cages of the two groups studied by Facheux et al
(1976) were confounded in such a way that housing in the metabolic cages may have
created a state of chronic stress in the control group, thus increasing their
adrenal reactivity.

A reanaiysis of data presented in Anderson and Chamove (1980) found no rank
order correlation (r_ - -0.04) between group blood Cortisol levels and the amount of
SA in six different situations. Computing a correlation between an individual's
level of SA over the six tests and its Cortisol level also showed no relationship
(r = -0.22).

Since it has been shown that stress as reflected by Cortisol level is highly
correlated to receipt of aggression and not to its instigation (Chamove and Bowman,
1978), this suggests that a self-aggressive animal is not responding like a

recipient of social aggression and that SA itself is probably not stressful.
The finding of depressed adrenal function in socially restricted animals by

Facheux et al (1976) is unexpected in view of descriptions of such monkeys as being
hyperexcitable (e.g. Mason et al, 1968). Furthermore, there is a report of higher
adrenal weights in isolate stumptail macaques than in socially-reared controls
(Riesen, Dickerson and Struble, 1977) although in this case adrenal weights were
taken from infants only six months old. Further physiologically orientated
investigations of SA-related phenomena are clearly indicated if one wishes to
understand SA.

IS SA REDIRECTED SOCIAL AGGRESSION?

The concept of 'redirected aggression' is often invoked to describe situations where
an animal that receives aggression from a more dominant animal immediately threatens
or attacks a more subordinate animal, sometimes attempting to enlist the support of
the original aggressor against the new victim, (Hall, 1964; Hall and DeVore, 1965;
Bertrand, 1969). Redirected aggression is striking for its almost automatic
appearance in outbreaks of social aggression, and appears to be particularly
characteristic of some baboons and macaques (e.g. Bertrand, 1969).

The present authors and several others have commented upon SA as redirected
aggression when external targets have been unavailable or inaccessible (e.g.
Zuckerman, 1932; Cross and Harlow, 1965; Berkson, 1968; Erwin et al, 1973; Allyn et
al, 1976). For example, Erwin et al (1973) emphasized that some of their subjects
exhibited SA only in association with experimenter-directed aggression, and squirrel
monkeys engaged in SA only after 'safe' inanimate targets were eliminated (Ulrich et
al, 1969). Such observations are interesting with respect to the support that they
lend to the notion that SA is motivationally very similar to normal, externally-
directed aggression. It may also be significant that social aggression and SA follow
a similar age-related pattern. Cross and Harlow's (1965) study of rhesus partial
isolates revealed quite stable increases in elicited external aggression through
years one to seven. After the age of three years, SA paralleled this trend but
diminished somewhat in the oldest animals, as did external aggression in the oldest
females. Social aggression becomes more frequent at puberty (Dixson, 1980). A surge
in the amount of SA at around three years, especially in males, has also been
documented by Suomi et al (1971); Erwin et al (1973); Allyn et al ( 1976), with the
former two studies also tracing declines in SA as adult rhesus grow older. Neither
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aggression type is very common in very young infants, but in disagreement with the
claim by Harlow and Harlow (1971) that SA is not observed during the first year of
life in rhesus, is the observation of marked increases in the behaviour in stumptail
isolates during months two to five (Riesen et al, 1977). In fact, Leonard (1980)
found that the latest appearance of SA in her sample of socially deprived stumptails
was at three months of age; the earliest was at five weeks. SA was prominent in
juvenile stumptails less than two years old (Anderson and Chamove, 1980). The
possibility of basic species differences in the propensity towards SA among closely
related species is discussed in Chamove and Anderson (in press).

To regard SA simply as redirected social or environmental aggression leaves a
number of unanswered questions about the behaviour. Why, for instance, should
animals persist in SA even when social targets are available in the form of fully
accessible conspecifics, as in studies by Mason and Sponholz (1963), Missakian
(1969); Erwin et ai (1973); Maple et al (1974); Testa and Mack (1977) and Anderson
and Chamove (1980)? In some studies SA occurred in animals which were obviously
dominant over social partners (see also Delgado, 1963), therefore it cannot be
argued convincingly that SA occurred primarily in response to fear of retaliation by
a more powerful individual. Furthermore, one could take the view that there are

always potential external targets for aggression. Threatened animals may direct
threats towards a human, some aspect of the inanimate environment, or even towards
nothing in particular (Zumpe and Michael, 1970; personal observations). Why then
does SA occur at all? In considering such cases, it is difficult to avoid
postulating some kind of 'preference' for the self as a target for aggression,
rather than some other aspect of the external environment. How the self might be
developed as a preferred object of aggression is considered in detail below.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SA

In this section a model for the appearance and retention of SA in the behavioural
repertoire of monkeys is presented. Such a model should be able to account for the
development of SA in socially deprived animals, its occasional appearance in normal
animals, the degree of damage produced by SA, and any species differences which
might exist in susceptibility to SA. It is hypothesized that the self as an object
of aggression may be learnt during social restriction in early life, and that SA is
sufficiently rewarding, for reasons to be discussed, to be maintained, and even

strengthened, in later life. The model, which refines and extends earlier
suggestions (Anderson and Chamove, 1980), encompasses three major themes, namely,
the early establishment of the self as a target, the reactions of the victim of an
aggressive attack, and the reinforcing effects of behaving aggressively. Although
learning processes figure prominently in each of these aspects, it is speculated
that an innate releasing mechanism may ultimately underlie the appearance of SA.

Early development of SA

If separated from its mother shortly after birth and reared alone or with
inconsistent physical access to social objects, an infant monkey spends much time in
self-directed activity. Some behaviours, such as clasping and sucking, are believed
to be transferred from the absent mother to the most suitable object, namely the
infant's self (Mason, 1968; Mason et al, 1968). If suitable inanimate alternatives
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are provided, e.g. cloth-covered cylinders (Harlow and Zimmermann, 1959), infants
will organize some of their behaviour around these objects, but self-directed
behaviours will still persist, possibly due to a more rewarding sensory feedback
from self-directed activity, coupled with the physical convenience of using the
self, as opposed to expending energy in locating environmental sources of
stimulation. An additional possibility, with regard to self -clinging, is that the
infant's own body surface constitutes a closer approximation to the optimal stimulus
(the mother's body) to which the infant is 'programmed' to cling, than is the
inanimate surrogate. The existence of such a specific tactile 'search image'
requires confirmation, but we wish to proceed and consider the possibility of an
innate search image for visual social stimuli, and later speculate on the
possibility of such a mechanism being involved in aggression.

It is well established that monkeys will perform operant responses to view
conspecific stimuli (e.g. Butler, 1961). Sackett (e.g. 1973), using pictorial
stimuli, demonstrated that (a) monkeys have a preference for viewing monkey stimuli
over non-monkey stimuli, and (b) high sensitivity to conspecific stimuli is evident
in early life. Later, using live stimulus animals, Sackett (1970) and Chamove and
Harlow (1975) confirmed an innate tendency in macaques to approach a conspecific
rather than an alien species member. These studies also demonstrated that the
original selectivity was malleable. Taken together, these studies indicate that
monkeys may be pre-programmed to attend to certain stimulus configurations early in
life. Under natural conditions, the most perceptually attractive objects would be
members of the infant's social group, to which the infant would learn to respond
during socialization. In the continuous or frequent absence of conspecifics,
alternative stimuli become more attractive, and those stimuli most closely
approximating the biological target (conspecific) objects are likely to be the most
effective.

This line of reasoning provides a useful perspective from which to view the
observation that isolates spend a large amount of time engaged in self-looking
compared to socially-reared controls (Baysinger, Brandt and Mitchell, 1972). The
isolate infant probably finds its own limbs interesting because they can be brought
into the visual field at various angles and orientations, thus enriching the
animal's visual experiences. In the light of the above discussion, however, the
intent self-staring of the isolate is also suggestive of the animal's own body
constituting an attractive stimulus by virtue of its correspondence to a potent
visual 'sign stimulus', namely a conspecific. This hypothesis will be restated later
with specific reference to aggressive behaviour.

Given the large amount of time already devoted to self-directed activity in
socially deprived infants only weeks old, it is not very surprising that those play
patterns which become prominent after two months of age (Harlow and Harlow, 1965)
are largely organized around the infant's own body. 'Rough and tumble' play, or
playfighting normally involve visually fixating, chasing, grappling with peers
(Suomi and Harlow, 1975; Symons, 1978) and gentle biting. Under conditions of social
restriction, however, infants playfight with diapers or toys, as well as with their
own bodies. We described self-directed playfighting as involving 'rolling and
tumbling, while pulling at limbs and torso, while showing the characteristic "play
face",' (Anderson and Chamove, 1980). Self-biting also occurs. Although this type of
self-play has been reported' in other isolation-reared macaques (Berkson, 1968;
Baysinger et al, 1972), it has not received close study.

Early self-playfighting is of interest when discussing SA developmentally
because the two behaviours appear in the infant's repertoire around the same time,
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i.e. between the second and third month of life (e.g. Riesen et al, 1977). This
close association was observed by Baysinger et al, 1972), who felt that most self-
biting in their infant rhesus isolates was playful. However, threats are sometimes
observed during self-playfighting (Berkson, 196S; personal observations). We (1980)
have suggested that the self as an outlet for aggression could be learnt during
normal playfighting.

The above hypothesis again invokes the infant's own body as constituting a
primary substitute object of behaviour, by visually resembling the class of stimuli
towards which play and aggression would normally be directed. The importance of
visual social stimuli in much of primate aggression is too widely recognized to
require reiteration here, but one report, by Chamove (1978a), is of particular
interest.

Two groups of individually housed infant monkeys were studied. One group was put
together in a play cage for two hours per day, under normal lighting conditions,
while the second group was treated identically except that all of their
socialization periods occurred in total darkness. In contrast to the former group,
the monkeys who were socialized in the dark showed virtually no aggression during
these periods, although other social behaviours appeared indistinguishable in the
two groups. Once grouped in the light, however, both social aggression and 5A were
evident in the visually socially deprived group (Anderson and Chamove, 1980), and
both groups exhibited SA during individual housing in the light. During individual
housing at 1.3 years of age, the dark-socialized group showed over seven times more
SA than the control group, 6.1 per cent and 0.8 per cent of time tested
respectively, t(6) = 2.81, P <0.05. When tested at 2.2 years of age the difference
was no longer significant, 0.8 per cent and 2.0 per cent respectively. These
findings further testify to the importance of visual social cues in triggering
aggressive behaviour.

A visual releasing mechanism of the kind implied above might also help to
explain why socially sophisticated adult monkeys with no prior history of SA
sometimes resort to this behaviour in extreme circumstances. Almost all occurrences

of SA in apparently normal animals have been reported as taking place when physical
access to social targets has been restricted. This is in contrast to self-aggressive
monkeys reared in social deprivation, who exhibit the behaviour in many more
contexts. Given their long experience of externally directed aggression, it seems

likely that for normal animals to abandon external targets and engage in SA,
aggressive arousal would have to be very intense. Goosen and Ribbens (1980) are also
of the opinion that SA occurs because an animal's own body closely mimics a
conspecific target.

The role of the victim

One aspect of SA which is probably very important, at least in chronic SA, is the
absence of a social recipient of the aggression capable of flight, direct
retaliation, or retaliation via the enlistment of other animals. The influence of
the absence of these three possible consequences of social aggression in SA is
discussed below.

A usual outcome of aggression in monkeys is the display of fear, submission,
and/or flight by the defeated individual(s). Fear and submission are expressed by a
combination of postures, facial expressions, and sometimes vocalizations (Rowell,
1972). On the basis of the known reinforcing effects of behaving aggressively (see
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below), a reasonable conjecture is that when a victim escapes, some residual
aggressive motivation remains in the aggressor, i.e. the aggression is less
rewarding than it could be potentially. Sometimes in captivity animals may
relentlessly threaten or attack their victims, almost regardless of submission and
appeasement displays by the latter (e.g. Bertrand, 1969; Chamove, 1978b). Of course,
the aggressors are often able to persist in aggression since the recipient is unable
to resort to the ultimate submissive action, namely, flight. Likewise in SA, the
'victim' does not flee, so the animal can continue its aggression. SA is also likely
to require less physical effort than pursuing a fleeing target.

In addition to fleeing, the recipient of an aggressive gesture can, at least in
theory, retaliate, thereby putting the aggressor at some risk. Fighting ending in
wounds on both sides is not uncommon in monkeys. However, in SA the threat of
serious retaliation is eliminated. Anderson and Chamove (1980) believed that self-
aggressive animals did 'retaliate' at times, for example, by pulling hair from the
head or by self-slapping, acts which were followed by aggression to the offending
hand. Coupled with the reinforcing effects of behaving aggressively, such minor
retaliatory acts could serve to prolong and intensify SA.

One other potential victim reaction, which is eliminated in SA, is the
enlistment of aid from other animals. Whereas dominant members of a group might
interfere in social aggressive encounters, thereby controlling intragroup aggression
(Bernstein and Sharpe, 1966), a normal dominant male in a group of self-aggressive
monkeys had no effect on the frequency of SA (Anderson and Chamove, 1980). It is
likely that the absence of any submissive behaviours from a recipient accounted for
the dominant male's lack of interest. In this respect, and considering the points
made previously, SA seems to involve fewer social and physical risks than social
aggression, and might therefore be maintained and even reinforced.

Aggression as a reinforcer

In the above discussion of SA, the reinforcing effect of behaving aggressively was
introduced. The evidence for this concept comes from studies on a number of species
(see reviews: Baenninger, 1974; Hogan and Roper, 1978: Potegal, 1979). Most of the
systematic research in this area has used fish as subjects. In Siamese fighting fish
(Betta spiendens), it has been demonstrated that the strength of a number of operant
measures correlates positively with the vigour of subsequent aggressive display to
an appropriate stimulus. This suggests that intense exhibitions of aggression may be
more rewarding than mild aggression, at least for some animals in some
circumstances. With the possible exception of territorial patrols in some species,
there is little good evidence that primates will spontaneously seek opportunities
for aggression, although shock-elicited aggression experiments (e.g. Azrin,
Hutchinson and McLaughlin, 1965) indicate that once motivated to behave
aggressively, aggression may be a rewarding act for primates. By opting for the self
as a target, animals ensure themselves of relatively unhampered expression of
aggression, since the target is always under control.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

The model suggests that socially deprived infants learn SA by virtue of an innate
sensitivity to visual characteristics of conspecifics, and deriving from a
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self-perpetuating reliance on the self for a variety of other purposes. With
increasing age SA becomes a prominent method of discharging aggression, as animals
learn the physical and social convenience of using the self. Even when potential
social targets are provided, SA can persist because animals learn that SA eliminates
the risk of an escaping or retaliating target, so that aggression can be expressed
more safely and more fully. The development of SA in partial isolates with only
visual contact with other monkeys can be accounted for by recognizing that high-
intensity responses such as biting cannot be adequately performed on such partners.
This premise also helps to explain why SA can appear in normal animals under extreme
conditions when social targets are unavailable. SA is akin to redirected aggression
in some ways. It seems reasonable to suggest that receipt of aggression from a
dominant figure initially activates a generalized visual search image of a social
object, towards which aggression can be redirected. With increasing experience the
image can become specific until, depending on the nature of the current situation,
the self or an appropriate, i.e. subordinate (Bertrand, 1969) external stimulus will
be chosen as a target for aggression.

Mitchell et al (1979) speculated that SA, together with other self-directed
behaviours in isolate monkeys was symptomatic of the lack of a well-integrated
self-concept in these animals. Failure to appreciate a self-nonself distinction,
Mitchell et al suggest, could be one reason for the seriously impaired social
performance of isolates. They cite the finding of Gallup et al (1971) of the absence
of self-recognition in isolation-reared chimpanzees as evidence for the damaging
effect of early isolation on the development of a self-concept. However, to date all
attempts to demonstrate objective self-awareness in monkeys have failed (Lethmate
and Ducker, 1973; Gallup, 1979; Anderson, in preparation). We would suggest that SA
may develop not so much in animals in which the normal construction of a

self-concept is debased, as in animals which generally lack an abstract awareness of
self, i.e. monkeys, given certain environmental conditions. In support of this claim
we would point out that the great apes, able to self-recognize, are not notable
self-aggressors, even when reared in isolation. In contrast, many monkeys are prone
to SA, but to date none has given evidence of a capacity for self-recognition. A
more highly developed awareness of self, coupled with less reliance on relatively
stereotyped mechanisms in aggression, might protect the great apes from resorting to
SA under circumstances in which macaques might be self-aggressive.
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Self-aggression, Stereotypy and Self-injurious
Behaviour in Man and Monkeys
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Self-aggression (SA) in monkeys is sometimes referred to as an animal analogue of
self-injurious behaviour (SIB) in humans. However, the initiating and maintaining
conditions of SA, along with other considerations, make it unlikely that SA can
serve as a very useful model of human SIB. Instead, another, more widespread
behaviour in nonhuman primates, namely stereotypy, appears to share more in common
with human SIB and therefore seems likely to provide a more suitable model. It is
concluded that SA is interesting from the point of view of the study of aggression,
and that greater understanding of it should have theoretical and practical
consequences.

Both primate researchers and clinical investigators have suggested various
interrelationships between the phenomena of self-aggression (SA) in monkeys,
stereotyped movements in both nonhuman primates and humans, and self-injurious
behaviour (SIB) in humans (e.g. Berkson, 1967; Carr, 1977; Clones 6c Barraclough,
1978). This article closely examines the evidence for such relationships, and
suggests possible ways in which understanding of certain aspects of these phenomena
might increase understanding of others. Also some important differences between the
behaviours will be described. Specifically, we wish to reiterate the caution
expressed by Harlow (1971), that SA in monkeys is rather superficially similar to
human SIB. Instead, we suggest that understanding stereotypy in laboratory primates
is more likely to benefit understanding of human SIB than is the study of SA.
However, investigations of SA in monkeys are relevant to the wider area of
mechanisms involved in social aggression, and may provide clues as to an animal's
welfare.

SA in monkeys consists of 'threats and physical attacks directed toward the
self' (Anderson 6c Chamove, 1980, 1981). It sometimes results in wounds, but usually
not. SA occurs mostly in Old World monkeys reared under various conditions involving
restricted access to social partners. However, it may also appear in quite normal
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monkeys under extreme frustration or some other stress, especially when there is no
access to social targets towards which aggression could be directed (reviewed in
Anderson 3c Chamove, 1981).

The term 'SIB' is used to mean "... acts which are usually highly repetitive or
stereotyped in character and which result in direct physical damage to the person'
(Baumeister 3c Rollings, 1976, p.2). No attempt has been made by the present authors
to review extensively the voluminous literature on SIB. Instead we refer the reader
to existing reviews by Bachman (1972), Baumeister and Rollings (1976), Carr (1977),
de Catanzaro (1978), Frankel and Simmons (1976), Clones and Barraclough (1978),
Lester (1972) and Smolev (1971), all of which pertain to the motivation and
treatment of SIB, and some of which refer to abnormal behaviours of nonhuman
primates in relation to SIB. SIB is observed most commonly in mentally retarded,
autistic, or schizophrenic individuals, with incidences of between 5 and 40 per cent
being reported. Surprisingly, SIB is reputed to occur in a sizeable proportion of
very young normal infants. However, the extent to which these cases come under the
definition of SIB stated above is not clear. It also seems apparent that SIB is
often used as a synonym for stereotypy, and vice-versa.

'Stereotypy' '... refers to highly consistent and repetitious motor or posturing
behaviors, the adaptive consequences of which, if any, are not immediately
apparent' (Baumeister 3c Forehand, 1973, p.56). Stereotypy has also been reviewed by
Berkson (1967) and by Mitchell and Etches (1977). Like SIB, it is also prominent
among individuals of low intellectual ability, and is fairly common among blind
children. Many nonhuman primates reared under regimes of social restriction are
prone to stereotypy, and it may also occur in feral-reared, caged adults.
Interestingly, stereotypy also appeared in blind infant rhesus monkeys (Berkson 3c
Karrer, 1968). From the above definitions, it can be seen that stereotypy and SIB
share some common features. This point is elaborated below.

THE LINK BETWEEN SIB AND STEREOTYPY

The descriptions of SIB and stereotypy given above both emphasize the repetitive or
rhythmical nature of the acts. Examples of self-injurious acts would be head-
banging, hitting the head, face, or other body parts with the fists, slapping,
chewing and biting various body parts, many of which are performed repetitively. The
degree of overlap of the two behaviours in humans is acknowledged by some authors
(e.g. de Catanzaro, 1978; Lester, 1972) and they are positively correlated in some
patients (Baumeister 3c Rollings, 1976). Indeed, one popular hypothesis regarding the
ontogeny of SIB postulates a critical relationship between SIB and stereotypy, as
described below.

Repetitive, stereotyped movements may occur quite widely in normal human infants
(Mitchell 3c Etches, 1977; Thelen, 1979, 1980), but whereas they eventually disappear
in normal infants, they may persist and become elaborated into self-injurious
patterns in certain individuals. It has been suggested that repetitive movements
originally produced to increase stimulation become intensified by social
reinforcement (see below) which is often contingent upon the initial, low-level
activities (Green, 1967, cited by e.g. Bachman, 1972, Carr, 1977).

In rhesus monkeys, stereotyped motor patterns and SA may also be correlated, at
least to the extent that experimentally-reared groups which tend to exhibit one of
the behaviours also tend to engage in the other (e.g. Mason 3c Berkson, 1975). In
this context it is interesting to consider the topographical and temporal
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organization of SA. Appropriate analyses will doubtless reveal regularities in the
forms which SA takes in different animals (Anderson 6c Chamove, 1980). However,
there is little in the literature to suggest that monkey SA shares to any
significant extent the rhythmical, repetitive qualities characteristic of much human
SIB. A bout of SA in monkeys may contain several abrupt changes in expression. This
may be what Mason and Berkson (1975) meant when they referred to SA as 'explosive'.
The lack of rhythmic, repeated movements in SA suggests that it may depend on
different mechanisms from those involved in both stereotypy and human SIB.

In contrast, as mentioned above, stereotypy is a reliably observed behaviour in
many socially deprived nonhuman primates (Berkson, 1967, 1968; Mason, 1968;
Davenport 6c Rogers, 1970; Davenport, 1979), and may take forms reminiscent of human
stereotypies, e.g. body rocking and head-banging (Levison, 1970). This type of
behaviour, rather than SA, appears more akin to human SIB. The tendency of some
authors to refer to nonhuman primate stereotypy and SA interchangeably is an
unfortunate one, since there is evidence that the two behaviours might be distinct
in a number of ways. Stereotypy in captive primates can sometimes produce physical
damage, as in excessive scratching or hair picking (Jones 6c Barraclough, 1978;
personal observations), as can SA. However, self-injury is far from being an
invariable consequence of SA. A serious criticism of some discussions of SIB which
cite nonhuman primate reports is that the animals were engaging in SA, with no
mention of physical damage in the original reports. SA in rhesus monkeys does
sometimes result in wounds (Tinklepaugh, 1928; Chamove 6c Harlow, 1970; Levine et
al, 1970; Harlow, 1971), but numerous authors have declared that SA in monkeys is
usually harmless (Berkson, 1968; Harlow 6c Harlow, 1971; Goosen 6c Ribbens, 1973,
1980; Fittinghoff et al, 1974; Allyn et al, 1976; Anderson 6c Chamove, 1980).

Furthermore, it is not always clear whether behaviours labelled as SIB in humans
do, in fact, result in tissue damage, or whether they are merely stereotypies which
are simply regarded as undesirable. Of course, it is often desirable to eliminate
both SIB and other undesirable behaviours in one programme (e.g. Primrose, 1979).
Clearly, however, in both human and nonhuman cases, what is categorized as SIB
should be carefully checked. Self-injury in monkeys seems most likely to occur in
inexperienced self-aggressors and/or when aggressive motivation is extremely high
(Anderson 6: Chamove, 1981). This consideration sets nonhuman primate SA further
apart from much of human SIB, especially relatively advanced forms such as self-
cutting and self-poisoning (Lester, 1972; Jones et al, 1979). Anderson and Chamove
(1981) suggest that SA is an abnormal variant of redirected social aggression,
although it is clear that self-aggression does not simply replace social aggression
in an animal's repertoire and vice-versa (see also Goosen 6c Ribbens, 1980). To what
extent human SIB is aggressively based is not clear. Some self-injurious patients
are also described as externally aggressive (Baumeister 6c Rollings, 1976; Dizmang 6c
Cheatham, cited in Bachman, 1972; Kiloh et al, 1974), and the occurrence of SIB and
stereotypy under conditions of frustration or rage, as in temper tantrums (Smolev,
1971; Baumeister 6c Forehand, 1973; Frankel 6c Simmons, 1976) also suggests the
presence of aggressive motivation in some SIB. It is not immediately clear, however,
why such aggression should be expressed in the form of repetitive stereotypies and
SIB. Interestingly, we (Anderson 6c Chamove, 1980) have observed stereotyped
movements in less than 2 per cent of bouts of SA in stumptail macaques and have
found that drugs affect the two behaviours differently (Anderson 6c Chamove, 1981).
Kiloh et al (1974) reported that amygdaloidotomy reduced aggressiveness in some
human patients but was much less effective in controlling SIB. These results suggest
that aggression and SIB are mediated by distinct neural systems. Kiloh et al did not
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mention whether SIB was of a stereotyped nature, but, with other considerations, it
can be concluded that SIB and stereotypy often co-occur in humans, and that in both
humans and in nonhuman primates stereotypy and aggression may rely on quite
different mechanisms.

CONSEQUENCES OF SA AND SIB

By considering environmental events which are thought to play a role in maintaining
SIB in an individual's repertoire, and by asking whether such events are applicable
to cases of SA, the relationship between the two phenomena should be further
elucidated. Three proposed major consequences of SIB, namely increased sensory
input, positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement, are dealt with in turn
below.

Self -stimulation

Anderson and Chamove (1981) examined the hypothesis that SA served to increase
arousal in monkeys. Also, the notion that both stereotypy and SIB might originate as
self-stimulatory acts in understimulating environments has been considered earlier
in this paper, so will only be briefly mentioned here. Physiological monitoring
would be useful in this line of enquiry. The notion of increased stimulation
resulting from these acts is intuitively appealing since such behaviours are to be
found in environments characterized as impoverished, for example, laboratory cages
or institutional wards. Baumeister and Rollings (1976) and Carr (1977) have
cautioned against circular reasoning in self-stimulation accounts of SIB, and
Baumeister and Forehand (1973) also mentioned this problem with respect to
stereotypy. The self-stimulation hypothesis is held to be of limited value in
determining the critical initiating and maintaining conditions of the behaviours.
Additionally, with regard to SA, it is not clear why animals should particularly
engage in SA, rather than in, say, stereotyped activities to increase arousal.

Positive Reinforcement

The most popular current theory regarding the development of SIB is an operant one
in which self-injurious acts are seen to be reinforced by social attention from
staff or other adults (Smolev, 1971; Bachman, 1972; Baumeister <5c Rollings, 1976;
Frankel & Simmons, 1976; Carr, 1977). An increase in the frequency of SIB following
instigation of verbal positive reinforcement has been empirically demonstrated
(Lovaas et al, 1965, cited in Smolev, 1971). In general, however, positive
reinforcement of SIB is not well established empirically, a situation which should
be rectified in future studies (Carr, 1977). Most of the evidence for the role of
social reinforcement in the maintenance of SIB comes from studies in which social
reinforcement has been manipulated to reduce SIB. Thus, by simply ignoring SIB
(extinction), the behaviour has been reduced in some cases but not all (see
references in above reviews). Extinction also probably contributes to the
effectiveness of 'time-out' procedures, where the self-injurious individual is
removed from potential sources of external reinforcement when he exhibits SIB.
Positive social responses have also been applied in the differential reinforcement
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of behaviour other than SIB, to encourage construction of more desirable behavioural
repertoires.

From the above discussion, it seems certain that social reinforcement can

powerfully influence SIB. However, there is nothing to suggest that such a mechanism
operates in the maintenance of SA in nonhuman primates. SA may occur at high rates
in the absence of any social reinforcement from humans, and in the study by Anderson
and Chamove (19S0), SA was related to the presence of a passive human in only 1.8
per cent of instances. In cases where monkeys do increase SA on receiving attention
from humans, the attention is usually of a deliberately threatening nature (e.g.
Cross 3c Harlow, 1965; Chamove 3c Harlow, 1970; Fittinghoff et al, 1974). Nor does
it seem plausible that SA elicits social reinforcement from conspecifics; in fact,
stumptaii monkeys tend to ignore bouts of SA. There have been no systematic attempts
to modify SA in monkeys by varying social and nonsocial reinforcement schedules.
Interestingly, through the method of successive approximations using food
reinforcement, Schaefer (1970) shaped SIB in the form of head slapping in rhesus
monkeys. This study indicates that nonhuman primates may provide a model for the
experimental study of human SIB. However, SA need not be a component of the model.
An interesting extension of Schaefer's (1970) study would be to bring already
existing stereotypies in primates under operant control.

Negative Reinforcement

A third consequence of SIB presented as a factor which can maintain the behaviour is
negative reinforcement, or avoidance. Carr (1977) states that SIB is performed, in
this view, 'to terminate an aversive situation' (p. 805), and cites examples of
children engaging in SIB when demands were made on them by adults. Removal of
favoured objects may also trigger SIB (Bachman, 1972). In these types of situation
in the past, SIB has presumably resulted in desirable outcomes for the child. It is
difficult to envisage situations where SA by monkeys could achieve similar results;
at least there is no suggestion of such a connection in existing reports. It is
certainly doubtful whether true SA in monkeys has ever resulted in the reinstatement
of a desired object or event. One possible case of 'avoidance' may be when an animal
redirects aggression onto itself to avoid the aversive consequences of aggressing
against a more powerful animal (see also Goosen 3c Ribbens, 1980), an example which
illustrates that direct aggression in nonhuman primates may be inhibited by
'psychological barriers', as in humans (see Jones 3c Barraclough, 1978).

PUNISHMENT OF SIB AND MODIFICATION OF STEREOTYPY

To close the comparison of SA and SIB, some techniques employed to suppress SIB will
be examined from the point of view of their applicability to behavioural disorders
in nonhuman primates. In terms of rapidity and endurance of effects, punishment,
usually in the form of electric shock, appears to be the most effective method of
eliminating SIB. In the early stages of treatment there may be difficulties in
obtaining generalization of reductions in SIB to other social and physical contexts
(Smolev, 1971; Bachman, 1972; Baumeister 3c Rollings, 1976). De Catanzaro (1978)
further makes the point that the success of punishment in eliminating SIB does not
necessarily support a learning theory-based aetiology of the behaviour.
Notwithstanding this rejoinder, a variety of aversive events applied contingent upon
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SIB have been reported to reduce SIB, including electric shock, noxious odours, and
negative verbal comments, the latter originally being paired with physical
punishment (e.g. Bucher <5c Lovaas, 1968, cited in Smolev, 1971).

It might be asked whether any of the above techniques could be used to control
SA. For the most part the relevant research simply has not been done. Obviously,
treatments will differ as regards their suitability. Thus extinction would seem

inappropriate for treating SA, since manipulable external reinforcements maintaining
SA have defied identification. Instituting differential reinforcement (DRO) would
also present difficulties, due to the often unpredictable occurrence of SA.
Conceivably, however, DRO could be carried out in situations devised to exacerbate
SA. Experiences in our laboratory suggest that the outcome of punishment procedures
would not be easy to predict. On rare occasions when punishment is needed during
routine husbandry, SA is sometimes elicited. Also punishment is known to elicit
aggression in other contexts (Ulrich et al, 1969; Levine et al, 1970; Chamove,
1980). Clearly, stimulus parameters and scheduling of punishment would require
careful planning and execution in a study of the effects of punishment on SA. Social
disapproval from a salient human might also be usefully incorporated into a
punishment programme. This notion is supported by the report of Tinklepaugh (1928),
who, by combining verbal commands with a final 'severe whipping' (p.229), reported
success in preventing further SA in a rhesus monkey.

From the review of the literature on SA, it is plain that a variety of factors
affect SA, but relevant variables are often confounded, and behavioural effects are

usually not specific to SA. Attempts to treat SA as the primary dependent variable
are very rare. One such study involved giving alcohol to self-aggressive rhesus
monkeys (Chamove <5c Harlow, 1970). On the basis of earlier reports on SIB in
children, alcohol was expected to reduce SA. On the contrary, SA was intensified,
suggesting 'species differences in the basic behavioural disorder' (p.209).

Methods of treating or preventing stereotypy in primates are better understood
and better established (see Berkson, 1967). In both humans and chimpanzees,
provision of a richer physical environment can reduce stereotypy (Baumeister &
Forehand, 1973). This might also apply to SIB in humans (Carr, 1977). Three studies
which examined the effects of different cage environments on the behaviour of rhesus
monkeys obtained information on both stereotypy and SA. Draper and Bernstein (1963)
found that whereas stereotypy was more prominent in smaller cages, their feral-born
subjects self-bit mostly in the medium-sized cage, which most closely approximated
the home cage in size. Paulk, Dienske and Ribbens (1977) also found that stereotyped
locomotion increased in a small cage, while SA was unaffected by cage size. Mitchell
and Gomber (1976) simply moved rhesus adolescents into novel cages of the same
dimensions as the home cage. This manipulation had no effect on SA, whereas
stereotypy increased markedly in unfamiliar cages. Other behaviours were also
affected. From these studies it appears that stereotypy and SA in primates are
influenced differently by environmental events. Finally, possible neurological
mechanisms involved in the various behavioural disorders may be considered. While
there are some organic disorders known to result in a predisposition toward SIB in
humans (references in e.g. Carr, 1977), this is not the case for SA. Possible weak
evidence exists in the finding of a slightly greater incidence of SA in monkeys with
frontal lobe lesions than in controls (Deets et al, 1970), but the variety of
lesions, rearing conditions, and ages of subjects in the study make it difficult to
evaluate the results. In contrast, there are numerous examples of marked
stereotypies in animals following surgical or chemical insult (e.g. Calhoun <5c
Crosby, 1965). Stereotypies may be performed intensely enough to produce wounds
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(e.g. Ridley, Baker 3c Scraggs, 1979; nonprimate references in 3ones 3c Barraclough,
1978). This supports our contention that nonhuman primate stereotypy is a better
model of human SIB than is SA. The effects of amygdaloid lesions would be of
considerable interest regarding SA, since amygdaloidectomy is known to reduce social
aggressiveness in nonhuman primates (Kling, 1972; Moyer, 1976), as well as in human
psychiatric patients, without much impact on SIB (Kiloh et al, 197*0.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SPECIES DIFFERENCES

From the available evidence, it is clear that nonhuman primate species are not
equally susceptible to the appearance of various behavioural abnormalities,
including SA. For example, there appears to be a low incidence of stereotypy and SA
in certain New World monkeys, relative to macaques, and a prominence of stereotypy
and absence of SA in isolation-reared chimpanzees (see Anderson 3c Chamove, 1981). It
is also evident that more closely related species differ in this regard. Within the
genus Macaca there are species differences in both normal behaviour profiles
(Rosenblum, Kaufman 3c Stynes, 196*f; Chamove, 1973) and in isolation syndromes
(Sackett et al, 1976). Thus pigtail macaques exhibit a much milder isolation
syndrome than rhesus macaques. Anderson and Chamove (1980) suggested a similar
difference between stumptail and rhesus macaques. Isolation-reared stumptails adapt
much more rapidly and efficiently to social housing than do rhesus (Chamove,
personal observations). Also, compared to rhesus, socially deprived stumptails
exhibit low levels of stereotypy, but engage in more SA. Intensity, as well as
frequency, of SA probably differentiates the two species. It follows therefore that
environmental manipulations, such as moving animals to novel cages, might affect
stereotypy and SA differently in different species. It is also interesting to note
in this regard that when SA is reported to cause damage, it is usually in rhesus
monkeys. Clearly, species differences in behavioural pathology must be taken into
account, not least when considering the relevance of animal findings to human
disorders.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary: human stereotypy and SIB appear to be closely related. Socially deprived
nonhuman primates also exhibit stereotypy, as well as SA, although there are
considerable species differences in the extent of the phenomena, and the extent to
which SA produces injury. The evidence that SA in monkeys, even when of damaging
severity, corresponds to human SIB is weak, whereas a closer relationship between
human SIB and nonhuman primate stereotypy seems better established.

In discussing nonhuman primate models of human depression, McKinney (1977)
listed four criteria which a good behavioural model should meet. These were that:
1. Eliciting conditions should be similar.
2. Resulting behavioural states should be similar.
3. Underlying neurobiological mechanisms should be similar.
4. There should be similar outcomes from the treatment.

On the basis of existing research on SA and SIB, the former does not satisfactorily
meet any of these criteria, and may even contravene some of them. In contrast,
stereotypy in primates is more likely to fulfil the requirements.
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This is not to imply that there cannot be a fruitful cross-transfer of
information obtained from studies of SA and SIB. For example, it is conceivable that
concepts drawn from the study of SA, such as redirected aggression and the physical
convenience of using the self, might be usefully applied to some cases of human SIB.
Nor is it to imply that monkey SA is not worthy of study in its own right. The role
of various stimulus modalities, redirected aggression, and the role of the victim in
aggression are all touched upon by studying SA. Thus Anderson and Chamove (1980)
felt that SA caused less intragroup disruption than social aggression, due to
diminished interference by other animals. Along with well-documented cases of
environmental aggression (e.g. Ulrich et al, 1969), observations of SA also suggest
that submissive cues from a social victim are not necessary in the maintenance of
aggression. SA may also be of relevance to issues regarding self-awareness and
mental experience (Allyn et al, 1976; Anderson 6c Chamove, 1981).

Some of the type of animal research discussed in this article invites scrutiny
with respect to the physical and mental welfare of the animal subjects. There is the
question of whether it is morally defensible to deliberately induce SA in animals.
While SA is most often physically harmless, it occasionally causes damage,
especially in animals not normally prone to SA. As a rule conditions which increase
the chances of sudden outbursts of SA in normal animals, i.e. intense frustration,
fear or pain, should be anticipated and avoided to prevent both the potentially
damaging SA and its correlated emotional stress. The probability of SA in otherwise
socially normal animals can be lessened by the provision of compatible social
partners (as in Goosen 6c Ribbens, 1973, 1980). Of course, where possible, social
housing should be instigated as early and as permanently as possible to minimize the
chance of SA and other 'isolation syndrome' behaviours appearing at all.

Ethical considerations regarding the study of SA in habitually self-aggressive
animals are more complex. The available literature suggests that sometimes, but not
always, SA indicates that the animal is experiencing fear, frustration, or some
other, presumably aversive, emotional state. However, there is also convincing
evidence that animals sometimes appear to prefer SA to social aggression, and that
SA may have less serious consequences for the social group and the individual's well-
being than social aggression. In contrast to the case with feral-reared animals, our

experiences suggest that social housing, or various short-term experimental
manipulations, will have little effect on SA in long-term habitual self-aggressors
(but see Missakian (1972) concerning rhesus). The fact that a behaviour is abnormal
does not necessarily indicate that the animal is suffering (see Dawkins, 1980).

A reasonable approach to research might involve careful analysis of
environmental conditions and physiological states associated with SA, in settings
where self-aggressive animals already exist, for example in some laboratory
populations, or in some zoo displays (examples in Glickman 6c Sroges, 1966; Meyer-
Holzapfel, 1968). In addition to developing methods aimed at eliminating this
aesthetically undesirable behaviour, such research could clarify further whether
certain conditions which exacerbate abnormal behaviours are stressful, and for which
animals, allowing such conditions to be avoided in the long term (Dawkins, 1980). As
Erwin et al (1973) suggested, wherever possible we should utilize existing potential
research material, rather than rely on the production of grossly abnormal animals to
study specific problems.
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Social and Environmental Influences on

Self-aggression in Monkeys*

Arnold S. Chamove, James R. Anderson arid Victoria J. Nash
University of Stirling

ABSTRACT. Three studies of stumptailed macaques examined the occurrence of self-aggression (SA)
under different housing conditions. In group tests those environmental manipulations which increased
social aggression decreased SA, but similar environmental conditions were found to increase SA in
monkeys when tested in individual cages. SA increased in a group of monkeys in response to a tem¬
porarily impoverished environment. Like stereotyped movements reported for other species, SA may
increase sensory input in poor environments, but this is probably not true for group-living monkeys,
in which SA appears to be primarily a form of redirected social aggression.

INTRODUCTION

Self-aggression (SA) was first described in a monkey over 50 years ago (Tinklepaugh,
1928), but since then there has been little attempt to understand this abnormal behavior, de¬
spite it being recognized as a reliable consequence of certain laboratory primate rearing
regimes and testing procedures (Anderson & Chamove, 1981; Jones, 1982). During SA, a
monkey directs threats toward a part of its own body, hits itself and/or bites itself; it can be
a striking and persistent abnormality.

SA occurs in various species of monkey reared with restricted social contact, but it occa¬
sionally occurs in socially reared monkeys in response to some strongly arousing or stressful
stimulus, usually when an appropriate social target is unavailable. The following conditions
are reported to increase SA: frustration (Gluck & Sackett, 1974), sexual arousal (Maple,
Erwin & Mitchell, 1974), ovarian hormonal state (Bielert & Howard-Tripp, 1983), pain
(Levine et al., 1970) and threatening stimuli (Allyn, Deyme & Begue, 1976; Chamove &
Harlow, 1970; Cross & Harlow, 1965; Pond & Rush, 1983), but whether or not SA, social
aggression or some other reaction will occur depends upon interactions among experiential,
situational and other variables that are not well understood.

Most of the studies to date have concerned individually housed animals, usually rhesus
macaques. In the present paper we study the effects of environmental manipulations on the
occurrence of SA in stumptailed macaques, a species which seems highly prone to develop
this abnormal behaviour (Anderson & Chamove, in press). Furthermore, we compare the re¬
sults of individual with the results of group tests. The results extend our fundamental under¬
standing of the phenomenon.

This research partially supported by SRC grant B/RG-98910 to A.S.C. Both J.R.A. and V.J.N,
were partly supported by SRC studentships.
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STUDY 1: FEAR AND FRUSTRATION—GROUP TESTS

Increased arousal, through fear- or frustration-inducing situations, has been identified as

generally likely to increase SA (Chamove & Anderson, 1981). However, such situations
were found to have little effect on SA, or even to reduce it, when stumptailed macaques were
observed in group situations in which social aggression increased (Anderson & Chamove,
1980). In the present study, six experimental manipulations were used to influence level of
arousal, and the effects on SA were assessed.

Method

The subjects were 24 laboratory-born stumptailed macaques (Macaca arctoides) averaging
1.8 years of age at the time of testing. All had been separated from their mothers in the first
week of life and reared alone for the first three months in home cages measuring .65 x .60 x
.60 m (Chamove, 1981). This procedure is now known to lead to the appearance of SA begin¬
ning around three months of age. All subjects were subsequently given extensive daily peer
contact and were formed into permanent groups of four at about 12 months of age. Each of
the five groups of four were composed of one male and three females with a maximum age
range of 48 days. The groups were each housed in a run composed of four interconnecting
home cages. Two tests were designed to greatly increase arousal: (a) An unfamiliar adult male
was introduced into the cage run; (b) the four subjects were moved to a similar-sized cage

painted black, irregular in shape and in an unfamiliar room. Two stimuli were presented
which were designed to introduce primarily curiosity, only mild fear and moderately in¬
creased arousal; (c) a 3-month-old infant was introduced into the home cage run; (d) a novel
object, a ticking clock, was put into the home cage. One condition was designed to lead to
within-group competition (and some frustration); (e) one bottle containing milk, a highly
desirable incentive, was offered to the group of four in the home cage. Typically this accen¬
tuates the dominance hierarchy and leads to a five-fold increase in agonistic interactions
(Chamove & Bowman, 1978). Finally a condition was imposed in order to increase affiliative
behaviors; (f) the four subjects were separated from each other in their home cage by the
insertion of three opaque dividers. After 23 hr the dividers were removed and the subjects
tested during the reunion. Two normal tests, one before the series and one after, provided
baseline measures.

All tests began with the introduction of the stimulus with the exception of the reunion test
which began when the subjects were reunited. The tests lasted for 30 min, divided into 15-sec
intervals by an audible metronome. During the tests all subjects were observed simultane¬
ously, and behaviors scored on a presence/absence basis. Although four behaviors were
scored, only SA and social aggression are of interest here. A preliminary analysis of some of
the data using fewer monkeys and fewer tests were analyzed by Anderson and Chamove
(1980).

The analyses utilized Sign Tests and consisted of two-tailed comparisons between the aver¬
age of the two baseline group tests (which did not differ systematically) and each of the ex¬
perimental tests, with alpha set at .05.

Results

As can be seen in Figure 1, all of the tests except for two led to a significant reduction in SA
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Fig. 1. Rate of two directions of aggression over seven tests ranked in order of increasing social ag¬
gression : B = baseline, A = adult male, NE = novel environment, R = reunion, NO = novel object,
C = competition for milk, I = infant.

from baseline levels. The frustrating milk-competition test only slightly increased SA and the
reunion test did not alter the level of SA. Introducing a mildly arousing unfamiliar infant, a
frustrating and frightening unfamiliar adult male or a mildly arousing unfamiliar object into
the home cage, or moving the monkeys into an unfamiliar environment all lead to a signif¬
icant (p<0.05) reduction in the level of SA in the monkeys from baseline (M — 3.26, SA
episodes/animal/test).

STUDY 2: FEAR AND FRUSTRATION—INDIVIDUAL TESTS

A review of the literature on self-aggressive behavior in monkeys (Anderson & Chamove,
1981) revealed that most reports concerned singly-housed animals. Yet environmental manip¬
ulations of group-housed subjects (Study 1; Anderson & Chamove, 1980) found reduced
SA in situations similar to those reported by other investigators to increase SA. In order to
assess the effects of arousal, fear or frustration on SA when potential social targets were re¬
moved, SA shown by monkeys tested while temporarily separated from their group was ana¬

lyzed. As short periods of isolation are known to increase levels of stereotyped movements,
this behavior was also measured here.

Method

The subjects were 13 self-aggressive stumptails averaging 58 months of age, from a stable
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group of 13 living in an indoor/outdoor facility (see Nash & Chamove, 1981). They were
tested (a) after being separated from their group by inserting an opaque partition in the in¬
side home cage; (b) when a novel object, a rectangular box which displayed flashing red and
green lights was presented to the subject in this situation; (c) in a task specifically designed to
increase frustration: An orange segment was placed just out of reach of the subject. Test (b)
was repeated on a subsequent day. Each test lasted 10 min, and the duration of SA and stere¬
otypy bouts were scored along with other behaviors. These behaviors were compared with
behavior in the normal group setting taken over several weeks. Comparisons used a Sign Test
as distributions were skewed.

Results

Simply separating the individuals off" from the rest of the group into part of the home cage
led to a significant increase in SA (from .33 to 1.0% of the time tested) but not stereotypy
(from .62% to 2.7 %). In the first test with the novel object, all animals showed increased SA
(M = 4.9 %) compared to the amount of SA in the isolation only test (1.0 %, p<0.001). Stere¬
otypy too significantly increased to 12.6% of the total time tested.

In the re-test using the now less novel object, the amount of SA significantly decreased
from that in the first test (p<0.05) down to 1.5% of the time tested. In the frustration task,
SA declined from the level seen with the novel object, but only slightly, still significantly
above (3.6%) the isolation-only level. Stereotypy increased significantly from the isolation-
only level but did not differ from novel-object test levels (12.2%). There was no consistent
relationship between changes in stereotypy from the frustration test levels in this test; half of
the subjects who showed increases in stereotypy showed increases in SA also, whereas half
who showed increases in stereotypy showed decreases in SA and the same for decreases in
stereotypy. These results suggest that situations leading to frustration or mild fear lead to
increases in SA in the self-aggressive monkey when alone.

STUDY 3: ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT

There is evidence that by enriching the environment so that stimulus input is increased,
some abnormal behaviors in both human and nonhuman primates can be reduced. This is well
documented for motor stereotypies (Baumeister & Rollings, 1976; Berkson, 1967). The
present study involved enriching the laboratory environment of self-aggressive monkeys by
providing a woodchip litter floor-covering containing a food incentive. This condition has
been shown to reduce social aggression by a factor of from 5 to 10 in a variety of primate
species including the stumptail (Chamove et al., 1982).

Method

Ten stumptails had been housed in the indoor/outdoor areas as described above for a mini¬
mum of seven months. Their rearing conditions were similar to those of animals described in
Study 1. Four were males and their ages ranged from 2.6-8.1 years. Five conditions were
used, each lasting for two consecutive days. Existing litter was cleared, and 38 kg of clean
woodchips were spread on the 36 m2 floor of the outside area to a depth averaging about 4 cm
and left for two days. After this period, testing began.
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Those seven of the ten monkeys that spent a substantial proportion of the day outside were
selected as subjects for ease of observation and (a) the monkeys were observed for two days
with no grain in the chips; (b) the chips were then removed for two days, thus depriving the
subjects of the opportunity to forage; (c) the chips were then returned, but again without
grain for two days; (d) following this, 700 g (1000 cc) of mixed grain (Chamove & Ander¬
son, 1979) were added to the chips on each of two mornings; (e) finally on two more days
the same amount of grain was added to the chips but an ad lib. amount of grain was also of¬
fered to the monkeys in food hoppers, making foraging through the woodchips for grain
unnecessary. All instances of self- and social aggression that occurred during 110 1-min
daily scans were recorded. Data were analyzed using two analyses of variance (ANOVA),
with days and conditions as two repeated variables in both ANOVAs. One ANOVA used the
number of instances of SA as the variable of interest, the other used social aggression.

Throughout testing all ten animals were allowed free access to all parts of the enclosure
and were not restricted as to their movements or subdivided in any way.

Results

The results of the self-aggression ANOVA indicated that the most SA occurred in condi¬
tion b, the deprived condition, F(4, 24) = 3.25, p = .03; SA in the four conditions in which
woodchips were present did not differ from one another: mean of a = .54,b — 1.40, c= .76,
d = .72, e — .50 % of scans. The average frequency of SA in the four conditions with wood-
chips was less than half of that in the condition of deprivation. Social aggression also showed
significant changes, the means for the five conditions a-e being 18.9, 33.0,20.9,11.5 and 13.6.

It is clear that enriched environmental conditions reduced SA. Allowing monkeys to for¬
age through clean woodchips, even when there is no obvious incentive, substantially reduced
the level of this abnormal behavior.

DISCUSSION

The results suggest that SA is a form of redirected social aggression, more likely to be
shown by monkeys in the absence of social targets. That SA resembles stereotyped motor
patterns has not been well established by the present experiments.

Although fear and frustration have been identified as contexts likely to enhance SA, this
appears to apply primarily to individually housed monkeys (see also Anderson & Chamove,
1981). In Study 1 monkeys were observed in group situations, and social aggression was more

likely to be elicited than SA by any environmental change; SA in contrast was usually re¬
duced, confirming an earlier report (Anderson & Chamove, 1980). In further support of the
idea that social targets receive aggression which otherwise might be redirected onto the self
are the results of Study 2, in which the monkeys were tested individually. When presented
with an unfamiliar object or a frustrating situation during temporary separation from their
social partners, here monkeys showed increases in SA, as reported by other researchers.

Even in animals that have developed habits of SA, when aroused, frustrated or frightened
in a group, they increase their level of social aggression and decrease their level of SA, sug¬

gesting that in situations where social aggression is possible, the motivational changes affect
both behaviors in an opposite way, suggesting that there is some connection between the two
behaviors. However, when individuals are housed with no social outlet for their aggression,
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then arousal, frustration or fear leads to an increase in SA behavior. These findings are com¬

patible with the conclusion that SA is redirected social aggression.
It is noteworthy that one manipulation of a group's environment—removing woodchip

litter (Study 3)—did lead to increased SA. It is not clear whether this was due to frustration
arising from the deprivation of the opportunity to forage, or whether it was directly attribut¬
able to the contrasting and temporarily impoverished environment leading to or increasing
arousal. Environmental enrichment can reduce the amount of stereotyped movements shown
by humans and nonhumans (Berkson, 1967, 1983; Ridley & Baker, 1982). It thus appears
that stereotypy and SA are similarly affected by level of environmental stimulation in a gross
way.

The literature suggests that stereotypic movements in human increase in response to in¬
creases or decreases in arousal and increases in frustration and perhaps fear. The only confir¬
mation that we found that SA behaves like stereotypy was when monkeys were tested alone
and when in the environmental-impoverishment test. In all other situations SA did not
change as predicted if it were a stereotypy. Although stereotypy did increase in the frustra¬
tion and novel-object tests, inspection of the data did not show any relationship between SA
and stereotypy scores. This lack of a clear correspondence between SA and stereotypy calls
into question the usefulness of SA as a model of SIB in humans.
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Several tests failed In delect any relationship between the amount of self-aggression
(SA) and either s|Hiiitaneous or contrived dominance rank «>r self-aggressive stump-
tailed macaques living in groups. SA and stereotyped movements were affected differ¬
ently when the subjects were given drugs, suggesting a dissociation between these two
behaviors. SA did not correlate with measured adrenocortical arousal, indicating that
self-aggressive monkeys are not stressed as they are when receiving social aggression.
Theories of social aggression, such as social learning theory, deal |>oorly with self-
directed aggression.

Key words: aggression, self-aggression, dominance, monkeys, drugs, Cortisol

INTRODUCTION

Self-aggression (SA) is guile common in monkeys with a history of social depriva¬
tion, and elements of SA have also been reported in the field | Anderson and Chamovc.
1981, Galat-Luong and Galat, 1979; Grcwal, 1981 J. SA involves varying combina¬
tions and intensities of hits, grabs, slaps, and bites directed by an individual towards
it's own body, often including threatening facial expressions showing that the behavior
is indeed aggressive.

Unlike some other abnormal behaviors in primates, SA has received little empirical
study, yet as a striking pathology it raises questions about the development, clicilation,
maintenance, and functions of aggression (Anderson and Chamovc 1981; Can. 1977;
dc Catan/aro, 1978; Jones, 1982). In the present paper we rc|x>rl live studies aimed
at clarifying the relationships between SA, an individual's dominance rank in its
group. Cortisol responsiveness, and social aggression. Dominance rank can influence
how much social aggression a primate is able to perform |cg, Bernstein, 1981 J,
inasmuch as subordinate members of the group have fewer targets toward which they
Received January 19. 1983; accepted May 23. 1984
Address reprint requests In Dr. A S. Chamovc. Department of Psychology, University of Stirling,
Stirling FK94LA. Scotland, U.K.

© 1985 Alan R. Liss, Inc.
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can risk showing aggression. Dominance anil aggression have physiological correlates
|eg. Chamovc anil Bowman, 1978], anil drugs can aI'lcd both dominance rank and
aggressive behavior |Moyer, I976(. The studies here locus on social aggression as
well as abnormal, self-directed aggression and attempt to answer the question "Why
arc monkeys self-aggressive?" The stumptailed macaque was used as the frequency
of SA in this monkey is far higher than other monkeys, and SA does not result in
tissue damage as in other species (Anderson and Cliamovc, 1981; Chainove and
Harlow. 1970|.

STUDY 1

In an earlier report dealing with SA in a small numbei of group-living monkeys, a
moderate, though nonsignificant positive correlation of dominance rank with SA was
found |r = .40, Anderson and Chamovc, I9X0(. This was surprising, since the
conceptualization of SA as redirected social aggression (Allyn ct al, 1976; Hiwin el
al. I973J led to the expectation that SA would be more characteristic of snboidinate
individuals, that is, those with fewest social targets and therefore perhaps frustrated
in their outlets for normal social aggression (also Maple et al. I974|. To further
examine the relationship between dominance and SA. in the first three studies reported
here we analyzed SA observed during a number of tests, using more groups of
monkeys and also manipulating dominance to see what aspects of that situation might
influence SA.

Method

The subjects were 13 stumptailed macaques (Maeaca arctoides) that had been living
together in a stable group for a minimum of two years. Three were male, and (he
ages of the 13 ranged from 3.6 to 5.2 years, with weights from 9.3 to 23.2 kg. They
had been reared in a number of different ways, all characterized by some limited
degree of social restriction, but all showed SA. They averaged 4.8 years old at the
time of testing.

four tests were performed. Because of the nature of the last three of the tests, it
was felt that they could only be administered once without losing their novelty. One
test involved randomly scanning the group of animals and noting any instances of SA
(a total of I20 one-minute scans over about 30 days). A second test involved isolating
subjects from the rest of the group in a small section of the home cage for a period of
ten minutes, using an opaque partition. Another test, also of ten-minute duration,
involved presenting a novel object, namely, a small box with three Hashing lights,
when the subjects were in the isolation condition. The fourth test, also ten minutes
long, involved testing subjects in a persistence/frustration situation: Bach animal was
separated as above and a segment of orange was placed just out of its reach. In the
first test data were collected using a chcckshcct; in the rest a clock/counter device
was used. Behavioral measures recorded in tests 2-4 included SA, stereotyped
movements, anil locomotion, and these were correlated with dominance rank in the
stable group. Correlation of dominance ranks with continuously distributed behavioral
variables were estimated using Pearson's r as recommended by Sncdecor and Cochran
11967, p 1931. Dominance ranks were determined using repealed milk competition
tests where monkeys competed for a single dispenser of milk and ranks were con¬
firmed using direction of social aggression (details are given in Nash, I9821
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Results

In ;ill four tests the correlation between SA and dominance rank was negative, with
a mean of -.17, (range -.04 to -.30), but none was significant. These trends suggested
that dominant animals showed less SA than subordinates in these mildly stressful
situations. Correlations between dominance and stereotypy (Mean (M) = -.20, Range
(R) = +.05 to -.34) and dominance and locomotion (M) = -.05, R = +.12 to -.27)
were all nonsignificant.

STUDY 2

Study I failed to detect any clear relationships between dominance rank and the
behaviors measured. One approach to separating out aspects of an individual's
behavior which arc dependent on its rank and those which might reflect more basic
"personality" traits, is to artificially alter the individual's position in the dominance
hierarchy and monitor changes in its behavior |Nash and Chamove, 19811. SA was
recorded during such manipulations.

Method

Using the group of 13 slumptails from study 1, nine subgroups of five animals were
formed by removing all except live members ranked adjacent to each other in the
normal hierarchy, each subgroup lasting for a period of four weeks. This manipulation
resulted in the rank of individuals changing systematically. LLach animal was observed
in every dominance rank it occupied in the subgroups of five for a period of ten
minutes per day during free social behavior, during which all behavior (fear, explore,
aggression, etc), including self-aggression was recorded. These scores were corre¬
lated with manipulated dominance rank for each animal.
Results

The correlations of SA with rank averaged only -.05 and ranged from -.7 to t .7;
none was significant. Only four of the seven animals were consistently more sclf-
aggrcssivc when dominant than when in the four more subordinate positions (not
significant). Neither was the amount of SA significantly different when the subjects
were occupying rank I (SA occurred 1.8% of time) from when they occupied ranks
2 (2.2%), 3 (2.2%). 4 (1.3%), or 5 (1.9%).

These results, along with those of study I, suggest that there is no correlation of
SA with rank in the dominance hierarchy. Animals that arc moved into positions of
dominance do not show altered levels of SA. Instead, this behavior appears to be
more under the control of individual, "personality" factors {Nash and Chamovc,
1981 {.

STUDY 3

Another method of changing rank was employed to assess relationships among
changes in rank and various behaviors, including SA. This involved forming com¬
pletely new groups from unfamiliar animals.
Method

Five groups composed of one male and three female juvenile stumptailed monkeys
each (with a mean age of 1.5 years, range = 5 months) were used. The monkeys in
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each of llie five groups had been together since 3 months of age. Details of rearing
are presented elsewhere |Chamove. 19.30, p 475|, but all had experienced a limited
degree of social restriction, and 16 reliably showed SA. From these five groups, three
alpha or dominant monkeys were selected at random and removed, housed together
in one cage, and left for eight days to form their own group. The same was done for
three monkeys ranked two, for three ranked three, and for three omega or subordi¬
nate, producing four groups of three. The same procedure was used for the remaining
two groups, except that one subject already tested above was reused. This subject
was the individual whose rank had been unchanged, that is, the animal that occupied
(he same dominance rank in both its original group and in the test group situation. Its
data on rctcsl were not used in the analysis, and the monkey was only used to make
up the group numbers during the experimental manipulation, that is. an unknown
monkey of a specified dominance rank. Thus four more groups of three were
produced—a total of eight groups composed of three monkeys.

The subjects were observed on days I, 2, 4. and 8 of the group formation at the
same time each day. During the hour-long observations frequencies of behavior
categories were recorded on a checkshect. scoring true frequencies. Cortisol was also
measured, by collecting 5 ml of blood immediately alter the 60-minute lest sessions
using a prtrccdure previously described (Chamove and Bowman, I97R|.

Correlations were computed between the following measures: SA. social aggres¬
sion, social affiliation, withdrawal, and blood Cortisol values, and the amount of
aggression each subject had received during rearing. This last measure wus a best
estimate based on daily observation samples which had been made from social
interaction sessions between three and six months of age and was simply the mean of
that sample. Three-fourths were samples of |>eer group interactions in pairs and onc-
lourth in qundrads. A hypothesis has been proposed and indirectly supported suggest¬
ing that aggressiveness is positively related to the amount of aggression received
during early rearing |Chamovc, 1980).

Results

The most consistent correlations were those between aggression received during
infancy and (he other five measures. These correlations are presented in Figure I, the
critical value for significance was +.40.

An initial suggestive correlation between aggressiveness and aggression received in
infancy was evident, but the correlation dropped to near zero by day 8 as the newly
formed group began to stabilize. Initially SA was positively related to receipt of
aggression but gradually became more strongly negative with time. There were no
other consistent correlations of SA with other measures. During the eight days of
group reformation, animals in different dominance positions exhibited different be¬
haviors and showed different levels of stress |as reported in Chamove and Bowman,
I978|. It might be expected that these would lead to different expressions of SA; they
did not. In the situation of group reformation, the establishment of dominance and
alliances arc arguably of highest priority to the monkey. SA appeared to drop to a
low level and to run independently of other environmental variables. Only when the
group stabilized did SA increase in its association with other behaviors.

A highly consistent correlation was seen between change of rank (simply the
difference score) and withdrawal behavior, averaging + .38 over the eight days, that
is, the further an animal dropped in rank, the more withdrawal it showed. NA in (he
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reformed group did nol correlate with dominance rank in the original group or in the
reformed group.

STUDY 4

The social learning theory of aggression suggests that the level of arousal of an
individual is an important factor influencing the level of aggression |Bandura, I976|.
This theory does not deal with SA, nor is it evident that it is meant to relate 1*) self-
directed aggression. One recent study has shown that injection of the stimulant
amphetamine increases levels of SA in two macaques already showing self-aggressive
behavior jPclfcr-Smith ct al. 1983). The Lyon-Robbins hypothesis would suggest that
amphetamine would increase SA if SA is a stereotypy |Robbins, I982|. Antianxiety
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agents have led to decreases in certain stereotypies in individually housed monkeys
IBerkson, 1983|.

To further clarify the relations between arousal and various behaviors including
SA. this study asked the question: "When behavior is altered by physiological
methods (drugs), do changes in SA correlate systematically with changes in certain
other behaviors?" We were particularly interested in the association of SA with social
aggression.

Method

A group of six 4-year-old self-aggressive stumptails was housed in two cages 0.7
x 0.9 x 1.2 m connected by a tunnel. One animal was male, the age range was I
month; rearing was as described above, and all animals showed SA. Three drugs
were used—epinephrine, chlorproma/.ine, and Valium— and their effect on SA. social
aggression, stereotypy, fear, and affilialivc behaviors monitored.

A single-blind technique was used so that the tester did not know which drug hail
been administered. A double-blind design was not possible. For all experimental and
control conditions each animal was first separated by inserting dividers into the
housing cage. All were then either (I) restrained and injected with either 0.039 nig/
kg of saline or epinephrine, im, (2) given 0.2 ml/kg of chlorpromazinc in 1(H) ml of
milk or milk alone, or (3) given a slice of apple on which there might be 20 nig of
valium. Only one animal was actually given the drug and tested for 20 minutes
beginning 13 minutes after the administration "of the drug and after it was returned to
the group. Although all monkeys received the vehicle, only the subject given the drug
was observed.

In addition, two control conditions were run for each subject in each condition, one
before and one after the drug testing. The procedure described above was followed
with all animals, all individuals receiving the vehicle.

Analysis involved computing the difference between the mean of the two control
days and each of the drug days using the percentage of the total time that each
behavior was observed as the measure of the behavior. A Pearson correlation was

computed between increases in SA compared with control days and each of the other
four behaviors for each of the three drug conditions. A partial correlation was then
computed partialling out the effect of dominance rank. This second correlation could
not be infcrcntially assessed as the degrees of freedom were too small. A sequential
analysis was performed using only control data, comparing four behaviors with
changes in SA.

Results

The only significant overall effect of the drugs on aggression was that valium
decreased the amount of social aggression, as would be expected from the arousal
predictions of social learning theory, but SA was not affected. Analysis of correlations
showed that the changes in SA of individual animals caused by the two tranquilizers
were highly correlated with changes in social aggression (chlorpromazine: r — -T .99,
P = .001: valium: r = -I .94, P — .(X)2). with no appreciable effect due to
dominance. The correlation between changes in SA and social aggression using the
stimulant epinephrine was also high (r = +.83, P = .02) but this fell to t .29 when
the variance-due to dominance rank was parlialicd out. lipinephrine reduced stereo¬
typy. Under the epinephrine condition the correlation of rank with increase in SA was
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-.90, and -.84 for rank with change in social aggression, that is, higher-ranking
monkeys showed smaller increases from control levels or SA and social aggression
than subordinates.

Two other correlations were suggestive. With epinephrine the correlation between
changes in SA and stereotypy was -.67 (P = .07). and after partialling out rank, it
increased to -.82. Similarly, with chlorpromazinc the correlation between changes in
SA and withdrawal behavior rose from -.65 (P = .08) to -.85 after removing the
influence of rank.

The sequential analysis showed that the probability of changes in SA being preceded
by social aggression, withdrawal, affiliation, or exploratory behavior was computed
as .06, .07. .31, anil .58. respectively. This compared with unconditional probabilities
of .03. .09, .30. and .58. Comparing (he two probabilities with a sign test, the only
behavior to show consistencies over all animals was withdrawal. The probability of
SA being preceded by withdrawal, although low, was significantly greater than the
probability of withdrawal behavior itself (P = .03). This suggests that withdrawal
tends to be followed by SA in these animals.

STUDY 5

Preliminary analysis failed to find a correlation between the amount of SA shown
by a monkey and Cortisol secretion (one measure of stress) | Anderson and Chamovc,
19811, although there arc substantial correlations between social aggression, espe¬
cially its receipt, and stress |Chamove and Bowman. 1978; Golub el al. I979|. This
study further analyzed relationships between rank, social aggression, SA, and Corti¬
sol, to clarify whether or not highly self-aggressive animals could be described as
being in a state of stress.

Method

Twelve of the most self-aggressive monkeys were chosen from those used in stticly
3. Intercorrclations were computed for each of the 12 individual monkeys between
the behaviors threat, contact aggression, SA, and Cortisol level over the eight days of
group reformation described above (study 3). The critical value of r for statistical
significance was .70 at an alpha of .05, two-tailed.

Results

SA was inversely correlated with threat for ten of the 12 animals (M = -.34 ns)
and with contact social aggression for nine of the 12 animals (M = -.35 ns).
Contrastingly, in the ease of the first two exceptions, both animals showed very high
positive correlations (r = +.88 and +.95), and the second three exceptions showed
quite high positive correlations (r = +.94, +.63, +.65). For ten out of the 12
monkeys SA was inversely related to Cortisol secretion (M = -.48). Summed over
these tests, current dominance rank for these self-aggressive monkeys was not corre¬
lated with SA (M = -.09) but tended to be correlated with threat behavior (M =

+ .44, P = .07) and more tenuously with contact aggression (M = + .37, P = .12).
We looked to see if the amount of SA or the dominance rank of the subjects would

help to explain the exceptions noted above; they did not. One of the four highest self-
aggrcsSors was the exception noted above concerning threat and contact aggression
and was ranked 3; one of the three rare self-aggressors was the other exception in the
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threat category and was ranked I in the group reformation. Liven the correlation of
threat with contact aggression and Cortisol was not consistent, being negative lor live
of the 12 subjects and four of the 12, respectively. This suggests that the inleicorre-
lation of behaviors within subjects, at least in this difficult situation, are not consistent
over subjects.

DISCUSSION

The results of the present series of studies contradict a previous finding of a
correlation between SA and high rank in a stable group of monkeys. Dominant
monkeys were no more self-aggressive than subordinates either in a group or in
individual tests (study 1); if anything the opposite trend was suggested. Manipulating
monkeys into positions of relative dominance either by removing'more dominant
members of the group (study 2) or by forming new groups (study 3) did not lead to
increased levels of SA.

"In social learning theory, rather than frustration generating an aggressive drive,
aversivc treatment produces a general slate of emotional arousal that can facilitate a

variety of behaviors, depending on the types of responses the person has learned for
coping with stress and their relative effectiveness (p 53). . . . the general arousal
model predicts that under conditions in which individuals arc prone to behave
aggressively, any source of emotional arousal may enhance aggressive behavior
(Bandura, 1973, p56|."

The present results along with others |cg. Anderson and Chamove, 19X0. 19X4:
Chamovc and Anderson, 19X1, 1984; Cross and Harlow. I965| indicate that (I) SA
does not originate from punitive treatment, but rather arises from a lack of physical
social contact: and (2) that increased arousal docs not increase SA except when the
individual is alone, whereas arousal does lead to increases in socially directed
aggression, Lit.sewhere, we |Anderson and Chamovc, 19X41 have shown that SA can
develop as a result of as little as two months of early individual housing, and appears
to be more common the less social contact infants have. Infants fostered onto receptive
adult females following two months of individual rearing did not develop SA.
Monkeys with early physical but not visual social experience were less socially
aggressive, more self-aggressive, and generally more self-oriented than control
subjects.

There appear to be species differences in the extent to which primates are suscepti¬
ble to various behavioral pathologies |Chamovc and Anderson, 19X1; Roy. 19X0;
Sacked el al. 19X11. Slumplailcd macaques have been characterized as prone to
developing SA. but not strongly susceptible to developing stereotyped movements
| Anderson and Chamove. 19X11. When drugs were given to self-aggressive stumptnils
(study 4). SA and stereotypy were altered in opposite directions, suggesting some
degree of dissociation between the two behaviors in this species; Cataldo and Harris
11982| suggest a close association for the two in humans. In contrast, correlations
between SA and social aggression were positive, suggesting a common underlying
motivational state for these two responses. There is no simple relationship between
Cortisol and either self- or other-directed aggression (study 5) in group-living subjects.
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rendering a unitary "stress" account of SA untenable. Such a relationship might be
more apparent in individually housed subjects, where behavioral alternatives arc more
restricted.
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RESUME

Vecu social precoce et developpement de l'auto-agression chez le singe.

Quatre etudes experimentales ont ete effectuees dans le but d'analyser le
developpement de l'auto-agression chez de jeunes Macaca arctoides eleves en labo¬
ratoire. Des observations journalieres ont montre que la frequence des auto-
agressions augmente au cours des premiers mois de la vie chez des sujets eleves
en isolement. Les correlations entre l'auto-agression et d'autres comportements
anormaux ou autodiriges sont positives dans les premiers stades, mais elles
deviennent plus faibles avec 1'age.

II a ete etabli qu'il suffit d'un isolement de deux mois pour que l'auto-
agression se developpe ; elle apparait d'ailleurs comme plus commune chez les
individus ayant le moins de contacts sociaux. Deux sujets ont ete adoptes par
deux femelles adultes apres avoir subi deux mois d'isolement: ils n'ont pas
presente d'auto-agression.

D'autre part, des individus ayant eu une experience sociale precoce, physique
mais non visuelle, se sont montres moins agressifs socialement mais aussi plus
auto-agressifs que des sujets temoins, en general ils ont presente plus de compor¬
tements autodiriges.

Enfin, 1'auto-agression est frequemment orientee vers un cote du corps, ce
qui revele un certain degre de stereotypic chez ce comportement. Dans 1'ensemble,
les resultats presents confirment et generalisent les conclusions auxquelles etaient
arrives les auteurs en ce qui concerne le developpement de 1'auto-agression.

Mots cles : Auto-agression. Agression. Conditions d'elevage. Developpement. Macaca
arctoides.
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SUMMARY

Four studies examined the development of self-aggression (SA) in young
laboratory-reared stumptailed macaques. Although SA is infrequent in individually
housed young infants, it increases during the early months of life. Correlations
between SA and other abnormal or self-directed behaviors started out positive,
but grew weaker with increasing age. SA can develop as a result of as little as
2 months of early individual housing, and appears to be more common the less
social contact infants have. Two infants fostered onto receptive adult females
following two months of individual rearing did not develop SA. Monkeys with
early physical but not visual social experience were less socially aggressive, more
self-aggressive, and generally more self-oriented than control subjects. SA tended
to be habitually directed toward one side of the body, revealing a stereotyped
aspect of this deviant behavior. In general, the results support and extend an
account of the development of self-aggression previously proposed by the authors.

INTRODUCTION

The general consequences of rearing higher primates in conditions
of social deprivation are now well known. Social inadequacy, withdrawal,
abnormal aggressive behavior, and locomotor stereotypies are some of
the most pervasive elements of the " isolation syndrome " (reviews : Mit¬
chell, 1970 ; Sackett and Ruppenthal, 1973). Attempts have been made
to better understand some specific behavioral abnormalities resulting
from rearing in improverished environments. For example, the develop¬
ment of stereotyped movements has been studied (Berkson, 1968),
incorporated into wider models (e.g., Baumeister and Forehand, 1973 ;
Berkson, 1967), and prevented by appropriate intervention (Mason and
Berkson, 1975), which in turn has led to new attempts to treat stereo¬
typies in humans (MacLean and Baumeister, 1982) and to more refined
theories (Ridley and Baker, 1982).

One marked, persistent, and sometimes injurious abnormality in
certain captive-reared macaque monkeys is self-aggression (SA), in which
an animal threatens a part of its own body and often combines this
with self-hitting and biting (Allyn et al, 1976 ; Anderson and Chamove,
1980). Although mentioned in many reports, SA has received little direct
attention in empirical studies. Some investigators have drawn parallels
between SA in monkeys and self-injurious behavior in some human
populations, but careful consideration of the two phenomena led Cha¬
move and Anderson (1981) to question the validity of this model.
However, SA is not well understood, and it raises questions concerning
motivational and stimulus factors in the development and expression
of aggressive behavior (Anderson and Chamove, 1981).

In the present paper four studies are reported in an attempt to
clarify conditions which increase the likelihood of SA developing, and
to examine relationships between SA and other behaviors in immature
macaque monkeys.
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STUDY 1

This study investigated whether infant macaques reared without physical
social contact differed from control subjects in the tendency to engage in SA
while still at an early age. Harlow and Harlow (1971) stated that SA was almost
never seen in rhesus monkeys below one year of age, but Baysinger et al. (1972)
reported more self-biting in infant isolates than in controls (not quantified).
Three additional hypotheses suggested by Anderson and Chamove (1981) were
examined: 1) that early in life, various self-directed behaviors are interrelated;
2) that SA correlates with other abnormal behaviors early in life ; 3) that later
self-aggressive habits correlate with earlier self-directed behaviors. Finally, corre¬
lations between SA and self-directed playfighting were assessed to test the specific
prediction that these behaviors would co-occur in an infant's repertoire (Anderson
and Chamove, 1980).

Method

The subjects were 10 infant stumptailed macaques (Macaco, arctoides) reared
in individual cages from the first week of life until the age of 2 mo. Following
initial separation from the mother they were taught to feed themselves within
about 24 hr. (see Chamove and Anderson, 1982), and placed in their home cages
which measured .65 x .60 x .60 m. Each subject had a diaper in the cage, and
could smell and hear but could not see or contact any other monkeys (see Chamove,
1981, for details of rearing procedures). At 2 mo. of age they were assigned to
two groups. The contact group (3 males and 1 female) lived in pairs continuously
for 4 days every week. The no-contact group (4 males and 2 females) lived in
individual cages with no physical access to other monkeys. Four of the six had
full-length mirrors in their cages for 4 days every week, and 2 could see one
another for 3 days per week (as in Anderson, 1983). All subjects were individually
housed at weekends.

Behavior was sampled for 5 min. every day until the subjects reached 7 mo.
of age ; 23 categories were scored, using a one-zero system with 15-sec. intervals.
The categories reflected general behavioral development, including environment-
and self-directed activities (definitions in Anderson, 1981). Analysis of variance
compared the two groups over the five months on self-directed and externally
directed aggressive behaviors, and Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated
between all behaviors over all months, combining all 10 subjects from both groups.

Results

The analysis of variance yielded a highly significant months effect,
F (4, 36) = 9.28, p < .001, especially the linear component of the months effect,
F (1, 8) = 17.8, p = .003. Both SA and externally directed aggression occurred
at very low levels ; SA occurred in .04 9'< and .01 % of intervals in mo. 3 and
peaked at .2 % and .08 % for the no-contact and the contact groups, respectively.
Although the no-contact group showed over 3 times more SA than the contact
2roup over most of the five months, this was not a significant difference,
F (1, 8) = 3.32, p = .10.

Several of the abnormal behaviors measured showed moderately positive
and significant intercorrelations when the subjects were 3 mo. old (averaging
+ .71 when excluding SA and self-oral). The correlations between self-oral and
the seven other behaviors, however, averaged — .49 and were consistently negative
in sign. Self-orality (usually digit-sucking) reflects mild disturbance and is believed
to have a slight calming effect. Three self-directed behaviors predicted to accom¬
pany self-directed aggression in the repertoire, namely self-clasp, self-look, and
self-manipulate, showed consistent positive correlations with SA (see table I) and
with one another, the mean (M) = + .66.
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Table I : Pearson correlation coefficients (X 100) between SA exhibited during mo. 3 and
8 behaviors over 5 months.

Tableau I : Coefficient de correlation de Pearson (X 100) entre I'auto-agression presentee
pendant le 3" mois et 8 comportements apparus pendant 5 mois.

Month Self- Self- Auto- Self- Self- Bizar. Stereo SA
oral clasp erotic look mamp. post.

Three — 60 74 73 71 72 93 91 —

Four — 63 23 52 70 89 87 91 67
Five — 60 — 22 36 24 68 85 94 90
Six — 17 — 38 — 47 58 76 56 53 83
Seven — 18 — 32 54 65 79 69 83 87

The correlations of behaviors over each of the five months with SA which
occurred in mo. 3 are also shown in table I. Of the positive correlations iden¬
tified when the subjects were 3 mo. of age, those between SA and bizarre
posturing, stereotypy, and self-manipulatory behaviors persisted throughout most
of the five months, although only the correlation with stereotypy persisted into
mo. 7, r = + .62. The correlations of SA at age 7 mo. with other abnormal
behaviors at 3 mo. were low and sometimes negative. Only the correlations
with self-clasp were always positive, Mean (M) = + .80. The only significant
correlation of SA at 7 mo. of ase with a behavior at 4 mo. was with stereotypy,
r = + .81.

Correlations between self-aggression and self-directed play in months 6 and 7
were inconsistent, + .13 and — .47, respectively. Neither correlation was
significant.

The above results indicate that infant stumptailed macaques develop a
number of abnormal behaviors, including SA, early in life in response to rearing
conditions which restrict physical contact. Although it occurs at a low level,
SA increases with age. Those subjects showing higher levels of one abnormal
behavior tend to show higher levels of other such behaviors, especially self-directed
ones. By 4 mo. of age and progressively thereafter, the correlation between these
behaviors and SA drops. It appears that individual animals specialize in certain
abnormal behaviors and other individuals in others, and the amount of SA shown
at the age of 7 mo. cannot be well predicted from any single earlier behavior
pattern.

STUDY 2

One cause of SA in macaques is a lack of sufficient physical contact with
conspecifics early in life, but what constitutes " sufficient" is not known. For
example, SA reliably develops in stumptailed macaques reared individually but
given 1-2 hr. of social interaction per day beginning at 2 or 3 mo. of age (Anderson
and Chamove, 1980). This finding, and the results of Study 1 suggest that the
first 2-3 months of life may be important in the tendency toward SA. In Study 2,
several groups of monkeys varying in amount and type of early contact were
monitored for the development self-aggression.

Method

Twelve infants were removed from their mothers within the first week
after birth and housed in individual cages as in Study 1. Three infants lived
together continuously after 66 days of age ; at 60 days of age two were returned
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to newly lactating mothers whose own infants had been removed. Beginning at
two weeks of age, two lived together all day (9:00 - 17:00 hours) but were
separated at night; two lived together at night but were separated during the
day, beginning at two weeks of age. Similarly, two were formed into a pair
in which they lived continuously. A final infant was added to a pair at two
months, then housed continuously with an adult male two months later.

At 6 mo. of age all animals were formed into larger groups of peers in
an indoor/outdoor area (described in Chamove, 1981). At 2 years of age they
were observed for 147 hours during which SA was monitored but rarely seen.
By 2.5 years most subjects in the group were showing more SA, so they were
then observed for another 18 hours, and all observed instances of SA recorded.

Results

Because of the small group sizes there was no statistical analysis (see
Still, 1982), but SA was never seen in the two monkeys fostered back onto
mothers after 2 mo. of social restriction, and SA was rarely seen in the pair
which had lived together continuously from two weeks of age, .08 episodes/hr. of
observation. The three monkeys continuously housed together from 2 mo. of
age and the pair together only during the day showed a higher level of SA
(1 episode/hr.), but the pair together only at night showed over three times as
much SA (3.2/hr.), with no overlap of the subjects in the last comparison. The
single female housed with an adult male had to be sacrificed before 2.5 years
of age, but seemed to be developing a level of SA comparable to the three housed
together from 2 mo. of age.

Thus it appears that the absence of physical contact even in just the first
two months of life increases the likelihood of SA developing. Subsequent conti¬
nuous housing with infants is less successful than subsequent housing with
mothers in preventing the onset of SA. Housing with infants followed by housing
with an adult male is also likely to lead to SA. Finally, 12 hours of daily contact
with an infant soon after birth also results in SA, and if the 12 hours occurs
at night SA is even more marked. The most interesting of these results is that
rehabilitation with mothers was more effective in inhibiting SA than was rehabili¬
tation with infants. It seems likely that differences in clinging to the various
partners is important in their effectiveness in reducing the development of SA.

STUDY 3

A review of the literature on social behavior in blind humans (Chamove,
1982) suggests that one unrecognized result of blindness may be a reduction in
aggression. Indeed pilot work confirms that socially directed aggression is drama¬
tically reduced in monkeys that have not been allowed visual interaction (Berkson
and Becker, 1974 ; Chamove, 1978). If such a manipulation can reduce social
aggression, how is the development of SA affected ? This would clarify the
relationship between SA and social aggression.

Method

Eight stumptailed macaques were separated from their mothers at five days
of age and formed into two groups, each composed of 1 male and 3 females.
After individual housing (as in Study 1) until 3 mo. of age, each animal spent a
minimum of 2 hr. each day, 6 days per week with either one or three other
monkeys. All interaction was with monkeys from the subjects' own group. Two
conditions of social experience were used : 1) experience and testing in darkness
and 2) experience and testing in normal lighting conditions. The " light" or
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control group was given social experience and tested under both of these condi¬
tions on alternate days ; the experimental or " dark" group was given all of its
social experience and tested only in darkness. Consequently subjects in the dark
group, although housed under normal lighting, could physically interact with each
other but could not see each other. At 9 mo. of age all subjects were moved
into larger individual cages, .72 x .86 x 1.2 m.

At the age of 21 mo., the following tests were undertaken. The four animals
from each group were placed together in a familiar cage (2.85 X 2.10 x 1.45 m)
and they stayed there for 30 hr. in darkness, during which they were observed
for 7 25-min. periods, using a Jackson model CIT-10 television camera with a
silicon Vidicon tube (type 20 PE-13-A) for infra-red sensitivity. Infra-red lights
behind infra-red Wrattan filters (Kodak No. 87) improved viewing on a video
monitor with video recorder. Several behaviors were recorded as detailed in
Chamove (1982, 1984), but only the following are of interest here: withdrawal,
play, aggressive, and affiliative behaviors. The direction of the behaviors was
also recorded as self, peer, or environment. Behaviors occurring between approxi¬
mately 5 sec. intervals were noted on a 0-1 basis. Replaying the sessions on
videotape enabled each animal to be the focal animal. Each subject was observed
for 100 intervals per test period. A similar test was repeated one week later,
but this time normal lighting was used.

Previous observations had shown the dark subjects to be more self-aggressive
than the light subjects when the animals were observed alone in their home cages
in the light (Anderson and Chamove, 1981). Also, group assessment had shown
the dark subjects, when together in the dark, to be less socially aggressive than
the light subjects in the dark which, in turn, were less socially aggressive than
the light subjects when tested in the light. It was conceivable that total aggressi¬
veness was equal in these groups and that only the target of aggression differed.
Therefore the 30-hr. tests were used to compute SA, contact social aggression,
and noncontact social aggression scores (nonsocial aggression was very rare and
was not included), and the data analyzed using analysis of covariance with
dominance as the covariate and the seven observation periods as correlated
variables. Alpha was set at .05.

Results

Almost all of the interactions with group were significant, along with a strong
overall lighting effect (p = .004). Group interacted with time, F (6, 36) = 2.90,
p = .02, particularly strong at the quadratic and linear levels ; with time X
lighting, F (6, 36) = 2.87, p — .02 ; with direction, F (2, 12) = 6.88, p = .01 ; and
with light X direction, F (2, 12) = 12.32, p = .001. There was no significant main
effect of group, F (1, 5) = .14, p = .72, nor a group X lighting effect, F (1, 6) = 1.15,
p = .32, suggesting that the two groups did not differ in total aggressiveness.
Omitting SA, however, the light group was significantly more aggressive than
the dark group. Figure 1 illustrates the results. Comparing levels of self-aggres¬
sion between the two lighting conditions, the dark group showed about twice
as much SA as the light group subjects, and this was seen most clearly in the
test using normal levels of lighting. The dark group showed more SA in the
light test than in darkness whereas there was a slight tendency for the light
group to show, if anything, the reverse.

The figure also illustrates the inhibiting effect of darkness on both groups.
It is reasonable to speculate that the long-term inhibition of social aggression by
having social experience in darkness as found in the dark group, leads to an
increase in SA when in the light.

SA as a percentage of the four major social behaviors is illustrated for
the mixed test in figure 2. The figure shows the tendency towards higher levels
of SA and in fact all self-directed behaviors in the dark group.
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CONDITION

Avarage

1

Fig. 1 : Aggressive behavior directed
toward 3 categories of target by dark (D)
and light (L) groups in 2 conditions of
lighting over 2 30-hr. tests. The average
of the 2 conditions is presented on the
right of the figure.

Fig. 1 : Agression orientee vers trois cibles
possibles dans des groupes socialises soit
a Vobscurite (D), soit en lumiere normale
(L) : les tests utilises duraient 30 h, et ils
etaient realises eux-memes soit en condi¬
tion D, soit en condition L. Les moyennes,
pour les deux types de condition, sont
presentees sur la droite de la figure.

L mix

aggressive

affiliative

af f iliatioi
withdrawal

play

withdrawal

Fig. 2 : Pie chart showing the relative percentage of 4 social behaviors divided into self-
environmentally- and socially-directed (moving clockwise) components. Social direction
is indicated by stippling.

Fig. 2 : Diagrammes montrant les pourcentages relatifs de quatre comportements. Ceux-ci
comprennent chacun trois composantes selon qu'ils sont autodiriges, diriges vers I'envi-
ronnement ou diriges vers des congeneres; les pointilles indiquent cette derniere compo-
sante. Sur la figure, les composantes sont reparties dans le sens des aiguilles d'une
montre.
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STUDY 4

One question regarding SA is the extent to which it can be considered as
a stereotyped act (Chamove and Anderson, 1981). If SA is like a stereotypy,
then this would have implications for its understanding and treatment. One
might also expect it to be rigid in form, like other stereotyped behaviors
(Baumeister and Forehand, 1973; Johnson et al., 1982). Preferred styles of SA
have been noted in individual monkeys (Anderson and Chamove, 1980), but not
studied. In the present study monkeys were observed to see whether there was
any left or right bias in the hand or arm which was the target in bouts of SA,
and if so, whether it correlated with laterality in other situations. It should be
noted that most studies of laterality in humans deal with a number of instru¬
mental responses involving tool-use or manipulation of external objects, like
throwing a ball. Laterality studies with animals usually only record from one
or two tasks and these deal either with the direct acquisition of food or indirect,
such as digging. These two approaches using different methodologies sometimes
come to different conclusions.

Method

A total of 18 self-aggressive juvenile monkeys living in a group was observed.
The subjects were observed for a total of 7 hr. in their indoor/outdoor enclosure.
The following activities were monitored for lateral preferences : grooming — the
hand or hands used in the picking action of grooming ; reaching through mesh
— for raisins or peanuts scattered below 3.0 cm mesh ; spreading — the spreading
of woodchip litter to expose small pieces of grain ; picking — the picking up of
single items of grain for eating out of clean litter; peeping — the eye used to
look through a small hole into a corridor of the primate unit where humans
were doing some unusual things ; huddling — the side contacting another animal
when huddling ; SA — slapping, hitting, or biting at an arm, hand, leg, or foot.

The data were analyzed by intercorrelating the percentages of scores that
involved the left side. These percentages were used as the raw data for each
subject.

Results

SA and peeping were the only highly lateralized behaviors. Surprisingly,
most monkeys strongly preferred to bite their right hand. 8.8 % left. They were
generally ambidextrous for most other tests, being most extreme for reaching
through mesh, M = 38.3 %, and for picking, M = 22.0 % left. There were no
clear correlations of preferred side with the hand preferred in SA. Although
there were some negative correlations of degree of left bias in SA with that in
other behaviors (e.g., reaching through mesh = — .23, spreading = — .15), none
was significant and they were inconsistent with other tests (e.g., picking, r = + .27,
huddling, r = + .31). The critical value for these correlations was .44.

Although animals may have lateral preferences for some behaviors, these
are distributed equally over right and left sides (Fuller and Thompson, 1978).
As might be expected, the side preference found for SA does not correlate with
other laterality biases.

Actions which increase self-stimulation are often highly stereotyped (Bau¬
meister and Forehand, 1973). Personal observation suggests that monkeys habi¬
tually use the same hand for sucking and other stereotypies. In this respect the
strong lateralization found for SA suggests that it resembles self-stimulatory acts.
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DISCUSSION

Studies 1 and 2 indicated that SA develops in stumptailed macaques
if physical contact is restricted during the first two months of life
(supporting hypotheses of Anderson and Chamove, 1981), and that it
increases during the early months (see also Riesen et al., 1977). Adequate
contact soon after the first two months can eliminate SA ; contact with
peers is effective to a certain extent, depending on the timing and the
constancy of that contact. Fostering onto a receptive adult female
was best of all in inhibiting the development of SA.

The predicted correlation between SA and self-playfighting were
not found. Either there is no clear relationhip between these behaviors
in the repertoire of infant monkeys, or the low SA scores resulting from
the one-zero sampling obscured any existing association. The sampling
schedule used in Study 1 might also have decreased the chance of dif¬
ferences in SA between the two groups reaching statistical significance.
However, during the early months of life, SA appears highly correlated
with other self-directed and abnormal behaviors. The intercorrelations
among the behaviors break down over the next few months as individual
animals begin to specialize in their own preferred abnormal behaviors,
but a significant degree of self-orientation may persist, as in the self-
aggressive " dark " animals in Study 3.

Self-aggressive monkeys also specialized in being aggressive toward
one particular side of the body (Study 4), suggesting that SA is not like
an instrumental response, but rather is like a stereotypy functioning to
provide the individual with increased sensory input. There were no
significant correlations between laterality in SA and in a variety of other
activities. It would be interesting to know whether such correlations
exist in relation to stereotypies in human infants.

It was found that monkeys given physical access to peers without
visual contact were more self-aggressive than controls. This result
confirms a preliminary report (Anderson and Chamove, 1981), and extends
the finding to a group situation. It also supports the hypothesis that SA
occurs because the monkey's own body closely resembles the class of
target toward which aggression would naturally be directed. Goosen(1981)
also considers SA, along with other abnormal behaviors of monkeys to
be corrupted versions of normal social responses. Consistent social
contacts, especially in the early months of life, result in aggressive
responses being channelled onto social targets. Inconsistent or minimal
social contact results in aggressive tendencies being directed toward the
self, with SA then becoming a habitual on preferred form of agression
perhaps as in a self-reinforcing model proposed by Anderson and Cha¬
move (1981).
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VIBRATORY OR VISUAL STIMULATION

REDUCES SELF-INJURY

CAROLINE R. TAYLOR & ARNOLD S. CHAMOVE

University ofStirling

Although self-injurious behaviour (SIB) may be maintained by its sensory consequences
independently of any social reinforcement, there have been no studies carried out which have
compared the effects of alternate sources of sensory stimulation on SIB Vibratory stimulation! a
massager) and visual stimulation (flashing red light) were presented separately to a female u ith
profound mental retardation by means of a combined reversal and alternating-treatments design.
Both vibratory and visual stimulation equally and significantly decreased the subject's SIB from
approximately 35% to 8% and 2% respectively of the time observed in both the treatment room
and later, in the subject's typical environment.

Self-injurious behaviours (SIB) has for many
years been treated by methods influenced by the
hypothesis that SIB is modified by social stimuli.
However, mixed findings have been found with
nearly all of these different treatment approaches.
For example, reinforcement of incompatible or
other behaviour (DRI/DRO) using a social
reinforcer has been found to be effective in some

cases (e.g.. Frankel. Moss. Schofield. & Simmons.
1976; Tarpley & Schroeder. 1979). but ineffective
in others (e.g.. Corte. Wolfe. & Locke, 1971;
Measel & Alfieri. 1976): removal of social stimula¬
tion has proved successful in reducing self-injury in
some instances (e.g.. Lovaas & Simmons. 1969)
but has only been partially effective (Corte el al.
1971) or ineffective in others (Myers. 1975); and
conflicting findings have also resulted from timeout
(e.g. Solnick. Rincover. & Peterson. 1977: Tate &
Baroff. 1966) and overcorrection (e.g.. Azrin.
Gottlieb, Hughart. Wesolowski. & Rahn. 1975:
Measel & Alfieri, 1976).

These finding have led many authors to suggest
that in some cases at least, self-injury is not main¬
tained by its social consequences but is instead
escape or self-stimulatory, that is. a mechanism to
provide sensory stimulation in the form of
kinesthetic, tactile, or vestibular consequences to
organisms relatively deprived of such stimulation
(e.g.. Anderson & Chamove. 1980: Baumeister &
Forehand. 1973: Carr. 1977: Jones. 1982:
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Meyerson. Kerr. & Michael. 1967: Rincover.
Newsom. & Carr. 1979). Indirect support for this
self-stimulation hypothesis comes from animal
experiments (Anderson & Chamove. 1985;
Chamove. Anderson. & Nash. 1984) where
monkeys who were reared in impoverished, socially
deprived conditions engaged in stereotyped
behaviour, which included self-injurious acts, while
monkeys reared with normal mothers never showed
such behaviours unless subsequently isolated
(reviewed in Chamove & Anderson. 1 98 1)

Only a few studies, however, have investigated
the effects of replacing self-stimulatory SIB with
experimentally introduced stimulation. Two
experimental studies (Bailey & Meyerson. 1969:
Meyerson et al., 1967) found that vibration as a
source of tactile stimulation decreased the level of
SIB. Wells and Smith (1983) too. incorporated
vestibular and tactile stimulation into a program
which decreased SIB in their four subjects, but no
comparison of the two modes was attempted.
Although playing with visually stimulating toys
reduced eye-poking in children showing SIB
(Favell. McGimsey. & Schell. 1982). the effect of
visual stimulation on SIB has not been investigated
on its own. In monkeys too. a wide variety of
stimulating events lead to reductions in SIB
(Chamove et al., 1984).

There appears therefore to be an increasing body
of experimental evidence to support the hypothesis
that some cases of SIB and other self-stimulatory
behaviours are maintained by their sensory con¬
sequences and that environmental stimuli can be
manipulated to control it (Rincover & Devany.
1982). Up until now though there have not been
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sufficient studies carried out to discover how

specific environmental stimuli (e.g., visual) affect
levels of SIB.

This study thus had three aims: (1) to investigate
the effects of visual stimulation on SIB; (2) to
compare the effects of visual stimulation with a
stimulus that has been shown to reduce SIB, that of
vibration: and (3) to ascertain the sustained effects
of both types of stimulation outside the treatment
situation. In addition, a number of methodological
considerations which had often been ignored in
previous studies on SIB were incorporated into
the design.

Method
Subject

The subject. Julie, was a 24-year old female
diagnosed as profoundly retarded (DSM-III) with
an IQ of approximately 20, and a score of 20% on
the Fairview Self-Help Scale. She was self-abusive,
repeatedly hitting her forehead with her arm so as to
break the skin, and consquently had both arms
restrained in plastic sprints when awake. Although
she did not speak, she responded to a few requests
such as "Come here". She was mobile around the
ward but did not play.

Setting and Apparatus
Julie was a long-term patient at a hospital for

mentally handicapped people. The test environ¬
ment used was located within the subject's ward.
The treatment room measured 3x4 mm and
contained only a table and a few chairs. During the
observation sessions no nursing staff or patients
were present apart from the subject and observer.

The social room was 8x13 mm and contained
tables, chairs, a television, record player, and
various toys. This room was staffed by three nursing
staff during observational sessions, and there were
also 14 mentally handicapped patients present, in
addition to the subject and observer. Usually either
the television or the record player were playing
during the day. both of which have been found to
increase self-stimulatory behaviour (Forehand &
Baumeister. 1970: Adams et al., 1980).

The vibratory stimulus consisted of a 240 volt
"massager" device (Model 400. Pifco Ltd.) which
vibrated at a frequency of 50 Hz and was hand
operated. The visual stimulus consisted of a red.
1.5.w bulb which flashed at the same frequency.
50Hz).

Recording and Reliability
The only behaviour recorded was duration of SIB

which was defined as contact of any part of the arm
with any part of the head. The onset of the response
was defined as when the subject's arm first came

into contact with her head, the termination when the
subject's arm was removed more than a few
centimetres from her head. As the rate of hitting was
quite regular, duration would be similar to that of a

frequency count. Duration also reflects the large
amount time occupied in SIB.

The senior author served as the primary observer,
while another observer served as a reliability
assessor. Interobserver reliability measures were
obtained for one session per condition in each set¬
ting and reliability was calculated by using a whole
session agreement procedure. This involved divid¬
ing the lower value of the 2 observers' cumulative
time by the larger value and multiplying the result by
100. All 9 reliability measures were above 93% and
averaged 95%.

Procedure
There were 3 experimental conditions: (1)

Baselines consisted of (a) a preintervention
baseline, 6 sessions over 6 days where no treatment
interventions were carried out, and (b) a postinter-
vention baseline, 4 consecutive days at 1 session per
day where previous intervention was discontinued.
(2) Vibratory stimulation involved 6 daily sessions
where tactile stimulation was applied noncon-
tingently by the observer by means of the massaging
device to the back, arms, shoulders, and forehead of
the subject for 1 min per 5 min of each test sessions.
(3) Visual stimulation consisted of 6 daily session
where a 60 w ceiling bulb supplying the room light¬
ing was switched off for 1 min for 5 min in each
session and the flashing red light substituted. The
observer had no physical contact with the subject
during any of the sessions.

An alternating-treatments design (see Figure 1)
combined with a reversal design was employed.
This consisted of a 6-day preintervention baseline at
1 session per day, each session occurring between
1100 and 1300. This was followed by 6 days of
treatment, during which 1 session of vibratory
stimulation alternated with 1 of visual stimulation
each day. The vibration was presented in the morn¬
ing between 1 100 and 1130 hours, and the flashing
light in the afternoon between 1230 and 1300 hours
on the first day; conditions were reversed the follow¬
ing day and so on. There was a return to baseline for
4 days, at 1 session per day, followed by a final 6
days of alternating treatment sessions at 2 sessions
per day.

Treatment room. Sessions were 30 min in length
and were carried out daily between 1 100 hours and
1300 hours. Before each session began the subject
was taken to the room and her splints removed. The
observer then sat in the corner and upon each
occurrence of SIB. activated a stopclock to record



Figure1:PercentagedurationofSIBinthetwotestareas.Symbolsconnectedbydashedlinesindicatebaselineperformanceinthesocialroombeforeany movementintothetreatmentroom.Theunconnectedsolidsymbolsaremeanvalueswithinthatcondition,butthoseinitialvalueswhichwereextreme valueswerenotusedincomputingtheseestimatesofaverageperformance.^̂
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the cumulative length of time the subject spent in
SIB.

Social room. In order to discover if the treatment

effects were maintained in the subject's typical
environment, she was also observed for 30-min
sessions in the social room daily between 1130
hours and 1330 hours. After each session in the
treatment room, the subject was taken to the social
room where her behaviour was recorded; the
observer was seated in a corner, as in the treatment-
room session, but no treatment was carried out in
this environment. In addition, the subject was
observed for six daily sessions of preintervention
baseline in the social room between 1130 and 1300
hours before any treatment began in the treatment
room.

Results
Treatment Room

Before the sensory stimulation was presented.
SIB occurred during an average of 36% of the 30-
min treatment session. When the vibratory stimulus
was introduced this decreased to about one-sixth of
the original rate, to an average of only 6%; and
similarly, visual stimulation decreased the occur¬
rence of SIB to about one-twelfth of the original, to
only 3% of the time observed (see Figure 1). When
the treatments were subsequently withdrawn, self-
injury increased to slightly above the preinterven¬
tion baseline, but decreased abruptly when
vibratory stimulation and visual stimulation were
reintroduced to averages of 2% of the session for
both.

In analysing the SIB data, the six repeated
measures were treated as if they were subjects in
order to give an estimate of error variance. The
results should be treated as descriptive rather than
inferential. After ascertaining that serial depen¬
dency did not exist (Gottman & Glass, 1978;
Kazdin. 1984). three 2 (Treatment) x 2 (Order)
analyses of variance (ANOVA) were applied to the
data. Firstly, the vibratory stimulus was evaluated
in comparison with the preceding baseline sessions.
The analyses yielded a significant treatment effect.
F(l,5) = 55.35.p< .001. indicating that vibratory
stimulation was strongly associated with a
reduction in SIB level (Figure 1). Another signifi¬
cant treatment effect. F(l. 5) = 63.27, p < .005.
indicated that the visual mode of stimulation was

also strongly associated with a reduction in SIB.
Thirdly, although on 72% ofsessions SIB was lower
with or after visual stimulation versus vibratory
stimulation, this comparison of the two treatment
conditions was not significant. No significant effects
of order of presentation were found.

Julie appeared to enjoy both types of stimulation
at first. When vibration was applied she sat calmly
smiling and laughing, while during visual stimula¬
tion she moved towards the flashing light and waved
her right hand in front of her face, presumably to
maximize or alter the stimulation. However
towards the end of each treatment session, she
would begin to show fewer positive behaviours
when the vibrator was used, suggesting satiation; no
time-related change in behaviour was observed with
the flashing light (see also Rincover et ai, 1979).

Social Room

During the preintervention baseline SIB occurred
during 32% of the 30-min sessions, and this level
decreased only slightly (to 30%) when the subject
was simply moved to the bare treatment room. After
the vibratory-stimulation sessions the rate
decreased by about half to 16%, while following
visual-stimulation sessions it decreased even more,

by about one-eighth to 4%. The return to the no-
treatment condition saw the subject's SIB rate
immediately increase to a level that was higher on
average than the previous no-treatment condition,
42%. On the reintroduction of the vibratory-
stimulation sessions. SIB again decreased substan¬
tially to an average of 4%. and similarly after the
reintroduction of visual-stimulation sessions, SIB
decreased to an average ofonly 0.5% of the time she
was observed in the social room.

Three additional ANOVA comparisons of SIB
levels in the social room with SIB in the treatment
room showed the two did not differ: either (1) in the
no-stimulus condition before or after treatment, (2)
in the initial or final visual-stimulus conditions, or

(3) in the initial or final vibration condition.

Discussion

The results indicate that increases in two different
modes of stimulation are associated with a decrease
in self-injurious behaviours (SIB). Vibratory and
visual stimulation were not found to differ in their
effectiveness in reducing a subject's level of SIB,
although there were indications that the light may be
better than the vibrator. In addition, the beneficial
effects of both forms of increased sensory stimula¬
tion were not situation-specific and were main¬
tained outside the treatment situation for a period of
at least 30 min.

The fact that vibratory stimulation decreased SIB
is in accordance with the two previous studies using
vibration (Bailey & Meyerson. 1969; Wells &
Smith. 1983). In both, SIB was similarly decreased
to near zero levels by the noncontingent use ofvibra¬
tion. However, neither study assessed reliability
and only the latter employed a reversal design.
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therefore, the effectiveness of the vibratory stimula¬
tion could not be assessed.

The effects of visual stimulation on SIB have not
been demonstrated before, although Favell et al.,
(1982) did find that visually stimulating toys, like
prisms, reduced the SIB of two individuals.
Likewise, no previous studies have directly com¬
pared the effects of different types of stimulation on
levels of SIB.

From the results of the social-room sessions it
appears that the effects of increased stimulation in
the treatment room were maintained for at least 30
min afterwards in the subject's typical environment,
the dayroom. This result is consistent with other
findings (Wells & Smith, 1983 (where the effects of
treatment were reported to be maintained
throughout the day, although exact data were not
presented. Constraints precluded our investigating
how long the effects would last. Although we
observed no satiation of effects on SIB. such would
be expected with repeated exposure of the
identical stimulus.

Julie was not observed to self-injure in social
situations, therefore her SIB appeared to serve a
sensory rather than a direct social function (dis¬
cussed by Jones, 1982). It is therefore not surprising
that providing sensory stimulation was effective in
reducing her SIB. The intervention however might
not be expected to reduce SIB in those motivated by
its social consequences or by escape.

This study does imply however that future
researchers of SIB should attend to environmental
stimulus procedures for modifying SIB. If more
enriched living environments were designed for
institutionalized residents it might be possible to
either prevent SIB (See Anderson & Chamove.
1985) or to reduce SIB (as suggested by Chamove et
al., 1984; Favell et al., 1982) without having to
resort to contingent reinforcement and/or punish¬
ment procedures which can be intensive and
expensive. In contrast, this study illustrates a treat¬
ment procedure that is economical both in terms of
cost and staff time.
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